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,_ FORWARD
•f

Volumes I and II contain the Proceedings of the Twenti Annual Conference on
Manual Control. The proceedings were published wi4 _he support of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Army Aeromechanics

= Laboratory, both located at Ames Research Center. Th_ was held at
• the Sheraton-Sunnyvale Hotel in Sunnyvale, California om June twelfth

through fourteenth, 1984. Both formal papers that re d completed work
and informal papers that represented work in progress were The two
volumes include all of the papers accepted for presentation the meeting;
seventy six complete manuscripts and nine abstracts. The are divided
into. two volumes that represent the two general classes of tol that were
cover_6_ Volume I covers more traditional "Annual Manual" topics ichas time
series m_d_ling, flying qualities, and supervisory control models. Volume II

contains p_pers that are more focused on psychological and ph ological
Issues, such aS evoked potential and workload measurement, that were ncluded
in the program of the concurrent "Annual Mental"

This was the twentieth in a series of conferences dating back to
1964. These earlier meetings and their proceedings are listed below:

First Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, the University
of Michigan, December 1964. (Proceedingsnot printed.)

Y

Second Annual NASA-UniversityConference on Manual Control, University of
Southern California, February 28 to March 3, 1967. (NASA-SP-128)

Third Annuai NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, University of
Southern California, March I-3, 1968. (NASA-SP-144)

b

Fourth Annual NASA-UniversityConference on Manual Control, University of
Michigan, March 21-23, 1968. (NASA-SP-192)

Fifth Annual NASA-University Confezence on Manual Control, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, March 27-29, 1969. (NASA-SP-215)

1 Sixth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,
April 7-9, 1970. (AFIT/AFFDL Report, no number)

Seventh Annual Conference on Manual Control, Univeristy of Southern
California, June 2-4, 1971. (NASA-SP-281)

• Eighth Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Michigan, May
17-19, 1972. (AFFDL-TR-72-92).

Ninth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute of

, Technology, May 23-25, 1973. (Proceedings published by MIT, no number)

Tenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,
April 9-11, 1974. (AFIT/AFFDL Report, no number)

_o

I Eleventh Annual Conference on Manual Control, NASA-Ames Research Center,
#

May 21-23, 1975. (NASA TM X-82,464)

Sq
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t

Twelfth Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Illinois, Mayt

25-27, 1976 (NASA TM X-73,170)

• Thirteenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, June 15-17, 1977. (Proceedings published by MIT, no number)

• Fourteenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of Southern
California, April 25-27, 1978 (NASA CP-2060)

Fifteenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Wright State University,
Ohio, March 20-22, 1979. (AFFDL-TR-79,3134)

Sixteenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, May 5-7, 1980. (Proceedingspublished by MIT, no number)

Seventeenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, University of California
at Los Angeles, June 16-18, 1981. (JPL Publications 81-95)

Eighteenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, June 8-10, 1982. (AFWAL-TR-83-3021)

Nineteenth Annual Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute
of TechnoIgy, May 23-25, 1983. (MIT publication, no number)J
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- Time Series Modellng of Human Operator Dynamics in
Manual Control Tasks

Daniel J. Biezad and David K. Schmldt

,. School of Aeronautics and Astronautics

•:" Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana

: A_STRACT

" { A tlme-serles technique is presented for identifying the

dynamic characteristics of the human operator In manual control

tasks from relatively short records of experimental data. Con-

trol of system excitation signals used in the identification is

not required. The approach is a multl-channel identification

technique for modeling multi-lnput/multl-output situations.

_ The method presented includes statistical tests for validity,

is designed for digital computation, and yields estimates fori
t

: i the frequency responses of the human operator. A comprehensive

relatlve power analysls may also be performed for valldated

i models. This method is applied to several sets of experlmeutal +

t data; the results are discussed an_ shown to compare favorably
, with previous research findings. New results are also

presented for a multi-input task that has not been previously

: modeled to demonstrate the strengths of the method.

NOMENCLATURE

channel one of the physical variables used to describe system

behavior in the time domain (observed state)

e(t) vehicle subsystem output vector at time "t"

: f(t) manual control vector at time "t" for pilot subsystem

* Doctoral Candidate i
:. ** Professor i

_'" t

z _ Ill ...........
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G(z) discrete transfer function matrix

Gij(z) transfer function matrix relating

i subsystems "i" and "J"
GM, k predictor matrix at lag '_", k _ MM

-k o

i! G(M,z) ZG z
, k= 1 M,kI

! Gij,k element i,J in GM, ki M
_k

iI z) _ G
i GLj(M' k= 1 iJ,k z

! i.i.d, independent and identically distributed random variables

k index for lag :

M maximum order for model

•' m current order in identification process

;! N number of vector samples

n number of channels

T matrix transpose (* conjugate transpose)

_i[ T(m) Toeplitz autocorrelatlon matrix for order "m" process

X(t) Joint process vector
- --1

z backward shift operator

6(t) control surface command vector at time "t"

A uniform sample interval in seconds

frequency (tad per sec)

I. INTRODUCTION

A pilot model is a mathematical expression which balances simplicity

of mathematical structure with observed empirical reality according to the
l

purpo3e for Which it is used. A key question always facing the aviaticn

community has been how to develop and use these models in order to specify,

design, and evaluate piloted systems 1 so that they provide efficient, pro-

yen performance while admitting the pilot "symbiotically" into the control

loop 2. The successes of describing function and optimal control models in

meeting this objective are well known 3, but the identification of these
!
I

1 models is hindered by an dependence on long data records, a priori parame-

ter knowledge, and a precisely controlled experimental environment.
4

A time series approach to pilot modeling, introduced ten years ago ,

initially appeared as Just another "technique"; but recent applications of

time series analysis to complex multi-channel tasks 5 indicate that this

2
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•
_ : approach may work well on relatlvely short data records with little or no a

• " prlorl parameter knowledge. Moreover, the process of modellng provides a

unifying mathematical "framework" relatlng recent research in closed-loop

multl-channel identification theory to actual laboratory or flight test

: _ data records of relatlvely short duration. The "framework" includes estab-

. llshlng model existence, applying a proven identification technique, vali-

dating the resulting model, and analyzing model properties relative to

,, model purpose.

-i Early researchers using time series to model mamsal control behavior

i recognized that obtaining single or multi-channel pilot models is a doubly

i formidable task because of the adaptive nature of the pilot and because of

the inherent loop closures in the overall system 6. Shinnera 4 and Agarwal 7,

; in their pioneering work for single-input,single-output (dual-channel) sys-

"_ tems, found that simple discrete transfer functions adequately described

_[ pilot manual contrc! output in compensatory and pursuit tasks but did not

consider the theoretlcal question of model exlstence or stabillCy. The

work of Goto, based on the theoretlcal methods of Akalke 8 and Whittle 9,

considered model "existence" questions for a two subsystem closed-loop

structure I0, but these methods assume that the autocorrelatlon statlstlcs

for the process are known a priori.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a unifying framework for clme

series modellng by deriving the specific theoretlcal and ezperlmental con-

' ditions required for model existence and uniqueness, to apply an identifi-

cation algorithm which guarantees stability and does not require a priori

_ statistical information, and to demonstrate the application of this iden-

tif_cation process in case studies. The derivation of existence conditions

i_J applicable to a three subsystem closed-loop structure which contains the

two subsystem results of Coto as a spec!_l case. The derived identifica-

tion algorithm is called '_ormalized Predictive DeconvoluCion", NPD, and is

a generalization of the Levinson-Wiggins-Robinson algorithm 11 and the

multi- channel Maximum Entropy Spectral Estimation algorithm 12.

2, M MODEL

_ The pilot-as-controller discrete linear model is shown as part of a

three subsystem structure in Figure 1o The double lines represent vector

: _ • i nllm - ,.....
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precesses from three subsystems: the vehicle, the pilot, and the flight

control system. Autoregressive (Markov) noise is added to each subsystem

to represent a physical disturbancel3; that is, injected noise is a linear

sum of past values plus an t.i.d, discrete "shock" or "pulse". Mathemati-

_ cally this representation may be concisely represented by

X(t) - G(z)X(t) + _(t) (1)

where X(t) is a Joint process vector partitioned into subsystems as

X(t) = IfT(t),6T(t),eT(t)[
(2)

G(z) is a matrix of transfer functions in terms of the shift operator "z"

which may also be partitioned into a general form given by

-_ 0 Gl2(Z) Gl3(Z)-Gp(Z)

G(z) - G21(z)-Gf(z ) 0 G23(z) (3)

G31(z ) G32(z)-Ga(Z ) 0

The injected noise, ¥ (t), is assumed both autoregressive of finite order

"L" and uncorrelated between subsystems. Thus, it may be represented by

the block diagonal form

', ¥(t) = C(L,z)¥(t) + p(t) (4)

L
-k

k_ICll,k z 0 0

L

C(L,z) = O E C22 .z-k 0 (5)
k=l DK

L
-k

O 0 Z C33 .z
knl ,_

"l
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• , |

" o(,)-I,T(,) . (7)

The Indlvldual elements in Equation (3), In contrast to the flnlte

order assumption _or the noise representation, are expressible either as a

ratio of dlscrete polynomlals (transfer functlon) or as an infinite
-I

sequence in the delay operator z (pulse response). Thus, between subsys-

tems "i" and "J",

! Gij(z) = k=IEGlj,k z-k (8) _i

* |

_- If the infinite sequence of Equation (8) is truncated at order '_", an

approximation to the mathematical system of Equation (1) results which will !

_i_ be referred to as the Joint autoregressive representation (JAR). The trun-

_i cared elements of G(z) are given by

_ M -k

i Gij(M,z)- E c z JAR (9) _.
k= 1 iJ,k

By combining Equations (1), (4), and (9) the JAR may be written as

! X(t) = G(M,z) X(t) + n(z) p(t) (10) i

_t _-l(z) " I I- C(L'') I (11)

L -k
,I CII(L,z) = Z C z (12)k= 1 ii,k

The Joint innovations representation 14, JIR, is obtained by multiply-

tng Equstion (10) by Equation (11) and solving for X(t):

x(t) - A(.,z) X(c) + p(t) (13)

x,_M,z) -. E._,k z-k- C(L,z) + _(s,z) - C(L,z)C(S,z) (14)K ,t

The block diagonal form of Equations (2) and (5) .is now taken into

account in the relationship between the JAR and JIR. Denoting each

5
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t

subsystem of X(t) by subscript "i", Equations (13) and (14) are equivalent

to

3

Xi(t) = Cit(L'z) Xi(t) + _" I I - Cii(L,z) j Gtj(M,z) Xj(t) + Oi(t) (15)" J=l
"I °

' By comparing Equat_.ons (14) and (15) one obtains

Cti(L,z) = Aii(L,z) (16)

Gij(M,z) = Cit(L,z) Gij(H,z) + Atj(M,z) ; t ¢ J (17)

/ The JIR described by Equation (13) may also be put into the form

- xCt) = r(M,z) oCt) (18)

_. r(M,z) = I - AM, k z (19) .,kl :

i

The autocovarlance matrix is found by post multiplylng Equation (18)

, by the transpose of X(t) and taking the expected value:

' Rxx(0) = E X(t)xT(t)I = F(M,z) P(O) F (M,z) (20) ,_I
where :.

P(O) = EJp(t)pT(t)J (21) g
,6

._ The power spectral density of this process 5 is

•r #xx(m) - r(M,z) a p(O)r (M,z) ej_a (22) _i

which has the property }

T -I *
_xx(¢) = ®xx(Z ) - _xx(¢) (23) _

An approximation to the frequency response between variables "t" and "J"

_" may be found using

_" Gi_(_) " IGij(M'z)J Jwb (24)_- zme ..

'L
J
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If P(O) is diagonal, the relative power in state "t" is defined as

n ,

= z rij(_)a P rij(_) (25)
PII(_) J=l jj(O)

,i
and the noise power contribution to channel "i" from the noise source in

channel "J" is
r

qlj(_) = rlj()A P._(o)r_(m>_. _'--0 (26)
J3 _J "tt(¢)

Thus it is shown how the JIR representation of Equation (13) may be

transformed Into the JAR representation of Equations (95 through (125 using

the recurslons of Equations (16) and (17). Once validated, the properties

of the identified model may be analyzed uslng Equations (205 through (26).

There must be assurance, however, that these modal represe_._lons exist in

" theory, and thls topic is addressed In the next section.

3. THE EXISTENCE QUESTION

The primary factors In the determination of an acceptable pilot model

are suitable experimental conditions, the assumed model structure, and the

identlflcatlon _echnlque. Since the harm done by a faulty experiment, slmu-

latlon, or flight test permanently voids the data, the condltlons required

for a unique and valid model are very important.
J

THEOREM I: The JIR of Eqno(18) is unique, and there is a unlque map-

ping between the JAR of Eqn. (105 and the JIR of Eqn.(13) provldlng

Eqn.(23) holds for the spectral density and providing there Is a delay In

every path of Figure I.

For proof see the Appendix.

THEOREM 2: Given that the transfer matrix ?(z) has been identified

from realization set {X(t)l t_N } generated by r(z), necessary conditions

, for

l±mr(zS-r(z5 (275

are

; (15 The Joint process l(t) is full rank
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' (2) There is a unique factorization

;. Cxx (_) = iF(z)UA1/2(UA1/2)Ty*(z)I J_A
(28)

I I g_e

A > 0 and U Unitary (29)

_1 For proof see the AppendLx.
t

The practical implications of these theorems for flight simulations

and flight tests are that sufficient noise sources be used to excite the

vector process X(t), that there should be no feedforward paths which

violate the requirement for a delay in each loop, and that no anticipatory

loops are closed by the pilot for the same reason. Although some identifi-

cation schemes allow correlated noise inputs 15, there is no way to dlstln-

guish them from feedforwards and/or anticipation. If validation tests,

however, indicate a positive definite and dlagonal autocorrelation matrix

- for the noise inputs, then there is evidence that a sufficient condition

has been met for uniqueness.

To summarize, the design or test engineer should assure

(1) sufficient noise excitation in measured channels;
i

(2) pilot anticipation negligible (implies random or random appearing

inputs;

(3) physlcal delays exl_t in each channel, includlng feedforward, which are

significant relative to sample time;

(4) data realizations are not predominantly unstable or nonstatlonary;

(5) valldation checks Includ_ a whiteness test for the estimated noise

realizations.

4. MODEL IDENTIFICATION AND VALIDATION

• Given the conditions are mat for model existence, an identification

r scheme is desired which identifies the JIR of Equation (13) from data real-/

tzatton set {X(t) I t_ }. It is especially important that the scheme be

i" stable (identified parameters are bounded) and not be dependent on a priori

knowledge of autocorrelattou statistics. The identification technique

6

h
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ii presented here is called Normalized Predictive Deconvolutlon (NPD), which

acts directly on the data sets and results In a stable and parsimonious

JIR.

_ The basic principle of the NPD scheme follows that est_bllshed by Wig-

gins and Roblnso_II who generalized Burg's16 recurslon for slngle-channel

systems by hypothesizing a set of backward predictors given by

X(t) = B(M,z) X(t)+p'(t) (30)
M

kS(M,z) - Z S z (31)
k= I M,k

p'(t) = ]r'T(t) , v'T(t) , w'T(t)lt•t•d" (32)

By post multiplying Equation (13) by XT(t-k) and Equation (30) by

XT(t+k) , taking expected value, and expressing the result in a block

matrix form, the "normal equations" of Reference (17) result:

I ' oI -Am, l "'• -Am,m-1 ,m T(m) = (33)
-Bm.m -Bm,m-1 ••• -Bm,1 "•" QB(m)

where

 10) •.•

o•• •

T(m) - .... (34)

"" _(0)IRxxC-m)...

m

QF(m) = R (0)- £ A . Rxx(-k) (35)
x-; k= I m,K

m

QB(m) = R (0)- _ S . Rxx(k) (36)xx k=l m,z

In the NPD scheme the solution to the "normal equations" is recur-

stvely senerated as order "m" is incremented without knowing the autocorre--

letton matrices a priori• The top and bottom rows of Equation (33) are eac'h

0 ®
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welghted wlth Invertlble forward and backward prediction scalln8 matrices

SA(m) and SB(m) so that

Xm.l.1,i - (eft-l) A I.l,i ; 0 _ i _ _1-1 _ (37)

-Xm+l,O" SAl(m+l) (38)

Bm-t-l,t " S; l(m'l'l) B_l-l,i ; 0 _ t _rl-1 (39)

T

" (4o)

To derive the forward recurslon formula (the backward recurslon fol-

lows analagously), the scaled bottom row of the "normal equations" is mul-

tiplled by an arbitrary but Invertlble matrix and added to the top row of

_I Equation (33). Next, the order Is incremented from "m" to "m+l" and the
scaled results are expressed in the form ,.

- QF(1) ... 0 "
-Xm+l'l T(m) m (41)

-Sm+X,m+l-Sm+l,m ... ...

<- By matching the terms of Equation (41) _rlth the previously obtained linear

combination of rows the follo_In8 recurslon results:

• Km4.1,1 m s_l(m+l) SA(m)JXm,l-S_l(m)¢F(m+l)q_l(m)Im,m+l_I (42)

r

]Jl_.],l i I _]'(n'['].) SS(I)]]|I i - sBl(m)e-(m+l)q-l(m)s-(m)xu: ..A m,_A-X--"" (44)

10

V
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where 0 ( I ( m+l in the above expressions, and where the forward and back-

ward prediction error matrices are given by

,-_ =F(erl-1) - R (re+l)- E A .. _ Rxx(k ) (46)
XX k= l m, m'r'L--K. , i

_. L cS(url.l) = Rxx(..m.1)-k!iBm,url.l_k Rxx(-k ) (47) :'
'.2'

. By defining

p(_X ) - s_1(m)_F(m+x)s__(I.) (4s) .
PA(m+|) = Z - p(m_l)pT(m+l) (49)

PB(m+I) = Z - pT(m+!)p(m_l) (50) _'

SA(m+I ) ==SA(m)-cF(m+I )S;I (m) cB(m+X) (.51) l "
SB(m+l) Ss (m)-eB(m+ I )SA1(m) cF(m+l ) (52) _" .._

; it may be shown using matrix algebra that

f

t

i ,' e 12(m+I) = s_1(m+l)ss(m) (s4) 1

l
!

• * [

, IXm+l, i = ? ,i " p(m+l)S (m) lm,ur_l_t (55) I

i

" ,-I, - i

• . |

|

'J'l '

nil, _ • I I I --
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I

i
:

If the scaling matrices of Equations (37) and (39) are chosen to be

the "identity" matrix, then the classical Levinson-Nlgglns-Roblnson (LWR)

i:. algorithm of Reference (11) results in a normalized form. If the scaling
matrices are chosen so that

l(m)SA " Q (57)
1

S;I (m) " Q (58) _!

J

then Equation (48) defines the Partial Autocorrelattou Coefficient (PAC) TM

matrix. In addition, if the following approximations are used:

14'I-', I-'/_ i_(m+l) = 2(m) s(m) R /2(m) (59) ,
, where

-i N "

. _(m) = E _F(m,t) TFT(m,t) (60) "_ t=m+l --

- e

_ N

l_B(m) = Z IF(m,t) _B(m,t-1) (61) ;}/" t=m+l

!

N '

RB(m) = £ 5:B(m,t-l) l:B(m,t-1) (62) it=m+l I
l

1
1

m 1

• iF(m,t)=SA(m)l:F(m,t) - X(t)- E Au kX(t-k) (63) Xk'1 ' [
I

- I
• l

ia(m,C)=Sn(m)_s(m,c) - X(t)- I: n .__X(t-k) (64) !5,==1 "s" m. l
L

, !
). then the uult.i-cha,_tl Maximum Entropy Spectral Eotiuatton allorithm of l

., iteferenee (12) As obtained. .. i

._, . : • ._ u_ . ., . ..,
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Norf, Vieira, and Kailath 18 have shown that there is a one-to-one _!

correspondence between the PAC matrices defined above and the autocorrela-

tion mtrtces for a Joint stationary process; _oreover, they show chat the

charscterlzatlon theorem of stochastic processes assures PAr _atrlces with

slngular values less that unity. _,

To determine the order '_" at which the above recursion is stopped, a

variation of the multi-channel Akaike rule 19, as modified by the recommen-

dations of Kashyap 20, is presented here as the PAt selection criterion.

This criterion assumes that, as the estimates for the PAC Natrtx elements i

becomes smiler, they become more random, thus causing the determinant to i

i also become random. To balance this effect with a tera sensitive to both

order "m" and number of channels "n" , the following expression was chosen _'

as the PAC selection rule:

J (m) = N log ]det p(m)] + m(n) 2 log N (65)

The order resulting in the "first" minimum value as order "m" is Incre-

mented is chosen for the JIR.

Validation is accomplished by testing the forward innovations for

_hiteness. These residuals are estiNated using Equation (62) and the _..
mtrix set

iF(_,t)l (M,t-k) ; t _ N ; 0 _ k (66)

which is visually tested for whiteness over s reasonable number of lags

"k". Plots of JIR statistics vs actual statistics (if available) and tlme i

histories of actual vs predicted JIR data my slso be used. I

Su_rizing, a technique called Normalised Predictive Deconvolution !
|
|

has been presented to identify a stable JIa of Equation (13) without a i

priori knowledge of the process autocorrelation matrices shown in Equation i

(34), The algorltha is initialised a_ w.O with I!

t

QB(O)-qF(O). zx(O)

where Equariou (60) and (63) _re used to epproximate Izx(0). The scaltn$ J
i

rattlers are then r_osen, as in Bquatlons (57) and (58) for example, then

13

___g'
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_ by definition

P /2(n) = SA(0) (67)

-1

and Equations (38) and (40) are used to find 3=, 0 and _=,0"
The PAt =matrix p(l) is then computed from Equations (59) through (64),

from which PA(I) and PB(1) are found using Equations (49) and (50). The

-. new forward and backward predictors are determined from Equations (55) and

(56) for le-I and finally the value of the PAC aelectic rule using Equation

(65) is found. If desired thc order is incremented and the process

repeated.

Once the JIR is identified the JAR may be &e_ermined using Equations

(16) and (17). The model characteristics are then calculated using Equa-

tions (22) through (26). Case studies which demonstrate the applicatlvn of

this identification process and analysis are presented next.

5. MODELANALYSIS: CASE STUDIES

In order to demonstrate the application of the JIR identification pro-

ceae on actual data sets a multi-channel "piloted" simulation was accom-

pliehed in the Plight Simulation Laboratory at Purdue University. Three

pilots performed lateral bank angle tracking tasks using aileron deflection

inputs with and vlthout rudder deflection inputs for assistance.

In addition to obtaining the data sets, the goal of the simulation was

to obtain subjective pilot ratings and co_enta for three vehicle confi-

gurations. The configurations were repr_sentatLve of large aircraft with

the dutch roll modes selected to yield level 1, 2, or 3 handlinS _ualitiea

as currently in military specifications 21. Table 1 suemarizea the dutch

roll characteristics and the correspondins pilot ratings and couments

obtained durins the simulation. Approximately 25 seconds (500 points at e

20 llz as=pie rate) were used for eodellng from each data run _ch was typ-

Lcally 60 seconds long.
-o,

14
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_! The pursuit display shown to the pilot for the three-channel simula-
•[ tion (channels were aileron error, aileron deflection, and rudder deflec-

•_ tlon) is shown in Figure 2. For the two-channel simulation the "ball in

the window" portion of the display was masked and no rudder inputs were

:_ allowed. Note from the ratings and comments in Table 1 that there is a

a considerable degradation for each configuration between the two-channel and

the three-channel cases. This degradation is most severe for the level 3

:_ configuration where a lateral pilot induced oscillation (PIO) resulted when

the pllots were allowed to use rudder inputs.

The commanded bank angle disturbance was a second order autoregressive

process given by

, W(t) - 1.975 W(t-1) - 0.977 W(t-2) + .003 w(t) (69)

w(t) - l.l.d, normal (0,1) (70)

The parameters of this process were experimentally determined before taking

tracking data to provide a realistic and unpredictable tracking signal to

the pilots.

The JIR pilot model was identified using the NPD algorithm set up to

provide the special case of the multi-channel Maximum Entropy Spectral

Estimation algorlthm 12. The PAC order selection rule of Equation (65) con-

slstently resulted in M=4 in Equation (13) except for the three-channel

Configuration 3 where the order was H=7. Figure 3 lllustrates the behavior

of the PAC selection rule versus order for this case.

A typical experimental versus identified-model time history for the I

rudder deflection signal is shown in Figure 4 fo:" models identified from I

100, 200, and 500 points. The 100 point model used every fourth point of i

the data set between points 1 and 400; the 200 point model used every other

point between points 1 and 400. Thus the final five seconds of the time

history shows actual and predicted time histories which are independent of

the modeling process. The 500 point model shows the best visual a_reement

between actual and predicted time histories.

The top row of the "normal equations" from Equation (33) may be used

to define the predicted autocorrulation matrix as a function of lag for the

identified JIR. With aileron deflection and aileron error as channels 1 and

2, respectively, the actual versus prediccad autocorrelation matrix is

shown in Figure 5 for the two-channel Configuration 3 , where the actual

15
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value was estimated from the data sets using

R (k) - E X(t)xT(t-k) (71)

The normalized residual matrix from Equations (63) and (66) is shown

_i in Figure 6. Normalization Implies that each element is divided by the

square root of the products of the respective diagonal element magnitudes,

or

; °

NORMALIZED(i,J) = ELEMENT(I,J) (72)

The prediction capability demonstrated in Figures 4 through 6 was typical

: for all identified models and was used as a valldatlon check for all confl-

gurations, From these results it was assumed that the models passed the

. validation checks using experimental data.

: If a model passes a validation check, the relative power analysis

.- described by Goto 5 may be accomplished. The total power (variance) in the

pilot's aileron deflection signal, computed from Equation (25), versus fre-

quency for each two-channel configuration may be seen in Figure 7. Note

_ that the power spectral density peak magnitude, in general, increases for
t

configurations with higher (worse) pilot rating. Thus there is an indica-

tion that pilot workload (as evidenced by power spectral density) increases

across a portio,1 of pilot bandwidth as pilot rating increases for different

configuration_. This is consistent with workload being correlated with

deflection rate 22.

Using Equation (26) it is possible to calculate the amount of power

due to the noise source in each channel. The noise contributton versus

frequency for the aileron channel is shown in Figure 8 for the two-channel

Configuration 3 (the other configurations showed similar results). Note

that the command disturbance noise is the primary contributor to pilot

_, aileron deflection at low frequencies (below 3 red/set) and pilot Injected

noise (remnant) is the primary contributor to pilot aileron deflection at

the higher frequencies (above 6 rad/sec). The two-channel results are sum-

marized in Table 2 and the three-channel results are su_=arized in Table 3.

/_ As expected, the error variance, or element (2,2) iS coluwns 2 and S of

•,, 16
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t

Table 3, increases both wlth pilot rating and with the added workload of

the three-channel task (as measured by the spectral density).

For the three-channel case studies, the total power in the pilot's

aileron deflection slgnal for each configuration is shown In Figure 9. As

;' _ in the two-channel ease study, the power spectral density peak magnitude

increases for configurations with the higher (worse) rating, suggesting a

"'_ proportlonal increase in pilot workload.

It is noted that the peak power tends to occur at the dutch roll fre-

quency for each configuration, indicating that this mode Is clearly present

if not dominant in the pilot's output. If this is the case this mode may

I be a contributing cause to the lateral FIO occurring for Configuration 3

i (refer to Table I for comments).

! The plots depicting noise contributions into the aileron and rudder

_ deflection signals are shown in Figures 10 and 11. In addition to the

, large increase in peak spectral density of Configuration 3 over the other

" configurations, note that command disturbance noise is not dominant in the

; _ frequency range of maximum power as In the two-channel case (Figure 8). In

+ the aileron deflection channel, pllot injected noise contribution exceeds

the command disturbance noise contribution. Thls same trend is even more

! notlceable In the noise contribution plots for the rudder channel in Figure

II, where the primary noise source Is clearly pilot injected noise into the

rudder channel.

To summarize the data analysls of the identified models, there Is evl-

, deuce that the cause of the PIO and resultant poor pilot rating is self-

induced coupllng caused by rudder excitation of a dutch roll mode with

level 3 flying qualltles. Recall in the two-channel case study for Confl-

guration 3 that no lateral FIO occurred when the rudder input was denied

the pllot. The command disturbance In each case was Identlcally provided

using Equation (69).

,_ The frequency response of the pilot model, obtained from the approxl-

matlon of Equation (24), is shown for each configuration for the three-

channel cases in Figures 12 and 13, Note that for for poorly rated Confl-

guratton 3 that pilot aileron deflection is out of phase at low frequencies

with displayed bank angle error.

As seen from the JIR analysis, the amount of information from the
i

i"'. identification, validation, and analysis of models Obtained from actual
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! data sets is very large. Thus selectivity in analysls is essential, and

' the purpose of the modeling effort is paramount in this selection prucess.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The fundamental conclusion from this research effort is that time

, series models and the analytical analysis tools they provide have the abil-

Ity to quantitatively evaluate pilot-ln-the-loop situations by displaylng

key relationships affecting the stabllity and response of a multi-channel
T

"plloted" dynamic system. The NPD algorithm, in conJunctlon with the PAC

selection rule, results in a parsimonious and stable multi-channel time

series JIR model. This representation is unique if the existence condi-

tions of Theorems 1 and 2 are met. Experimentally this requires sufficient

:_ and random-appearing excitatlon, physlcal delays In each path, and data

reallzation sets which are stable.

Analysls of case studies 111ustrated the application of the modellng

process, and demonstrated how the dominant source of a lateral PIO may be

" identified using aualysls tools presented In this paper. It is important

i to remember that the case study results were prlmarlly intended to illus-

trate the "application" of the identification process as opposed to a _

comprehensive evaluatlon of particular vehlcle configurations. -.

_ It is recommended that the Joint innovations identification process be ^

applled to a more varled data base, lncludlng actual flight test data and

flight control system variations. Multi-channel applications which study
4

manual control response of operators in training status may also be accom- ;_

: plished.
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_: 8. APPENDIX

PROOF OF THEOREM 1o From Equation (10) we have

-1

_' X(t) = II - G(M,z)I _(z)o(t) (A.I)

' First the unique mapping between Equations (A,I) and (13) snd (18)

: wlll be glvenj then the uniqueness conditions for the identified r(z)wlll
! be derived, Referring to Figure I and temporarlly eliminating notation for

; arguments let

K1 = (I - GpGaGf) (A,2)

K 2 = (I - GfGpG a) (A.3)

K 3 = (I - GaGfO p) (A.4)

" - Expand the subsystem blocks In Equation (18) to obtain

f

• . rll(¢) rlz(Z) r13(z) -

'_ x(t) = Ir21(z) r22(z) r23(z) 0(t) (A,5)

! [r31(z) r32(z) r33(z) -
#.

• _ Use direct substitution from Equation (A,I) and match entries wlth

Equation (A.5) to obtain

,i

i rll- K:I_11 (A.6)
r = K:aG G n_. (Ao7)

': 12 l_.p a _

r13= K_IGpn33 (A.8)

r21 _ z2_Pfnll (Aog) i

: r22 - ._1_22 (A.IO)

': r23 = K21GfGp_33 (A.II)

rsx- _IpaGf_ll (A.12)

. r32= Z31Ga022 (A.13)

" r33 = _a_33 (A.14)

._ Since _ll are non-slngular prewhltenlng fllters, Ki singular implies

@xx(W) singular from Equation (22). The reverse mapping Is provided by the
--"'. recurslve relations In Equations (16) through (17). Note that If only two

subsystems are present that Equations (A.6) through (A.14) yield the same

:, 19 :
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• _ relationships given by _derson 10 and Goto 5.

, The final step in the proof is to show the uniqueness of r(z) and this

_11 be done using the following result from Popov as comunicated by

Andersonl0:

For a nonsingular o

' 0xx(Z) " 0=(z) (A.15)
there exists V(z) such that

D*(z)D(z) = 0 (z) (Ao16) :

I

g g

z =1
and there exists ' 'I [ i

_-' '_(_) - IrCz)a P(0)r*(z)I (A°18): z=e jeA

-- _th r(z) and P(O) unique

[

r(==-) = I and P(0) ) 0 (A.19)

To apply this result to the J_ use the condition that there is a delay in

every path, thus

Cil = 0 (A.20)

[Citl z= -0 (A.21)

Substituting _uatlon (b.20) into Equations (A.6) throu_ (A.14). and sub-

stituting _uatlon (A,21) into Equations (II) and (12). we obtain

[ rij I z..=o (A.22)

I ''

-bp

I

_ ,
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: l_ii I
= I (A.24)Zm

Thus Equation (A.19) is satisfied for the JAR. By the l.l.d, properties?

of p(t)_ P(O) is positive definite; and by the propertlep of a Toeplltz
17

._ _tocorrelation matrix

! ®==(z)- ,=(z)

_, satisfying _uatlon (A.15). Therefore Popov's result applies and r(z) and

--• P(O) are unique. Note that _derson I0 has also shown that the block dlago-

_Is of rli(Z) mat be nonslngular./

PROOF OF THEO_M 2. To prove that the Joint process must _ full rank

for _lque identification use Equation (28)

@xx = r(z) _ P(0)r*(z) z=eJW8
together _th

R(0) " E]X(t)xT(t)[ - r(z) _ P(o)r*(z) z=x

If X(t) Is less than full rank then a singular P(0) is Implled. A singular

P(0) makes one or more blocks of r(z) arbitrary.

To prove the unique factorlzatlon Is a necessary condition for unique

identification use Equation (221 and the fact that P(0) is positive defin-

Ire. Then there Is a unitary transformation23 such that for some dlagonal

^C0)

P(O) - UA(O)UT , A(O) > 0 (A.25)

Therefore

= ,,]r(z)Ue^(°)uTr*(=)l=.eJ_e (A.26)0xx(W)

If P(0) is not dlagonal, then the identified P(z) is

r(z)= r(z)u (A.27)

where unitary matr£x '_" depends on the correlatlon In P(O), and thus may

not be unique. If P(O), however, ls dlagonal then P(O). - ^(0), U = I, and

21
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'- iim r = r(z) u = r(z) (A.28)
M,N*®

J

Thus if the unitary matrix "U" Is identity then a sufficient condition

i exists for the factorizatlon to be unique. The "physically realizable"

normalized minimum phase stable factor results as defined bY Anders°n I0.
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ii FigureI M_Iti-channelpilotedclosed-loopsystemmodel _)

Figure2 Multi-channellateralaxis trackingdisplay

Figure3 Order selectionrule

Figure4 Rudder channelactual vs. model output: 3-ch case
studyconfiguration3

Figure5 AuLocorrelationmatrix vs. lag: 2-ch case study
configuration3

I

Figure6 Residualautocorrelationmatrixvs. lag: 2-ch case
study configuration3

Figure7 Total ailerondeflectionpower: 2-ch case study

Figure8 Noise contributionto ailerondeflectionPSC: 2-ch
case study co.figuration3

-| Figure9 Total ailerondeflectionpower: 3-ch case study

Figure10 Noise contributionto ailerondeflectionPSD: 3-ch
case study configuration3

Figure11 Noise contributionto rudderdeflectionPSD: 3-ch
case study configuration3

Figure12 Frequencyresponsemagnitude6a/ea: 3-ch case study

| Figure13 .Frequencyresponsephase 6a/ea: 3-ch case study _
I
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' ' INTRODUCTION

Advanced informationdisplayshave alteredthe way pilots interactwith
the airplaneand the way they exercisecontrol. Use of these displays

i inpactsthe cognitiveskills used to effect vehicle control in subtle i
ways. A methodof modelingcontinuoushuman flightpath controlhas been

: developedthathas provedusefulin understandingthe effectof thesedis-
playson performanceand in providinga more precisequantitativedescrip-

' tionof the pilot vehicleinteraction.The methodutilizesnew technology i
, in multivariatestatisticaltime series for identifyingand estimating

multi-input/outputtransferfunctionmodels. It is completelydata driven
and does not dependon any prior knowledgeof the systemunder considera-
tion, but only on a definitionof the loopbeing investigatedin terms of

- the variablesinvolved. Autoregressivemo_ing averagemodels are evalu-
ated in the time domainusing state space estimationtechniquesdeveloped
by H. Akaike (1). Once the models are identified,the observedprocess
vectoris regardedas the outputof a linearsystemwith a rationaltrans-
fer functionmatrix subjectto _hite noise input and consideredin the

" frequencydomain.

" Models have been obtainedfor a varietyof flight situationsbased on
" pilot-aircraftperformancedata obtainedfrom a series of full mission
" flightsimulationsand tests in actualflight. One of the primaryissues ,

of concernduringthese tests was a comparisonof overall pilot perfor-
mance using a new flight deck MAP navigationdisplayversus performance
using the standardVOR directionindicatorover several subjects. The

• methodsused providedevidenceto the effect that a pilot'scontinuous

controlwas measureablydifferentas a functionof the navigationinforma- i "
tion display. They also proved useful in providingperformancebased _ _
quantitativemeasures for exploringpilot variablityand for comparing
controlstrategiesof individualpilots as they respondnaturallyto the 1
varyingdemandsof the flightpath.

. _Ithoughthis studyis far fromcomplete,the paper includes: _ '
!

(i) a generaldescriptionof the methodologyused in obtainingthe _
transferfunctionmodelsand verificationof modelfidelity, _

(ii) frequencydomainplotsof the modeledtransferfunctions,
(iii_numericalresultsobtainedfrom an analysisof poles and zeroes (

obtainedfrom z plane to s-planeconversionsof the transfer
functions,and

• (iv) the resultsof a study on the sequentialintroductionof other 1
variables,bothexogenousand endogenousintothe loop. i

J

I

!
!

t

I

I
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EXPERIMENT

The analysisis based on a series of flight simulationexperimentscon-
ductedover a periodof months in 1981 in a 767 flight simulatorin con-
certwith a seriesof flighttests on an actual767 airplane.

The simulationswere conductedin the 767 Systemsand WorkloadDisplaycab
at the RentonFlightSimulationFacilityof The BoeingCompany. Although
severalflightscenarioswere simulated,this analysisis based on a rep-

! lica of a standardflight profileof a line operationnight flightfrom
Seattleto Moses Lake. All of the flight test measurementswere obtained
fromflightsoverthe sameroute in full daylight.

I
) The objectiveof the tests was to obtain a workload data base that in-.i

cludesdata on eye movement and fixationtimes, executiontimes for dis-
i| crete, manual, verbal and auditory tasks and time traces of continuous

controlmovementand aircraftattitudeand flightconditionmeasures. For
the simulationsthe continuousdata serieswere recordedon magnetictape

I at a samplingrate of 6.41 per second (one every .156 seconds)and, for
flighttest, the samplingratewas 5.0 per second(oneevery0.2 seconds).

' Data was recordedfor five pilot - copilotcombinationsfor each of the
simulationsand for three crews in flighttest. The studywas designedto
determineif two of the presentationformats of navigationinformation
affectpilot control. Specifically,each crew flew two flights,one using
the more conventionalVOR displaymode on the ElectronicHorizontalSitua-
tion Indicator(EHSI)for navigationguidancethroughoutthe flight and
the other with the MAP mode displayed. Figure1 comparesthe two display
modes. Not all cases in the designresultedin a successfulrecord,hence
this analysisis based on a subset of comparablecases. In particular,
therewas only a singlepilot-copilotcombinationthat was commonto both
instrumentationconditionsacrossboth simulationand flight.

ANALYSISTECHNIQUES

The analysisperformedin this study is based on the generalclassof lin-
ear functionsof sampleddata systemsrepresentedby autoregressivemoving
average(ARMA)models of the form:

z(t) - AlZ(t-1) -...-Apz(t-p) = e(t) + Cle(t-1) + ... + Cq e(t-q)

where z(t) is the vector of the observedprocess, p and q are
numbersrepresentingthe model structure, A and C are constantmatri-
ces and e(t) is a vector _f zero mean white noise Gaussianprocesses.
The use of this ARMA model in the modeling of a single time series is
extensivelydiscussedby Box and Jenkins(2).Whenthe series z(t) and
e(t) are univariateprocesses,practicalmethods for estimatingthe
matrices A and C and the structureidentificationparameters p and q
are relativelyrecent. The extensionof the applicationof ARMAmodelsto
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the analysisof multivariatetime serieswhere z(t) is a set of possibly
dependent variables is considerablymore difficult particularlywith

i regardto structureidentification.In the lastfour to five years sever-
al computercodes have been writtento performthis task, one of which is

"i based on a methodproposedby Akaike. See references(3 and 4) for more
_-_ detailin additionto reference(1).

(

, In a statisticalestimationprocedurean estimateis best if it fits opti-
mally to a set of observeddata relativeto some criterion. Akaike ex-
tends this conceptto includeestimatesof the statisticalmodel identifi-

' cationparametersas well, namely,the parameters p and q Therefore
the performanceof the model as well as the estimatesof the free parame-
ters of the model are influencedby the choiceof criterionof model fit.
The one proposedby Akaike minimizesan informationcriterioncalledAIC

• where:
c

!

_I AlC = -2(Ioglikelihood)+ 2(numberof independentparameters)
)

and MAICE = min(AiC)

where the minimum is taken over all models of the candidateclass. The
model that attainsthe valueof MAICE givesthe finalestimate.

Starting from the ARMA multivariatemodel in an equivalentcanonical
Markovianstate spacestochasticrepresentation,Akalkehas shown that the
MAICE solutionsolves the problemof identifiabilityunder very general

conditionson the stochasticprocess. _t

The code used in this study is based on Akaike'smethodsof state space
parameteridentificationas implementedin the StatisticalAnalysisS_>stem
(SAS) generalpurposetime series analysispackageprocedureSTATESPACE,
reference(5). The state space model on which the code is based can be _ ,
developedfrom equation(1) accordingto the followingsteps. By solving
this equationiterativelyfor z in termsof e , the infiniteseries _

z(t) = e(t) + Dle(t-1 ) + D2e(t-2 ) + ... , Do - 1

is obtained. Denoting the conditional expectation (projection) of z(t+i)
on all the past historyof z up to time t by z(t+ilt), then:

; z(t+ilt)-D I e(t)+ Di+le(t-l)+ ...

and

44
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z(t+ilt+1)= zCt+ilt)+ Di_leIt+l)

,; Furthermorefrom Equation(i):

z(t+rJt)= A1z(t+r-lJt)+ ..• + Arz(t).

where r = max (p,q+1)

These equationscan thenbe summarizedin the followingform:

z(t+l) 0 1 0 . . . 0 z(t) I

z(t+2Jt+l) = 0 0 1 • .•0 z(t+llt)+ D1 e(t+l)

• oeeo • • • o•o• 0ooo •

:) _ z(t+rlt+l)_ _Ap Ap_I Ap.2 . . . AI_ _z(t+r-llt_ _Dr_1_

.| or v(t+l)= Fv(t)+ Ge(t+l)

!
I Since the state vector v(t) is comprisedof conditionalexpectationsof
[ z(.) and its firstcomponentsare z(t), it allowsfor the representation

) r

z(t) = H v(t)whereH = [IO|.,
+

i

In summarytherefore:

v(t+l)= Fv(t)+ Ge(t+l) (2)z(t) = Hv(t)

:(
:_ which is the Markovianstatespacerepresentationof the ARMA model (1).

_) Starting with the ARMA model in the form of (2), the objectiveof
Akaike'smethod is to computethe maximumlikelihoodestimatesof the free

iI parametersof a givenmodel and then selectthat model which gives a mini-

mum value of AIC. Althoughthe objectiveis simpleto describe,most im-
plementationsare time consumingand potentiallyunstable. All depend on
the choiceof an appropriateinitialvalue for success. The SAS implemen-

,t tationuses a methodrecommendedby Akaike. The methodproceedsby first
fittingan AR model to the observedseriesby solvinga sequenceof Yule
Walkerequations• A final order,M, is then selectedthat minimizesthe
AIC informationcriterion• This order is then used as the numberof lags
intothe past in a canonicalcorrelationanalysisthat searchesfor linear
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• i

dependenceamong the linear predictorsof the future z{t), z(t+l), ...
basedon a finitenumberof past observations z{t), z{t-l), ...,z(t-m).
The algorithmproceedssequentially,successivelyadding new components,

' z{t+i),until the canonicalcorrelationsare no longer significant. The
importanceof the correlationassociatedwith the additonof a new compo-
nent is judgedaccordingto anotherinformationcriterion. This analysis
also providesan initialestimateof the remainingfree model parameters
as well as an initialestimateof the innovationvariance-covariancema-
trix. These values are input to a nonlinearoptimizationprocedurethat
calculatesfinal estimatesof the model parametersbased on an approximate
maximumlikelihoodprocedure.

If the processconverges,the proceduresuppliesan estimateof the model
in statespaceform {2), and a covariancematrixfor the innovationprocess
e(t). Forecastsand residualplots are also obtainable. The ARMA form of
the model is then retrievableby reversingthe steps outlined above.
Softwarehas been developedfor this procedureand is availablein SAS.

Once the model is identified, z(t) can be regardedas the output of a
• ;
t linear system with a rationaltransferfunction K(_) subjectedto a

white noise input. See e.g. Priestly(6). The transferfunctionmatrix
has the form

•

!_ K{_) = A(_)'lc{_) {3)

where
i

e-i_ Ape-i_PA(u) = I + A1 + ...+ (4)

and

e-i_ Cq (5)C(_)= I + CI + ...+ e-iu_l

for the matrices Ai and Ci definedin (I).

. If E is the variancecovariancematrixof the innovationprocess e(t),
then the spectralmatrix F of the process Z is given by

"- F(o}) = K(_)r.'lKW(_o) (6)

where KW = conjugatetransposeof K .
c

For the two dimensionalclosed loop systemrepresentationof Figure2 (a)
• with open loop representations(b) and (c), let z = (x, y). Then,

analytically,the two,open loop,input-outputrepresentationsbecome:

)
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• x(t)= _j(u)y(t-u)+ V(t)
0

and

y(t) = _h(u)x(t-u)+ N(t) /
0

where

J(=) = _j(u)exp(-i=u)

is the transfer function at A and

H(=) = ;h(u)exp(-i_u)

is the transferfunctionat B. If, for this case,the matrices A and C .t

of equations (4) and (5) have elements aij(u) and cij(=), respectively, i
thenthe transferfunctions J and H are estimatedfrom:

f

O = (allC22-a21c12)-1(a22c12-a12c22) (7)

H = (a22c11-a12c21)'1(allC21-a21c11) (8)

i

and the noisefilters S(u) and R(m) correspondingto the outputs N(t)
and V(t),respectively,from

-1(CllC22_c12c21S = (a22c11-a12c21) ) i

R = (allC23-a21c12)-1(CllC22-c12c21).

Note that J, H, S and R are rationalfunctions. In general,ARMA models
lead to rational functionsin the frequencydomain. See e.g. Priestly
(6).
For two dimensional loops, procedures have been written for plotting the
transferfunctions J, H, S and R both amplitudeand phase, model_d
spectra for X, Y, V and N and the correspondingcoherencyspectra.
Three and four dimensionalmodels have also been consideredalthoughnot
all of the abovesoftwarehas been developedfor all cases.

Althoughthe use of the SAS code appearsto be nearly automatic,there are
severaldecision points in the process that make model fitting at this
time take on some of the characteristicsof a subjectiveprocess. The
primarydecisionhas to do with loop definitions: what variablesshould
be includedand what the consequencesare of leavingvariablesout, what

J
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interdependentstructureexists and whetherthere are subloopswith spe-
cial structures;whetherthe subloopsshouldbe modeledas a suboptimiza-
tion conductedprior to the final modelingexercise,what variablesare
exogenousand how they should be modeled; should the variablesbe de-
trendedand how nonstationarityshouldbe treated.

Other decisionsare a consequenceof the evaluationprocessafter models
are produced. The MAICE procedureis consistentwith the principleof
parsimony. That is, increasingthe numberof parametersin a model has an
adverse effect on the minimum unless the increase is balancedwith an
equivalentincreasein the likelihood.Thus this procedurehas a definite

, tendencyto converge on models with small values of the identification
parameter,that is small valuesof p and q It is thereforeadvanta-
geous at times to force other model orders into considerationafter the

I initialvalues of the innovationmatrix or the residualsindicatean ill
• fittingmodel in some respect. Usuallythe immediateneighborhoodof the

i fittedparameterwas searchedfor improvement.

The STATESPACEprocedurecan be used in a mode that prespecifiesa partic-
ular model for a given time seriesor particularJaluesfor the identifi-
cation parameters. In this way the user of the programcan exercisea
significantdegreeof controland guidanceover the nature of the subse-
quent convergence.

APPLICATIONAND VALIDATION

The characteristicsof a humanoperatorcannotbe put intoa singleclass.
Over time the human controllerof an aircraftdi_p1_ysa wide varietyof
control behavior: linear, nonlinear,time varying, and adaptive,with
varyingdegreesof randomnessin the control. The controllercan act as a i
servo in responseto variousinformationsourcesin the flightdeck or can
respondby actingupon informationor internalmotivationfrom outsidethe
control looD. Therefore,since no singlemodel of human controlcan be
completelycomprehensive,the hypothesisof the model building of this
study is that validmodelscan exist for restrictedclassesover relative- I

ly shorttime periods, i
4

Model developmenthas proceededon the climb portionsof the simulations
and flighttestfrom a few secondsafterrotationto cruisealtitude. For
each test conditionplots of altitude, airspeedand headingwere examined
and c_mparabletime periodsof approximatelyone and one-halfminuteswere
selectedacross the five pilots at variouspoints along the flight path.
These periodsformedthe basic dataset for this partof the study.

Since this study is based entirelyon a black box look at both the pilot
and the vehicle,four graphsfrom an earlierstudy are includedin Figure
3 that providedinsightinto the nature of pilot-instrumentinteraction,
pilot to pilot variationsand within pilot variationin strategy as the
goals of the flightplan are executed. Figures3 (a) and (b) superimpose
the estimatedraw spectraldensitiesof aircraftpitch,the displayedair-
craft pitch command on the flight director,and the correspondingpilot

48
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I
* column performance. Figures 4(c) and (d) are similar graphs for roll and
! wheel. The graphs are for two pilots and at a high level of wind turbu-

" i lence. In all cases the displayed information has a band width that is
F broader than the corresponding aircraft response and is encouraging a re-
i sponse in the pilots that is broader in band width. Pilot A has matched

his response fairly carefully to the indicator but pilot B has a much
noisier response that seems to have been propagated by the noise in the
indicator. In all cases the pilots seemto be working harder than neces-
sary caused to a degree by the displayed information. The flight director

i information was not available to the pilot in any of the subsequent exper-
,' iments

L

r. Figure 4 provides graphs of wheel and column standard deviation for three
pilots computedover one and one-half minute intervals at various posi-

i tions during climb The data was gathered during an experiment in a
! flightsimulatorconductedprior to the one describedin the previoussec-
i tion. The subjectswere instructedto climb to 31,000 feet in three

stages: first, climb to 5,000 feet while making a headingchange of 140
_ degrees, second,climb to 10,000 feet while making a headingchange of

:'Ji 100, and third,climbto 31,000feet turning20 degreesjust before level

i off. The series have been alignedverticallyby the time of rotation.
These graphs illustrateclearlythe degree of similarityin pilot perfor-
mance when executingsimilartasks and that a pilot'sperformancevaries

_ widelyas the task changes. Indeed,for these pilots,there is more vari-
.{ ation in a pilot'sperformancedue to changesalongthe flightpath strat-

egy than there is betweenpilots at any given time or comparableflight
! condition.

Since this paper is primarilyrelatedto displayrelatedpilot responses

i the data setsthat are discussedare thosecomparing:
pilotto pilot variationin controlbehavior,
pilotvariationand navigationdisplaymode (MAPversusVOR),

; pilotvariationduringclimb alongthe flightpath,
navigationdisplaymode usageduringclimb,and

.i pilotcontrolperformanceduringsimulationand actualflight.

: _ Subsetsof the basicdata set have been selectedfor makingthese compari-
i sons and models fitted based on the SAS/STATESPACE procedure. In most
_ cases the modeling process was based upon the control loop structure
) illustratedin Figure 2 with H as the human transferfunctionand J

• ) that of the aircraft. Sincenavigationdisplaymode was thoughtto influ-
'I ence lateralcontrolmore than vertical,the initialstudy was conducted

on a loop definedby x(t) = aircraftroll responseand y(t) = pilot wheel
controlresponsewith N(t) as the pilot residualand V(t) as the air-
craftresidual. A laterstudy,performedon a loopdefinedby columncon-
trol and airplanepitch response,was extendedsystematicallyto include
other variables. For the currentstudy,however,it did not seem neces-
sary to do so, althoughfor a completeunderstandingof pilot responseit
is essential. I

i
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Wind turbulence is the disturbing force in the loop and would have been
used in defining the loop had it been recorded in flight. Since it was
not available for the flight tests, the variable was not used in the re-
sults presented here and its effect was presumedto ;fffect the pilot only
in terms of the roll variable. The lack of this variable distorted the
aircraft residual and reduced precision in the loop but did not seriously
effect pilot gain.!

I Box a_d Jenkins (2) discuss differencing as a methodof removing trend and
_i achievingstationarityin a sampledseries. On occasionit seemedneces-
_ sary to do this in one or more of the observedseries. As the simulator

model of the aircraftdevelopedover time, however, it became less and
less necessary,and the currentmodels are based on the originalobserved
data series.

Severaltests, both quantitativeand subjective,were appliedto a model
beforeit was consideredacceptable. As a first step, the modeledinnova-
tion variance-covariancematrixwas examined. For acceptancethe entries
had to be small relative to the observed series. Convergenceitself

_, demonstratedthat there was sufficientinformationin the defined loop,
, and that the model used by the pilot in that time frame was sufficiently

stableto producea model. This was not alwaysthe case. Lackof conver-
L gence sometimesoccurredand was usually of two types. During dynamic

periodswith large control inputson the part of the pilot, convergence
: was often achievedby slidingthe time unit slightly. This indicateda

very dynamicchangein model with time suchthat a badly chosentime frame
might span two or more separatemodels. During the leastdynamicpart of
the climb, about midclimb,convergencewas also sometimesdifficultto , "
achieve. Duringthis period,the pilot seemed to have achievedthe de-
sired stabilityin the flightdynamicvariablesand was actingmore in the !_ _
capacityof an instrumentmonitor rather than a linear processor. This
was alsothe case after leveloff at cruisingaltitude.

STATISTICALGOODNESSOF FIT _

Statisticalgoodnessof fit tests were performedon the model residuals.
The Bartlett'sKolmogorov-Smirnovwhite noise test was performedon both

residualsand only those seriespassingboth tests at the 5 percentlevel I
were accepted. SAS made it also possibleto plot model residualsagainst

• the observedseriesfor visual inspectionof the effectsof model fitting.
In general,the residualswere very small and had the characteristicsof
white noise. The largestdeviationsfrom the observed series occurred
primarilywhen the first differencesof the series were large such as,
after a periodof relativestabilityin controlmovement. In figure5 are
residualplots for roll and wheel, respectively,for a typical case of
model development.

The subjectiveelementsof model validationhas to do primarilywith prior
expectationsregardingthe natureof the models themselves. One of the
first things that was checkedwas the stabilityof the aircraftmodel
acrosspilot and, to a degree,acrossflightconditions. Thoughnot known
in advance,the resultantequationsdid displaythe requiredmodel con-
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stancy. The pilotmodels on the other hand, did not; a resultwhich was
also expected.The pilotmodelsdid, however,exhibitexpectedtrendswith
flightpath.

Integratingthe modeled output spectraldensitiescomputedfrom equation
(3), producedvalues for the variancesof the modeled series which were
then comparedto the originalsamplevariancescomputedfrom the raw data
series. Table 1 comparesthese estimatesin terms of standarddeviation
for the models discussedin this paper. Modelsfor simulationare much
closer,as expected,than those for flightwith respectto this measure.

" In flightthe roll percentagedifferencesaverage5.g percentcomparedto
.7 percentin simulationand for wheel the percentagesare 2.4 and .7,
respectively.

Figures 6 and 7 superimposethe model based spectraldensitieson the
estimateddensitiescalculatedfrom the raw data series. In general,the
modeled spectraldensity is much smoother and has a broaderband width

- than the raw data spectrum and without noticeable peaks and valleys

i reflectingthe overallparsimonyof the fitted equations. In every case_ but one, the fittedspectratrack the raw spectravery closelyin overall
_- features. For the oae case, the low frequencyaircraftresponseis badly
* modeled and should have perhapsbeen filteredby a differencefilter to

improvethe modeling.

_ When convergencewas not achievedon the innovationsor the residualvari-
ances were too high for a model to be acceptable,alternativeswere ex-
plored. The data serieswere often shiftedby ten to twentydata points
at eitherend in an attemptat locatinga fixed model ratherthan one in
transition. A high pass differencefilterwas also used,though somewhat
sparingly,as a device to improvemodel fit. Other segmentswere set
asideto be investigatedin conjunctionwith largerloopdefinitions.

These resultsverify the fidelityof statisticaltime series techniques
appliedto the problemof modelingpilot controlperformance. Good quan-
titativemodelsof the pilot exercisinghis controltask can be produced
that have both statisticaland physicalvalidity. The next questionthen,
is to determinewhat they say aboutthe pilot and how they can be used to
provideinsightintothe controlprocess.

• RESULTS

There are thirty-ninemodeled flight segmentsin all, a subsetof which
are representedin Table 2. The segments consistof twenty-sixfrom the
simulationresults and thirteenfrom the resultsin the aircraft. Of
the simulatedflight segments,ten are from a flight segmentcommon to
each of five pilotsflyingonce with the VOR navigationdisplayand again
with the MAP navigationdisplay. The other sixteensimulatedflight seg-
ments c,-nsistof nine VOR and sevenMAP segmentsflown by a singlepilot.
l,..thirteenaircraftflight segmentsconsistof five VOR and eight MAP
segmentsall flown by this same pi,lot.The models are closed )ooproll-
wheel models, correspondingto Figure I for the original roll signal
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, ) Most of the controlliteratureon the human transferfunctionis in termsof a continuouscontrol function,and for this reason the z domain

I transfer functionwas transformedinto the s domain. Since the z-
_ i domain transferfunctionis a rationalfunction,it can be written as a

i partialsum:
i (

m _

H(z)= Z Ai/(1-e-SiTz'l)i=1 ,
!

where m is the number of poles, T is the sampling intel,aland
r l

z = ei_T. Usingthe correspondence:
!

M Ai/(1.e.SiTz.1 ) M BiH(z)= E ------E _ = Y(s)
i=1 i=1 s+si '

_' the generalform of the pilot transferfunctionis still a rationalfunc-
tion:

]- Y(s)= Ke'TS_(s+zi)/ _(s+pi)

_ where K is pure gain and the Zl'S and Pi'S are the zeroesand poles
of Y, respectively. The use of this correspondencein human operator _
controlmodelingalso appearsin Shlnners(g) and Osafo-Charles(i0). _ ""

'S and Pi'The zi s are not alwaysreal numbersbut frequentlyoccur as
complexpairs causingsecondorder factorsin the numeratorand denomina- :

I tor. The complexpoles are more likelyto be the two smallestin simula-tion and the two largest in flight. Complexzeroes are not nearly as
frequent. Writingthe complexterm in the denominatoras _

• [(s+(a+bi)][(s+(a-bt)] = w2(sZ/w2+2_ s/w+1)

_ where _ = dampingratio
,
l

and w = normalizationfrequency l
)

The damping ratio was computedfor the models developed for the one pilot ,
flying both in the simulator and in actual flight. In the simulator, of
the eleven models wtth second order poles, _ ranged from .41 to .98 with
approximately two thirds of the ratios above .71. For flight the situa- )

" tlon was somewhatreversed; of the nine models wtth second order poles, ,
o_e was above .71,one at .71,and the rest were below.

!
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i_lbl

sampled at the dtsplay mode and the ortgtnal wheel _tgnal. Neither stgnal
has been filtered.

Graphs of the modeled pilot roll to wheel transfer functions are given in
Figures 8 and 9. The graphs cover small flight segments for a single
pt]ot, flying tn actual flight, covering a total time span from rotation
to crutse altitude. Two flights are represented with different display
modes. The graphs are plotted tn the z domain using formula (8). The
functions are typical of those published by other authors. See e.g.,
Tanaka (7) and Shirley (8).

The siml]arlty in control exercised by the ptlot over comparab]e time pe-
riods between the two flights ts worth noting. This Is obvious]y related
to the stmf]artty In flight goals during comparable periods of different
flights. The dissimilarity of models along the ttme axts ts a measure of
the variety of strategy required of the pilot in achieving these goals.

: Somethought has been given to the concept of pilot remnant relative to .
the pilot _odels deve]oped for these series. Since the concept was origl-

_ nal]y deemed tn an open ]oop context, there Is someconfusion as to its
_- meaning when the loop Is closed. Several authors have defined remnant In

terms such as "that part of the output not related to the forcing func-
_ tton" or as "that part of the output not correlated wfth the input." In
- closed loop time series modeling the only term of the ARHAttme function r

_: satisfying this concept ts the ptlot innovation.

Thts can be mademore explicit, by writing the ARHAmodel for the ptlot In _
the form: _"

O(B)y(t) = @(B)x(t) + 6(t) +_(B)BB(t) + GI iBdt) (9) _ _

where B Is the backwaru shift operator defined by

;" Bx(t) = x(t-1) ._

and e,_, _and Gate polynomials in B. Since B(t) ts whtte noise tt
ts Independent of Its own past. a(t) and _(t) are contemporaneously
dependent only. Therefore B(t) is independent of the _ and 6 terms
of equation (9). x(t) dependsonly on the past history of B(t) and not
on its present or future, hence _(t) ts also Independent of the_ term.

Often the last three terms of equation 9 are combined tnto a single rem-
nant term N(t). Not only ts thts term correlated both with the input
series x and both innovation series, tt also has more information in tt

_ than the concept of remnant usually Jmpltes. In particular, in tts ftnal
form, the transfer function associated wtth the ptlo_'s innovation series

: B(t) seems to represent the ptlot's compensation based on hts memoryof
past "remnants." Although, this term has not yet been studied tn detail,

' It could provide some interesting Information on the ptlot's cognitive
process.
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Tabie 3 summarizes the differences in the poles and zeroes of the pilot's
I describing function when using the two navigation information display

modesfor a stngle f!ight segment across five of the six pilots who par-
ttcipated in the simulation test. The segmentwas 90 seconds in duration

i and a careful attempt was mtde to match f!tght conditions across all five
pilots even though not all ptlots encountered the same.conditions at the
same time in flight. Pilot control was tapped approximately seven and
one-half minutes into flight when the altitude was 14,700-16,700 ft,

heading 68.5°-6g °, and airspeed approximately 300 knots. But, even though
this criterion was somewhatfuzzy in definition, three of the five pilots
demonstrated very ;tmllar control behavior.

If the complex zeroes and poles are replaced by their corresponding _bso-
lute values, this data suggests certain tentative hypotheses:

a) The second zero is usually very large and can be ignored as it has
i little effect on the frequencies of interest.

t b) The time constant associated with the largest pole is measuring an
, aspect of the pilot's response delay. The time ts nearly constant

:t over all of the conditions and averages .126 seconds with a standard
deviation of .025.

c) The control lead time constants associated with the first zer are
longer using the MAPdtsplay than for VOR.

d) The control lag time constants as measuredby the first ,:i
pole are generally shorter when using the MAPdisplay although this ,..
effect is not as pronouncedas the lead time effect.

e) Pilot equalizationas measuredby the ratio of the first zero to the
first pole is generallyless than one for pilots using the MAP dis-

play and greaterthanone for the VOR display.
b_

Thus, In effect, by introducingthe MAP display the pilots are demon-
stratinghigherlead times with less lag than their performanceusing the
VOR display. The generalpositiveacceptanceof the MAP displayobtained
from pilots in debriefings_mpliesthat this result has been achieved
without_n adverseeffecton pilotworkload.

In order to determineif these resultswere particularto the flightcon-
ditlonsand controlstrategyin effect at the time selectedfor analysis,
pilot control strategiesat several differenttime segmentsduring the
c11mb phase were investigated. The investigationwas conductedon data
from both simulation and actual flight for the o_e pilot flytng both
models. Figure 10 summarizes the definition of the selected segments tn
terms of the flight condition measures: heading, airspeed and altitude.
Pilot control strategies for these segments were analyzed in terms of the
poles and zeroes of the transfer function in the canonical form for both
MAPand VORnavigation dtsplay modes.
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Figure 11 contains graphs of the first zero and first pole, as a function
of ttme tnto flight from rotation, for the simulation experiment's MAPand
VORmode results. Each plotted point represents a time interval of ap-

_ proximately gO seconds. Since the VORzeroes dominate the MAPzeroes, the
_. MAP lead time constants are longer than VORwhich substantiates the previ-

ous results. The MAP poles are larger in general than the VOR poles
though not as consistently. Thts too substantiates the previous results.

There is a substantialchangein lead and lag time constantsas a function
of time into flight. As the climb progressesthe pilot has less to do;
flight path variationin performancedecreases,lead and lag time con-

:" stants decreaseand the aircraftflight control stabilizes. As cruise
altitude is reached, the strategy changes: performancevariatlon in-
creasesand the lead and lag time co,}stantsincrease. The pilot is adapt-
ing performancebehaviorto fit the controltask.

_ Figure12 portraysa similarscenariofor the experimentinvolvingactual
flight. MAP zeroes are generallyless than VOR zeroes making MAP lead
time constantslarger. MAP poles are generallygreaterthan VOR poles
makingVOR lag time const=ntsgreaterthan MAP. The trent with time into
flight Is also evidentw_th the lead time constantsgenerallylargerwhen
the flightcontrolgoals are more dynamic.

By comparingthe scalesof Figures11 _nd 12 it can be determinedthat the
simulationzeroes are for the most part larger than those for actual
flight. A similardeterminationis also possiblefor the poles. Thus, in
general,the lead and lag time constantsare both smallerfor simulation
than flight which impliesthat the flight simulatorrequires less lead
inputfrom the pilotfor controlcomparedto actualflightand lagsless.

Figure13 is a graphof the pilotequalizationratio in order to determine
' If the controlis dominatedprimarilyby lags or by leads over the lower

end of the frequencyband. All four test conditionsare superimposed.In
general,this graph shows that, except for the MAP conditionin simula-
tion, pilotsgenerallylag more with VOR than with the MAP navigationdis-
play and more in flightthan in simulation. In both the simulatorand in
a(:tualf11ghtthe MAP displayresultsshows a significantde:reasein the

'_ I eq_la]Izatlonratio.
l

In these models,as In thoserepresenteoin Table 3, there is a relatively
• | high frequency pole representingpilot responsetime. During simulation
! the averagewas .15 secondsor slightlylargerthan the averagefor Table

_,*due to a wider varietyof flightconditions. For flightthe averageis
.2B seconds. The degree to which these resultsare confoundedwith the
sampllng rate is not known.

MULTI-INPUT,MULTI-OUTPUTPILOT CONTROLMODELS

A cursory investigation was conducted to explore the effect of removing

the lateral componentof the wtnd turbulence vector, Vg, from the roll
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- wheel simulation models of the previous section. The investigation was
" performed on a single time interval from a simulated flight of 70 seconds,

starting approximately 5 minutes into flight. As wind is an exogenous
variable, a univariate ARMAmodel was fit to the time series of the later-
al wind component prior to formulating the problem as a multivariate
statespace model. This ARMAmodel was then introduced into the statespace
model and remained unchangedduring %he remainder of the model fitting
process. The final model indicates, _s expected, that roll has a strong

dependenceon Vg but that the wheel dependenceon Vg is very weak.
Figure 14(a) is tile power spectrum of the model residuals between the one

• step ahead forecast a:ld the observed data for wheel. There was no visible

difference before and after Vg was introduced. The same comparison is
madefor roll in Figures 14(b) and (c). The change in the roll spectrum,
however, clearly demonstrates that muchof the lack of model fit for the
lateral variable is directly attributable to this componentof wind. The
pilot's response to wind is almost completely through the roll variable
whereas the aircraft'sresponse is direct. Figure 14 (d) is a time

, historyof the roll residualafter Vg was introductedsuperimposedon
• the observedroll series. Comparingthis plot tr the residualin figure5

for the same case before Vg was introduced,clearlydemonstratesthat
the fie imgrovementis both in amplitudeand over the low frequencypart
of the spectrum.

A second study of the effect of adding more variablesin the loop was
performedon a loopthat initiallyinvolvedjust the pitch and columnvar-
iableswhere pitchwas differencedfor trend removal. The variablesair-

speed and the verticalcomponentof wind turbulence Wg were then added
sequentiallyto the model. As before,a univariateARMA model was fit to
the wind c iponentand then added to the statespacemodel as an exogenous
variable.

Figure 15 gives the results of sequentiallyadding variables to the
definedIcop as they affectthe pilot transferof the differencedpitch i
signal. The lowestcurve is the pilot transfer_f the differencedpitch
signalwith no othervariablesin the model. The middlecurve is the same
transferfunctionbut with airspeed added to the model, Th_ increased
pilot gain is frequencyselectiveover the lower frequencies. The upper

curve representsthe additionof Wg to the model. Again, the added
variableis frequencyselectiveaffectingonly the higherfrequencies.

;I
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, CONCLUSION

•+ This approachseems to have generalapplicationas a human factordesign
aid in displaydevelopmentwith regardto such characteristicsas the se-+

_ lectionof format and informationcontent,the placementand integration
• of displays,the selectionof color/contrastand brightnesslevels,etc.
+ _ It is based on minimalmodel assumptionsof linearityand "optimality"of

performance. The resultsnot only have provided quantitativemeasures
i that have discriminatedbetweendisplaymodes, but seem also to have ob-
+ jectivelyquantifiedsome of the cognitivefeatures of pilot workload.

• _ Indeed,its real value as an analysistool seemsto be its sensitivityto
_+i the naturalcontrolchoiceof the pilot at the time it is made, as opposed

to having to rely on informationgainedfrom intrusivemeasuringdevices+

to understandthis process,or havingto evaluatemissionperformanceas a
whole in termsof arbitrarysuccesscriteriaor subjectivedebriefings.

+
i The methoddoes not appearto be limitedto continuousperformancemodels.
" An investigationhas alreadybeen initiatedin applyingstatistic_+ time

_':i series methodsto model the pilot as a supervisoror monitor of states
combiningvisualclueswith controlmovements.

Becausethe method dependson informationobtainedfrom expensivesimula-tion, it does not replaceother methodscurrentlyin use to predictand
._ designinformationsystems. Insteadit can be used to complementthis ac-{

tivity,e.g., as a researchtool to confirmthe applicabilityof these
methodsor to developthem furtherwith a better understandingof their
strengthsand weaknesses. The methods of this paper can also be used
after the fact, that is, after initialdesigndecisionshave been imple- Y
mented, to fine tune the displays and control system parametersthat +_....
involvepilot input. Finally,the methods can provide a better under- +
standingof the job of pilotingaircraft: in quantifyingvariationwithin
pilots,in quantifyingthe interplayof the informationvariablesand the
correspondingcontrol,and in quantifyingthe variationin controland the
use of informationas a functionof the resultantmaneuver.

+

)

+

f

-i
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TZMECONSTANT 0.633 O.t2_ 0.699 0.135

, ii .t

"i_ ZERO 1.61 66.72 2.62 _.39 [
4 - 7 TIME CONSTA,_Cf O.621 0.38Z i

_ 0.37 3.54
_ POLE/MODULUS 2,42+3.57i/4.31 ll.5S 0.74 _.30 9.52

_ TIME CONSTA_ 0.232 O,O87 1.35 O.lOS

:_ ZERO l.72 21.61 -3.02_%aOi/6.19

_zMEcoN_A_ o.ssz i
[ 5 - 9 D.52 0.162 b.95 i

POLE/MODULUS 2.79+1.7oi/3.31 7.55 0.89 V.59+0.7_117.62

TIME CONSTANT 0.302 0.132 l.iZ 0.121
._

ZERO 0.84 m 4.Ol m

! TIME CONSTANT 1.19 0.249

t 6 - I] 3.33 I._oPOLE/MODULUS 1.87_1.68t/2.51 8.53 0.96+2.50£/2.68 i.16

. TIME CONSTANT 0.398 0.117 0.373 _.162

i :

¢ 4

(

• _ TABLE3 _heelModelPolesandZeroesof fivepilotsapproximately}
7)_minutesintoflight,300 KN airspeed,68.50- 69.50heading,and

14,700 - 16,700 feet altitude. Roll-wheel loop.
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-_ UTILIZATION OF HISTORIC INFORMATION IN AN OPTIMISATION TASK*

• Tom BSsser
Psychologisches Institut der
Westf_ilischen Wilhelms-Universit/it
Schlaunstr. 2
D-44 MQnster
West-Germany

•(Completepapernot availablein time for publication;it can be furnishedupon request)

One of the basic components of a discrete model of motor
behaviour and decision making, which describes tracking and

: supervisory control in unitary terms, we assume to be a
_ _ filtering mechanism which is tied to the representational
-_- principles of human memory for time-series information. , '

i Optimisation of tracking performance, tuning of a system in
_ supervisory control, fault detection under certain conditions,

all require the estimation of statistical parameters of
time-series data (mean. variance, spectrum), as also assumed

: in the Optimal Control Model or the Crossover Model. Little

empirical evidence is available about the representational i
principles for time-series information, although generally it
is assumed that humans are capable of estimating variances I

_° (e.g. in Signal-Detection and Decision Theory}.
f

We use a task where a window of constant length of a

time-series, time-course and momentary values of two i _
cost-variables are displayed. The subjects task is to optimize i
total payoff by adjusting one parameter, the optimal value of !
which is dependent upon the distribution of the time-series, i

In a series of experiments subjects used the time-series
information with certain significant limitations: There is a
range-effect; asymmetric distributions seem to be recognized,

"_ but it does not seem to be possible to optimize performance ,
based on skewed distributions. Thus there is a transformation
of the displayed data between the perceptual system and
representation in memory involving a loss of information. This
rules out a number of representational principles for.
time-series information in memory and fits very well into the J
framework of a comprehensive discrete model for control of

"" complex systems, modelling continuous control (tracking),
discreteresponses, supervisory behaviour and learning.
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QUANTIFICATION OF C__OSS-CO_PLING AND _N_r{ON I_0U_
t FOR MULTIAXYS CONTROLLERSUSED IN AN AIR COMBATI_LYII_ TASK

: Wayne F. Jewell
-_ Systems Technology, Inc.

2672 Bayshore-Frontage Road, Suite 505
Mountain View, California 94035

,i
Kevin O. Clturs

McDonnell Aircraft Company

Box 516, Bldg. 32, Level 2, Post 280
, St. Louis, Missouri 63166 i

t SUNMAR¥

A real-tlme piloted simulation of an alr-to-alr combat flying task

:': using a '_Ings-level-turn" aircraft and various novel controllers was
conducted at the U. S. AIr Force Flight Dynamics Laboratozy (USAFFDL),

__ Wrlght-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, on the Large Amplitude Fb,ltimode

_= Aerospace Research Simulator (LAMARS). One objective of this on-golng Air
-, Force-sponsored research Is to quantify how the pilot interacts with the

controllers and control modes, Includlng:o

= 1. Controller versus aircraft response (l.e., pilot control

strategy and describing functions). _'

2. Proprloceptive cross-coupllng among axes of the controllers.
l

3. Biodynamlc cross-coupllng between the aircraft mc,tlons and
the controllers.

In order to aid In identifying the items listed above, both the target .t:

- aircraft and the LAbIAR$ mo_ion system were disturbed with qausl-r.andom

sunm-of-sinusolds. Since the disturbances were separated in frequency,

spectral analysis techniques could be used to identify the three Items
listed above. This paper presents the results of the spectral analysis of

: controller motions from the two-axis side stick, a twist grip mounted on
the side stick, a thumb button mounted on the side _tick, and conventlonal

_, rudder pedals. Conclusions and recommendations for further research are
, also presented.

INYm)I}UCYION

The results presented in this paper are based on work performed under
a U. S. Air Force contract to develop d_sign criteria and gather appro-
priate substantiating data for cockpit c6ntrol devices for use with six-
degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) uncoupled aircraft. The purpose of this study
was to insure compatibility among the pilot, the control device(s), end

the aircraft response which will al£or efficient utilization of the 6-DOF
7 capability. Th_ prim contractor wa_ the McDcnnell Aircraft Company, and
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.. [_ Systems TechnoLogy, Inc., (STI) acts as a subcontractor for the work
reported herein.

. The project evaluated many different _,aks, uncoupled aircraft too-
• _ tlons, and conCroUer conflguratlons. A complete description of the

_verall project can be found in Refs. I and 2. This paper wil! be re-

S.i stricted to an air-to-alr combat task .sing an alrcraft wlth "wlngs-level-

turn" (NLT) capability and three dlffezent cockpit controllers which can
: .'. be used with the NIT mode. "_

I

DESCRIPTIOII OF THE CONTROL TASK

!
t

The control Cask is depicted ._.nthe block diagram of Fig. I. For the ,
experiments analyzed herein, the pilot was instructed to track the target .,

• raotlons "i.e., keep the target In the plpper) using the NLT controller i

(_JLT) and to keep the wings level using the roll controller (6p).

t

! Pilot
f r Torget Motion z

"i f', 5 "_

o,,, "_
!

|
' 6WLT2 YWLT '-

qbv,YE YE :
+

Motion Disturbance ,i-
3 LAMARSMot;on '_"

fa" o_ _ Aks,n(%t +_k) SYsteml
i_= t (SwayAxas)

i

t
I I I

I I Nom.
I _ FOrctln_ only011SwayUos alshownThe[.AMAHS,$

II _ ! _. _U.,a.y.1hve-O_reeoohlrl_lo_mOllon$1mutilor

I 3. B_I$_he_l.ixoscomro,_r. I
J I _ I 4. _e .$ a unlW.rmsG_uueowive n_ SO_'C|. }', u I Tud)ulence

|

i
i

i
Flgure I. Func.ttone,l Block Diagram ,_f Pilot Control Task, Tatge_ Motion,

and Hotion Disturbance for K/r-to-Alr Tracking Task
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I

! +i
I Using the WLT mode (also referred to as a flat turn mode), the oilot

can turn the aircraft without creating a slde sllp and without chaaglng
i the roll attitude. The appropriate transfer functions for the WLT mod_
_t are shown below.

r 1.0
-- : =- (1)
aWLT 0.Ss + l.O NaWLT YCwLT

_ = 0 (2) _,
+

_ = c (3) ii
i 6NLT

;* n = - r (4) ,

_j Y g +

Nhere N6NLT was used to set the ,t_.xlmumcontrol power. For the experl-

• ments described herein, the control power was nymax = 1.0 g a= the
specified maximum ontrol force.

The appropriate transfer functions for the roll mode are shown below: -'

r

L6p

+ P-- = 0.35s + I - YCp (5)6p

L . o (a) "_
6p :

Where L6p was used to set the maximum control ,ower. For the experiments
described herein, the control power was Pmax = L50 des/set at maximum side
stick deflection. The roll side stick sensitivity was 12.5 des/set per

pound of 6p.

,. ; The pltot*s control actions shown in Fig. I a=e repcesent.,d by a sum

_, i of linea_ feedbacks propottio.al to t' aicccaft's bank angle (_), the

tacget*s hank angle (OT), the diffecence between the ai_-c.'aft and the

' I target aizcraft, the pipper erroc (yE), and the tateral acceleration

, (_'M). The YE and _ feedbacks are cepresented by YV and YV ' respec-

"I tiveiy. The ccossfeed telm, YX' is in Fig. 1, becau_Tsome pirots might.. "cheat" by using the toll controller, _p, to chase the target, The target

bank angle is fed back through YVwLT, because it is po_.ible to use CT to
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\

anticipate the target motion and thus generate .ad. Controller cross-

coupling is represented by the term YC " The couplln_, ts shown with the

foil controller summing with the WLT _ntrolier, but the opposite direc-

t.on is also possibie. "Blodyna_tc" feedthrough is represented by the

tc ms YM , and YM ' which represent how the aircraft's lateral accelera-

. '. tlon, _,W_fect thePpilot's controls, _WLT and _p, respectively.

The aircraft Is being disturbed by two noise sources, as shown in

Fig. I. Dryden turbulence is injected lnt_ the equations of motion, while

the motion disturbance is injected dlrectly into the LAMARS motion system;

: thus, it is uncorrelated with the aircraft motion. The purpose of the
Dtv_en turbulence is to add realism to the simulation. The transfer func-

:.on for the Dryden turbulence is:

2 •
_ n (g/U) av (3R8)I/2

YC r YB g (7)YG -

q8 [_dr TM'dr ] (s + 1.5R6)

where R_ = U/1750 _ad/se,', OVg = 3.0 fps, _Od[= 4.47 tad/see, _dr = 0.68,
ny6 = .73 g/tad, and q6 is a unity amplitude C_ussian noise source.

The purpose of the motion dlstu_bance Is to quantify how a_ rcraft I
accelerations will affect the use of the va_lous controllers. Sint_ the

motion disturbance, _d, is formed by a sum of three discrete sine w: ,

it Is possible to "trace" the signals through to the controllers, 6WLT :<

6p. Thus the terms YMWLT and YMp could theoretically be identifi_ l
The amplitudes, Ak, and frequencies, 0_k, used to form _d are listed I

Table I. The phase angle, _k, were randomly chosen from run to run. The !
magnitude of the motion disturbance was subjectively set such that the
motion could be felt b,t was not a dominant effect. The subject test

1

pilots were not informed of the motion disturbance.

The target aircraft motions, _T and YT shown In Fig. I, were formed by
uslng a sum of five slne waves as the input to the roll controller. The

target motions were recorded on magnetic tape and then played back du_ing

realtime simulation. The phasing between the sine waves, _i' was set such

that a zero-mean p_ocess fo_ _T was obtained, and the target aircraft was
constrained to remain tn the same vertical plane. The magnitude of the

input, oi, was set such that the root-mean-square (_ms) bank angle of the

target aircraft was approximately 15 deg. The amplitudes, At, and fre-

quencies, _I' used to fo_m 6PT are shown In Table 2. Because the power
In the target motion exists at discrete frequencies, it is theoretically

possible to identify the terms YVwLT, YX' YCx, and YVp"

.

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the analysis contained hereln Is to quantlfy

how the pilot interacts wlth the various novel controllers and control

modes described herein, Including:
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TABLE I. PARAMETERS USED TO FORM THE MOTION DISTURBANCE FUNCTION, Yd

k Ak Nk mk Ck

(_) (_)3 (cycles/Ty)l ([ad/sec)1 (tad)2

1 0.9698 9 (1.8 Hz) 11.310 --

2 0.7886 I_ (2.6 Hz) i6.336 --

3 0.6610 19 (3.8 Hz) 23.876 --

Notes: (I) _k = 2_Nk/Tv' Ty = 5 seconds

(2) The _k are random numbers computed at the beginning of a
run. They are constant throughout a run.

, (3) Amplitude qhaplng [_ basel o,I first-orde_ power spectra with

a break frequency at 0.5 tad/see and unity eros.

TABLE 2. PARAMETERS USED TO FORM THE TARGET MOTION FUNCTION, 6PT

i Ai Ni _i ¢i

(_) (_)3 (cycles/TT) 1 (rad/sec) 1 (tad)2
t

1 0.9328 4 (0,04 ltz) 0,2513 --
1

2 0.7838 I0 (0.I0 Hz) 0.6283 -- i

3 0.5825 30 (0.30 Hz) 1.885 --

4 0.3519 70 (0.70 Hz) 4.398 -- 1

5 0.2290 150 (1.5 Hz) 9.425 --- i
I

Notes: (I) _I = 2_NI/TT' TT = I00 seconds !

(2) The ¢i are set such that the target bank angle _T, is a

zero-mean process (see Fig. I) !

(3) Amplitude shaping is based on first-order power spectra with '
a break f_equency at 1.5 rad/sec and unity r_.

I
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_. 1. Controller versus aircraft response behavior (e.g., pilot

', control strategy and describing functions). This can be

quantified by the terms YVwLT, YX' and YVp in Fig. I.

2. Proprioceptlve cross-coupllng among the axes of the control-

lets (e.g., roll commands due to twist grip deflections).

Thls can be quantified by the term YCx in Fig. I.

3. Aircraft motlon-to-controller coupling ("blodynamic cross-

,.. coupling"). This can be quantified by identifying the terms

' YMWLTand YMp in Flg. I.
\

ANALYTICAL 1_CHt_IQUKS

As mentioned above, it is theoretically possible to identify the terms

In Fig. " by using describing function and/or time domain analysis tech-

niques. Due to tlme and resource constraJnts and the intensive level of
computations required, however, we were unable to complete the analysis.

Instead, the next section presents the power spectra and power fractions

of the roll and WLT controllers for a selected group of runs. By examin-

ing the power spectra, we can tell if the disturbances are present in the '_

controllers; that is, if the pilot can be modeled as a linear system as }

shown in Fig. I, then all of the power in 6WLT would be at the target '_

frequencies, _I" Furthermore, If the pilot dld not use the roll control-
ler to track the target, then the power in 6p would be "white" (i.e., i

because the Dryden turbulence is shaped white noise). If biodynamlc coup-
llng exists, then there will also be power In _p and/or _WLT at the motion i

disturbance frequencies, 00k.

SONE EXANPI_ RESULTS

The analysis contained below compares the data from three different

types of controllers used to perform an alr-to-alr tracking task using a

wings-level-turn (WL2) mode. The three cont_ollers were:

I. Conventional rudder pedals, 5Rp.

2. An isotonic twist grip, _TG" This was the twist axis of a
rlght-handed side-stlck controller.

3. The thumb button controller, 5TBC' mounted on the right-
handed slde-stlck controller.

Table 3 is a summary of the runs analyzed. Note tha= the maneuver

gradient was held constant for each of the WLT controllers while either
the dead band (DB) for the twist grlp or thumb button or breakout force

(BO) for the rudder pedals was varied. As shown in Table 3, the pilot-

.. _ opinion _atlng (POR) varied from 2 to 5 as a function of either deadband
or breakout force.
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' Figures 2 through 4 contain power spectra and power fraction plots of

the roll controller and the appropriate WLT controller. The power frac-

tlon is a unique way to visualize the spectra[ d_sgrlbution in a signal.
It Is defined as follows:

PF(_) = _-_ f _xx(_)dx
0 o
x

Note that 02 - PF(_ = =) thus PF(_) Is a fraction from 0.0 to 1.0. TheX

unique feature of the power fraction is that It defines the bandwidth of a

signal in terms of a percentage (e.g., 90 percent of the power Is below
5.2 rad/sec).

20 10

10 -- _,,,_ _ -- 0

1 0 -- -- -10

,. "11. "1[,
- 10 _ -- -20

dB - 20 - _ - 30 dB

- 30 - -- - 40

Frequencles---_ # "_ ,
" -40 - Target Motion Frequencies x_ -- - 50

A

-so I'A I A_ I _{ I A ,_'X _ It," { -co
1.0

o 1- I 1 i I
0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50 100

Log,(co)- rad/sec

Notes:

• Crosscoupllng between controllerssuggestedby the line spectre in (D6pend _6RP at the same
" frequency.However,it the targetdisturbance frequency,tills could also be due to the pilot using6p

to "cruse" the target (even though he was Instructed not to do So).

# Motion feedthroughevidencedby lineSl_mtmat motion disturbance frequencies.

Figure 2. Power Spectra [_(_)] and Power Fraction [PF(t0)] for

Wings Level Turn and Rotl Control Inputs

'' Rudder Pedal, 2 in. Deflection; 7 lb Breakout;

! 40 '.b/gManeuver Gradient; Cooper-Harper Rating = 3
• I

_A.
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Notes: !

Crosscouphng between controllers suggested by the line spectra un 4,_,p and _6T G at the same

frequency. However, at the target disturbance frequenCy, this could also be due to the pilot using 6p =

to "chaSe" the target (even though he was instructed not to do so) I

# Motion feedthrough evidenced by line speclra ar motion disturbance frequencies. J

., Figure 3. Power Spectra [_(0_)] and Power Fraction [PF(00)] for t

Wings level Turn and Roll Control Inputs !

Twlst Grip Sidestick; 2.7 in-lb Deadband;
24 In-lb/g Mane,,ver Gradient; Cooper-Harper Rating = 3 .i

The following observations were made after carefully examining these
plots :

I. There are large amounts of motion feedthrough ("blodynamlc

coupling") to the roll controller (i.e., lateral side stick)

for all runs. This is evidenced by the "llne spectra" (i.e.,

the spikes for apparent discontinuities in the power spectra)

at the motion disturbance frequencies. It is interesting to

note that none of the pilots complained of motlon-to-

controller coupling. Thls Is probably because the accelera-

tions were small in amplitude and were masked by the Dryden

turbulence. However, motlon-to-controller coupling can have

extremely detrimental effects In actual flight where the

_. I accelerations are much larger.

i

!

I
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Notes:

" Crosscoupling b6tween controllers suggestedby the line spectra in _,_pand _STBCat the same
frequency.However,It the target disturbancefrequency,this couldalso be due to the pilot using _p
to "chase" the target (eventhoughhe was instructednot to do so).

# Motion feedthroughevidenced Dyllne #l_lctraal motion disturt)ancefrequencies

Figure 4. Power Spectra [¢(_)] and Power Fraction [PF(_)] for
Wings Level Turn and Roll Control Inputs

Thumb Button Controller; 0.05 Ib Deadband;

3.3 Ib/g Maneuver Gradient; Cooper-Harper Rating = 3

2. There is evidence of motion feedthrough on all of the WLT
controllers, with most on the twlst grip and the least on the

• rudder pedals, As the deadband is increased, the evidence of
motion feedthrough is decreased.

3. There appears to be controller cross-coupllng between the

roll and WLT controllers for the rwlst grip and thumb button

but very little for rudder pedals. Thls is evidenced by the

llne spectra in 6p and 6WLT at the same frequencle:. This is
especially true (and consistent) at the motion disturbance

frequencies and makes sense, because the pilot must the grab
the sldeatlck In order to use the twl3t grip or the thumb
button but not to use the rudder pedals.

I_ 4. Note that the rudder pedals are the only controller for which
_ clear line spectra do appear at the target disturbance fre-

quencies and do not appear at the motion disturbance

88
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' frequencies. All of the other controllers (roll side stick,

twi_c grip, and thumb button) exhibit line spectra at both
disturbance frequency levels. Note also that, for the rudder

._ pedal plots, line spectra do appear for the roll controller

at the t_rget disturbance frequencies. Since physical cuup-
ling is not possible between these controllers, the plots

suggest that the pilot is either consciously or unconsciously

using the roll controller to assist in chasing the target.

It is probably a combination of both, as the coupling seems

stronger in the twist grip and thumb button plots (i.e., the

magnitudes of the spikes in the roll controller are larger)
where proprloceptlve coupling is possible.

5. Line spectra at all of the disturbance frequencies were not

clearly or consistently observed (_ = 1.8 rad/sec is the only
possible exception to this observation). This is probably

due to nonlinearities in the pilot's control technique such
as saturation (e.g., bang-bang control) or aperiodic samp-
ling. ;

CO_ICLgSIOI_SAND PJECO_HDATIOI_S
2

Using spectral analysis techniques, it was possible to identify con- i

troller cross coupling for the air-to-air combat task described herein. 'i
However, because of the nature of the task, it was not possible to discern ]

whether the coupling was pcop_iocepttve (e.g., twisting the side stick to li
effect the wings-level-turn mode without affecting the roll controller) or

whether the pilot was intentionally using both controllers to improve

tracking performance. We recommend performing two additional tasks which

. wil[ help to isolate the coupling effects:

• Track the target without the WLT controller. This will re-

veal how much roll control is being used when the pilot is

not using the WLT controller.

• Track the target with the roll axis of the aircraft fixed

(i.e., sho_t the connection between 6p and the roll axis

equations of motion). Reduce the dead band on 5p to zero,

, and measure the spectra of 6p.

_ The first task would assist in giving the analyst a feel for what to

expect in _6p(_) for a pilot actlvely chasing the target with only the
roll controller. The second task would yield spectra for the use of the

WLT controller without roll axis chasing contamination. Some caution must

be applie_ when using this task, however. Since there would be no penaltyi
(i.e., roll response) for making roll inputs, the pilot might modify his

technique to such a_l extent as to invalidate the spectra of 6 . This

effect could be minimized by providing the pilot with some form Pof feed-

_"_,_ back, other than roll response, to indicate when roll inputs are being
_' made.

J
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Spectral analysis of the controller signals also revealed Large

amounts of biodynamlc ceupling; that is, the aircraft accelecatlons wece

feeding through to the controllers by way of the pllot's limbs. Because

the simulated accelerations are quite small relative to the real world,

none of the subject pilots complained of motion feedth_ough problems. We

recommend that analytic techniques be used to predict the amount of accel-

eration to expect in real flight and how the accelerations will affect

overall performance of the pilot-aircraft system. Existing tools such as

Biodyn (Ref. 3) and USAM (Ref. 4) could be used to perform this task.

We als_ _ecommend a complete pilot-vehlcle analysis. Using a loop

structure llke the one shown in Fig. I, the closed-loop characteristics of

the pilot-vehicle system could be pcedlcted, The effects of cross coup-

ling and motion feedthrough could be quantified.
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,,, SIx Degrees of Freedom Contro With Each Hand?

• Mike L. King

C A E Electronics Ltd.

_.', Montreal, Quebec, Canada

SIX DEGREE OF FREEDOM CONTROL WITH EACH HAND?.

For some time man has made six degree of freedom inputs to a
pair of dextrous manipulators using both hands simultaneously by
the use of the master/slave concept.The advent of the micro-
processor has the potential to make the master/slave concept
redundant by replacing the ;_aster with a mathematical model.

. Due to inevitable cabin limitations the first spaceborne
remote manipulator, the CANADARM, could not utilise the
master/slave concept.Resolved motion rate control of the end
effector was borne, and has been proven as a satisfactory control
method.However the problem of the man machine interface remained.
All spacecraft to date, including the space shuttle, that have
been flown in six degrees of freedom have been controlled by
using both hands, the left hand controlling translation and the
right rotation. Almost inevitably the same principle was applied
to the CANADARM.

At the instigation of NASA we embarked on the development
of a device whereby both translation and rotation could be
combined allowing full control with one hand.

This paper describes the development and testing of the
device, and the extension of its application into spaceflight

: control. Also the concept of an adaptable workstation for multi-
manipulator and spacecraft flight control is discussed.

j
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A NONLINEAR FILTER FOR COMPENSATING FOR TIME DELAYS

' IN _NUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Ronald A. Hess and Andrew A. Myers
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of California
Davis, California g5616

ABSTRACT

The existence of time delays in manual control systems can have a '_
significant and deleterious effect upon closed-loop system pe.'formance and
stability. Modern flight control systems often exhibit such delays owing to

c digital control law implementation and higher-order control system dynamics.
Modern flight simulators also share this problem owi,g to computational delays

, associated with computer-generated graphics• Thus, the need for an effective
methc_ for time delay compensation is becoming increasingly urgent. Linear ':
metnods of compensation provide needed phase lead but also introduce a
significant gain distortion. To date, little research has been directed J
toward possible nonlinear compensation methods. This study analyzes and i
experimentally evaluates a nonlinear filter configured to provide phase lead I
without accompanying gain distortion. The nonlinear filter is superior to a
linear lead/lag compprsator in its ability tu maintain system stability as
open-loop crossover frequency is increased Test subjects subjectively rated
the filter as slightly better than a lead/lag compensator i: itc ability to
compensate for delays in a compensatory tracking task. However, the filter
does introduce unwanted harmonics. This is particularly noticeable for
low-frequency pilot inputs. A revised compensation method is proposed whsch
allows such low-frequency inputs to bypass the nonlinear filter. A brief {
analytical and experimental evaluation of the revised filter indicates that
further evaluation in more realistic tasks is justified.

INTRODUCTION

Control systems which incorporate a human as a component in the system,
such as an aircraft, are called manual control systems. Manual control
systems have certain characteristics which make them highly sensitive to time
delays in the system. This paper will discuss the sources and effects of time
delays, some basics of manual control theory, and the results of an analysis
on the effectiveness of a nonlinear filter as compared to a lead-lag .=ilter
for time delay compensation in manual control systems.
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' TIME DELAYSOURCESAND EFFECTS

• Aside from the operator'sreactiontime, delay in manual contre systems
_' h_,vethree basic sources. One source is computationaldelays in processing

input signals. Examples would be modern high-performa,,ceaircraft with
" sophisticateddigital control systems,and flight simulatorswith computer
. generatedimagery[l,2]. Another source is the sampling delay caused by

analog-to-digitalconversionin digitalcontrol systems. This delay can be
•' shownto be TI2 secondswhere T is the samplinginterval. The final sourceof

time delal,s would be apparent delays introduced into the system by
higher-orderhigh-frequencysystem components. These delays are termed

, apparentbecause they are not actual time delays; l..'wever,the phase lags
introducedinto the system by these componentsare perceivedby the operator
to be timedelays.

Time delayseffectmunual controlsystemsin two ways: first in demanding
tasks,delays cause a reductionin closed-loopstabilityand hence handling
qualities,and second in less demanding tasks, delays induce fundamental
changesin pilotcharacteristics[3].

In demandingtasks such as mid-airrefuelingin an a.,'craft,pilots tend
' to increasetheir open-loopgain. This importantcharacteristicof manual

controlsystemsmakes time delaysa seriousconcern,as the reductionin gain
margin caused by the time delay may cause the pilot to drive his aircraft

' unstableas he increaseshis gain[4].

The changes in pilot characteristicscaused by time delays in less
demanding tasks are also serious particularlywhen considering flight
_imulators. When acting as compensatoryelements in single loop tasks,

. Hess[3]has shown that pilot'satten_)tto generate lead (evidencedby stick
pulsing)to compensatefor the time delay. Pilots are often askedto rate the

* handlingqualitiesof a particularsimulationconfiguation.When the pilot is
forced to alter his flying techniqueto compensatefor time delays caused by
the simulator,he is unableto give an accurateratingof the aircraftbeing
simulated[4].

SOMEBASICSOF MANUALCONTROLTHEORY

. _4cRuerand Krendel[5]have shown that, in single-loopman-machinecontrol
systemssuch as Figure l, pilots adopt compensatoryequalizationso that the
forward loop transfer function, YpYc, resembles oJcls in the region of

:; the crossoverfrequency_. If in-this configurationYc = K/S, the pilot
'_ would tailor his own dynamics so that the combined open-loop transfer

function, fpYc, would exhibit _c like behavior at crossover, i.e. YAp
• i Kp, a pure "gain. If Yc itselfwere a pure gain, K, the pilot would .uopt

a-transferfunctionof the form,

i

yp _ Kp- (i)
! TIS + 1

1
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Pilots also prefer to have this crossover to take place around 2-4 rad/sec
depending upon the controlled element dynamics and the input bandwidth[6].

, When considering the design of a time delay compensator, this range of
crossover frequency becomes one of the design parameters. This is because we
are interested in providing the maximum amount of phase lead at the point
where it is most important, namely at the crossover frequency. Another design

,_ parameter would be the amount of time delay for which one is attempting to
, compensate. For piloted aircraft flight control systems, it has been shown

that handling qualities reach the unacceptable region (pilot ratings beyond
6.5) at delays of approximately 0.225 to 0.250 seconds[l].

Much attention has been devoted to finding the best method of compensating
for time delays in manual control systems. The technique most commonly used
to date is simple lead-lag compensation. The reminder of this paper will
compare, both computationally and experimentally, the effectiveness of a
nonlinear and lead-lag filter as time delay compensators in manual control
systems.

LEAD-LAG FILTER DESIGN

A typical lead-lag filter can be given by the transfer function

" TnS + 1

Gf(s) = Kd TdS + 1 (2)

. Phase lead is generated when IITu > llTn. A Bode plot is shown in Figure
2. As can be seen from the flgure the phase lead generated is always
accompanied by a gain distortion. This gain distortion has several
uri_esirableeffects[4]. Any gain increase can cause an amplification of high
frequency noise end disturbance input making accurate control more difficult.
In flight simulators a gain increase will corrupt the replication of aircraft
dynamics, so that the simulation is not an accurate reproduction of the
aircraft handling qualities.

Crane outlines a simple technique to design a lead-lag compensator for
' manual control systems. For the transfer function given as Equation (2), the

design process goes as follows:

I) Locate the filter zero, I/Tn, at theestimated crossover frequency, _c.

2) Determine Td using the following equation which equates the amount of
phase lead generated to the phase lag produced by the time delay at _c.

tan"l_cTn-tan-IwcTd= _ctd (3)
c" ?

t

3) Choose Kd so that the gain of Gf is unity at _c.
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, This designprocessresultsfrom attemptingto minimizethe effectsof the
gain distortion while providing the amount of phase lead necessary to
compensatefor the time delay. The gain distortionis forced to stay within

; an envelopeof least perceivedchangesin plant dynamics[2]. Such envelopes
result from studies done on simulatinghigh order systems with low order
models. Changesin the system dynamicsare made at various frequencies,and
pilot ratingsare used to determinein what frequencyranges the changesare
most noticeable[7].Choosinga conservativecrossoverfrequencyof 2 radlsec

'" and a time delay of 0.250 seconds,this design process leads to a lead-lag
fiIterof

0.737{0.50S+I) (4)Gf(d)--

THE SPLIT-PATHNONLINEARFILTER

The problemsencounteredwith the gain distortionof the lead-lagfilter
suggestthat an idealtime delay compensatorwould providephase lead with no
gain change. Foster, Gieseking,and Waymeyer[8]propose a nonlinearfilter
which is capableof providingindependentmagnitude. The filter they proposeL-
is called a split-pathnonlinearfilter {SPAN filter), a block diagram of
which is shownin Figure3.

" The filter input is processedthroughtwo branches. One branch adjusts
phase;the other adjustsmagnitude. The phase branch is composedof a linear
filter, Fl, and a nonlinearbistable element. The parametersof F1 are
adjustedto providethe desiredphase change. This signal is then input to
the bistableelementwhich destroysall amplitudeeffectsand retainsonly the
phasechanges. The magnitudealso consistsof two elements: a linearfilter,

' F2, and an absolute value. Parametersof F2 are adjusted to provide the ;
desired magnitude changes. The absolute value of this signal is then
multipliedby the outputof the bistableelementto form the SPANfilterwould
produce output as shown in Figure 4. The describing function for this :
configurationshows phase leadwithoutgain increasebut insteada slightgain
attenuation. For the analysisperformedin this paper the SPAN filter was
configuredwith a lead-lagfilter having zero at -I and pole at -10 for Fl,
and unity gain for F2. The Bode plots of the SPAN filter just describedand
the lead-lagcompensatordescribedin the previoussectionare shown in Figure
5.

COMPUTERANALYSIS

Ha.rwnonic Anal_.sis

BecauseSPAN is a nonlinearfilter it ,s capableof generatingsub- and
higherharmonics. To assessthe natureof these harmonicsa Fourieranalysis
was performedon the outputof the SPAN filterwhere the inputconsistedof a

. single sinusoidof variablefrequency. The results are shown in Figure 6.
Notice that the harmonicscontributemost at the 3-4 radlsecfrequencyrange

I which is the regionwhere the SPAN filter producesmaximum lead A Fourier
analysiswas also performedto check for the existenceof subharmonics.None
were found.
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' Steadx-State StabiIit),Comparison

To compare the effectiveness of the lead-lag filter vs. the SPAN filter in
t maintaining system stability, a computer simulation was performed using the
, configuration in Figure 7. The time delay was chosen to be 0.39 seconds to

include the contributioa of the pilot's reaction time. The input consisted of
a sum of twelve sine waves as shown in Table I. Compensation was accomplished
using the lead-lag and SPAN filters configured as described earlier. For

: _ comparison a simulation was also performed using no compensation. Mean square

values of rlt), c(t), c(t), and e(t) were calculated. These are denoted R2
C2, and E-- respectively. Values of R2, C2, and E2 were calculated
for values of crossover frequency ranging from 0.5 to a value where stability
was lost. The results are shown in Figures 8 through lO.

Examining the figures shows the SPAN filter superior in maintaining system
stability. The lead-lag filter actually becomes unstable before the case of a
time delay with no compensation. This is a result of the gain distortion of

the lead-lag filter. The design process described by Crane is "strictly
applicable to constant parameter linear systems[2]." A lead-lag filter design
based on constant system parameters is unsatisfactory when the design
crossover frequency is exceeded.

Closed-Loop Power Ratio ,

The harmonic analysis described previously gave an indication of the i
nonlinear nature of the SPAN filter in the open-loop case. To better I
understand now these nonlinearities would affect closed-loop performance an
additional computer analysis was performed on the system of Figure 7. The 1
input to the system was the same as that described in Table I. The crossover i
frequency was increased from one to a value where stability was lost. The
total power contained in the output was calculated and divided by the power in
the output at the input frequencies. Table 2 shows the values obtained. This
"power ratio" is an indication of the nonlinear nature of the closed-loop !
output. It indicates the amount of power in the closed-loop not at input !
frequencies, and thus attributes to the nonlinearity. The steady increase in _
the values of Table 2 indicates that, as the crossover frequency is increased, i
SPAN itself introduces increasing power in the output.

Transient Response

As a final step in the computer analysis the closed-loop step responses
were calculated for the cystem in Figure.7 using the same three configurations
as in the steady-state stability analysis. A unit step was the input. The
crossover frequency, _c, was increased in unit increments from one up to a
value which caused the response to diverge. Figures II through 13 show the
step responses for the case of SPAN compensation for _c equal to l, 2, and 3
radlsec. Notice the jagged discontinuities present for _c = l radlsec.
This effect dies -'itfor larger values of _c. Figures 14 and 15 shown the
step responses for the cases of no cnmpensation and lead-lag compensation

, respectively when _c = 3 radlsec. Notice that the SPAN filter's response is
less oscillatory.

\
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The existence of discontinuities in the output of the SPAN filter, in
effect, introduces high frequency noise into the system. The lead-lag filter
on the other hand amplifies only existing high frequency noise. Since most
physical systems have large reductions in gain at high frequencies, the
effects of this noise injection or amplification may be mitigated, to
demnnstrate this with the SPAN compensation, the _clS plant of Figure 7 was
replaced with

c (5)
S(O.IS + I) 2

and the step responses for this new system were calculated. The step response
for _c = 1 radlsec is shown in Figures 16. The smoothing effect of
additional dynamics is evident compared to Figure II.

I

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

_ Description
f

. Next, an experiment was performed to obtain subjective and objective ,
measures of the effectiveness of the two compensation methods. The experiment
was a single-axis compensatory tracking task involving a human operator, as I

shown in Figure 17. The error was displayed on a CRT as shown in Figure 18. 1
The test subject was provided with an isometric control stick, his task being
to null the error in the presence of a disturbance input.

Procedure

Four different combinations of delay and compensation method were used in !
the experiment: no delay, no compensation (nominal case); 0.25 second delay,
lead-lag second delay, no compensation. A total of five subjects were used.
Performance measures included mean square error, mean error, mean square stick
output, and mean stick output. Each subject performed five data runs after
adequate training.

In addition to the quantitative data obtained, a subjective comparison of
_ each of the different configurations was also performed. Each subject was

asked to rate each of the off-nominal configurations on a scale of 0 to lO,
based on how closely each approximated the nominal case in terms of response
characteristics, etc. The nominal case was given a value of zero.

Results

Figure Ig shows typical root-mean-square error scores for the subjects.
Figure 20 shows typical data for root-mean-square stick output. Figure 21

" shows data obtained in the comparison test.

, Examining the graph of average RMS error scores shows that the three ,

! off-nominal cases result in RMS error scores which are approximately equal and
" larger than the nominal case. No significant reduction in error scores is

.J!
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_ seen for either the lead-lag or SPAN filter. For _he lead-lag filter this is
probably due to the amplification of remnant injected by the pilot. For the
SPAN filter the larger RMS error scores probably are a result of harmonics
produced by SPAN itself.

The graphs of the RMS stick output show that in most cases the SPAN filter
has the largest value followed in order by the nominal case, lead-lag
compensation, and delay with no compensation. These values of RMS stick

v output are in a logical order when the phase and gain characteristics of each
, configuration are considered under the assumption of constant crossover

frequency. The case of a time delay with no compensation causes a reduction
in system gain margin as compared the nominal; therefore, the pilot must
reduce his gain to maintain adequate stability. The lead-lag filter causes an
increase-'-in the "effective plant" gain as compared to the nominal. Thus the
operator can reduce his gain with resulting lower RMS stick output scores, i
The SPAN filter causes a slight reduction in the "effective plant" gain thus
a11owing a larger pilot gain with accompanying lower RMS stick output. _i

i

Examining the graph of subject ratings shows the SPAN filter being ranked
most like the nominal case. The average performance for SPAN may be due to _
subjects disliking the reduced gain margin for th.=no compensation case and _
the noise amplification of the lead-lag filter. This seems like the only !

. reasonable explanation since the error scores for the SPAN filter show no :"

. significant improvement over either the lead-lag or no compensation cases. ,

A NEW CONFIGURATION FOR THE SPAN FILTER _

The experimental results just obtained indicate that the SPAN filter ' "
increases system stability. However, SPAN does not increase tracking accuracy
over the lead-lag filter. The results of the computer analysis indicate that !
this is caused by the harmonics produced by the SPAN filter which degrade
closed-loop performance. The step responses also indicate that this
detrimental influence of the harmonics on closed-loop performance is most |
noticeable for low frequency inputs. These results suggest a new !
configuration for the SPAN filter as shown in Figure 22. I

The input to the filter is passed through two branches. The lower branch I
contains a low-pass filter which allows low frequency signals to by-pass the

T

SPAN filter. Frequencies above a value of I/Tl radlsec are passed through I
the SPAN filter with parameters set as b_fore. The output of the SPAN filter 1
is then passed through a filter with break frequency at 20 rad/sec to reduce i

: the amplitude of higher harmonics generated. Finally, the signals in the two ,
I

paths are added together. A Bode plot of this configuration with Tl = 1.5 (.
is shown in Figure 23.

)

Calculating the closed-loop power ratios for the new configuration shows !
no intprovementover the original filter. Closed-loop step responses were also I
calculated. Figures 24 shows the step response for _c = 1 rad/sec. The new

' filter seems to significantly improve the form of the step resporse. Limited

I experimentation with the filter implemented in the simulation described
i earlier showed no improvement in tracking random command signals, but smoother

: responses in following step-like commands.
p
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

, The results of the analysis described in this paper show that the SPAN
filter's ,nainstrength lies in its ability to maintain system stability as the
open-loop crossover frequency is increased. The lead-lag filter actually
reduces system stability as the crossover frequency increases due to the gain
distortion it introduces into the system. The SPAN filter's relative

v; insensitivity to increase in crossover frequency is an important attribute
since in manual control systems the crossover frequency is task dependent.

" The nonlinear nature of the SPAN filter, which enables it to perform so
favorably in maintaining system stability, unfortunately also degrades its
closed-loop performance. These effects are partially mitigated by replacing
the K/S plant of the simulation with one more typical of those found in
physical systems. Finally, a new arrangement for the SPAN filter was proposed
which allows low frequency inputs.

The research described in this paper indicates that the split-path
nonlinear filter shows definite promise as a compensation method for time
delays in manual control systems. The next step would be actual
implementation of the filter in a sophisticated system simulation and
evaluation of its performance and pilot acceptability.

!
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V.J

_' Table I. Sum of sinusoidsinput

12

_. r(t) - _Aisin(mit+Oi)

o_ Numberof

rad/sec Ai/A1 cyclesin run

' O.16419 1.0 3
t

O.27366 1.0 5

0.76624 1.0 14

1.25883 1.0 23

1.86087 1.0 34

2.68185 O.I 49
L

_ 3.66702 O.1 67

5.03531 O.1 92

_ 7.16984 O.1 131

9,79695 O.1 179

i 13.73763 0.1 251
,f,

i 20.96219 O.1 383
I

Table2. Closed-looppowerratios

Crossover Power

Frequency Ratio i
r

i l,O 1.02 1

3.0 l.04
,i !

t 4.0 l .06 '
' 5.0 I 11 r

6.0 2.07
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Figure 1. Single-loop compensatory
task ( from reference 3 ).
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Figure 2. Bode plot of leau-lag
filter ( from reference 4 ).
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Figure 3. SPAN filter (from reference 8).
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Figure 4. Filter waveform characteristics with lead-lag
filterin F1 (fromreference8).
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Figure 5. Bode plots for SPAN and lead-lag filters.
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'! Figure 6. Relative magnitude of nth higher harmonic.
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- I
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• !

,i
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'i!; ._. _ COMP EN-SATION : KE_:=_ ,.C _'i

Figure 7. Single-loop system used for computer analysis.
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Figure 8. Mean square values for Fig. 7
with a time delay and no compensation.
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Figure 9. Mean square values for Figure 7
• with a time del3y and lead-lag compensatlc .
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Figure 10. Mean square values for Flg. 7 i
with a time delay and SPAN oompensation. '_
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Figure 11. SPAN compensation, _c=l.O.
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I

' rzgure 14. No compen-qation,_c=3.0.

!
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Figure 15. Lead-lag compensate.on, _Oc=3.0.
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\

| ! " , ,

I

0 S I0
TIME,(S)

Figure 16. _SPAN compensation with

_c/S(O 1S �\�p�_replacing O_c/S' _c=10.

Ftgure]7. Diagram of single-axt3, co=pe,zsatory
tracking task used in experimental analysis.
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Figure 18. CRT display used in _
experimental analysis (Reference 3). '
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Figure19. Plot of typicalRMS error scores.
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Figure20. Plot of typicalRMS stickoutput.
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Figure21 Plot of normalizedsubjectratings
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Figure 22. New confisuratlon for SPAN filter.
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Identification of

Manual Controller Ot>jectives

in ComplexTrackingTasks

'.'._ by

- David K. Schmidt*and Pin-JarYuan**

Schoolof Aeronauticsand Astronautics
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A methodology is presented for estimating the parameters in an

optimal-control-structured model of the manual controller from experimental

data on complex, multi-input/multi-output tracking tasks. Special attention

is devoted to estimating the appropriate objective function for the task,

: as this is considered key in understanding the objectives and "strategy"

of the manual controller. The technique is applied to data from single-

' input/single-output as well as multi-input/multi-output experiments, and

results discussed.
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_ Introduction

In this paper, we will present and apply a methodology for identi-

fying from experimental data the parameters in a multi-input/multi-output

model of manual control, suitable for analysis of complex tasks. In this

' context,"complextasks" refersto tasks in which multipleloop closures

are expectedto be present,such as multi-axistrackingor aircraft
r

landingapproach,as opposedto compensatorytrackingin the laboratory,

for example. The structureof the moJel is compatiblewith the well-

known[I] optimal-controlmodel (OCM)of the human operator,and among the

model-relatedparameterswe seek to obtain is an estimateof the manual fi

controller'sobjectivefunction "weightings".This is consideredimportant

becauseby doing so, the mo4elermay obtain insightinto the opcrator's ,

• strategyand perceptionof the task° Furthermore,the magnitudethis !!
r I r

functiontakeson has been hypothesizedL2'3J to correlatewith the I
i

operator'ssubjectiveratingof this task. Hence,an experimentally
b

determinedmetric relatedto the subjectiveassessmentof the task may

hopefullyresult.

In additionto establishinga model structureusefulfor identifi-

cation,we will also evaluate two proceduresfor the determinationof

the desiredmodel parameters. One uses frequency-domainmeasurements,

• and as a resultis similar to previousmethods.[4'5] However,a variation

on this techniquewill be presentedto facilitatemulti-input/multi-output

model deten,lination.The second procedure,proposedis based entirely

on time-domaindata. As a result,the constraintson the experimental

procedure,such as special trackingsignals,requiredin the frequency-

domainapproaches_re avoided. Resultsfrom bothmethodswill be presented.

•J 118
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,' Model Structure

Since the model structure to be used is to be compatible with the

OCM,we will briefly note its key features. Readers unfamiliar with this

modeling approach are referred to the references. The hypothesis upon

which the model is based is that the well trained, well motivated human

controllerchooseshis controlinputs(e.g.stick force)to meet his

(internal)objectiveia the task, subjectto his human limitations.This

objectiveis furtherassumedto be expressiblein terms of a quadratic

"cost"function

T ,i

IT___Flim_ fo(YTQYpP + u_rUp + u_Rup)dtI )
Jp

E

: where Yp = vector of human's observed variables (e.g., attitude, accel-

eration)

Up = vectorof his controlinputs I

, Q,F,R : Controller-Sel_cted (internal) weightings i

!

The human limitations modeled include information-acquisition and !

processing time delay, observation and control input errors, and neuro-

muscular dynamics. A block diagram of the resulting model structure is i

shown in Figure I.
J

The components of this model may be grouped into two parts, ene

dealing with the information acquisition'and state estimation, and one

- related to the control law or control policy operating on the estimated

state. As has been shown in the references on this modeling approach,

the "solution" for the human's control inputs, as predicted by the
i

model, is expressedas

p

i,

,_, 119
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2

4'

= - + vu (I), Up -GxX GuUp
• ^

: where x = internalestimateof the systemstates
Y
p

r Gx,Gu = controlgain matrice_

vu = motor noise, or control input errors

, The systemdynamicsare taken as

x = Ax + BUp ; y = Cx

where y = vectorof systemresponse

- and if a trackingtask is considered the dynamicsof the trackingsignal
I '

vectorYc may be representedas

Yc = AcYc + Dw
L

where w is a disturbance input of "white" noise. Usually, the tracking

dynamics are combined with the system dynamics, resulting in an augmented "
I

statevectorcol[x,Yc]. F_ lly,the manualcontrolleris considered
k

' to observedelaye¢systemresponsesand commands,with some observation

error,or

+v,
where Vy = vector of observation errcrs. Usually, tracking error

e = Yc " y is observed,plus the commandsthemselvesif the task is that

: of pursuit. Additionally,othersystemresponsesmay be observedbut

; not actuallyregulatedor tracked. Therefore,for our purposeswe will

arrange the human's observation vector as follows (dropping the t-_

here for brevity)

vT=[dLT T _ T T": p Yc' ' Yo] + Vy

@
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• with Yo = CoX representingobservedresponsesother than errorsand

commands. Clearly, the above expression can always be represented in the

form#

Yp= Cx(t - _) + Vy

where _T = [y_, x] and C is partitionedaccordinglyto yield

Ce

g : Cc (21

Reference1, for examplegives closed-formexpressionsfor the

state covariance matrix E{xxT} for this structure, under assumptions of

. . independenceand "whiteness"on w, vu, and Vy. A compatiblefrequency ,i

domainrepresentatior,of the manualcontrollermay also be obtainedthat
I

": effectivelyhas the followingform I

Up(S) = T_l(s)H(s)[Yp(S)+ Ny] + Tnl(s)Nu (3)
!

_ where Yp(S) = LaplaceTransformof yp(t) (notdelayed) i

Tn1(S)= NeuromotorDynamics(= [Gnls + I]"I if Eqn. 1 is considered)

H(s) = Hanual Controller Transfer Function Matrix (Refer to Fig. 1)

Ny,Nu = Noise Vectors - Related to Vy and vu

._ Also, the commandand systemdynamicsexpressedas

Yc(S) = [sl - Ac]'IDW(s)= ¢c(S)Dil(s)

and

X(s) = [sl - A]IBUp(S) - _(s)BUp(S)

may be combinedto form
Y

,F
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=FYc Si=F°clsl°w(s)l
Then

?

where recallC is partitionedas in Equation2. ifwe now partition

H(s) and Ny to be compatible with Yp(S), we may let
A

: H(s) = [He(s),Hc(S),Ho(S)]
i

T T TNT= [N_,Nc,N] _

With this structure,we may representthe systemas in Fig. 2, where we i
I

have used the followingdefinitions
I

!

l
Cc => [I!O] (I = !dentity)

- C =, [li-C r]e _
and I

ic] t,,=1:, 0 |Co o

to make the matriceshave compatibledimensions. Note that not only is

this structureconsistentwith the OCM with multipleinputsand outputs,

but in the scalarcasewith Hc = Ho = 0 the structurealso reducesto

the conventionalcompensatorytrackingblock diagram. Shown in Fig. 3

is this simplercase.

For experimentallyestimatinga scalarYp(j_)jmeasurementsare taken

:. of ec(t),e(t), and Up(t). Spectralanalysisis then performedto

; obtain

123
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4'

, @cu(J_)= Cross spectrumbetweenec and Up

@c_(jw)= Cross spectrumbetween% and

and the desiredrelationis

,. Y (j_)= _ (j_)l_c_CJ_)•_ p CU

which can be derivedfrom blockdiagrmalgebra(see for exampleRefs.

4 and 5).

Now, as discussedin Ref. 5, specialexperimentalconditionsmust
i

be invokedto identifymultiplehuman operatortransferfunctions,as

in H(s) discussedabove• Specifically,indeper,dentexcitationof all

inputsto H(s)must be present,and this is frequentlynot possiblein

many practicalsituations However,some alternateexpressionswill be•

developedwhich yield identifiabletransferfunctionsdirectlyrelated i
I

to the genera]model structurediscussedhere, but are not human _

, operatortransferfunctions,likeYp(j_) in the scalarcase cited above. _i

Referringto Eqns.3 and 4 above,or equivalentlyFig. 2, we have

Up(S) = TNI(s)[HE(s)(_(s)+ N ) + Hc(S)(Yc(S)+ Nc) i

+ Ho(S)(Yo(S)+ NO) + Nu]

_(s) = Yc(S) - Cr_(S)BUp(S)

Yo(S) = Co_(S)BUp(S)
I
I

Substituting_(s) and Yo(S) into the first expression,and solvingfor

Up(S)yields I

, 125
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ec(sl,t ' I

- ) i"L-----_ Yp(s Yc (s) _ eCs)
#

L __ __ 1

|

Figure3. ScalarModel

Up(S) = [Tuc(S)]Yc(S) + [Tuy(S)]Ny+[Tuu(S)]Nu

(5)

where NT=y [N_, NT, No]

Tuc(S) = [I + Tnl(s){He(s)C r - Ho(S)Col,(s)B]-I[TnI(s){He(s)+Hc(S)} ] i
i
I
1

- !
Tuy(S)= [I + Tnl(s){He(s)Cr - Ho(S)Co}¢(s)B]-I[T_I(s)[H(s)iHc(S)iHo(S)]] i

Tuu(S)= [I + Tnl(s){He(S)Cr- Ho(S)Co}_(s)B]-ITnl(s) {

i

Substitutionback into the relationfor e(s) and Yo(S) yields

., E(s)= [T c(S)]Yc(S)+ [Tey(S)]Ny+ [TEu(S)]Nu (6)

Yo(S) = [Toc(S)]Yc(S ) + [Toy(S)]Ny + [Tou(S)]N u

where

, t c(S) = [I - Cr¢(S)BTuc(S)]

_,, T y(S) : -Cr_(S)BTuy(S)
I

'i T_u(s) = -Cr¢(s)Btuu(s)
! ,

iii Toc(S) : Co¢(S)BTuc(S)126
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_! Toy(S)= Co¢(S)BTuo(S)
i"

and

Tou(S)= C _(s)BTuu(S)o

. Now the three transferfunctionmatricesTuc, T c, and Toc are related

to the matrices of cross-spectra between Up and Yc' e and Yc' and Yo and

Yc' respectively,assumingthe "noises"Ny and Nu are uncorrelatedwith

Yc" Or using matrix notation

luc(J_)= [_YcUp(J_)][_ycYc(_)]-I

TEc(J_)= [_yce(Jw)][_ycYc(_)]-I (7)

Toc(J_)= [*ycYo(j_)][_ycYc(_)]-I

So, if frequency-domain data were used to estimate the above spectra,

the transferfunctionsin Eqn. 7 may be identified,but not necessarily

the elementsof H(s). However,these identifiabletransferfunctions,

due to their direct relationship to the OCM,for example, may be used

for model identificationand/orvalidationin exactlythe same manner

estimates for H(s) may be used, so they are just as meaningful.

Additionally,referringback to Equation5, under the assumption
C

that J_e noise vectors Ny and Nu consist of elements mutually uncorrelated,

and uncorrelatedwith Yc' a model-relatedexpressionfor the powerof

the remnant in each of the i'th components of u is expressible as
P

_:. _irr(,_,)= _ITu (J_}I2¢yjyj(m)• 3 iYj

:. + {ITuiuk(J_)12_UkUk(e) (8)

>
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where Cyjyj(m)= Power spectrumof the j'th elementin the noise Ny
#

_UkUk(_)= Power spectrumof the K'th elementin the noise Nu.

So if ,_r(_) is estimated experimentally, it is relatable to the model-

based parameterson the right hand side of the above equationfor further
?

model comparison or validation. Sird.lar expressions for all the above

developmentare availablein Ref. 6, for furtherreference.

Parameter Search Technique

Now that the model structureis obtainedto allow direct comparisons

- betweenmeasuredvariablesand theirmodel-basedcounterparts,attention

_ is now turned to obtaining the parameter set of interest. This parameter ,:
&

set, denotedp, consistsof the "independent"variablesof the model,
' !

}

such as objectivefunctionweightsQ and R time delay _ and noise 1, , !

covariancematricesCny and Cnu, for example. We will make direct
applicationof the quasi-Newtonsearchapproachof Refs. 5, 7 and 8,

}

with two variationsfundamentalto our purpose. The first is that in

the above references, a scalar objective function weight on tracking

error alonewas used exclusively,while we desireto estimatemore complex I

expressions for the cost, or weighting matrices. Secondly, we will I
I

compareusing two forms of experimentaldata, one strictlytime domain I
J

and the other frequencydomain,to determineif using only timedomain

data leads to sufficientlyaccurateresults. This is desirablesince a

purelytime domain approachis simplerand greatlyreducesthe requirement

on the _xperimentaltechniquefor obtainingthe requireddata.

The scheme is implementedto minimizea scalarmatchingcost of

the form

l
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N 2
M= w.e.

i=I 1 1

whe'e e. is the difference between the i th measured data point and the '"1

corresponding model prediction, wi is a weighting coefficient. Or in

matrix form:

M = eTwe

with e = col[ele 2, ...], W= diag[wl].
t

For a trial set of model parameters PI' we have its corresponding i

modeling cost

MI = e_WeI
- !

For a new set of parameters P2 = Pl + Ap, we obtain a new modeling

error Ae, related to Ap by

Ae = QAp

Be.

where q(i j) : ---Zl can be obtained by a numerical perturbation of the
' @pj

model. The change in the parameter vector Ap yielding the minimum

modeling error, given the initial vector eI and the assumption of

linearity between AMand Ap is

Ap = -[QTwQ]-IQTWel

Thus an iteration procedure is established, which proceeds until no more

i. improvement in matching cost M, or the required changes in the parameters

; in Ap are very small.
I

f

"' In addition tD obtaining the best match to a given set of data we,!

._ also wish to determine somemeasure of the reliability of the identified

129
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' parametervalues. A qualitativeindicationof parameterestimationrelia-

bilitycan often be obtainedthroughsensitivityanalysisrelatingchanges
I

in the scalarmatchingcost to perturbationsin the model parameters. In

general,estimatesof parametersthat have a high impacton the matching

costcan be consideredmore reliablethan estimatesof parametershaving

a smallerimpact.

As shown in Ref. 8, this sensitivitymay be estimatedfrom the relation

aMi = vTQTwQv(Api)2

, whereV is a columnvector that has a value of unity for the ith element

and values for remaining elements Vr as determined from

Vr = _[Q;WQr]-IQrWqiT
p.

where qi = c°l[qi,l' qi,2' "''] and the subscript r indicates vectors and

matrices which omission of the ith row and column.

. PursuitTrackingAnalysis

For comparingthe time-vs,frequency-domaindata for model determin-

ation,and to relatethe above methodologyto an establishedsituation,

a singleaxis pursuittrackingtask is considered.[6] Subjectstrackeda

commandsignalgeneratedby a sum of sinusoids

10

oc = Z Ai sin(wit+ ¢i)
: i=I

for I00 seconds, with the frequencies mi evenly spaced between 0.25-17
i

rad/sec,and amplitudesAi selectedsuch that the spectrumof the
Lo

commandapproximateda randomsignal generatedby

I

C)c/W= s2 + 3s + 2.25

130
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' with "white" noise w intensity taken to be _ = 13.5 6(t), 6(t)

a delta function.

In addition to ec' the subjects observed the plant response e(t),

and therefore the error ec - e, where the two plants (e/6p) were K/s

and K/s2. A representative block diagram is shown in Figure 4. (Note

the correspondence between this block diagram and that of Figure 2.)

Since error, ec, and e are not all linearly independent, only two need

be included for observation. Therefore, the subjects observation vector

may be taken as

T: [_, _, Oc' Gc]Yp

for both K/s and K/s2 plants. Finally, including the subjects' control

input 6p in the state vector x, we may definet

For K/s xT " p], : [0C, OC, 0,

For K/s 2 , xT = [ec' _c' u, o, ap]

Referringback to Eqns.5 and 6, one may considerTuc(S)and TEc(S)to

be scalars,

i

Tuc(S)- TnS+I [HI + sH2 + H3 + sH4][1+ F(HI+SH2)/(TnS+I)]'I i

TEc(S): [I - F(H3+sH4)/(_nS+I)][I+ F(HI+SH2)/(Tns+l)]-I i
i

From the experimentaldata, the state covariancematricesE[x×T]

were estimated,as well as the cross-spectrabetweenec and 6p, and %

and E (error),or _ecap(j_)and CecE(jm). Finally,althoughnot

possiblein more complexsituations,sinceTuc_'s)and T c(S) are scalars

in this case, an effectiveoperatortransferfunctionmay be definedas

-" 13l
#,

+D
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A

Ypeff(J_)= Tuc(Jm)ITec(jm)

-_ : ¢Oc6p(Jm)l@Oce(j_)

These time and frequency-domainresultswere used for the quasi-Newton
%t

parametersearchto estimate

pT = [qe q_' _n _ cT ' Cnu]' ' ' ny

where %, q_ = objective function weights on error and error rate

= neuromotortime constant _n

T = observationtime delay

Cny = observation noise intensities (expressed as noise-to-
signalratiosin dB relativPto the varianceof each q

i

; observation) z

Cn = motor noise intensity(expressedas noise-to-signalratio !
U _

• in dB relativeto controlinput variance) i
i

Two separateparametersearcheswere performed. One used only the

state covariancematrixfor computingmodel matchingcost,or

N Xij-ii 2i_ 2(. ,J)
MT N i,j ij

where Xij = elementin experimentally-obtainedstate covariancematrix
^

Xij = correspondingelementfrom _he covariancematrixfrom the

moGel

= standarddeviationin the experimentalvalueof Xij over°ij

. the repeatedruns.
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The secondused only the freouencv-domainresultfur YPeff (j7.)
, . C_ l ,

,, _ ^ ( -¢i-;i)2R.-P. 2) + + ,I___!,]
MF=_i U °_i ' °Ri '

[(.G Gi2

where Gi,@i= JypEff(jmi)J,and arg yp_ff(j_i), _i inDut frequenciesin
commandsignal,measuredexperimentallyfrom spectra

i

_.= corrp_pnnHin_ maonif.dp and phase of the model-estimated
i 1

transferfunction

Ri = esti:natedpowerof th_ remnantin the controlinput ap,

from experiment. Obtainedfrom ti,espectrumof 6p at

frequenciesother than those in the command.

Ri = remnantpowerobtainedfrom the model (or Eqn. 8)

Gi'°¢i'OR'l= standarddeviationof the experimentaldata _
i

The estimatesfor desiredmodel parametersp obtainedusing both 1f

approachesare listed in TablesI and 2, for the K/s and K/s2 plants,

respectively.Note the estimatedvaluesof the parametersdo not differ _

significantlybetweenthe resultsobtainedfrom minimizingMT (timedomai_l) !i

and those fromminimizingMF (frequencydomain). In some cases,the

sensitivitiesin these costs to small relativechangesin these parameters

do vary,dependingon whetherfrequencyor time domain data is used.
p

Anotherinterestingresultis the comparisonbetweenthe ctate

covariancematricesobtainedfrom th_ frequency-data- matchedmodel and

the time-_?_- - matchedmodel. The result_for the K/s p Pantare oiven

in Table5, .,nilethose for K/s2 are shown in Table 4. These resultsshow
i

not only excellentagreementwith simulationresults,but the result i

from the frequency-domainmatch agreesvery well with the time domain
{
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-, Table 3. Augmented State Covariance Matrix for K/s Plant

simulation result:

1.0 O. .80 ,46 ec(deg)

-. 45 .71 6c (deg/sec)O. p, 25

•80 -. 46 .93 -. I C)(deg)

.46 .71 -. 1 3.7 6 (in)
., P

:i

fre_uencg domain match:

I.0 O. .77 .28

O. 2. 25 _. 28 . 91
i
J

• 77 --. 28 o 7_ Oo

,=

.2B .91 .0 3. 5t

time domain match:

1.0 O. .79 .29

O. 2.25 -.29 .91

•79 -. 29 .80 O.

.29 .91 .0 4.0
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Tat'_ 4. Augmented State Covariance Matrix for K/_Plant

_ simulation result:

1. 0 O. . 73 . 46 -. 3 ec (deg)

• O. 2.25 -. 48 . 13 1.8 C)c (deg/sec)

. 73 -. 48 1.27 O. -3. e (deg)

. 46 13 o. 2.8 -. 32 6 (deg/sec)

-. 3 1. 8 -3. -. 32 35. 6p (in) '

frequencg domain match:

'- 1.0 O. .(=7 .39 -. 36
J

O. 2. 25 -. 39 .36 2. 0

•_7 -. 39 1. 18 O. -2. 7

•39 .36 O. 2. 7 O.

-. 3& 2. 0 -2. 7 O. 38.

time domain match:

1.0 o. .73 .44 -.32

O. 2.25 -.44 .'32 1.9

.73 -.44 1.24 o, -3.0

. 44 . 32 O. 2. 9 O.

: -.32 1.9 -3.0 O. 41.
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model, obtained by matching these statistics.

On the other hand, the frequency-matched model, as expected, matches

that experimental data well, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Note, further-

more, that the ti_e-matched model does not do a poor job of matching

this data as well.

From the above results, the following is noted:

I. The model obtained from time-domain matching is very close to the

model obtained using frequency-domain data.

2. The sensitivity of the match to model parameter variations, however,

differs between the time-and frequency-domain matches.

3. From the frequency-domain matches especially, the sensitivity of
i

the match to variation in the cost function weighting on error

rate, qE' is quite large. This indicates that including this

parameter in the cost function is significant.

Multi-Axis TrackinqA_nalsxs_is

As a final example, we will summarize the results of an analysis

of a complex multi-axis tracking task. [9] The task involves fixed-base

simulated air-to-air tracking, with the display symbology as shown in

Fig. 7. Tile siflht sl_bol (box) is dynamic, representing a lead-computing

sight. It's position relative to the fixed screen reference is defined

by the coordinates _ and _AZ" The relatlve position of the target

is defined by BEL and BAZ. And the relative bank angle CRel between

the target and attacker is indicated by the target's bank angle on the

screen. (Note, ¢rel is zero for situation shown in the figure.) The

linearized system dynamics are representative of tracking during a 4g,

constant altitude turn. The input (or command) driving the closed-loop
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c

system is the target's inertial (not relative) bank angle CT' which is

' generated by the relation

i T = -I/T CT + w

with T = 13 sec., and the intensityof the randomw selectedto yield

" an rm_ value of _T of 5.25 degrees.

One selected set of the pilot's observed variables is

T [c E cAZ, EAZ,Yp = EL' EL' 6EL' _EL' 6AZ 6AZ' _]

where c(.) = 6(.) - x(.),trackingerrors

, _ = attacker's bank angle

: Other combinations of observations could also be selected, and this set may

.! not be optimum. Variations on thi_ _re under investigation. The pilot's i
3

control input is the stick and rudder, or 6E' _A' and 6R"

[he model parameters will be estimated by a time-domain matching

of the (16 x 16) state covariance matrix, including the three control I
i

inputs, obtained from several simulation runs. The parameter set to be

discussed includes'the (3 x 3) Tn matrix (or GuI) associated with the

thrce control inputs, the cost function weights

[qCEl' q_ , , , , qA ,El qcAz q_AZ qBEI El qI3AZ'q6AZ]

and the noise intensities

(C6E, C6A, C_R) = Variances on motor noises

"" (c , c_ , CcAZ, c_ ) = Variances on measurement noises" eEl E1 AZ

.: The variances on the noises associated with the additional measurements
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were fixed at - 13 dB after some initial studies.

As with the selected observation vector, the selection of cost

_; function weights is based on subjective judgement, and one set may in

fact be more meaningful than the other. For example, the use of a

weighting on relative bank angle between target and attacker, rather

than on 6El and 6AZ could be considered. For the set selected here,

however, the results are given in Table 5, and the Tn matrix is

.27 0 0

T = 0 .31 -.15 (sec)n

0 -.15 .30

T=
for Up (_E' 6A' _R)"

h

Note the relatively high sensitivity on the cost weightings on 6EL I

and _A2 in Table 5. This is consistent with the results of Harvey LIO]

in his evaluation of a similar single-axis task, in that weightings on

observations in addition to tracking error and error rate were significant

in obtaining a good model match. This fact is basic to the desire to be

able to identify more complex cost functions, as noted in the introduction.

Finally, although this match used the simple-to-obtain state

covariance matrix, comparisons or matching of frequency domain data is
I

I

certainly possible if available from the experiment. If not, the frequency i

domain results from the model is available as a "prediction" of those human

operator characteristics.

Note that slightly more general expressions for the transfer function

, matrices Tuc(S), T c(S ) and Toc(S_ in Equations 5 and 6 result in the

I above example. L6] This arises due to the fact that the system dynamics

_ q
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• Table 5. Identi_icatlon Result - Time Domain

_or Multlaxis Air-to-Air Tracking Task

OCM pilot-related identi?ication sensitivitg
parameters results

time delag, T . 13 sec .2
L

weighting on 1501. 3.4

elevation error, qE1

weighting on 340. 1

eleva, erro_ _ate , qEl

weighting on 1741. 2. 4 _,

azimuth error, qA

weighting on 320. 1
i

: azimu, erro_ _at_ qA

: ,{
weight, on target 1575. .2

elevation =ngle, q_El i
ueight, on target 248. 1. }
eleva, angle rate, q_El

weight, on target 1556. .2

azimuth angle , q6A

weight, on target 226. 1.

azimu, angle rate, q6A

elevator noise, C_E -21.3 db 2.0

aileron noise, C_A -20.6 db .4

1-udder noise, C6R -19.2 db 1. 3
meas. noise on -12.8 db .8
eleva, error, c

EE

meas. noise on -13.2 db 1. 4
eleva, error rate, c.

• EE
meas. noise on -13.3 db 1. 1
azimuth er_o_, c

EA

meas. noise on -X3.2 db .9
; azimu, error _ate , C.

CA
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are not decoupled into command and plant dynamics, as assumed prpviously.

As a result, the equation for Up(S) and c(s) (Eqns. 5 a_,a 5) ar_' developed

from the relation

.- ,, -1[_Up(S,, ×(s)= [sl-X] )+ D_C(s)]

where

c:I,,o=[:]
!

In the development of Eqns. 5 and 6, A' in A was assumed zero. With thisc

change, the development of the d ired matrices proceeds directly, along

with modifying Figure 2 accordingly, i
2

_ Summary and Conclusions _i

An approach has been presented for identifying and/or validating

multi-input/multi-output models for the manual controller in complex i

tracking tasks. In the more general case, the cnnventional human

describing functions may not be directly identifiable, but measurable

transfer matrices directly related to the model were derived. In terms

of model identification or validation, these transfer matrices are just
t

as useful and meaningful as the conventional describing functions, i

Model-parameter identification using strictly time-domain data

was demonstrated to yield excellent results for the single-axis pursuit

task. The use of this approach avoids the necessity of obtaining

, frequency domain data, sometimes a practical constraint. However, shown

, in Ref. 11, time-series techniques may be used effectively to obtain

frequency-domain representations directly compatible with the parameter

identification method presented here. Furthermore, the time-series methods

" 146
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would appear to circumvent several of the practical problems in obtaining

frequency-domain representations - such as the necessity to be able to

define the command signal characteristics. Therefore, model parameter

estimation using frequency-domain representations are certainly of

'4 interest, and will remain useful.

• The results obtained from evaluation of a twn-axis air-to-air tracking task

with complex, high-order dynamics were briefly noted, primarily to

demonstrate the type of analysis possible with this approach.
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STRUCTURE ERRORS IN SYSTEPIIDENTIFICATION

G. A. Bekey and F. Y. Hadaeg_
Department of Electrical Engineering-Systems

University of Southerr,California
> Los Angeles, California 90089-0781

: I. INTRODUCTION

System identification is concerned with the determination of a model

: whose behavior approximates that of a given physical system as closely as
possible, under approximately restricted experimental conditions. In
practice, linear system identification is often separated into two parts:
(a) determinationof the order of the optimum linear model, and (b) estimation
of the para_,eter values of the resulting linear model. Clearly, in a linear
system, the model structure is determined by the choice of order. However,
when the system is not linear and the nonlinearities are either omitteu or
incorrectly represented in the model, erroneous est,mates of parameters may
be obtained. This problem, i.e., the effect of erroneous assumptions of mode_
structures on parameter values has received inadequate attention in the past.
A number of books (e.g., [!]) describe variety of algurithms fo _ system

; identification. The effect of erroneous assumptions of model structure
: generally shows up in the covariance matrix of the estimated parameters.

However, this is at best an indirect indication, since an increase in the
variabilityof the estimated parameters may also be dL'eto a neglect of time
variationsand other factors, incorrect structure assumptions may also mani-
fest Lhemselvesin the goodness of fit criteria by which the quality of the
model is judged. Thus, an incorrect structural assumption may produce a worse
agreement between model outputs and system outputs. It is Important to note
that this is not always the case since it may be possible for the identifica-
tion algorithm to select _ncorrect parameter values in order to compensate
for erroneous assumptions of structure. This paper is concerned with an
approack to system identification which explicitly takes structure errors
into account and hence provides a systematic way for answering questions

• co,_cerningthe magnitude of estimated parameter errors resulting from structural
errors.

" 2. FORMULATiO_OF THE PARAMETER IDENIIFICATION PROBLEM

Assume that there exists a physical process (the system) with inputs

' u(t) and outputs yp(p), which are measurable. We characterize the process
_y the assumed mathematical n,c,del

,_ _m(O,t) : f(Xm(8,t),u(t),XO,O,t) (I)

L

_F
This research was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant

:_ No. NSF 8200_82.
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and

ym(e,t) = g(Xm(e,t), u(t), xO, e, t) (2)

where the dimensions of tha vectors x, y, u and e are n, m, r and q respec-

tively, xm represents the state of the model while Ym are the model outputs.

The function f(.) represents our assumption about the structure of the process,
. while the function g(.) represents the measurement operations. Equations (1)

and (2) are in fact a class of models which is parameterized by the vector 8.
Hence, the process of parameter identification leads to a selection of a
member of this set of models, on the basis of observations of inputs and

puts of both process and model.

In the real world our assumption of model structure is never in complete
agreement with that of the process itself [2]. Let us assume that we can
represent the structural difference between model and process by means of
an additive term. FJrthermore, process measurements are always more or less
corrupted by noise so that an "ideal model," which accurately and completely
represents the process, will be given by

£p(9*,t) = f(Xp(e*,t),u(t),xo,O*,t) + es(O*,t) (3)

. and

,. yp(9 ,t) = g(Xp(e ,t),u(t),Xo,8 ,t) + v(t) (4)

The term es(e_t) specifies the modeling or structural error which represents
our lack of complete knowledge. It can be considered deterministic or
stochastic. Measurement noise, v(t), is included in equation (4) for
completeness but will be assumed to be zero for the moment. The symbol e*
represents the true parameter values of the system. Clearly, the ideal
model of equations (3) and (4) can never be known exactly in practice, but
it forms a reference against which actual models, like equations (1) and (2),
can be judged. In this case the ideal model corresponds to the "base model"
defined by Zeigler [3]. The relation between the system true model and the
class of models under consideration is illustrated in Figure I.

i ..o

r )m_o_O

[ CU_,SOFI_DELS 1

; Figure l
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m_ _,_-_ _ =

-p

3. THEORETICAL IDENTIFICATION

We now define the theoretical identification problem as follows,

following Zadeh [4]:

Given (a) a physical process under test, (b) a class of inputs u(t),
:' (c) a class of models _(ra).

From input/output observations of _ determine a member of 9FLwhich
is equivalent to 6p, in the sense that its responses to all u(t)E_dare

,. identical to those of_, i.e.,

yp(t) - Ym(t) V u(t)E'U, t E[o,T] (5)

It is evident that the solution of this identification problem is only
possible if both measurement noise and structural error are identically
equal to zero. If only one parameter value e exists for which sJch a
solution is possible, the model is set to be globally identifiable [5].

Much controversy exists in the literature concerning the theoretical ,,
identification problem. It seems to us that such problems, while
interesting, have very limited usefulness in the real world.

L

4. PRACTICAL IDENTIFICATION

-- In practice, of course, the modeling error is never identically zero, i
and hence the model outputs can only approximate the process outputs. Let
us define a scalar criterion function, J(_(e),@) which is a measure of the

match between yp and Ym" We can then define the real world identification
problem as follows:

Definition I. Given

(a) a physical process under test, 60
(b) a class of inputs _X. = {u}
(c) a class of models _/7(e) characterized by equations (I) and

(2)
(d) a criterion function jp(_b_(e),_P)

(e) an allowable modeling error Ep.

The real world identificatlon problem consists of the determination, on the
= basis of input a,.Joutput observations of 6P and _(8), of a model parameter

vector 0 for which

Jp(_PI(e),_P) < _p
7

where Ep is the allowable process identificationerror. I" such a parameter
_' vector can be found, we shall term the process R-W identifiable.
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'.i_ Note that this definition does not require exact agreement between
model and process outputs In fact now define the notion of near equivalence

, by specifying a magnitude on the norm of the difference between model and
' process outputs. If we select a value for this norm, say _, then we can

state that:

' Given that

[yp(t)- ym(6,t)ii < 6 (6)

=' the model and process are nearly equivalent. Note that criterion function
;'c appearing in Definition l may be the same as equation (6), or it may be an

alternate criterion which measures the quality of approximation of the
behavior of the process and the model. In any case, it is evident that
if equation (6) is used for the criterion function in Definition l, then we
can state that models which are nearly equivalent to a given process are
also R-W identifiable.

5. RELATIONS BETWEEN MODELS

In practice, we frequently approximate the model of equations (3) and
(4) by a simpler and more tractable set of equations. For example, we may

_: choose to approximate (3) by the lirear nodel:

z(O,t) = A(e)z(t) + B(e)u(t) + e'(e,t) (7)
S

Ym(t) = C(e)z(t) + D(e)u(t) (8)

• where it is assumed that measurement errors are negligible. The new structural
error e'(e,t) in eq. (6) now includes the effects of _del simplification.

S

Similarly, a linear high-order model may be approximated by a lower-order
linear model. Let us assume that such a slmpler class of models can be found,
without reducing the order of the parameter vector 8, (the argument which
follows can be extended to the case where the simpler model has fewer
parameters than the complex model).

Consider a complex model _l of the process which is being approximated

by a simpler model _TZ2. Under these conditions, even in the absence of

measurement noise, the models _l and _2 will not be equivalent, since the

outputs Yml of _I will not be identical to the outputs Ym2 of _2 for all
time in the interval of observation.

To make these ideas more precise, consider model _l with parameter

vector e and model _Zl2 with a different structure but the same parameter
vector.

I_2
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We now now define the relation between these two models independent of
the quality of their approximation to the physical process.

Definition 2. Model-Model Near Equivalence (MMNE)

Two models _l and _2 with different structJres and with outputs
Ym1

and Ym2 respectively are termed model-model nearly equivalent if there exists

a criterion Jm(_Z_l(@)'_//_(8))Land appropriate bounds Em and _m such that

E {Jm(_l(8),_2 (e) X Em and (9)

I]Yml(B,t)- Ym2(O,t){)_< 8m (lO)

A further discussion of the near-equivalence concept and its implications is
given in [6].

6. SOME SIMPLE EXAMPLES

Consider first an electrical circuit as illustrated in Fig. 2a. This is

a diagram of the process. It contains a condenser with capacitance eI, a coil

_ with inductance 82 and a small resistor R in series. Over a given range of

frequencies we assume that the current in the circuit is described by the
equation (the "true" model):

821"(t) + R I'(t) �(I/Ol)I(t)= O (ll)

i(o): Io , i'(o)= I_
I

If we neglect the small resistance of the circuit (which may represent the
resistance of the coil), we obtain a model equation

02i"(t) + (I/81)i_t) = 0 (12)

i(o): io , i'(o): Ib
If one is interested in the solution only on a short time interval, the
solutions of (ll) and (12) may be very close. We can select a modeling error

Ep such that

{I(t) - i(t)I X Ep (13)

It is evident that (13) will be satisfied only over an interval (to,tf). If,

however, the final time tf is allowed to increase, the two solutions will
differ since I(t) + 0 as t _ _ while i(t) performs periodic oscillations with
constant amplitude. The neglect of R represents the structural error and can

lead to qualitatively different behavior as tf �•solution of (12) and

• (13) _s well as the left hand side of (13) are plotted in Figure 3.

As a second example consider a linear process with time delay described
by the process equation

Is3

(D
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= + b u(t) + c Xp(t-T) (14)Xp a Xp
.

We assume that both c and _ are small and model the system as

IC _ = a x + b u(t) (15)m m

where both (14) and (15) have zero initial conditions. In order to examine
the effect of the structural error we compare the transfer functions of model
and process. Since the time delay is small, we approximate the Laplace trans-
form of the delay by

L

"_' e-_s _ I-T (16)
S

which leads to

X_(s) * *

• Gp(S) = U-_ _ b /(I+Tc ) (17)
s - +

while the model transfer function becomes

Xm(S) b
: Gm(S) = _ - s - a (18)

- . Comparison of (17) and (18) reveals that identification of the model leads to
incorrect values of the parameters a and b due to the structural error. Even if

" the identification is exact, the resulting values will differ from the "true"
values a* and b* by terms which depend on the structural error parameters T

, and c*.

The above examples are very simple, bbt they illustrate the nature of
the problem.

7. THEORETICAL RESULTS

An extensive theoretical analysis of the structural error problem has
been performed for both the deterministic and stochastic case [7]. The major
results in [7] can be summarized as follows:

A. Solution Error Bounds

If the time dependence of the structural error es(t) is given, it is
possible to express the solution error as a function of es(t), i.e.,

16y(t)l : lyp(t) - Ym(t)l : g(es(t))

under appropriate conditions.

B. Near Equivalence

Necessary and sufficient conditions under which process and model are

' 155J
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near-equivalent have bee:,found, i.e for a given c,• , , ,

: lyp(t) - Ym(t)I _< E

C. For given values of maximum structural error es max and solution error

l_Ylmax, bounds on the solution time have been obtained.

'_ D. RW-Identifiability

Conditions under which the given class of models is real-world
identifiable in the sense of Def. 2 have _Iso been obtained.

The discussion of these results is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, they will be published in the near future [8,9].

: 8. CONCLUSION

This short paper has presented a point of view on modeling and identifi- ':
cation which includes (rather than evading) the structural difference between
models and systems. We have indicated that, from this point of view, it is
possible to define "near-equivalence" between process and model and to obtain

•. meaningful theoretical results on solution error and system identification.
• It remains to apply these results to large realistic problems such as those

involving models of complex man-machine systems.
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Abstract

: Much interest has arisen on the comparison of the effects of force

versus displacement sticks on pilot tracking ability. To investigate

this effect, a fixed base laboratory tracking study was conducted to

determine the effects of stick displacement and stick force
characteristics on human tracking performance. Three different levels

of control stick force/displacement characteristics and stick

electrical gain were varied to observe their influence on RMS (Root

Mean Square) tracking error and RMS control activity (stick output).

The results of this study indicated that both RMS tracking error

and RMS control activity were influenced by the three different levels
of control stick force/displacement characteristics and stick

electrical gain. One method of investigating human controller

response is to study the empirical data obtained from this experiment

and to compare it to the Optimal Control Pilot Model (OCPM) which

represents standard forms of human response. Fitting the Optimal
Control Pilot Model to these data showed that the effect of changing i
electrical control gain markedly changed the motor time constant

parameter of the OCPM. In model fitting these data for changes in the
force/displacement characteristics of the stick, the time delay

parameter of the OCPM had to be changed significantly so that the

empirical data would match the model. In summary, this paper reports

that the human neuromotor time constant was affected by the electrical
' control gain of the stick while the spring stiffness of the stick

influenced the time delay characteristics of the human response
behavior.

Introduction

Direct control of translational modes is being designed into

certain high-p_rformance fighter aircraft to enhance maneuverability
in air-to-air combat situations. The ability of the pilot to control

such a vehicle is affected by the presence of _iomechanical feedback

between the airframe and the control stick [I]_. For example, if the
pilot commands lateral translation (i.e., side force), the aircraft

will accelerate in the commanded direction, but the inertia of the

arm/hand/stick system will act on the stick to partially cancel out

the intended input. Laboratory studies suggest that such biomechanical

coupling will tend to degrade performance in an air-to-air tracking

task (Korn and Kleinman, [2]).

The Air Force has conducted studies to develop methodologies for

• h more detailed version of this paper ca,]be found in reference [1_
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the optima] design of control sticks in high-acceleration

environments. While near-optimal tracking performance can usually be
obtained for a wide range of stick parameters in a fixed-base tracking

task, the presence of biomechanical coupling can appreciably narrow

_' this range when the task is performed in a high-acceleration
environment (Korn and K!einman [2]). Some initial work has been done

to develop a design methodology using the combination of a

pilot/vehicle performance mode] and a mod_1 for biomechanical coupling

(Levison and Houck [3], Jex and Magdaleno [4], Levison, [5]).

Levison and Houck [3] used the optimal control model (OCM) for

_ pilot/vehicle systems as the basis for their combined model, and they
suggested that control-stick characteristics be accounted for partly

by the structure of the quadratic performance criterion used in
obtaining a model solution, and partly by the introduction of a

second-order dynamical submodel to represent the pilot/stick

interface. They also recommended that further studies be undertaken to

refine and validate the aspects of the OCM related to motor
limitations.

The purpose of the study discussed herein was to provide a detailed

look at the pilot/stick interface as suggested in Levison and Houck

[3]. A fixed base laboratory study was conducted with the major

experimental variables being stick force/displacement characteristics

and electrical control gain. Both parameters were varied over a

sufficiently wide range to exceed optimality.

Description of The Experiment

Nine test subjects ranging in age from 24 to 39 years participated

- in a fixed-base laboratory experiment involving tracking.

Laterally-directed control forces resulted in lateral movement of a

cursor displayed electronically in an inside-out format. Tracking
dynamics were pure rate control (K/s) plus an effective time delay of

80 msec induced by the simulation and display apparatus. A

sum-of-sines forcing function was designed to simulate a first-order

noise process having a break frequency at 4 rad/sec. The forcing

function was treated as a vehicle disturbance and was injected in
parallel with the operator's control input. Additional experimental

details may be found in Repperger, et al., [6].

The principle experimental variables were control stick mechanical

characteristics (i.e. force/displacement relationship) and electrical

gain. Three mechanical configurations were explored: a nearly
isom_tric "force stick", a "strong d_splacement stick" having

significant displacement and a modest force restraint, and "weak

displacement stick" having significant displacement and a relatively
small for,-_restraint.

Three electrical gains were explored for each stick configuration.

A mid " nge gain was selected to lie within the optimal gain range; a

_ £ i_ ...'oximately one tenth the optimal galn was selected to require
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substantial control forces and/or displacements; and a gain

approximately nine times the optimal gain was selected to explore
effects of motor-related limitations sucllas tremor.

Table I shows the force/displacement characteristic[ and

electromechanical gains of the nine control-stick configurations. The
force/displacment ratio was essentiai iy infinite for the force stick,

.O71 pounds/ degree for the stron_ displacement stick, and about .O14
pounds/ degree for the weak displacement stick.

The fourth and fifth columns of Table I show the electrical control

qains in terms of volts of effective c_ntrol input per mechanical urit

(pounds force or degrees displacement). Control requirements on the

part of the pilot, however, are best seen from the last two columns,
which sbow the amount of physical activity required to generate I volt

of control input - approximately the average force level g3nerated by

the test subjects in the experimental study. Force requirements range

from about 0.2 to 15 pounds for the force stick configurations.

Required forces decrease by nearly an order of magnitude for the _-

strong displacement stick and by another factor of 5-6 for the weak

displacement sticks. Displacement requirements for both displacement
sticks range from about 0.3 to about 25 degrees per volt control

input.
g

Table I - Control Stick Characteristics

Configuration Mechanical and Electrical Characteristics

Stick Gain _ _FoFce/Dis_/h__Vol_!t/Lb ilVoltTDeg_ Lb/Volt I_e_/Vo_it
Low .0673 14.9 JForce Mid _o .797 -- 1.25

' . High 4.24 0.236
Low 0.572 .0403 1.75 24.8

Strong Mid 0.O714 5.18 .375 0.193 2.67

_ Disp. High 46.6 _.37 0.022 0.297
Low 2.87 0.0403 .348 24.8

Weak Mid 0.O138 27.3 .374 .037 2.60

D1sp. High 246. 3.37 .00_ .297

Experimental Results

Performance Scores

Standard deviation (SD) scores were computed from time histories
of the tracking error and of the pilot's control input. These sc_res

were computed first from individual time histories, and then averaged

, across replications to obtain mean SD scores for each subject, each
co.'_tion. These within-pilot average scores were then averaged across

pilots to yield population means and an across-subjuct standard

_eviatzons of the SD scores for each experimental condition. These

statistics were then subjected to paired-difference t-tests to?,

determine the statistical significance of changes Jn mean perfonnance
resulting from changes in experimental conditions. A test on outliers

_! was performed jointly on two variables (the error and control SD

>:
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scores.). A value ol L=3.O standard deviations was selected to reflect

(cf. Levison and Muralidharan [7]) a I% probability critJrion of a
trial being outside the normal population. Thirteen outliers were

identified out of a data base of 243 experimental trials.

The effects of _tick configuration on error and contrc'l SD scores

are illustrated in figure (!). Response variables are shown in

physiological units; error scores in degrees visual arc, and control

scores in both oounds fore_ and degrees A_I ..... ,__e,,_nt. Fi_u_ _,a_
illustrates that slightly lower error scores were obtained for the

" force stick than for either of the displacement sticks for the
mid-range (baseline) electrlcal gains. Low control gain degraded

performance of the force _ k configuration, whereas high gain

degraded performance for both displacement-s_ick configurations.

Figure (Ib) shows that control force scores varied by almost twc
orders of magnitude with electrical gain for a given manipulator, and

by over three orders of magnitude across the entire exper;ment.

Because of this large variation, control SD scores have been plottea
on a logarithmic scale.

As anticipated, control e_fort (force and displacement) varied

inversely with electrical gain. Control forces decreased with
decreasing force/displacement ratios. Control d_splacem_nts, however,

were similar for both displacement sticks.

Paired-difference t-tests were performed on the SD scores to

indicate the statistical significance of performance changes with
changes in force/displacment characteristics and electrical gain.

Table 2a shows the alpha significance levels obtained by comparing
pairs of electrical gains for each control stick; TabLe 2b shows the

results of co_paring control sticks for each relative gain level.

Differences yielding an alpha level of .05 or less are considered

"significant" in the ensuing discussion. The following trends were
observed:

I. Control scores consistently increased with electrical gain.

2. For each control stick, minimum (or near-mini_,_m) tracklng error

was achieved with the mid-range mechanical gain.

3. Force/displacement characteristics had less of an influence on

performance then the electrical control gain.

Fr__enc_ Response

Analysis procedures followed in previous laboratory tracking

studies (Le¢ison, [8],_were employed to compute estimates of the

linear portion of the pilot's response stratedy (gain and phase shift)

as well as estimates of the stochastic portion ( £ilot remnant"). The
sum-of-sines type of input used in the experiments facilitated

decomposition of the tracking error and the p_lot's control response
into input-correlated and remnant-related components. CompariJon of

: input-correlated spectral estlmates with estimates of remnant at
neighborlng frequencies provided a ans for _etermining the

reliability of the describing function measurements. A gain or phase
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"?ABLE 2, RESULTS OF PAIRED-DIFFERENCE T-TESTS ON SD SCORES

' a) Effects of Electrical Galn

B._sis for Comparison
I

Force Strong Disp. Weak DisD.

.. VAR!- --_ HIGH, HIGH, LOW, HIGH, HIGH, LOW, HiGH,I HIGH,
_LE MID MID LOW MID MID LOW MID MTD I LOW

I_'<_" , .00! -- .001 -- .01 .02 -- .01 .01

.01 .001 .02 001 .001 .01 .05 02-- u,,, , _ .0!

( o,_i,<_- 0Cl .0! .001 .02 .0O! .001 .01 .02 .Ol

.01 .001 .001 .01 .001 .001 .01 .001 .00!

&

'_ b) Effects of i'orce/D=solacemen% Characteristics

-
Basis for Comoarlson

": l j
, _ew Gain _4 _' }__a Ga__n Himh Gain

.... ' i SDS, S KS _DS

ABLE _DS WDS ,;W'_S SDS WDS ] WDS __/_DS[ _"._DC "DC

Err. rate).02 .01 1 _ -- .02 -- 001}_ 05 --

_: co_o !.0s .011 ........ "°°Ill.01 --
¢ Ctr. rate .01 .01 1 .... .02 -- .00!I .01 --

Entrie sho_ alpha !eve]s of slgnificance.

Dash indicat_._s alpha greater than 0.05.

mm

; ,_ Fr O'l I_"t O: erl ._3 LL.7

-_:5 ,, @
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i measurement was considered valid at a given frequency only if the
input-correlated power was at least 6 db greater than the

correspo_ding average remnant power for both the error and control
signals.

The effects of electrical control gain on frequency response

mea_urcs arc _:,....in figure 2 for the.thre_ m_chanicai s_ick

configurations. Figure ) shows the effects of force/displacement

'.' characteristics on frequency response, with the electrical gain at the
mid (and presumable near-optimal) level for each configuration. For

all flgure_.,0 db gain represerts one control/vol_/degree tracking

error _nd 0 db remnant represents a power density of I volt2 per
radian/seccnd.

Overall, increasing the control gain from the smallest to greatest

values results in significant increases in pilot gain and remnant, and
smal± decreases in phase lag. These effects differed in detail,

however, across the stick configurations. Taking the mid control gain
as a reference condition, Figure 2 shows that a decrease in control

gain resulted in a substantial decrease in pi]_ gain at all

_-_ frequencies, and a decrease in pilot rem._....L at high freqaencies. An

increase in control gain produced the opposite trends, but the effects
were considerable smaller.

Taking the mid control gain as the reference condition, figures 4

and 5 show that, for the displacement sticks, an increase in control

gain produced the greatest effects. The major effect was to increase
• p11ot remnant at all frequencies; small increases in pilot gain were

also seen. Smaller effects were obtained when the control gain was

lowered with remnant reductions occurring mainly at the higher

measurement frequencies.

Figure j shows frequency response trends consistent with the trends

of the error scores; namely, that tracking response degrades as the

restoring spring constant is reduced. Specifically, the largest pilot

_ " gain, leas_ phase lag, and least remnant were observed for the force
stick; and the lowest gains, greatest phase lags, and greatest remnant

were found for the weak displacement stick. 7n general, these effects

were smaller than the differences caused by varying control gain.

f

Model An_

' A_ part of the procedure for developing _ _.'edictivemodel for
closed-loop performance, the data presented above were further

analyzed in order to identify independent (or "pilot related")
parameters of the oDtimal control model (OCM) for pilot/vehicle

systems.

Identification of Pilot Related Parameters

A qu_si-Newton gradient search procedure was employed to

identify the following f_ve model pa ameters: (I) Observation noise

variance associated with perception of error displacement, (2)
Observation noise variance assoclated with perception of error rate,
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(5) Motor noise covariance, (4) Time delay, and (5) Relative "cost"

. weighting on control-rate variance.

No constraints were placed on these parameters during the search,

other than the rcquirement that they remain _ositive. The control-rate
cost col °icient was converted to an equivalent "motor time constant".

The resulting parameters of interest, and _heir u1_ts are defined in
table 3:

TABLE 3 - OCM PARAMETERS IDENTIFIED BY THE QUASI-NEWTON PROCEDOR_

[ .......:ill
Pe = Observation Noise/Signal2_atiR sn. y_ra_eF°[L, dB

_......... Pe= Observation Noise_Si_nai Ratio on Error Rate, dB

IPm= Motor Noise/Signal Ratio, dBTd= Effective Operator Time Delay, seconds i

iTm: Motor Time Constant, seconds

Ex_loration of Alternative Model Parameterizstion

Alternative model structures were also explored in an a_tempt to

find a set of invariant "pilot related" parameters that would account

for the effects of both force/displacement characteristics and
electrical control gain.

The independent ,nodel parameters identified for each experimental

condition are shown in figure 6. The observation ncise/signal ratios

associated with error and error rate were averaged to provide a

composite observation noise/signal ratio. Qualitative tests for
statistical significance (discussed in [8,9]) showed that, for all

three mechanical stick configurations, the motor time constant was the

parameter most significantly influenced by electrical control gain,

. otservation and motor noise/signal ratios collectively were less
significantly influenced, and time delay differences were not
significant. On the other hand, changes in the stick

force/displacement characteris_,ics (for a given relative electrica]

gain) had a significant influence only on the time delay parameter.

This effort focused on explaining the apparent task-related changes

in two parameters: motor tzme constant, and time delay. The
mathematical formula_lon of the OCM was not modified in this exercise;

rather, alternative parameterizations consistent with the existing

model framework were explored. The approacn adopted by Levison and

Houck [3] was pursued: the performance index was modified to include
true penalties on control activity, and second-older models were

explored for the man/stick interface.

The following four mutually-exclusive hypothe_s were tested:
I. The cost coefficient associated with control-rate variance

7epresents a true penalty For generating physical contro_ sctivity.

Thus the data should be e_[plained by a cost function of the following
[ form:

j : e.2.e 4- G o2_ (1)
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2. The cost coefficient associated with control-rate reflects both a

response bandwidth limitation and a penalty on rate-of-change of

control force.

7. The performance index includes penalties on error, control, and

control rate. Thus,

J = d2e + R d2 u + O d2_ (2)

4. The performance index inc]udes t _na]ti_s on error, control, _ud

cuntroi rate as before, except the penalty is associated with rms

control, not control variance. Thus)
j= d2 e + r d + ,_ d'-G (})"2, u

%

To test the last three hypotheses, a fixed value of Tm was selected

on the basis of the original identification, the coefficient relating

_o physical control activity (C,R, or r) was identified for eac" of

the force stick conditions, the average value for this control-related

coefficient was computed, and matching error ratios were identified.

To determine matching errors, an average "O" was identified for each

of the three stick conditions by the gradien_ search scheme. Then

using a fixed value of G to re-identify the remaining model

parameters, new matching errors were computed. These new matching

errors were normalized with respect to the original matching ecrors to

; provzde a measure of the degradation in model-matching capability

resulting from the assumption of a fixed penalty on physical control

ac tivi ty.

The matching error ratio (MEH) [8,9j provides a ,lualitative test

for significance. That is, if any MEi{ obtaJue_ when testing a given

hypothesis is greater than some criterion level, we consider' the model

match to be "significantly" worse than the baseline match (i.e., no

constraints on the independent model parameters), and therefore

' grounds for rejecting lhe hypothesis. A matching error ratzo of 1.4

was selected as the criterion to provide a treetment consistent with

similar model applications in previous studies.

f

Table 4 shows that the simplest hypothesis (consistent penalty on

. _hysica! control rate) provided the least good match to the data
tmaximum MER of _). The mos_, c_nszs,entc_ results were obtained wlth the

hypothesis that th_ human operator zs characterized by a fixed motor

time constant and a fixed penalty on rms control force. In this case,

the MER _anged from less than unity to 1.5 for the three copditions

te,]ted. Less consistent results were obtained with the hypothesis that

the invariant parameters are motor title constant and penalty on
control-force variance, where a maximum MER of 1.7 was obtained.

Table 4 - Tests of Hypotheses Concernin_ [nvariant Control
kelated Model Parameters

Electrical Control GainS-- ---, }{y__othesis _.___ ]

i
Mid ....
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•_ Summary and Conclusions

A fixed-base laboratory study of mechanical and electrical

control-stick parameters yielded the following major results:

I. Effective control input to the plant increased with electrical

control gain for the three mechanical sticks explored. This was
initially modeled as a change in the time constant.

2. For e_ch mechanical control stick, minimum or near-mini,,um tracking

" error was achieved with the mid-range gain. r
3. Force/displacement characteristics had less of an influence on

performance than did the control gain, These effects were modeled

largely by changes in effective time delay.

4. The quadratic performance index was revised by including a penalty

on RMS control activity. A greater degree of parameter invariance was
obtained from the modeling.

5. Attempts to find an invariant set of model parameters tc_account
for mechanical stick parameters were unsuccessful. A second-order mass

spring/damper submodel for the pilot/stick interface was explored, but '

a reasonable selection of parameters yielded effects that were

substantially greater than those found experimentally. The notion of a
second-order stick interface submodel need not be ruled out. ?he

parameterization of such a model, however, should take account of the

pilot's active control over his effective spring constant and damping• !

characteristics; measurement of such parameters in a strictly passive
setting are likely _o be inadequate.
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The advent and widespread use of the computer-generated image (CGI)
device .o simulate visual cues has had a mixed impact on the realism and

fidelity of flight simulators, f_ the plus side, CGls can provide greater
flexibility in scene content than terrain boards and ctosed-clrcuit tele-

vislon-based visual syste_ can, and they have the potential for a greater

field of view. Ho ever, on the minus side, CGIs introduce into the visual

simulation relatively long time delays. In many state-of-the-art CGIs,
this delay is as nmch as 200 ms, which is comparable to the inherent delay

" time of the pilot. Because most GCIs us, mu[tiloop processing and smooth-
ing algorithms and are linked to a multi "_o host computer, it is seldom

possible to identify a unique throughput delay, and it is therefore

difficult to quantify the performance of th- closed-loop pilot-simulator

system relative to the "real world" task. :_ paper describes a method

to address these issues usiag the STl-dev ,_ed Critical Task Tester

. (CTT). Some empirical results from applying tne raethod are presented, and
: a novel technique for improving the performance of CGIs is discussed.

BACKGROUNDAND INTRODUCTION

Modern flight simulators usually employ a "host" digital computer in

order to represent the mathematical model of the aircraft dynamics, the
flight control system, the equations of motion, and the environmental

disturbances. A "satellite" digital computer generates the dynamic exter-

nal visual field which is output to one or more cathode-ray tube (CRT)

displays. The combined process of generating and dis,_[aytng the external

visual field is usually referred to as a computer-ge_aerated image (CGI).

The pilot "flies" the aircraft by monitoring the CCI_ and his control
outputs, _, are inputs to the host compute[. This closed-loop process is

depicted in the block diagram shown in Fig. I.

In order to conserve computer resources and minimize digital delays,

; both the host and the CGI computers usually employ multiloop architec-

i tures. In addition, the CGI computer uses smoothing algorlth_ in order
" _ to prevent the visual scene from "Jumping" on the display. The data

transfer between the host and CGI computers is almost always asynchronous.

E

)
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l

: Host Digital Computer CGI Digital Computer

i

Digital Model of T2

- Vehicle Dyna_cs x ;o_uter-Generated
Pilot and Eq_tions I_ge of __

Visual Cues
of Motion

Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram of Architecture for Host and
CGI Computers Used In Modern Flight Simulators

r

Because of the complex architecture used in the computers of modern

"- flight simulators, It is very dlfflcu[t to Identify the effective time

delay of the overall system, or, more importantly, to identify how the

performance of the simulator compares to that of the real world. In many
state-of-the-art CGIs, this delay is as much as 200 ms (Ref. I), which is

comparable to the Inherent delay time of the plier. For some flight tasks

(e.g., up-and-away fllght), this much delay is tolerable. For others

(e.g., precision hover or landing), it Is Intolerable rand completely un-

, realistic. When a pilot Is unable to perform a task in a simulator, he
often does not know exactly what Is wrong; he knows only that he can per-

I
form the same task In the real world (Ref. 2). On the uther hand, if the

pilot can perform the task, he often complains that the workload is much

higher than that In the real world. One explanation for both of these i

problems Is that the pilot must generate lead in order to compensate for

the lag in the CGI.

The primary purpose of this paper Is to describe a method which can

both measure the effectlve t_me delay of a modern flight simulator and
quantify the performance of the closed-loop pilot-slmulator system rela-

tive to the "real world." Since this method Is Independent of the

hardware and software-of the computers used In the simulator, it offers a

rational means for evaluating hardware and/or software changes to any part

of the flight simulator.

The remainder of this paper describes the proposed method and presents

some emptrlcal results of applying the method. A novel technique for
Improving the performance of visual simulators Is also presented and

: discussed.

"j!
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DESCRIPTION OF THE NETHOD

The proposed method is based on human operator (HO) performance degra-

datlon in performing a manual control task. The particular manual control

, task is to stabilize an unstable controlled element using the critical
" ' tracking task (CTT, Refs. 3 and 4), as depicted in Fig. 2. The HO uses a

' manipulator, 6, to null the error, e, which, is displayed on a CRT. The

task is automatically paced in the sense that the unstable pole, _, in-

creases slowly wlth time, thus making the task progressively more

difficult. At some point, the HO can no longer control the error, e, and

the value of e exceeds a preset value. At this point, the task ends, and

the corresponding final value of k is defined to be the c:Itical task

Score, _'C"

The CTT has been used in numerous experiments Involving the human

operator. Most of these experiments have examined the performance degra-

dation of the HO due to exogenous effects such as alcohol, drugs, and

prolonged bed rest (Refs. 5 through 8). It is also possible, however, to

use the CTT in order to examine the performance degradation of the HO due

_: to divided attention (Refs. 9 and I0) and other causes within the display

_ (Refs. II and 12), the manipulator (Ref. 13), or the order of the unstable

controlled element itself (Refs. 13 and 14). It is the causes of HO per-

formanee degradation between the operator's manipulator aad a CGI display

that forms the basis for the proposed method.

Consider now the modified CTT block diagram si,own in Fig. 3. A CC_[

• with sample update period, Te, is now used to display the eLror signal,

r e. The control output of the HO, 6, is sampled at period T6. (Te and T6
• were equal but not synchronized for the results described hereln.)

Figure 3 represents the essential features of a modern flight simulator

that uses one or more digltai computers to sample and process the pilot's

output and a CGI to display the state of the vehicle to the pilot in terms

of a simulated appearance of the external field of view. Figure 2 can be

thought of as the "real-world" counterpart of Fig. 3, where the dlsp[ay is

continuous, and there is no delay due to sampled data effects.

Because the variability in lc for a well-trained subject is suffi-
ciently low (Refs. 3 and 15), the continuous (i.e.s Fig. 2) and discrete

(i.e., Fig. 3) versions of the CTT offer a unique means for comparing the

effects of sampled data systems and CGI displays on the performance of the

. human operator.

SONE _PIRICAL RESULTS

i

The results of an initial investigation of the effects of Te and T 6

-i f_om the sampled, first-order CTT described in Fig. 3 are shown _n

=_ Fig. 4. Note that the mean score, _e' Is a linear function of the sample

periods, Te and T6. Also note that there is low variability in the data,
:, as evidenced by the low values of the standard deviations. Using the zero

" )'c A 6.5 tad/set), thetime delay score as a reference point (i.e.,

i
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performance at 100 ms throughput delay is degraded by about 26 percent
and, at 200 ms, by 49 percent! If we can extrapolate these results to

• other flight tasks, it is no wonder that pilots complain that they cannot

= perform real-world tasks in a flight simulator.

The discrete version of the first-order CTT in Fig. 3 thus offers a

, simple, convenient, and portable means for comparing the degradation in HO
_erformance which accompanies throughput time delay and update rate be-

"_ .ween the pilot's manipulator and the CGI. it also meets the objectives
stated at the beginning of this paper, I.e., to measure the effective time
delay of a modern flight simulator and to quantify the performance of the

closed-loop pilot-slmulator system relative to the real world. The proce-

dure for doing this in any given flight slmulato[ is as follows :

I. Program the CrT algorithm in the host computer. Options for

driving any one of the slx axes of the CGI should be ,!

provided.

2. Establish a reference curve for _c versus the cycle time of
the host computer. A separate curve must be established for

each controller-dlsplay-ope_atot combination.

. 3. Since the host computer will not be able to run at zero cycle

: tlme, each ccatroller-dlsplay-operator combination must be I
extrapolated to the zero cycle ti_e point. This point, Ico, !
will be used as the "real world" reference point. I

r
r

4. The effective throughput tlme delay of the total simulator,
i.e., host computer and CGI, _s calculated as follows:

Teff _ct _co

where %ct is the value of %c at the normal operating point of
the host computer. The above equation is based on the total

throughp,,t delay of the HO and digital computers being
proportional to the inverse CTT score (Ref. 4). In general,

the value of Tef f will not be the same as the "exact"
throughput time delay. Hence the name "effective throughput

time delay" is given.

, Note that the procedure outlined above offers a _atlonal means o::
evaluating the performance of a flight simulator. It also provides a

method for evaluating changes to any component of the simulatoe. For
example, the technique for improving the performance of a CGI that is

discussed In the next section could be evaluated by this procedure.

P

I
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A NOVEL TECHNIQUE FOR IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCEOF
_ COMPUTER-CENERATED IMAGES

One way to compensate for the lag due to time delay in the combined

host computer and CGI is to use lead in the signals being sent to the

CGI. There are limitations in doing this, because the host compute_ can-

, not generate lead beyond the Nyqulst frequency, and linear lead filters

distort the amplitude response at the expense of obtaining the correct

" phase response. To overcome the first of these restrictions, the hybrid

approach shown in Fig. 5 could be used.

Host Digital Computer

TI Digital Model of T2

-----/I_---i_ Low-Frequency XLF /_Vehicle Dynamics

" and Equations -CGT Digital #Computer

of Motion Combine XLF and

: 5 XHF to Form x,

Pilot -- J Computer-Generated -- i

] _ost Analog Computer I
Image of I

Analog Model of Visual Cues i
_ High-Frequency _

Vehicle Dynamics, _HF _ "
Equations of i

. Motions, and T3
Compens ation

i

{

Figure 5. Functional Block Diagram of Advanced Hybrid Architecture I

Proposed for Host and CGI Computers i

Note that there are two "host" computers, one digital and one analog i
(hence the name "hybrid"). The host digital computer simulates the low-

frequency vehicle dynamics (._LF), where "low frequency" means up to the _

• Nyquist frequency, _/TI; the host analog compute_ simulates the high-

'- frequency vehicle dynamics (_HF), where "hlgh frequency" means above _/TI; _

and it compensates-_HF to account for lags in the CGI digital computer.

The CGI digital computer then combines x F and-_F via "complimentary
' filtering" in order to form the final veh-_c}lestates, x_.,which are dis- 1

played to the HO. A simple flrst-order complimentary filter is shown

: below,
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XHF

where the break frequency, a, is chosen to be. just below the Nyqulst fre-

quency, _/T I.

The compensation technique we propose to implement in the host analog

computer was first reported in Ref. 16 and then later in Ref. 17. The

technlque, called the Split Path NonLinear Filter or SPAN I_ shown in
Fig. 6. The advantages of SPAN are that (!) it provides conditionally

independent magnitude and phase angle specification (e.g., it can generate _
phase lead without amplitude distortion!) and (2) it is not dependent on

input signal amplitude. On the other hand, the possible disadvantages of ;
SPAN are that (I) the output will contain harmonic distortion which may

" need to be attenuated and (2) if the linear filter in the magnitude con-

trol path (Fm) contributes phase shlft, it will be reflected in the
output, hence the magnitude control path is conditionally independent. ;:

!

I

l

Magnitude Control Path 1

Ab solute l

Linear Filter Value !

Input _ _ut !

,,, Multiplier ,

Signal / Signal

Fp -I Bistable _"'

'._ Linear Filter .... ! Function I

Phase Control Path

, Figure 6. Flight Simulator Delay Compensation by Means of
Split-Path Nonlinear Independent Magni=ude and Phase Filters
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. The procedure outlined above needs to be tested under carefully con-

trolled conditions. The CTT method described in this paper offers a

unique way of quantitatively evaluating this novel technique for ImprovIKlg
the perfoLmance of visual slmulatorq.
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ABSTRACT

Throughput or transport delays in manual control systems can cause

degraded performance and lead to pstentlally unstable operation. With the

expanding use of digital processors, throughput delays can occur in manual
control systems in a variety of ways such as in digital flight control systems

in real aircraft, and in equatlon-of-motion computers and CGI's in simulators.

., Previous research has shown the degrading effect of throughput delays on sub-
Jective opinion and system performance and dynamic response. A generic manual

: control system model is used in this paper to provide a relatively simplei

analysis of and explanation for the effects of various types of delays. The

consequences of throughput delays of some simple system architectures is also
discussed.

&. OVERVIEW AND BACKCROUND

' Past literature surveys assrciated with flight simulation fidelity have

found that system response lags and computational delays cause performance and

pilot subjective rating problems (Refs. i and 2). Pilot/vehlcle model analy-

sis has shown that delays on the order of 50 £o 100 msec can have an apprecl-

abl influence on performance and workload (Ref. 3). Recent experiments have

sho_n performance effects of time delays which are consistent with model
analysis (Refs. 4 and 5).

The above literature indicates that simulator computational delays can

have a serious effect on aircraft simulation fidelity. Ground vehicles typi-

cally ha-e faster response dynamics than aircraft in terms of path control,

and it ts suspected that the problem may be even more serious for driving

" simulators. To further understand the effect of various potential sources of

transport delays a computer model analysis was undertaken using a generic

vehicle control mcdel as described below. The analysis was carried out to
study the effect of several sources of computational delay including host com-

puter system, display system, and motion system. (This analysis does not

address another important slmulatXon artifact, that of the mlsma_ch between
t;. visual and n_tlon cues, which can lead to vertigo and/or sickness.)

>
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', m. ANALYSIS MODEL

: The basic control example for the analysis model concerns generic vehicle
tracking (e.g., dogfighttng) where the operator must point his vehicle at a

target or aim point at some fixed distance in front of the vehicle. An

* example for a typical aircraft is shown in Fig. [ (Ref. 6). A similar

• arrangement holds for ground vehicle steering control as illustrated in Fig. 2
. (Ref. 7). The only dyna..tc difference between the car and aircraft examples

is the TO2 path lag which is ignored for the car. (It actually exists in the i
car, but as a very high frequency lag cor_spondlng to an aircraft with steep

t lift or slde-force curve slopes.)

A generic operator/vehlcle pointing control model was prepared for analy-
L

sis based on an expansion of the Figs. 1 and 2 model ° A block diagram of the

analysis model is shown in Fig. 3 which has additional dynamic complexity over

the simplified models of Figr. I and 2 as follows:

' • Pilot lead generation to compensate for effeetlve vehicle lag,

._ Teq , is provided by angular rate feedback which is assumed to E
represent a composite of motion perception (i.e., acceleration,

Z_ angular rotation and proprioceptive sensations).

e Lightly damped, second-order limb/manipulator dynamics, i

• Human operator transport delay associated with vlsual (_v) and ;
motion (xr) perception.

• System transport delays associated with dynamic computations (To), _ "
display generatio, (Td), and motion feedback (Tm).

• A low frequency trimming operation to minimize low frequency "hang
off" errors.

In the Fig. 3 analysis model, a disturbance (6d) is added at the input to _ i

the equivalent vehicle dynamics to represent the effects of wind gusts, and

roadway inputs in the case of ground vehicles. The equivalent vehicle dynam-

ics are represented by s simple first-order time constant, Teq , to approximate

lags in vehicle rotational rate in response to control inputs. Path lag, T82,
is assumed to be zero for this analysis. Transport delay representations are
defined below.

"' C, TRANSPORT I_LA¥ SOURCES

The model analysis was arranged to assess the effects of three sources of

computational delay. The first is a transport delay associated with the vehi-

cle dynamics equations of motion (Tc). This delay could represent the equiva-
lent delay used in specifying vehicle handling qualities (Ref. 8) which can

result from the composite effect of stick filters, digital flight control sys-

i tem delays, and control system and other high frequency vehicle dynamics

effects. Ir could also represent the composite effect of A/D and D/A sampling

i holds, integration routines and computational cycle time. The analysis con-
sidered either no delay, which might correspond to an analog vehicle or an

186
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analog simulation computer, or a delay of 0.075 sec, which is a common equiva-

lent delay time associated with complicated digital simulation computations or

modern high performance aircraft with digital flight control systems.

The second delay source considered was that due to display system charac-

teristlcs. Analysis conditions included either no delay, which might be asso-
ciated with an analog processor, or I00 msec delay which is common to many of

the current generation slmulatiun CGI raster scan devices. T|,e delay time

condition might also be associated with the camera servos on a terrain board

system, or digital processing In HUD or EADI instruments.

• The final delay factor was concerned with motion feedback to the human

operator. Analysis conditions included no delay, or a rather long delay of

250 msec. The long-delay condition might be associated with a fixed-based

simulator environment where there were no motion cues available, and the human

operator has to generate heading rate cues visually. This could also result

from motion lags In a slmulatoz motion system combined with computational
delay In generating the motion base drive commands. The additional 250 msec

was calculated to give model behavior that was consistent with past measure-

' ments made under both fixed-based and moving base conditions (Ref. 9), and is

also consistent with delays identified in flight simulators (Ref. I0).b,

D. MDDEL PARfMETER SELECTION

The Fig. 3 model has a variety o_ parameters that must be set to represent

either vehicle characteristics or human operator behavior. A nominal vehicle

heading time constant (Tpo) of about 0.2 sec was selected. This might repre-
sent a light weight, high" performance aircraft, or a compact to intermediate i

' size automobile. The vehicle gain Is somewhat arbitrary, depending both on ;
• control gain and vehicle stability derivatives

The human operator model parameters can be divided into two groups; those

which are relatively fixed and were assumed to be constant for this analysis,

and other parameters which the human operator typically adapts in order to •

achieve stable and desirable closed-loop performance. The trim constant (K') _

was assumed to be constant at 0.5 rad/sec which is consistent with driver

measurements discussed In Ref. 7. The visual time delay (Tv) was assumed to
be constant at 0.05 sec. The time delay associated with motion feedback per-

ception (Xr) was also set at 0.05 sec. The second-order limb/manipulator sys-
tem dynamics were set at a break frequency of 20 tad/set and a damping ratio

of 0.5. The pure delay and lag characteristic were set to give a composite
effective time delay, with the motion feedback loop closed, of 0.17 seconds

which is consistent with past car-driver measurements (Ref. 7).

The human operator can arbitrarily adapt his inner and outer loop gains

(Kr and K_ respectively) and has come control over aim point range, R, to
optimize system performance and control stability. Fo_ the model structure

assumed here, Kr was adjusted to obtain as wide a frequency response as pos-
sible in the motion feedback loop while maintaining a reasonable closed-loop

damping ratio (i.e., _CL _ 0.5). For a real vehicle without any computer

delay or extra motion feedback delays the variable Kr would be adjusted to

' ]89
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Figure 4. Motion Feedback Closed-Loop Response Functions
:- (Equivalent Closed-Loop Parameters Given in Table 1)
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TABLE I. MOTION FEEDBACK LOOP PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS LEVELS OF

MOTION FEEDBACK (+m) AND COMPUTATION_J.,(*c) DELAY

OPEN LOOP EQUIVALENT CLOSED

x m "tc K Keq x o
(see) (see) (secr-I) (see) (see)

0 500 0.414 0.12

0.075 350 0.331 0.20

0 150 O.175 0.16
0.25 "

0.075 125 0.150 0.235 ]'
y i

J
|

¢ ;
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Figure 5. Equivalent Motion Feedback Delay for ,
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cancel out the effects of the vehicle equivalent heading lag, Te_. As compu-q
' tatlonal delay is added or the heading rate feedback delay is changed, Kr
_ would then be adjusted to still achieve as wide a bandwidth as possible with

this inner loop.

7 When Kr is properly adjusted a fairly flat closed-loop amplitude ratio can
be achieved for the motion feedback loop as illustrated in Fig. 4. When the

conditions in Fig. 4 are achieved the closed-loop response of the motion feed-
' back loop can then be approximated by a gain and an equivalent time delay up

, to the point where the amplitude ratio begins to roll off:

Motion Feedback Closed-Loop Response _ Keqe -T°

Closed-loop equivalent parameters are given in Table I for the Fig. 4 response
functions.

Note that when there are no extra computational delays and a low feedback

delay, as in the upper lefthand corner of Fig. 4, the closed-loop bandwidth of I
the heading rate loop can be adjusted to be quite high. Theoretically, in

this case the bandwidth is on the order of 15 tad/set, and the equivalent time !

delay is quite small (about 120 msec). If to is added to the visual time

delay (Tv), the result is an overall equivalent time delay for the driver of

about 0.17 sec, which is consistent with measurements discussed in Ref. 7. On
: the other hand, when a significant amount of delay is put into the motion !

feedback loop, as in the lower righthand corner of Fig. 4, the closed-loop

bandwidth of the heading rate loop is reduced considerably. In this case it !

is reduced to the vicinity of the vehicle's heading rate time constant (i.e., i

delayed _eedback effectively opens the loop). In the second case the equlva-
lent time delay for the heading rate loop is increased to about 235 msec.

' i
: E. EQUIVALENT OPERKI'OR/VEHICLE TIME DELAY EFFECTS

The equivalent closed-loop time delays that are achieved over a wide range
of motion feedback delays (_m) and two levels of computational delay are

illustrated in Fig. 5. Here, note that the computer computation delay (Tc) _

has a much greater influence on the equivalent closed-loop delay than does the I
motion feedback time delay which is act_,ally in the feedback of this loop.

These induced delays will have two effects on human operator/vehlcle perform- i

ante. First, the increased equivalent closed-loop time delay will affect the

operator's ability to achieve an overall bandwidth Jn controlling outer loop I

", errors. Second, the effect of disturbances that act on the vehicle will be I
delayed in their feedback to the operator. Thus, there will be an overall

', delay in the human operator responding to a disturbance, and, once the opera-

tor responds, he will be limited in the bandwidth of his response.

The parameters that remain to be selected in the Fig. 3 model are K and

i' Uo/R. Procedures for optimizing human operator performance by the selection

i,, of these two variables has been discussed for car driving in Ref, 7. The pro-
I< cedure involves breaking the Fig. 3 model loop at the rc point and then con-
r sldering the composite drlver/vehtcle open-loop transfer function proceeding

_" _ around the loop.
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Given that the inner loop closed-loop dynamics can be interpreted as an

equivalent time delay over the outer loop bandwidth, then an Extended Cross-

, over Model describing function for the Fig. 3 model can be written as:

-T e S

Yp*Yc = s + K' • s + Uo/R • +_ces s s (I)

Low Frequency Low Frequency Crossover

Trimming Kinematic Lead Model

+ Integration

.+

The kinematic zero at Uo/R is at low enough frequency that the dynamics become
K/s-llke in the region of magnitude crossover (the classical crossover model

law). Now the optimum K@ and Uo/R values can be interpreted in terms of

crossover frequency and phase margin.

The Yp*Yc transfer function is illustrated in Fig. 6 for each combination
of induced time delays under consideration. As noted in Fig. 6 the low

i ' !

frequency effects of aim point kinematics (s + (Uo/R))/s plus trimming

._ (s + K')/s have resulted in a conditionally stable systet,t. The variable Uo/R •
which corresponds to lead distance or look-ahead range for the human opera- r

f.

: tot's aim point was adjusted to give the stable phase region indicated in
' Fig. 6. As can be noted_ Uo/R was varied for each combination of the various
+ time delays in Fig. 6 in order to get a similar stable phase region for all :

conditions. Once this fonn had been achieved, then the remaining variable K_, I
was selected in order to give a specified phase margin. The low frequency !

kinematic and trim effects cause a significant reduction in phase margin in _ :
the crossover frequency region and cannot be neglected for tasks requiring

control to aim points with speed-to-range ratios in the region of 0.I-I.0 +i ,
rad/sec. It should be noted that situations which constrain the look ahead

distance R to small values (e.g., driving in the fog, pointing at short range
ground or air targets) could decrease the region over which the phase is
stable.

Phase margin has been used previously as a metric for quantifying the sta-

bility of car/driver closed-loop steering performance (Ref. II). K_ is set to
achieve a desired phase margin at the crossover frequency which can be con-

sidered the bandwidth of the closed-loop operator/vehlcle control system. The

_ phase margin quantifies the stability or oscillatory nature of the operator's

steering control behavior. The bandwidth or crossover frequency defines how

rapidly the control can be carried cut. For this analysis an attempt was made

to maintain a constant phase margin of 30 deg for all cases. This level has

been typically found in past car driving studies (Ref. 7). The achievable

crossover frequency depends on the total system time delay which includes the

inner loop equivalent time delay, visual perceptual delay, and display system
: transport delay:

; _e -- To + Tv + Td

• _ Gain and crossover model parameters are summarized in Table 2.

_ ] 9 3
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'_ TABLE 2. HL_.N OPERATOR/VEHICLE GAIN AND CROSSOVER MODEL PARAMETERS

" FOR VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF INDUCED VEHICLE/SIMULATOR DELAYS

VEHICLE/S IMULATOR CRO SSOVER MODEL

' INDUCED DELAYS GAINS PARAMETERS

eK_c to T e_m _c Td Uo/R -I (radCsec)7(sec) (sec) (sec) (rad/sec) (s ) (sec)

0 0.92 I0.26 4.4 0.17

0

0.I sec 0.44 6.59 2.8 0.27
L

0 "

0 0.50 8,60 3.0 0_25

; 0.075 _ec !

0.I sec 0.26 6.39 2.2 0.345 |
I

1

0 0.65 18.51 3.5 0.215
I

o !

0.I see 0.35 13.47 2.5 0.305

0.25 sec

0 0.38 16.13 2.6 0.29

, 0.075 sec

,_ 0.I sec 0.20 12.58 2.0 0.38
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F. _DTH EFFECTS

The consequences of the above adjustment prccedures can be seen in Fig. 7.

Here observe that the control bandwidth of the operator/vehic]e system drops
dramatically as various delays are added into the simulation loop. Adding the

0.I sec display delay has the largest single impact on equivalent time delay

,_ and system bandwidth. Motion cue delays had the least impart. Computational

- _ delays had an effect somewhere in between motion cue delays and display
-, delays. Terhaps if the computational delay had been I00 msec it would have

had a similar effect to the display delay. The concatenation of these various

delay sources deteriorates the system bandwidth to an even greater degree.

When all the delay sources were combined, the system bandwidth was cut by more
than 50 percent.

The relationship shown in Fig. / is a consequence of maintaining a con-

stant phase margin. If we had changed the desired phase margin, or chosen a

different aim point range (thus changing the low frequency kinematic root

Uo/R) then a different constant would have resulted. In any case, we can use

the hyperbolic relationship between mc and _e to determine how changes in
effective system time delay affect achieveable bandwidth. Assume that a

"r 25 percent decrease in system bandwidth is permissable. Then ,_

_c' KIT_ Te l
-- = 0.75 = --+ ' =

' wc K/_ e Te 0.75 i

/
or

i
. _- Te = ATe = _Te ,

I

Thus, an increase of one third in the total effective system time delay (_e) i
would be acceptable. For exceptionally responsive real world systems, such as

cars which can result in effective time delays on the order of 0.17 seconds

(Ref. 7), such an incremental increase in time delay due to simulator charac-

teristics, would be on the order of 50 msec. (Maximum time delays on the

order of 40 msec have previously been recommended for driving simulators,
Ref. 12.) For sluggish real world systems where effective system time delays

might be 0.3-0.4 seconds, then incremental time delays on the order of

I00 msec might be acceptable.

Regardless of the value of the constant in the Fig. 7 relationship, the

tradeoff between system bandwidth and effective system time delay is fundamen-

tal_ and gives some insight into the consequences of added computational

delays, whatever their origin.

, @. PEEFORMANCE EFFECTS

A _d impulse disturbance was applied to the Fig. 3 model as indicated in l
order to investigate the performance consequences of various time delay

sources, The impulse input might be attributable to a wind gust or road input
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i_ in the case of ground vehicles. Time histories of tile model transient

: response to an impulse disturbance input are illustrated in Fig. 8 for an
automobile traveling at Uo = 80 it/see (55 mph). For the low frequency kine-

matic characteristics givep in Table 2 (Uo/R ffi0.2-0.92) the Fig. 8 transients
could also be scaled to represent airplane motions in the Fig. I model (e.g.,

at 800 it/see this would represent target ranges of roughly 900-4000 it).

• The effects of the various transport delays on system performa,_ce are

k quite evident in Fig. 8. Note that the model's ability to maintain lane posl-

:_ tion deteriorates radically as the amount of simulator delay iu tucreased.

The effect of the various delay sources are directly observable in the steer-
ing wheel resporlse of the model driver. As the delay sources are concate-

nated, the model driver takes longer and longer to initially respond to the

input disturbance. This is consistent with the data given In Table 2 wbic_

shows the total effecttve system time delay increasing from a no delay level

of 0.17 seconds to 0.38 seconds in the worst delay ease.

The _vcle time of the system transient response also obviously increases
with increasing delay sources In Fig. 8. This effect is consistent with the

decreasing bandwidth as a function of time delay shown in Fig. 7. Because of

the drlver/vehicle system's increasingly delayed regulatory response to the

transient input, the maximum vehicle heading deviation nearly doubles Ln the

worst delay ease compared to the no delay condition, and the lane deviation

increases by more than a factor of three with the increasing delay. Note also
that each of the delay components considered separately in Fig. 8 have a simi-

lar effect on system performance, as does the concatenation of any two delay
sources,

H. SYSTEM ARCHITECTt_tE AND DELAY COMPENSATION

The effective system delays analyzed herein can aris_ _rom a variety of

sources. Effective computational delays are due to a composite of A/D and D/A

operations, computational algorithms (e.g., integration routines) and general
software architecture. Cycle time may not be a true measure of effective

delay if some routines are updated more often than others (e.g., high fre-

quency modes might be updated more rapidly than kinematic integrations).

Motion drive computations can have analogous considerations, and the frequency

response of the drive servos must also be accounted for. CGI systems muJt

maintain high refresh and update rates =o portray smooth motion (i.e., typl-

tally 50 Hz or above), but multiple frame times may be required for angular

and translational commands work their way through typical pipeline architec-
tures.

Delay compensation can be considered at various stages in the system

architecture. Minimum delay integration routines should be considered for

dynamic computations (Ref. 13). The update of motion and angular orientation

cues are more critical to closed-loop operator/vehicle system response than

outer loop translational information that is already delayed by kinematic
integration. Thus in computing equations of motlon, angulsr rates and orien-

tation, and accelerations could be updated more rapidly _han inertial velocity

" and position. In CGI display systems, angular transformations could be

updated more rapidly than perspective transformations.
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Lead or rate compensation might be considered for both host computer and

CGI computations. Overall system dynamics should be considered here, however.

The transfer functions in Figs. 4 and 6 suggest that for systems with adequate
motion cues, lead frequencies in the region of the human operators llmb/

manipulator bandwidth (> I0 rad/sec) might be acceptable, while in the case cf

delayed or no motion cues, lead compensation could be increased to cover the
bandwidth above the basic vehicle dynamics bandwidth. In general lead fre-

quenzy must be above system crossover frequency (_c) in orcer to avoid compro-%

mlsing system gain margin.

I. (DNCLSDINGREMARKS

The model analysis herein shows that the effects of several computational
delay sources in manual vehicle control systems can be evaluated to a first

approximation by their effect on a composite effective system time delay, i

This effective time delay constrains tha closed-loop bandwidth that can be

achieved by the human operators. Tolerable computational delays can be deter- "
mined by specifying a permissable system bandwidth reduction. The model i

analysis also shows that degradation in performance, such as regulation

against transient disturbance, is consistent with system bandwidth reduction.

In general, compensation for effective system delays must be considered in

a_ overall system context. System delays and compensation effects should be
measured with input/output identification procedures using appropriate system L

_ inputs and sensors to measure outputs (e.g., gyros and accelerometers to

measure platform motions and photo detectors to measure display system j
response). Response functions should be compensated to approach the less i
delayed response of the ideal target system. Finally, the fidelity of the

system reeponse should be considered from the human operator's point of view. :
In moving base _ystems, visual and motion cues should be consistent, and in

general perceived vehicle response should be consistent with the operator's
expectations. The analytic consequences o_ these fidelity considerations are !

not well understood, and typically would require final empirical tuneup.
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ABSTRACT

The role and use of simulation as a design tool in developing integrated systems where
design criteria is largely unavailable is well known. This paper addresses additional
simulation needs for the development of Integrated Flight/Propulsion Control Systems

(IFPCS) which will improve the probability of properly interpreting simulation results. I
These needs are based on recent experience with power approach flying qualities

: evaluations of an advanced fighter configuration which incorporated Short Takeoff end l

. Landing (STOL) technologies and earlier experiences with power approach flying qualities
evaluations on the AFTI/F-16 program. Specific topies addressed in this paper are: '_

_ (I) The use of motion base platforms with axial and normal degrees of freedom will i
help in evaluating pilot coupling and workload in the presence of high frequency ,
low amplitude axial accelerations produced by high bandwidth airspeed
controllers in a gusty environment. This would also help quantify the airspeed

controller bandwidth necessary for adequate STOL performance.

(2) The use of high resolution visual scenes or helmet mounted displays capable cf
providing better depth perception, HUD symbelogy, and simulated FLIR
imagery will help in evaluating precision (no flare) all weather landing _"
techniques. !

(3) The use of higher computational capability to adequately model and execute 'ii

• more complete visual display, landing gear, and engine models will help in ._
evaluation of high speed roll out dynamics.

These needs can be met with unique government simulation facilities such as the ,'IASA
Ames Research Development Center (NARDC) which have special capabilities.

Copyright O 1984 by General Dynamics Corporation
Allrightsreserved
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INTRODUCTION

Development of a STOL integrated flight control system will require extensive manned
simulation because design criteria and guidelines are incompletely developed for the STOL
task (References I and 5). Therefore, the requirements on ground-based simulation
equipment to aid in the development of a STOL control system become very important to

,., developers of STOL aircraft. Specifically, simulations must be capable of supporting
, evaluations in the following areas:

I. Evaluations of normal axis and axial axis gust sensitivity effects on pilot
: workload and control effectiveness

2. Cockpit constraint system evaluations

3. Control gradient evaluations

4. PIO suseeptability and cross control axis coupling

5. Crew station human factors evaluations

6. Safety evaluations

7. High speed roll-out and ground handling evaluations

8. Hydraulic flow demand evaluations

r 9. Evaluation of more complex landing gear and en_ne/nozzle/reverser operations

10. Low altitude ground effects and flying qualities evaluations with good visual
" peripheral cues and dep+hperception.

" Realistically, pilot workload and effectiveness in precision STOL control tasks cannot be
fully measured without these evaluations.

MOTION CUES

Recent STOL studies (Reference I) and IRAD results (Reference 2) indicate that landing
precision may be obtained to the required level by providing high-bandwidth pitch rate
control for flight path adiustments in combination with tight, high bandwidth regulation of
aircraft airspeed. This combination of control features is readily implemented on a STOL
configuration which utilizes the thrust reversing feature of a 2-dimensional thrust
vectoring/thrust reversing (2-D rV/TR) nozzle to achieve more then 0.2 g acceleration
capability axially (fore and aft) and 0.5 rps2 pitch acceleration. The high bandwidths
achievable with this nozzle permit pinpoint control precision in piloted simulations of
STOL landings in fixed base simulations, but aircraft gust sensitivity is high in the normal
and axial axes due to the high system control loop gain associated with the powerful
control forces available from the nozzle. For instance, from Reference 2, a generic STOL
longitudinal axis control law was designed to provide deeoupled pitch rate/airspeed
control. The desired bandwidth of the pitch rate contr-ller was well defined from the
simulation results, but the desired bandwidth of the airspeed controller was not as cloarly

.. indicated, The airspeed controller was designed to provide the maximum d_coupling
purity between pitch rate and airspeed while maintaining a critically damped airspeed
responseto an incrementalstep command, The resultingdesigndemonstrated the
capabilityof providingvery preciseairspeedcontrol,as shown in the leftcolumn of

>-
P
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FigureI, even in the presenceof 1.2 FPS RMS (I-Sigma,Dryden Spectrum) random
atmosphericgusts. However, itisnot apparentwhat effectthe smallamplitude,high-

, frequencygust-generatedaxialaccelerationswillhave on pilotperformance. Itisalso
clearthat the desiredengineactuatorrequirementswillhave a directimpact on the
bandwidthof the airspeedcontroller.A first-order-lagfilterwas placedinthe airspeed
feedbackpathinthestudiesof Reference2 toevaluatethecapabilityto reduceaxialgust
responses. As shown in the rightcolumn of Fig'are1, a .02 filtertime constant
significantlyreducedtheaxialaccelerationactivity.With the controlsystem gainlevels
usedinthisstudy,a filterwithtime co ,stantsas largeas.2secondscouldbe usedwithout
adverselyaffectingsystem performanceorstability.Therefore,thereisa largerangeof
airspeedcontrolbandwidthswhich appear to be acceptableto pilotson a fixedbase
simulator.Figure2 illustratesnozzlecontrolactivityduringa typicalapproachina gusty
environmentwith the 0.2 second time constantairspeedfeedback filter.While the
illustratedcontrolactivityisnot unreasonable,the actuatorswere occasionallyoperating
near theirassumed maximum rate. Figure 3 shows the relationshipbetween nozzle
controlactivityand axialacceleration.Since the degree of airspeedaugmentation
providedby the controllercan have an impact on other aircraftsystems such as the
hydraulics,pilotvehicleinterface,and enginecontrol,itis importantto determinethe
pilotacceptanceof highfrequencyaxialaccelerationsand how theseaccelerationsare
coupledthroughthe pilotintoaxialcontroland intoother axes. One example of pilot
couplingexperiencedin¢_ightbut not experiencedduringsimulationevaluationsisthe
pilotcoupledoscillationsencounteredduringthe AFTIIF-16 flighttests(Reference3).

- Gust sensitivityinthe normal axiscan be evaluated,to some degree,based on common
pilotexperience,however,notabi_failuresinevaluationof normal axisgustsensitivity
hava been experienc_:l(e.g.,Reference 4) on fixedbase simulationequipment in the
AFTI/F-16 program. Gust sensitivityeffectson pilotworkloadinthe axialaxiswillbe
difficulttoevaluatewithfixedbasesimulationequipmentsincepilotshave not previously
experiencedthe combinationof highaxialaccelerationlevelsand bandwidthswhich are
possibleon a STOL air,taft.A studyof thistypecan be accomplishedon s moving base
simulatorwithaxialand normaldegreesoffreedom similarto capabilitieson NASA-Ames
moving base simulator facilities.

VISUAL CUES

Importantpt'imaryvisualcues used duringa landingapproacha-e associatedwithdepth
and peripheralvision.Inthe simulationof a STOL approach,the use of a limitedarea
projectiontypeof visualsystem does not providethe bestresultsuch as a wide fieldof
view and gooddepthperceptionwouldprovide.Also,becausethesceneisprojectedout in
front of the pilot, landing biases can occur causing the pilot to land short of the intended '

_. ",rubdownpoint. Our recentexperience(Reference2) pointsto the need for a wrap-
aroundvirtualimage typevisualsystem whichismounted closertothepilot.The useof a
verticallycollimatedrasterdisplayutilizingsimplesolidcolorpastelsto form a cartoon-
likepicturecouldsignificantlyincreaseresolutionnear the ground. The wrap around
feature would improve peripheral vision. Peripheral vision provides the pilot with sink
rate information he cannot obtain very well over the nose at STOL approach angles of
attack. This reinforces the pilot's perception of descent through the visual-motion system
and thus increases his stress level. Since pilot gain is strongly influenced by stress level,
real pilot workload could be more accurately determined with improvements in the visual
system. The pilot must subconsciously feel that he is in real danger if the landing
maneuver is not successfully executed for best evaluation results.

: Helmet mounted displays have a significant application to a STOL approach and landing.
They enhance peripheral and depth perception in simulation applications but also provide

= HUD information and simulated FLIR imagery in actual aircraft applications to perform
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precision all weather and night landings. Operational use of Helmet Mounted
Sight/Displays (HMSD) allow the pilot to view the landing scene under poor visual
conditions and safely land the aircraft with a minimum of additional workload. This
technology can give the pilot night vision, allowing the pilot to look anywhere in the
forward quadrant through the aircraft to locate the landing field by merely directing his
line-of-sight (LOS) to the desired area. The pilot's line of sight (LOS) commands the FLIR
to follow his helmet (head) movements thus providing a large field of view (FOV) for

: ,. landing the aircraft at large crab angles and high angles of attack. Symbology to aid the
, pilot in landing with minimum dispersion is superimposed on the FLIR video and projected

onto the pilotts visor by a miniature CRT mounted on the helmet. The aircraft becomes
"- "transparent" and he experiences a true kinetic sense of where the landing field is,

relative to the aircraft, thus enabling him to land the aircraft using the scene on his visor.
Proof of application and operational readiness will first have to be shown in a realistic
simulation environment before Jeployment in the field.

COMPUTATIONAL CAPABILITY

Computer power may be the most easily attainable, yet least definable, quantity in a _,
development simulator. Computers _re _onstantly being improved from the standpoint of {
speed and memory capabilities. What is difficult to define is how the computing power is

- to be assembled to provide engineering flexibility, growth, and eventual hot-bench *
, support. A STOL development simulator must provide capabilities in several key areas. ,
- First, adequate input/output (I/O) capability is important to support visual scene and
; motion base drives, advanced cockpit development, output data recording (both analog and

digital), and eventual flight control and avionics hardware-in-the-loop simulation.
, Secondly, several simulation models which have traditionally been kept simple in their i

implementation such as engine, actuator, a_ ',_nding gear models must be made more
complete in order to lower program risk by providing timely hydraulic demand, engine 1

( operation, and critical high speed ground roll-out information. And thirdly, the addition {,

of an all new Nozzle Drive Unit (NDU) complex will further tax existing computer

. modeling eomputational power. In order to achieve adequate computational fidelity
several computers, operating at different r_ttes, must be employed in parallel. Most }
importantly the computer simulation complex architecture must be such as to not
compromise the fidelity of the presentation of the flight characteristics to the pilot.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on recent experience with power approach flying qualities evaluations of an
advanced fighter conf|guration which incorporated STOL technologies, general
requirements for adequate STOL flight simulation have been developed. Specific topics
addressed in this paper were:

(1) The use of motion base platforms to and in evaluating pilot coupling and
r_ wor_o_d in the presence of high frequency low amplitude axial accelerations

produced by high bandwidth airspeed controllers in a _usty environment. (This
would also help quantify the airspeed controller bandwidth necessary for
adequate STOL performance.)

, (2) The need for high resolution visual scenes or he_met mounted displays capable
of providing better d_oth perception, HUD symbology, and simulated FLIR

_ imagery in evaluating p_ecision (_o flare) all weather landing techniques.

(3) The need /'or higher computation capability to adequately model and execute
i
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more complete visual display, landing gear, and engine models.

The importance of a high fidelity presentation of the flight characteristics to the pilot
eannot be overstressed.
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MEASUREMENTS OF PILOT TIME DELAY AS INFLUENCED BY CONTROLLER

CH;t_ACTERISTICS AND VEHICLE TIME DELAYS

Cynthia M. Privoznik, Donald T. Berry, and Adzian G. Bartoli
NASA Ames Research Center

Dryden Flight Research Facility

r P.O. BOX 273

Edwards, California 93523

, ABSTRACT

A study to measure and compare pilot time delay when using a space

shuttle rotational hand controller and a more conventional control stick was

conducted at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility. ',

The space shuttle controller has a palm pivot in the pitch axis. The more i

conventional controller used was a general-purpose engineering simulator

stick that has a pivot length between that of a typical aircraft center stick

and a sidestick. Measurements of the pilot's effective time delay were

obtained through a first-order, closed-loop, compensatory tracking task inp,

; pitch. The tasks were implemented through a space shuttle cockpit simulator
and a critical task tester device. The study consisted of 450 data runs with

- |

four test pilots and one nonpilot, and used three control stick configura- 1
tions and two system delays. Results showed that the heavier conventional I
stick had the lowest pilot effective time delays associated with it, whereas }
the shuttle and light conventional sticks each had similar higher pilot time i

delay characteristics. It was also determined that each control stick showed i

an increase in pilot time delay when the total system delay was increased.

NOMENCLATURE !

!
CTT critical task tester

e base of natural system of logarithms (2.718)

Kc controlled element constant

j imaginary number

Kp operator describing function constant

s LaPlace operator

SHAR? Summer High School Apprentice Reeearch Program

Yc controlled element

Yp operator describing function

-i
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" _ inverse time constant, rad/sec

Ic inverse time constant at critical time

Td total system deia_, sec

: Tp pilot effective time delay, sac

frequency

INTRODUCTION

The space sh_.tle c_ntrol stick is different than a conventiona_ air-

craft stick in that it has a palm pivot in the pitch axis and is essentially

a wrist rotation controller. A conventional controller has a longer pivot

length and a more translational movement. P_cause of this difference there

is an interebt in how this may affect pilot time delay. Past studies con-

ducted by Systems Tecnnology Incorporated (refs. I and 2) have shown a dlf-

ference in pilot e:_fective time dplay due to manipulator characteristics and _i

the order of the ccntro_led e!_ment. Total system time delays, which consist I

of pilot and vehicle system delays, are critical parameters in a_rcraft han- I

dling qualities. F_£ example, pilot-induced oscillations can be encountered

in critical ta_ks such as landing and inflight refueling when excessive time

= delays exist. The pilot's effective time delay can be an important component
of the total system time d%lay when the pilot is in the loop. In _ome cir-

cumstances small changes in vehicle system time delays result in large !

changes in flying qualities (ref. 3).

1

. In a study performed at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Fllght !I

Research Facility, a _:ritical task tester (CTT) was used to obtain pilot

effective time delay (Tp) values for the shuttle stick and a more conven- i.

tional stick. The experiment used two system time delays. Variations in the
i

values of Tp are used to show how the shuttle &tick compares to a more con-

_entional control stick and what effect the total syst:,_ delay has on the
pilot's _ffective time delay. !

i

At the completion of this experiment, the equipment was available for the !

" NASA Summer High School _ptentice Research Program (SHARP). A high school

student in a science and engineering program measured operator time delay for I
a diverse group of subjects, mostly SHARP students. Results as a function of

background and flying experience are briefly summarized in this paper. I

J
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

Three control stick configurations were used in this study with the I
shuttle cockpit simulator in the Ames Dryden simulation laboratory. One con-

figuration was a space shuttle stick, which is a three-degree-of-freedom I

rotational manipulator with nonlinear qelring. The other two configura.ions
;

used a mo_e conventional general-purpose engineering simulation stick with

two different spring constants. All sticks were center mounted. The !

4
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general-purpose stick was used in a variety of engineering simulators and

represented a compromise among a broad range of stick characteristics. It

had two degrees of freedem and linear gearing; however it had a pivot point
-i

between that of a typical aircraft center stick and a sidestick. This

general-purpose stick was tested flrst with a stiff set of springs and was

designated the heavy conventional stick. Later, a softer set of springs was

; installed to obtain the light c_nventional stick. The designations light,

heavy, and conventional are only relative, however, since the force gradients

: are lighter and pivot arms are shorter for this stick than that used in most

aircraft center sticks. For stick characteristics see table I and figures I,

2, and 3.

The control stick signal that is processed through the cockpit simulator

is ope_ated with a 40-msec frame time and is sent through the CTT. The total

inherent time delay between the pilot input and the CTT was 46 msec; 20 msec

was due to the average sampling delay of the 40 msec frame time, and 26 msec

was due to the computation time.

The CTT uses a _irst-order compensatory tracking task with an unstable

controlled element:

Yc = Kc_/(s - _)

where I is the inverse time constant. Under these conditions it can be

assumed thac the operator can be described by: i

YP = Kpe-TpS i

where Tp is the pilot's effective time delay. Figure 4 shows the block dia-

gram and root locus of these elements using a first-order Pade' approximation

for the e -Tps term. _ is increased as a function of time and error magni-

tude, making the system more unstable until control is lost. The value of

at that critical point approximates the reciprocal of the operator's effec-

tive time delay, _c = I/Tp. This simplified summary is based on more detailed

explanations of the critical tracking task theory which includes systems with

additional system delays. These explanations can be found in references I
and 2.

The pitch indicator is displayed on an oscilloscope as a horizontal bar

that moves vertically in pitch. The Ic values are read directly from a volt-

i_ meter. Figures 5 and 6 show the setup of the equipment.

! TEST PROCEDURE
%

The test subjects for this study _ncluded four test pilots and one non-

pilot engineer. All of the subjects were orientated to the experimental

•_ setup through a series of trial runs.

A series of 15 runs for each cf the three stick configurations was con-

ducted. Adding runs with a system delay of 250 msec brought the total number
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% of runs for each of the five test subjects to 90. The Ac values were recorded

for each run, and the average for the 15 runs was computed for each case. The

Ic values, which were read directly off the voltmeter, contained the 46 msec

+. inherent time delay but did not _-_ntain the added system delay of 250 msec
)

when it was applied. A time delay of 250 msec was chosen to simulate the

total system delay nearer to the value of the space shuttle. The total aver-

age Ic value from each set of 15 runs was converted to time delay and the

46 msec computational delay was subtracted from it to obtain the pilot's total
$ %,

, effective time delay.

++ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

+- Figure 7 shows the averaged Tp _alues for each subject and the total

average for all the subjects; these averages are denoted by solid bars. The

data obtained from the runs with no added time delay (46 msec Td) is on the

. left and the data for the 250 msec added system delay run (296 msec _d) is

on the right for each stick. Based on the total average for all the test

subjects, the heavy conventional control stick had the lowest Tp values with ++

and without added system delay. The shuttle and the light conventional

: manipulator had similar _p values. The shuttle and light conventional sticks

both had the same Tp (200 msec) value for runs with no added system delay.

On runs with added system delay, the shuttle stick Tp was slightly higher

than with the light conventional stick. Scatter can be seen in the data in

figure 7 but the trends with any given pilot look very consistent, l

The changes in Tp values for each control stick because of added system

delay are evident in figure 7. In every case the subject's effective time J

delay increased with an added system delay of 250 msec. On the average, the

shuttle controller showed the most change: 70 msec. For the heavy conven- i

tional stick the average increase in subject delay was 50 msec. The average !
increase for the light conventional stick was 60 msec.

_hese data show that the changes in pilot time delay due to differences

in l_anipulator characteristics are much less than the changes in pilot time

delay du_ to differences in total system time delay. This is consistent with

previous results (fig. S). These data are unpublished results obtained under

NASA Contract NAS2-4405 with Systems Technology. Incorporated. The data show

very small changes in Tp for a first-order controlled element as &ne gradient

: for a pencil controller changes from a rigid (force) stick to a free (uncon-

strained) stick. However, for a second-o_der controlled element, the Tp is

much larger and more sensitive to stick fcrce gradient. Figure 9 presents

• the results of the Ames Dryden experiment in a format similar to that in

figure 8. Figures 8 and 9 cannot be directly compared because of the dif-

fer _ces in controller geometry, gradient, and controlled element time delay.

However, so_e observations on gross trends are valid. The increase in Tp for

z the second-order controlled element (Yc, fig. 8) can be attributed to the

_ additional mental processing the pilot must perform to compensate for the

+
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integrator lag. The time delay in the controlled elements of figure 9 would

also require pilot compensation (or lead); an increase, therefore, in Tp

would be expected. The change in pilot time delay for this experiment is not

as large as that seen in figure 8. However, the variation in stick gradient

for this experiment is not nearly as extreme as that used in figure 8. Per-

haps even more significant is the difference in compensation required for the

time delay compared to the integrator.

The secondary experiment conducted by a SHARP student was done in a

similar manner to that of the primary experiment except that only one control

stick configuration was used (_he light Ames Dryden stick); the subjects

included SHARP students and some adults. None of the subjects were profes-

sional pilots, alZhough some were amateur pilots. The results of this experi-

ment are summarized in figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 compares results of the

secondary and Frimary experiments, and indicates that previous piloting

experience did not affect the pilot's time delay; nonpilots_ amateur pilots,

and professional pilots scored alike. The student investigator, a video game
enthusiast, correlated the results with video game playing experience. These

result_ are shown in figure 11, and improvements in the raw score are shown

: as the number of video games played per week increased.

- Although these da_a are insufficient to be statistically conclusive, they ,

do suggest some interesting speculation. Fo£ example, the indication that i

pilot time delay is affected by video game exper_.ence, but not real-world

piloting experience, suggests that laboratory setups that are too "game-like"

may not give the same results as an operational environment. This, however,

does not impair the usefulness of laboratory results in establishing trends

and measuring differences.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The space shuttle manipulator controller and a more conventional con-

troller with two different force gradients were evaluated in the pitch axis

using a first-order, closed-loop, compensatory tracking task implemented

through a critica], task tester device. Five test subjects performed a total

of 450 data runs using the three :ontrol stick configurations with a total

system delay of 46 and 296 msec. The data indicate that the heavy conven- I,

tional controller had the lowest effective Dilot time delay values associated i
with it, with and without the added system delay. The shuttle and light con- I

ventional controllers had similar pllot time delay characteristics. Each i
control stick experiment showed an increase in pilot time delay when there

was an increase in total delay. '

Changes in pilot time delay because of increases in system time delay were

much more s_gnificant than changes because of manipulator characteristics.

A secondary experiment using the critical task tester indicated that the

pilot time delay is unaffected by previous piloting experience but is influ-

enced by video game experience.

r
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Table I Control stick

characteristics

Characteristics Pxtch

J Shuttle stick

: Breakout, in-lb 1.2

Travel, deg ±19.5

Gradient, in-ib/deg 1.2

: Pivot point, in* 0

• Heavy conventional stick

Breakout, in-lb 0.5

At stop, ib 11.0

Travel, in t2.0

Gradient, ib/in 5.3

Pivot point, in* 7.0

: Light conventional stick

Breakout, Ib 0.5

, At stop, ib 6.5

Travel, in ±2.0

: Gradient, ib/in 3.0

Pivot point, in* 7.0

•Measured from middle of palm

point on control stick.
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ECN 24922A

Figure I. Space shuttle rotational hand controller.
i
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Figure 2o Conventional control stick.
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Figure 5. Critical task tester.

ECN 24924A

Figure 6. simulator cockp_to
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• " Ps_chophysical Research in Development

of a Fibre-Optic Helmet Mounted Display

N85 14501
R. V. Kruk_and T. M. Longridge_

¢.

The Fibre Optic Helmet Mounted Display (FOHMD)was conceived as an

innovative solution to existing flight simulator display deficiencies.

An initial (breadboard) version of the system was fabricated to permit

experimentation which _ould help define design requirements for a more
!-

refined engineering prototype.

A series of visual/human factors studies is being conducted at the USAF
:

Human ResourcesLaboratory(AF_iRL)OperationsTrainingDivision,Williams }
!

AFB, Arizona to determinethe optimumfit of human observeroperating 1
l
t
J

characteristicsand fibre cptic helmetmounted displaytechnology.

Pilot performancewithin a varietyof high resolutioninsert/binocular

I

overlapcombinationsis being assessedin two classesof environment.

The first two of four studiesplannsdincorporatean air-to-aircombat

. environment,whereas the secondtwo studieswill use a low level

environment with air to groundweaponsdelivery.

This paper presents the researchresultsto date from the air to air

portionof the program.

i I. CAE ElectronicsLtd., 8585 Cote de Liesse,Montreal,Quebec,Canada.

: 2. USAF Human ResourcesLaboratory,WilliamsAFB, Arizona.
i'
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r, HELICOPTERPILOTPERFORMANCE
FORDISCRETE-MANEUVERFLIGHTTASKS

RoberLK.Homeymd SimonM.I_
HenueyneSys_, Inc.

Los Altos, Celifornle

WIIKim8.141nd_m
Col_tmL

Stlmford,Clllfornla

Introduction

Inoedw'to iMldr'esseffecth_lythe topicsof elr'a'1_l,hlndlin9quelIUes,plloLworklold

_t, of'aircrewIJ11nl_,ILIssomeUmesnecessarytodescribemd qumtifymkKlu_lythe

ms_:latodfllghLtrJks.TrMIUon_llymdyIdxlsha_ beenusedtodothls(e.g.,"Imding',"cllmb',

+- "turn'....], but libels Ire insufficlontto portrly the lewdof 10ormfvlnlss, the implltudeof
_ing, the degree of closed--loopdlnping, andother festum of Leak execuUoncrucixl to
SIRCeSS.

i
ThisNper describesa currentstudyof severalMBtcheliceptorflightmmeuvers. Thisis pert 1

of m effort sponsoredby the U.S. Army Aw_n_J_nics Ld)oratory undertM Refit I contract.
Thedlto blse COltSistsof ih-fliglKmllm'efl_th from instrumentedhelicepUM'susingexperimRId !

. pilots. ThemelysistKhnique is simple_ to epplywlthouLImtomaUcdill processing,andthe _.
result:can be usedLobuild_mUtoUw mdh models_!the fli_L toJ awl somemxw:ts of C_ MIoL
conb'olstratoW. In _ldiUonto descril_¢ _ _rrormmce mmmrementtechnique,so_ resuit3Ire
prnletodwhichdefinethe qlgrwdvmess mid Implttlx:lo of mmeuverln4 for severallateral
mlneuvorsIncludlngturnsllxlsidesteps.

Analysis Approach

Therain purpo_ of thispiper is to out;hamOeneraPprocedurefor Intm'preUn9md nnalyzi_l
pilotp_rcrmorce of certoin dlscreto-mmmMr flight treks. The scopeis IimlbKI to mfew blsic
roll-rodsImllcoptm'_ with enIMsis onthe inner-loopcontrolof bmk m_lte. Nwerthelns,
this I_,ito usefulconnKUonsto be madewith the topicsof pilotworklo_l. MndlingqulliUes, pilot
akillP..':.;Jopme_,md v_hicleperforn_.

One important conceptts the PecognlUmof the bmk is bekR in Integral plrL of tM
r:um-machtn_system. As the IdloUng_Nk ratios, so must tho controlstrategy aed the cloNd-loep
lntq'Kt_m betwelnpllotaM aircraft. InfKt, the dyMmlcsof tlelk execuUonsMuldbe md usuelly

thedeminlnLreslxme mo_s d the I_lloL-_hiclecombineUon.IneddlUon,ILIs iml_toek Lonote
howquicklye tmikis executedwith PoepocLto t_0eUrn, or epoceweiladdo.In aMrt, thereare sevarei
dlms_l_s to 11 perfomence wSk_ ore l_d In the formulafor succ._sl_ald_ the
tredtU01MIIIWeClIiOI1INdrlCS(St_ 61trlldr,il'_gor tflljKtory error_, for extoll).

: "°Amtor_ ASsocilto,_ OfAer_mAics Ind As_, StanfordUniversity.
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,, Dtsa'elJmmouva_ rel_mm_m ImlX_'txntclmof MloU_ tJsl_.Mosttasks.Inlet.are
_' cmm_mld a mCts_ seva__c_l_ commmdsofd_Jtu_md _war. Thesecm_a_b my not

be_ very_ orm. Thuscluslc_Jlmctrdmrdly_IstJcMlquw_ k_grtcord
lmgLhsmdnorm_lyq_pltedtoImC-bwmcohUnuoustr_cki__ my bed mly,mlbxlum.

ThemdyMsof (kltretemmeu_r blls illnotnetumSIy moredifficultternrmt_ tasks.
IHscretetasks(:mb portrey_ usingc'mvml,l_l feedl_k controlMockdl_'ans andLq)lze
temd_ms Is dram inFigureI. ThisfarmulaUmtsmoreUwraughlydmcrflxdinI_fartnce2.

Outer-loop bandwidth, (0c , set bygain, K1

Outer-loop
Lumped inner support loop with bandwidth _¢= Controlled

__._/ Element=.

' i
Toskduration

Support-loop '_
Perception Intervol

Figure I. BlockDla_amStructurefor a
DiscreterlanueverTaskandSupportLoop

Onef_'tr wt_ cm _ ofr_t,t_ t._ i_rfmnmc, mmuma_t Is tl_ mUm_
=lu_. Iramllm.ynnbn d trekexKutm. Far am,Ida. =m_pleddoward_d=l_lk:ep_
ml_tmn_lyo_a_ m N tM_ _wlc_ Iwdkl_tort.• _-_1 N to_. mdix,tin
sUed far fl_ M_M_ml, dim flml Ix_tkm. _ conmmdndghttypk_lyoccurwry thr_ ar

. fm, m. md U_ ckfed-lo_ rmmm I_e _ needb0_ d_ut me I_lf cyded the
dmlnmtmodeM thebmkk_ie_mk. Fk_lly.I_k mgi_conmmdsmwnot Mv_y Ixrledk:.Some

' d Ibm future a"_ Illugtr_MIna Uml_ dlt_i_mofm ictud_bgtap mnouv_ m dram InFigure
'." 2. Thotin. "Um_(k_rm"b us_I._u_ d t_ _or _ _um- d"c'wm_ t__
: dq_ tnx_r _rtm Umqmmnc_._ ouU.,-I_latoralpmti_¢ommb¢m'ommdto=

r
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kind of slow duty cycle while the Ww'-4om I_k onglecommendsoccur muchmore frecluenUy.
' However. , typical _iighttrek may invotvt only o few cycles of commmcb,md It is theref_

nKesury to use_ ickmUficmLiontechniqueswhichwtllwork eve" a fairly short umple.

Onemethodflit'hlld)ing JlldhddUllllhort-tonlt dt!io_i_ _ is illusb_etodinFJgll'e3. If
the futures of I roll rnmeuv_ ml to 5e studied, the first stq) Is simply to obtain Limehistory
informUon which indicates Um iMgniLuebsof roll _ and corrnpm_nC bmk mole dm_.
AILornmUvely,this am be expressedm e plum-planeporb'mttin whichclm two importantfubres
cmbe clelrly_m: (I) The netl_k imglechmQe rod(2)U_tpuk rollr_ dorln¢IMA chJnge.
Ftnollythesetwo/eetores cambe cross-plotted.

Rollrote vwrsusnet bankanglechangecan be interpreted in aL least two ways. First, ms

uplMmM mRofire_e 3. theprop_on of peakrotetothenet challoein dlaplliCeme_t,is proporUon_ ,
to closed-loopmKurMIrrequmm'yor I_ndwidth:

no, changetndisplaicam_ent

A debdlndexplammtJonof this relatlon_ip is girls in Rorrmco 4 usingonr_d sKond-or_rsysb_n
_- pMm IAmeploLs. The valid rangeof dmnplngrVdosis d)o_ 0.4 to I. A more exactdeLm,mlemUonor

closnd-4oq)frequmlcycouldbe_ usingsUmdnrdsystemIclenUflcmUonI,_hnkl_.

The Sec_KIImportant fecesof the roll rate versus tncrementolbankingle changeis the
mogntLudeof the marmuverinLm'mlor either rollraLeor Mmkangle. It wes foundU_ the former is
pertmpse nmre signtftcentparameterLouse tn connecUonwith Imedlin0quolitJessince it can be

d(recUycomparedwith thevehkle rollreto capebility. Thiswtllhodiscussedfurther |tm ietor point..

It sl_oufdbe not_JtheLthe moinpurposeIn opplyingthe abovemmlyslstechniqueis I_ permit
rapidimessmenLof flightor sin_abr dlto quicklyInd with minirrmldepemlenceoncomMtcttoddMJI
melysis Lachnk_ led complexdoteprocessingequipm_t. It is possibleLoexamt_ on-linestrip ',
ch_ records of roll rate. bankangle,and IlL_ralcontrol andextract data pointswithkl e few
nlonl_ts elrthe KI_| _lerlltJon o| dill. ThisperlTiJbbeUArcor/_liUoll of dill with the r.ondlUohs ':
surromdlngthe elM3collKUonmd fl_tars effKUng U_ pilotandIdrcrlft.

Examinationof Fllt DaLe

flight, rumourers havebeenexeminedin theabovemanner. Aspert o!' theprevtouMy
: nwnUon_l Army progrem, two exp_ienced toll plloLt flew i NASA LIH-IH threqJ_ I l_ies of

19gresstveLures,slelomcmJrsn, leLorads_, mclleLorldJlnkln0 mmmem's. TheobJe¢U_ was
, to observe then_ittRb mid_ andpo_iblovriMJons inplloUngtocMique_ these

vmrlousmmmuvra. Figure4 Is_toth_ ofhow the discrete mmeuvwrdMamlM_m'tdforone
Important elm of Iml maneuver,the skinbN) fromhover. In this _ the tndivid_drnmmM_
combinedto form e nearly stre195tline. I. o.. thepeekroll rate seededto bepreporUoMIto _ roll

: _tJtuc_ cMn_. By mulUplytngtMslopeof the trend Ilneby 2.4. the resultantclosed-loopMmdwlclth
LObe slJghUyiiltexcessof 3 rsd/Mc-t fairly hlghvslm for e mulUbep/mutUIxlsflight bmk.

;, A typtcll v#luefor reut_ app_ andImJtnglamktangleregulmUmwouldbeaboutonehmlfasmuch.
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Othlr _ plrf'ormld in ferwlrd flightIlnlrldly wire _ lessiggrlBivt. !
_,dwd_rWbenkm#oc_nlnbu[rareIrdlodhUnvdunor_k rdlr_eto//ou[40d_ec.
0M amlX_'tNlng Kl,ivl_y st,udlodIs whynNIn_ls _ imc_i of _m_ _Imr toN_i_
I_ I)IM._e_ _ U_ hdlcq_ mW Imr.4_ of_st_dlyllm_ rIIr_In, i

In_klIU_tothefllghl,det_U_I.hM beend)I_InedInU_eceursed'thisstudy,m nun_ d_
e_ d_ beIiShM dsoI_ e_. _neHI._'dd__ m InbnsUn_cmi_II_nd'two
_l_ll_ wm furmllid by Ui DFVUt. ksRd'm S. Timdrl:rdl, wIro I UH-ID (todar_
re4ar)md iIio-I06 (rlgldN4,m').l'hoL,If-IOIn ¢llra_:P,m'tzad_ mmNIontIo_4d ¢_,lldiw-"ql_U_
someq,kkminl _ by • _ stebUlz_rbar. _ Ilo,,,l_ hu c.i_Ir_, futae
nd_--Lrm roll_ amo r_ of'U_ dlrocUyiiNdtodflapplnon_ on Um_ _. A
prsltmlm.yzmmm_ of IJi _ nwm" pertrm_, howevlr, kdics_ _t. _ two
helicept_ m _ _t,Clnllrdllt IIM)IId _ in tho IlallOgl_r4,14xl_ M wire
r.mi_tle

Thlnieluvm's fm _! I_ Ik_g _ UI tligldLrllulbl h,mnUI DFVI.Rblitz Irl Iil_ In
Tidl I,

' *l)ll_ldl FerzdulMI-uml_fOr Luft-undRml#ilrt o.V.
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; Table 1. Summaryof Lateral ManeuverFlight Data

,._ Source Aircraft Maneuver Airspeed _= _,,

(kt) (rmum,c)(_n,¢)Hlndson/ UH-1H Straight-line slalom 60 1.5
Wllson " " " 80 2.4 40

50" Intersection turn 60 2.4 46
130" " " 60 2.4 30

30 ft Lateral jlnk 30 2.4 40
5_destep Hover 3.I 37

DFVLR UH-ID Straight-line slalom 60 2.4 25
Do-105 " " " !.7 23
UH-1D 'Germanslalom' 1.6 47
Bo-105 " " 1,8 32

UH-ID/ Hlgh-g turn - 33
Bo-105

TM Ibo_ I_f_e d#_ _ vmlueblein geagingthe damndsof i g;vmt
_dMt tM c_bility of tl_ jror_t--e f_t=l hmdlingqtBIiUNml_t. Figur_5

Showshowmalteuvlrrlqu(remmdsandidrcrMt clIpMIilIUesran be ooa'Nmd onli commonsr.llle.
OneadrcrMtdlrecLarilUc k Usemmdmumroilra_oavadldlkl.For'Ihollc_irOdsIsdependent
uponbasicrotor designpm'ameLm'akaclmd_rotor rpm. Lockmerdm',andswamhlPladedefkcUm
ar_llO.A aecoMmmmdlaldm,m:trlmU¢ is tM olToctk_ Medwld_ or =l_L-ter_ roilroaq)omo.
Foranaoommdedbelk:optorthishidirqcUyrMidadto therolldampinosl.ibliLydarivMJve.

Conclusions

Themllysls of dl__ LIIk I__ from fllgl_LdlL=tambeenfound
tobermrole_ m_, omy-_y _.

FrmthoUmeIdstorydet=rKardodonstripclm_.tkoimm'-Iowlink
INrformamclfe,ltur_ rud(ly obtak_ includedmusns of plioLaggreamkmmm,inNAILudeof
_, andire=,-ormmrt-lo=pcommmdle_vab.Nn wu Nmm forport,_dor

,. the I_k demlndlversusaircrlR Call)lPiUes.
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4'

, F_'wIPdflkjht_ suchu _ or _ _ InvolvedlIPp
_, i_plltlxbbi_ mglecommltdsMthml_mm pukrollratuofldx_40d_/sec. Howeverfor

the_ Iota.theawkem cle_H_plmdwldths weretyplcdlyi_t 2.5_I/mc.

_ FurthermdyNs of mtlr-loap_ pirf_ ire yet tobedone.Typlcallythls
isn'nr. dimcuit,onlybmme of the_ processingnee_ to ha_leIrmeid.imell_Uon and

" volecityIt,_Lm.TheiN tdmpl#_ andUndngfNaatrantmd,_ umdfortheinner
loomw,o

#

Theul_ obj_.'U_d Udsworkis tocll_JogptloLper,f_rlllce plr_ oni
Imk-by-._k lots andrei_,ethemtosm:iflcha_lnO_nliU4_sflutes reqdr,ed.
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MAXIMUM NORMALIZED RATE AS A FLYING QUALITIES PAR_*_ETER

, E.D. Onstott

J.S. Warner

J. Hodgkinson

Northrop Corporation
AircraftDivision

Hawthorne, California

ABSTRACT

: Discrete attitude commands have become a standard task for flying
qualitiesevaluation and control system testing. Much pilot opinion data is _i
now availablefor ground-based and in-flightsimulations,but adequate per- J
formance measures and prediction methods have not been established. The
Step Target Tracking Prediction method, introduced in 1978, correlated

time-on-target and rms tracking data with NT-33 in-flight longitudinal ]
simulations, but did not employ parameters easily measured in manned flight i
and simulation. Recent application of the Step Target Tracking Prediction
method to lateral flying qualities analysis has led to a new measure of
performance. This quantity, called Maximum Normalized Rate (MNR), reflects }
the greatest attitude rate a pilot can employ during a discrete maneuver }
without excessive overshoot and oscillation. MNR correlates NT-33 lateral

i
pilot opinion ratings well, and is easily measured during flight test or

simulation. Furthermore, the Step Target MNR method can be used to
analyze large amplitude problems concerning rate limiting and nonlinear ._
aerodynamics.

INTRODUCTION

Although the lateralrollmode of a conventional aircraftis perhaps the

most easily understood aspect of aircraft dynamics, there exists at the pre-

sent time a number of unresolved aspects relating to roll performance. On

the one hand, theoreticaland fixed-base flightsimulationdata dictatethat the

shortest roll mode time constants should characterize an ideal configuration.

On the other hand, in-flightsimulationsand experience with real-world air-

craft development programs show clear disadvantages in such highly damped F

aircraft. This in-flightexperience is exemplified in the fundamental data

I

2 3 3 .......
i .... (_,_l.ii_(; l':',('t'_ I_I,..',NK NOT FK2'.._:D
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base obtained using the NT-33 aircraft. This is published in two volumes as

AFWAL-TR-81-3171, "Lateral Fl_ng Qualities of Highly Augmented Fighter

Aircraft" by Monagan, Smith, and Bailey, Reference 1. Part of this difficulty

lies in a confusion of real-world aircraft considerations such as ride qualities

and control system actuator response, with pure isolated flying qualities of

closed-loop pilot control dynamics as seen in analysis an£ flight simulators.

Beyond this, the plaguing occurrence of roll ratcheting has caused the

appearance of numerous articles on lateral flying qualities in recent years,

Reference._ _, 3. If these publications are examined, it becomes clear that

an insufficient flight data base is at the root of this failure to understand

these aspects of lateral flying qualities. The associat,_d lack of comprehensive _

criteria is now a major concern in the development of highly augmented tac-

_. tJ i aircraft. The resolution of the above dichotomy between ideal aircraft

: response, and real-world aircraft constraints constitutes the main problem of

_. designing roll command augmentation systems (rollCAS) for state-of-the-art,

highly augmented tacticalaircraft. The aircraft control system designer's

primary objectivecan be stated:

DESIGN OBJECTIVE: Alleviate the aircraft constraints as much as

possible so t ,t the best control dynamics can
be realized.

The main categories of "Ideal Dynamics," and "Real Aircraft Con-

straints"are shown in Figure I in relationto the above DESIGN OBJECTIVE.

As indicated in Figure I, the design process is a contest between the

: ideal and the real. Northrop is currently pursuing this tradeoff roll CAS

technology through four basic approaches:

• Review and analysis of current literature and flight test data.

• Development of more discriminating analysis methods.

• Ground-based flight simulation.

• Contractual participation with NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility
: in a "Cooperative Program for Investigation of Superaugmented Air-

craft Lateral Flying Qualities," involving in-flight simulation using
: the DFBW F-8 aircraft.

. 234
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IDEAL DYNAMICS REAL AIRCRAFT CONSTRAINTS

I _s'c_+'"_C°N+"°_I I IROLL TRACKING RIDE QUALITIES

., l oo+Y+.+.o] [ +++.Y+ I"4 TARGET TRACKING TIME DELAYS

£ !
• FORMATION FLYING AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS
J

1 1
I HARDWARE EFFECTS

[ I
½ &-

ROLLMODETiME CONSTANT
TIME DELAY

_- CONTROL AUTHORITY
; CONTROL SURFACE RATES

FILTER AND GAINS
: NONLINEAR GEARING

FIGURE 1. ROLL CCMMAND AUGMENTATION DESIGN SELECTION

The following presentation will summarize an analysis of existing data

using a new flying qualities concept, and show how this method is being used

to evolve test matrices for ground-based and in-flight simulations.
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ANALYSIS OBJECTIVES AND SELECTION OF METHOD

Although historically the design of lateral flight control systems has

been a somewhat routine activity, the advent of highly augmented and uncon-

ventional aircraft configurations requires a much more careful selection of

dynamic characteristics for acceptable flying qualities. In fact, the in-flight

experiment of Reference I, which will be referred to as LATHOS - for

LATeral H_igh Order System, has partially supplied a much needed data base

including roll mode time constant, control system time delay, a limited varia-

tion of prefilters, nonlinear stick gearing, and Dutch roll damping. In addi-

tion to the difficulties in interpreting lateral flying qualities in the presence

of high lateral acceleration at the pilot "tation, attempts to ve._ify "_he

resulting LATHOS criteria for acceptable roll mode dine constant by greurd-

based flight simulation has not been successful. For example, a fixed-base

study was performed a_ McDonnell Aircraft Company in 198-., Reference 4. _.
|

. The relation of the LATHOb and McAir data is shown qualitatively in i

" Figure 2. l
t
I

- HIGH

LEVEL I t-

Z>.

._ IXED

_z CAIR "
m IN.

_,i

0

LOW
-- m

SLOW ROLL MODE FAST

FIGURE 2. DIFFERING CR!TER!A FROM IN-FLIGHT
AND FIXED-BASE SIMULATION

This discrepancy in placement of roll mode time constant for Level I '"

flying qualities presents a fundamental _roblem in aircraft control design.

For this reason, study of the LATHOS data base using closed-loop

._ pilot-vehiclemethods was undertaker, at Norfhrop in 1983.
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There were four basic objectives in this undertaking.

, I) Develop a methodglogy that will be applicable to nonlinear latera]

: flightcontrol systems including prefilters and actuator limiting.

2) Identify a minimal dimensional metric that can be correlated with the
LATHOS pilot rating data so that interpolations of the LATHOS test

_" v matrix carl be made.
l

3) Employ the metric of 2) to analyze discrepancies in the LATHOS
data, identify sensitivities, and recommend in.proved test

procedures.

- 4) Interpolate the LATHOS survey to develop test matrices that will

augment the existing data base in a manner resolving deficiencies
and inconsistencies.

i The first obiective requires that the methods used can incorporate non-

linearities. For this reason, time domain methods were selected.

The LATHOS program included a HUD trackihg task consisting of

" discrete bank angle commands as shown in Figure 3, redrawn from

Reference I.

COMMAND//
ANGLE IF

F V 'L_ ''TIME

° ,o_1 o1 50 70 8_ 90 (SECONDS,

TIME SCALESHOWNFOR
-60 °L- BANK ANGLE TRACKING

!
FIGURE 3. LATHO$ HUD TRACKING COMMAND TIME HISTORY

This task was selected for analysis of the bank angle tracking task. In

the LATHOS p?ogram, the HUD task was also flown in a heading task, and

the other evaluations consisted of air refueling, formation flying, and gun

tracking. These are multHoop lateral-directional tasks; thus they do not

qualify for a lateral analysis. Even so, correlations between pilot data for

these tasks and the isteral analysis results arp possible and will be

presented.
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For nese reasons, it is natural to employ a m,.thod developed to solve a

" similar discrete tracking problem in longitudi,:,,: ilying qualities, the Northrop

Step T_,rgct Tracking Method. For the sake of completeness, thi:_ method is

briefly described next for a pitch .';tcp attitude tracking task.

• INTRODUCTION TO TIlE STEP TARGET METtlOD

Current flight test m_d flight simulation i)ractice make extensive use ot'

piloted attitude capture tasks as diagnostics for flight control performance.

This pro(:(,dure consists of having the pilot close on a target attitude as
(

rapidly as he can without exciting excessive :'esidual oscillations. Although

this is a simple and effective flight simulation method, there are the following

advantages in approximating such results by purely analytical means:
£

• Simulation time (;an he reduced

• Uniformity in pilot techpiques can be maintained

• An assessment of task severity can be made

• • An exact comparison of control system variants can be made.

An analytical method for accomplishing this has been developed and

reported in References 5 and 6. These reports should be consulted for fur-

ther details of the method. Briefly, the calculations consist of the following:

For a typical analysis, a step attitude command of 0.1 radian is presented to

a mathematical model of the pilotand aircraft. For a totaltracking time of 5

seconds, the performance is scored by tw')statistics,Ti,me-on-Target (TOT),
L

and the normalized root mean square tracking error (RMS). TOT is "3taled

up with respect to an error toleranceof 0.0025 radian and repre,'ents,.mea-

sure of how much time during the 5 second tracking period thet the eircraft

= is within tolerance of the commanded value. The other statistic, RMS_ is pri- _

marily a measure of rise time and, in some cases, overshoot. In this way, [i
the TOT and RMS pair give a description of how quickly the aircraft can

respond to the step pitch command, and how well it will settle to the com-

manded value.

There are two elements in the step target method - the airframe and

'_ the pilot. The aircraft is modele(l by aerodynamic and control descriptions
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that represent the aircraft along with appropriate position and rate limits on

i: the control surfaces. The equations of motion are either fixed point or fully

general large angle body axes equations and the time histories are generated

using a suitable integratiuzl and frame time. These can be chosen so that the

' difference equations represent the control system filters exactly corresponding

to the on-board flight control computer algorithms.

The pilot model reflects the following capabilities and limitations of the

human controller:

• Ability to generate control compensation consisting of a proportional
blend of error, error rate, and integral control.

• Ability to use, if required, separate control compensation for the
initial response and final precision tracking phases of the tracking
task.

: • The limitation of a total cerebral and neuromuscular human equiva-
lent transport delay of 0.3 seconds.

The definition of the model and the full pitch task is shown in

Figure 4.

P

PILOT MODEL FOR ACQUISITION { }TIME<D, 6 Spi =(DELAY ) KPi (ee(t)+TLISe(t) )

PILOT MODEL FOR TRACKING

TIME >_D, 'SpF=DELAYT ) { (Oe(t)+ Oe(t)+ _t Oe(Slds) IKPFTL F KIC

ACQUIRE TARGET TRACK TARGET
I

STEP TARGET [
I

COMMAND 8c

_ +
[ _ - PIPPER DIAMETERi

J
I
I ,

o o D

TIME (SEC)

FIGURE 4. DEFINITION OF PITCH STEP TARGET TRACKING TASK
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A

The adjustment rule for the pilot model is simple: maximize TOT. This

' is done by adjusting the gains K, and lead coefficients T L. The time at

which the tracking phase is initiated, D, is also a parameter along with KIC.

; Validation of this approach is provided in Reference 6 and further

demonstrations of the utility of this approach have been made in applications

• to both pitch and yaw CAS systems during aircraft development. The method

is also described in the USAF specification MIL-F-8785C, Reference 7.

An analysis of NT-33 in-flight simulation of longitudinal flying qualities

performed by Nea! and Smith shows an essential two-dimensional relationship

between the time-on-target, TOT, and the RMS statistics as shown in Fig-

ure 5, which is reproduced from Reference 7.

055

= LEVEL 3

f [] LEVEL 1
/

, 050 - & _ (_ LEVEL2

& ///_) A LEVEL 3

-:

_ LEVEL 2

0 40 -- / LEVEL 1

o,35- / _ [][]

0 30 - []

0.25 I l l l I I 1 I I . --
0 0 5 1 0 1.5 2 0 2.5 3 0 3.5 4.0 4.5 0

TIME-ON.TARGET (SEC)

I:IGURE 5. PILOT RATINGS AS FUNCTIONS OF RMS AND TIME ON TARGET FOR
FIVE SECOND TRACKING TASK
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APPROPRIATENESE OF THE STEP TARGET METHOD

4
The appropriateness of the step target method as a means of analyzing

the LATHOS data base and suggesting further test requirements can be sum-

marized as follows:
x,

• The LATHOS experiment used a succession of step target commands
exclusively for all HUD evaluations of lateralcontrol. Thus the
method models and studies this exact LATHOS flighttest maneuver.

• The method gives good resolutionin the Level I region where infor-
mation is usually difficultto obtain.

• The method with its two stage acquisition- track model generates
realistictime-varying pilot control strategies. In these cases,
steady-state concepts such as gain or phase margins, and band-
width are not even definable.

• All system nonlinearitiescan be incorporated along with fullcontrol
and aerodynamic models where necessary. Thus exact time delays

: and amplitude-relatednonlinear characteristicscan be analyzed.

The followinganalysis willdevelop a promising new parameter easilyob-

tained from in-flightor ground-based simulationsas well as from flighttests:

• The time-on-targetand RMS statisticsare highly correlatedwith the
" amount of roll rate that the pilot can generate without overshoot

and oscillation.This quantity normalized by commanded step size is
an invariant that is easy to measure in piloted flightor simulation

: and is related to closed-loopbandwidth.

STEP TARGET ANALYSIS OF THE LATHOS DATA

An attempt to analyze the LATHOS data using the approach outlined

above was documented by the authors in 1983, Reference 8. Since then,

improvements in the methods used to optimize time on target, TOT, along with

greater care in applying the LATHOS pilotopinion rating data, have led to

considerable refinement of this earlierpreliminary analysis. Fortunately, the

basic conclusions of Reference 8 remain valid, and the imp,'oved resolutionof

" the method allows greater insight into the discrete lateral step bank angle

maneuver. A full analysis of this problem is not yet completed, however, a

summary of current findings will be presented next.
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Objectives of LATHOS Step Target Analysis

' There are a number of questions to be add_essed in the analysis:

1) Will analysis using the optimized single-stage step target suffice, or
is the two-stage model necessary?

2) Do HUD POR data correlate with the step target parameters RMS
= and TOT?
L
T

3) Is there a one-dimensional metric obtainable from the step target
analysis that correlates with HUD POR data?

4) Are correlations independent of the source of lateral flying qualities
characteristics i.e., time delay, roll mode time constant, or prefilter
coefficients?

A further question regarding the multiloop control flight tasks:

5) Do the metrics used in the analysis of the HUD tasks correlate with
.. the gun tracking and formation flying tasks?

!

f

" Selection of Baseline LATHOS Pilot Rating Data ',
{

The first task in the analysis is to identify the LATHOS evaluation

flights which are applicable to the study of the HUD discrete maneuver

" problem. A validation data base is required for calibration of the metrics

used in the analysis in terms of pilot opinion ratings, POR. The analysis

presented here will be confined to one pilot supported by the corresponding

safety pilot POR data. The pilot selected, "B" of Reference 1, demonstrated

the best self-consistency, the broadest participation in the experiment, the

widest range of ratings, and the best agreement with the safety pilot ratings.

Since this analysis will assume ideal pilot-controller interface characteristics,

evaluation flights suitable for the validation baseline data set must meet the

following criteria:

- 1) The principal evaluation task must be the HUD task.

2) There must be no significant pi'ot comments expressing dissatis-
faction with control forces, stick sensitivity, or control harmony.

3) Of various stick sensitivities tested, the configuration with best
' POR must be used.

- With these restrictions a set of LATHOS flight evaluations was selected F
which will be referred to as the HUD validation data set. A second set of
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_' evaluations was also selected for the tasks of gun tracking, TR, and forma-

_, tion flying, F, performed together. Gun tracking performed alone was also

• considered.

The complete list of the selected NT-33 evaluation flights is contained in

• '1 Table I.

Single-Stage Analysis of the LATHOS Data

In accordance with the above description of the single-stage step target

model, the validation data configurations were optimized for maximum TOT

using a computerized exhaustive search algorithm. The results for the com-

bined data sets are presented in Table I. The sig_lificance of these data is

more clearly understood when viewed graphically. In analogy to Figure 5,

Figure 6 presents the HUD validation data in the form of pilot ratings placed

at their coordinates of TO'f and RMS.

Figure 6 shows two characteristicsof importance:

• The rating data lie on a well defined line in the RMS versus TOT
plane. _}

l

• The POR data are monotonic increasing along this line.

These two observations indicate the possible existence of a single dilnensional _i
I

metric. In addition to TOT and RMS, another measure of this performance ,,

was identified,the Maximum Eormalized Rate, MNR. This quantity is the

maximum rate that the pilotcan use and yet avoid overshoot and oscillation,

normalized by the commanded step size. MNR can be interpreted in terms of

flying qualitiesas expressed in Section 6.2 of Reference 9 in which Neal and

Smith comment:

"The firststep in the analysisis to identifythe performance which the
pilotis trying to achieve when he "adapts" to an airplane configuration.
The pilot comments indicate quite clearly that he wants to acquire the
target quickly and predictably, with a minimum of overshoot and
oscillation. The question that remains is how to translate this
observation into mathematicalterms."

a
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FIGURE 6. HUD PILOT RATINGS AS FUNCTIONS OF TOT AND RMS
I

Viewed in this way, the step target method with MNR as a metric suf-

fi_es for two reasons: i

• The optimized TOT corresponds to the condition of "acquiring the
target quickly and predictably with a minimum of overshoot and
oscillation."

• The MNR is a measure of just how quickly the pilot can undertake
the maneuver in response to the requirement "to translate this
observation into mathematical terms."

If POR data are plotted versus MNR for the HUD cases, the result is a

strong linear correlation as shown in Pigure 7.

With this successful correlation for the HUD tasks, it is natural to look

for agreement of the multiloop lateral-directional pilot ratings with the

inner loop MNR dat_. Interpretation in this ease becomes more difficult and

uncertain owing to the intrusion of ride qualities effects, and possible

insufficiency of the tests used to evaluate the configurations. Figure 8

presents both the HUD and the multiloop evaluations consisting of gun track-

ing and formation flight perfcrmed together in each evaluation.
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. Examination of Figure 8 shows a general agreement between the F, TR

tasks and the HUD cases for sufficiently low MNR. For MNR greater than
:t

l.l, there are very sharp pilot ratihg degradations. In both of these cases,

the roll mode time constant is 0.15 sec, and in the worst case the pilot com-

ments indicate "quick, sharp ratcheting."

On the oiler band, if the gun tracking cases are plotted against MNR,

the result is as shown in Figure 9.

The wide scatter of Figure 9 in contrast to the linear correlations of

Figures 7 and 8 indicate that the gun tracking task alone may not lead to

consistent evaluations with the HUD and formation flying tasks. This dif-

ficulty is possibly exhibited in the data reported in Reference 1 where the

LATHOS POR data is pr-sented in the form of inter and intra pilot rating

correlations which are poor in some cases. Furthermore, the correlation of

the HUD and other tasks shows a strong trend, but includes points that are

as far as 4 units of POR from the line of agreement, and with a spread of 5 i

; units of POR in several cases. Figure 9 might explain some of thi_ dis-

agreement, however, it seems inescapable that there are oynamic con- ]

siderations beyond the closed loop piloted control of inner l_o roll angle

required to fully understand the outer loop maneuvers.

Two-Stage Analysis of the LATHOS Data

From the above data presentations, it is elear that MNR derived from

the single-stage step target model leads to sharp and discriminating analysis

of control configurations with variations in time constant, time delay, and

prefilters. Even so, it is natural to inquire into the possible use of the

two-stage hJodel illustrated in Figure 4. Automatic computer optimization algo-

: rithms were developed for this problem, and the results obtained were of lit-

- tle use, not because the method broke down in this instance, but because the

problem was not sufficiently well defined. "

The difficulty lies with the distinction between open loop maneuvers an4 E

closed loop tracking. With the single-stage model, the model coefficients _,_

maintained constant throughout the 5-second tracking interval s,') Ina_ _

compensation must be stable. This places a considerable compro_b.e n_ ti_"

initial transient response and the final tracking compensation corn, _._r_ t," =h.
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two-stage model. In the two-stage case, the initial coefficients can be main-

tained tbr a short period at values that in a steady-state sense would be un-

stable. This can then be followed by a set of coefficients that correctly

terminate the initla] transient and provide a sufficient amount of error cor-

rection during the final tracking stage to prevent drift, or to correct small

offset at the end of the acquisition phase of the problem.

This advantage of the two-stage model leads to unrealistic TOT and as-

sociated MNR for most of the LATHOS cases. The situation is this: For the
J

idealized model consisting of just the transfer functions of the prefilter, the

roll mode, and the Dutch roll dynamics plus the time delay, there is n9 re-

strietlon of "real world" characteristics encountered in the actual flight tests.

4

, These considerations are of two basic kinds:

The NT-33 has finite surface rate limits. The two-stage model in
many cases generates extremely high roll accelerations depending on

: instantaneous surface rates.
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2) The human pilot has resolution limitations in 1) judging the exact
command magnitude, 2) adopting exact compensation ratios of error

_; to error rate, and 3) initiating of any discontinuities he may u3e to
perforr: the maneuver.

_ If the pilot is allowed to fly the exact same step over and over, his perfor-

' mance can be dramatically improved, but in this case he is developing an

open loop control history, and is abandoning closed loop tracking. Each of

the above two limitations can be built into the two-stage model, and work in

this direction is in progress.

This difficulty in maintaining a suitable distlnction between open loop

maneuvers and closed loop tracking is a feature of discrete flying qualities
4

where both kinds of maneuvers need to be studied. The MNR metric for the

two-stage model has difficulty, not because of model deficiencies, but because

it is sensitive to all aspects of aircraft model, task definition, and human

pilot characteristics. For these reasons, it is anticipated that the step target

method with the MNR metric will lead to sensitive and discriminating methods
y

I

: for assessing the influence of control and aerodynamic nonlinearities as well i
as pilot/aircraft interface problems of controllers and displays.

" Summary of Step Target LATHOS Analysis

At this point th_ five questions listed at the front of this subsection

can be answered. In brief:

l) For the L_.THOS analysis, the single-stage step target model
suffices.

2) HUD POR data correlate well, linearly in fact, with RMS and TOT,
Figure 6.

3) MNR is a suitable one-diraensional metric for lateral flying qualities
evaluation, Figure 7.

4) The correlations include configurations with variations in roll mode
time constant, control system time delay, and prefilters. Thus the
method can account for all these influences on pilot ratings,

' Figure 7.

5) POR data for gun tracking and formation flying performed during
the same evaluation correlate acceptably with the HUD data, Fig-

; ure 8. Gun tracking alone is not correlated with tile HUD data in
terms of MNR, Figure 9.
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This completes the analy,;,s of the LATHOS data of Reference I. However,

/, there are a number of further comments and applications of the MNR metric of

the step target method that will be presented next.

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE MNR METRIC

: There are several practicalconsiderationsof MNR as a flying qualities

parameter that project a wide range of applications. Although littledata has

been obtained for these applications,they appear promising and are presented

in the hope that some of the ideas may help clarifyseveral troublesome prob-

lem areas.

Effectsof Actuator Rate Limitingon Laterql Flying Qualities

In the last section,limitingof surface deflectionrates was identifiedas

a "real world" aspect of flying qualitiesto _,'hichthe two-stage model MNR

was sensitive. In fact, the single stage model is also sensitive to actuator

rate limiting. Consider the aircraft model shown in Figure 10.

LATERAL

STICK PRE.CJLTER RATE AIRCRAFT
LEAD LAG LIMIT LATERAL '

DYNAMICS

FIGL E 10. RATE LIMITING AIRCRAFT MODEL

For a given rate limit,the command step size willdetermine the extent

to which the limitingis encountered. To apply the step target MNR metric,

the model is optimized _or each command size of interest. ,¢s the command

step size increases, the limitingretards the maneuver enset accelerationre-

sultingin reduced MNR, even for the m_.']elfullyoptimized for the particular

step size. This is illustratedin Figure 11 for a r.,.lmode time constant of

1.0 sec. The maximum slope, thus normalized, is MNR for each curve.

Lquivalently, the late limitfor the actuator can be varipd for a fixed

commanded step size. Figure 12 presen','_data in this form i%i a configura-
\

tion with a rollmode time constant of 0.5 sec and a control system .-hedelay

- of I00 ms. Dutch rolland prefilterdynamics are also present.
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The importance ot' this example illu."tratestwo useful attributes of the

MNR metric:

• The MNR metric using the single- or two-stage model can incorpo-
rate all s',.__temnonlinearitie:....

• ']'he MNP. met[,c can be used to assc.-',s amplitude dependent flying
q_mlities aso,:cts.

2%1
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In this way, MNR can be used to assess the characteristics of roll con. el not

only for small perturbation maneuvers, but large amplitudes as well. By

examining the profile of MNR versus command amplitude, many aspects of the

•' large maneuver problem can be approached by analysis or in simulation. The

use of MNR as a flight test and simulation performance measure will be

! discussed next.

MNR as a F:ight Test and SimulationPerformance Measure

'- When the step target method was firstdeveloped, the id':.7,was put for-

ward to use TOT and RMS as experimental measures of step attitude

acquisition '_._ks. Such tasks are now standard in control system

development and flying qualitiesassessment, and with the success of the

analyticalmeasures it seemed natural to obtain RMS and TOT in experimental

testing. However, attempts to obtain these data were frustrated for two

reasons:

" I) The distinction between open- and closed-loop maneuvers was
-- clouded in the tests.

2) The TOT metric is extremely sensitive to smell variations in piloted i
z compensation. Consequently, the data for TOT was badly

scattm'ed.

The first problem will always rema,,l, ._nd must be addressed in the de-

sign of the test, the task descriptions and performance criteria given to the

test pilot, and the order of presentation of the steps in training and data

flights and sim,,'-'tions. Thus it can be controlled, or at least made consis-

tent in a know:, ,anner. The second problem is much less critical for MNR.

: For variations in pilot model parameters in the step target model that produce

great varietions in TOT, the variations in MNI_ remain small. Flight simu-

lations are now being developed at Northrop to investigate MNR as an experi-

mental performance parameter.

' Quantificationof Control Harmony. in Terms of MNR

If MNII is regarded as a piloted flightor simulationperformance para-

meter or as an analyticallyderived quantity, the abilityof MNR to analyze

amplitude dependent flying qualitiesmay provide a way to quantify control

harmony.
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Control harmo,-.y has always been one of the most elusive aspects of fly-

ing qualities. It is neither quantified by performance in the sense of track-

ing data, nor by werkload as such, yet has strong influence on the Cooper

ttarper ratings of test pilots. This influence is mostly in the form of annoy-

ance, as expressed in pilot comments. There is one aspect of harmony, at

least, lhat MNR should be able to identify, predict, and analyze.

Consider an aircraft which has a certain falloff of roll MNR with

increasing step command size. Now suppose that the pitch MNR falls off at

the same rate. in such a case, if the relative control gearings and forces

are well-chosen for small amplitudes, the pilot has only to restrain his

aggressiveness for the larger maneuvers. However, if the MNI_ of one axis
5

decreases more sharply than the other, or if one should in fact increase,

then the pilot is faced with restraining one axis while staying or becoming

L more aggressive on the other. This would seem to be a circumstance that

could be quite annoying, and might be an area where MNR can identify some

aspect q of harmony in a quantitative way. This approach to control harmony

: willalso be tested at Northrop by ground-based flightsimulation.

. Use of MNR Step Target Analysis to Develop Test Matrices

The correlationsof MNR with the LATHOS data, and The understanding

: of inconsistenciesin that data base that the MNR metric provides allows the

method to be used to predict where further testing should be performed. By

using the MNR metric for interpolationof the LATHOS data, areas of high

expected pilotrating gradients can be identifiedfor more thorough testing,

while in areas of low sensitivity,testing can be reduced. In this way, time

on simulators or test aircraftcan be used to better advantage. Also, by

testing along the _radients and the line_ of apparent equal rating, better

definitionsof the boundaries of the flying qualitiesLevels can be obtained.

By calibratingthe MNR metric to any set of test data, this process can be

employed to generate a well selectedtest matrix for further study. If a data

base is unavailable,the method willstillshow where dense testing should be

recommended, and where s2arse testing should suffice.

2% '_,
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NASA/Northrop Cooperative Program

Northrop is currently under contract to NASA Dryden Flight Research

, Facility to perform "A Cooperative Program for Investigation of Super-

augmented Aircraft Lateral Flying Qualities." Ten flights using the Digital :

Fly-By-Wire F-8 aircraftwillbe performed at DFRF, and Northrop willpro-

vide engineering support to develop specifictest plans, analyze flight test

data and document the entire activity. Tile technology presented above is

currently being used to generate the required test plans, and the resulting

flighttests willextend the existing data base represented by the LATHOS

program.

The basic dynamical interplay among the lateral flying qualities para-

meters is between control system transport time delay and the roll made time

constant T R. Therefore the test plan will establish a baseline test matrix and

an extended matrix. The baseline test objective_ are:

1) Confirm LATHOS.

: 2) Adequately extend LATHOS.

3) Test small amplitude motions to avoid lateral _cceleration Nypeffects.

4) Avoid prefilters.

5) Be restricted to linear gearing.

Once this basic matrix has been established and tested, then the matrix will

be extended as follows by by examining:

1) N lateral acceleration ride qualities.
; YP

2) Prefilter and nonlinear gearing alleviation of acceleration detriments.

3) Roll ratcheting identification and boundary study.

4) Establish cNteria and verify by air-to-air target tracking.

The relationship between these test objectives is shown graphically in

Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13. NASA/NORTHROP STUDY OBJECTIVES i

VISTAS AND PROSPECTS

The data and analysis presented above in no way is offered as valida-

tion of any sort of pilot rating prediction method. What has been attempted,

is to illustrate the utility of developing time domain models and Inetrics that

can provide insight into some of the difficult aspects of control system

development and flying qualities assessment. From this point of view, many

more questions have been raised than answered. However, this general

approach to the problem has demonstrated the following useful features:

• Ability to incorporate nonlinear system dynamics.

• Ability to incorporate discontinuous eont,'n! dynamics and transient
pilot control strategies.

• Ability to correlate with discrete task flight test data.

• Ability to analyze amplitude dependent flying quaht]es effects.

These together with the suggested areas of application in the study of

rate limiting effects and control harmony demonstrate a need for continued
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investigation of the basic step target methodology. Simulations and further

analysis are in progress at Northrop, and the utility of this MNR metric is

being demonstrated in developing suitable test matrices by interpolation of the

LATHOS data base. These matrices are being evaluated by fixed-base flight

v simulation at the present time. Moving--base and in-flight simuletion tests for

the NASA/Northrop cooperative program will commence in mid 1984.
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• PREDICTIONS OF COCKPIT SIMI/LkTOR EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOME USING SYSTEM MODELS*

John A. Sorensen and Tsuyoshi Goka

Analytical Mechanics Assoc., Inc.
2483 Old Middlefield Way

Mountain View, CA 94043

' ABSTRACT

This study involved predicting the outcome of a cockpit simulator

experiment where pilots used cockpit displays of traffic information (CDTI)

to establish and maintain in-trail spacing behind a lead aircraft during

approach. The experiments were run on the NASA Ames Research Center multi-

cab cockpit simulator facility. Prior to the experiments, a mathematical

model of the pilot/aircraft/CDTl flight system was developed which included

relative in-trail and vertical dynamics between aircraft in the approach
string. This model was used to construct a digital simulation of the

string dynamics including response to initial position errors. The model
was then used to predict the outcome of the in-trail following cockpJt

simulator experiments. Outcome included pilot performance and sensitivity
to different separation criteria. The experimental results were then used

to evaluate the model and its prediction accuracy. Lessons learned in this

modeling and prediction study are noted.

INTRODUCTION

This study was concexned with pilot manual control in a multiple

cockpit simulator experiment at NASA Ames Research Center. Each pilot used

a device called the Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI) to follow

some assigned lead aircraft on approach to landing. In this way, several

successive pilots formed a string of decelerating aircraft in the terminal

area using some preassigned separation criterion. The CDTI application has
three potential benefits - (I) reduced controller workload, (2) increased

terminal airspace efficiency, and (3) increased flight _afety.

To begin to answer many questions regarding the pilot interface and

equipment requirements for the CDTI application, many previous cockpit
simulator experiments had been run [1-3]. These experiments simulated the

pilot following one or more lead aircraft while on approach to landing.

One set of shakedown tests to evaluate in-trail following using the CDTI
was made in April 1982 on the multi-cab simulator. Much was learned from

these tests, and based on this information, the.e_perimental scenario and
simulator equipment were revised. With these modifications, a new in-trail

following experiment using the multi-cab facility was run in February-March
1963.

* This work was supported by NASA Ames and Langley Research Centers
under Contract No. NASI-16135. Dr. Renwlck E. Curry was technical

monitor, and Dr. Roland L. Bowles was technical administrator.7
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Previous to add during the simulator experiment, this study was

organized into the following three phases:

i. Before the experiment was conducted, data and models from previous

_ experiments and tests were combined to formulate a new flight
system model. This model represented Ca) the relative in-trail

dynamics of the CDTl-equipped (Own) aircraft as it achieves and
maintains designated In-trail spacing, and (b) the vertical air-

. craft dynamics, as the pilot attpm_pts to remain on the glideslope.
' This model was used to predict the outcome of the simulator

experiment.

2. The experiment was conducted, and data were collected and pro-

cessed. The performance results were then plotted and compared

to that predicted before the experim=nt.

3. Because differences existed between the predicted experimental
outcome and the actual results, these differences were analyzed

in terms of modeling error. The model was tuned to match the !

experimental results on a statistical basis. This required
revision of the model structure as well as tuning of model para-
meters.

In going through this three-phase process to Dredlct and analyze the i
outcome of the CDTl-based in-trail following experiment, we learned some-

th_ng. The following sections outline the results of the above three
phases of study and the lessons that we learned.

FLIGHT SYSTEM MODEL

In the previous study [4], a mathematical model of the pilot/aircraft'

CDTI flight system was developed to match the one-dimensional in-trail

dynamics of "daisy chain" experiments conducted at NASA Langley Research

Center (LaRC) [2]. A first-level block diagram of this heuristic model is

divided into three subsystems - aircraft, cockpit displays, and pilot. The

model is driven by the recorded groundspeed VT of the lead aircraft. The

model state variables are in_tiallzed to values recorded in the experl-

mental runs; thereafter, the model runs itself. Model parameters are I

chosen for each run so that the root-mean-square differences between the

model groundspeed VM and actual simulator groundspeed are minimized. This i

previous model was used as a starting point to postulate an upgraded model

to predict the outcome of the In-trail following experiments from the NASA

Ames Research Center (ARC) multi-cab simulator facility.

The upgraded model was expanded to include vertical dynamics, as each

pilot had t;,_ ,dditlonal manual control task of keeping the aircraft on the

3° glideslope after _apture. Previous to capture, the aircraft were to

pass through two altitude windows at 12000 ft and 8800 ft when waypo_%ts of

, 36 and 26 nmi-to-touchdown were passed on approach to San Jose airport.

The new model was divided into the three subsystems as before - aircraft,

display, and pilot; each is now discussed.
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Following Flight System Model with CTP Criterion i

Aircraft Dynamics

. To simplify the aircraft longitud_aal dynamics over a sample period of

4 sec, it was assumed that the short period motion of the aircraft dampens

out from sample-to-sample. This implied that the pitch acce._eration, pitch
rate, and vertical acceleration terms could be set to zero. The control

inputs were consi, ._red to be flight path angle Y, throttle setting 6T,

spoiler setting 6S, flap setting 6F, and gear position 6G Flaps and gear

were set on an open-loop basis, dependent upon approach speed and altitude.

The resulting equation governing angle-of-attack was

-30606 F - 3040C s - (9400 + 476S)_ + (160 - 1950_F)a2 + 2 W = 0 , (I)

P VM

where the numerical terms are generic for a B-727 [ 5 ]. Equation (i) is

oolveu for each pass through the integration cycle to get the nominal angle-
of-attack u.

The relationship for pitch angle is

e = y+_. (2)

• The in-trall acceleraclon cquation was
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2 476S -'7006_ 28-M = -gO +2wVM_p [- - - 206G

: T

: + (II06F - 3046S)a + 640_ 2] + gP m--_ d - 0.72 U/Uo)6T . (3)2W 0

In Eq. (3), the t|_ottle input 6T is at idle when the spoile_ 6s is on, and

vice versa. Details of this dyn_ic model can be found in Ref. 6. The

, other equations governing the aircraft model are for altitude _ and in-trail

distance rM, or

= , (4)

_M = VM " (5)

Equations (3)-(3) are integrated to derive the aircraft motion each sample

time. The cross-coupllng between the longitudinal and vertical axes is
from the - gO term in Eq. (3). Thus, the pilot can control longitudinal

acceleration by using the throttle/spoiler combination (6T/6S) or by

changing his pitch attitude 0.

Displays

The model of the glideslope indicator is shown in Fig. 2, where rTD is

the initial range to touchdown. The modeled glldeslope deviation measure-

ments AIM seen on the cockpit displays are the actual deviation plus a noise
i

contribution qX"

rTD

i

I' I LhM + Ah gl XM

+

Fig. 2. GliOealope Indicator Model
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" For the experiments, tile standa I approaches began outside of localizcr/

, glideslope coverage. Here, the pilots were assumed to maintain the 3 nmi-

ronge-to-lO00 ft-altitude sink rate (3-to-i rule), based on displayed DME

distance to runway. They also controlled .itltude to pass through the two
a!t_tude windows mentioned earlier.

The primary quantities obtained from the CDTI display are the relative

in-trail position r of own aircraft with respect to the immediate lead,
, act _-

the nominal separation rNom, and the separation error ArM. The nominal

separation is dependent upon the separation criterion. For the _n_tant/

Time Predictor (CTP) criterion, this is a time constant Tp multlpi_ed by

own aircraft's groundspeed VM. This is usually indicated by a vecLor pro-

truing from own aircraft's symbol such as seen in the sketch in Fig. 3.

.: For the actual separation to equal the nominal value, the tip of the
follower's predictor vector should coincide with the lead aircraft (or

target) position. Figure I contains the model of the CDTI display with CTP

separation error ArM and its computation.

l

/

Predictor

- Vector // i

! • Trail of
I E/story _ts

Ikm|nal _proach
J_ Path

I

Fig. 3. Simplified Sketch of cirri Display

For the Constant Time Delay (CTD) criterion, own aircraft is to be

where the lead aircraft was a time constmLt T D sec earlier. This i_ indi-

cated by a trail of history dots dropped by the lead aircraft. For the

actual separation to equal the nomznal value, own aircraft's symbol should

coincide with the history dot dro_ped TD sec earliex. Figure 4 depicts the

model of the CDTI display with CTD separation error and its computation.
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q

Fig, 4. Model of CDTI Display of Separation
Error with CTD Criterion

For the third criterion of the experiment, the Cull display was modified

to indicate thc effect of current acceleration on future longitudlna] posi-
tion. Tnls was referred to as the acceleration cue (AC) criterion. Its dis-

play was a variation ox both the CTD and CTP criteria. For the AJ d_= _]y,

history dots are dropped at TD, TD - Td, TD - 2Td, end fD - 3Td eec e.....ler.
These ,ere 90, -_, 50, an@ 30 sac, respectively, in the experiment. 'The

time predictor is modified to include the effect of curruntly measu :d

acceleration aM . The displayed predictor vector is cut _mto segments -nd

used to predict where the own aircraft will be T, 2T add ?r se_ into the

future. In the experiment, - was 20 sec. For perfect separation, speed_ and

acceleration, the predictor vector segment tips will llne up wIJ- the history

dots. When there is separation error, the pilot can use the AC dtspla_ _o
d_termine if current acceleration will yield the desired future position.

Pilot Modelxng

In these experiments, the displayed quantltie_ had low noise levels, so

estimation inaccuracy was not cousidered to be a significant source of pilot-

ing error. The quantized slgnal_ talen from the CDTI display models were
n used to drive an estimation model which was assumed tq be an a-B filter. The

same estimation process was assumed to obtain vertica_ glideslope error and
its rat_.

There are four stages of 4ecision making that a pilot goes through

during an in-trall following ._sk wlth the CDTI. These are (a) his choice

of role to be in (uontroller, monitor, or inattention), (b) which displays
to observe, (c) whether to be an active controller or to continue to monitor,

: and (d) which active control mode to use. The relevance of each stage is

dependent upon the decision made ix.the previous stage.

The inattention choice _as modeled to be of cyclic perlods, initially

of longer duration, but as t__ .ircraft approached landing, the cycles
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became shorter but oc." rred more frequently. This model is based on the fact
that as landing approaches, the pilot focuses more often on steering, his
con=rol tolerances tighten, and he changes roles more rapidly. The cyclic
pattern of the attention/inattention decision and the corresponding model

discrete D1 are depicted in Fig. 5.

. "° ' Io o , o , oi/7////t "

Fig. 5, Cyclic Pattern of Decision to Monltor/Control

A/rcraft (DI = l) or Other Activity (D1 _ 0) i

It was assumed prior to the experiments that the pilots would use their

flight path angle control only to regulate vertical position and null out

,. glideslope errors. It was also assumed that they would use throttle and
spoiler control primarily to regulate in-treil spacing. _herent in these

assumptions is that vertical and in-trail control are independent.

The pilot model used the discrete D2 _ -_present the in-trall control

decision and D3 to represent the vertical c_- -ol decision. These dlscretes

could he enabled or changed _gen the monitor/., trol discrete of F_g, 5 was

set to I. They remained fixed at their set p_ui=!ons until the state vari-
able being controlled crossed a threshold indicating that a new control stra-

" tegy was needed. {

In the experiments, the initial separations between consecutive aircraft ,_

were set so that the followers were either too close (poslclve ARM), too far , '|

back (negative error), or within some acceptable threshold. Thus, it was
assumed that the In-trall control would consist of initial capture followed^

by regulator control. The in-trail error term rfac was defined as

rfac = Cl Ar + C2 _v ; (6)

this is a combination of estimated separation error _r and its rate _v. This

term was used to govern which in-trail control was app_oprlate.

The model discrete loglc governing the in-trall control decisions is

shown in Fig. 6, For being inltlally too far back (rfac < ¢1)' the decision/

control logic of the following pilot model is

il
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Fig 6. Decision Logic to Predict Experimental Outcome

' D2 = 10 : Accelerate vlth throttle until VM > VHI ;

= 11 : Boldspeed constantuntil rfac> K1 r0 ;

(r0 " r£ac ('t,0))

- 12 : Decelerate with spoilers until Speed VH is
wlthJ.n VB1 of target.

This is using the throttle/spoiler to first accelerate, then coast, and then

decelerate to uull the error and return to an appropriate following speed.

' I; The same model procedure was used in reverse to remove an initial "t_o
; close" error by using discrete D2 set at 20, 21, and 22. Here, parameters,

_. _ VN2, K2, and VB2 govern logic svitching, as shown in Fig. 6.
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After initial capture has taken place, the discrete D2 is set to 30 to

; indicate rfac is within e2 of null. D2 is set to 31 and then 32 for catchupE

control if the follower falls behind e I of the target. This indicates that

throttle followed by spoiler control is required. If the follower becomes

, " closer than e2, D2 is set to 33 and then 34 to activate spoiler and then

' _ throttle control to cause the follower to drop back. The discrete D2 was

used subsequently to govern position of throttle 6T and spoiler 6 S as

iuputs to the aircraft dynamic model (Eq. 3).

Each follower began at 15000 ft altitude, 340 kt speed, and 52-55 nmi
from touchdown. The initial vertical objective was to pass through the two
windows at 12000 ft and 8800 ft. The model governing vertical control was

open loop in nature with the discrete D3 set to five consecutive values:
:

I
I

D3 " 0 : Descend at ¥CM " GMI until altitude hcl (= 12000 ft); l

= 1 : Hold "fCM= GM2 (- O) until range rtl (= 36 nmi);

= 2 : Descend at YCM = GM3 until hc2 (- 8800 ft); i

= 3 : Hold 6CM = GM4 (- 0) until rt2 (- 26 nml); i

- 4 : Glideslope capture and hold.

PREDICTED EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOME

The flight system model Just described was used to simulate strings of

six following aircraft. The string model was driven by recorded lead pro-
files, where the data were taken from the cockpit simulator. These data re-

presented the profile followed by the lead aircraft in the experiments. "
Each run of six followers represented a prediction of the performance of the

in-trail following expe=tments. The parameters in She _-ecision and control
• logic of the model were modified until "reasonable" performances were achieved

in terms of string following dynamics.

Three cases (or strings) of six followers were run - one for each of the

." three separation criteria. For each case, the initial separation errors were

set to alternate between being too close, too far backp and nominal.

An example of the predicted performance of a follower using the CTD

' criterion and being initially too far back Is shown in Fig. 7. This compares

own and lead groundspeed, separation error (where nominal is 90 sec)_ alti-
tude, and throttle/spoiler inputs as functions of range-to-so. As s_en, the

,, initial separation error of 3 nmi is driven to less than 0.5 nmi by 30 nmi-
to-so. In-trail control alternates between throttle and spoiler input.
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Fig. 7. Predicted Performance for the CTD
, Criterion. No. 1 Follower

The speed vs range-to-go prediction summary for every other follower
using the CTD criterion is shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that there is about
a 100 kt band of speeds about the lead profile after capture. This was
consistent wlth previous shakedown results from the multl-cab slmulator [3].

In terms of estimated performance, there are various stat£stlcal measure
which could be used to categorize the overall following performance of the
six aircraft. For the CTD criterion, these included, for six follovers:

Own - Target Groundspeed Mean: 0.2 kt;
lo : 33.2 kt;

• Longitudinal Error Mean: -0.19 nJl;
lo : 0.37 _m:i.;

Average Throttle 0.16;

" Yertlcal Error l_.e_: 0,32°;
1 : 0.06 °; 1

Time to Land Six A_rcraft 4515 sec;

where io is the standard deviation. Vertical error is measured after glide-
-. slope capture.
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Fig. 8. Predicted Groundspeed vs Range-to--go
in String w£th CTD Criterion

To design good performance into the model, the ob:lectlves would have

_ been to keep the landing times for all six aircraft reasonably close, to use
minimum throttle to remove the separation errors, and to minimize separation
error after capture. In exe.-_ining the data used to generate Figs. 7 and 3,
it was seen that flight times (time to land) varied from 735 to 764 sec, or
under 4Z variation. The mean Iongltudlnal error varied from +0.091 nml to
-0.454 nmi. These values depended upon whether the particular modeled
follower was initially too close, too far back, or at a nominal separation.

Similar results to those shown in Figs. 7 and 8 were generated for
strings of six followers using both _he CTP and AC criteria. The estimated
speed vs range-to-go summarizes for the AC criterion is shown in Fig. 9.

ACTUAL EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOME

The NASA Ames Research Center multl-cab simulator facility was used to

conduct the CDTI in-trail following studies in February-March 1983. Six

: weeks of experiment were conducted, where six different szts of three air-

line pilots were used as _est subjects each week. The first two weeks were

devoted to using the CTD criterion; the CTP criterion was used the second two

weeks. Eight sets of nine-alrcraft strings were generated for each c_iterion.

Thus, a total of twenty-four sets of nine-alrcraft strings (192 followers in
all) were generated.

The approach paths used for the experiments are shown in Fig. I0. Both

_. the Shark and Big Sur paths were used which caused dog-leg lateral maneuvers
to be required for the approach. The pilots were instructed to cross the

first waypoints t 12000 ft (down from 15000 ft.) and the second waypoints at

8800 f_. The indicated airspeed was to be kept below 250 kt when flylnE below
_. 10000 ft.

•_ I 269
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The display for the Acceleration Cue criterion is shown in Fig. 11.
Note that the predictor vector has three 20-sec segments, and three history
dots are shown at 30, 50, and 70 sac behind the lead's location. In addi-
tion, the 90-sec history dot is replaced by a "box" consisting of two

parallel lines at + 15 sec about the 90-sec point. The predictor vector
lensth is adjusted--to account for own aircraft's measured longitudinal

, acceleratiou.

31B

m 353 _ AIB
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U ' .
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" I I I _ I e'3r16..
_ , /_

L_: m el3" F" _. ,:
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t
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;
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• F£8. 11. _hJltt-cab Display for Acceleration Cue Logic

Three strings, each using a different separation criterion, were chosen
to evaluate our specific predict£or, results in Ceras o£ the qualitative
dynamic characteristics of the string. The CTD and AC strings chosen can be
qualitatively sumnarized by the groundspeed vs range profJ.les as shown in
Figs. 12a-b. These should be compared to the predicted results o£ FiSs. 8
and 9, for a quick assessment.

Figure 12a is compared to the CTD predicted prof£1es of Fig. gp AJ can
"_ be seen, the actual speed pro£ilee lie in a close band after 30 nmi_to-_o.
: Followers 1 and 5 have 40 kt chansee between 20 and 10 nmi, but this _.s

closer than predicted in Fig. 8. Also, there £s less variat£_ in _peed than
is, ehoY_'L in Che predicCion plot a£Cer the f£rsC maneuver Co capture,
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Time to land varied between 745 and 807 sec which is a + 4.2% variation. Inw

comparing these values with our predictions, we see actual o_n - target speed
difference deviation was 8 kt less; longitudinal error was very close; and

actual average throttle was 6% higher. Actual glideslope error was consider-

ably more than we modeled (0.35 ° vs 0.06°), indicating that either the pilots

continued to use glideslope for partial control or Just did not control this

dimension as accurately as we had supposed.
a

Figure 12b is compared to the AC predicted profiles of Fig. 9. Here,
our predicted profiles look good. The actual speed profiles have some un-
even variations (No. 3 has a 40 kt variation at 15 nmi). The other differ-

ences seem to be due to tle order of initial separation errors modeled.t

In our predicted results, there was a great deal of on-off spoiler

control activity. For the actual performances, the spoilers were used only

sparingly. The throttle was used mostly for catchup speed control before

40 nmi. Thereafter, it was mostly set at idle. Thus, the chief control

frcm about 35 nml-to-go to 15 nmi was flight path angle. This was contrary
to our assumption that the vertical control was independent. During this

period, the speed was held close to 250 kt. Gear and flaps were used for

'_ the final deceleration.

Another observation was that aircraft initially too close (No. 2 and

No. 4 in the AC string) did not decrease speed rapidly to reduce this error.
__ Rather, they let the aircraft that were initially too far bach (No. 1 and

,_ No. 3 in the AC string) first accelerate to remove their geparation errors; !
i this also took care of the "too close" problem. This indicated that the

_ pilots look ahead to assess what their immediate leads' strategy will proba-
bly be. This feature was not included in our predictive model.

It was seen, for all three separaticn criteria, that there frequently

was large (more than 15 sec) separation errors that built up after i0 nmi-

to-go was passed. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 for Follower Nos. 2-4
from the AC criterion string. Apparently after I0 nmi, the pilots tend to t
neglect separation error and concentrate on landing. Thus, our prediction
of tight separation control at the end was not correct.

Finally, it is useful to compare the statistics of the errors in the

displayed longitudinal separations and glideslope deviations of all the

experimental runs to those predicted by our models. In this way, we get

an overall average of experimental performance that take_ into account

differences in pilots, pilot order of flight, and approach paths. These

: comparisons are made in Table 1 for the three separation criteria.

We note two points from this table. First of all, there was little
difference in the overall experimental results between the three criteria.

Separation error was about -0.I +0.6 nml, and glldeslope error was about

_+0.5°, for the three criteria. T--hesecond point is that our model predic-

tions are consistently optimistic for both the vertical and in-trail stand-

ard deviations. The model predicts a mean of about 0.25° with small varia-

tiotl (_.06 °) for the vertical. This indicates that more randomness is re-"I

quired in the model's pilot behavior to get the same in-trail and vertical

,I" 273 '
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Fig. 13. Separation Errors in Time for Actual AC Data ]

Table i. Comparison of Predicted and Actual _

Separation and Glideslope Tracking Performance
After Capture Using All Experimental Data

Crlterian Longitudinal Error (nmi) Vertical Error (dcg)
Actual Predicted Actual Predicted

m o m a m _ m o

Constant Time Delay -.134 .606 -.190 .370 .08 .52 .32 .06

Constant Time Predictor -.131 .586 -.048 ,261 -.01 .48 .22 .05

Acceleration Cue -.069 .585 -.077 .154 .03 .52 .22 .06

variations. This means that we have to increase drag in the model so that
the average glideslope error can be lowered 0.25 °

t
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" MODEL ADJUSTMENTS TO MATCH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To match experimental results, we began by adjusting the model which
uses the CTD criterion. Model parameters and structure were changed to

• achieve a closer match in the groundspeed vs range-to-go record and "he __n--
trail statistical measu_ es.

, First, the sequence of initial separation errors of the mod.

, changed to be the same as that of the chosen CTD experimental st',
second change was to put minimum and maximum speed lim[ts /nto _f,_,
I0000 ft (after nominal in-trail capture) for each fo,._,,_;:. These I_-" _.=

represent the fact that each pilot has a nominal ap} - 8oh speed profile

that he tends to follow. He deviates from this prof. :.e o null separation

error but only up to some acceptable amount that is consistent with his

training. The speed limits and point of gear deployment were then tuned

to adjust model profiles.

The result of this CTD model adjustment of speed vs range is shown in

Fig. 14; a qualitative agreement exists with the experimental results shown

: in Fig. 12a. The revised statistical parameters of the modified CTD model

are presented in Table 2, along with the experimental results. Good agree-
ment exists in all but the glideslope error statistics. By using the model

sensitivity results, it is possible to tune the model to get as close as we

wish for in-trall statistics comparison. Thus, the tuned mathematical model
is a good representation of the piloted multl-cab s-Lmulator using the CDTI
for in-trall spacing. However, we next had to aSdress the descrepancies in

the control and glideslope error tlme histories.

ot

oa " _1

/ , , . ...,.,..j..,,3
• t.," ;

Lead

IP _ ': '
0,

[" _ "'

1
8 _ J

•mle-to-so(eml) }

Fig. 14. Modified CTD Model Results
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Table 2. Statistical Comparison of Revised

CTD Model and Experimental Results

Quantity Model Actual

"! Longitudinal Separation Error (nmi) -0.ii +0.34 -0.12 _0.37
(After Capture)

Vertical (Glideslope) Error (deg) 0.22 _+0.06 -0.05 _+0.35

(After Capture of Localizer)

Ground Speed Difference (kt) 1.8 +27.6 -1.2 +24.9

Average Throttle 0.172 0.170

Figure 15 is a comparison of the vertical profile (altitude vs range)

and control sequence used by the first follower in t_e Experimental _nd

_- modeled AC criterion string. Note that the actual flight path angle has
considerable more fluctuation than does the model. The model has more

throttle�spoiler activity than the experiment. This same results was true
for the other follo_:ers. This indicates the= the pilots tend to use flight

path angle to a greater extent for in-trail control than we assumed in the

model. (_[.e.,the pilots use flight path angle for both in-trail and ver-
tical control.)

To show tt,_t flight path angle could be used for both in-trail and ver-

tical control by the model, the acceleration cue (AC) based model was modified

to use primarily y control by inhibiting the use of spoilers. The resulting
model was tuned so the resulting speed vs range curves approximated those

results sbown in Fig. 12b. The match of separation error for the No. 1
follower in the model and the experiment is shown in Fig. 16. Similar results

for all followers proved that the aircraft is fully controllable with flight

path angle and throttle variations.

The statistical results before and after the AC model was modified based

on Zhe actual experimental outcome are shown in Table 3. We see that using

y for primary control shifts the mean separation error forward 0.15 nmi, in-
creases both the mean and standard deviation of vertical error, and decreases

the average throttle position. If throttle activity was increased to 0.17,

as in the experiment, it would be required to have an even larger mean

flight path angle error.

• Changing the model did succeed in raising the glldeslope error standard

deviation from 0.06 to 0.19. Larger variations _n this control are possible

with an accompaning increase in standard deviation in separation error.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of Flight Path Angle and !
_Cvoiler/Throttle Control for No. i Follower (AC)

i

That is, if the glideslope variation was tuned to increase from +--0.19° to i

+.35 °, the separation _.rrordev_mtion would move from _+0"15 nmi closer to _i

the +--0.37nmi of _he actual results. }
v

The vertical mean error of +0.38 ° indicates t_t the model has to have i

. a mean positive (pitch up) error to slow the air,:raft successfully for land- !
inp This indicates that the actual slmilat.or dynamics has a drag (or decay) I

i te_m affecting speed that is not in the model. The idle thrust level could I"
be tuned in the model to improve the match between actual and mod=led ,
results. I

CONCLUSI ON5 l
i

; This study demonstrated that a system model can be devised which dupli- !

cares the statistical performance, qualita_iv_ character, and control strate-

gies of pilot and aircraft in a multi-cab experimev_.. This model can be used
for future fast time simulation of in-trail following tasks. The process of

r_
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Fig. 16. Modified AC Model Match of

No. i Follower Separation Error
i

Table 3. Statistical Comparison of AC Models and Experimental Results

Quantity Original Modified Actual
Model Model Experiment

, Longitudinal Separation Error (nmi) -0.08 +0.15 0.07 +0.15 0.02 +0.37

(After Capture) ....

, Vertical (Glideslope) Error (deg) 0.22 +0.06 0.38 +0.19 -0.07 +0.35

: (After Locallzer Capture) -- -- --

Groundspeed Difference (kt) 0.I +20.6 1.2 +13.5 -0.2 +17.8

Average Throttle O. 13 0.08 0.17 ,

• r
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duplicating the actions of the pilot using the CDTI to regulate his aircraft

position was facilitated by breaking those actions into estimation, decision,
and control components.

The more significant lessons we learned were those resulting from our

incorrect assumptions in predicting the outcome of the experiment. Some of

the more important lessons were as follows:_q

%

,. i. In our design logic for decision and control to model the actual

experiments, we assumed that because spoilers were present, the

pilot would use primarily throttle and spoilers for in-trail

spacing control. We assumed he would use flight path angle con-
trol strictly for meeting altitude windows and then later cap-

turing and maintaining the glideslope. (i.e., we assumed that

the two axes would be split by the control mechanisms used.)
This was not the case. The pilots used the spoilers as little

as possible. They used flight path angle for both speed control

and vertical control, which is consistent with their training, i
The lesson: Build control logic based as closely as possible to i

: the way pilots normally fly, even though a new requirement (re- ,
gulating in-trail spacing) is added to their control requirements.

! 2. We assumed that the in-trail following task would be the primary _
:- objective that would govern the pilots' control of the speed of

the aircraft during most of the approach. This was not true. I

After the initial capture phase where pilots would remove most of
the initial separation error, they would stay close to a nominal

approach speed as a function of range-to-go. Thus, this nominal

speed had to be included in the longitudinal control laws and

- decision process of the model. The lesson: Again, the way the

pilot flys a nominal approach must be factored into the model for

prediction. !
!

3. We assumed that tight in-trail spacing control would continue to

the outer marker. The data i-cidated that the pilots would switch

to a strategy of just concentrating on landing sooner than this, _
and the in-trail spacing errors would grow near the end. Again,

this is inherent in the way they have been trained and what they },

have experienced over years of flying.
t

These lessons are all logical, and they would enable us to design a more ["

accurate model and make better predictions of the experimental outcome sooner i"the next time.
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MULTILOOPMANUALCONTROLOF DYNAMICSYSTEMS

• ; RonaldA. Hess and B. DavidMcNally
Departmentof MechanicalEngineering

Universityof California
Davis,California 95616

ABSTRACT

Modern,high performanceaircraftincreasinglyrely upon high-authority
stabilityand comand augmentationsystemsto achievesatisfactoryperformance
and handlingqualities. In addition,certa,intaskswhich have traditionally
been allocatedto the human pilot are candidatesfor automationin the near
future. This situationhas accentuateda long-standingneed for a thorough
understandingof the human'scapabilities,limitationsand preferenceswhen

_ interactingwith complexdynamicsystems,particularlywhen the questionof
" taskallocationbetweenman and machinearises. In this work, an analytical
. and experimentalstudywas undertakento investigatehuman interactionwith

a simple,multiloopdynamicsystemin which the human'sactivitywas system-
aticallyvariedby changingthe levelsof automation. The controlloop struc-
ture resultingfrom the task definitionparallelsthat for any multiloopmanual
controlsystem,and hence,can be consideredas a stereotype. The analytical
work concentratedupon developingsimplemodels of the human in the task,

, and upon extendinga techniquefor describingthe manner in which the human
: subjectivelyquantifieshis opinionof task difficulty. The experimental

work consistedof a man-in-the-loopsimulationprovidingdata to supportand
directthe analyticaleffort.

INTRODUCTION

Automationhas becomea centralissue in the designof man-machinesystems
in the past decade,particularlyas regardsmannedaircraft. The pilot'srole
as a systemsmanageror Rupervisoris being emphasizedas the capabilities
of modernavionicssystems,in particular,digitalcomputers,evolve. Indeed
man-machineinteractionhas becomenearlysynonomouswith man-computer
interactionin describingthe activityof the pilot in the cockpitof the
future.

It is worth emphasizingthat the fundamentalroleof the human in the
aircraftcockpitis stillthat of a "coi_troller"in that nearlyall his
activityhas, as its ultimateai_, the controlof the vehicle'svelocity
vector.

A convenientmeans of explainingthe natureof tasks involvingthe manual
or automaticcontrolof dynamicsystemssuch as aircraftis shown in Fig. I.
Here, _i representsa generalized"bandwidth"indicatingthe relativetime
scalesinvolvedin each of the loop shown. The nestingof feedbackloops with

fll> _2 > f13" " " > _- is a characteristicof nearlyall dynamiccontrol
syst_,,s,no matter how _omplex. As an exampleof anaircraftflightcontrol

i
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problem,the loopsof Fig. l could be interpretedas follows: The blcck denoted
_I representsattitudecontrolwith a relativelyhigh bandwidth_ B_uck _2
r_presentsattitudecontrolwith a lower bandwidthwhile block R3 represents
navigationactivitywitha stilllower bandwidth.

t

The ways in which a man and a computercan interactin the systemof Fig.
I can be quite subtleand have beenoutlined,classifiedand discussedby

, Rouse [11. They are obviouslydependentuponwhich functionare undermanual
and which are undercomputer(automatic)control. Figure I invitesa simple

• idpracticalallocationof tasks betweenman and computer(manualand automatic
_ontrol). One can start at the inner-mostloopand begin automatingthe feed-
back activityloop-by-loop.Thismeans that the human is responsiblefor fewer
loopclosuresas the automationproceedsand these with lowerand lower
bandwidths.Conversely,one can startat the outer-mostloopand begin the
automationprocess. Again,as the automationproceeds,the human is responsible
for fewerloop closures,but the bandwidthof the manualcontroltask is, in
this case,dominatedby tFe inner-mostloop. Both of these schemesare consis-
tent with currentpracticein aircraftflightcontrolautomation. For example,
the first is exemplifiedby an automaticlandingsystemwhile the secondis i

: exemplifiedb_ the same landingtask,exceptusing a cockpitflightdirector.
Both schemescan resultin increasedman-machineperformanceand decreased

- "workload".
I

: It is of some interestto analyzethese two automationapproaches,partic-
ularlywhen outer-looppreviewinformationis availableto the human. To this
end, an analyticaland experimentalstudywas undertakento investigatehuman
interactionwith a simple,multiloopdynamicsystem in which the human's
activitywas systematicallyvariedby changingthe levelof controlaugmentation
(automationlevel). The controlloop structureresultingfrom the task dcfi- i

, nitionis consistentwith thatof Fig. 1 and, as such,can be consideredas
a simplesteroetype..The analyticalwork concentratedupon developingsimple

" modelsof the human in the task, includingprevieweffects,and for extending
a techniquefor describingthe manner in which the human subjectivelyquanti- !#
fies his opinionof taskdifficulty[21 The experimentalwork consistedof
a man-in-the-loopsimulationprovidingdata to supportanddirectthe analytical i
effort.

EXPERIMENT

A simpleman-in-the-loopsimulationwas conductedon a fixed-baselabora-
tory type simulatorat NASA Ames ResearchCenter. The actual task considered
was that of the longitudinalcontrolof a hoveringhelicopteror VTOL vehicle.
lhe multiloopsystemis shown in Fig. 2. This figure indicatescompletely
manualoperationin its presentformand the basic vehiclepossessesso-called
rate-command,attitude-holdpitch attitudedynamics. Vehicleattitudedeter-
mines vehiclevelocity,which,in turn, determinesvehicledisplacementfrom
some commandposition. Figure2_alsooutlinesthe automationlevelswhich
were examinedin this study. If the inner-mostloop of Fig. 2 is automated,
the human is left with an attitude-command,attitude-hold"inner"loop, with

velocityand positionloops unchanged. If the next inner-loopof Fig. 2 is
also automated,the human is left with a velocity-command,position-hold
system. Finally,by automatingall the loops of Fig 2 but leavingthe pilot
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"" the optionof providinga position-commandsignalto the automatedsystem,a
, position-command,position-holdsystemresults. Conversely,of the outer-most

loopsare closedand an inner-loopcommandsignaldisplayedto the pilot,a
flightdirectorsystemresults(not indicatedi'nFig. 2).

The unagumentedvehicledynamicswere very simpleand can be given as:

"_ 0 = -gB + XuU

6 = Ka

wherex representsvehicleposition,u vehiclevelocity,0 vehicleattitude
and 6 controldeflection.

A color,raster-typedisplaywas used in the experimentto provide
the subjectswith the pertinentinformationneededto close the loops in Fig.
2._ The displayformatis shown in Fig. 3. An isometricmanipulatorwas used

L in all but the positioncommandconfigurationwhere an unrestrainedfinger
manipulatorwas employed. Each of the automatedclosureswere implementedin

* a manner similarto thatwhich would be employedby the human were he asked
, to closethe loops in question.

The human pilot dynamicswere estimatedby using the simplifedcrossover
model of the human [3] for each loop closure:

YPiYci = (_ci/S)e -Tes (1) ,
: !

where Yp_ representsthe human pilotdynamicsin the closurein question,Yc_
representsthe pertinentvehicledynamicsin that closure,and mc_ represent_
the open-loopcrossoverfrequency(or closed-loopbandwidth). For example,

the attitude-commandsystemwas implementedby allowingYP8 in Fig. 2 to
takethe form

= /K
YPo _ce

'" i

wherem is the appropriatecrossoverfrequencyand K is the gain appearing

in 0/6.c8Of course,the human'seffectivetime delay Te was deletedin
implementingthe automatedloopclosures.

' The commandsignalx_ was chosenas a squarewave with a fundamental
frequencyof 0.2 rad/sec._ This commandsignalwas displayedto the subject
in previewfashionas the horizontaltranslationof the squarewaveformon
the displayof Fig. 3. The amplitudeof the commandsignalwas 50 ft. The

. I loopcrossoverfrequencieswere chosenby equatingthe position-loopcrossover
( frequency,_cY, to that of the fundamentalcomponentof the commandsignal
_ and then separatingthe remainingcrossoverfrequenciesby a factorof three.

This factorwas suggestedby other multiloopmanualcontrolexperiments[4.].
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_he positioncommandsignalwas chosenas periodicto encouragehigherlevels
of skilldevelopmenton the part of the subjects.

• Fournaive subjectsparticipatedin the experiment. Each simulationrun
lastedapproximately95 seconds. Each subjectsaw the 5 differentconfigura-
tionspresentedin the followingorder: (1) velocitycommand,(2) rate command,

i (3) flightdirector,(4) attitudecommand,and (5) positioncommand. Root-
: '. mean-square(RMS)performancescoreswere recordedas were pilot opinion

ratingsof task difficultyquantifiedon a non-adjectlvalratingscale [5].
The subjectswere instructedto minimizepositionerrorswhile maintaining
realisticvehiclepitch rate. The quantifythe latter,an auoio alarm
soundedwhenever8 exceeded10 deg/sec. Datawas taken only after RMS per,
formancescoresstabilized.

I

RESULTS

Figure4 summarizesthe outer-looppositionperformancefor the subject 'i
with the bestperformance(subject3) for eachconfiguration.The unfilled t
symbolsin Fig. 5 show the subjectivetask difficultyratingsfor each !
configurationaveragedacrossall the subjects. A techniquefor obtaining :

objectivemeasuresof task difficultyfrom analysisof controlmovementswas
- investigated[6]. Specifically,the numberof individual"controlmovements"

duringany run weremeasuredand recorded. As implementedin this study,a
"controlmovement"was said to occur when the subject'scontrolinputexceeded i
a criterionvaluedefinedas a percentageof the RMS value of the outputfor

that run. A criterionvalue of 75% was found to producetrends in the control j
movementdata which comparedwell with thoseof the subjectiveopiniondata i
with the exceptionof the flightdirector. This discrepancywill be discussed i
in the next section. The controlmovementresultsare shown in Fig. 6 for
each configuration,averagedacrossall subjects.

Figure7 shows typicaltime responsesin x, u, and B for subject3 for
each of the automationconfigurations.This figurealso demonstratesone
of the most importantresultsof the experimentalstudy. Namely,with the
exceptionof the flightdirector,all configurationsallowedthe subjects ,

to synchronizethe vehiclepositionx(t) with the commandinput Xc(t).
Since the flightdirectorwas the only configurationwhich forcedcompensato-
ry behavioron the part of the subjects,the remainingconfigurationsapparent-
ly allowedhigherlevelsof skilldevelopmentassociatedwith previewtracking.

• PILOT MODELING

: A simplepilotmodelingeffortwas undertakento identify,at least>

approximately,the pertinentmodel parametersin the completelymanual
systemof Fig.2. An off-linecomputersimulationof that systemwas imple-
mented. Nominalpilotmodelsof the followingform were examined:

YP8 = mcse"Tes = 1.8e-O'3s

YPu = WCu = 0.6 (2)

l
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YPx = _x = 0.2

It was found that no choiceof the parametersin Eq. (2)would yield model
time responsesthat providedadequatematchesto the data, evenwhen the command
inputxc was advancedin time to model preview. However,when the actual

'._ squarewave time historyfor xc was replacedwith tilepositioncommandwhich
' the subjectgeneratedin using the positioncommandsystem,a dramatic

. improvementwas seen in the modelingresults.Fig.8 comapresthe subject-
generatedpositioncommandfor subject3 with tha actualsquarewave position
command. It shouldbe noted that all the subjectsgeneratedcommandswhich
were similarin natureto thato_ Fig. 8 when using the most automated,
positioncommandsystem. An accurateapproximationto the subject-generated
positioncommandwas implementedin the off-linecomputersimulationusing
the pilotmodel of Eqn, (2) with the nominalparametervaluesshown. The
resultingtime historiesare shown in Fig. g. They are seen to compare
quitefavorablywith the experimentaltraces shown in Fig. 7a.

Finally,an analyticalmeans for determingtask difficultyusing a struc-
turalmodel of the human pilot[7] was investigated•The approachwas intro-
duced in Ref.Z, but dealt soleywith single-looptrackingtasks in that study.
Figure10 showsa simplifiedversionof the structuralmodel of the human

: pilot [2] . Followingthe leadof Smith [8] , it was shown in Ref.2 that
the RMS value of the signalum in the model of Fig. 10 correlatedquite well
with pilotopinionratingsof vehiclehandlingqualitieswhen model parameters
were selectedwhich producedhuman operatortransferfunctionswhich matche_
thosemeasuredin experiment. It was hypothesizedherethat the method of _
Ref.2 could be extendedto multilooptasks by consideringthe activityonly
in the inner-mostloop of any multilooptask. For example,considerYPA for
the completely'manualconfigurationof Fig. 2. One can see from Fig. 10 that
the RMS valueof u_ is determinedby the characteristicsof the inner-loop
command8c once th_ structuralmodel parametershave been selectedto pro-
vide a realisticYpA. Now the simplifiedstructuralmodel of Fig. 10 is
parameterizedby Ke_andK_. However,for K/s controlledelementdynamics,
Fig. LO indicates

i '4

, um = (sK_/(s/_c + l))ec

: Thus, the effectof manualouter-loopclosuresin determiningum is contained
in the characteristicsof ec.

Thus, using the nominalbandwidthsof Eqn. (2),the RMS value of um
can be determinedin terms of the model parameterK_ for each automation
levelusing the off-llnecomputersimulatioa. The_act that the inner-most
manualclosurefor any automationlevel always(exceptthe positioncommand)
involvesK/s dynamicsand the controlsensitivitieshave been optimizedfor

each closure,leadsto the final assumptionthat, in termsof the model, K_
can be consideredinvariantacrossall configurations.

The filledsymbolsshows the RMS um valuesobtainedfrom the off-line
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, simulationfor each automationlevel,exceptthe positioncommand,in
which K/s open-loopdynamicswere not in evidence. In generatingthe

,i RMSvalues of um (Oum), the subject-generated position commandwas used in
, place of the actual _ask position commandas discussed previously. To model

the effects of noisy observations, broadband noise with an RMSvalue of 10 ft
was injected in parallel with the position command. The noise was removed
in modeling the humanusing the flight director since the single, compensatory

',_ closurewouldinvolveminimalobservationnoise as comparedto the other closuresi •

= i

DISCUSSION

Controlstrategyand automationlevel

The controlstrategyadoptedby the subjectsfor each automationlevel
can best be interpretedin termsof the resultingvehiclevelocitytime
historiesin Fig. 7. As the figureindicates,in configurationswhere preview
informationwas available(all but the flightdirector)the velocityresponses
appearas a seriesof relativelyuniformalternatingpulses. With the outer
positionloopopen in Fig. 2, the effectiveopen-loopdynamicsare approxi-

__ mately 1/s in the freqQencyregionaround_c,,. McRuer,et al, [9] have shown
that a constrainedtime-optimalstep-respons_controlinput to a K/s system
undermanualcontr'lis a rectangularpulse. The durationof the _ulsewas
shown in 11 to be a physicalconstraintin manual controlproblems. In the

_- simplesingle-loopexperimentsof [9_ , the pulsedurationwas relatedto
the durationof a "forceprogram",i._e.,the minimumtime possiblefor the
humanneuromuscularsystemto generatean accuratepulsivecontrolmotion
with an idealmanipulator. This conceptcan be adopted hereand the duration
of the velocitypulse is seen to be approximately3 to 4 times the reciprocal

, of the pertinentloopcrossoverfrequency,_Fu"
It must be emphasizedagain that the time historiesevidentin Figs.

7a - 7d cannotbe adequatelyexplainedvia Fig. 2 using the step position
commandXc, only Fig. 7e, the flightdirector,can. This means that the
availablepreviewinformationhas led to the generationof time optimal
behavioron the part of the human,regardlessof the automationlevel.As
Fig.4 indicates,positionperformancewas also nearlyi_dependentof automa-
tion levelwhen previewinformationwas available.

Controlmovementanal_sis
7

The failureof the controlmovementanalysisin followingthe subjective
ratingtrendsfor the flightdirectorcan be tracedto the fact that,inusing
the director,all the subjectsadopteda very aggressivecontrolstrategy.
This was attributedto the fact that the subjectswere aware of the rather
sluggishresponseof the flightdirectorconfigurationrelativeto the
other configurationswhere previewwas available. The subjectstried to
null directorerrorsalmostinstantlyby using pulsivecontroli,puts.
Althoughthis strategydid not seem to detractfromthe'irsubjectiveesti-
mates of controldifficulty,it certainlywould effectthe controlmovement

'. analysisand can explainthe fl_ghtdirectorresultsof Fig. 6 as comparedto

! Fig. 5.
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,, Analytical task difficulty measure

' The extension of the single-loop theory for interpreting the mar in
• which the humanquantifies his subjective opinion of task difficultj _u

multilooptasks appearsfeasible. The extensionimpliesthat task difficulty
is determinedby the activityin the inner-mostloopbeing closedby the human

: regardless of automation level. Outer-loop effects, of course, influence
the subjective estimates through the characteristics of the commandsignal to

, the inner-most loop.
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A MODEL FOR THE EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRCRAFT
ALERTING AND WARNING SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

There are many behaviors that have been observed with Cockpit )
Alerting and Warning Systems (CAWS). We know that pilots ignore ,o
alerts from a CAWS with high false alarm rate; pilots come to
rely on the CAWS as a primary system instead of a backup system;

pilots miss ale_ts during periods of high workload; pilots adopt
"unusual" criteria when evaluating alerts; pilots confuse one ;:

: alert with another; and pilots turn off or otherwise defeat CAWS i

systems.
$

This paper presents an analysis of the effectiveness of an alert- !1
ing system with a single alert. The pilot's decision behavior is
modeled by the Theory of Signal Detection and therefore accounts

- for different "strengths" of cross-check information and dif-
• ferent pilot criteria. The model includes the effects of the

CAWS error rate; the pilot's past experience with the CAWS accu-
racy; his reliance on the CAWS rather than independent monitor-
ing; missed alerts (due to high workload or other reasons); and
adoption of a minimum error or Neyman-Pearson objective rather
than mlnlmum cost objective. (The model does not account for a
pilot turning off the CAWS or confusing one alert with another.)

Exercising the model in a sensitivity analysis shows, among other
things, that for rare events (a) the expected cost is greatly in-
creased if the pilot ignores the a posteriori information in the

: existence of an alert; (b) the expected cost is insensitive to
CAWS Type I (missed event) errors; and (c) the expected cost is
sensitive to CAWS Type II (false alarm) errors only when the
cross-check information is ambiguous.
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I. ABSTRACT

In order to improve natural stall character _tics, several methods may
be employed. The _ethod e,,iployed on all Learjets to obtain improved stall
characteristics (either to prevent roll-off " pitch-up at the stall) has
been a stall warning and avoidance system th . employs angle-of-attack vanes,
an electronic computer, a control column shaker motor, and a torquer which

v drives the control column in a pusher mode to avoid unwanted further build-
, '. up of angle-of-attack. The early systems were designed in such a way that

the shaker and i)us_er actuation occurred only as a function of angle-of-attack.
Later, time rate of change of vane angle (6) was added to permit _igher angle-
of-attack for pusher _ctuation. This permitted lower stall speeds with reten-
tion of satisfactory stall characteristics.

The new system, recently developed and FAA certified was developed with
certain changes that improved system response with no performance penalty
or increase in turbulence sensitivity. Changes that were made included modi-
fied system time constants and _ dead zone and the addition of an & signal I
limiter and an _ cut-out below a specified angle-of-attack.

- II. SUMMARY "

Aircraft of the T-Tail configuration have, in general, a propensity
toward steady state deep stall for aft center-of-gravity locations. Some
aircraft avoid this flight regime by means of restrictions against loading i
behind the critical center-of-gravity. This approach is unsatisfactory for i
some configurations that require a wide range of center-of-gravity for _Ter-
,_tional efficacy. Some configurations with deep stall tendencies :,_ve been
certified on the basis of placarding against stalls for loadings in the ,'eg_oh
where pitch-up can occur. However, today's reg,latory env'ironment discourage_
such a basis. Thus to improve stall characteristics, _,veral methods have
been employed. The method employed on all Learjets te obtain improved stall
characteristic,_ (either to avoid roll-off or pitch-up at the stall) has been

I

d stall '.,arning and avoidance system that employs angle-of-attack vanes, an
electronic computer, a control column shaker, a nudger _ircuit, and a torquer i
which drives the control column in a pusher mode to avoid unwanted further
build-up of aqgle-of-attack. (NOFF: The nudger circuit is a current (torque)

' limited push at a 3 Hz rate. The nudger function is utilized to indicate
to the pilot that the pitch torquer is operating normally.) The early systems
were designed in such a way that the shaker and pusher actuation occurred

• only as a function of angle-of-attack. With the advent of the Learjet Century
III configurations in 1976, the desire to enhance safety by reducing takeoff
and landing speeds led to add'ng time rate of change of vane angle (_) to
the vane ar_gie _igna! _cr shaker and pusher actuation. Because of this change
the angle-of-attack for pusher actuation was raised to a point higher on the
lift curve, while retaining satisfactory stall characteristics for the hlgh
entry rate stalls (4 kt/sec deceleration). The system as originally designed

L
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had some inherent lag due to gust filtering to prevent nuisance actuation
in turbulence, but no problems had been observed in many years of operational
experience. It has been determined, however, that an unsteady approach to

-_ the stall with a pause in angle-of-attack increase (close to the stall)
followed by a rapid increase in angle-of-attack could result in late firing
of the pusher and pitch-up. The pusher must fire at or before a given angle-
of-attack (depending on rate of increase in angle) in order to retain enough

, control authority to _ounteract the unstable moments that occur at extremely
high angles. The pause that was mentioned above has the effect of resetting

k_. the stall warning syster,1 and its _ lead to zero. The new system that has
recently been certified was developed by making certain changes that improved
system response with no performance penalty or increase _n turbulence sensi-
tivity. Changes that were made included modified system time constants and

dead zone and the addition of an & signal limiter and an & cut-out below
a specified angle-of-attack.

Figure I illustrates a normal steady approach to the stall, whereas Figure ,i
2 is _epresentative of the unsteady ('pause and pull') maneuvers referred I
to above.
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III." INTRODUCTIONAND BACKGROUND

During developmental flight testing of the Learjet Model 23 it became
. apparent that the airplane would not meet the appropriate FAR's in the area

of stall characteristics due to a wing drop tendency at the stall. Conse-
quently, the original stall warning and avoidance system was developed to
provide warning of the approach to the stall through a stick shaker that oscil-
lates the control column at between two and three cycles per second through
a small amplitude. The shaker actuation occurs at a speed approximately 7%
above stall speed. In order to avoid inadvertent aerodynamic stall, a strong
push force (equivalent to no less than 60 lb. of pilot force) is imparted
to the pilot's control column. The push force remains constant until the
angle of attack is reduced below the designated pusher angle. The pusher
angle of attack is established to provide protection in the case of accel-
erated or high entry rate stalls (4 kt/sec deceleration). As can be teen
in Figure 3, the requirement for pusher actuation to be at a lower angle
of attack than the angle for aerodynamic stall results in higher effective
stall speeds than would be the case if aerodynamic stall could be used.
The consequence of this is higher takeoff and landin5 speeds and longer
takeoff and landing distances.

I- conjunction with the development of the Learjet Century III models
in 197b, the desire to reduce stall speeds as much as possible led to a
new stall warning and avoidance system that utilized an additional signal,

' that being time rate of change of vane angle (&). Because this signal
• added lead to the system response, the angle for pusher actuation could be

raised to a point closer to the angle for CLMAxas in Figure 4 below.
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The result of adding the G signal was reduced stall speeds, reduced
takeoff and landing speeds, shorter field lengths, enhanced operational
safety and retention of satisfactory stall characteristics for high entry

-, rates.

IV. ORIGINAL MODEL55 STALL WARNING

, AND AVOIDANCESYSTEM

A. System De._cription

The original Model 55 stall warning and avoidance system was designed
to be functionally similar to that in the earlier Model 35A. Only minor
differences existed, such as small differences in time constants. The
systems consist of dual vanes for sensing local angle of attack on each side
of the fuselage somewhat ahead of the pilots station (see Figure 5), poten-
tiometers, a dual angle of attach indicator, a dual computer, a dual accelero-
meters that deactivate the pusher when the airplane normal acceleration <
decreases to 0.5 g, and a servomotor that applies the appropriate pusher {
forces to the control column. _"

- B. Functional Block Diagram

The stall warning and avoidance system functional block diagram is shown
P t

on Figure 6, next page. The forward loop converts vane angle to a voltage, i
amplifies and filters the signal to reduce the effects of turbulence to minimize

nuisance firing of the shaker and pusher. The rate taker lead-lag circuit i
generates an effective signal and takes the signa_ through a dead zone or
threshold. The signal is then summed with the signal and a flap bias sig- i

T_...... _ signal is amplified and measured by a voltmeter. When the
system output reaches 1.95 volts the shaker is actuated, and when the value
goes to O volts, the pusher is actL'_ted, l

• !
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C. S_stem Performance

If the system block diagram is converted into the equivalent differential
equations, the system response to a ramp input of vane rate can be calculated

_ for various values of vane rate and for various initial values of vane angles
below the pursher ground set angle. The results of a series of such calculations
have been plotted and are presented in Figures 7 and 8. The solid lines repre-
sent the baseline or original Mp_el 55 system performance, while tilenew (modi-
fied) system performance is given by the d_shed lines. For example, for an
initial vane angle at 10°below pusher angle and for a vane rate of 10 deg/sec,
the system would actuate the pusher at 1.3° before the static setting of 27_.
Thus the pusher would fire at 25.7_ vane angle.

J
0

By comparison, the new system would actuate the pusher at a point 5.4 prior
to 27_, or at 21.6_, thus affording 4.1_more lead than the original (baseline)
system. Figure 9 is similar to the previous two charts but only_° away from
pusher is shown for the several configurations tested during the flight test
program.

V. ANALOG COMPUTER REPRESENTATIuNOF THE AIRPLANE i

& STALL WARNING AND AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

" The mathematical model of the airplane degrees of freedom and the stall
warning and avoidance system are shown on Figures 10 through 14 in analog

i computer diagram form The digital computer program that was used for the }
analytical studies accepts as input data the problem formulation in analog
format. Figure 10 contains the forcing functions available, which are a ramp, J
a continuous sine wave, of variable frequency and magnitude, _ one-cycle !
(l-cosine) discrete disturbance of variable wave length and amplitude, and a i

' random disturbance of variable intensity. Next, Figure 12 represents the stall
warning system shown functionally in Figure 10. The airplane longitudinal de-
grees of freedom are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

V!. MODIFICATIONS INVESTIGATEDAND FLIGHT TESTED

A large number of modifications were investigated analytically by means
of the computer program described in Section V above. The purpose of

; the analytical work was to evaluate before flight testing all proposed modifi-
cations and thus minimize the number of flight hours required to achieve the
program objectives. Of all the configurations analyzed only five were actually
flown and tested. These five modifications will be discussed in the following
paragraphs. The ground rules for the project were that the stall warning and
avoidance system modifications had to be relatively simple, such as substitution
of one value of component for another, and with no loss in airplane performance
capability, and retention of acceptable turbulence sensitivity. Analytical
investigationsincluded system response for the nominal system and for the sys-
tem with the maximum adverse component tolerances. Also analyzed was the sys-
tem response in turbulence for the nominal system and for the system with the

:i maximum adverse system tolerances.
,|
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:_ A. First Modification

In an effort to overcome some of the system lag, the first modification
that was analyzed and tested both in the laboratory and in flight had two

.. time constants reduced. T1 was reduced from 0.47 sec. to 0.31 sec., and _3
" was reduced from 4.66 sec. to 0.056 sec. This configuration gave sufficient

responsivenessbut was too sensitive in turbulence. The system was noticeably
more sensitive than the original Model 55 configuration.

B. Second Modification
t

The second configuration that was analyzed and tested retained the T1 and
"R changes but also added a voltage limiter in the & circuit to reduce the
t_rbulence sensitivity. This system provided an improvement but was still too
sensitive.

C. Third Modification

The third modification that was cnalyzed and tested replaced the limiter
with a lower valued limiter. This configuration met all the original criteria
except that a little more lead was desired at high vane rates, and a little
less lead was required at low vane rates corresponding to normal I kt/sec
deceleration rate that is u_ed for stall speed determination.

D. Fourth Modification

In order to increase the system lead at the higher vane rates, _2 was
decreased f-om 0.30 sec. to 0.15 sec. At the same time the & dead zone was
increased from 1.65 volts to 3.3 volts to desensitize the system at low vane
r_tes. This modification proved to be satisfactory in nearly every respect.

E. Fifth and Final Modification

The final modification that was analyzed and tested was the same as the
fourth modification, with the addition of an m cut-out switch that is open at
vane angles up to just above the shaker angle, and closed above that point.
Thus the_function is only in effect in the higher anule of attack range. The
effect of this addition was to deseqsitize the system still further in turbu-
lence without affecting the basic system function at or near the stall. The
block diagram for the final configuration tested and FAA certified is shown in
Figure 10. Comparison of Figure I0 with Figure 6 which represents the original

unmodified system illustrates the similarity of the two systems. In summary,
three time constants, T1, z2, T3 were decreased, the & dead zone was increased,
an _ switch and an & li_iter were added.
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VII. STALL WARNING AND AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
l

j PERFORMANCE AND TOLERANCE EFFECTS

The system performance curves shown previously on Figures 7 and 8 were
generated analytically by using a ramp input in vane angle at varioJs vane
rates. The system performance was also checked by tying the actual system

, computer to a fast Fourier analyzer and obtaining performance data. Then
durirg actual flight testing, the system performance was closely monitored
by means of a telemetry system that is routinely used at GLC for certain
exploratory testing. All three sources of data correlated very well through-
out the flight test program. The good correlation increased the confidence
level in new configurations before flight, and also helped to identify pro-
blems with hardware as they occurred during the program. Figure 15 is a
typical working plot that was used during the course of the telemetered
flights. The deep stall region had previously been estimated from wind tun-
nel data and revised as flight test data was accumulated. By plotting points
on such a plot as the testing progressed the test pilot could be immediately
informed concerning the validity of the previous test condition and could be
cleared to perform the next test point, or advised to discontinue the test

: series. He was also advised concerning the magnitude of his control inputs
and rates, and angles obtained compared with expected values. The learning
curve was thereby accelerated and safety enhanced. Figure 16 is a plot of
pitch acceleration available through elevator input as a function of vane
angle at the time of maximum recovery nose down elevator input. As zero
pitch acceleration is approached, recovery with elevator alone is not possible.
This plot was useful in establishing the estimated deca stall boundary shown
on Figure 15.

For tolerance effects, a maximum build-up of component tolerances was
assumed in the direction of minimum system responsiveness. Tolerance values

: used are as follows:

AI: ±5%

A2: ±2%

A3: ±10%

A4: ±2%

A5: ±2%

TI: ±15%

' 32 : ±15%

DI: ±20%
L: ±20%

System performance was calculated for the maximum tolerance case for several

values of vase angular rate and initial vane angle. For the critical range of
rates (10-15 /sec) and initial vane angle (5-I0° below pusher angle) the loss in
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lead was found to be approximately 5165°" Additional system tolerances were, found to add 2.00 for a total of 3. . Accordingly for purposes of flight test-

_c ing the system t_e pusher was set to fire 3.50 higher than the production set-
ting. All the test conditions were accomplished satisfactorily. Thus it was
concluded that the expected component and system tolerances will be satisfactory
for production and for use in the field.

VIII. STALL WARNING AND AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

TURBULENCE SENSITIVITY AND TOLERANCE EFFECTS

In addition to the primary concern of system function for stall warning and
avoidance, another important consideration is the sensitivity of the system in
atmospheric turbulence and the resulting frequency of nuisance shaker and pusher
occurrences. The criterion that was used in the development of the new system
was that the new system should have approximately the same or less turbulence
sensitivity as the original system. In order to investigate this prior to flight
each candidate system was analyzed with the computer program described in Section
V of this paper. The baseline (original) system was also investigated. All the

" systems were analyzed for effects of maximum tolerance build-up of the various
system components. In the case of turbulence effects, tolerances in the direction
toward greatest responsiveness were investigated, whereas for the primary function
of the system, maximum tolerances in the direction of least responsiveness were
analyzed.

Two types of turbulence environments were used. The first was a 15 ft/sec
(l-cosine) discreet gust across a spectrum of wavelengths that was sufficien_ to

. define a maximum system response point. Figure 17 presents the results of this
part of the study for the baseline system and for the final configuration (Mod.

5) in the form of maximum output voltage vs frequency. The modified system
exhibits less sensitivity to the discrete gusts and much less sensitivity to the
effects of system component tolerances. The magnitude of the gust input was _"
based upon the assumption _hat if the root mean square (RMS) turbulence level
exceeds 5 ft/sec., a landing would not be attempted. Therefore, 15 ft/sec. (3J) ]
was selected as the largest probable gust that would be encountered in a landing
situation. !

The second type of turbulence environment that was used was simulated random ,i

turbulence of varying intensity up to an extremely heavy 20 ft/sec. RMS. System I
response in the form of maximum voltage range vs turbulence intensity is shown i
in Figure 18. Similarly Figure 19 shows number of shaker occurrences as a func-

tion of turbulence intensity. For reasonable levels of turbulence the new system i
response was comparable to the old. Based upon the analytical studies, labora-
tory hardware tests and flight tests of the prototype system in turbulent air,
it was concluded that the modified stall warning system was better than the origi- '

• nal and less likely to cause nuisance pusher occurrences. ,
(
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IX. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of _hi_ program:

i) Computer analyses and hardware bench tests proved to be valuable
in speeding the development of a new stall warning and avoidance
system.

2) Good correlation was observed between analytical results and fiight
test results. Analysis of system modifications prior to flight
enhanced flight safety during flight tests in high angle of attack '
regimes.

3) A superior system was developed at no penalty in performance or in
turbulence sensitivity, and with minimal design changes.

J
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EVALUATION OF FUZZY RULEbIAKING FOR EXPERT SYSTEMS FOR FAILURE DETECTION

Frank Laritz and Thomas B. Sheridan

Man-Machine Systems Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

INTRODUCTION

: Computer aids in the form of so called "expert systems" have been proposed

repeatedly for making diagnoses of failures in complex systems.

The fuzzy set theory of Zadeh I has been shown to offer an interesting new

perspective for modeling the way humans think and use language. In
particular, we assume that leal expert human operators of aircraft, power
plants and other systems do not think of their control tasks or failure

diagnosis tasks in terms of control laws in differential equation form, but
rather keep in mind a set of rules of thumb in fuzzy form. For the reader

ignorant of fuzzy sets the experiment described below communicates by
example the gis£ of the idea.

i

FIRST EXPERIMENT

Five subjects repeatedly adjusted two "inputs" A and B to a "black box" to !

any value between 10 and 100, set a "failure mode" to any one of four i'
, available settings including "no fallur_", and observe two "outputs" C and

D. The contents of the black box were not revealed. The subjects' task was
to correlate inputs and outputs with failure modes and from this infer
rules by which to assert whether and in what mode the black box had I

"failed" as a function of the two inputs and two outputs.

Actually the black box was a simple resistor network as shown in Figure 1 i

in which one of the resistors 1,2,3,4 was selectively opened (or none was).

After each subject had completed a number of trials (they were all really
learning trials) he was asked to formulate rules in terms of

easy-to-remember descriptors for the four variables llke "low", "medium"
and "high" using these descriptors he was to generate rules such as:

"when A is low and B is medium or high and C is high and D is medium or
high, the failure is mode 2".

There could be any number of such (fuzzy) descriptors and any number of

such rules, and the subjects were free to format them in tables or however
they wished. They could also combine variables in forms such as C/D and

• C-D.

The subjects were also asked to produce functions of each descriptor (fuzzy
set) defining what they "meant". Each function specified "membership" or

"truth" as a function of the values of the corresponding variable (in the
range I0-I00). Two of the five subjects observed the black box behavior

• firut then devised the rules and lastly devised membership functions.>, ' ,
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Resistors Allowed to Fail: 3(I) = 61 mho3
G(2) = 37 I
G(3) = 59 i
G(4) = 76 I

- Other Resistors: G(5) = 95
O(6) = 55
Q(7)= 74
Q(8) = _5

Figure I. Simple resister network comprl_Ing the "black box"
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The others chose to invent terms and define the membership functions first.

As an example Figure 2 lists the rules giveu by one subject (JR) and Figure

'; 3 presents his membership functions. Note that certain regions of A,B and

D-C were (apparantly intentionally) not covered by his membership functions
(and rules). For contrast the membership functions of a second subject are

also shown (Figure 4).

For each subject independently the experimenter derived the state-action

matrix (failure mode as a function of input and output numerical values_

" using the convencioanl "max m" for "or" and ml- m" for "AND". He then

proceeded to evaluate each resulting expert system not only afainst single

complete failures (the basis in which the subjects _mde up their rules) but

also on multiple complete failures and single partial failures (5% changes
rather than 100% changes in resistance). For a given set of inputs and

outputs each subject's expert system yielded a "truth value" for each

- failure mode for each combination of A,B,C,D. A simple procedure is to [

assert failure for that mode having the greatest truth value greater than
some threshold and no failure for truth less than that threshold. Larltz

used this as one decision criterion (which he called the "most true"
: criterion) but also counted the number of times u for each mode exceeded

, 0.5 (the "times true" criterion), and the sum of truth values for each mode

("truth summation" criterion). Figure 5 summarizes the rather impres "_e '

success of subject JR's expert system, and for comparison Figure 6

-_ summarizes that of subject DM. The performances of the other fuzzy expert I
systems lay somewhere in between.

|

CONCLUSIONS FROM FIRST EXPERIMENT

From this first experiment we concluded:

I. The method of observing trends, then formulating rules, and then

defining fuzzy values captures more of the human's ingenuity and

pattern recognition ability and provides a better expert failue
detection system than the method or creating fuzzy values, then

gathering data_ and then deducing rules.

2. If the second method is used, it is best to put the membeshlp functions

for the fuzzy values on paper at the outset so that there will be no

loss of information later.

3. Expert systems using non-fuzzy values require perfect failure rules.

i When the rules are not perfect, the expert system does not perfor_well.

4. Although not explicitly defined for this purpose in the investigation,

the fuzzy expert systems did remarkably well in detecting and locating

multiple and partial failures. This means that fuzzy methods have some
robustness.
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(I ,I) If A is high and B is low and D is significantly

greater than C, then the system is in failure mo_9 I.

i (2,1 If A is _igh and _ is low and C is significantly

greater than D, then the system is in failure mode 2.

_5,1 if A is Io_¢ and 3 i3 high anJ D is significantly

_. sZstem is in fa,lure mode 3.greater than _, then _'-=

(4,1) If A is low and B is high and C is significantly

greater _han D, then the system is in failure mode 4.

<5,1) if A is high and _ is high Rnd D is slightly

: greate_ than C, then the system is in failure mode O.

Figure 2. Fuzzy aecision rules inferred by subject JR
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/i_ure 3. Membership functions devised b/ subject JR
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Figure 4. Membership functions devised by subject DM
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TEST I: SINGLE COMPLETE FAILURE

ACTUAL FAILURE IDENTIFI_u FAILURE

MOST-TRUE TLMES-TRUE Tt:UTH-SUMMATION

I t t i

2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4

0 0 0 0

SCORE: 5/5 5/5 5/5

TEST 2: MULTIPLE COMPLETE FAILURES

ACTUAL FAILURES IDENTIFIED FAILURE

MOST-TRUE TLMES-TRUE TRUTH-SUMMATION

' 1,3 3 3 1

[,4 1,4 l [r

.: 2,3 2,3 3 3

2.", 2,4 2 2

SCORE : 4/4 4/4 4/4

TEST 3: SINGLE PARTIAL FAILURE

ACTUAL FAILURE IDENTIFIED FAILURE

MOST-TRUE TLMES-?RUE TRUTH-S UM/_ATION

t t (557.) t ' °'_50,.) t (557.)

2 2 (75_) 2 (70%) 2 (55_)

3 3 (70_) 3 (707:) 3 (65;.')
4 4 (807.) 4 (757,) 4 (65_)

SCORE: 4/4 4/4 4/4

TOTAL SCORE: 13/13 13/13 13/13

* - INCORRECT DECISION

Figure 5. Results of applying JR's expert system
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TEST I: SINGLE COMPLETE FAILURE
]

:_ ACTUAL FAILURE IDENTIFIED FAILURE

MOST-TRUE TLMES-TRUE TRUTH-SUMMATION

L L 1 L
2 * 1,2 2 2

: 3 * t,3 * 1 * I

" 4 * 1,4 4 4
0 0 0 0

SCORE: 2/5 4/5 4/5

TEST 2: :{ULTIPLE COMPLETE FAILURES

ACTUAL FAILURES IDENTIFIED FAILURE _

MOST-TRUE TLMES-TRUE TRUTH-S b_MAT ION

1.3 1,3 1 I

1,4 * 1,4,0 I [
2,3 * 2,3,4,0 2 2
2,4 2 2 2 i

!
SCORE: 2/4 4/4 4/4 r

{

TEST 3: 61NGLE PARTIAL FAILURE

ACTUAL FAILURE IDENTIFIED FAILURE I

MOST-TRUE TE{ES-TRUE TRUTH-S UM21_TION

1 I (80%) I (557.) t (50%) '
2 *4 *4 *4

3 3 (70%) 3 (65%) 3 (60%)
4 * t,_ 4 (30%) * t

SCORE: 2/4 3/4 2/4

TOTAL SCORE: 6/13 11/13 I0113

* - INCORRECT DECISION

Figure 6. Results of applying DM's expert systemv
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5. The decision method can be chosen to sult the rtrength and tightness of

the rules. Stronger rules require less margin for error.

6. Expert systems which have approximately the same number of rules for

each failure mode perform better than those wlth an uneven distribution

%

; SECOND EXPERIMENT

A_ a second experiment the first author used himself as a subject on a

black box resistor network that was much more complex (sufficiently so that

he had no advantage over a subject who did not know what was inside).

Again there were two adjustable inputs and two resulting outputs but thls

time eight failure modes. The first author experimented and observed, then

• derived his rules, (Figure 7) then defined his membership functions, and

finally derived an expert system on the same basis as before. Results

showed that the expert system worked perfectly on complete failures but

faltered on multiple complete failures and partial failures (Figure 8).

Further attempts to refine hls decision rules showed little galn in

dlscrimlnabllllty.

CONCLUSIONS FROM SECOND EXPERIMENT
r
K J

One can conclude from these results that a compute_ given relatively little
knowledge in fuzzy form from persons who are "expert" in the behavior of a

sufficiently simple system under complete failures, can perform very well

in identification of such failures. But when the system is complex and

failures are multiple or partial and the expert's knowledge Is not derived z

on the basis of experiencing such failures, an expert system cannot be

expected to perform very well.
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: An experiment was conducted to study how a person whose memory contains '

well-developed knowledge structures relevant to a particular problem uses _

these knowledge structures to direct fault diagnosis performance. In i
particular, the performances of twenty pilots with instrument flight ratings I

were studied in a fault diagnosis task (detection of a vacuum system I
failure). The pilots were initially read a scenario describing the

. conditions of flight under which symptoms indicative of a problem were

detected. They were asked to then think out loud as they requested and i

interpreted various pieces of information (instrument readings, visible
condition of the aircraft, etc.) in an effort to diagnose the cause of the

problem. Only eleven of the twenty pilots successfully diagnosed the
problem.

Pilot performance on this fault diagnosis task has been modeled in terms

of the use of domaln-speclflc knowledge organized in a frame system.

Eighteen frames, all having a common structure, were necessary t_ account for

the data from all twenty subjects. (Each pilot utilized some subset of these

eighteen frames while diagnosing the fault.)

These frames represent prototypical states of nature (e.g., NOSE-DOWN

DESCENT, STRUCTURAL ICING). Each frame has associated with it a set of

enabling events and two slots. One slot represents alternative causes of the

state of nature represented by the frame (e.g., POWER LOSS can cause

DESCENT). The second slot indicates expected instrument readings and other

observable conditions if that state of nature actually exists.
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The eighteen frames are organized in a set of hierarchies, with one
' frame linked to another as a slot-filler in the "Possible Causes" slot of

that frame.

When listening to the scenario, the pilot is hypothesized to activate

one of the top-level frames in the frame system. This activation process may
not utilize all of the information available in the scenario. Instead,

certain cues are given selective attention. Three possible determinants of
attention will be discussed.

Upon activation of a frame, the contents of its two slots ("Possible

Causes" and "Expectations" are used to achieve certain objectives (find
cause, check for instrument malfunction, etc.). The selection of objectives

appears to be of critical importance in determining ultimate success or
failure in diagnosing the fault.

Other factors contributing Lo tne failures to correctly diagnose the
fault include:

I. memory distortions;

2. activation of incorrect default values;

3. inheritance based on incorrect assumptions; i

, 4. missing slot-fillers, i

l
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The Effect of Part-Simulation of Weightlessness on Human Control

of Bilateral Teleoperation: Neuromotor Considerations

Kevin Corker and Antal Bejc_:y

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology

x'l Pasadena, California 91109

Experimental investigations have been .ndertaken at JPL to
study the effect of weightlessness on the human operator's
performance in force-reflecting position control of remote
manipulators. A gravity compensation system has been developed
to simulate the effect of weightlessness on the operator's arm.
In the experiments, a universal force-reflecting hand
controller (FRIIC) and task simulation software were employed.
The controller device is a backdrivable six-dimensional

isotonic joystick which conforms to the range of motion of the
operator in position control. The simulation software provides
experimenter manipulable task parameters whicn interact with

: the hand controller in real time operation. In light of
anticipated disturbances in neuromotor control specification on i
the human operator in an orbital c>ntrol environment, two
experiments were performed in this study: (i) investigation of _
the effect of controller stiffness on the attainment of a !

w learned termina_ position in the three dimensional controller :
space, and (ii) investigation of the effect of controller

stiffness and damping on iorce tracking (rubject to unit pulse
dfs:urbance) of the contour of a simulated three dimensional
cube using the part-simulation of weightless conditions: . The

results of the experiments: (i) support the extenszon of
nsuromotor control models, which postulate a stiffness balance

encoding of terminal position, to three dimensional motion of a
multi-link ovstem, (ii) confirm the existence of a disturbance
in human ma .el cont_ol performance under gravity compensated
conditions, and (iii) suggest technique_ fr_ compensation of

: weightlessness induced performance decrement through
appropriate specifi:ation of hand-controller response
characteristics. These techniques are based on the human
control model, and instituted through FRHC control _arameter
adjustment.

INTRODUctION

Remote manipulators (teleoperator_) are devices that extend

human maripulative abilities to opeltational environments that arL
either hostile to or remote from the human operator.

Teleoperation is distingui=hea by the explicit ,:_d active

inclusion of the human operator (HO) in the ongoing centre of
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the teleoperated device. The operator brings to the control task

i. impressive intellectual and analytic capabilities, as well as, a

: rich and subtle control language in the movement and

proprioceptive functions of the human arm and hand. This study

:': addresses bilateral control in spd_e teleoperation in which the

transmission of control signals and the reception of feedback

, information occurs simultaneously at the operator's hand. The

critical elements in this control are (i) the neuromotor

, characterisitcs of thp h; "s arm and hand, including motion

control functions, their stability, and their sensitivity to

l environmental perturbations (in particular micro-gravity effects

in control of space ,eleopera+ors) and (ii) the hand controller
I

that s_r:es as a contro_ and feedback transmission device in

cuusonance with the human neuromotor parameters in motion

.: contro i.

In the investigation of human/teleoperator control

ateractions in Ehe orbital operational environment, we have

employed a model describing human neuromotor control as a linear

, damped harmonic oscillator, i.e.,

' I_+B_ +K_ = N (1)

where:_ _jO' represent ioint position, angular velocity, and

acceleration, respectively, for the links of the kinematic chain

effecting end point position: I represents system inertia, B

represents system viscosity, and K represents system stiffness.

N, the torque input to the system, is assumr.d to account for the

various ngnlinearities and nonstationary physiological

' characterisitics of actual muscle movement. The __ontrol methods

i.Lferred from this model, eg., impedance control (Hogan, 1982),

_Pol and zz ,or stiffness control for end point positioning ' it Bi i

'. 1978), have been the focus of recent neuromotor research. (See

Cozker (1984) for a review of this resealch base). We explore

the _Dplication of this model for the specification of the end

point positiun in teleoperator control. It is of value to

! man/machine interface design that neuromotor control models be

: formulated in the same terms as control system descriptions for

"_4 0
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the hand controller. Human neuromotor parameters and hand

controller characteristics interact as coupled systems to produce

the total system response. If h_man and teleoperator control in

position and the first and _econd time deLivatives (veloctL. and

acceleration), are expressed with a similar nomenclature and

found to obey similar control laws, interactions can be

described, and compensations for machine or human limitations in

control can be more easily accommodated in the design for optimal

system function.
l

The first experiment was undertaken to verify and extend to

teleoperator control current theories in human achievemeL, of

final limb position, as a function of balanced stiffness among
i

muscle groups contributing to movement. The second experiment

examined the effects of micro-gravity on force tracking

performance using computer generated resistance planes in the

control volume of the FRHC, and tested compensation techniques to

counteract environment induced performance _isruption.

EQUIPMENT

Hand Controller.

The JPL universal FRHC provides a generalized bilateral

force-reflecting control of teleoperated manipulators. In a

departure from the standard pr.c+{ce of master/slave control

systems requiring kinematic and dynamic replication between the

master and the slave, the FRHC control function is implemented

through a hand controller that can be dissimilar to a particular

slave _ both dynamically and kinematically. The hand

controller is a six degree of freedom (DOF) isotonic joystick

which can be backdriven by commands from the control computer

(Figvre I). The control algorithms of the FRHC (i) transform the

operator's six-dimensional hand motion in_ an equivaleh_ _ix-

dimensional motion of the pazticular slave h. _J a_,d (_reviding

appropriate instrumentation of the manipulator _ :ii" transmit

("reflect") the acting forces from the slave ar_ b_ck to the

operator's hand. Thus the FRHC as a man-machine interface device

'r
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performs feedforward and feedback motion, and force

transformation and transmission between the operator's hand and

t_e remote manipulator's hand.

The FRHC provides feedback to the operator identifying

position and velocity mismatch between the commanded endpoint and

the actual (or simu]ated) manipulator end point. This feedback

is instituted as a stiffening and damping of the FRHC motion
l

through active backdrive of torque motors affecting the FRHC

handgrip motion. The controller feedback gains Kp,K v, and Kf

(for sensor based force reflection) are software manipulable and

were varied in the course of the experimentation reported. These

gains can be varied independently for ,ach of the six bOFs of the

hand controller (Bejczy and Salisbury, 1950).

Simulation Software.

In this investigation the FRHC was decoupled from control a
!

physical manipulator so that task parameters and disturbance

• inputs could be closely controlled by the experimenters.

A task simulation system was developed based on the

following concept: the computer, the FRHC and the operator form

a closed loop, the computer simulates a slave arm to be driven

by the FRHC (Figure 2). In the feedforward path, positioning

commands receiveu from the controller are interpreted and

processed in the computer. In feedback, the force and torque

resulted from the simulated task environment are computed and

sent by the computer to the FRHC to ba,:k drive the joint motors

(Fong and Corker, 1984).
¢

The simulation system was used in both experiments to

manipulate the ch_racterisitics of the response of the FRHC to

operator task performance.

EXPERIMENTS

The purpose of the first experiment was to verify and extend
f

the linear harmonic oscillator model of human neuromotor control

to control of a teleoperator device in three dimensional space.

This verification of the model was undertaken to provide a basis
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for analyzing performance in the zero gravity performance

scenerio, described in Experiment Two.

Experiment One.

A terminal position for the hand controller was learned in

the three dimensional control space of the FRHC by blindfolded

subjects. The reattainment of that position was subject to

: stiffness constraints imposed through the simulation system. The

stlffness imposed, by soft,'_re specification of stiffness gain

on the three translational axes of motion, either resisted or

augmented the operator's movement to the learned target position.

The conditions of stiffness and the magnitude of the gain were an

operator dependent function based on prior calibration of system

response stability for each partcipant in the stldy. The

simulation system provided the capability to (i) specify

augmentative and resistive stiffness vectors for an arbitrary

position in three dimensional operator referenced Cartesian

coordi_.ates, (ii) record the achieved position (AP) to .01 inch

accuracy in the fre_ space of operator movement. Figure Three

• illustrates the task workspace in relation to the FR_C.

" A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

performed to determine if the target, resisted AP, and augmented

AP differed significantly from each other across subjects, and to

determine if that difference was orthog_nal among the axial

coordinates (X,Y,Z) defining those positions.

The analysis indicates a _ignificant effect of stiffness

gain (Kp) on position. The null hypothesis that stiffness would

not affect achieved position in relation to the target is

rejected with a p <.001, (F(2,14) = 18.21). The analysis also

ivdicates no significant difference among axes of motion, and no

significant interaction between stiffness and axis, thereby

oupporting the hypothesis that the effect of stiffness gain is

" orthogonal among axes.

The results of thi_ experiment indicate that achievment of

final position in three dimensional space, effected through

coordinated multi-joint motion of a multi-articulated limb
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system, is affected by an imposed stiffness on the moving limb.

This effect differs between an augmentative and resitive

_tiffness in relation to a target position (learned in the

absence of imposed stiffness conditions). The resultant APs are

reliably short of the target in the case of resistive stiffness

and beyond the target in the case of augmentative stiffness.
"i

This directional deviation is orthogonal among the major

translation axes defining the AP in relation to the target. The

model of multi-articulated limb contrc_ that can be inferred

from these data is currently under development.

The results support the concept of stiffness balance as a

position specification in human neuromotor ccntrol, and provide

an extension of that model to three dimensional positioning with

a control manipulanda. The results indicate a lack of precision

in blind limb placement, even for a trained _o_ttion, as a

function of an imposed change in the relative stiffness of the

muscles driving the limb movement. This effect is observed

despite the availabilty of kinesthetic feedback as to the limb's

actual position. The inference drawn from these results is that

changes in relative muscle stiffness as a function of a zero g

operating environment could potentially affect blind limb

positioning in control.

K

E_.eriment Two.

The second experiment examines the effect of a zero gravity

operating environment on human performance in manual control cf a

teleoperator in a bilateral position control mode. In order to

provide an experimental platform for this research, a mechanical

: gravity compensation system for the upper limb has been designed

• and fabricated. The system is based in part on work performed at

Case Western University, as reported in NASA CR-1234 (1968). The

: system supports the operator's upper arm an hand throughout the

range of motion for control of the fc,rce reflecting hand

_; controller (FRNC).

- The system was designed to meet the following suspension
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requirements :

' l) The compensation system should provide a constant force at

: the center of mass of each limb segment that is equal and

opposite the gravity force acting on that limb. Determination of

that force requirement is as follows:

For a limb in an arbitrary position in a Ig environment,

' _.' Figure 4 illustrates the parameters of interest.

Where:

Fo = Force of support of shoulder girdle

HI,H2,M 3 = Mass of Limb segments

TI,T2,T3 = Torque about shoulder, elbow, and wrist

LI,L2,L3 = Length of limb segments

11,12,13 = Length to center of mass foz each

segment

01,02,03 = Segment angle to gravity perpendicular

Force balance requires that:

Fo = g (M1 + H2 + M3)

In this design each limb segment will be supported at the ;

center of mass of each segment. Consequently, the compensation

forces (fl, f2, f3) can be calculated independent of the joint

torques, assuming frictionless coupling at the joints.

The arm and hand of each subject were analysed to determine

the approximate weight and center of mass of each limb segment

using anthropometic measurement and regression techniques

developed by Clauser et al. (1969). The approximate weight

determined the particular spring system to be used. Each spring

system was adjustable within i range of +/- .25 Ibs.; as is

described below. The exact segment balance was determined by

examining the response of a suspended and relaxed subject to a

unit pulse disturbance, and adjusting spriDg tension to result in

a balanced positive and negative amplitude for the response

trajectory.

System Design:

The suspension system consists of two parts: _,

a) Negator springs to provide a constant gain spring tension
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for vertical compensation. The torque from the spring can be

adjusted to balance the individual limb segment weight by

selecting the width and breadth of the spring, and adjusting the

selected spring by varying the interior diameter of the spring

coil through adjustment of the radius of the take up spool. The

exact spring characteristic to torque relationship has been

developed for several classes of spring coils. Figure 5 shows

several details. The limb segment is secured using velcro pads

and the placement of the spring support is adjustable.

b) For translational motion and as a support for the negator

springs an x-y roller bearing system was designed and fabricated

(see Figure 5). The system will be adjustable for a standing and

seated operator and mounted in front of the FRHC control/display

panel.

- Figure 6 i11ustrates an operator using the compensation

system and the FRHC in control _:mulation experiments.

The second experiment made extensive use of the simulation

system capability to configure a software defined interactive

workspace for the FRHC, and to present that workspace to the

operator _roprioceptively, through FRHC backdrive.

. In this experiment the task was defined as mo_ing the FRHC

along the surface inside or outside a simulated box , a typical

: task which can generate force feedback in ali possible

directions. The hand controller is free moving inside/outside

the _irtual" box and encounters bacxdriving force when exceeding

the workspace limits. This backdriving force is determined by

one unique parameter called "position error" defined as

-=x__- xo (2)

where

E_ is the position error,

X is the hand coutroller's positi_a,

X_o is the workspece limit.
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Subjects learned to follow the outline of the three

: dimensional cube defined by force resistance within the working

space of the hand controller. This three dimensional tracking "

trajectory was approximately 27 inches around the perimeter of

the force cube and was completed in 20 seconds. A unit pulse
', disturbance of approximately 70 msec. duration and 65 in-lbs, in

amplitude, defined through the simulation system, was delivered

randomly in a 4 second window as the subjects performed the

trajectory. The disturbance was delivered randomly in the

positive or negative direction along each axis of motion.

Subjects performed the force tracking task vnder conditions
!.

of micro-gravity, through suspension, and in one gravity. The

velocity feedback gain (damping) of the hand controller was

varied between maximum stable value for each subject, and one

quarter that value

L
A test sequence consisted of ten trials in ea¢.h of two

_amping gain conditions in both a suspended and unsuspended ik

operating state. FRHC position data were collected for each of

the three translational axes of motion at a rate of 70 msec -I.

Results:

The velocity profile of each trial for each subject was

subjected to a spectral analysis through the application of a

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique. The data were so treated

to enable statistical analysis of the effects of the imposed

conditions on the amplitude of response for a specified frequency

range. The FFT resulted in amplitude data for frequencies

from 0 to 15 Hz. digitized in .I0 Hz. steps. The data were

further reduced by averging amplitudes for the first five Hertz.

The averaged performance in simulated zero g shows a higher

amplitude response to disturbance in e_ch axis of motion

illustrated in Figure 7. Statistical analysis indicates a

: significant difference in amplitude of respon_e to disturbance as

a function of the axis observed with an F(2,4)= 9.23. The

differential response among axes of motion is in keeping w_th the
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results of an analysis of damping effects on control reported in

Corker (1984).

The level of damping applied did not result in Jignificant

_ effects in the averaged data. An analysis of the individual

response to damping was undertaken to investigate this lack of

effect. Figure 8 illustrates the result of this analysis.

'_ Averaged across axes, damping in one g performance has the

expected effect. However, in the suspended condition the response
7

pattern of the subjects diverged. Group I response amplitudes

indicate that the effect of damping is enhanced in the suspended

condition resulting in response amplitudes further reduced than

those of one g performance. Group 2 showed the opposite effect

in response to damping in the suspended condition.

The factors contributing to the differential response to

damping under zero g performance are currently being

"_ investigated. It is hypothesised that some individua1"s response ,

to cont-ol in the zero g condition result in an impedance

mismatch between control damping and stiffness and the neuromotor i

activation state that results in the instability observed.

. CONCLUSION

The results indicate the potential utility of relatively

_, simple models of neuromotor control processes in investigating

the interaction of the human operator and controller in

teleoperation. Stiffness manipulation in the control system

significantly affected the accuracy of final position attainment

in three dimensional space. Gravity compensation for the human

operator through part-simulation resulted in increased

instability in the operator's response to disturbance in a force

tracking task. Additionally, preliminary data indicate t_at this

increased instability can be successfully compensated, in some

subjectq, by selection of hand controller damping and stiffness

. parameters to match reduced natural damping which obtains as a

function of the micro-gravity conditions.
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REVIEW OF TELEOPERATOR RESEARCH

Thomas B. Sheridan

- Man-Machine System Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ',,

This is a progress report of four current projects, all dealing with
teleoperator control.

]. A ROVEL PREDICTOR DISPLIY FOR TELFh_ANIPULATION THROUGHA TIME DELAY

Remote operation of manipulators, vehicles or other devices in esrth orbit

or deep space by human operators on the earth's surface is seriously
impeded by signal transmission delays imposed by limits on the speed of
llght (radio transmission) and computer processing at sending and
receiving stations and satellite relay stations. For vehicles in low

earth orbit round-trip delays (the time from sending a discrete signal

until any receipt of any feedback pertaining to the signal) are typically
0.4 seconds and for vehlcles on or near the moon this is typically three

seconds. It has been shown that the time to accomplish even simple

manlpulatlon tasks can increase by many fold, depending upon the time

delay and the complexity of the task. This is because the human operator,

in order to avoid instability (which is quite predictable from simple

control theory) must adapt whac has come to be called a "move and wait

strategy", wherein he commits to a small incremental motion of the remote

hand or vehicle, stops while waiting (the round trip delay time) for
feedback, then commits to another small motion, and so on. To control

continuously is literally not possible.

Because of this problem, requirements for control by human operators has
required astronauts to do such controlling from nearby locations in orbit !
themselves, i.e., where signal transmission delays are very small. i
However, as more and more devices are put in space the requirement will i
increase for humans to perform remote manipulation and control, and if
this can be done entirely from earth there will be great ssvings In not J

: having to send humans into space. Thus the problem is how to make such
remote control more efficient.

A similar problem is encountered with remote operation of manipulators and
vel_cles in the deep ocean from the surface if acoustic telemetry is

i employed, where sound transmission is limited to around 5000 ft/second inwater. Except for the time dela:vs and energy dissipation such acoustic

telemetry is an attractive alternative to dragging many miles of wire
cable through the water.

L
I

"Predictor displays" have been implemented where cursors or other
' indications are driven by a computer which extrapolates forward in time,

based upon current state and time derivatives (Taylor series
extrapolation). These have been employed in gun sights and "head-up"
optical landing aids for aircraft pilots. Such techniques are adequate
for continuous control of vehicles, but not for "move-and-wait" control
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through finite time delays. Further, in the case of telemanipulation, it
: may be necessary to predict the position of a number of parts, i.e., a-0

whole configuration of a device, relative to the environment, beyond a
simple cursor.

' The sy8tem we have conceived, constructed and tested is designed
' explicitly for control of a manipulator or other multi-degree-of-freedom

device through finite time delay. The technique is made possible by new

commercially available computer technology for video display which we have

used for superposing artificially generated graphics on to a regular video

picture (Figure 1).

The video picture is a (necessarily) time-delayed picture from the remote
location, generated as a coherent frame (snapshot) so that all picture
elements in a single scan are delayed the 8ame. (Otherwise the lower part
of the screen would be delayed more than the upper part). The

computer-generated graphics is a line drawing of the present configuration
of the manipulator arm, vehicle or other device. The latter is generated
by using the same control signals which are sent to the remote menipulator
(device) to drive a computer model of it. The computer model is drawn on

: the video display in exactly the same location as where it will actually
be after a one-way time delay and where it will be seen to be on the video

. after one round-trip time delay. Since the graphics are generated in
perspective and scaled relative to the video picture, if one waits at
least one round-trip delay without moving, both the graphics model and the

:_ video ptcture of the manipulator (device) are seen to coincide. Using

such a display operators can "lead" the actual feedback and take larger
: steps with confidence.

Experiments were performeu with trained human subjects performing various
" telemanipulation tasks using both continuously updated video and buffered

video (to intermittently generate and hold each video frame). The
predictor technique proved to work well and has been shown for time delays
in the 1-3 second range to reduce completion times for a variety of
manipulation tasks by 50-150 percent reliably. It is still to be
evaluated for longer time delays.

2. IMPEDANCE CONTROL
i

The common servomechanism provides position control: an actuator is forced
• in proportion to and to reduce a position error. When measured position

corresponds to desired or reference position, the position error goes to
zero and forcing stops.

Servomechanisms can also provide force control. Applied force is adjusted
: until the measured force matches the reference force.

Impedance control generalizes the relation between measured and actual to

_ make the force-posltlon relation (position being referenced to any fixed
point in the environment) conform to whatever relation is desized. It may
be desired that the relation between teleoperator hand and a fixed point

environment be like a soft spring, It may be _eslred that it be like a
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_ stiff spring. It may be desired that it be like a spring preloaded to a

given level, It may be that it be like a dashpot (damper) wlth a given

._ constant or some combination of spring and dashpot, Since in general we
:t" are talking about six degrees of freedom it may be that each degree of

freedom has a different impedance,

An example of impedance control is afforded by the act of opening a door

'_ at a fixed angular rate. This requires a high gain or "rigid" position
_ control in the trajectory described by the doorknob. However any

inaccuracy in position normal to the arc could rip the doorknob off the
t_

door, Thus the impedance in all but one direction wants to be that of a

very soft spring with enough damping to prevent oscillation.

Ils the deep ocean or space environment, as in technical climbing on a rock
face, one wants to tether oneself (or the teleoperator) to constrain some
motions, but still control one's force-position in other directions. This

• also poses an impedance control problem.
l

_ An analytical technique _s been devised Go permit the design of an
impedance control system. Stability and robustness conditions have been

,_ satisfied.
!
/ 3. OPERATOR ADJUSTABLE BILATERAL TELEOPERATOR

The golfer selects a club from his bag to achieve the desired "feel" when[

he s.lngs the club and/or when the club heed hits the ball. This he does

, in order to adjust the impedance between his own neuromuscular system and
. the club as it interacts with its environment. Similarly the baseball

hitter selects a bat, the tennis player a racket, the carpenter a hammer,
the musician a bow, and so on. The handled "too!" or "implement" is
subject, of course, to the _mpedance between itself and its environment
(ball, nail, violin string, etc).

One can imagine that it would be nice to have a teleoperator which "feels"

appropriate to the handlin_ task to be done. That is, one would like to
adjust the "feel" (to the operator) of the control handle. (Primarily we
are tl_tnking of a euaster-_lave manipulator).

We have devised a computer simulation which includes the human arm-hand,
the master, the slave, the mechanical environment of the slave, and all

the couplings between these including both directions of feedback control
between master and slave (e.g., position control from master to slave plus

i force feedback). This is a complex interaction which has not been well
studied or understood in the past, even for only one degree of freedom for
each element. With this we are studying questions of performance
stability and liuttts of adjustment.

We are iL the process of devising a one-degree-of-freedom force-reflecting
mechanical master-slave system (based on DC brushless motor) which has a
great deal of flexibility for parameter changes and impedance. This will
be used experimentally with actual human operators.
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4, SUPERVISORY CONTROLLEDSUEMARINE-MANIPULATOR

An unmanned submarine is being constructed and is expected to undergo
initial supervisory control trials this stt_mer, first in a tank and t_ ,.-
in the Atlantic Ocean.

The vehlcle, which we call Sea Grant I, is actually a reconstruct!

the Perry Oceanographic RECON 5. It is approxlmately 2 I/" me_.=rs

length, weighs approximately 300 Kg, has five indlvid,=' I¥ controll=c

hydraulic motor thrusters to allow control effective_-• i, ,iI degrees o_
•' freedom excepting pitch and roll, has on-board compa_ .. L, !inome_er,

sonar altimeter and a microcomputer.

L

A video camera can be controlled in pan and tilt. A novel parallel link

six-degree-of-freedom manipulator is being designed for its front end. _'

Both are controlled with hydraulic motors. !

The onboard computer is connected through i000 feet of tether to a second

microcomputer on the surface, through which the human operator will give _,

supervisory commands. The language structure will be based in large ,_

measure _n the recently compiled supervisory control structure of ,:
Yoerger. !

l
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VISUAL SY3TEMS FOR

REMOTELY CONTROLLED VEHICLES

Terrence Rezek
Am=._ Research Center

• Dryden !'light Research Facility
Edwards, CA

' The Dryden Flight Research Facility of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Ames Research Center has been working with unmanned vehides

" for 15 years. These Remotely Controlled Vehicles (RCVs} provide valuable
research tools for testing aircraft performance in situations too hazardous to
risk human operators. Even though the costs for thorough testing of
high-performance aircraft continue to rise, this testing could not be reduced
without jeopardizing operational pilots who might _ly such aircraft after they
went into production_ RCVs provide an excellent way to test the high risk i
periods of an aircraft% Iifespan than by removing the pilots from physical
danger while leaving there in complete control of the vehicle. 'i

Visual systems were simple and direct in the first RCVs. Since the early
_¢chniques derived from radio-controlled model work, the beginning visual L

inforrnc_ion system was direct observation. When it was time to test
full-scale vehicles, they were dropped from helicopters and flown under the
control of a pilot _n the lakebed below {Fig. 1). An experienced test pilot
sat in an open cockpit copied from those used for simulators and flew the ,
vehicle to within 200 meters ef the ground, at which point an experienced RC i
model pilot took over and landea the v,_hicle.

Even in these early experiments, the effects of differences in visual
Information inputs were apparent. Both pi;c,ts had direct view of the vehicle,
but the test pilot in the cockpit had supplements! information {Fig. 2). The
cockpit had airspeed, altitude, angle of attack, control surface positions,
and an attitude indicator showing roll, pitch, hea_ing, and sideslip; all
telemetered from the fliuht vehicle. With this information, _he test pilot
was able to detect and damp out oscillations as the vehide was being towed by i
the helicopter. When the RC pilot took over, he was forced to command larqe _:
excursions in the vehicle so that he could see the results of his command _
Inputs.

Through the years of development which followed, a powerful flight test
technique evolved {Fig. 3). The most Important feature of this methodology
has been the inclusion of the pilot in the control loop. Unlike military
drones, an RCV is intended to explore unknown engineering territory, the
nature of which precludes the use of autopilots or preprogrammed control
s,'stem$, unless they are what is being tested. The uniqueness of each flight
_ay require that contro: systems be changed during a flignt to compensate for

unexpected responses. Just as In flight testing with human operators, flight ,=
profiles and attempted data points may be changed to respond to dynlmic
conditions.

RCV SYSTEMS

The current configuration of our RCV _ystems was developed with active
' Input from the test pilots. The cockpits used for RCV flightl are based on a

common framework (Fig. q}. The layout for Instrumentation I$ largely a matter
of pilot preference unless the particular study involves scan patterns,
dlsplay$, or the effects of Innovative Instrumentation. In this respect, the
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RCV cockpit is treated as an u;_tension of simulation techniques and is
designed to be easily "rmdified. The instrument panels are plug-ins and can be
interchanged in a few minutes. The panel formats are not representative of a
specific aircraft but are tailored to the Immediate task. These cockpit
stations also have a graphics display system, an X-Y plotting system, and

' various input/output (IO) devices,
Despite the variety of potential information systems in these cockpits,

the pilots consistently reported difficulty in perceiving position relative to
the ground dur"_g the last 100 meters to touchdown. Operationally, this is
handled by having the flight test engineer, who is always at the RCV pilot's
side during a test, call out the closing altitude from a radar altimeter.
This was necessary because the pilot's entire attention was focused on the
forward field of view, and the only deviation he allowed himself was the
briefest of glances at the airspeed. The pilots felt that the workload was
unecessarily high and could be reduced with better video. The problem of

height perception was critical and felt to ',e related to the degradation of i
depth cues.

The visual syste s used for the RCVs were developed using a single vehicle
(Fig• =_). "l'he Piper Comanche, or PA-30, is our flying workbench, laboratory,

: simulator, and trainer. Originally used for e_r?erimental control systems
work, the left seat controls can be operated electrically while the right seat I

; . controls are not modified. In addition to its usefulness in developing video ;
; systems for RCV forward field of view, the PA-30 was especially valuable for
_ training pilots in the uniclue environment of remote flight {Fig. 6}• The dual

controls in the vehicle allow the rapid installation and testing of untried
concepts since the vehicle can be instantly returned to normal operation and
is always flown with an onboard safety pilot.

When the transition from outside to inside visual systems began, the press i
of time and the limitations of available eauipment dictated a configuration

• which was functional, if limited. In the PA-30, this took the simple form of ,
a nose mounted camera with a single fixed focal length lens and a single 22 cm
(9 inch) diagonal monochromatic monitor. In the training setup, the monitor
was mounted in the left side cockpit panel and hardwired to the nose camera•
The pilot learned to fly the PA-30 while "under the hood" using only the
monitor for forward visual information. In the RCV arrangement, the monitor
was atop the cockpit panel inside the RCV facility and the video signal was
telemetered down from the ve_,;cle along with aircraft instrumentation
information.

A great variety of vehicles were flown with this configuration (Fig. 7).
,- In addition to the PA-30, which is still in use, there was the 3/8 scale F-15

which later became the Spin Recovery Vehicle. High-performaPce and exotic
aircraft were well represented by the HIMAT and DAST vehicles. A vehicle with
an oblique wing was tested in a cooperative program with Ames-North.

; Presently the world's largest RCV, a Boeing 720, is being prepared for the

Controlled Impact Demonstration program {Fig, 8}. I,

VISUAL SYSTEMS

There are definite perceptual limitations Inherent in a narrow field of
view system, Depending on the orientation of the the Line of Sight (LOS) of
the video system relative to the vehicle_s longitudinal axis, a steep approach

; may cause the horizon to be lost from view. If the vehicle is pitched up, the
runway may not be. seen. When close to touchdown with a very narrow field of

-. view, this situation may result in both the horizon and the runway
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disappearing. Use of a motorized zoom lens is not acceptable because it would
give the pilot another variable and another control at a critical point in the
flight. Even a programmed zoom would introduce a variable at a time when the
pilot needs a consistent visual field for reference,

All RCV pilots commented on the difficulty of perceiving height during the
: approach and landing. A possible solution was a three-dimensional video

system {Fig. 9}. This was tested using an adaptation of a system originally
suggested for use with the Space Shuttle Remote Manipulator Arm. Two separate

, video systems were paralleled and the views presented to th_ pilot with a
fresnel imaging system which did not reauire the use of special glasses {Fig.
10].

This concept has numerous advantages over other possible stereo displays.
Since the fresnel lens collects light over a large field and concentrates it
at the exit pupils, image Illumination is optimized. The lack of operator.d
worn optical aids is important for RCV work. Cockpit instrumentation and
peripheral displays may be scanned without re-accommcdating. This mecha-
nization has one major disadvantage; a restriction of available head movement.

Visual information ts perceived in a realistic manner as long as the eyes are
within a 3.3 cm horizontal by 7.6 cm vertical by 15.2 cm longitudinal volume.

This system was evaluated in flight using the PA-30 and met with limited
: sucres=, In general, the system worked and provided the pilot with binocular
' vision far beyond the normal 6 meter limit of unaided human vision. However,
L spacing the viewing lenses at interocular distances necessary to achieve such

spatial resolution, produced another perceptual problem. The eye-brain system
apparently rescaled the perceived images to match normal interocular distances

i and caused size discrimination difficulties. In addition, the unavailability |

of an independent dual video transmission system neccessltated the P
i multiplexing of the incoming signals. Equipment design flaws prevented

adequate separation of the received signals and the resultant images werer

°3 always contaminated with ghosted images. The system was Judged to be
. ' impractical without extensive development.

PRESENT APPROACH

Fl_ing current RCVs produces a Joading effect on the pilots which is due
, in large part to the restrictive nature of the forward field of view. The
; normal aspect ratio, broadcast quality, monochromatic video system does not

provide the normal visual cues present in live flight. Pilots have been more
f dissatisfied with this aspect of the system than with any other. Of course,

• ! the early work was intended to produce a workable method in the shortest
possible time. In that regard, it was successful. However, as the flight

_ tests gained in complexity and the RCV vehicles gained capabilities, the needf

j for augmented video systems became great.As mentioned, the stereo system was not viable given the current state of
n. development. The spatial perception problem remained. The human (eye-brain)

vision system uses many more cues than Just binocular disparity to establsh

l spatial position. Among these are relative sizes and perspective in both
static and dynamic conditions, and also closure rates and streaming In dynamic
conditions. Considering the motion sensitivity of the peripheral vision and
the effect of the large human visual field In establishing orientation, a very
wide angle video system would seem to answer many of the forward view ques-
tions. However, cramming a wide field of view into a limited bandwidth system
results In very small images across the entire field and poor resolution.

l This combination of factors led to the use of a non-linear lens system.
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" VARVS
i

The Variable Acuity Remote Viewing System (VARVS) was conceived as a
techniclue for resolving the FOV/resolution/ bandwidth tradeoffs that exist in

' remote viewing systems (Fig. 11). This system is based on the fact that
integration of the human eye acuity function shows only about 130,000 pixels
are required to fully support the human vision. This quantity is well within
the capabilities of conventional video systems.

_ The technique utilizes a non-linear optical system in both the sensing and
display ecluipment. The non-linearity is achieved by a special lens which
translates a uniform pixel array on its image plane into the object field as
a variable angular array. This can be contrasted with the "Fish Eye" wide
angle lens which projects into the object field with equal angular Increments.

In another sense, this lens will record the same angular detail the eye would
see when viewing the same scene and compress this detail into a uniform matrix
of equal sized picture elements on its image plane. This image can be scanned
with a broadcast quality tv having a 525 line raster scan. Conventional
transmission equipment can then also be used to send the Image Information to
a remote location• When received, the image is prejected by a light valve
projector onto a hemispherical screen by an identical non-linear lens (Fig.
12)•

This projected image is viewed in apparent high acuity and correct
geometric perspective when the observer's eye is aligned with the projector's
optical axis. In the originai design, an eye position sensor was postulated
as a means to eliminate image to eye misalignment by repositioning the sensor
through a narrow band control link. This motlon subsystem has not been used
in R CV work since the vehicles are generally too small to aco0modate a slewing
camera mount. The camera-lens system alone achieves an effective lq0 degree
FOV, which is more than usually seen from a normal cockpit. High resolution
occurs in a 20 degree cone centered on the head position axis. The head

, tracking capability will be used in simulator studies, i
: The key to this idea is the non-linear lens (Fig. 11). This lens was
L originally designed by McDonnell Aircraft and fabricated from glass using

numerically controlled grinding machines, a difficult and expensive process.
Modern optical fabrication techniques including laser polishing, plastic
casting, and graded density optical materials can be expected to reduce the
cost, size and weight. _,

The difference between the non-linear lens and tr fish-eye lens is best
seen in comparison Apparent positive magnification exists near the center "
of the image, decreasing towards the perimeter. A 525 line raster can extract
the same angular detail from this Image that would take a 10,000 line raster
for the fish-eye Image. The very unique properties of this optical system

" form the basis for a series of psychophyslological studies on the Interaction
of human operators and Remotely Controlled Vehicles.

LANDING CUE ASSESSMENT STUDY (LCAS)

In LCAS, the peripheral motion thresholds of pilot observers wlll be
quantified in roll, pitch, vertical rate and forward velocity. The Peripheral
Visual Cue Assessment Laboratory at Ames North is presently datermlning these
parameters using very sparse computer generated Imagery. To successfully
apply the results of this study to the real world of flight, it is necessary ,
to verify and amplify those results In a more realistic visual environment. !
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, , The motions created by the computer in the laboratory phase of LCAS will
• be duplicated as closely as possible by video taping live scenes from a

precisely controlled camera platform atop a moving truck. These scenes will
' simulate the subtle maneuvers made during the last moments before touchdown in

a normal landing. The responses by observers will be compared to the results
of the Ames North Laboratory experiments.

This experiment will be repeated using the PA-30 as an RPV to assess the
effect of this visual syste.n on the landing clualitles of RCVs.

o DOD INTERESTS

The USAF Human Resources Laboratory is using the VARVS as a development
tool in the design and evaluation of a full field of view simulator for combat
aircraft training. Ultimately, this would envision the use of highly
realistic computer generated Imagery. Since current equipment of sufficient
power to do this in real time is huge, rare, and extremely expensive; interim
designs will use the video method to present realistic, interactive scenes to
simulator operators.

The United States Naval Ocean Systems Command has expressed an Interest in
using this methodology to provide better visual Input from a free-roamirg

, ground vehicle operating in a forward observer mode.
Both of these applications fit well within the capabilities of the VARVS.

Additional development is required for special purposes, such as light weight,
probably plastic lenses, for the USAF and ruggedized equipment for the USN.
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Table 3, increases both with pilot rating and with the added workload of
t

, the three-channel task (as measured by the spectral density).

For the three-channel case studies, the total power in the pilot's

aileron deflection signal for each configuratlon is shown In Figure 9. As

" in the two-channel ease study, the power spectral density peak magnitude

increases for configurations with the higher (worse) rating, suggesting a

"_ proportional increase in pilot workload.

_ It is noted that the peak power tends to occur at the dutch roll ire-

, quency for each configuration, indicating that this mode is clearly present

if not dominant in the pilot's output. If this is the case this mode may

! be a contributing cause to the lateral PIO occurring for Configuration 3

(refer to Table I for comments).

The plots depicting noise contributions into the aileron and rudder

deflection signals are shown in Figures 10 and II. In addition to the

•: large increase in peak spectral density of Configuration 3 over the other

configurations, note that command disturbance noise is not dominant in the

frequency range of maximum power as in the two-channel case (Figure 8). In
f

the aileron deflection channel, pilot injected noise contribution exceeds

the comma_.d disturbance noise contribution. This same trend is even more

noticeable in the noise contribution plots f_r the rudder channel in Figure

, II, where the primary noise source is clearly pilot injected noise into the

rudder channel.

To summarize the data ana]ysls of the identified models, there is evi-

dence that the cause of the PIO and resultant poor _ilot rating is self-

induced coupling caused by rudder excitation of a dutch roll mode with

, level 3 flying qualities. Recall in the two-channel case study for Confi-

guration 3 that no lateral PIO occurred when the rudder input was denied

the pilot. The command disturbance in each case was identically provided

using Equation (69).
I

The frequency response of the pilot model, obtained from the approxi-

mation of Equation (24), is shown for each configuration for the three-

channel cases in Figures 12 and 13. Note that for for poorly rated Confi-

_ guration 3 that pilot aileron deflection is out of phase at low frequencies

with displayed bank angle error.

As seen from the JIR analysis, the amount of information from the

_ identification, validation, and analysis of models Obtained from actual

• 17
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MEASURING WORKLOAD DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SHORT-TERM MEMORY

AND LONG-TERM MEMORYSCENARIOS IN A SIMULATED FLIGHT ENVIROtMENT

Scott L. Berg and Tho_ B. Sheridan

Man-Machlne Syste=_ Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

,., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Abstract

Four highly experienced Air Force pllots each flew four si-ulated flight I
scenarios. Two scenarios required a great deal of aircraft aanuevering, i
The other two scenarios Involved less manuevering, but required remembering
a number of items. All scenarios were designed to be equally challenging.
Pilot's Subjective Ratings for Activity-level, Complexity, Difficulty,
Stress, and Workload were higher for the manuevering scenarios then the

• i

memory scenarios. At a moderate workload level, keeping the pilots active
resulted In better aircraft control. When required to _nitor and re_mber

items, aircraft control tended to decrease. P_lots tended to weigh
:- infor_atlon about the spatial positioning and perfc_ance of their aircraft

more heavily than other Items.

l
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I. Introduction

Deregulation is having a profound impact on the airline industry. It has
brought increased competition, cut-throat "fare wars", and demands by
management for greater employee productivity. This new economic environment
has intensified the pressure to cut cockpit crews from three to two persons.

In addition, the nation's airways are becoming more crowded every day,
absorbing an ever greater mix of aircraft types, sizes, and performance

• characteristics. Thus, the need for pilots to spend more time looking
outside the cockpit i_ of major concern.

These conflicting demands for less "in cockpit" workload while
slmultaneously cutting the cockpit vorkforce by 33Z, have accelerated the
push to automate and computerize todayts aircraft. New display technologies
and microprocessors have led to the widespread use of programmable
calculators and a growing number of computer-monltored, computer-flown, and

computer-dlsplay-domlnated flight decks. I

This technology has relieved a great deal of the pilot's physlcal labor in
aircraft configured with the latest equipment. However, this equipment has i
generated its own set of concerns and problems:

(1) At what point and to what extent does boredom or the lack of !
= "something to do" impact performance? I

(2) Given that pilots must plan, program, and monitor "automatic" :

equipment, when do these mental tasks begin to overwhelm a crevmember?
(3) How can this mental workload be measured?

(4) Can one determine how close a given crew member is operating to
' his or her "breaking point"?

!

This research examines these questions using a flxed-base simulator. This l
intermim report looks at the problem of measuring mental workload by
subdividing it Into short-term mental operations and long-term mental

functions such as information "storage" and "retrieval".

II. Objective

This research examines whether certain objective and subjective measures can
distinguish between two types of simulated flight scenarios: (1) a scenario
emphasizing short-term memory tasks; (2) a scenario with a large number of

: long-term memory tasks.

III. Simulator Confi_uration

The flow of information to and from various elements of this experiment is

represented schematically on Figure A-1. The PDP-11 Computer acts upon an
aircraft dynamics simulation program (four engine Lockheed Jetstar) and
presents information on the present flight condition to a Megatek CRT
display. (For an In-depth description of the simulation program and
aircraft dynamics, see Nental Workload iu Supervisory Control of Automated
Aircraft, by Tanaka, Buharali, and Sheridan, 1983).
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The Megatek dlsplay (Figure A-2) slmulates an aircraft cockpit dlsplay. The

' upper part of this CRT display gives a simplified "out the window"

perspective of an airport and three runways. Below this is a set of
instruments in the familiar "T" pattern. An Airspeed indicator, Attitude
Deviation Indicator (ADI) with Glide Slope Devlatiov Indicator (GSI), and

Altimeter comprise the top row. A Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI) with
the selected course (CRS) and distance (_4E) to a selected navigation aid,

is directly beneath the ADI. % Vertical Velocity Indicator (Wl) is to the
_._

: _ right of the HSI. Landing Gear Position CUp, Down), Flap Position (Up,

' Down), Thrust Setting, Stability Augmentation Selection (On, Off),

Navigation Radio Selection (Off, VOR, ILS, channel number), Lateral

Autopilot Selection (Off, _nual Heading, VOR Course, Locallzer Course), and

the Longitudinal Autopllot Selection (Off, Altitude Hold, Speed Hold,
Altitude/Speed Hold, Glide Slope/Speed Hold) are also presented.

The subject interprets the displayed flight information and manipulates the
controls on the Control Box (Figure A-3) to make the "aircraft" respond in a
desired fashion. The Control Box contains an alrcraft-type control-stick or

Joy-stlck, a throttle, and a number of other controls. On the top-rear of i
the box _re eight Radio Toggles. To the left of the Throttle are the Course
Set Knob and the Flaps and Landing Gear Selector. To the right of the

Joy-stlck is a longitudinal Trim Control. The front panel has six

controls: Heading Set Knob, VOR/ILS Selector; Lateral Autopilot Selector;
Longitudinal Aut_pilot Selector; Radlo-Navlgatlon Channel Selector; and

" Stability Augmentation Selector. I

Electrical signals convey information on control positions from the Control

Box to the Computer. The Computer then uses these inputs to update the
flight condition, aircraft dynamics, and display.

: The Experimenter (XPRb_rrR) interacts with the Computer via a separate Video t

Display Terminal (VDT). After experimental runs are completed, the !_
experimenter can get an output of data stored by the Computer, on a Line
Printer.

i

IV. Data

Every ten seconds, the computer stores aircraft x, y, and z positions. In
, _Itlon, it stores every control box manipulation along with the magnitude

and time of the event. This data yielded Ground Track information. By
correlating the aircraft's x, y position with time and the chosen scenario,
altitude error was derived.

Since part of each flight consisted of maintaining certain magnetic courses,
altitude deviations were much more useful than heading deviations could have

been. Furthermore, since the aircraft responds to altitude change commands

! more quickly than airspeed change commands, and since the range of altitudes
: _ and potential altitude deviations are much greater, altitude information was

_ better than airspeed data for monitoring flying precision, This altitude
error data was converted into Absolute Altitude Error (Feet) and

Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Altitude Error (Feet).
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Subjects were simply instructed to follow instructions as precisely as

possible; thus, they had no indication of what types of deviations would be
used as the scored parameter.

In addition, each subject scored a set of five Subjective Workload Ratings

at three points during each run. These Subjective Ratings were

Actlvlty-Level, Complexity, Difficulty, Stress, and Workload. Ratings were
taken at three points rather than taking one overall rating to see if any

"polnt" loading of workload might be occuring and biasing the ratings.

V. Subjects
t

Four subjects participated in this experiment. All four were highly
experienced Air Force pilots and had flown this simulator several times. An

experience summary follows: i
i

B: Fighter-Type: 1250 Hours
, Jet: 1250

" Total: 1250

H: Fighter-Type: 3200"T

Jet: 2750

=: Total: 3200

L: Light Aircraft: 550

Fighter-Type: I000
Heavy Aircraft: 600
Jet: I000 i

Total: 2150 !
f

W: Light Aircraft: i00 i
Fighter-Type: 700
Heavy Aircraft 1300
Jet: 2000
Total: 2100

Vl. Instructions

Figure A-4 is a reproduction of the typewritten instructions given to each I

subject before each session. A few points require empha_ _r explanation, i7
Subjects were instructed to fly as "precisely" as possible. Further, all
simulated ARTCC instructions were handled verbally between the subjects and
experimenter. Tb_ CWS E *itch is the Stability Augmentation Switch mentioned
in Section III.

i Along with these instructions, two other items were given each subject. A
Subjective Rating Sheet (Figure A-5) was provided, and the subjects were

; asked to examine it and ask questions pertaining to it. They were
instructed to consider each scale as continuous rather than discrete. That

_, is, Lhe subdivisions were provided simply as references for the subjects and

{
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experimenter. Each score sheet was used for one day's activities: two
runs. Subjects were also instructed that they would give each of the
ratings three times during each run, and were to place a 1 at their first
rating, a 2 at their second rating, and a 3 at their final rating, as well
as give an overall rating (T).

Figure A-6 was also provided, and served as a reference tor rating Workload.

_! This "Modified Cooper-Harper" system was adopted from earlier work by
_ Sheridan and Simpson. (See Ref. 18)

Vll. Experimental Design

As mentioned in the instructions of Figure A-4, there were two different

ground tracks used. Each subject flew both ground tracks during each

session. Two different ground tracks were employed in order to minimize the

effects of transferlng prior knowledge from one run to the next, "learning"

the scenario, and consciously or subconsciously anticipating tasks.

Each ground track was flown in two versions. One version was highly loaded

with a number of tasks to perform. Moat of these tasks were similar to
following the instruction, "Climb and Maintain 4000". Such tasks exercise
short-term memory because, in executing them, the pilot must constantly '.

: remind himself to follow the new parameter. The second version exercised i
long-term memory by instructing subjects to take some action at some time in
the future, i

!

Ground tracks and versions were counterbalanced between and within subjects, i
Each day's data runs included one run of each ground track and one run of

I, each version (long-term memory and short-term memory).

"Navigational Charts" and Note Pads were provided to enable pilots to record I!
instructions (as in real flight). The Navigational Charts contained !
Navigational Aid positions, courses, bearlngs, point identiflers, and .
distances to and from various points.

Figure A-7 shows such a "Navigational Chart" for the alpha ground track.

Subjects began heading 360 degrees at 5000 feet, five nautical miles (nm)
due south of VOR #I. They then proceeded to Point A (VOR #I: 021/15.0), VOR

112, Point B (#2: 228/I0.0), Point C (#I: 144/5.0), and then headed 045

degrees until intercepting the Localizer for an ILS to Runway 36 (ILS 4).

Figure A-8 shows the nominal alpha ground track flown in its skill - or
task-loaded version. Please note how ARTCC directed headings result in

significant ground track deviations from the direct course. Figure A-9
pictures the nomine" alpha ground t ark in its memory (long-term memory)

, version.

_' Figures A-10, -Ii, -12 are the corresponding examples for the beta grcund
,:. _ track. Referring to Figure A-11, subjects began on a heading of 045 degrees
, _ at 5000 feet, Southwest of VOR#2. Then, they proceeded to VOR #2, Point D

(#2: 312/22.8), VOR #1, Point E (#1: 156/6.7), and then headed 045 degrees
until intercepting the localizer for Runway 36 (ILS 4). Figure A-12 clearly
shows the 360 degree turn which is directed at VOR #1 for this version.

il
t.r...... ®
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The differences between the skill- or task-loaded scenarios (short-term

, memory) and mentally- or memory-loaned scenarios (long-term memory) is best

illustrated by picturing the time history of altitude, heading, and airspeed
for each.

Figures A-13 and A-14 illustrate the airspeeds which subjects were commanded

• to maintain for each version of the alpha groundtrack. Compare task-loaded

Figure A-13 with memory-loaded A-14.

Similarly, Figure A-15 can compared to Figure A-16 for Magnetic Headings.

Finally, Figure A-17 can be compared with Figure A-18 for commanded
Altitudes.

Every effort was made to make the alpha and beta ground tracks as similar as )

possible while maling the task and memory versions as different as possible.

Thus. total Mental Workload Units and Total Physical Workload Units were
calculated and plotted for each ground-track/memory-verslon combination. {

t

The technique used to calculate these "Workload Units" can best be explained

with two examples. For a task such as, "Climb i000 feet", it was assumed

that the pilot would climb at approximately I000 feet per minute. The pilot

" must respond to the instruction, initiate the climb, monitor his progreas in i'
the climb, and execute a level off. For a I000 foot climb, this entire

_ " proces was estimated to last 90 seconds. Workload Units were calculated
for 30 second intervals, so this task required i Workload Unit (WU) for

three 30 second intervals, or three Physical WO:s. However, in the process r
of performing this task, the pilot had to constantly update his short-term
memory with this immediate goal: climb i000 feet. Thus, the task also was

credited with three memory or mental WU's, and labeled a short-term memory
task.

!

For an example of a long term memory taRk, assume that ARTCC directs, I

"Report at Point D". The pilot must respond, usually make some note of the

request, keep it in mind until he gets to Point D, and then report arriving _i
at Point D. This also requires both task and memory work. It was assumed

that the initial response and copying of the request would be handled in

one, 30 second task unit. The same applied to the call to ARTCC at Point D.

So this task generated one 30 second task unit at the time of the request,
and one unit at the time of fulfilling the request. When receiving the

request, the pilot stores it in his memory and hopefully retains it until

arriving at Point D. Thus, it required one 30 second mental WU for each 30

"_ second period from the time of the request until azrlving at Point D. It
also counts as one long-term memory task.

A Time/Workload history was done for each task the pilots were expected to

perform for each ground-track. These workloads were then combined for each

ground-track/version and plotted against an approximate tlme-llne. Figure 19
is an example of one of these workload plots. Standing alone, these charts

are not very enlightening, but they were useful for plotting workload data.

q
For instance, Figure A-20 shows the Accumulative Number of Physical WO's as

a function of time for each type of run. This graph suggests that the

physical workload is higher for the skill- or short-term memory versions
than the long-term memory versions. Furthermore, it looks llke the rate of
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, physical workload for the alpha and beta ground-tracks are similar within
each version,

Figure A-21 is a plot of the Accumulative Mental (Memory) WU's versus time.

_ Again, it appears that within each version, alpha and beta scenarios are
similar, and that the overall workload for the skill version is different
from that for the memory versions.

_,_

Figure A-22 shows the Accumulated number of memory tasks as a function of
time. Here, the short-term memory tasks of the skill-or task scenarios

balance out the additional long-term memory tasks of the memory versions.

Thus, although the physical and mental workloads vary in some details across

versions, the total number of mental tasks are roughly equivalent for each.

Figure A-23 breaks out the long-term memory tasks and shows that the

long-term memory versions have roughly twice the number of long-term tasks _i
as the short-term memory versions. Notice, also, the good balance between i

the alpha and beta ground tracks for each version. Comparing Figures A-22 t

and A-23, one can see that the skill versions must have a higher number of

short-term memory tasks than the long-term memory versions.

._ VIII. Training and Experimental Procedure !

,. After the subjects read the instructions (described in Section VI) and had i

all their questions answered, they then spent 20 to 30 minutes flying the i
simulator. This practice consisted of changing headings, altitudes,

airspeeds, intercepting courses, and several ILS approaches.

! When they felt ready, the subjects were given the Navigational Charts to t

study (Section VII) and the Charts were explained tc them. The data runs !

then began with the Computer storing x, y, z positions every I0 seconds, and

Control Box inputs as they occured. The runs were frozen at roughly 8 to I0 ,i

minutes and 18 to 20 minutes of elapsed time. These two freezes and run i
" termination were used to take the subject's Subjective Ratings. I

r

• IX. Results and Comments I

The Subjects' Subjective Rating data is summarized in Fisure A-24. Each il
'" rated category's mean rating and rating standard deviation are given for

, both alpha and beta ground-tracks, and for the arithmetic combination of '

alpha and beta. t

t
Student t-tests and F-tests were performed on the data with the following I

results. For both long- and short-term memory versions, there were no Ir
significant difference between alpha or beta ground tracks at the 95 percent

confidence level for _ of the five categories, This implied that the
_ effort to make tne workload levels similar for the two ground tracks wa_

ii _uccessful from the standpoint of pilot percep'_ions. For each type of run4O3

i

>
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(for example, alpha/long-term memory), there was no significant difference
between segments 1, 2, or 3 at the 90 percent confidence level. This
implied a low likelihood of "point loading" occuring. That is, workload was
fairly constant over time.

Student t-tests were pprformed on the mean subjective ratings to determine
if there was a significant difference between the skill and mental versions
for each category. There was a statistically significant difference at the

I 90 percent confidence level for Complexity and Stress. The difference was
significant at the 95 percent level for Activity-level, Difficulty, and
Workload.

The weaker confidence levels for the Complexity and Stress ratings can
possibly be explained, All runs were performed manually, that is, with the
autopilot off. Thus, the "complexity" changed little. The relative
weakness in the Stress rating nmy be due to the relatively low worklcad
level. Future experiments, run at greater workload levels, may show greater
sensitivity for this rating category.

The Skill or Short-term Memory version was consistently rated higher
(harder, more difficult) than the Mental or Long-term Memory version. This

: was a bit surprising since the average total (physical and mental) workload
for the long-term memory version was greater than that for the task version.

" (218.5 WU vs. 187 WU: 116.8 percent)

Since other tests gave good confi.ence in the valldity of this "workload
unit" technique, several possible explanations come to mind. The 17 percent
difference in workload units may not be significant at these workload
levels. (One should keep in mind that the mean workload ratings were only
in the three to five range on a ten-point scale.) Second, because subjects

• were "busier", doing a greater number of relatively simple tasks, this may
have translated into a perception of greater workload.

Figure A-25 shows the Root-Mean-Squared (RMS) Altitude Deviations and the
Mean and Standard Deviation of the Absolute Altitude Deviations. (Altitude

Deviations were not measured during climbs and descents.) This information

is given for each subject and across all subjects, It is also broken down,

giving values for alpha and beta sc=,..-*os, and combined alpha-beta scores

for the short-term memory and long-term memory versions,

Student t-test analyses of these errors for short-term memory versus
long-term memory indicates a significant difference between these versions,

Mean Absolute Altitude Errors are significant at an 80 percent confidence
: level and RMS Altitude Errors are significant at a 70 percent confidence

level.

The relative weakness in differentiating the two versions may be due to the
fact that there was no "baseline" version. Both versions were designed to
be difficult, but difficult in different ways. The data only produced small
differences between two fairly well-matched versions. Furthermore, both

"_ versions were rated only moderately difficult. If subjects are worked
harder in future tests, more meaningful distinctions may appear.
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Referring to Figure A-25, both the Mean Absolute Altitude Error and the RMS
Altitude Error were greater for the long-term memory case than the
short-term memory case. This is somewhat surprising since reference to

• Figures A-17 and A-18 clearly show that the short-term memory case had a

much more difficult Altitude profile.

One possible explanation is that subjects became bored during the long-term_D

, memory scenario. I reject this hypothesis for three reasons. (1) No
individual run lasted more than 30 minutes, and runs were broken by several

" "freezes" for subjective ratings. (2) Subjects knew that their performance ,

was being measured, increasing interest. (3) The long-term memory version

had few "quiet" periods longer than several minutes. Therefore, boredom was

unlikely.
#

Two other, more promising, explanations relate to interest or attention. In

the short-term memory or skill version, subjects were rep_:edly asked to i
change airspeed, altitude, and heading. Thus, they probably channelled more
effort and attention to these tasks, resulting in smaller deviations. This
would also help explain the slightly higher subjective ratings for this
version.

Alternatively, another type of prioritizing may have occurred. Given a i
lower task workload, the subjects may have shifted the task of aircraft
control to a lower priority. This would produce a certain level of

complacency about altitude, while subjects paid additional attention to I
memory items.

Mean Absolute Altitude Errors and RMS Altitude Errors were compared with the

Subjective Ratings for each of the five Subjective Categories. For all
cases, the magnitude of Altitude Error was inversely proportional t-"o the
Subjective Rating. That is, task loading resulted in lower Altitude F-rors
than mental loading, but higher Subjective Ratings.

Figure A-26 gives data on Long-term Memory Errors. (An example of a
long-term memory task was given in Section VII). However, this chart
further differentiates among long-term memory tasks. Here, these events
were divided into "Positional" and "Non-Positional" Hemory Tasks. A

,, "Positional" task pertains to some performance required of the aircraft.
For example, "Descend to 3000 at Point D." A "Non-Positional" task refers

to something required of the pilot. For example, "Report at Point D".

Although it's difficult to generalize because of the small total number of
tasks, the percentage of forgotten "Positional" tasks was similar for all
versions/ground tracks, and the percentage of forgotten "Non-Positional"
tasks was also similar for all versions/ground tracks. The interesting part
of this data, however, lies in the fact that, on average, only 12.5 percent
of "Positional" tasks were missed, while 40.6 percent of "Non-Positional
tasks were missed.

_ Professional Pilots are constantly reminded that no matter what happens,
_ maintaining aircraft control should be their top priority. Therefore, this

"Positional" information is given first priority. ARTCC requirements for

informaton, etc., may be given second, or e_en third priority. This lower
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; priority for "Non-Positional" tasks may explain the poorer performance for
:' these types of memory tasks.

X. Pindln_s and Conc!1,_!o,s

I. Alpha and beta _r_ _racks were roughly equlvalent in perceived
workload.

l

2. During each run, the perceived workload did not vary significantly with
- time.
!

3. At a moderate workload level, subjects consistently ranked the
task-loaded version more diffluclt than a memory-loaded version, evPn though
both were designed to be equally demanding.

4. At a moderate workload level, higher subjective workload ratings
correlated with lower altitude deviations, possibly due to greater subject
interest or attention.

5. Higher Long-term memory workload appears to interfere with, or lower the
priority of short-term memory items.

6. Objective measurements (Altltude Error) differentiated between long-term

and short-term memory scenarios at a 70 to 80 percent Confidence Level.

7. Pilots systematically weighted information about the physical
positioning of their aircraft in space more heavily than other items.

, _. Subjects can be worked much harder in future tests.

XI. Follow-up Studies

The next phase of this investigation will build upon these results to
further differenttate between task or short-term memory workload, and
long-term memory workload.

In an attempt to widen the differences between task workload and memory
workload, the following scenarios will be tested:

Wo_hload Type Aircraft Control

: Baseline Scenario Manual

Task (Short-termMemory) Hanual
Memory (I_ng-termMemory) Autopilot
Overload ManuAl

The Baseline scenario will be a low workload scenario.
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The Task scenario will be similar to the Baseline scenario, "Jr involve many
additional tasks: Heading changes, Altitude change_, Airspeed changes. The
simulator will be manually flown _nd long-term memory items will be kept to
a minimum.

The Memory scenario will allow the sub _cts _o ,_e the auto_ilot, freeing

them to remember, monitor, and plan. :_sks will be kept to a minimum, but

subjects will be repeatedly told to remember certain things for vario,
lengths of time and then perform the directed tasks.

_,_
%

Finally, an "Overload" scenario will attempt to saturate the subjects.
' Subjects will be forced to fly manually while performing a large number of

tasks and told to remember and do a va6!ety of thlr,gs.

Civilian pilots with less flight experience than the present subject group
wll be added.

Altitude Deviations, Subjective Ratings, and the percentage of memory items
which are missed or not executed properly will be noted,

We postulate the f_llowing results:

1. Workload ratings will directly relate to prior flight experience.

2. Subjects of all experience levels will do equally well and give similar
ratings for the Memory Scenario.

3. There will be a direct relationship between performance, ratings, and
experience for the Task and Overload Scenarios.

, 4. If given enough memory item-, workload ratings will be ss high in the
Memory/Autopilot Scenarios as the Task/Manual Scenarios.

5. As workload ratings approach the high end of _he scale, memory errors,
or altitude deviations, or both will increase.

6. _ubJects will tend _o allow the number of memory errora to increase
rather than aircraft control to decrease.
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Visual Attention to Radar Displays

Neville Moray, Dept. of Industrial Engineering, university of Toronto

Mark Richards & Corinne Brophy, Department of Psychology, University of Stirling

Abstract

,. A model is described which predicts the allocation of attention to the

,_ \ features of a PPI radar display. It uses the growth of uncertainty and the
' probability of near collision to call the eye to a feature of the display.

The main source of uncertainty is forgetting following a fixation, which is

modelled as a two dimensional diffusion process. The model was used to r

predict information overload in intercept controllers, and preliminary

validation obtained by recording eye movements of intercept controllers in

simulated and live (practice) interception.

r

Introduction _'

• The task of an intercept controller is to use the information displayed i

on a PPI radar to direct one or more fighters to the vicinity of one or more

hostile aircraft. Because of the very low rates of change of the positions
of ehcos at long radar range the kind of model for visua] sampling which was

proposed by Senders, et al. (1966) is inappropriate. The rate of generation

of information (uncertainty) by the signal is slight compared with rate of !

generation of uncertainty by endgenous forgetting of the information acquired I

by fixations. The basic assumption: of the model is therefore that the

observer has an uncertainty threshold for his estimate of the position of the i.

echos of aircraft, and when his uncertainty exceeds that threshold, he will

again look at the echo (or other source of information) to reduce his

uncertainty.

In order to model this process, we require an estimate of the rate of

forgetting for radar-like information, and a model for its interaction with

the operator's uncertainty threshold. A problem arises in how to validate

such a model, since for a given interception there are many acceptable

flight paths which will result in a successful interception. The model was

therefore used not to predict the degree of success in completing an

interception, but merely to predict the proportion of time spent in looking

at different parts of the display, and statistics such as the mean first

passage time for fixations.

Method

Two series of experiments were conducted. The first was to establish

the form of the forgetting function. Intercept controllers were shown

pictures of "radar-like" patterns for i0 seconds, (which was approximately

the scan rate of the radar). The pictures consisted of one, two, or three

small marks in a 8" diameter circle. The picture was removed, and the

controller then was required to wait for a period from 3 seconds to thirty
_ seconds. He was then shown a second, but blank, circle, and asked to mark i

the position(s) of the "echos". An estimate of the basic accuracy [
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without forgetting was obtained by allowing the controller to mark the

positions of echos on a blank circle while the stimulus was still visible,

so that the only limitation on his accurecy was perceptual. Each operator

performed the task for several different patterns, and several times for

: each pattern, at 5 recall delays, and with and without a map grid super-

imposed on the radar. Performance was measured in terms of the standard

deviation of the estimate of the target position

The second series of experiments consisted of recording the eye

movements of interceptors while they conducted interceptions either in a

simulator or with real aircraft. In the latter case, both aircraft were

friendly but one played the r_le of intruder. The intruders did not take [
evasive action and no ECM were used. Data were collected from trainees

and from experienced controllers, and on a variety of sorties. The data

to be reported here are restricted to _ series of simulated sorties in ' i
which a flight of i0 intruders approached, and were intercepted by 1-6

fighters. We were asked to predict which scenario would first lead to

: overload and a failure to complete interceptions.

The model was programmed in FORTRAN and run on a VAX computer.
]

!

Experiments on For_ettin_

A summary of the results is shown in Figure i. The J_ shows
forgetting curves for i, 2, and 3 "echos", and for 3 "echos" with a super-

imposed reference grid. The results are pooled ove£ all participants.

The data from the several experiments are all described by the same equation,

' !

sd(t) = a + b(t) 3/2 EQN (i) !

where sd(t)is the standard deviation of the estimated position in millimetres i

after a recall delay of t seconds. All the data are well fitted by a value i

for b of 0.02. The constant _ depends on the difficulty of the task,

. ranging from 8.25 for 1 echo to II.0 for 3 echos, and falling 4.2 for 2 1

echos when a reference grid was provided. I

It appears that forgetting p_ceeds at a constant rate independent of 1
the complexity of the display, but that the uncertainty of the initial

perceptual judgement is affected by complexity. The standard deviation wheD 1

no memory was involved was 4.2 mm., so that approximately 86% of all L

estimates would fall within a circle 2 cm. in diameter, and 40% within a I
circle 1 cm. _n diameter.

3
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A Model for Vmsual Attention

Becaase new information appears only every ten seconds, and because

the positions of the aircraft change only slightly each sweep on long

range radar, we assume that most of the uncertainty is ._enerated by

forgetting. The effective bandwidth is too low for attention to be

'.!I driven by the uncertainty in the display.

Assume that the observer makes an estimate of the position, course,

and velocity of an echo, x, at tlme to , and that thereafter he looks
elsewhere. His uncertainty is represented by the s.d. of his estimate,

and this increases with time,

Ux(t) = f(t)

where t is the time which has elapsed since x was fixated.- i

We make five assumptions.

i. For each source of information, i, there is a threshold of uncertainty

: P_H i. If this is exceeded due to forgetting (increasing Ui(t)) the observer

will look back at i to redvze u.(t) to U (t0).-- 1 1 !

2. There is a PTH for all features of the display, each fighter, each

intruder, and "console features" such as weather information, compass I
bearings, etc. I

3. The value of PTH. depends on the perceived vazue of the source of1

information as subjectively estimated by the controller.

4. Although the task of the controller is to bring aircraft into close

proximity, (the "inverse air Traffic Control" problem), it is not

desirable to allc- aircraft to approach too close fcr _ear of ccliision. _

(This also appli:_ to the relation of the fighter to any "_trangers", i

that is aircraft not involved in the interception, which may be general
aviation or comnlercial aircraft). We assume that the controller has a

second threshold, CTH, which is related Po the probability that two

aircraft occupy the same position in air space. If CTH is exceeded,
then he will look at both aircraft.

5. Following a pair of looks induced by CTH, PTH will be adjusted for each

in such a way that PTH = a' + b'/exp(-d) where d is the separation of

the aircraft. As the aircraft approach, the uncertainty threshold

falls rapidly so that more attention will be paid to aircraft close
to another.

The rate of forgetting was taken from the experiment described above.

[
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%'he program provided a print0ut of the posltions, courses, and speeus

of each aircraft, the values of PTH and CTH, and the time since ,each source

_ of informatzon was last examined, If PTH or CTH called for a scurce of

information to be examined, the 3ource was flagged in the printout at the

time it was examined. Importance values were tuned to some extent to

. improve the behaviour of the model.

Model outputs ar_ shown in Tables 1 and 2. F1 - F4 ar_ fighters,
T1 - T4 are intruders. Other _ariables are "console variables". In

Scenario i, one fi£hter intercepted on intruder. In Scenario 2, two

fighters intercepted two intruders, one fighter being launched thizty

seconds after the other. In Scenario 3, three fighters (launched at 30

second intervals) intercepted =hree intruders. The tables give data

for the early part of the sortie when the fighters were distant from the

intruders, and also for the f_aal minute as the interceptions were
completed. "Console variables" model all sources of information other

than aircraft which were fixated. "PTHs" for them were given typical

%alues based on early e_irical data.

From these d_ta it is apparent that Scenario 3 is the first in which

the mean first passage time rises substantially. The Scenario 3 MFPT,

and the standard deviation ale such that for a substantial proportion of

the time more than i0 seconds will elapse between fixations. Looking back

at Figure I, it is after about 6 seconds that significant forgetting sets

in, and w? therefore predicted that overload would first uccur at Scenario J
3. !

Note that in Scenario 2, a switch of attention is predicted. Early

in the sortie, most attention is paid to two fighters, as they leave their

base and begin the interception. Late in the sortie, Fighter 1 and

°; Intruder 4 receive most atterJtion as the interception is completed.

E__x_ez_limentalData on E_e Movement_

1'ne same scenarios were programmed on the simulator at RAF Boulmer,

and three controllers carried out the interceptions. They were given

complete freedom to choose their own tactics. Their eye movements were

recorded using a NAC eye mark recorder, modified to make its calibration

more reliable. Sum_mary data for these sozties are given in Tables 3,4

and 5. In these t_b[es, the s.d. of the MFPT are the square root of the

mean. As predicted, Scenario 3 is that in which MFPTs become unacceptably

long. In fact, several interceptions failed, and one controller lost a

fighter completely by flying it off the edge of the radar.

Switches of attention can be seen in Table _. For example, in

Scenario 2, two controllers showed strong bias early in the so_cie but

more equally distributed attention late in the sortie. In Scenario 3

Controller #i shows a dr_%matic example of "cognitive tunnel vision".

[
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°_ Early in the sortie, there is a fairly uniform distribution of attention

across the fighte_ _, and a lower fairly uniform distribution over the

'_ intruders. Late in the sortie, 60% of attention is devoted to F2 and T2.

[' The MFPT for these aircraft falls markedly and the fixation duration

rises. We have seen even more dramatic examples of such "cognitive

: lockup" in real interceptions. In some cases, almost no attention is

paid to anything except the two aircraft to the extent that they are

allowed, for example, to wander into a civilian air traffic lane without

the controller noticing. An example of such data is shown in Table 6 and

[ 7. These are experienced contro]lers. Note the case of RHE who gives _--

less than 10% of his attention to aircraft in the vicinity other than

the interception. The model also shows this behaviour under certain

conditions, particularly if the importance weighting function is

inappropriately high.

General Comments

The model is a very rough first approximation, and no time was i

available for tuning it or for sensitivity analysis. It appears able

to caphure the general features of intercept controller attention,

including switching _.ttention, cognitive lockup, etc, The forgetting

_ function seems to generate eye movement statistics of the right order

of magnitude with little parameter twiddling. !

The empirical data are of great interest, and show some very interesting

features. They confirm the model's prediction that cognitive lock up can I

occur, and may reach levels which while sensible from the point of view i
of interception, may be hazardous to other aircraft. (It would be

interesting to collect similar data on air traffic controllers). It is

also interesting that fixation times are remarkably short. Taken with $

the MFPT, this means that within the 10-second period during which the !

, antenna completes a rotation, each echo is examined as many times as
possible, although no new information arrives. This s,ggest that controllers

are very sensitive to forgetting and try to minimise forgetting by a

repeated rapid superficial scan, rather than using an intense examination

to minimise initial uncertainty which would result in a rise and fall of

uncertainty over a large range.

More data are available through the author, and the eye movement

recordings are lodged at RAF Farnborough, U.K. See also Moray, Richards

._ and Low (1980) and Moray, Nell and Brophy (1983).
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SCENARIO |I
J_

MEANS OF MEAN FIRST PASSAGE TIHES (SECONDS)

F1 TI Console Variables

EARLY 1.81 2.65 67.43 25.22 36.89 62.78

LATE 2.07 2.03 81.61 26.36 36.56 81.29

SCENARIO #2

MEANS OF MEAN FIRST PASSAGE TIMES (SECONDS)

FI F2 TI T2 Console Variables

EARLY 3.00 3.26 6.02 5.38 82.25 31.70 47.09 83.77

LATE 3.20 6.42 5.43 3.39 18.03 43.14 105.32 16.83

SCENARIO #3

MEANS OF MEAN FIRST PASSAGE TIMES (SECONDS)

F1 F2 F3 F4 TI T2 T3 T4 Console Variables

EARLY 6.40 7.02 7.77 7.71 12.98 13.87 7.27 5.56 101.28 49.97 110.61 115.68

l

Table I

Summary of Mean First Passage Times in Seconds for Eye Movements as Predicted

--'" by the Model. :_

I

" SCENARIO #i I!

PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT ON SOURCES OF INFORMATION }

Fl TI Console Variables !

EARLY 0.43 0.43 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.01 i
I

LATE 0.44 0.44 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.01

SCENARIO #2

" PROPORTION OF TIME SP?NT ON SJURCES OF INFORMATION

FI F2 TI T2 Console Va_ lables i

EARLY 0.30 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.01

LATE 0.24 0.16 0.18 0.26 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.06

SCENARIO #3

i
PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT ON SOURCES OF I_FORMATION

FI F2 P3 F4 T1 T2 T3 T4 Console Variables

EARLY 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.07 0.07 0.13 0.12 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 !

Table 2

Su_nary of Distribution of Attention as Predicted by Model
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MEANSOr MEAS FZRST PASSJtGE TI_-S (SECONDS)

F T OL CON S INFO U

,.. CONTROLLER EARLY 2.37 1.09 3.50 24.08 7.50 ......
|1 LATE 1.12 1.12 19.18 --- 73.00 12.63 --- "

CONTROLLER EARLY 1.64 2.00 1.31 ....... -- 79.39
#2 LATE 1.14 1.14 5.38 --- 37.45 ......

CONTROLLER EARLY 1.77 0.85 5.65 61.02 _0.69 ......
#3 LATE 1.18 1.18 5.12 34.41 .........

CONTROLLER EARLY 1.14 1.15 ..... 42.08 --- 22.81

#4 LATE 1.05 1.05 ...... 12.35 ...... :

SCENARIO |2

MEANS OF MEAN FIRST PASSAGE TIMES (SECONDS)

._ F1 F2 TI T2 OL S U INFO

-; CONTROLLER EARLY 2.93 5.52 2.45 3.75 2.82 14.92 ......
#I LATE 1.92 2.63 1.93 2.64 13.06 ...... 101.53 :.

: CONTROLLER EARLY 1.49 6.39 3.33 10.62 3.45 11.72 72.52 --- ;
|2 LATE 2.93 2.54 2.62 2.52 3.09 40.72 ......

!

CONTROLLER EARLY 3.37 2•36 3.68 7•16 1.51 ......... !
#3 LATE 2.82 1.87 2.82 1.82 ............ {

SCENARIO |3 I

MEANS OF MEAN FIRST PASSAGE TIMES (SECONDS)

FI F2. F5 F4- TI T1 "r5 T_. OL $

CONTROLLER EARLY 5.48 4.73 4.25 4.17 39.61 9.56 8.74 19.81 2.66 72.09 i
#1 LATE 6.73 1.96 5.85 9.55 6.73 1.91 5.85 9.55 ....... i

F

iCONTROLLER EARLY 6.58 4.70 4.43 6.72 6.55 4.70 4.43 6.22 3.74 ---
%2 LATE 7.50 5.52 8.92 9.83 7.39 5.60 11.52 28.18 2.10 104.83

f

CONTROLLER E_RLY 4.48 5.64 3.02 6.79 4.54 70.38 4.22 18.16 3.90 ---

13 LATE 4.42 5.11 8.82 2.73 4.42 5.11 8.82 2,23 44.58 --- I
I

T_LE 3 i
I

I

I

r
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SCENARIO IX

PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT ON FEATURES OF DISPLAY

FIGHTER TARGET OL CON SEARCH INFO UNKNOWN
ar

CONTROLLE+_ EARLY 0.19 0.49 0.22 0.02 0.07 ....
|1 LATE O. 56 0.46 0.03 -- 0.05 0.01 --

CONTROILER EARLY 0.30 0.27 0.42 ...... 0.01
42 LATE 0.44 0.44 0.10 -- 0.01 ....

CONTF_OLLER EARLY 0.34 0.52 0.13 0.01 0.01 ....
13 LATE 0.43 0.43 0.12 -- 0.02 ....

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.55 0.40 0.02 ...... 0.03
#4 LATE 0.48 0.48 0.04 .......

!
SCENARIO #2

PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT ON FEATURES OF DISPLAY

_- _ F1 F2 TI T2 OL S U INFO
b .

-' CONTROLLER EARLY 0.18 0.13 0.22 0.13 0.29 0.05 ....

. #I LATE 0.28 0.19 0.28 0.19 0.05 .... <0.01 ;

" : CONTROLLER EARLY 0.40 0.08 0.23 0.05 0.19 0.04 0.01 -- |

/12 LATE 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.18 0.01 .... _!
!

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.16 0•22 0•15 0•08 0.39 ...... }
13 LATE 0.20 0•30 0.20 0.30 ........ }

1_.

SCE_ZO13 i

PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT ON FEATURES OF DISPLAY
!

F1 F2 F3 F4 T1 T2 T3 T4 OL S

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.01 0.06 0.09 0.04 0.31 0.01
|I LATE 0.07 0.30 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.30 0.08 0.05 ....

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.07 0.I' 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.06 0.02 U.35 0.01
#2 LATE 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.09 O.12 0.12 0.19 0.15 --

• CONTROLLER EARLY 0.11 0.I0 0.17 0.09 0.12 0.01 0.16 _ _ 0.21 --

#3 LATE 0.14 0.10 0.06 0.20 0.14 0.10 0.06 0.20 0.01 --

T_UE 4"

ii

I"
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SCENARIO _1

FIXATION DUI_TIONS (SECONDS)

_ F T OL CON S INFO U

_t CONTROLLER EARLY 0.76 1.19 1.03 O.&0 0.55 ....

' tl L_.TE 0.93 0.93 0.62 -- 0.66 0.50 --

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.76 0 •71 1.01 ...... 0.50

#2 LATE 0,91 0.91 0.62 -- 0.50 ....

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.78 1.06 0.89 0.50 0.50 ....

#3 LATE 0.90 0.90 0,68 -- 0.53 ....

CONTROLLER EARLY 0 •96 0.69 .... 1.00 -- 0.75

#4 LATE 0.96 0.96 .... 0.54 ....

SCENARZO #2

- FIXATION DURATIONS (SECONDS)
6

F1 F2 TI T2 OL S U INFO

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.66 0.78 0.65 0.59 1,16 1.75 ....

#i LATE 0.72 0.66 0.72 0.66 0,64 .... 0.50

CONTROLLER EARLY 1.02 0.61 0.90 0.62 0.82 0.50 0.50 --

#2 LATE 0.64 0.62 0.71 0,68 0.68 0.50 ....

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.68 0 •70 0.63 0, -=9 0.03 .......

#3 LATE 0,76 0,79 0,71 n 9 .........

SCENARIO #3

FIXATION DURATIONS (SECONDS)

F1 F2 F3 F4 TI T2 T3 'I'4 OL S

CONTROLLER 'EARLY 0,68 0.56 0,62 0,58 0.50 0.56 0.75 0.70 1.08 0.50

%1 LATE 0.50 0,78 0.52 0,50 0.50 0.78 0.52 0.50 ....

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.61 0'.65 0.63 0.63 0.61 0.65 0.63 0.63 0,65 --

%2 LATE 0.54 0.64 0.71 0.85 0.68 0.64 0.80 0.50 0.95 0.50

CONTROLLER EARLY 0.50 0.62 0.54 0.54 0.61 1.00 0.64 0.50 0.91 --

%3 LATE 0.67 0.60 0.52 0.67 0.67 0.60 0.52 0.67 0.62 --
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Controller Early in Sortie late in Sortie

F_ ! s_ K Z s
b

,- $BU(L) 3.12 2.71 6.04 1.79 1.41 19.03

: SBU(L) 1.78 1.55 3.75 1.12 0.91 10.95

_ SBS(S) 1.45 1.75 1.81 1.12 I.]9 2.45

RH(L) 1.45 2.25 4.55 1.29 1.60 4.32

I_E (S) 2.04 1.5]. 7.43 1.52 1.59 38.19

I
PH(S) 1.93 1.13 11.16 1.28 1.07 8.14

PH(L) 3.18 1.63 - 1.37 1.31 9.52 J

PH(L) 1.62 0.97 51.05 0.96 I).93 6.33

STH(S) 1.35 1.02 1.52 0.93 0.89 3.13

Table 6 • NFPT for Fighter, Target and Stranger in Live and

Simulator Sorties. Time in seconds. !
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F.x_rlenced Lontrollerm

Controller Earl_ in Sortie Late in Soztle

_ F T S F T S

_' SBU(L) 21 25 II 39 43 3 !

"_ SBU(L) 25 27 12 39 41 4
= i
,_ SBS(S) 31 25 25 34 33 18 |
i

iRH(L) 33 26 12 35 28 12

_ RHE (S) 30 41 9 45 46 1 :

,_ PH(S) 29 45 5 35 47 6

-_ PH(L) 21 42 0 38 40 6 i

! PH(L) 28 37 1 37 38 8 !

s_(s) 32 37 ,4 41 40 15

Table 7. Proportion of time spent on Fighter, Target, and
Stranger, in Live (L) and Simulator (S) sorties.
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OF, POOR _UAL',T','

'. Co_troller Early in Sortze, Late in Sortie

F_. T _ F T S

SBU(L) 3.12 2.71 6.04 1.79 1.41 19.03 "

SBU(L) 1.78 1.55 3,75 1.12 0.91 10.95

SBS(S) 1.45 1.75 1.81 1.12 1.18 2.45

' RH(L) 1.45 2.25 4.55 1.29 1.60 4.32 °!

_HE (S) 2.04 1.51 7,4._ 1.52 1.59 38.19

PH(S) 1.93 !.13 11.16 1.28 1.07 8.14

PH(L) 3.18 1.63 1.37 1.31 9.52

PH(L) 1.62 0.97 51.05 0.96 0.93 6.33 '-

STH (S) 1.35 1.02 1.52 0.93 0.89 3.13

Table 6 • MFPT for Fighter, Target and Stranger in Live and

Simulator Sorties. Time in seconds.

Experienced Controllers

Controller Earl_ in sortie Late in Sortie

F T S F T S

SBU(L) 21 25 ii 39 43 3

SBU(L) 25 27 12 39 41 4

SBS(S) 31 25 25 34 33 iS

RH(L) 33 26 12 35 28 12

_E(S) 30 41 9 45 46 1

PH(S) 29 45 5 35 47 6

PHfL) 21 42 0 38 40 6

FH(L) 28 37 1 37 38 8

STI|(S) 32 37 24 41 40 15

Table7 . proportion of tim,: spent on Fighter, Target, and

- Stranger, in hivv (L) and Simulator (S) sorties.
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Most of the controlliteratureon the human transferfunctionis in terms
of a continuouscontrol function,and for this reason the z domain
transferfunctionwas transformedinto the s domain. Since the z-
domaintransferfunctionis a rationalfunction,it can be written as a

_ partialsum:

m

' H(z)= Z Ai/(1-e-SiTz'l)
i=1

where m is the number of poles, T is the samplinginterval and
• p

z = eimT. Usingthe correspondence:

M Ai/(1.e.SiTz_l) M Bi• H(z)= _ _E -- = Y{s)
i=1 i=1 s+si

r

L: ) the generalform of the pilot transferfunctionis still a rationalfunc-
-, _ tion:

) Y(s)= Ke'TS_(s+zi)/ H(s+pi)

where K is pure gain and the zi's and Pi'S are the zeroes and poles
of Y, respectively. The use of this correspondencein human operator -
controlmodelingalso appearsin Shinners(g) and Osafo-Charles(10).

's and Pi'SThe zi are not always real numbersbut frequentlyoccur as
• complexpairs causingsecondorder factorsin the numeratorand denomina-

tor. The complexpoles are more likelyto be the two smallestin simula-

tion and the two largest in flight. Complexzeroes are not nearly as i
frequent. Writingthe complexterm in the denominatoras J

i

[(s+(a+bi)I[(s+(a-bi)]= _2(s2/_2+2Cs/m+1) !
(

where _ = dampingratio

and m = normalizationfrequency

The dampingratio was computed6or the models developedfor the one pilot _
flyingboth in the simulatorand in actualflight. In the simulator,of
the eleven models with secondorder poles, C rangedfrom .41 to .g8 with
approximatelytwo thirds of the ratios above .71. For flight the situa-
tion was somewhatreversed;of the nine models with second order poles,
one was above .71,one at .71,and the restwere below.

$2
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Moffett Field, CA San Jose, CA

x, ABSTRACT

A multi-task simulatlon of a semi-automatic supervisory control sys-

tem was developed to provide an e_vironment in which training, opera-
tor strategy development, failure detection and resolution, levels of
automation, and operator workload can be investigated. The goal was
to develop a well-defined, but realistically complex, task that

--- would lend itself to model-based analysis. The name of the task
("POPCORN") reflects the visual display that depicts different task

elements milling arovnd waiting to be released and "pop" out to be
performed. The operator's task was to complete each of 100 task

= elements that were represented by different symbols, by selecting a
target task and entering the desired a command. The simulated auto-
matic system then completed the selected function automatically.

Task difficulty, operator behavior, and experienced workload were

. varied by manlpulatingz (I) the number of elements per task; (2) the
number of discrete tasks; (3) the penalties for lagging behind the

system; (4) task schedule; and (5) payoff structure for performing or ]

failing to perform task elements. Highly significant differences in
performance, strategy, and rated workload were found as a function of

, all experimental manipulatlons (axe t reward/penalty). In addition,
a proposed technique for reducing .he between-subject variability of i
workload r tings was described and applied successfully. The first 1
simulation conducted with this task defined a range of scenarios

that imposed distinctly different levels of workload on operators and
resulted in different levels of performance and operator strategies.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of computer aiding, artificial intelligence, and automation

into advanced systems has changed the roles of human operators. Their
primary functions have become scheduling, monitoring, decision making, and
planning rather than direct mechanical control. Furthermore, the interfaces
between the operators and the systems that they control have become indirect,
periodic, and discrete rather than direct and continuous as computers are
placed between the human operator and the mechanical system.

Automation is a generic term for replacing human actions by human decisions
executed by machines and for accomplishing clusters of related tasks by simple
executive commands (refs. 1, 2). Often, the decision to automate some or many

system functions stems from a desire to enhance _ystem capabilities without
• overloading operators. Alternatively, it is introduced to allow existing

cre_embers (or a reduced number of them) to perform additional tasks or

operate in environments in which they could not function without aiding. In
the past, automation has been provided to reduce the physical workload of

F
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activities, a goal Chat has been accomplished with great s2ccess. However, a
potential consequence of adding automation could be a substantial increase in
mental workload to replace the reduced physical workload, due, in part, to the
added burden of supervising or monitoring the automation itself. Such a
tradeoff between physical and mental workload has been inferred rather than
proven, however, because mental processes are difficult to observe or quantify
directly. Thus, there is an increasing need to monitor, measure, define,
and control whatever "mental workload" is in order to keep it within the

capabilities of human operators.

In order to develop valid and sensitive measures of mental -.orkload and per-

form.nce, standardized primary tasks are needed to test cavdidate measures.
These tasks must impose controlled levels of load with the dynamic decision-
making and task-selection activities typtcal of current and future man-machine
systems. Procedures for performin_ combinations of subtasks under normal
and failure conditions should simulate the complexities and alternatlve solu-

tions typlcal of advanced systems and computer aiding might be provided to
assist operators with specific functione. Manual control issues may receive
less emphasis, as the focus of the research will be on activities that are

more typical of automated systems. The interface between man and machine will
continue to be an important issue, however. With such tasks, theoretically

and practically interesting topics, such as training, development of perfor-
mance strategies, and the subjective experience of workload, could be investi-

_ gated and models of human performance appropriate for multi-task, supervisory _
control systems developed. _=

!

Laboratory tasks that impose controlled levels of load across a range of runt- i

tions typical of advanced systems (refs. 3, 4) have been used in many re-
search efforts. These casks may be manipulated and controlled with precision !

and predictions about performance may be made from a _ound theoretical point ,
of view. One disadvantage, however, is that the workload imposed by a realls- !

tically complex combination of such tasks may be substantially different than i
the sum of the workloads imposed by the components individually. For example, !

depending on the strategies selected and the degree to which groups of related
subtasks are performed automatical!y, subjective experiences and objective i
performance might be significantly different than would be predicted from
slngle-task performance.

A multi-task dynamic simulatlon was developed to represent the environment in
which decision makers responsible for semi-automatlc systems work (ref. 5).
It involved a computer display of tasks (represented by boxes) which apDeared
according to different random schedules and moved toward a deadline. Opera-
tors could perform only one task st a time and were required to develop
different performance strategies to accomplish specific experimental scenar-
ios. Interarrlval rates, the time until tasks reached the deadline and the

time required to perform them, the number of tasks, and the "values" assigned
to them were manipulated. The goals of the research were to develop an
objective index of task load and to model subject's behavior. In e later

study, (ref. 6) three task varlables (Interarrlval rate, task duratlon, and
number of tasks) were manipulated to determine their relative contributions to
the subjective experiences of worklosd. It was found that the number of tasks

to be processed per unit of time was the dominant factor.

A similar simulation was developed to extend the optimal control model metho-

dology to characterize human monitoring, Information processing, and task
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selection in a dynamic multi-task environment (reG. 7). Five stylized _asks
that varied in value, processing time, and velocity competed _or the opera- •
tot's attention. The decision process was dynamic, as new tasks with dif-
ferent _haracterlstlcs co.ltlnued to arrive, the opportunity window to perform
available tasks shrank, and unperformed tasks reached the deadline.

The design of the current simulation was derived, philosophically, from the

• ' earlier simulations (refs. 5, 6, 7), however it expanded on them by increasing
task complexlty, incorporating dependencies among task elements, varying task
attributes as a function of human decisions, and provldlv_ an extensive
procedural structure. Its name, "POPCORN", reflects the appearance of the
task elements waiting to be performed (they mill around and then "pop" out of

the computer-displayed containers). The operator's job is to decide which

tasks to do and which procedures to follow based on an assessment of the
current and projected situation, the urgency and dlfflculty of the tasks, and
the reward or penalty for performing or faillng to perform them. The system
is controlled by operators who select functions to be performed by automatic
subsystems (barring preprogra_Mned "hardware" failures or operator error). ';

The first study conducted with this simulation was designed to examine the
effects of a variety of phenomena typical of supervisory cont;ol tasks c_
operator strategies, performance, and the workload they experience. The goal
_as to establish task scenaxi_8 that would present operators with predictable
v_ations in imposed workload (by vacylng scheduling, the number of elements
per task, time pressure, and availability of tasks for performance) and to

provide opportunities for operators to adopt different strategies (depending
on whether they were leading, lagging, or level with system demands). A
variety of control functions were simulated to provide alternative solutions
to different combinations of circumstances. Different penalties for procras-
tination were invoked whenever az, operator failea to meet task schedules and
deadlinesz (1) Imposition of additional operations to perform on delayed
tasks, (2) Loss of points for performing deferred tasks, and (3) Transfer of
delayed task elements to a penalty box where immediate performance was re-
quired. In addition, the longer a task element remained unperformed, the
faster it moved in half of the scenarios, so that lee_ and less time was
available for its performance when the operator did attend to it. Interarri-
val rates were varied so that each task could be completed by a trained
operator before another was scheduled. Because t!.e acceleration function made
tasks available for performance more quicklyD the scheduled arrival times
between accelerated tasks was less than it was between fixed-rate tasks to

maintain a steady flow of activities. The interval of time during which a
task element could be performed (its "opportunity window") was, therefore,
influenced by the presence or absence of acceleration and the number cf ele-
ments per task. The m|nlamm time to perform a task was fixed by the speed at
which elements exited from the boxes and the number of elements per task. The
maximum time to perform a task was defined by the scheduled interval between
successive tasks per box.

Performance on the primary tast' was evaluated by examining the scores obtained

under each experimental conaition, to complete itj and the number of errors.
Strategies were evaluated by ar_alyzing the functiox.8 that were selected. The
effect of experimental manipulations, operator strategy, and performance on
the subjective experiences of the operators wa_ awsessed by responses to
rating scales presented i_ediately after each scenario.
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The workload imposed by the tasks was determi _d by a weighted combination of
operators t evaluations of i0 relevant factors. These evaluations were related

not only to the experimental manipulations, but to the operators' strategies,
performance and pre-existing biases about what aspects cf a situation contri-

bute to variations in experienced workload, _q well. Ratings on many dif-

ferent scales were obtained because workload is thought to be a multi-dimen-
sional construct (refs. I; 8, 9). Factors such ss the difficulty of the task

f

, imposed on the operator, the phycical or emotional stress experienced, time
z pressure, and the amount of effort exerted have been suggested as potential =

components. In addlt_on, there may be individual differences in which aspects
of a task are considered to be relevant to the level of workload experienced

(refs_ I0, 11). For some Indlvlduals_ the difficulty of a task may completely

define the workload experienced. For others, the physical or mental effort

exerted may create t|.econscious experience of workload. For yet others,

feelings of stress, frustration, or fatigue that accompany task performance
may affect the conscious experience of workload. Tasks that are performed

successfully may be experienced as having low workload whereas those that are

performed poorly may be equated with high workload (regardless of the level of

effort applied in either case).

A technique for combining ratings on dlff,.rent workload-related dimensions
(each weighted to reflect its subjective i_portance to individual operators)

was developed and tested in this and other recent studies (refs. 12, 13).
Nine factors that have been found to provide the most complete description of

operators' experiences were the basis for the weighting procedure. Unlike i

other methods of extracting subjective biases from workload ratings, such as

the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) (refs. 11, 14), this

technlque allows a weight of zero to be given to a dimension that is consi-
dered to be irrelevant and incorporates a sufficiently broad range of dlmen-

- siena to characterize the biases of most individuals. In addition, it does

not require an abstract predictlon of the possible effects of complex combina-

tio._ of different leveTs of different dimensions as does the SWAT technique.

METHOD

SubJectl

Eight male general aviation pilots served as paid participants in the experi-

ment. They ranged in age from 22 to 35 years. Two additlonal male subjects

participated in a pilot study.

Equipment

Th,. simulation was programmed on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-I!/40

computer and an Evans and Sutherland Picture System I. The display was pre-
: seated in a 25.60 cm square area on a Xytron black and white monitor. Opera-

tors interacted with the system by positioning a stylus on a magnetic response
pad and entering selections by depressing the tip of the stylus. The 25.6 cm

dl,play area was projected onto a 5.1 cm area on the response pad (an area

approximately eqvivalent to the dimensisns of the display depicted in Figure
I). The operators rested their right arms on the response pad and were able

to reach every function with mlnimal hand movements. The response area was

delimited by cut-out area of a 0.6 cm thick plexiglass overlay on the pad.
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The experiment wss conducted in a secluded area of a computer room with dim
lighting levels and no distractions. The operators were seated at a small
table that contained the stylus and respon_o _ad and the operations manual.

' The d_splay was located immediately in front of the subjects at a distance of
approximately 1.0 m.

: Experlmental Task

Basic Functions

The information, control functions, and dlsplays for the simulated system were

presented on a computer display. (Figure I) The five task types were each

represented by a unique symbol (*, +, -, #, _), consistently mapped so that

only one symbol appeared in each box. Five types of tasks that occurred
several times each were included so that operators had to shift their atten-

tion from one to another, as they do in operational environments. Each Cask
served as an abstract representation of a different type of function (e.g.,
communications, navigation, monitoring, checklists, and autopilot control)
that wight be performed in a complex system, such as a modern aircraft. In the
current experiment, the values esslgned to elements from each box, the func-

tions and time required for performance, and element races wet2 identical for
all casks within each scenario, however these variable are under experlmental ,:

' control and different levels and combinations of levels could be selected for

. subsequent simulations. I

• i
r

. GRAVEYARD FUN_IGNS: I
S_ 205

_I_ _ 0 CLOSE
0 S_YFF

WARNING _ _ O RDg)VEBOK

ZONE 0 SHED

* @ 0 LWLI_

* @

2 SttI_

TASK * + # '= _ [] PEag)m__i_ .
FI_ B_IC TASKS P_

BOX

,!

Figure 1. The POPCORN simulation display.

Ii s new task was scheduled to enter an occupled 0ox, e_emencs _zum _,e

existing task were transferred to a "penalty bnx". This marked the end of the

wlv_ow cf opportunity to perform the remaining task elements for score points.

The operator's goal was to perform cs many tasks as possible, maximizing the
score and minimizing the time per scenario.
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The initial decision to ready a task for performance was made by touching the
symbol located immediately below the selected box with the stylus (the SELECT

: function). Task selections remained in force until a different task was

_; selected; only one task could be operated upon at a time in the basic system.
The functions that could be performed on any task were displayed on the right
side of the display. Functions were generally momentary; each actuation
caused the selected function to be applied one time to the current task. The

operator's job was to decide which functions to apply to which tasks. Their
actions prompted automatic subsystems to effect the selected functions, much

as when a pilot selects a new altitude or navigational point, enters it into a

navigation computer, and an autopilot achieves the desired change.

Task elements arrived at scheduled times and milled around in their boxes

until they were SELECTed. Once the lid of a box was removed (by the OPEN
function), task elements streamed out in a vertical llne at a rate determined

by their initial velocity (12.5 cm/sec) and the acceleration function for that

scenario (either 0 or 1.52 cm/sec/sec). One box could opened at a time or

several could be left open. Elements cf the currently selected task were

performed by touching the PERFORM key area. Each actuation caused the topmost
element in the stream of task elements to disappear and the score to be

incremented by five points. The maximum possible score for any scenario was
500 (5 points each for i00 task elements).

' Boxes could be closed after each task was completed (in anticipation of the 4

arrival of the next task) or with elements remaining to be performed. If any i

elements were actively exiting from a box, the operator had to place them bac_ {
in the box (by actuating the STUFF command) before selecting the CLOSE com-

mand. By selectively opening and closing one or more boxes, operators could !:
control the number of task elements available for performance and by rapidly

selectlng and performing one task then another, several tasks could be com-

pleted in parallel. An alternate strategy was complete each task, one at a i
time, before going on to the next. The optimal strategy differed as a func-
tion of the schedale and circumstances for each scenario.

Penalties and Procedures for Laggln_ Behind

If operators waited too long to perform a task element after it had left its

box, the symbol moved il.to a "warning zone" where each element was surrounded

by a square symbol. The task could still be performed with no loss of score,

but at the cost of an extra procedure. This represents the additional problems
encountered in operational settings when operators wait too long to finish a

task once it has been started. In order to perform task elements in this

zone, the task must be SELECTed, the warning box removed from the symbol

(REMOVE BOX), and the topmost task PERFORMed. This two-stage process had to

be repeated for each successive task that entered the warning zone. The most

efficient strategy was one that a11owed tasks to be completed before they
entered this area. If tasks did enter this area, however, the operator could

: either elect to perform the two-stage REMOVE BOX/PERFORM procedure or STUFF

the elements back in their original boxes, in effect resetting that task.

If a task element was not performed by the time it reached the "deadline", its
symbol was placed in the "graveyard" and no points were scored.

!

" Since more than one task of each type was scheduled per box, operators had to
complete each task before the next one arrived or the unperformed elements
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from the previous task would be transferred to the penalty box. Once in the
penalty box, task elements lost their identity (they ,,ere represented by "@"),

' they had to be performed immediately (the box had no lld), and no score

points could be gained by performing them (although a flve-polnt penalty was

_ levied if they were not performed). Thus, once operators had begun to lag
behind the system to the point that tasks were being transferred to the
penalty box, they had to shift to a reactive strategy in which they could
accomplish no more than preventing aJditional loss of points.

If operators decided that things were out of control, two strategies were
available: closing some or all of the boxes or shedding the elements in one or

more boxes. If the SHED function was selected, the elements remaining in the

selected box could no longer be performed (thereby losing the potential for

gaining those points), however the five-plont penalty for unperformed tasks
could be avoided. This function was provided to allow the operators to elect

a strategy available in operational settings (e.g. the decision to ignore

certain tasks when loading levels are perceived as excessive).

Functions that Allow Operators to Lead the S_stem ':

If operators wished to complete tasks ahead of schedule, they could request
;

MORE tasks. For half of the scenarios, only two tasks of each type (with i0
elements each) were scheduled, limiting the opportunity to use this command.

_ For the remaining scenarios, however, five tasks of each type (with four
elements each) were scheduled, providing many opportunities to select it. ;_

. |

I

One form of automation is the performance of multiple related tasks by a i
single command. This type of activity was simulated with the LINK and l
UNLINK functions. If LINK was selected, elements from two of the five basic Ic
tasks could be acted upon with a single command; every function applied to one _-
task was applied to the other so that tasks could be completed twice as fast. _"

There were limits to the utility of this function, however. If one task was i

completed before the other, or if elements from one task entered the warning l
zone, the tasks had to be UNLINKed to be completed. !

Experimental Variables

Two levels of each of four experimental varlables _-re combined to create

sixteen scenarios. The varlables were_ (1) rewa:_ -.ipenalty for performing
(or failing to perform) subtasks, (2) task schedu (3) number of elements

per task, and (4) the consequences of delaying task _rformance. The experi-

mental design may be seen in Figure 2. The payoff structure was manipulated to

determine the impact of penalties (decrements in score) for failing to perform
t subtasks on operators' strategies and experienced workload. Five points were

I given f r each task element performed wlthln the appropriate amount of time.
! In half of the scenarios, there was no additional penalty (other than loss of

score) for failing to perform tasks (+5/0). In the other scenarios, an

additional five-point penalty was levied for each unperformed task element
(+5/-5).

'- Two task schedules were imposed: (1) MASSED (tasks appeared simultaneously in

the five boxes whenever new tasks were scheduled to appear); and (2) STAG-
GEP_D (tasks appeared at different, predetermined times in each box). This

manipulation was included to assess the effect of organizational complexity, r
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CHANGEIN

" ELEMENTSPEED ,_ .... ,_....

REWARDIPENAL_

SCHEDULE .... "- .....

TASK) !
Number of different types of tasks = 5
Total number of elements/type of task = 20

Haxlmum score posslble/scenarlo = 500

Figure 2: Design of the 16 experlmental scenarios.

The scenarios were designed to provide operators with a predictable and rea-

sonable set of requirements; the intervals between successive tasks were i
sufficiently long for trained operators to complete one task before the next iz
arrived. The number of elements/task (analogous to the tlme-to-pe_form tasks

in the earlier studies) and the presence or absence of acceleration (accel-

erated tasks exited more qulckly, thus the opportunity for performing them

occurred more often, even though the opportunity window for their performance
was reduced by speed of their movement toward the deadllne) were considered in

computing the task schedules. The 16 schedules are depicted in Appendix A.

I

: The number of task elements Fer scenario was constant (20 elements for each of .
5 task types), however, the way they were grouped was varied: (1) Two tasks
with 10 elements each [2(10)] per box, or (2) Five tasks with five elements

each [5(4)] per box. Each element took the same amount of time to perform,

thus, tasks wlth many elements took longer to complete than tho'e wlth few

elements, however there was less time lost switching among tasks and the
schedule was less complicated with the larger tasks. This variable was in-

cluded so that strategles and performance differences resulting from the
tradeoff between task complexlty (e.g. elements/task) and number of discrete
tasks (I0 or 25) could be evaluated.

The longer operators waited to perform tasks, the more urgent they became.

In eight of the scenarios (ACCELERATION), urgency was slmulated by accelera-
ting the movement of task elements in the boxes as long as they remained

unperformed. In the other eight scenarios (no ACCELERATION), task elements

moved at a constant rate that was so leisurely that it inhibited well-tralned

operators from performing tasks as quickly as they could. The acceleratlons
were 0 and 1.53 cm/sec/sec for the no ACCELERATION and ACCELERATION

conditions, respectively. Although _cceleration substantially increased the
time pressure under which operators worked, accelerated tasks could be
completed more rapidly once a box was opened (a potentially positive factor).
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_" Rating Scales

' Operators rated their experiences along I0 workload-related dlmension_z task

difficulty, time pressure, performance, mental effort, physical effort,

_ frustration, stress, fatigue, type of activity, and overall workload. The
sca_es were presented on the display immediately after each scenario. A

stylus was used to poslrlon a cursor at the desired scale value. Each scale
was a 11.0-cm vertical line labeled with a title (e.g. "MENTAL EFFORT ") and

blpolar descriptors (e.g. "EXTREMELY HIGH/EXTREMELY LOW"). Numerical values
' were assigned to the selected scale positions with a range from 0 to i00

during data analysis.

Two estimates of workload were obtalnedz a direct rating provided by the

operators (with the "OVERALL WORKLOAD" bipolar scale), and a combination of
the remaining nine scales weighted to reflect the importance placed on each

factor by each subject. The relative importance of the nine factors (e.g. the
weights) was determined by a pretest in which the 36 possible pairs of the

nine factors were presented one at a time. The member of each pair that was
considered to be most relevant to workload by that subject was recorded. The

number of times each factor was selected was computed; the possible values

each factor might have ranged from 0 ( the dimension was not at all relevant)

to 8 (it was more important than every other factor), with a total possible
sum of 36.

Procedure

A brief introduction that described the purpose of the _imulation and the

research to be performed with it was read to the participants. An operations
manual was given to them to read while the experimental manipulatlons wece

described and demonstrated. A one-hour training session was provided to

familiarize them with the tasks, equipment, and procedures.

At the end of the training period, the 16 experimental scenarios were presen-

ted in a different random order to each subject. A description of the

upcoming scenario and a schedule of task arrival times was provided before
each scenario and the I0 rating scales were presented following each scenario.

At the concluslon of the experiment, the operators rank ordered the four

experimental variables with respect to the impact that they felt each had

had in influencing the level of workload. The experiment lasted approximately
5 hr, with a long break in the mlddle and shorter breaks between scenarios.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A three-way analysis of variance for repeated measures was the primary statis-
tical procedure applied to the dependent measures. Analyses were performed on
12 measures of performance (e. g. score, task duration, and inappropriate
function selections), 10 measures of operator behavior (e. g. function selec-
tions), and 11 subjective ratings (e. g. 10 bipolar scales and the combined
weighted workload scale). In addition, the correlations among scores, task
durations, selected measures of behavior, and the weighted workload rating

'_ were computed. Differences in performance, operator behavior, and subjective
experience were examined on a subject-by=subject basis to determine the asso-
ciation between operator strategies and behavior, and the resulting perfor-
mance and subjective experiences.
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Figure 3. Average and range of bipolar ratings obtained from each of 8

experlmental subjects across 16 experimental conditions.

Overview of Dependent Measures

Bipolar Ratings

The average and range of ratings given by each subject across experimental

conditions may be seen in Figure 3. It Is clear from an examination of the

data that individual subjects differed in the magnltudes of ratings given from

one scale to the next and also in the range of the rating scales used within

and between scales. For example, the between-subject standard deviation (SD)

of overall workload ratings across conditions and subjects was 25.5, more than

half of the mean value of the rating (52.7).

Workload Weights

The relative importance each subject placed on the nine workload-related

factors may be seen In Figure 4. As expected, the subjects disagreed about

how much influence the different factors were predicted to have on their

experience of workload. It is precleely because of thle expected difference
of opinion that the preliminary test was conducted, however, to facilitate the

statistical removal of thle [,ource of between-subject varlablllty from the

combined bipolar ratings. In general, Tlme Pressure, Own Performance,
: Frustration, and Stress were each selected as more relevant than the other
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items more than half of the time. Physical Effort was rarely selected as a

, relevant variable, and Task DlfElculty and Mental Effort (which are usually
.; considered to be important) were just moderately important for this group.

For each of the 16 experlmental conditions, the nine original bipolar scales,

multlpled by the appropriate weight, were combined and averaged for each

subject. The resulting weighted workload estimate could be conceptualized as
the combined area of a bar graph with nlne variables; the width of each bar

determined by the importance of that factor to the individual (the weight) "
.* and the height of each bar determined by the subjective magnitude of the

'i factor in a given experimental condition (the bipolar ratings). (see Appendix

_. B for examples by subject and experimental condition)

TIME PRESSURE
SUBJECT I SUBJECT 2 SUBJECT 3 SUBJECT 4 _"_ OWN PERFORMANCE

•F,_,,] MENTAL EFFORT

__ __ _.Lt_ _ I_1--'_ PHYSICAL EFFORT ;,

E -E-] FRUSTRATION

:- I_=¢J STRESS

r'--"l FATIGUE

BIZ_ ACTIVITY TYPE i_

SUBJECT 5 SUBJECT 6 SUBJECT 7 SUBJECT 8

1
Figure 4: Relative importance to the subjective experience of workload I
assigned to each of 9 factors by each subject (n = 8) )

The magnitude of the weighted workload estimates was less, on the average,

(43.4 versus 52.7) than was the overall bipolar rating of workload, however i

the relationships among the experimental conditions was the same for the two !

_stlmates of workload, as illustrated in Figure 5. This reduction in magnl- i

_ude is expected, as a single rating of overall workload represents the sub-

jective total of whatever factors the individual considered were relevant to
an exrerlence of workload, whereas the weighted combination of ratings is

statistical average of all of the factors. The benefit of performing the

weighting procedure was that the between-subject SD was reduced for every
experimental condition taken one at a time. Overall, the reduction 177.(from

25.5 to 21.3). Using a simple linear combination of the nlne unwelghted

ratings also resulted in reduced between-subject _arlabllity (with the rela-
tlonshlps among experlmental conditions maintained), but the reduction was

considerably less.

The reduction in between-subject variability achieved with the weighting

procedure was less than has beer. found in other recent appllcatlons (see, for

example, refs. 12, 13). In other applications, between-subject varlabllty was
reduced by as much as 507.overall. Since the participants In the current i

study were in greater accord about the relative importance of the different

factors than has been found for other groups of subjects, the Influence of
individual differences in the definition of workload wcs not as great in the

current study as in the others. Thl8 weighted workload rating will be used as r

' the primary measure of subjective workload for the remainder of the study.
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Figure 5: Unwetgh_ed and weighted ratings of overall workload by experimental
condition (n=8; I depicts +/-1SD)

Score

5_0, -- ,
The scores ranged from a maximum of 500 -- -- __
to a low of 55. The grand mean was 375

_- (SD = 125). Thus, the 16 combinations 4_' f

of experimental variables did produce ,:;
.I the desired range in performance levels ;:. 388' __

across subjects and scenarios. (Figure 0
6) On an individual basis the average _ 1' E 2_,
scores obtained by individual subjects ! !
across experimental conditions ranged

from 409 to 321. High scoring subjects I_0 iI

performed more consistently than low !

scoring subjects, and there was a highly _ _ _ _ _ , i
significant correlation between score _ss. s,_._s. s,_, _ss, s,_ _ss.s_

NO_R, ^CCE_TI_I rio ^CCELE_, _CE_TI_

and rated workload (rxy = -0.71), high Z(_) Sc_)

scores being associated with low Figure 6: Average scores by
workload retings, experlmental condition. (n = 8)

Scores were examined in the order that the scenarios were presented to deter-

mine whether or not there was a continuing improvement in performance from the

beginning to t_- end of the experiment across the counterbalanced experimental

conditions. _o such improvement was found, indicating that the training given
o was sufficient to achieve stable levels of performance.

Task Duration

The scenario durations ranged from 615 to 216 sec. The average length of time

was 383 sec (SD = 117 sec). On an individual basis, the average time taken to

perform a scenario ranged from 410 to 369 sec. The subjects with the best
scores also had the fastest times, suggesting there that was no speed/accura-
cy tradeoff, however the overall correlation between score and duration was

only +0.49. The correlation between scenario duration and workload was -0.41,
_, shorter sessions being associated with greater workload. The presence of

ACCeLeRATION resulted in a sharp decrease in session length, as can be seen
,_ in Figure 7, because task elements moved more quickly and were, therefore
,5#

.%
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600'
' available for performance with less

delay. In all cases, the obtained 500"
session durations were less than the s __ --

baseline durations used to create 406.
, the schedules. _en the schedules o

were designed, it was assumed that N 300

tasks would be perfo_ed one at a D _-_[___ qtime, that LINK, MO_, S_D, etc. S 200

I'. would not be used to decrease time-

to-completion, and that all tasks 100 I i i
would be perfo_ed so as to impose i !

schedules that would allow time for 0 , ] I III I I i [ I i i

an average operator to complete most _R. f_CE_TI@I NO_CELER,ACCE_TI_J
of the tasks. 2(_) 5(_)

Figure 7: Average durations of the

Operator Strategies experimental conditlove. (n = 8)

The relative proportion of function key actuatlon¢ made be each subject may be
seen in Figure 8. There was relatlvely lirtie difference among subjects in

PERFO_ key actuations, although hlgh-scorlng subjects, obviously, used it

more often than low-scoring subjects because they operated on several tasks

at the same time, rapldly switching from one open task to another. Thus, the

two high-scoring subjects (mean = 409) averaged 80 different task selections
per scenario (S-5 and S-7), while the low=scoring subject (mean = 321) aver-

aged 25 selections per scenario (S-8). High-scozing subjects used the OPEN,

CLOSE, STUFF, and MO_ commands nearly twice as often as Iow-scorlng subjects,
thereby controlllng the flow of active tasks. Although there was considerable

variation in the use of the LINK and SHED co,ands, their use was not signifi-
cantly correlated with score, rated workload or t_sk duration.

"TNIK" IELECTION8 "SHED" EELECT|OHg "81UFF = 8ELECTION8

," "PERFOt#N" MELECT|ONII *LINK" 8EI.EOTZON@. =NEnlIX" EELECTIOHE

"OPEN" IELE¢**'IONi "UNI THK" 8EI.ECTI[ON_ =Nr_RE. EELECT]rON !

-" portion of times each , !!
function was selected by _,. ,,,,, ._

subjects whose _core was /, "-_.

low (_'_'_'9, high _, _,_ _ _.-- "..,_ ,j/ _,_/or average ( ). _- -_.... "_-.
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Figure 9: Frequency of appropriate (r-l) and inappropriate (_'"p)selections

. of the basic functions by experimental condition (n = _).

Basic Functions !
r

The scenarios were designed so that each task had _,e same payoff, rate, *

number of elements/tasks, _nd schedule, thus, similar performance was antici- i
paced across the five tasks. Individual analyses of variance for repeated 1

measures were performed for each function to determine whether each was se- )

letted equally oiten for the five tasks task across experimental conditions.

Since no significant differences were found for any function, subsequent

analyses #ere performed collapsed across task type.

On the average, the four basic functions were selected 152 times per scenario.

Of these selections, 85%, were made correctly. The remaining selections were
slips (the operator intended to select one function but actuated another

(nstead) or errors (the spearers# selected an inappropriate function). An
inappropriate TASK or PERFORM selection occurred when no task elements were

available. An inappropriate OPEN or CLOSE selection was one that was made

when the selected box was already open or closed. Different TASKS were se-

" letted 48 times (96Z correctly), FERFORH was selected 85 times (83Z correct-

ly), and OPEN and CLOSE were selected i0 and 9 times, respectlvely (99%
correctly), across experimental conditions. (Figure 9)

Problem-solvin_ functions

The four functions that were provided as solutions to !_,_g( _: b_h:n_ _ ,e
system were selected two times each, on the average. Eso of t.. _P_ __,,_
and the performance of tasks from the penalty box chars, +_rl:_e* ! ..... rc_:.

(Figure 8) The REMOVEBOX command was caed only once ee _ sce:.,'r'_,_ by b,_h-

!
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_' Comparison of Experimental Conditions

Measures of performance, behavi_, and subjective experience were analyzed to
_ determine the relative impact of the four expe-lmental varlables. Significant f
, variations in measures of performance may be seen in Figures 6 and 7. Signifl-

cant variations in the selections of functions may be seen in Figures 9, i0,
and Ii. Workload ratings may be seen in Figure 5.

• REWARD/PENALTY Conditions
Xl

Performance There were no significant variations in scores or duration

Workload Ratln_ There was no significant variation in rated workload

' Use of Basic Functions There were no significant variations in the

frequency with which any of the basic functions were selected as a function of
the REWARD/PENALTY condition.

Use of Problem-Solvin 8 Functions The:re was a significant increase in the 4
use of the SHED command (from 0.6 to 2.25 selections/scenario) when a penalty
was levied for failing to perform task elements. If it was clear to the
operator that he could not perform one or more elements before they reached
the graveyard or were transferred to the penalty box, this was the correct

' strategy (on +5/-5 trials) to avoid an addltlonal flve-polnt penalty. Since
• as many as i0 elements could have been shed with a slngle command (all those

remaining in the box), this measure may underestimate the impact of this
function on the subsequent structure of the task. None of the other commands

were used slgnlflcantly differently due to the REWARD/PENALTY condition.
J

Use of Lead-Generatln 8 Functions There was no significant change in the !
of usv of these commands as a function of the REWARD/PENALTY condition.

Schedule

Performance Thezc was a significant (F (1,7) ffi19.16, p<.01) decrease in

score (from 404 to 347) between the MASSED and STAGGERED schedules. Overa11,
the length of time taken to complete scenarios was not affected by the ache =

dule, even though the scheduled duzatlons were offset by 5 sec in t_e STAG-

GERED condition, potentially increasing the time required to complete a task.

Workload Ratln_ Rated workload increased signlflcantly (F(i,7) = 19.11,
p< .01) fzom 41 (MASSED) to 46 (STAGGERED) as schedule complexlty was in-

creased, reflectlng the additional mental processing load imposed by more
complex schedules.

Use of Basic Functions There were no significant differences iv the u_e
of an/ of the basic functions due to schedule alone. The same numbe_ of boxes

were OPENed, CLOSEed, and SELZCTed. The PERFORM key was actuated more often
with the STAGGERED schedule than with the MASSED schedule, but 25Z of the

selections were made in error. This resultad in a significant diffecence in

the number of erroneous PERFORM key selections (F (1,7) = 14.5, p<o01).

Use of Problem-Solving Functions All of the problem-solvlng functions

were used more often with the STACCERED condition, indicating that the opera-
tors were lagging the system. STUFF (F(I,7) = 13.72, p<.Ol) and REMOVE BOX

L
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!
(F(I,7) = 13.75, p<.01) commands increased _ignlficantly, and more tasks ended
up in _he penalty box (F(1,7) = 9.17, p_.05).

Use of Lead-Generating Functions The LINK _nd UNLINK con,hands were

selected significantly (F(1,7) = 9.01, p<.0_) less often with the STAGCERZD

condition, as expected, because it was rare that two talks were at the same

st,ge of petf_rm_._ce and were, therefore likely candidates for LINKing. MORE
tasks were selected half as often with the STAGGERED schedule (F(I,7) = 11.46,

p <.05), another indication fhat subjects were not able to get nhcad of thu

system in this condttion. =

Acceleration of elements

Performance There was a highly significant difference in scores due to

the presence (460) or absence (291) of ACCEleRATION (F(!.7) = 773.2, p<.001),

particularly when ACCELERATION was combin_ with a STAGGERE_ schedule and when

there were a greater number of diffe=ent task_. These syner_istlc effects
were reflected in a significant SCHEDULE by ACCELZRATION interaction (F (1,7)

= 8.43, p<.05) and in a sigvificant ELEMENTS/TASK by ACCELERATION interaction

(F(],7) = 20.77 p<.Ol).

Scenarios with ACCELERATION were completed significantly more quickly (F(I,7)

= 168.7, p<.001) than those without (488 versus 277 sec, respectively). With

ACCELERATION, task elements arri_red more quickly and were available for

_- performance at a faster rate once in a box, thus, operators were not con-
strained by system delays in completlng tasks.

With ACCELERATION, the number of I;imes that functions were selected inappro = i.

prlately was increased, possibly because operators were under greater time

pressure. Slgnlficantly more tasks ended up in the graveyard (F(I_7) = 83.41
p<.001) and penalty box (F(I,7) = 31.29, p<.001) with ACCELEPATION.

Workload Rating There was s significant (F(1,7) - 30.56, p<.001) in-
crease iv workload ra_ings vlth ACCELERATION (from 32 to 55). The Influence
of ACCELERATION on experienced workload was partlcularly gr_at when it was

combined with a STAGGERED schedule with man, elements to be performed per

task. This was reflected in a significant three-way interaction among SCHEo
DULEj ACCELERATION, and ELEMENTS/TASK (F(l,7) = 14.44, p<.01). Rated workload

may have been highest in the 2(10), ACCELERATED scenarios because tanks with

many elements took longer to complete and were thus subject to thc effects of i
acceleration for a longer time.

Use of Basic Functions There was no significant change in the use of the i
TASK select or the PERTORM functions due to ACCELERATION. There was, however, i

a significant decreas_ in the number of times that the OPEN (F(1,7) - 1S.29,

p<.01) and CLOSE (F(1,7) = 9.07, p<.01) functions were used, partlcularly
when there were many different tasks pe. box. There was a slgnificart three-

way interaction among ACCELERATION, SCREDULED and ELE.t_NTS/TASK for the OPEN

function (F(I,7) " 119.62, p<.001). Boxes were OPENed 6.5 times per scenario,

on the average, in the 2(10) condition regardless of SCHEDULE, or ACCELERATION,
whereas they were OPENed as often as 16 times per scenario without ACCELERA-
TION in the 5(4) condition and I0 times with ACCELERATION. In the easier

conditions, and when only two tasks with 10 elements each were scheduled,
subjects OPENed each b_x one time and left it that way. They did not OPEN dnd

CLOSE boxes as a management strategy. When five tasks were scheduled per box_
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however, they did close _he boxes occasionally between different tasks, but

considerably less often than once for every one of the 25, four-element tasks.

Use of Problem-Solvln_ Functions All of these functions were used more
: often with ACCEI_RATION than without. Significantly more tasks had to be SEE_

• (F(I,7) = 9.36, p<.01), STUFFed F(I,7) = 5.67, p<.05) and performed with the

' additional REMOVE BOX procedure (F(I,7) = 6.12, p<.05). These differences

indicate that subjects were more likely to lag behind the system with ACCEL-
ERATION than without.

, Use of Lead-Generatin 8 Functions A related finding was tb_t C_ere wer_
" ' fewer requests for MORE tasks ahead of sc_,_dule w_th ACCELERATION th_n without

(F(I,7) = 19.24, p<.01). The difference _as particularly great when more

_.= tasks were actually available (in the 5(4) condition). There was a signifi-

cant interaction between SCHEDULE and ELEMZNTS/TLBK (F(I 7) = 12.13, p<.01).
ACCELERATION did not affect the use of LINK and unLtYK.

Number of ELEMENTS/TASK

Performance There was a significant (F(I,7) = I14.1, p<.001) decrease in
score (from 430 to 322) when there were more different tacks with fewer

elements each. This decrease was accentuated by ACC@LERATION (£ (1,7) =

20.77, p<.01) and by a STAGGEREr schedule (F (1,7) = 15.13, p<.01).

. The time taken to complete a scenario was significantl_ longer when there were
more discrete tasks to be performed (F(1,7) _ 43.3. p<.001) than when the same

number of elements were grouped into fewer (albeit more complex) tasks. To
' some extent, this increase in time occured because four-element tasks did not

remaln in the boxes as long as ten-element tasks and thus never developed the i
same rates of speed due to ACCELERATION !

More functions were _elected inappropriately as the number of discrete tasks

tncre_se_ (18 versus 23%). The decrease in sco_e, increase in tlme-to-com-
plebe a s_enario, and increase in errors in the 5(4) condition may reflect the t

cost _f shifting attention among 25 smaller tasks, even though each was
individually less compl_x.

Workload rat_ug_s The greateec increase in rated worklo_n was found
betwee-n _e 5(4_d 2(10) conditions. This significant increase (F(I,7) ffi

51.2, p<.001) re.tected the cper_tors' perceptions tha_.an increase in the

number of different tasks that they were requires to do (even if the total

numLer of subtask eleme_ts remained the same) imposed a substantial increase
in their workload.

Use of Basic Functions Not surprisingly, there wer _ significantly (F
=- (1,7) = 50.8, p<.O0!) more TASK selections with the 5(4) condition tha_ _ith

the 2(I0) condition, b_csuse subjects had to shift their attention among many
dlscrete tasks. The difference (33 versus 64) was not as great, however_ as

' the 250Z increase in the actual number of dlffer_nt tasks scheduled for each

box. Although the OPEN function was selected significantly (F (1,7) = 42.6,
p<._01) more often in the 5(4) conditions than in the ._"'10) conditions, the

inc _ase (from 7 to 13 times per scena_lo) was proportionally l_ss than would
be expected fror "he actual increase in number of different tasks per scenario

(from I0 to 25). Relatively spe kin2_ subjects shifted their attention from
one task to the ne _ess often as the _umber of dlscre_e tasks was increased.
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• Use of Problem=Solvln_ Functions There was no significant change in the

use of the REMOVE BOX and STUFF commands as a consequence of the number of

tasks per box. There was, however, a significant (F(I,7) = 9.23, p<.05)

: increase in the use of the SHED command when there were fewer elements, but

more tasks. This might have occurred because the SHED command had a less

dramatic effect on reducing the number of tasks remaining to be performed for

; score points when there were only 4 elements per task rather than i0. There

were significantly more tasks transf_rred to the penalty box (F (1,7) = 29.6,

p<.001) in the 5(4) scenarios than in the 10(2) scenarios. Seven times as

many elements were performed from the penalty box (but with no increase in
' score) in the 5(4) scenarios than in the 2(10) scenarios. This occurred -

because there were five separate arrivals of tasks in each box, thereby in-

creasing the chance (by 250%) that a new task would enter an box still occu-

pied by an existing task. Since there was no signlficant difference in the

number of times the PERFORM function was selected, the lower scores obtained
with the 5(4) conditions occurred because more tasks were SHED and more ended

up in the penalty box (thus no points were gained for them even if they were

performed), not because they selected the PERFORM function le_8 often.
,

Use of Lead-C=nerati,,& Functions Although more tasks were requested
ahead o{ schedule in the 5(4) condition than in the 2(10) condition (5.3 times

per scenario versus 3.l), the difference was not significant. In addition,

the increase was considerably less than would be expected by the increased

" opportunities to request tasks ahead of schedule provided by the 5(4) scenar-

io (4 times per box) than the 2(10) scenario (once per bnx). The LINK and

,, ._NKcommands wure used considerably less often tuan they could have beer in

5(4) scenario3. The difference in usage between the two conditions was

_ *_uC significant.

Relative Importance of Experimental Conditions

The relaLive impact of the different experimental manipulations was analyzed

by examining the amount of vc_iancf accounted for by each of them in the
¢ statistical analyses performed ol, th, scores, workload ratings, and function

selections. In additior, each suL _=ct was asked to rank order the four fac-

tors with respect to the impact ttat they felt each had had on workload. The

- RI_.WARD/PENALTY condi ions contributed little _o variations in performance,

'_ behavior or opinion. The ELEHENTS/T,'_SK had the greatest impact on th_ ire-

_. quency of bas_e function selections. Vresence or absence of ACCELERATION and

_'aSSED versa_ STAGGEKFD schedules, particularly when they covaried, had the

greatest impact on problem-solving behavior, lead-generating responses, and

score. Although the Dumber of ELEMENTS/TASK contributed most to the

variance of workload ratings, the factor selected as most influential by the

subjects at the end of the experiment w_s the SCHEDULE (a relatively less

important influence on m_sures obtained during and immediatly after the
scenarios).

CONCLUSIONS

All of the experimeuta _ manipulations, alone and in _ombination, generated

highly sJgniflcant differences in operator behavior, performance, and experi-

enued workl ad ,,ith the exceptlon of the REWARD/PENALTY condition. Each

varlab'e bad slightly different lnfluences on individual measures, however,
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•. scorers. Instead of performing the additional REMOVE BOX step for tasks in '
the warning zone, they selected the STUFF option, using this strategy six
times more often per scenario than dld the low-scoring subjects. The STUFF

.- and REMOVE BOX commands were selected in error at least once per cenarlo,

although the SHED command was never selected erroneously. (Figure It,3

'STUFF' KEY8ELECTIOH$ 'REM()UEIlOX" KEY8ELECTIOdB

I!I IA9

F $
, I: 7 7

E ;.
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• Figure lO: Frequency of appropriate (r-O and inappropriate (r-Oselections of

" problem-solving f_;,_Lions by experimental condition (n = 8)
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Lead-generating Functions 9
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ThP ;,TNK command was used E

- rarely by high-scoring sub- Ij 5
£

jects (once or twice per ace- I_ 4

nari°)' but relatively °ften ': 3_[7]___, I 1

by the othe: rseven times per ' 2.
scenario). _t was usually I.
selected appropriately. (Fig- 0 .... ! ' !'

ure II) On the average, the I0 'MORE'KEY _ LECTION8

MORE command was selected ,? l I

four or five times per scenar- F _:
ie, however more than half of f 7
the time more tasks were re- , ,; I __
quested none were available __ =

_, for :he selected box. High- I_ 4 I

sc°rers used the MORE c°mmand ' 71_1_ _i

three times more often than 2.

._-scor_rq because they were 0 , . '- - _J--
•. t _ _. -,. ;-,.. t_a,_ $_{xa.l

: able to complete tasks ahead _a_, _=_,,,_,_..-__a_,,_ .a_=.,_,,_

of scbedule. 2am s_.) ,,,,._ (_,,,_,,,,_
Figure ii. Frequency of appropriate (r'_) and inappro-

priate (r'_) lead-generatlng function selections (n=8)
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allowing a detailed and informative analysis of the effect of experimental

manipulations of imposed workload on different aspects of operators' behavior

and performance. The initial objective of developing a set of scenarios that

imposed a range of vdrlations in performance and workload and i_vestlgating

_he impact of different penalties for procrastination was satisfied. In

addition, the efficacy of the proposed weighted combination of workload _ompo-

nents in reducing between-subject variability was demonstrated.

In future experiments, the effects of training must be determined to establish L

optimal procedures and asymptotic levels. In addition, the influence of task

rate and value should be manipulated so as to replicate the critical varia-

- bles in the earlier studies (refs. 5, 6, 7) using the current paradigm. In

future research, particular attention should be given to the impact of

machine-aiding, automation, and system failures on performance, behavior, and

workload. Given the success of this simulation in generating significant

variations in performance and workload, this paradigm should continue to

provide a useful environment in which measures of worPload and performance can

be developed, tested and calibrated once standardized levels of imposed task

load have been established. This experiment was designed to evaluate utility

of the POPCORN slmulation as an experimental task. It remains to future

researchers to apply the different theoretical and mathematical models (de-

pending on their experimental goals) to use this simulation as a prototype of

multi-task, automated and _emi-automated supervisory control systems.
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APPENDIX A: Scheduled arrival times of tasks

SCIIEgULE9ARRIVALTIME OFTASI(S(_.Y SCENARIO) S","_ARYOFRESULTS(BY SrE,_IARIO)

10 ELEMENTS/TASK:NOACCELERATION;SASSEDSd:EDULE

TASK ]I_ • DIFFICULTYRA/V: I (least)
SCORE: /.54

• DURATION: 512
WORKLOAD RATING: 40

• BASIC FUNCTIONSELECTIONS: 7018211Ll16.lB6 mr
• PROBLEMSOLVING FUNCTIONSELECTIONS: II]II13:6

LEAD-G£NERATIONFUNCTION SELECTIONS: li18:19

" TASK4L_IELEZEHTSlTASK_IItlOACCELERATION;•I [_SSEDSCPEO'JLE

il DIFFICULTY RANK: 2

• • • • SCORN:491
• I I • DURATION:444

• I • • ".,)RKLOADRATING:25baSIC FUNCTION SELECTIONS: 40/81/7/5=]33
I I • I PROBLEM SOLVING FUNCTION SELECTIONS: i/O/t/O-2

, I- . i i ) _ _ I I LEAD-GENERATION _NCTION SELECTIONS: 7/3=10

TASKI£_LEP£NTSITASK;:IOACCELERATIO_I;STAGGEREDcrurm,ir

I DIFFICULTY RANK: 3

2 • • SCORE: 417

• DURATION: 539
WORKLOAD RATING: 3_,

' • BASIC FUNCTIC,N SELfCTIONS: 791101/16/14=L10

• PROBLEM SOLVING FUNCTION SELECTIONS: I12/2/7=12

-_ I I . _ _ , .. ., ) LEAD-GENERATION FUN(TION SELECTIONS: 8/8=16

•= ,,ELc,fN,_/TASK; NO ACCELE_,ATION;TAGGERED IIE_ULE
TASK _I • • I DIFFICULTY RANK: 4

_{I I • • • SCORE: 477

HI • • • • DURATION:456

L_W WORKLOAD RATING: 26• • • BASIC FUNCTION SELECTION3:33/70/7/II_130

II • • • PROBLEM SOLVING FUNCTION SELECTIONS: OIO/lll=2
| -, I -, ---_ ____ _ _ =LEAD'GENERATION FUNCTION [:ELECTIONS:3/3=6

if_ _VP, C V._ ELE,,.,%/TAS.,,ACC[LERATIO,_I;:IASSE9SC"ED"LE

DIFFICULTY RANK: 5
_ • SCORE: 460

i! • DURATION: 272

• WORKLOAD RATING: 35BASIC FUNCTION SELECTIONS: 20/71/7/5=IO()

-: • PROBLEM SOLVING FUNCTION SELF_TIONS: 3/n/2/O=5

_ . • _ + .--4.----_--_. _ LEAD-4]ENERATIONFUNCTION SELECTIONS: 214=6

4 ELE;':EIITS!TAS',',.ACCELERATION;MASSEDSCIIEDULE
• I'I •

TASK_¢!' I I II SCORE::I_
DIFFICULTY RANK: 6

"I_l • • II• DURATION: 300

_I_• • • • • WORKLOAD RATING: 64' BASIC FUNCTION SELFCTIONS: 52/8lI_0/9:_52

cl • • • • PROBLEM SOLVING FUNCTION SELECTIONS: 313/2/22=30

-T , J , _ _ .= _ : LEAD-GF-NERATIONFUNCTION SELECTIONS: 2/)=9

I? [LEP,EtlTS/TASK; ACCELEIIATION; ST_GGEE[ n SCI'EnULE

TASKIJ • • DIFFICULTY RANK: 7

l • SCORE: 20]

DURATION: 278
WORKLOAD RATING: 59

• BASIC _/NCTION SELECTIONS: 5511001_/7=I]0

• PROBLEM SOLVING FUNCTION SELECTIONS: ,;15/5/27.&1

- .-_--_.------t---_ ,_ _----_$._._ LEAD-GENERATIONFUNCTION SELECTIONS: O/3=3

4 ELEMENT,/TASK;ACCELERATION;STAGG_.REDSCHEDULE
TASKZI• I • ••

2II • • • • SCORE:DIFFICULTY2qoRANK:8 (most)

.-II • • • • DURATION: 2(_0

iIW I • I I WORKLOADRATING:6(} ,BASIC FUNCTION SELECTIONS: 31/84/7/7-129

I___II • • PROBLSM SOL_INC FUNCTION SELECTIONS: blllSlB-20
i 2.... 3 _ =_ G 7 S _ in U:^D-GENER^TIONFUNCTIONSELBCTIONS:0/_-_

L• TASKS WI'|I_l(_fI,_MF.NT,%'<ACII
SCHEDULED ARRIVAL TIME (MIN) • 'I'ASK,XWI'J'}I4 F.I,FbII,NTSEACH

C:, ,..
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L,I' f[
OF P,:..._.' --

SUBJECT:1

" 100 I CONDITION: 2(10); MASSED; NO ACCELERATION

100,-
I--
<_ SUBJECT: 1
u. CONDITION: 4(5); STAGGERED; ACCELERATION --
"1" "-":;"",":':':';';*.":"-":'.';:'-"::;':":':

o.0 ili!i!iii',iiii' !!i!iiiii',iiiii!i!iiio,
......... :........ ...;,. * - • . I s

[ .. f_...........:.:...:.....,:.:............!_ .... l.C-o_.:_:,-,i_'_._; Z : i:::::::: ::: !:::: 0",' ;, - \'" -
; 0

<
u.

j: O 100iI-
< SUBJECT: 2

tu 50 L- CONDITION: 2(10); MASSED; NO ACCELERATION
>

O') •

100 - SUBJECT: 2 '[
t _TION: 5(4); SIAGGERED; ACCELERATION

50"

.,! '_'_,;.'. =__.-_,_-_.___

WORKLOAD DIMENSIt')N
(WIDTH INDICATES SUBJECTIVE IMPORTANCE)

TASK DIFFICULTY _ PHYSICAL EFFORT

TIME PRESSURE ['_ FRUSTRATION

OWN PERFORMANCE _ STRESS
I

MENTAL EFFORT _ FATIGUE

ACTIVITY TYPE

Appendix B: Eaxmp±e of weighting procedure applied to the bipolar
ratings obtained from each of two different operators after perfor-
ming a relatively easy scenario and a relatively difficult scenario.

(See Fi_[re 4 for the importance placed on each of the factors by
these two subjects).
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ABSTRACT

Adaptive aiding is an idea that offers potential for
improvement over many current approaches to aiding in
human-computer systems. The expected return of tailoring the
system to fit the user could be in the form of improved system

performance and/or increased user satisfaction. Although the
utility of the concept has been demonstrated in limited wajs in a4

variety of contexts, there has been no substantial research
effort devoted to addressing the many issues relevant to adaptive
aiding. These include such issues as the manner in which
information is shared between human and computer, the appropriate

division of labor between them, and the level of autonomy of the 1aid.
I

In order to investigate these and other issues relevant to
human-computer interaction, a simulated visual search task has
been developed. Subjects are required to identify targets in a
moving display while performing a compensatory sub-critical
tracking task. It is also possible for the computer to identify

• targets. By manipulating characteristics of the situation such
as imposed task-related workload and effort required to

• communicate with the computer, it is possible to create
conditions in which interaction with the computer would be more
or less desirable. The results of preliminary research using
this experimental scenario are presented, and future directions
for this research effort are discussed.

i

: INTRODUCTION

2

The idea of providing the human operator with some form of
computer assistance is not new. Computers have been used for
years in a variety of applications. Often the complexity o£
modern systems and the potentially high costs of system failure
have been invoked as justification for computerizing portions of
the operator's job.

The decision as to which tasks will be perfo_._ by computer
has all too often been based upon which tasks could be automated.

_- In situations where total automation was not feasible, the task
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allocation decision has been based upon relative abilities of
human and computer. For example, humans would be given tasks
requiring "flexibility" and computers would perform tasks
requiring "consi_tency". A number of lists of human vs.
computer abilities are available for this purpose (e.g.,
Licklider, 1960).

For several reasons, this "traditional" approach to computer

aiding may be less than satisfactory. For example, thanks to
progress in artificial intelligence, the distinction between
human and computer abilities is much less clear. Thus, the human
and computer may be viewed as partners, with abilities which
partially overlap. As a result, it may be inappropriate to
allocate tasks based solely on computer abilities.

Another factor which should be considered is individual

differences. Aptitudes and abilities, cognitive styles, and
attitudes have been cited as affecting human behavior in a number
of situations. Lists of human abilities are characteristic of a
prototypical human and do not reflect these differences.

Human _erformance varies not only across individuals but
also within individuals over time. People become fatigued. They

have a limited capacity to perform. The "mix" of required tasks i
may impose an inordinate amount of workload, and performance may
degrade as a result.

Finally, the quality of the computer's performance may
" depend upon conditions. For example, suppose the computer _mst

have certain state information in order to make decisions. If

the quality of that information is degraded, performance of the
computer will be affected.

In light of these shortcomings, it seems desirable to make
computer aids adaptive. An adaptive aid could step in when
needed and provide assistance in a form appropriate to the
situation. In situations where no assistance was needed, the aid
could remain inactive. In principle, it seems that such an
approach to aiding could improve overall system performance
substantially.

PELEVANT ISSUES

The concept of adaptive aiding is also not new (Cbu & Rouse,
1979; Rouse, 1975, 1981). However, it has not been implemented
in any real-wof?d applications, probably because the manner in
which this should be done is not at all straightforward. A
number of iJsues must be considered before progress can be made
(Rouse & Rouse, 1983). For example, what should the focus of
adaptation be? Should the aid be adapted to group
characteristics, or to individuals? Should adaptation be done
once, or dynamically over time?
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Another issue is the method of adaptation. At least three
approaches are imaginable. Task_ may be allocated, with either
the human oi computer in control of task performance.
Alternatively, tasks may be partitioned between the two partners,
with each performing task components. Finally, one partner may
assist the other by performing a transformation of a task (e.g.,
the computer could filter noise from a visual display).

If human and computer are to be partners, then there must be
some means for the two to communicate. But what should be the

nature of communication? If communication is explicit, there is
less uh-gertainty as to what is being communicated, but the human
must invest resources in receiving and transmitting information.
This resource demand may be less if communication is implicit,
but there may be less certainty as Lo what is communicated.
There may also be a need for the human to invest resources into
determining what the computer is doing_

When system control is shared by human and computer, which
partner should be in charge? Suppose tasks are to be allocat--_

• _ynamically. Whic-_ _rtnerl-human or computer--should make the
decision as to task allocation? As with the nature of ,I

communication, the resources required to make decisions and
inform _he partner must be considered.

Finally, if it appears that it would be advantageous to have
the computer make decisions such as task allocation, __whatis the
basis for decision making? It will be necessary to _mB-eS- m-gdB-l-6
in-__ computer's knowledge base if such decisions are to be i

possible. These _Aodels must incorporate characteristics of tle {
task situation, the human's task performance, and the computer's
performance in order to be effective. Al+i.ough the results of
research in human problem solving and information processing
provide a partial data base to support such models, many
parameters must be obtained via specific research in
human-computel interaction. The goal of the work reported here
is to investigate these and other relevant issues.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

In explaining the approach adopted in this research effort,
it helps to consider a hypothetical situation. Suppose a variety
of tasks must e performed f_r overall system operation to be
successful. Human performance of these tasks on an individual

,. basis i_ _.,-_,ptable, but the degree to which tasks may be
time-shared succe_sfully depends upon the level of difficulty and
combination of concurrent tasks. Further, suppose a computer is

• available which may perform a subset of these tasks. The
computer's task performance may or may not be as good as the
human's best performance, but may be preferab? if the human's
performance degrades. !

An attempt was made to create this situation experlmentslly.
L
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In designing the experimental scenario, one goal was to maintain
a semblance of realism, rather than create an "artificial"

' laboratory task. However, the characteristics of the task
environment were determined analytically, and little attempt was
made to provide a high-fidelity simulation of an actual task.

A target recognition task was created as one -f the tasks in
the scenario because of differences in human and computer
abilities in this area. Humans readily impart meaning into what
is seen, and are excellent at "perceptual organization".
Computers, on the other hand, have a grest deal of difficulty
analyzing scenes, but excel at figure rotation and template
matching. Thus, humans should be better at identifying features
in a meaningful scene, whereas computers should be better if the
scene is a relatively homogenous field of _bjects.

Description of Experimental Tasks

The target recognition task employs a color graphic terrain
display, as illustrated in Figure I. The terrain display depicts

,L an intracoastal waterway with varying proportions of water. •
Water areas are colored blue. Also included in the terrain are ,
green trees, tan ground, black buildings, white roads and parking
lots, and cars and boats of assorted colors. To simulate flight i
over the terrain the display pans down the CRT. Subjects are
given the goal of identifying or spotting boats of a certain type
which are it. use in the waterway.

Targets may be identi.'ied o_ly when they are in the region

defined by the heavy black horizontal lines. When the subject is
identifying targets, identification is accomplished by using a

' mouse tc position the cross-hair cursor on top of the target and
then presslng a button on the mouse. When the button is pressed
a "+" appears on the screen to acknowledge the action. Hits and
false alarms are tallied in the upper l_ft corner of the screen.
(See Figure 1.)

f-

It is alzs possible for the computer to perform the spotting
task. If the human is in control of the allocation decision, the
aid may be activated by positioning the _ursor on top of the word
"AID" (to the left of the terrain disp]ay in Figure I), and

_ pressing the button on the mouse. The cursor then disappears,
: and the ,.id _dentifies targets until the human resumes control by

again pressing the button on the mouse.

The relative performance of human and computer may be
expected to vary over time. In light of the human's perceptual
abilities, this task shuuld be easier for the human when the
proportion of water in the picture is low (such as when flying
over a narrow channel). This is oecause the human is able to
organize the scene and automatically exclude a large portion
(i.e., the land areas) from consideration.
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The computer, on the other hand, is deficient in these
organizational abilities, and scans the whole scene, identifying

_; boats with a "template matching" approach.* As a result, the
computer does not always differentiate land from water, and its
false alarm rate increases with the p_'opo_tion of land in the
display. Thus, the human may be expected to excel when the

v proportion of water is low, and there is greater potential for r
' the aid to excel when the proportion of water is high.

Target identification is not the only task which must be
performed. In addition to looking for boats, the human must also
oerform a subcritical tracking task. The tracking display is
shown in the upper left corner of Figure 1.

The tracking display contains a green region flanked by
yellow and red regions. The horizontal black line to the right
of these regions moves up and down, and the arrow within the 5
green region indicates the direction of the control input. The
degree of instability of the controlled element is determined by

_4_ a difficulty parameter which is entered by the experimenter at
the beginning of a run and remains constant throughout the run.
The human's goal is to keep the black line within the green
region by using bang-bang control via the space bar on the
terminal keyboard. When performing both tasks, the subject _,
identifies targets with the right hand and tracks with the left.

The primary reason for incorporating the tracking task into
the scenario is to create conditions in which assistance from the

- computer is required in order to maintain satisfactory
performance. If target identification were the only task

,_ required, it is conceivable that a subject could maintain
acceptable performance over a wide range of difficulty. However,
performance should be more sensitive to difficulty nlanipulations
(i.e., changes in terrain composition) if tracking is also
required. The difficulty parameter of the tracking task maj be
_aried to insure t_at such is the case, and the option of
"shedding" the tracking task in favor of the target
identification task is eliminated by disabling mouse inputs
whenever the tracking indicator is in a red region.

With respect to the adaptive aiding concept, it is possible
to specify qualitatively when the computer should be used in *his
environment. First, the aid should be used if its potential

' target identification performance exceeds that of the human. It
is expected that this occurrence Is most likely when tracking is
non-trivial and the terrain is mostly water. Second, the aid
should be used to look for boats if the human's tracking

*In reality the computer "knows" the identit_ and location
of every object in the _isplay and makes responses on a
probabilistic basis. The template matching explanation is
_ vided to subjgcts.
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performance degrades to an _z_cceptable level. Excluding the
case in which acceptable track ng is impossible due to the level
of tracking difficulty, it is ant cipated that this occurrence
would also be related to the amount of water in the display.

AN EXPERIMENT

A pilot study was conducted to evaluate the accuracy of some
of these ideas by assessing the effects of task parameters on
subject's performance. Since one of the purposes of this

, experiment was to identify conditions in which the need for
computer assistance would be likely, no aid was available to
subjects.j

Two subjects served in three sessions each. The first
session served as training and consisted of one 5-minute run at
each of four levels of tracking d_fficulty. In the second and
third sessions, the easiest tracking condition was excluded and
only three levels of tracking difficulty were used. Thus, there

i were two independent variables in the pilot study: tracking
i difficulty and terrain composition. Dependent measures inc3uded

rms tracking error, spotting accuracy (i.e., percent identified)
and spotting latency (i.e., average time to identify a target
once it entered the spotting window)

The results of this study are p_esented graphically in
Figures 2-4. Time i_ represented on the abscissa of each graph,

' as the values shown represent the sequence of terrain ty_es
encountered by subjects over the course of a run. One inte1_al
on the abscissa corresponds to approximately 20 seconds of real
time. To facilitate int*_ _retation of these figures, terrain is
also identlfie(_ zs either _redominantly land or predominantly

/ water. The break or dashed line in the middle of each graph
reflects missing data. Due to hardware constraints, targets in
these areas are not accessible to subjects, and thare is a I-2
second interval of "dead time" in the middle of each run.

Figure 2 depicts rms tracking 6trot for thr_,e levels of
tracking difficulty, averaged across both subjects. Two
characteristics of F_gure 2 aro noteworthy. First, rms tracking
error increased with increases in the difficulty parameter of the
tracking task. Second, rms tracking error increased with the
amount of water in the display. This effect seems to have been
stronger when tracking was relatively easy, but is noticeable at
each of the levels of tracking difficulty employed in this study.

From Figures 3 and 4, it may be ascertained that performance
on the target identification task was also affected by change_ in
the terrain composition. Increases in the proportion of water in

• the display were accompanied by decreases in spotting accuracy
(although small) and increases in sp_tting latency. Unlike rms L
tracking error, there was no noticeable effect of tracking
difficulty manipulations upon target identification; as a
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result,, the plots in Figures 3 and 4 rep_'esent performance
averaged across three levels of tracking difficulty

If the three dependent measures are compared to each othe ,
some clear relationships emerge. First, there is an obvious
negative relationship between spotting accuracy sud spotting
latency. Product-moment correlations at different levels of

v tracking difficulty ranged from -.61 to -.qO. Of c_,urse, these
' results were obtained with only two subjects, so generalizations

[ should be made with caution; however, if further experiments
continue to reveal this relationship, this may have implications
for online ada,_tation.

_ Al_h_ugh spotting accuracy is the statea performance
criterion, i_ _:t[lJ5y as an orline measure is limited due to two
factors. First, observed decrements in spotting accuracy were
quite small, usually no more than 2-3 missed targets. Second, it
seems desirable to be able to offer assistance before a target is
missed, rather than stepping in too late to do any good.
Spotting latency is easily assessed onhne; _f the relationship
of latency to accuracy proves to be sufficier_tly str.,ug, the
latency _easure may be useful as a basi_ for online computer
adaptation.

It may a_so be noted that rms tracking erro_ is related to
bo_h spotting accuracy and spotting latency. Since it is an
easily calculated, continuous measure, rms tracking e'fo_ may
also be useful as a basis for decision making. However; the
results from this pilot study indicate that rms tracking error
•ay not be as useful for this p_rpose as spotting latency,

because its response to task changes considerably lass the
_, response of spotting latency to these changes. (A comparlso_ of

Figures 2 and 4 reveals a difference of almost 20 seconds in the
' most difficult tracking condition.)

PLANS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Current plans are to co_l@uct a full-scal_ _ experiment this
summer. Independent variable: will be the same as those reported
here: terrain _omposition _nd tr_ick_ng difficulty.
Additionally, an initial attempt will made to hav_ the
compuoer make the decision as to alloca_.ion of _he target
identification task. Undoubtedly the decLsion algorithm will be
rather simplistic; however, this should provide insights
necessary for mo_e effe. ive decision aiding in the future.

At pres*nt_ it is possible to imagine se_ersl alternative
approaches to allocation which might be appropriate. For
example, in addition to unilateral decision m,_king by human or
computer, a "hybrid" approach could prove to be useful_ In this
case, th_ computer could monitor the human's performance and
assume control of t'e target identification task whe_ his
performance on either as began to degrade. The human could
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then resume control of target identification when he felt able to
do so.

If online adsptation is to be effective, it will be

necessary to identify appropriate measures to serve as the bases
for decision aiding, and to develop adequate models of how
important variables interact. Effort will be devoted to
achieving both of these goals. Identification of measures will

"L

be approached in a manner similar to that described here, by
obtaining multiple performance measures and noting relationships
between intermediate behavior and ultimate performance. A
preliminary conceptual model of human-computer interaction has
been developed (Morris, Rouse, & Ward, 1984, in preparation), and
will be evaluated as research results become available. An

"armchair '' analysis of the problem indicates that such a model
should include not only aspects of the task situation but also
should take into account such factors as the human's perception
of his own and the computer's performance, and human information
processing resource limitations.

Also of i_._erest are a number of issues relevant to problems

4 which may arise when the computer aid degrades in some way. For
• example, under what conditions will the human realize that the
" aid has degraded, and will it b._ possible for the human to cope

with the loss of the aid? Inve_'_tion of these and other

questions may entail consideratio,_ knowledge requirements and
the human's "mental models" of the a_ and situation.
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ABSTRACT

As part of a long-term effort to quantify the effects of
visual scene cuing and non-visual motion cuing in flight
simulators, the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
(AFAMRL) has completed an experimental study of the pilot's use
of linear perspective cues in a simulated height-regulation task.
Six test subjects performed a fixed-base tracking task with a
visual display consisting of a simulated horizon and a
perspective view of a straight, infinitely-long roadway of
constant width. Experimental parameters were (I) the central
angle formed by the roadway perspective (30 or 60 degrees) and
(2) the display gain (-B.3 or -_.6 degrees change in central
angle per foot change in altitude). The subject controlled only
the pitch/height axis; airspeed, bank angle, and lateral track
were fixed in the simulation.

The average RMS height error score for the least effective i
display configuration (60 degree central angle, lower display
gain) was about 25% greater than the score for the most effective
configuration (3_ degree angle, larger gain). Overall, larg^r
and more highly significant effects were observed for the pitch
and control scores. Model analysis was performed with the
optimal control pilot model to characterize the pilot's use of
visual scene cues, with the goal of obtaining a consistent set of
independent model parameters to account for display effects.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AFA_RL)
is studying visual scene cuing and non-visual motion cuing in
operational and simulated aircraft missions. A set of

_ experiments has been designed to provide a data base which will
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. support development of a cuing model centered on the optimal
control model (OCM) of the human operator. This model is

• intended to permit prediction of cuing effects in experimental
• situations not tested, and ultimately to aid in the specification

of simulation hardware.

The task of low-level flight is the operational mission
simulated in the experimental program. (In the military context,
low-level flight may involve high-speed flight relatively close
to the terrain to avoid detection while over enemy territory.)L

This task was chosen because of its relevance to Air Force

operations, and because it provides a realistic framework for
exploring the pilot's use of various visual and non-visual cues.

Research into visual scene cuing is being concentrated on }
cues provided by lines and texture elements in the visual scene.
This paper summarizes the results of an initial experiment
involving the use of linear perspective cuing -- specifically, i
the cues provided by a perspective display of a straight,
indefinitely- long roadway. The reader is referred to recent
articles documenting modeling efforts related to the pilot's use

_; of texture-related cues [1,2], and to another paper presented at
,; this Conference summarizing a study of g-seat cuing [3], also i
_ conducted as part of the AFAMRL research program.

METHOD :

'' The displays were computer generated scenes consisting of ,
%

line drawings of a perspective view of a road and a horizon. The
central perspective angle of the road changed as a function of
altitude, and the vertical position of the horizon line and
simulated roadway changed as a function of the pitch state of a
simulated aircraft. The left two frames of Figure 1 indicate
level flight a5 low and high altitudes. The right two frames

- indicate pitch down and pitch up states. When the aircraft was
level, the horizon was at eye level. The screen was 38 cm wide
and viewed from 38 cm resulting in a horizontal optical size of
53.1 deg. The image of the road was always symmetrical but the
horizontal location of the vanishing point was continuously
perturbed using a sum-of-three-sines forcing function. This
resulted in a quasi-random simulated "crabbing" motion of the
aircraft beyond the control of the observer and uncorrelated with
the vehicle states. The purpose was to eliminate any spurious
cues arising from unintended static reference marks.

The experimental design called for four scene classes formed
" by crossing two levels of the central angle of the road (3B and

6% deg) and two levels of the display sensitivity or gain (-.3
and -.6 deg/ft). Display gain refers to the change in road angle
per unit change in a)titude. The relationships between central
angle and roadway parameters are:
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FIG. i. EXAMPLES OF DISPLAY STATES

-i W (i)[

_! 8 = 2 tan 2"_

W
_B= -' 2

H2+_ 12)

where 8 is perspective central angle in radians, H is height%

above roadway in feet, and W is the width of the zoad in feet.
Because the central angle decreases with increasing altitude, the
display gains are negative as indicated by Equation 2.

The gain and angle requirements uniquely determine the
physical roadway width and initial altitude values which in turn
are used for computer scene generation. Table 1 presents the
values.

• NOMINAL CONDITIONS

Height Width Road Angle Display Gain
ft ft deg deg/ft

95.5 51.2 3_ -.3
47.7 25.9 30 	Ø)165.9 191.9 69 -.3

83.9 95.6 69 -.6

Because it is more consistent to model perceptual

i limitations in terms of perceptual units, rather than simulation

units, visual variables (central angle and display gain) were i
selected as the primary experimental variables, and values for
the corresponding physical scene variables (road width and

1
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height) were selected t_ yield the desired combination of visual
values. Treatment of perceptual limitations within the OCM is
discussed later in this paper in the presentation of model
results.

control.

The displays changed from their initial condl a
function of observer pitch control and simulated vet -.
The actual relationship between these inputs _ disp _ _ cs
was determined by a simulation of the fligh_ 4ynamics c_ ' 16
aircraft flying at 400 knots at a IB0 ft _t:_-de. For C _uils
see Levison, Zacharias, and Sinacori [4].

The observer controlled the simulated aircraft by means of a
force stick mounted to the side of an aircraft seat. Only pitch
commands were registered, i

EAns EnrJAnn
b

The forcing function was formed by summing 13 sinusoids with
amplitudes and frequencies to approximate a first-order gust
spectrum having a break frequency of 12 rad/sec and an RMS
amplitude of 7.7 ft/sec. This gust spectrum is, in turn, an i
approximation to the Dryden gust spectrum appropriate to a L
nominal flight condition of 400 kts at 100 feet above sea level

-- a gust model that is recommended for aircraft flying qualities
studies [5].

Six people (three men, three women) participated as test
subjects. None were pilots. The observer's task was to keep
altitude constant during the course of each simulated flight. An
alternate conception of the task is that it involved compensatory
tracking of the central roadway angle. This task is interesting ,!
in that, once a trial began, no reference angle was presented: An }
observer tracked his or her concept of what 30 or 60 deg looked i
like.

?
Each flight or trial began with 15 sec of viewing the static

to the initial scene of one of the four !display ccr responding
conditions. A ready signal was then given and both the gust and '

force stick were activated. The dynamic phase lasted 120 sec of i
which only the last 102.4 sec were used as data. At the end of I

each trial, the observer's mean, standard deviation, and RMS I

height error were displayed. Four trials, one for each '!
condition, constituted a session and observers ran for two
session a day. I

i Conditions were uniquely randomized within each training I
t session, and were further constrained to form a Latin Square over
I the last four session (16 data trials). These sessions, which

1
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. began when an observer reached an asymptote based on RMS height
error, provided the data fOE formal analysis. On the average,
the subjects received 43 training sessions.

r DATA ANALYSIS

_-rformance Scores

. Standard deviation (SD) height error scores were averaged
across replications to provide mean performance scores fcr each
subject, each condition. Subject means were then averaged to
provide group mean performance and subject-to-subject
variability. T-tests were performed on subject-paired SD scores
to determine potentially significant differences between all
pairs of experimental conditions.

Average SD scores for height error, pitch error, "stick"
- (operator's control input), and stick rate are ploLted in Figure

2. Solid symbols indicate group means, vertical bars indicate
the standard deviation of the subject means. Figure 2a shows
that superior tracking performance (lower height error scores)
was achieved with the larger display gain and the smaller

: reference angle. Display gain had the greater effect: doublin_
the gain decreased tracking error by about 17% on the average,
whereas reference angle influenced the score by about 7%.

Display parameters had numerically greater effects on the
remaining SD scores, with gain again having the greater
influence. Pitch error SD score showed the greatest fractional
change, being about 45% greater for the larger display gain.
Stick and stick rate also showed substantial increases for the

larger display gain.

If we consider the perspective angle seen by the operator
-- rather than height error -- as the major "outer-loop"
variable, then the effects of display gain are consistent in that
all display and control variables of interest increase with
increasing display gain. The RMS central angle increased by less
than a factor of 2 with a d Jubling of the display gain, however,
as indicated by the i_,proved tracking error. Perceptual-motor
mechanisms respon_iDle for this improvement are suggested later
in the section on model results.

Results of subject-paired t-tests of differences in SD
i scores are shown in Table 2. Entries indicate alpha levels of

significance_ differences having alpha levels greater than _._5

are considered "not significant" and are indicated by dashes. Two

major trends are indicated by this table: (i) differences due to

changes in display gain (Table 2a) were overall more significant
than differences due to reference central angle (Table 2b), and
(2) display-related differences in pitch and control variables
were more significant than differences in height error. Because
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Table 2. Results of Paired-Difference T-Tests on SD Scores

I Condition I Height Pitch i Control I Ctrl Rate I

a) Effects of Display Gain

t

30 degrees -- .01 .02 --
60 degrees .05 .001 .01 .02

b) Effects of Nominal Central Angle

-0.3 deg/ft -- .05 I .05 --

-0.6 deg/ft -- .05 ! ....
[

Entries indicate alpha significance levels. Alpha
levels greater than 0.05 indicated by dashes, i

S- i I t i

-4 -- , , , r....

Jk.NGLRx 10° 60° 30° 0°

Figure 3. Effects of Display on Mean Height Error
Average of 6 subjects, 4 trials/subject
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' central angle effects were only weakly significant (alpha = _.5),

we consider angle effects on the whole as not significant.

Mean height error, averaged over the subject population, is
: plotted in Figure 3. There were no significant differences in

mean error across conditions and, overall, the mean error was

relatively small. The absence of a substantial error bias, which

is somewhat surprising given the lack of an explicit zero

reference during data collection, suggests that the subjects were

able to develop a relatively accurate impression of the desired
roadway perspective during training.

Frequency Response

The effects of display gain on average operator frequency

response are shown in Figure 4a. Results have been averaged
across the two central-angle conditions ; thus, each curve

reflects the average of six subjects, eight replications per I
subject.

b) Effects of Reference )

a) Effects of Display Gain Central Angle
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Figure 4. Operator Frequency Response

_. Average of 6 subjects, 8 trlals/subject

! Note that the term "gain" has two meanings: the sensitivity

. of the display in terms of degrees change of central per foot
change of altitude, or the amplltude-ratio component of the
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operator describing function. The particular meaning intended
should be clear from the context of the discussion.

Each pair of gain and phase curves represents the effective
describing function relating operator response to height error
(i.e., the Fourier transform of the control response divided by
the Fourier transform of the height error). Zero dB gain
corresponds to one unit of control input per foot of height
error; zero dB remnant indicates one unit of control power (at a
given .frequency) not linearly correlated with the tracking
input.- These curves have not been corrected for measurement bias
due to simulation delays of around 50 msec. Thus, the true
operator phase shift is somewhat more positive (i.e., less phase
lag) than shown here and in subsequent plots.

Each describing function shown in Figure 4 reflects the
subjects' use of all available cues (e.g., height error, height

_ error rate, pitch, and pitch rate). The frequency dependencies
of these curves, therefore, should not be expected to resemble
those observed in previous studies of single-variable tracking

•, tasks.

Figure 4a shows that, on balance, the subjects tracked with
a higher gain when provided with the more sensitive display,
whereas differences in phase shift were negligible. This result
is consistent with the trend in the error SD scores, which
indicated more effective tracking with the higher display
sensitivity.

_'I The larger display gain also yielded larger stick remnant at
mid and high frequencies. This result should not necessarily be
interpreted to mean that the operator's response was relatively
more noisy under these conditions; it may simply reflect the
wider man/machine bandwidth achieved with the larger display

E gain. T-tests of paired differences showed that the larger gain

! and remnant differences were generally statistically significant.
!

_I The SD scores of Figure 2 and the frequency response
measures of Figure 4a indicate that the subjects did not fully
compensate for the change in display gain. Had they done so,
both the scores and the frequency response measures would have
been invariant with regard to display gain. Perceptual
mechanisms to account for this lack of complete compensation are
suggested in the discussion of model analysis.

*The F-16 control augmentation designed for this laboratory
study was configured to provide the operator with a pitch-rate
command. The operator's control input, therefore, has units of
degrees/second.
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As we would expect from the foregoing analysis of error
scores, Figure 4b shows relatively small changes in frequency
response due to a change in the nominal central angle. In
general, angle-related differences were not statistically

. significant.

MODEL ANALYSIS

As mentioned earlier, the optimal control model (OCM) for
the human operator is expected to provide a theoretical framework
for coalescing and extending the data on visual scene cuing
obtained in the AFAMRL experimental program. This model has
yielded reasonable results in previous applications involving
both symbolic and pictorial displays, and we believe it allows
the appropriate parameterization to handle relatively simple
visual scene cues such as linear perspective. Additional
theoretical developments have been undertaken to develop a
separate submodel for visual flow-field cuing [1,2] which, it is

• hoped, will eventually be integrated into the OCM.

Problem Formulation

The reader is assumed familiar with the general structure
and parameterization of the OCM. For convenience, however, we
review here the treatment of display-related issues.

The OCM, as currently implemented, allows a treatment of a
display along the following three dimensions: (i) the state-
related information provided by the display, (2) the quality of
this information, and (3) dynamical aspects of the display (e.g.,
bandwidth limitations) that may be important. Each perceptual
input provided by the display is assumed to be a linear
combination of one or more of the problem state variables; if no :
such relationship can be found, the display is deemed irrelevant

to the task. The quality of the information, is represented by an i
observation noise, and possibly by a delay. Dynamics associated
with the physical display create new state variables which are
simply lumped with the original problem state variables as part
of the total "system dynamics". Because the display used in this
study was free of significant bandwidth limitations, we shall

i discuss only the informational aspects of the display.
4

il *The OCM, as currently configured, allows for a single pure

ii time delay, which is often selected to reflect the time delay
• associated with the human operator (typically, _.2 seconds).

Display-related delays may be lumped into this operator delay (if
all such delays are equal), or they may be included by means of
Pade approximatic _.
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The linear relationships between state (problem) variables
and perceptual (display/ variables were as follows:

• I-8 K 0 0 0 h

• = 0 K 0 0 h

i 8 0 0 1 0 8

q 0 0 0 1 q (3)m

. where the vector on the left includes visual variables in
degrees, and the vector on the right includes state variables in
problem units. The parameters of this expression were defined as
follows:

= perspective central angle, degrees
_ _ 6 = central angle rate, de@/sec

% = pitch, degrees
"_ q = pitch rate, deg/sec

The display gain K was computed as

K = - 57.3 W = 57.3 _8/_H

2 w2 (4)
H +T-

where H and W are roadway height and width in feet.

This formulation reflects a small-signal linear analysis
about the nominal (reference) condition. The display and state
vectors shown above, therefore, include only the variational
components and do not include reference values or mean errors.
On the other hand, all coefficients of the transformation matrix
(including the reference height H) were fixed at reference
values, and variations in central angle were therefore
proportional to variations in height. This approximation was not
made in the experimental study, where the full trigonometric
relation between perspective angle and roadway parameters was
implemented continuously during each experimental trial.

In keeping with previous analysis, each perceptual variable
was assumed to be corrupted by an additive white noise process
with autocovariance determined by:

Vy = ___P (_+ 2f SY°) (5)

where Vv is the autocovariance, P a noise/signal ratio to account
for the_scaling aspects of this "observation noise" process, "f"
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the o_ o attention allocated to the perceptual

fractiz t_ f fiance of the signal as presented on thevariable, va

display, an_ "o a "residual noise" variance to provide a
., statistical rep_esentat|on of perceptual resolution l]mitatlons

(i.e., perceptual "thleshold"). The reader is referred to Baron
and I.evJson [6] fol further detal]s on the display submodel, and
to Levjson 17] fol a dlscllssion of the treatment of attentJon-

sh_" i ng.
%

Note that one of the experJmenta[ variables -- display gain
-- was reflected directly in the linear relationship between
state and perceptual variables (Equation 3). The other
experimental variable -- nominal central angle -- influenced the
model analysis in the selection of residual noise levels
associated with perception of central angle and angle rate. That
is, the fidelity with which thp operator could extract height-
related information from the display was assumed to be

" potentially dependent on the nominal central angle.

Pre-K pxiswn Mo  l.finalysi
i

: Pre-experiment model ana]ysis was performed to aid in the
_. selection of values for the major experimental variables (central ,

angle and display gain). Using the results of a recent modeling
effort as a basis [8], the following values were assigned to
independent "pilot-related" model parameters:

Observation noise/signal ratio = -20 dB

Motor noise/signal [_"'._io = -60 dB

Time delay = 0.2 seconds i
• _Motor time constant = 0.13 seconds

Additional parameters related to the perceptual process were
adjusted to reflect various assumptions concerning attention-
sharing and perceptual resolution limitations, as described
below.

A baseline observation noise/signal ratio of -20 dB was

*Readers familiar with applications of th_ OCM will recall that
motor time constants of around 0.1 seconds have typically been
specified when using the model as a predictive tool. We felt
that this larger value, which was based on a recent study
involving roll-axis tracking in the presence of important

_ simulation-related lags, would be more appropriate than the lower

i" value based on idealized tracking dynamics (e.g., no simulation
., lags).

- _ _ w_ ...._ _ ..... _
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, associated with nominal "full attention" to the tracking task.
Noise ratios associated with particular display quantities were
scaled inversely with attention (see Equation 3) to reflect
attention-sharing penaltles between attitude and path variables.

; Preliminary model analysis revealed that a simulated attention
split of 50% to path and attitude variables yielded predicted
performance scores very close to those predicted for optimal
allocation of attention. Therefore, the bulk of the model
analyuis was _rformed for equal attentional allocation (i.e., a

noise/signal ratio of -17 dB for all perceptual inputs).
I

Pre-experiment predictions of the (zero-mean) RMS height
error are shown in Figure 5 for a variety of ass_ptions
concerning _rceptual resolution limitations. Condition A
reflects an idealized _rceptual enviro_ent without _rceptual
resolution limitations and serves as a baseline for exploring the
effects of such limi£ations. Conditions B through D reflect
increasingly _ssimistic assumptions concerning effective
perceptual thresholds associated with the pitch and roa_ay
(angle) display variables. (See Levison et al for additional
details [4]).

20 _
i

15 --

_ I Gain I O

O -0.3

_ -0.6

m i0 - O

H O

= - [] D I

5 _

H

i _ 0 1 i I .I I
i A B C D1 D2

! DISP_Y T_AT_NT

i Figure 5. Effects of Display-Related Limitations on i
• I Predicted RMS Height Error i

!
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_; Conditions B and C assume constant (but different)
. thresholds associated with perception of the perspective central

angle and angle rate. For these cases, the OCM predicts
performance effects due to display gain, but not due to

r differences in nominal central angle. (As the display gain
: increases, the RMS variation in central angle increases with

respect to the assumed perceptual "threshold", allowing the
subject to obtain better estimates of his altitude and therefore

_ _ track more effectively.)

To account for performance effects related to central angle,
condition D assumes that the residual noise variance (Equation 5)
associated with perception of central angle varies with the mean-
squared value of the central angle. In this case, a larger
residual noise is associated with the 60 degree cenural angle
(condition D2) than with the 30 degree angle (D1), and, as Figure
5 shows, performance effects of both central angle and display
gain are predicted.

As noted above, the primary objective of this pre-experiment
analysis was to aid in the experiment design; specifically, to
allow us t¢ select parameters having a reasonable likelihood of

_; showing a performance effect. On the basis of Figure 5 we
predicted that, for the displaygains and angle selected, there
would very likely be a measurable performance effect due to
display gain, and possibly one due to central angle. A

7 comparison of the predictions of Figure 5 with the experimental
i height error scores of Figure 2 shows that the data fell within

i the range of pre-experiment predictions and corresponded most
closely to the set of (relatively pessimistic) assumptions
reflected in condition DI.

i Post-Experiment Model Analysis

The condition yielding best performance (30 degree reference
- angle, -0.6 deg/foot display sensitivity) was selected as the

baseline condition for initial model analysis. Group-mean
i performance scores and frequency response measures were matched

_ i via the OCM with all independent parameters allowed to vary. The
parameter set consisted of four observation noise quantities:
one each for the presumed observations of height error, height
error rate, pitch "error", and pitch rate; a motor noise_ a time
delay; and a motor time constant.

The resulting model response (smooth curve) is compared with
experimental results (discrete symbols) in Figure 6. At all but
the lowest and highest measurement frequencies, model and data
exhibited very close correspondence. The composite scalar

! matching error (which includes SD performance scores as well as
frequency response) indicated that experimental measures were

: matched to within about 1 standard deviation on the average.
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Figure 6. Model Match to Average Operator Frequency Response.

30 degree reference angle, -0.6 deg/foot.
" Average of 6 subjects, 4 trials/subject.

With seven model parameters adjusted in the search procedure,
there existed substantial potential for "tradeoff" among
parameters in obtaining a near-optimal match to the data; thus,
the resulting parameter set cannot be expected to provide a
reliable estimate of intrinsic human information processing
limitations.- Rather, the goal of this initial post-experiment
model analysis was to provide a baseline against which to compare
model analysis employing reasonable constraints among the
independent parameters.

Further model analysis was pursued with the goal of
developing a tool having useful predictive capabilities. The
approach adopted was to fix as many operator-related parameters
as possible at values based on previous results, and to "search"

*Some of the parameter values yielded by this unconstrained
search were outside the range of expectations. For example, the
observation noise associated with perception o£ central angle was ,
unusually low, whereas unusually large values were found for the I
time delay and motor time constant parameters. +
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_ the parameter space as little as possible. Accordingly, the
: _ observation noise/signal ratio was fixed at -2B dB; baseline
' i equal attention to height- and pitch-related display variables

was assumed; motor noise was set to -50 dB; the time delay
parameter was set to 0.25 seconds (0.2 for the human operator
plus 0.05 for simulation delays); and the motor time constant was

_ set to 0.133 to provide an apparent best match for this
particular parameter.

RMS residual noise levels associated with pitch and pitch L

rate were fixed respectively at 3.0 degrees and 0.84 deg/sec,
respectively, and a residual noise of 3.0 deg/sec was specified
for perception of central angle rate. (These values correspond
to those selected for condition D during pre-experiment
analysis.) The remaining free parameter -- residual noise for f

perception of central angle -- was then adjusted to a value of 30
degrees (RMS) to provide the best match to data from the baseline
experimental condition (30 degrees, -0.6 deg/foot). The i
resulting scalar matching error was within 20% of that obtained i

•_ previously with no constraints on the seven independent
" parameters.

Having matched the baseline condition, our next modeling }
; objective was to determine whether or not a consistent treatment '

of visual scene cues (along with other operator limitations)
would allow the OCM to mimic the experimental trends.

! Accordingly, the model was tested against a low-display-gain
condition (30 degree central angle, -0.3 deg/foot display gain)
with the parameters fixed at values detecmined from matching the

i baseline condition. J

F

_ There was some ambiguity, h_wever, as to what constituted a '
"fixed" parameter set. Recall- that the motor time constant
parameter derives from a performance penalty associated with
rate-of-change of control (i.e., a "cost" on control rate

variance). For a given set of system dynamics, there is a unique
relationship between these two parameters (provided other {

*Other applications of the OCM have tended to use an !

alternative treatment of effective perceptual threshold in which i
the observation noise is a more severe function of "threshold" ;

than indicated by Equation 5 above. For equivalent influence on I
estimation and control performance, the "residual noise" of the
current treatment is about 3 times as great as the "threshold" i
parameter of the alternative model described in Baron and Levison 1
[6].

,,I *Readers unfamiliar with the mathematical structure of the OCM
are directed to References [9,10].

|
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, components of the quadratic performance index are invari_ .
When the system matrices are changed, however, this relati_..dnip
changes. Thus, we had the choice of fixing either the motor time
constant (which would require a corresponding change in the
control-rate cost coefficient), or of fixing the cost coefficient
and accepting a different motor time constant. The first option
would imply a consistent human operator bandwidth limitation, the
second, a consistent subjective penalty on control activity.

Because the moto_ time constant has tended to be less

variable across conditions than the cont!col-rate penalty [8],
this parameter was held fixed in the first test of the low-
display-gain data. While an increased height error score was
predicted, the model did not mimic the trends of the pitch and
control-related scores, nor did it replicate the experimental
trends in operator frequency response.

Considerably better results were achieved by maintaining a

constant performance penalty. Table 3 shows that experimental
trends were replicated; specifically, a reduction in display gain
resulted in a larger predicted height tracking error and in lower

" _ pitch and control-related scores. While not demonstrating the
, _ type of precision match usually obtained in a laboratory setting,

the predicted frequency response shown in Figure 7 also mimics
: certain important trends; specifically, the generally lower

: operator gain and lower high-frequency bandwidth observed for
i tracking with the low display gain. The overall scalar matching

error for the low-gain experimental condition was on the order of
1 standard deviation, which compares favorably with the initial

:: model-matching exercise in which all parameters were adjusted for
, optimum match.

DISCUSSION

Experimental results and model analysis support the
following hypotheses concerning the effects of display gain on
operator performance:

: i. As the display gain increases, the variations in
.. perspective angle are increased relative to the

operator's limitations in resolving angle differences,
and the resulting signal/noise enhancement provides
better height-related information with resulting
improvement in height tracking performance.

2. Because the operator maintains with a fixed subjective

*The control-rate weighting term was actually identified by the
gradient search procedure, then converted to a motor time
constant for presentation.
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_able 3. Comparison of Experimental and Model SD Scores

High Display Gain Low Display Gain

Experimental

Model Experimental Model _
' Variable Mean Mean Std Dev Mean Mean iStd Dev

I
Height 7.83 8.87 1.57 11.0 10.2 I 2.03

Pitch 1.41 1.64 0.34 1.23 i.ii I 0.19

Stick 8.27 7.20 2.10 4.46 4.88 I 2.53

Stick Rate 40.6 34.7 15.1 22.6 24.5 _ 17.5

40 l ....... ' ........ _ • •

Z

8

• -40,

200.

_ O' _

n -0.3 o
-400.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Experimental and Model Frequency Response.

Experimental results shown by discrete points, model

results indicated by smooth curves.
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• penalty on mean-squared control-rate, relative to mean-
squared display error, the larger display excursions
accompanying the larger display gain motivate the
operator to respond more aggressively, thereb_
increasing closed-loop system bandwidth and reducing
height error.

The first-cited of these display-gain effects was anticipated
prior to initiation of the experimental study and was revealed in
the pre-experiment model analysis. The second hypothesis is based
on post-experiment analysis and was not specifically anticipated.
Other interpretations of the experimental results are discussed
shortly.

Effects of central angle were not so obvious prior to the
experiment. One could argue for certain angle configurations !
(say, very small or close to 18B degrees) for which small
variations could be readily detected by the human observer, but
it was not clear how performance should differ between a 3B- i
degree and a 6B-degree central angle. The hypothesis that a !
perceptual noise variable would scale with mean-squared central {
angle proved overly pessimistic. The experiment revealed a small
and not statistically significant effec£ of central angle on
height error. Additional experimentation would be necessary to }
determine whether this result extends to other values for central !
angle and other tracking tasks.

The residual noise value of 3_ degrees associated with
perception of central angle was much larger than expected. Based
on previous experience with the OCM, we would relate this noise
level to a "threshold" of around IS degrees as might be measured
in a standard psychophysical experiment. Previous studies [ii],
however, have shown that operators can discriminate angle
differences much more precisely. It is worth noting that the
composite scalar model-matching error was relatively insensitive }
to this residual noise parameter (provided the noise was
relatively large), and that adjusting this noise influenced
mainly the match to height tracking error (which, of course, is
the major variable of concern when performing low-level flight).

Because height error, for this task, was a relatively low-
bandwidth "outer-loop" variable, we suspect that the residual
noise parameter may have accounted for more than simply
perceptual resolution limitations. Two possibilities are
suggested. First, despite the extensive training given the test

' subjects (an average of 43 trials prior to data collection), it
i is possible that there was some tendency for the subjects to

i average their response strategies across tasks. Such a tendency

I would cause the subjects to track with a higher response gain_ when presented with the higher display gain. One way to model
this behavior would be to modify the "internal model" element of
the OCM to contain an average representation of display gain.
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Another internal-model deficiency to consider is the
• potential interaction between the pilot's internal model _nd the

difficulties posed by the task environment (perceptual
limitations, system lags and delays). Prevlous analysis [8]
provides some qualitative support for the notion that significant

_ system lags and delays, for example, impede the operator's
ability to construct an accurate internal model. _t is possible
that there may have been a double effect associated with the
central angle display: namely, the relatively large perceptual
resolution limitations associated with the angle display may have
interfered with development of an adequate model for low-
frequency system response_ an inadequate model, in turn, would
cause still larger height errors.

We noted above two methods of treating the control-rate cost
coefficient: either hold this parameter fixed across tasks, or
let it vary in a way that maintains an invariant motor time
constant. A recent study of control-sti-'4 parameters suggests a
more general treatment_ namely, that this coefficient be adjusted i
to reflect both an operator response bandwidth limitation as well
as a true subjective penalty on control response [12].

Although certain modeling issues remain to be resolved, we
feel that the OCM provides a suitable model framework for
integrating the effects of various cuing environments and various
task environments to yield useful predictions of the operator's i

estimation and control strategies. To include the effects of a i
perceptual cue that has not been previously explored, some
"calibration" is required to quantify appropriate model
parameters to reflect the information content, information
quality, and dynamical characteristics of the display providing
the cue.

There are a number of ways to perform such a calibration.
The procedure followed in the pre-experiment design pha_e of this
study was to look to the tracking and psychophysical literature
for guidelines concerning perceptual limitations. In our case,
this process yielded an experiment design for which operator
performance was significantly influenced by at least one of the
experimental variables.

Another calibration method is to develop a separate submodel
for the perceptual cue(s) of interest, and use this model to
determine relevant OCM parameters. This approach was followed in
the design of an experiment to explore flow-field cues [4]. A
third procedure is to perform an experiment in a tracking or
psychophysical setting to explore directly the operator's ability
to utilize the cues of interest.

One of the lessons learned from this study is that a complex

task simulation is not well-sulted to displa_ calibration because .
of the complex cuing environment. Because the operator will
typically utilize all relevant cues available, his response to a
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particular cue nf interest is confounded by hia response to the
remaining cues. Simulations of this sort are most useful for
testing hypotheses in operationally-relevant settings, but not in
performing detailed diagnosis.

r

Display calibration is best executed in simple experiments
in which the cuing environment is tightly uonstrained; ideally,

_._
only the cue of direct interest should be available. Constructing
an experiment of this sort is not always a trivial task,
_articularly when attempting to isolate one of many cues that may
De present in a rich visual scene; nor is it clear how to
extrapolate measures obtained in a passive psychophysical setting
to a manual control task in which the displayed variables are
influenced by operator actions. Further methodological
development remains to be done in this area.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Six test subjects performed a fixed-base tracking task with
a visual display consisting o_ a simulated horizon and a
perspective view o£ a straight, infinitely-long roadway of
constant width. Experimental parameters were (I) the central
angle formed by the roadway perspective (3_ or 6_ degrees) and
(2) the disPlay gain (-%.3 or -B.6 degrees change in central
angle per foot change in altitude). The subject controlled only
the pitch/height axis. The subject's primary task was to maintain
a fixed height above ground in the presence of simulated random

, gusts.

Experimental results showed the following trends: •
q

o Display gain had a greater influence on the average ',
height error standard deviation (SD) score than did
central angle. Doubling the display gain resulted in an
average reduction in tracking score of about 17%,
whereas doubling the central angle increased the height
error score by only 7%.

o Display parameters had greater influence on pitch and
control-related scores, with a doubling of the display
gain resulting in a 45% increase in the pitch SD score.

o The larger display gain resulted in a larger operator
r_sponse gain (i.e., amplitude ratio), little change in
phase shift, and greater high-frequency remna'.t. The J
increased remnant is attributed to increased man-.,achine _ ,
system bandwidth, not to increased "noisiness" in the
operator's information processing. _ i

l J

O Galn-related effects tended to be statistically more
significant than angle-related effects. !

! 'I
7 _

F

I
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• o The relatively small mean height errors suggests that
the subjects were able to construct good internal models
of the reference central angle.

A fixed set of model parameters was found to replicate the
trends of the display-gain variations. Model analysis supports
the notion that two factors accounted for the improvement in
height regulation with increasing dlsplay gain: (1) excursions of
the perspective central angle are increased relative to the
effective perceptual threshold, and (2) the larger apparent
tracking error indicated by the display motivates the operator to
track more vigorously and thereby increase closed-loop system
bandwidth.

In order to match experimental results with an otherwise
reasonable set of independent model parameters, a relatively
large value was required for the "residual noise" model parameter
associated w_th perception of central angle deviations. We
therefore speculate that this parameter reflected other, non-
perceptual, limitations on operator performance, including (I) a
tendency to adopt an average response strategy for the four
experimental conditions, and (2) some imperfections in the
operator's ability to construct an accurate internal model of
system response at low frequencies.

On the basis of this study we conclude that the OCM, as
currently configured, provides a suitable framework for modeling
the effects of visual scene cues of the type explored here, and
that it can be used very effectively in the design of simulation
experiments. We also conclude that simulations of complex
realistic flight tasks should not be employed for quantifying the
operator's use of specific perceptual cues, but rather for
testing hypotheses in task-relevant settings. Instead, we
recommend that studies of cue utilization employ relatively
simple tasks in which the cuing environment is constrained as
much as possible to include only the cues of specific interest.

To enhance the accuracy of the model as a tool for
predicting visual cuing effects, we suggest the following two
areas for further _ttention:

Improved methodology for "calibrating" the
operator's utilization of various perceptual cues, and
for extrapolating measures obtained in a standard

: psychophysical setting to model parameters relevant to
; estimation and control.

Refine the OCM to account for the possible
interaction between certain task parameters and the

; operator's internal model of the task environment.
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• ABSTRACT

To quantify the influence of a spatially fixed edge on vertical displacement
threshold, twenty-four males (12 pilots, 1R non-pilots) were presented a series

-" of forced choice, paired comparison trials in which a 3R° arc wide, thin, lumi-
nous horizontal stimulus line moved smoothly downward through five angles
from a common starting position within a three second-long period. The five
angles were 1.4, 1.7, 2, _.3, and 2.6 °. Each angle was presented paired with
i*.._'.; _nd the other four angles in all combinations in random order. For each
pair of trials the observer had to choose which trial possessed the largest dis-
placement. A confidence response also was made. The independent variable was
the angular separation between the lower edge of a stable "window" aperture
through which the stimulus was seen to move and the lowest position attained
by the stimulus. Three lower edge positions were studied making a total of 15
angular separation values between 0.4" and 5.6" upon which a tnreshold curve
could be derived. It was found that vertical displacement accuracy is inversely
related to the angle separating the stimulus and the fixed window edge (p =
.05). In addition, there is a strong tendency for pilot confidence to %e lower
than that of non-pilots for each of the three angular separations. These results
are discussed in terms of selected cockpit features and as they relate to how

_ pilots judge changes in aircraft pitch attitude.
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INTRODUCTION

Thi_ investigation was conducted to gain a better understanding of how the
visual system uses a nearby stable frame of reference to assist in judging verti-
eal displacement of a horizontal Line. Research by Bonnet (1975), Brown (1927,
1931), Cartwright (1938), Duncker (1929), Johnson and Seobey (1982), Koffka
(1935). Legge and Campbell (1981), and Tyler and Torres (1972) showed that
motion is discriminated more accurately in the presence of a fixed visual refer-
enoe. This work suggested that the nearer this reference was to the moving
stimulusthe more sensitiveisthe visualsystem to motion.This will be referred
to as the "proximityeffect."Portionsof thisliteratvrewillbe reviewed i.nthe
followingsection labelled"background research on motion judgments." Of

- more practicalrelevanceisthe possibilitythatpilotsmay be influencedin their
• _ ability to judge aircraft pitch attitude and pitch attitude changes by how angu-

larly near the (distant) horizon appears to some part o_ their cockpit window
- frame. This topic is discussed later in a section labelled "practical applications

for these data."

lhckFround ReseaTch olt .Motion Judgments.

The subjectofhow humans perceivemotion has been of interestto a great
i many investigatorsover the years.The interestedreader may want to consult

reviewsby Brown 0931), Gibson (1950),Graham (1982), LeGrand (1985),and
Spigal(1985). Of particularinteresthere are those studiesdealingwith the
influenceof a spatiallyfixedframe(s)of referenceor visualfielddetail,includ-
ing inhomogeneous backgrounds immediately behind a moving stimulus.Work
on the former topichas been carriedout by Breitmeyer (1974),Brown (1931),
Brown (1985), Cartwri_ht (1938), Duncker (1929), Graham (1988), Johnson and
Seobey (1982),Leibowitz(1955),Mates and Graham (1970),and Mattson (1976)
and on the latterby Brandt et al.(1973),Brown (1931),Harvey and Miehon
(1974),{)wenet el.(1981),and Tynan and Sekuler (198_).

"' Perhaps the earliestwork on the proximityeffectwas thatof Brown (1927)
who reportedthat when a horizontallymoving row of equallyspaced black cir-
cles (pasted on a white background) are viewed moving behind a small rec,-

, tangularaperture of a given sizeand another identicalpattern ispl_ed along
sidethe firstthere isatmost no differenceintheirphenomenal speed as long as
theirangularvelocitiesare equal.However, _,_enone of the two aperturesand

, moving stimuliare spatiallyseparated so that the comparison must be made in
suocesslon,Brown reported a strikingdifferenceof speed. The largercircles
seen in the larger aperture now appeared much slower than did the smaller cir-

.._ clesmoving behind the smaller aperture. Also,the darker the surrounding i

., room was the more conspicuous was the effect. Differential subjective motion i
as great as 1:7 was reported. It should be noted that Brown's method was a
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' temporallyaud spatiallyseparated, paired-comparison,forced choice requir-
ing a judgment of which of the two stimulusfieldsappeared faster.An experi-
menter adjusted the variablestimulus'velocityuntila match was achieved.
Earlierresearch on motion sensitivityby Aubert (1586, 1557) and Bourdon

" (1902) had consideredsuch fieldfactorsas extraneous.

• _._ In a subsequent paper (1931),Brown found that in an opening four times
the area as another (bothwith identicalstimuli),the physicalvelocityhad to
be 3.8 times as great in the smaller aperture if a ju._t perceptible movement was

' _ to be perceivedcorrectly.Unfortunately,thisearlywork did not attempt pre-
. elsequantificationofthistype ofeffect.

Koffka (1935) suggested that visualsensitivityto such differentialmotion
may depend on the magnitude of the angle between the moving stimulusand
the nearest edge of a surrounding frame. Cartwright(1938) then offeredthat
"...objectivevelocitieswill...appearinverselyproportionalto the lineardimen-
sionsof these frames;and objectivevelocitieswillhave to be changed in pro-

_ portion to these dimensions, if equal phenomenal speeds are to be obtained."
(Ibid.,pg.3Z4)

, Considered from a Gestalt viewpoint, for situations in which an observer i
- judges stimulus motion relative to a fixed aperture, the edge (of the aperture)

that is being approached should exert an increasingly strong proximity effect
to prod .ce a perception of motion while the opposite edge should exert a
diminishing effect over time. If, on the other hand, such judgments are medi- "
ated by non Gestalt and/or more localized retinal capabilities one might expect
no such effect.

. In allof the earlywork the immediate background fora stimulus(withinan ,
: aperture) was homogeneous. The influence of spatial detail or texture intrnedi-

ately behind the moving stimulus did not receive much interest until 1955 when
Leibowitz considered an aspect of it by including a series of parallel, vertical >
grid lines behind which the equally spaced black stimuli moved horizontally. '_'
Bonnet (1975; 1977), Johnson and Scobey (1982), Legge and Campbell (1981),
and Tyler and Torres (]972), also have studied the effect reference lines have i
on the proximity effect. More closely related to the present study is work by
Johnson and Scobey (1952) who studied the influence of a vertical, fixed, lumi-

, nous reference line (3.2' arc thick by 30' arc long) upon the displacement i
threshold for a verticallyorientedmoving stimuluswhich moved at constant
velocityand which was I'arc thick,50'arc long,and only 11'arc away at the
startof each trial.The stimulus always moved horizontallyaway from the
reference line; both lines were viewed on the screen of a cathode ray tube i
measuring 10° arc high by 30" arc wide, Fach of the two Os had to respond i
whether or not the stimulus had moved. The results showed that for all

: stimulus durations studied (from I0 msec to 2.5 see),the reference line
reduced displacementthresholdby about fivetimes (e.g.,from about 6.5'arc to
about 1.6' arc for one 0 and from about 5' arc to about 0.8' arc for the other for I
the 2.5 second stimulus duration condition. The question van be raised whether
this proximity effect of a st-_ble reference line exists for larger separation

- angles. While one might consider this as a reasonable possibility for foveally 1
imaged stimuli (e.g., viewing with a separation angle of only 11' ar !
mechanisms might need to be invoked if a proximity effect is found tc
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" separation angles of (say) more than one degree. The present study was con-
ducted to investigate this possibility.

Concerning the matter of proximity effects produced by the edge of the
"_ stimulus' disl:lay area, Brown (1931) tried to make the edges of his aperture

more convpicuous by including a high contrast "-#all paper pattern" of squares
so that a relatively thin rim of black cardboard remained around each aper-

_'\ ture. He reported that this type of pattern lead to higher phenomenal veloci- i
ties of the horizontally moving stimulus than when the entire apparatus up to
the edge of the aperture was covered with the patterned wall paper. He stated,
"It may be concluded that the physical velocity of the stimulus alone conditions
the phenomenal velocity only when all of the properties of the visual field are
kept constant." (pg. 2ZB-9) Or put another way, there is no single perceptual _:
criterion which can be applied to predict the magnitude of a particular
phenomenal velocity or whether one velocity is more correct than another in a
given matching task. _

t
|

, Brown (1931) suggested that phenomenal velocities were determined in a
":..dynatrt_cal :field, the essential natu_ of _#hich ca_ not be described as a s'_Tvt
of independent local scents. They correspond to dependent e_snts _n the f_nc-

- Fwnal _hole. Thee'efore the _#hole functional structu_ of the szc_ted field, not
". the ezcttation present at any given poin$ uf_thin the:field, must bs co_e_'ed in

order that one unde_tand the phllsiolegy of the _ pefceptioTt of velocity. " ,
= (Ibid., pp. 22g- 30; italics mine). Of course, one implication of such a view is that

the concept of an absolute threshold for movement is virtually meaningless,
particularly when all of the relevan_ independent variables are not known, not
controllable, and/or not even reported as is the case in actual airplane flight
and its simulation.

Thus, for useful insights to be gained from laboratory motion perception
studies it is necessary to hold virtually everything constant except the variable
of interest. This was attempted here. Because of the confounding influences
produced by the many visual variables that are present during actual and simu- :
lated flight (see 0wen et at., 1981; Warren and 0wen, 198,2), the present study '_
was designed to vary only one of the six degrees of freedom of motion (pitch)
while holding the other five constant.

In this study the major objective was to obtain vertical displacement thres-
hold measurements when the angular separationbetween the stimuluslineand [

. a nearby stable reference (window edge) was varied systematically over a rela- 1
• lively large range of angles. As will be noted, the basic temporal and spatial I

parameters approximated the apparent movement of the horizon as viewed 1
from a turbojet type commercial airplane cockpit during a nose up pitch (flare) I

, maneuver just prior to touchdown. I
• ]

1
I

!
- I

I
I

i
i
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METHOD

Procedure.

The testprocedure can bestbe deocribedin the followingsections:instruc-
tions,eye tests, practice, and data collection. )

/nstruct_ons. The test instructions were read by each observer (O) and a i
briefblack board demonstration was given to emphasize the required visual
fixation location, displacement judgement, which response toggles to use, and
the importance of maintaining a stable eye position (hereafter called the Refer-
sncs .Eye Position;REP).

z

A/_usch & Lomb Orthorater(farseries)batteryofvisiontestswas givento i
insure that all Os possessed at least20:20 distanceacuity,normal horizontal
and verticalphoriabalance.Thisrequiredal_out20 minutes.

Praet/cs. The practice session consisted of 16 paired comparison trials
having vertical displacements different from but similar to those used during
data collection. All stimulus movement was downward starting from the center
of the optical display. Presentation order of all trials was randomized. 0 had
an opportunity to ask questions and try different response toggles. A typical
response interval lasted about eight seconds.

0 was carefully positioned in an adjustable seat through the use of a low '.:
light level TV system; his eyes were positioned at the REP of the display unit. An
experimenter (E) visually monitored eye loc_." _ continuously during data col-
lection to insure that no deviations greater thah _/- 0.1 inch occurred in any
direction.

_tg CollecL_. 0 rs_=insd _n the semi-darkness of the laboratory for at
least 20 minutes. Temporal intervals were identical for each of the two trials in
a pair, viz., the horizontal stimulus was stationary for two seconds in its initial
position at the centcr of the display which was at the same level as O's eyes; it
descended through one of the five displacement angles over a three second
period (ramp displacement); it remained stationary in its final position for two
more seconds; it disappeared for 0.2 seconds between the two trials. It disap-
peared after the second trial indicating the start of the response period. The
instructions were to choose whether the first or second stimulus trial had
moved (down) the farthest.• i

t
J

I Because each trial was initiated by 0 it was not possible to control total
test time or total trial time. An average trial lasted about 20 seconds; 25 trials

J
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requiredabout nine minutes.

Prior to dahl collectionand unknown to O. an E posRioned the diffuse
black lower window surface (hereafter called the edge ) into one of the three
positions of interest. The following steps were followed to insure that 0 would

t not be h_lfluenced in his displacement judgments because of prior knowledge of
"_ s. positional change in the window's lower edge. First, the moveable edge was

carefully located so _hat it was -3", -4 °, or -7" below and parallel to the stimulus'
starting position (as measured from a level line of s_ght). 0 was never permitted

• to watch this operation but was led to believe that another variable was being
tested. Second, 0 was told that his head and eyes had to be checked for position
and that (subsequently) he would be shown the horizon (stimulus) and that h_
should adjust his seat up or down appropriately so that it appeared to lie
exactly on top of the window's edge. Third, the stimulus was then located'_
such a_position that it's displacement equalled the pre-set vertical edge pota-
tion.. Since 0 did not have to adjust his seat (but only sit a little taller Or"

:' shorter)," he was led to believe that nothing had changed from earlier testing
condi_ons. When asked after testing was completed whether anything had been

' varied during te_ting no 0 was consciously aware of the deliberate repositioning
of th_ ,_d_e. Finally, the stimulus was turned off Lnd the data collection period

:- began.

Since the stimulus moved downward through five angles and the lower win-
. dow edge was located in each of three positions, there were a total of fifteen
. angular separations presented to each 0 upon which a mean threshold curve

could be based. These angles are shown on the abscissa of Figure 5; they
ranged from 0.4" to 5.6" arc from the stimulus' final (displaced) position.

Apparatus.

The apparatus consisted of three basic elements: digital computer to cal-
; culate stimulus equations of motion, stimulus derivation/display computer, and ,

display collimating optics. A DEC PDP 11/60 digital computer was used to solve :
i rate and amplitude equations for the stimulus which was displayed at apparent

optical infinity as will be described. The stimulus line was programmed to lie
i 50,000 feet away with a vertical "eye height" of 50 feet to the imaginary ground
i plane which is a nominal airplane altitude at initiation of the flare maneuver.

_ An Evans and Sutherland Picture System II was used to generate the
mathematical coordinates and display the stimulus on a calligraphic (stroke)
CRT display. This 21 inch Zytron (model A21R-7C) monitor was collimated (-
0.01 diopter) by means of a mirror/beam splitter imaging system of 25 inch
(83.5 cm) focal length.

i

The stimulus subtended 0.033" (0.58 mrad) in width and 34.5 ° (0.602 red) in _ ,
length. Its intensity wu adjusted by E prior to testing while being viewed by 0 ! ,

• through a 2.0 log ND l_ratten filter (after prolonged adaptation to ambient !
illuminants) to be Just visible over its full length. Of course, all stimulus viewing '.
during data collection was without this filter. The stimulus appeared white 1 I

".. qainst a very evenly dark background.
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As is shown in Figure 1,a large,fiat,rigidplasticaperture surface was#

: located between the eyes and the collimating optics. O's side of this aperture
: surface was fiat black with a reflectance of approximately six percent. This sur-

face was illuminated by two 25 walt frosted, tungsten incandescent filament
' lamps operated at 4_) volts and aimed so as to produce even illumination of

approximately 0.54 ix (0.05 ft-c). The contrast (C) between the dimly
illuminated aperture surface and the darker background of the moving
stimulus was 6 where:

C = Lt - Lh/Lb ',
|

and Lt = aperture surface illuminance and Lb = background illumLn_..ce.

The plumb bob indicates the REP, a curved, padded head rest is seen to its
left,and a response panel with white top and a row of _.pring-loadedtoggle
switches also is visible.The bottom edge of the aperture was adjustableas i
described above. Except for its lower edge, this aperture possessed the same ,
fron{ml area and occupied the same position relative to 0's eyes as the forward
window in a B-TR7 type airplane on the captain's side. It subtended approxi- i

" mately 63 ° are width across its upper edge with 18° vertically above the center |

of the stimulus (at its initial position) to the upper edge. There was no glass
- ;. within the aperture, however. Figure R illustrates the shape and angular
" _ dimensions of this aperture as viewed from the REP. *

.. Figure I. "i

Photograph ofObserver'sSeat,Window Aperture,and Other Apparatus.
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Figure2.

Diagram ofAperturewithDime' qions

30° 33°

_'_

AHEAD WINDOW
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22° I

_6° ;__ 16° 10°
I INITIAL STIMULUSPOSITION I "
/ (0.68mradTHICK) / EYE

LEVEL

THREE
-_ I EDGE

POSITIfINS

T T STUDIL:D

/
MOVEABLEWINDOW

LOWEREDGE

• ExperimentalDesign.

The experimentaldesign may be characterizedas an observer by treaL- 1

ment design with the fivestimulus displacement angles nested within each

treatment.The three edge positionsand fivestimulusdisplacementangleswere i
presented in random order. !

i
2 ;

Twenty four males Look part as paid 0s. They were obtained through a I
NASA contractor. Twelve were non pilots (mean age = 27.9; SD = 8.8 y_s) and
twelve were pilots (mean age = 26; SD = 10.7 yrs). Except for one non pilot all

: Os possessed 20:20 or better uncorrected distance acuity. The single 0 wore I

glasses which corrected his acuity to 20:20. The total flight time of the pilot I
group ranged from 70 to 14,000 hours (mean = 1,727). Table 1 presents selected
0 information. !

, !

. 1

p,
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' Table 1.

Observer Information

Age Acuity Pilot Flight Hours (heaviest airplane flown)

Pilots
_:

" A 19 20:20 850 Hrs.Multi-enginerating
B 23 20:17 110 Hrs.(2,300Ibs.)
C 34 20:17 135 Hrs. Cessna 182
D 21 20:17 120 Hrs.Cessna 172
E 27 20:20 70 Hrs. Archer 2
F 33 20:20 1,200 Hrs. Cessna 420
G 35 20:17 534 Hrs. Cessna 208
H ;5 20:18 14,000 Hrs. B-747
I [;1 20:17 4,100 Hrs. B-727
J 25 20:20 500 Hrs. Piper-Turbo LanceL

" K 23 20:18 275 Hrs. Piper-Apache
L 22 20:20 100 Hrs. Cessna 206

"_ Non Pilots

" M 29 20:20
N 39 20:17
0 30 20:20
P _3 20:17
Q IB 20:20

. R 29 20:1B
S 31 20:17

i' T 45 20:20 (corrected)
U 20 20:20
V 25 20:17
W 16 20:18
X 31 20:17

RESULTS

Two separateresponses were requiredon each pairof trials(I.veticaldis-
" placement comparison;If.confidence).Each type of response ispresented and

discussedseparately.

I.VerticalDisplacementComparison Results:

An.lys#_of Vsria_tcsI_sults.An analysisofvariancewas performed on the
mean proportiondata (Univ.of Calif.,197 ;BMD-0BV).The 0s were consideredas
a random factorand the three edge positionsas a fixedfactor.The fivedis-
placement angleswere nested withineach edge position.The only significant
factor found was the edge position main effect (F = 3.04; df = 2/44; p = 0.05). It
is of value to consider this significant edge position effect more closely.

I
I

h
5oo i
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Proportion Dg_c. The data were analyzed following procedures set forth in
', detail else#here (Guilford. 1954). The proportion of total responses on which

these 0s responded that the first trial in a pair possessed the larger displace-
" ment is referred to as P. The bivariate normal transform of P also was deter-

rain"ed and is referred to as Z. Tables of P and Z values for all 25 cell conditiuns,
averaged across the 24 0s. are given in Appendix 1 through 3.

1

The mean data from Appendix 1 - 3 were plotted with the percent of
responses correct on the ordinate and the angular rr,Rgnitude of the difference
between the two trials of a given pair on the abscissa. For instance, a di_erence

• of 0.5 ° is obtained from three pairs of angles presented (-1.4" vs. -2°; -1.7 ° vs.
-2.3°; and -2 ° vs. -2.6°). Figures 3 through 5 present these threshold curves for

: the -3 °. -4 °. and -7 ° edge position conditions, respectively. Dots represent trials
in which the larger angle was presented second in a pair while crosses
represent the opposite. Each curve is fit by eye.

Figure 3.

-_ Mean Displacement Threshold Curve for the -3 ° Edge Position Condition.

I i o i
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F_,,re4.

Mean Displacement Threshold Curve for the -4 ° Edge Position Condition.
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l_qKure 5.

• Mean DisplacementThresholdCurve forthe -7°Edge PositionCondition.
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Using a threshold criterion of 75 percent correct yields mean displacement
thresholds of 0.19 °. 0.22". and 0.25 ° for the above three edBe positions, respec-

, flvely (see vertical tick on abscissa).

All of the mean data from F/gures 3 through 5 were combined In Figure 6 to
show percent correct as a function of the angular separation between the
|Umulus' final position and the edge rege_'dless of which of the three edge posi-

, flons was presented. Each data point is the mean of P,4 responses. Two lineac,
• least square fit curves are shown Intersecting at an angular separation of 1.7 °

which is the angle which divides the data used for each curve. The data points
have been coded to permit identification of which displacement angle each
represents.

Fure 8.

Percent Correct as a _nction of Stimulus - Edge Angular Separation.

/ 80 , , , i _ i +

, ANGULAR

" +' DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, _
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; _ -2.0 40
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OX i

• X X ....}It__ :
SLOPE= +0.71

X

3o H

i

,, I .... I I, ,I j....... i .
0 1 2 3 4 6 S

ANGULARSEPARATION,

r
Referring to Pigure 8 it can be seen that it is only within about 1.7 ° P-rc of

• the window's edge that the percent of responses that are correct is influenced
to any marked degree. _,
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NmTn_l B/_ari_zts(Z) Tnznsj'ormRuu/Ls. Guitford (Ibid.) provides both the
mathematical derivationfor and suggested approaches to interpretationof
paired comparison, forced choice data. He points out that for data which meets

"_ certain requirements,Z transformed data provide usefulinsightsabout the
underlying data upon which they are based.For example, (a)the slopeof a

. least squares linear fit curve of Z data is inversely proportional to the standard
_.t deviation _f that data, (b) the degree of linearity of a Z curve is positively

related to the normalicy of the distribution of data underlying the data, (c)
given sufficient data, each curve should cross the level Z -- 0 at a value
corresponding to the standard or rr_d-stimulus value for that data set, and (d)

. the degree to which all curves are non- overlapping and ordered in the same
order as the original stimulus dimension gives useful insights as to whether the
perceptual mechanism(s) involved in the discrimination also is mediating regu-
lar, ordered discriminations.

The mean proportion data of Figures 3 through 5 are replotted as Z in Fig-
ures 7 through 9. Referring to l_gure 7 for the -3 ° edge position condition it is

:" seen that the five curves are not only spaced relatively e',-vnly but possess
r decreasing slope (increasing standard deviation) with an increase in the mag-

nitude of the stimulus displacement. Thus, the farther the stimulus is from the i
. window's lower edge the greater is response variability. The (presumed) "edge
• " effect" seems to have diminished by the time the stimulus is 7° from the edge,
t i.e., while the five curves are still ordered correctly their slopes do not change

regularly. A similar edect has been found in earlier unpublished research from
this laboratory in which the same five stimulus displacement angles were
presented but in the center of a much larger field of view where, presumably,
the display edges would not be expected to exert any effect on the judgment.

I

• !
1

; 1
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:, Figure 7.

, Mean Z Deviate as a Function of Stimulus Displacement
for the -3 ° Edge Position Condition.
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_' Figure 8.
'e

Mean Z Deviateas a Function ofStimulusDisptacemenL.
forthe -4° Edge PositionCondition.
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, Figure 9.

Mean Z Deviate as a Function of Stimulus Displacement
for the -7 ° Edge Position Condition.
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, OF POOR Q'..'AL/, _,'

. II. Confidence Response Results:

An analysis of variance was conducted on the mean confidence data (cf.
Appendix 4 - 6) using the same program as was used earlier. No significant main
effects or interactions were found. A prominent trend was noted, however, in
that the twelve pilots tended to give lower confidence responses than the twelve
non pilots at each of the three edge positions (F = 3.73; df ffi 1/22; p = .06).

_ Within the confidence scale from 2 to 9, the pilo_s' mean confidence ranged
from 3.4 to 3.6 while the non pilot's mean confidence ranged from 4.3 to 4.9
across the five stimulus displacement angles studied. While it is interesting to
speculate on the possible reason for this finding, it is probably just the result of

• . the usual conservative attitudes that pilots tend to bring into a laboratory
situation.

DISCUSSION

This study has shown that vertical displacement accuracy is inversely
related to the angular separation between a horizontal stimulus line and a
nearby fixed window edge. The effect appears to exist (for the present test con-

: ditions) within only one or two degrees arc of the edge. An "edge proximity
effect" on phenomenal velocity was suggested earlier by Koffka (1935) and Cart-

. wright (1938); both suggested that theedge that is being approached will exert
an increasingly strong influence on the perception of phenomenal movement.
The edge from which the stimulus is receding will exert a progressively decreas-

: ing influence. Unfortunately, the nature o1' this proposed "influence" has yet to
be discovered.

6"brrelgtsd _nd _corrsl_ted Motion-inducing _Tamets_.

CI/IPs in the present study include those visual cues that do not influence
'- the stimulus displacement judgment, i.e., they are highly correlated with the
: perception of displacement and do not offer a source of "differential" informa-
' lion. ILis suggested that the primary CMIPs include:

i

1) field of view
_ 2) stirL_luscollimationangle and magnification

3_ stimulus intensity and contrast with the background
: 4_ stimulustemporal characteristics

5_ retinal image position of stimulus
:, 6) head position

It is suggested that the prim_-y UMIPs include:

' 11 line of sightstimulus angular velocity

According to the above view, these two UMIPs act not only to make the
stimulus' displacement perceptible but also to isolate stimulus displacement
and/or angular velocity es the sole contributor(s) to the judgment. Let us
consider the line of sight parameter. As 0 visually fixates the stimulus dur-
i_ its downward displacement its retinal image remains approximately can-

: 509 ,
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i, tared on the fovea (+/- approx. 3.1°; Yarbus, 1967). To the extent that the
_, edges of the window are visible, however, the retinal image of the top and

bottom edges will be displaced downward over the peripheral retina. It is
possible that the displacement is perceived because of this image transla-
tion.

The second possible displacement cue is that of the differential angular
_._ velocity possessed by each of the five chsplacement angles studied Each

displacement occurred over a three second-long period. Consequently, each
displacement is associated with a different angular rate; the possibility ex-
ists that the discrimination is based (partially or entirely) on a rate discrim-

: . /nation rather than displac,_ment despite the fact that the criterion that
was supposed to be used was, by instruction, a displacement criterion. The
angular rates corresponding to each displacement angle are:

-1.4 ° = ZS'/sec
-1.7" = 34'/scc
-g.O° = 40'/sec

•, -Z.3 e 45'/sec
-Z.6 ° = 5Z'/sec

L

The shape-coded data points in Figure 6 permit an assessment of this pos-
sibility. It is noted that within and across the three edge position conditions,
there is no particular spatial ordering of the mean proportion data on the basis
of angular velocity. A follow-on study is underway to investigate this issue
further.

= Practical AFpltcatton of _hsss l_ta.

Consider e pilot who is about to land a modern, swept-wing, turbo-jet ai,'-
plane of the B-TR7 type in weather and illurn'mation conditions which permit a
good view of the horizon. Let us assume that he has stabilized his approach, i.e.,
that he is on the ILS locaiizer and glideslope, is at the correct approach and
vertical speed, and is not deviating from the correct flight path. Until the mo-
ment of flare initiation, he will try to maintain a constant pitch attitude along
with the other parameters just mentioned. This pitch attitude will cause the dis-
rant horizon to be seen intoned within the front w_ndow at some fixed angular
separation above his glare shield top surface or window lower edge (whichever
cuts off his LOS over the airplane's nose). The present data provides an idea
about how small an amount he can pitch his airplane up and still detect it
correctly. This angle is about 0.2 ° for a 75 per cent criterion. As Figures 3 - 5
show, this value increases at higher criterion values with an asymptote at abollt
0.6 ° threshold for a criterion of 96 per cent (for the -3" edge position condi-
tion). Slightly different values are found for the other two edge position condi-
tions. This study also found that the larger the angular separation between the
horizon and the lower edge of the window (during displacement comparison
Judgments), the larger must the displacement be in order to be perceived
correctly.

Returning to the (above) cockpit illustration, the typical pilot alternates
his line of s_ht (LOS) many times during an approach between cockpit display
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"' information and outside scene information (Haines, Fischer & Price, 1980),
During these intra-cockpit information _eans he will check his attitude direc-
lion indicator (ADI) for his basic pitch attitude, his air speed indicator (ASI),
and hisinstantaneousverticalra_Q indicator(IVSI).Itisimportant to pointout
thatmost ADIs providepitchattitudeinreduced visualanglesuch thatone de-
gree of acLual airplane pitch is displayed as about a 0.2" index line displace-
ment. Interestingly, this is very nearly the same vertical displacement ampli-
tude that can be discriminated by the present observers. Once the pilot looks

up through hiswindow at the runway he typicallyfixatesthe touchdown zone l
and tries to notice changes in his airplane's pitch attitude by displacement of ,

' the horizon(and other ground detail).

Itissuggestedthat the major reason why pilotscross-checkflightinsLru-
ments other than theirADI forpitchattitudeisthat they simplycannot obtain

sufficientpitch attituderesolutionfrom it,While they are able to correctiy _ :
discriminate a vertical displacement of e s_mulatsd horizon as small as about
0.2% they cannot discriminate pitch attitude changes equivalent to one degree
of airplane pitch from this flight instrument. !

• CONCLUSIONS

• In this investigationthe horizontal(line)stimulus was located 18° arc !
below the top of the window's edge and either 3% 4°, or 7° arc above its lower
edge at the start of each displacement trial. After its displacement downward it
was from 0.4 ° to 5.6 ° above the window's lower edge due to the fact that five
different displacement angles were presented. Evidence was found to support
the view that displacement sensitivity improves when the horizontal stimulue is
within from one to two degrees arc of the lower edge but not more than this. It
also appears that angular velocity was not a prominant cue to account for this
displacement sensitivity among the five conditions tested which ranged from 28

' to 52 minutes of arc per second.

4
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i I' MEAN AND RANDOMERRORS OF VISUAL ROLL RATE PERCEPTION FROM
• CENTRAL AND PERIPHEIL_L VISUAL DISPLAYS
i

' by

J.C. van der Vaart and R.J.A.W. Hosman

DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

_.' Delft University of Technology
'._ Kluyverweg 1 - 2629 HS Delft

The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

A large number of roll rate stimuli, covering rates frcm zero to plus or minus
25 deg/sec, were presented to subJe_ts in random order at 2 sec intervals.

Subjects were to make estimates of magnitude of perceived roll rate stimuli

presented on either a central display, on displays in the peripheral field of

vision, or o, all displays simultaneously. Response was by way of a digital
keyboard device, stimulus exposition times were varied.

The present experiment differs from earlier perception tasks by the same
authors in that mean rate perception error (and standard deviation) was

obtained as a function of rate stimulus magnitude, whereas the earlier

experiments only yielded mean absolute error magnitude. Moreover, in the

present experiment, all stimulus rates had an equal probability of occurrence,

whereas the earlier _ests featured a gaussian stimulus probability density
function.

Results yield a good illustratlon of the non-linear functions relating rate
presented to rate perceived by human observers or operators.

INTRODUCTION

Earlier and related experiments
The perception accuracy experiment reported here is a part of a large series

of experiments on motion perception in piloting tasks that was started off
with a moving base simulator experiment by the same authors (Ref. I). A better

: performance and notable changes in pilot control behaviour were found in roll
tracking tasks whenever peripheral visual field motion and/or cockpit motion

. was added to the basic display configuration of a central, artificial (CRT)

horizon display. Peripheral field motion could be dlsplayed by moving
checkerboard patterns on TV-monitors mounted on either side of the cockpit, in

the peripheral field of vision of the subjects.

These results and the subsequent questions raised about the r81e of motion

perception and that of mental processing of perceived motion by pilots in the

control of an aeroplane, resulted in a long-term research program, at the

Department of _rnspace Engineering of Delft University, into visual and

. whole-body motion perception by pilots in a typical fllgnt-deck situation.

:. i By lack of data on the accuracy of motion perception, a rather extensive
, series of experiments was carried out on accuracy and speed of visual rollz

. _ PRECFDING PACE IILANK N_T FU._rF:_
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, attitude and roll motion perception, on target-time estimation accuracy and,

more recently, on accuracy of visual and vestibular motion perception in a
moving base flight simulator. In order to assure a sound basis of comparison,

the experimental apparatus remained basically unchanged throughout the entire
series.

!
_ Experiments on visual motion perception

Accuracy and speed of visual perception of roll attitude and roll rate, from
, the same visual displays as used in the tracking experiment of Ref. I, were

" assessed in tests where subjects were required to make accurate and quick
estimates of the magnitude of discrete stimuli of roll angle or roll angular

velocity (Refs 2 and 3). Subjects responded by pressing the appropriate button

of a digital keyboard device, followed by immediate feedback of errors by

, displaying error angle or rate after each response. The temporal aspect of
motion perception appeared to be twofold.

Firstly, thegn is the exposure duration necessary for a subject to attain a

reasonably accurate estimate of the stimulus magnitude. By varying e_:posure

times, it was shown that attitude (roll angle) perception could very i
accurately be done down to exposure times as short as 0.05 sec, whereas roll

rate perception Ippe red to deteriorate badly at exposure times shorter than

0.4 sec. i
Secondly, there is the time taken by subjects to decide on the magnitude of i

their estimate and to press the appropriate key. It was shown that response
times for attitude stimuli were around 0.I sec shorter than those to roll

stimuli, but response times to roll stimuli were slightly, but slgnificatltly

quicker if peripheral field motion was present.
As to the accuzacy of responses, it was shown that peripheral field motion

decreased overall standard deviation of the response error for short exposure
duration.

|

Target-tlme experiments
The perception tests were succeeded by a series of target-tlme estimation
tests (Refs 4 and 5) where subjects were to combine roll attitude and roll

rate, as perceived from a rotating horizon llne, to obtain an estimate of the
time of zero-crossing (target-tlme).

The accuracy of subject's responses in this sort of interception or motion
extrapolation tasks could be shown to be partly related to the kncwn accuracy
of rate perception, but some other questions could not be answered due to lack

of certain data on rate perception.

Present experiment

Unfortunately, in the rate perception experiments of Refs 2 and 3 only the
mean error and standard deviation over a completed run, and absolute errors as
a function of rate were determined. Moreover, the dlscret_ sticuli in these

experiments were generated by quantization of a random, zero mean, gausslan

white noise process. This resulted in rather few data points at the extremes

of the range of stimuli and considerable scatter in results for large rates
was found.

Therefore, the present tests on rate perception ace,racy were carried out,
featuring a straight distribution of stimuli and a set-up yielding mean
errors, standard deviation of the mean and standard deviation of total error

as a function of stimulus rate magnitude.
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: TEST FACILITY AND DATA REDUCTION

_, Tests were done in a low-noise room where, in front of the subject's seat, a
central (loves1) CRT dlsplay (Tektronix 604 monitor), was mounted in a dull

gray panel. Peripheral visual field motion was provided by two TV-monitors
(Bosch Fernseh Monitor) placed on either side of the subject's seat, see Fig.
1. Subjects gave their responses via a digital keyboard device, see Fig. 2.
The relative positions of central and peripheral displays and the subject's
eye reference point are shown in Fig. 4. No head restraint was used. Subjects

• were free to sit relaxed and at ease, Just as in an actual airline cockpit.
Also shown in Fig. 4 is the image of the central display, simulating an
artificial horizon. The repetition rate was 250 l_z and the position of the
horizon line was updated at 50 Hz.

The peripheral displays showed a black and white checkerboard pattern with
squares of 5x5 cm, generated by a moving pattern generator (developed at Delft
University), at a rate of 30 frames per second. The patterns on the displays
moved in conjunction with the rotating horizon line.
All experimental runs were controlled by a hybrid computer (EAI Pacer 100).

A single run consisted of 105 discrete stimuli, presented in random order at
fixed intervals of 2 seconds, the sequence during one interval being as
follows, see Fig. 3.

J

At the beginning of the n-th presentation within a run, a random discrete

.. value _Ost(n) of roll rate was presented and this event was marked by a short

audlotone in the subject's headphone. After observing the stimulus, the

subject was required to respond by pressing the appropriate key of the

keyboard. The response magnitude is designated here by _0p(n) (perceived rate

magnitude). Immediately after the response, the rate error value

was shown on the display, thereby giving the subject immediate knowledge of

the result after a single presentation and _respouse.

According to eq. (1) a positive value of A_0e would indicate an overestimation

of rate for positive stimulus rates. Tn order to facilitate the combination of

results of clockwise and counter-clockwise stimuli, the error A_oe was computed i
as

A_e(n) " t_p(n) - _st(n)}.sign(_st(n)) (2) I

' so that positive indicates overestimation ,_f absolute rate magnitude
throughout.

For reasons to he explained below, a next (n+1) rate stlmulus magnitude was
set by

" Sst( +1)- A$e(n)+ (3)

where _0t(n+l) is a discrete m random value of rate magnitude, set by a random

number sequence in the program software.
The stimulus exposure time At could be varied and was set at a constant

exp
value by the experimentor prior to each run.
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In one particular experimental condition, exposure was retained untll the sub-
Ject's keyboard response. In all other conditions, the stlmulus was made to

_. disappear at the end of the preset exposure time by entirely blanking the
displays. In that case, subjects were required to give responses only after
exposure termination, responses during exposure time being neglected by the
program software. Provisions were also made to neglect responses later than
2.0 sec after exposition onset. Very few missed responses (only one or two in
thousand) occurred during actual tests.
During the values of __t(n),_ &_e(n) and the response • RT were

a run,
¢

recorded and stored on disk for subsequent analysis. Immediate) _fter a run,

a printout of overall means and standard "eviations of A_e and RT was
available.

From replicated runs, overal means and standard deviations of 8_e and RT were
computed, together with an error score parameter, defined by

t ,

c 0" 2 I
_st

where o_., is the total error variance defined below.
t

and RT were computed,: ; In addition, means and standard deviations of 8 e

together with the standard deviation of total error (reletlve to zero mean),

per stimulus rate level. Total error variance 4_ was computed according to
t

Z(A_e)2

J

whereas variance of mean rate error was obtained by

Z(8;e-A;e )2 ._

°I;- ,.i
i
|

EXPERIMENT IThe experimental design was slmilar to that described in Refs 2 and 3, except
for the frequency distribution of the rate stimulus magnitude, i_e former

,. |

experiment featured a quantized gaussian white noise stimulus, the present one i
was run with a range of 0_10 levels of discrete stimuli having an equal
probability of occurrence. 1

The range of stimuli was, Just as in th_ former experiments chosen to be
= }

representative of routine airline flight (_max 125 deg/sec). The range of I
keys to be used nominally was set again at _I0, corresponding with ±25 deg/sec I
on the displays. Includlng zero rate, a number of 21 rate levels was obtalned_

The discrete values of A_i were set by a random number sequence in the program

'b
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-_ software in such a way that each rate level was replicated 5 times during a r
:,_ run, bringing the number of presentations at 105 per run.

During pre-experimental evaluation, the rate stimulus magnitude was first set
• by

_st(n) = A_t(n)

: giving a completely 'fresh' stimulus for each presentation. In this way, the
complete range of stimuli was covered and was replicated five times when the
random sequence was completed. As a consequence, only zero errors or under-

m

estimation of absolute rate can occur at the extreme rate magnitudes, since
subjects are very soon aware of the fact that no rates larger than those

corresponding with ±10 keys on the keyboard, will occur. This pecullarity was

suspected to be the cause of a measured tendency for negative mean errors
towards the extremes of the range of rates.

In order to remove this phenomenon from the range of rates of interest, It was

decided to present a next stimulns according tot eq. (3). Given the fact that
errors will be made, this arrangement _II cause stimuli greater than ±25
deg/sec to occur frequently. In this way. the possible artifact could be

excluded, without having to Increaae the nomlnal range of rates and the number
of presentations within a run. I

i

Based on the results of Refs 2 and 3, the exposition times in the present
experiments were set at 0.1 sec, 0.3 sec and equal to the response

time (At = RT). Just as in the former experiments, three dlsplay
exp

configurations ware used i.e. central dlsplay only (configuration C), !

peripheral dlsplays only (configuration P) and all displays (configuration

CP). With the three exposition times this yielded 9 types of experimental
runs, each subject replicating 5 times the 9 types of runs.

After checking that no systematic differences occurred due to clockwise and

counter-clockwlse rotat#ons of the horizon llne, results for positive and
negative rates ware taken together. Since each stimulus rate level was

(nomlnally) replicated 5 times within a run, s total number of approximately
5x5x2 = 50 repllcattons per non-zero rate level per subject was obtained.

SUBJECTS AND TEST PROCEDURE

_ Two subjects, who also participated in the other experiments mentioned above,
volunteered In the experiment. They are University staff members and both
qualified Jet transport pilots.

They were instructed to respond primarily as accurate, and secondly as quickly

as possible to the presented stimuli. They were not required to continua y
fixate their eyes on the central display, but were free to look at thef

keyboard device when giving responses. When only peripheral displays were

i used, subjects were instructed to fixate their eyes, after responding, on the
: blank central display, until the next response. Apart from the Immediate

I feedback of the error after each keyboard response, subjects were Informed of
tt,e total rate error standard deviation after a run.|

I The experiment was run during a number of morning sessions in which subjects

° i completed series of the 9 types of different runs, presented In random order.

. _. After a series of 9 runs, which took around 45 minutes to complete, subjects
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1 were filways allowed a break of at least 15 minutes. A total of 9x5x2 = 40 runs
: were completed. Different random number sequences setting the order of 105

presentations within a run, were used for successive runs and the random
number sequences themselves were frequently refreshed in order to prevent

' subjects becoming familiar with partlcular random sequences. Because of the

equal probability of occurrence, more stimuli at larger rates occurred than
with the gausslan probability density function in the earlier rate

experiments. This made the present task a more difficult one. However, a

sufficiently large number of runs was made during preliminary evaluation to
assure a steady level of performance.

_._

RESULTS

The overall results for the 9 combinations of exposition time and display con-

figurations have been summarized in Table I. Figure 5 shows the standard
deviation of the total error (relative to zero mean). For At = 0.3 the

exp
decrease in total error standard deviation due to addition of peripheral

displays (configuration CP compared to configuration C) is Just significant
(6 < 0.I0). The changes du_ to perlpheral dlsplayR for At = 0.! sec are

highly significant (a < 0.01). exp
• Also shown for comparison (solld symbols in Fig. 5) are the correspovdlng

values obtained in the experiments of Ref. 3. Figure 6 shows the error scores.

It can be seen that although standard deviations are larger throughout for the
present experiment, the error scores are lower than for the earlier tests. The

effects due to exposition time and dlsplay configuration are quite similar.
For example, addltio_ of peripheral displays to the central display at 0.1 sec

exposition time, decreases the total error standard deviation by around 65Z in

both experiments.
Mean reacton times and standard deviations have also been summarized in Table

I. For all exposition times, mean reaction times %r peripheral displays only

and for central and peripheral displays are significantly (6 < 0.01) smaller

than those for the central display alone, confirming the earlier findings of

: Ref. 3. In Figs 7 and 8 mean perception errors, standard deviation and
standard deviation of total error have been plotted as a function of stimulus

rate magnitude for At = 0.3 and 0.I sec respectively.
exp

Nith decreasing exposure time, a tendency for overestimating low rates and

underestimating higher rates can be observed and addition of peripheral

displays to the central dlsplay is seen to suppress this range effect. Also,

an apparent tendency to more underestimating the larger rates than to

overestimating the smaller rates, can be observed.
An interesting feature is the increase of standard deviation of the mean error
as a function of rate. It follows from Figs 7 and 8 that the increase of total
error standard deviation, for rates up to around 20 deg/sec, is largely caused
by the increase in random error, except for the case of At = 0.I sec in the

exp

configuration C. Although the overall effect of peripheral displays

for At = 0.3 sec is small, it is remarkable to see that for zero rate, aex
highly s_gntficant (a _ 0.01) decrease in error standard deviation occurs.

In order to put the present results into the proper perspective, mean
perceived rates and standard deviations have been plotted as a function of

stimulus rate magnitude in Figs q and 10.
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_" DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
t

A comparison of overall results for the 9 combinations of exposure times and
display configurations shows that the results as obtained are dependent on the
probabillty density function of the rate stimulus magnitude. Since results are
apparently task-dependent, some care should be taken when extrapolating them
to other tasks, for instance tracking tasks. On the other hand, relative
changes due to dlsplay configurations or exposition times seem to have rather
constant magnitudes.
As concerned individual differences, it should be rs_arked that, as far as

' total rate error standard deviation is concer_ed, subjects showed only

significant differences in the case of all dl: plays (configuration CP) for
exposition times of 0.1 and 0.3 seconds.
Subjects showed consistent and highly significant (_ < 0.01) differences in
mean reaction times (around 0.11 sec) but both showed a decrease in mean RT

and standard deviation at At = 0.I sec between the C and the P configura-

tion. exp

The 'slowert subject seemed to profit more from the peripheral displays, both

in terms of lower mean RT, lower RT standard deviation and decrease in total
rate error standard deviation. An illustration of individual differences is

given in Fig. 11 where total error standard deviation is plotted as a function
of mean RT for both subjects, for At - 0.I sec.

It would appear from the data of _uX_Ject 2 that a decrease in mean RT is i
consistent with a decrease in rate error standard deviation. A larger number

of subjects would be necessary to see whether this is a general trend.

Apart for the case of zero rate magnitude, where RT mean and standard

deviations are slightly smaller, mean reaction time and standard deviation are

fairly constant over stimulus rates.

A range effect is evident in the present results and more so if task

difficulty increases (shorter Atexp). This probably reflects a strategy,
adapted by subjects in difficult perception tasks, to guess for the mean

absolute stimulus rate to be expected.

The gross underestimation of large rates in the present experiment might be

due to the fact that pilots, experienced in closed loop control, are reluctant
to overcontrol in the case of large deviations.

When the present data are to be applied to closed-loop control, however, it

appears that this phenomenon would be of relatively little importance when
very few excursions greater than 5 to I0 degr/sec would occur, for instance in

the case of the roll control of a Jet transport in mild turbulence.
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_ TABLE I: Results for 2 subjects, 5 replications each.

e , •

Conf.*) At Reaction Time Perceived rate Stand deviation Sere**)

exp (sec) error (deglsec) total error
: (sec) (degr/sec)
t

C ffiRT 0.832f0.103 -0.24_3.59 3.60 0.0532

; _: P = RT 0.816f0.123 -0.54±3.55 3.59 0.0539
_ CP = RT 0.805f0.098 -0.11±3.49 3.49 0.0501

. , ,

C 0.3 0.824±0,095 -0.62_3.51 3.57 0.0525

P 0.3 0.794±0,105 -1.28_3.39 3.58 0.0540

CP 0.3 0.800f0.091 -0.22_3.20 3.21 0.0449

C 0.I 0.898f0.198 -3.60f7.48 8.30 0.2564

P 0.1 0.792±0.126 -1.11±5.61 5,72 0.1269

CP 0.I 0.812f0. I16 -1.57±5.59 5.80 0.1300 "

*) C central display only

P perlpheral dlsplays only

CP central and peripheral dlsplays

**) Error score parameter, defined by:

C O* 2

r
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Flg. I. Overview of test facillty showing central dlsplay, the perlhperal
displays and the digital keyboard.

Flg. 2. Digital keyboard device.

subjecrs OF POOR QUALITY
audio keyboard audio
tone response tone

_°st(nl [ _°st_n*l)

&texp j
RT

Atmt=2.0 sec

Fig, 31 Sequence during one interval of a test run. Shaded areas represent
rate magnitude as displayed.
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Fig. 9. Mean perceived rate and standard deviation as a function of stimulus
rate magnitude, At = 0.3 sec.
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Direction Judgement Errors

: in Perspective Displays

'_ M'i,vhgsl Wo_lgceMcOres1_j
_ Stephen R. Ellis

NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field. CA 94035

f

)
F

i

i
In a study of spatial information transfer characteristics of perspective '_.

situation displays, eight subjects judged the directions of displayed targets !

relative to a fixed position in the center of computer generated perspective
scenes. Their errors in judging azimuth angles varied sinusoidally with the

_ azimu_.h of the targets.Errorsalternatedbetween clockwiseand counterclock- i
wise from one direction quadrant to the next. As the perspective geonetry was i
varied between 'telephoto lens' and 'wide angle lens' views, the direction of
error gradually reversed in all quadrants. The results can be explained by sys-
tematic dit_erences between the three-dimensional stimulus angles and the per-
spective projections of those angles onto the display screen.

_ lntrodueUon

Use of pictures as spatial information instruments has been of particular

interest in aerospace [Getty, 1932], [Jauer and Quinn. 1982]. [Jones el. al.,

1950]. [Roscoe st. al.. 1981], [Warner. 1979]. Primary _, - involve maneuvering

through a three dimensional space, amid other moving r fixed objects, both

physical (aircraft, missiles, mountains, weather systems) and virtual (traffic

; control regions, threat zones). Assistance in monitoring the spatial relation-

ships among objects of interest can best be provided by instruments matching

the spatial dimensions of the tasks for which they are used. A typical approach

"i, f has been to map two dimensions of information to the two dimensions of ai

display and to encode the collapsed dimension. Recent designs have used per-

: _ spective projections to oapitaUze upon our natural spatial abilit, ies. There is
f
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:_ some evidence that perspective displays can have advantages over planview

' displays [Ellis et. al.. 1984].

Although it is fairly simple to make a display that looks spatial, the quality

of the spatial information transfer between the system and the user must be

; ,.! examined. When three dimensional information is projected onto a two-

dimensional screen, the original information must he mentally reconstructed

by the user. No matter how accurate the data base, the user may introduce

distortions in the act of interpretation of the p_-ojection.

Complicatingthe designofperspectivedisplaysisthe factthatthe 2D pro-

jectionvariesdramaticallyin appearance depending upon the values of the

perspectiveparameters (fig.I).An example of a perspectiveparameter isthe

geometric field of view angle (fig 1). It is often referred to in this paper simply

as the field of view. It is defined as the the visual angle of the display screen as

seen from the station point, which is sometimes called the center of projection

or geometric eyepoint. An example of the effect of field of view can be seen in
p

figure 2. A narrow field of view, such as 30 degrees, produces an image that is

similarto tbat obtainedwith a telephotolens.A wide fieldof view.such as 120

degrees,produces an image that issimilarto that obtainedwitha "wideangle"

lens.Another perspectiveparameter isthe distancebetween the stationpoint

and an objectofinterestlocatedat the referencepoint.These two paramet_ rs

are the major factorsdefiningthe geometry of the projectionof the 3D infor-

mation onto to 2D display screen. The purpose of the following experiment was lI
i

to determine whether the differences in appearance that are due to these per- t
|

speetive parameters result in differences of interpretation. I

i

!

_rl_mnt i

The perspective scene used in this experiment (_g.3) was _bstracted from

, a perspective display of air traffic for the cockpit [McGreevy, 1982] which
I
I
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?

compared to a plan-view display in a previous experiment [Ellis, el. al.,

1964](fl I. 4). In the scenes used in this experiment the aircraft symbols

representing ownship and an intruder were replaced by cubes. The cube

replacing ownship was alw.ys at the center of the display screen and served as

_I a reference for judgement of the relative position of the target cube. _'or this
%

reason, the ownship cube is also referred to as the reference cube and the

intruder is called the target. A grid represented a "ground" plane below the

reference cube. A line connected each cube with a point directly below it on

the grid. A horizontal cross marked the point on the target cube's line where

the reference cube's altitude plane intersected it.

In the experiment, subjects viewed a series of perspective scenes and

judged the azimuth and elevation angles of the target relative to the reference

(fig. 3). The azimuth angle of the target is the angle between the reference

cube's heading and the horizontal direction to the target. The elevation angle

is the angle from reference cube's altitude and the vertical direction to the tar-

get. In these scenes the viewing vector is rotated 2Z degrees relative to a head-

ing ot 0 degrees azimuth and elevated 2R degrees above the altitude plane of

the reference cube. Subjects responded by using a stylus and digitizer pad [1]

to control two angle indicator dials that were drawn on the display screen, next

to the perspective scene.

The experiment was a fully crossed, repeated measures design, with eight

• subjects. Five were airline pilots and 3 were non-pilots. Each subject was

shown 840 perspective stimuli. The target cube appeared in 40 different orien-

tation regions on a sphere centered on the reference cube.

[1] The olntor of the pad was the origin, where the (horisontal) uimuth axis _rossed the
(vertioal) alowation axis, The ranje of asimuth was from minus 160 dojrees to the far left,
to phw 180 dqrees to the far rljht, Elevation rar_ed from minus 90 dqreu at the bottom
of the pad, to plus 90 de_reee at the top _ the pad.
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" Four c_ometric helds of view, 30, 80. 90, 120 deg.. were crossed with four dis-

lances between the reference cube and the stationpoint[2],fora totalof 18

perspectives.In thispaper analysiswillbe limitedtothe subjects'judgments of

the azimuth anglesofthe targets.

'"_ The subject's eye position was 61 cn_ (24 in.) from. a 19 crrL (7.5 in.) square

image on a 25 crrL(I0 in.)square screen of an Evans and Sutherland Picture

System IImonitor. The image subtended a visualangle of 8.9degrees. Since

the geometric fieldsof view were greaterthan this,the correspondings_ation

pointswere closerto the screen:14.0in.(30 deg.foe),6.5in.(60 deg.foe),3.8

in.(90 deg.foe),2.2in.(lEO deg.foe).

Geometry of the Stinmlus .q_les

Since the task in this experiment required that the subjects interpret a

three-dimensional stimulus angle from its two-dimensional projection, it

seemed reasonable that the difference between the true 3D stimulus angle and i

its 2D projection would influence the subjects' judgements. Accordl.ngly, this
L

differencewas plottedas a functionof 3D azimuth to suggest the amount and

direction of error that might be expected if the subject's 3D judgement is

biased by the 2D projection of the stimulus angle. This function is the "2D

difference effect" function (fig. 5). At narrow fields of view which produce per-

spectives similar to telephoto lenses, the magnitude of this functiJn is large. As

field of view increases, the magnitude decreases. This function is independent

: ofthe actualeye positionofthe viewer.

A second possible source of influence on subjects' jcdgements involves the

position of the station point relative to the viewer's actual eye position. When

[2] The distances can be described in terms of the d_tanee, d, of the reference cube above
the grid. The four diztanoee were 0.66d, 4.81d, 8.97d, 13.12d, epproztmately in a ratio of
1:5:9:13,
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• the eye is not at the geometricallycorrect stationpoint the projectorsare

effectively bent at the point where they pie.'ce the viewing screen (fig. 6). We

call this the "virtual space effect." [1] If the subject assumes that all projectors

Are straight, just as they are when looking through a window, then the apparent

, _ 3D scene willdifferfrom the true 3D scene. We callthe subject'sassumption

the "window assumption." _-

The virtualazimuth and elevationangles that resultfrom the window

assumption can be computed. Our computation assumes shape alteration

withouttranslation.The differencebetween the actual3D stimulusand the vir- t
i"

tual3D stimuluscan be plottedas a functionof the 3D stimulusangleto define

the virtual space difference function (fig. 7). This describes the expected _ *

.
influence upon direction judgements if the concept of a window assumption is

i

valid. The magnitude of this function varies directly with the distance between

the station point and the actual eyepoint of the viewer_

• Results
r

_ |

Directionjudgement error was measured in terms of azimuth and eleva- t

ti_n. _t_e median of each subject's responses at each azimuth position was '_

taken as his typical estimate.

Sixteen plots were made, one for each of the sixteen perspective condi-

tions. While there were apparently only minor differences among the plots with

respect to the distance parameter, there were obvious differences as field of

view varied. The data were then grouped into four sets, one for each field of

view. As a first approximation of these theoretically sinusoidal curves [1], a

i sixthorder polynomial was fittedby least squares to e_oh set of points to
!

! [1] Father and Romdnaki (1978) studied • ._mi]ar e_ect but anumed a tre_ation •long the

i viewing axis of the 3D Ittmulus to Jtm virtual position. Thta would result in • eipifleantly
: di_erent virtualspace.
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, obtaina summary curve for each fieldof view (eg.fig.8).The standard errorof

estimate overallfor each curve was approximately 7 degrees. When plotted

together,the four data summary curves can be seen to vary systematicallyas

fieldof view changes (fig.9). These curves summarize the statistically

significantinteractionbetween fieldof view and the azimuth of the intruder

cube shown by the analysisof variance of azimuth error. (F = 10.3;df = 21,

147;p < .001).

Since the two model components, the 2D and the virtualspace difference

functions,may be combined and fittedto the directionjudgement data in a

varietyof ways, severaldifferentcombinations were tried.The combination

resultingin a fitmost likethe data summary polynondalsisobtainedwhen the

component curves are separatelyweighted and added. The weights and an

additiveconstantare determined by regressionof each setofdata points(four

sets,one for each foe) againstthe expected errorsbased on the two model

components. A visuallygood fit(see fig.10) isachieved when the component

curves are shifted22 degrees counteroclock_Tise,prior to being fittedto the

data. This could correspond to a process in which subjectsmake judgements

relativeto a linedirectlyintothe displayedspace (22 deg. azimuth) and then

rotate22 degrees to account for the factthatthe he_ding (zerodeg.azimuth)

is22 degrees co',ot.r-clockwiseoftheiractualreferencedirection.
l

A particularlyinterestingaspect of the best model curves is that they

: reproduce a trend seen in the original data which was not explicitly incor-

: porated into the model itself. This trend shows a gradual general change in the

direction of the azimuth error from counterclockwise to clockwise as the

[1] Thefitted curve should be a projected sinusoid mincethe set of azimuth stimulus angles
'" step aroulid a circle of beari_s in rqular intervals. ProJeoth_ the pozitions of these
• etimultman_le_ onto a line in the plane o.mthe circle, and tramflafl_ this line in a direction
" perpendl©ularto the line, wi].ltrace out a sine-cosine function. Since the circle is viewed

from an oblique anIle, and Lnperspective, the ttne-coElne function will be modifiedby the
]nojeotion.
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azimuth region changes from the leftquadrants to the rightquadrants. The

tre_d corresponds to a significantmain effectof azimuth (F = 3.146;df = 7,49;

p < .008).

CONCLUSIONS

\

_" The spatialinterpretationof the data summary polynomials(fig.9) isthat
#

fornarrow fieldsofview,some azimuths are interpretedas beingas much as 10

degrees fartherto port or starboardthan they are in fact.Thisbiasgradually

changes until it reverses at wide fields of view. For these, the azimuths are

interpreted as being closer to the line of flight. The bias reverses by as much as

13 degrees in all ._our azimuth quadrants.

The set of four data summary polynomials and the four composite model

curves are very similar (fig. 10). As field of view steps through 30, 60, 90, 120

degrees, the model follows the data through its reversal of the sign of the

sinusoid,in regular steps. This suggests that the suspected influences _

representedby the 2D and virtualspace differencefunctionscould account for

the systematic errors in direction judgements. Whether these influences actu-

ally cause the subjectto err systematicallyremains to be confirmed by subse-

quent experiments.

, Itappears that the differencebetween the true 3D stimulusangle and its

RD projection has the greatest biasing effect when the magnitude of the

difference is greatest, that is, at narrow field3 of view (regardless of actual eye

' position of the observer). Similarly, it seems that the difference between the

true 3D stimulus angle and the virtual3D angle,the angle that would be

requiredforthe projectorsto be straight,has the greatestbiasingeffectwhen

the magnitude of thisdifferenceisgreatest,thatis,when the geometric station

pointand the actualeye positionare at widelyseparatelocations.Consistently,

at intermediate fields of view, as one influence increases and the other
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..' decreases, the judgement bias is correspondingly intermediate.

The next experiment will involve keeping the virtual space difference func-

tion fixed as the 2D difference function varies and vice versa. This will help

clarify the relative biasing effects of these two influences on direction judge-

_._ ments. It is possible that the use of 2D dials on the screen for elevation and

" azimuth responses was partly responsible for the subjects' tendency to be

biased by the two dimensional projection of the three dimensional stimulus

,
angles. Later experiments will use alternative responses, such as egocentric

visual direction, and should resolve this question. In these experiments the

I
subjects will be allowed to use a hand-held pointing device to indicate the visual

: direction of the target. These experiments will thus further Lest the quality of
y

spatial information transfer that is accomplished when perspective displays are i
i

t

used as spatial information instruments. ..
?
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THE INTERACTION OF FOCUSED ATTENTION WITH FLOW-FIELn SENSITIVITY

:' Tom Stoffregen

Department of Psychology
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Ithaca, New Y_rk 14853

ABSTRACT
t

Two studies were performed to determine whether a subject's

response to naturalistic optical flow specifying egomotion would

be affected by a concurrent attention task. In the first study
subjects stood in a 'moving room" in which various area_ of the

optical flow generated by room movement were visible. Subjects

responded to room motion with strong compensatory sway when the
entire room was visible. When the side walls of the room were

-: completely obscured by stationary screens, leaving only the

front wall visible, sway was significantiy reduced, though it

: remained greater than in an eyr_ closed control. In Exp. 2

subjects were presented with either the full room (large sway

! response) or the room with only the front wall visible (moderate

response), each in combination with either a hard or easy verbal
addition task. Preliminary results show that swaying in the

fully visible room and in the room with only the front wall
visible increased when combined with either the hard or easy

tasks. These preliminary results suggest that at the least the

pick-up of optical flow specifying egomotion is not affected by
concurrent attentional activity, supporting thm notion of dual

-, visual systems, and of the direct, non-attentional nature of the
pick-up of optical flow.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years a growing amount of work has investigated the

role of optical information in the control of both postural

stability and guidance of actions, such as standing, running,
' and flying. Generally these studies have dealt with automatic

p_ck-up of flow information, and have tacitly assumed that

r" active attentional processes are unimportant in these areas. In

fact tt,e role of active, exploratory attentional pick-up during

; egomotion has hardly been addressed at all. One of the few
studiel related to this imsue was carried out by Fischer, Haines
and Price (1981) aho investigated pilots pirformance in simula-

tors with H_,_d-Up Display (HUD) instrumentatior,. The tasks

involved _nla study were quite complex, and while subjects

typically showed n_ decrement in simulator performance while

• i reading HUD, there were some cases in which flight-critical

°i' _f information went completely undetected. The present paper re-
_ ports the results of the first two experiments in a series

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
t
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devoted to the basic question "What is the role of attention
during locomotion?" To what extent, if any, must we actively

i attend to the optical information accompanying motion in order
to successfully get around? Can we pick up information for o'Jrl

I own motion through the environment while at the same time at-
: tending to some task?

For an initial look at this issue it was decided to us_ a situa-

tion for which something is already known about the usefulness
of optical flow. In a series of experiments with the well-Known
"swinging room' Lee (Lee & Lishman 1975, Lee & Aronson, 1974)
has shown that large scale optical flow is naturally used in the
control of standing posture. Subjects in the s_inging room sway
in response to exclusively optical room motion; the effect is ,,
robust, and the sensation of egomotion very compelling. Such a i
paradigm could easily be augmented by a variety of attention
tasks. 'i

If attention does have an effect on concurrent pick-up of flow i.
field information, we would expect that such effects would be to
some extent a function of the difficulty of the attention task.
Similarly, a given level of attention task difficulty could have
differential effects on the use of flow information depending on ;ik
the ease with _hich the latter could be picked up; pick-up of i
restricted _r otherwise impoverished flow could be less effi-
cient while active attention was being used than otherwise.

l

Experiment 1 sought to determine conditions under which optical
i flow specifying egomotion might be rendered less effective in

controling posture.

EXPERIMENT 1

_bg_ A moving room was constructed for use in these exper-
iments. The "room" is a large cubical box, 2.5m on a side,
mounted on four wheels such that it can be rolled along the
floor. The walls have reinforced wooden frames, faced on the
inside with rigid cardboard, which is itself covered with a
semirrandom visual t.exture. The room has nb floor, such that a _
subject inside it stands on the floor of the laboratory as the I
room moves around them. One wall of the roum is left open; sub- I

jects stand wit_ their backs to this open wall, facing _nto the i
ro_m. I

Postur_,l adjustments in response to room _iotion were registered Ii
by a potentiometer. A grooved wheel _as fixed to the axle of (,
the potentiometer, and a string passed over the wheel and around _
the subject's neck_ such that anterior/posterior movements i
caused the wheel to turn, generating a position-specific voltage !

., which could be recorded. A second potentiometer registered !
i motion of the room; data from the two could be correlated as ,

i

I

:t
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time series to determine the effect of room motion on stance.

Stationary cardboard screens could be placed in the room in
: order to restrict the optical motion available to subjects. The

screens could be placed so as to _cc!udm the three vertical
walls of the room. Subjects wore a hat with a wide bill which

_ prevented their seeing the ceiling.

The room was moved sinusoidally along an axis parallel with the
subject's line o_" sight. The total magnitude of the movements
was 2.5cm, with a period of 12 seconds per cycle. Each one
minute trial consisted of a continuous series of five of these

cycl ms. Subjects were instructed to 1ook straight ahead,
keeping their gaze within a small square outlined on the front
wall. They were not given any task to do, and were not imformed

about room movements in advance, but were simply told to stand i
still and look at the wall. )

,,,, , ,, ,|,,,

-,, , , l, J | - ,,

Full Room Eyes Closed !

- ' i ,..,. ,,. m , um L.. ,.

•._...._..r.'.'.:.,.:.:.:.:_:_:..)

• •_ _ ___ .....,.......,.:.-..=_......,.,.:• . &.::'."
I___:'|

:_;:::;:;_ _i:i_i_!'_!:_!:i:i:i:i:il'"_
,_!..!. ;i_'_._._:_:_:.:_:.:::_:.:

I_.:_'.:-:-:6_:_:.:.:.:.:_

F1 F2

.'_N i_'..':_;_:.(i::::::_:_:_i_i::.'.':'&t:_:::._:_i:i:i:::
I __c_'.'(;_'__'_'_"_i:_'":_+'_ :":':"'_:_:: I

• "" _'_" ••••" "°'° • •%'°°i•&'P_'_!_ I

.•_._ _ .:_;_ ...•.. :_:_......... _..._

• _ _ _:_ .'. _'.:.-,'.r.:_:_:.'..o .v.......;_._:_..

Sl S2

Figure 1. Experimental conditions. Dotted areas were blocked
:,_ by stationary screens. The ceiling was always

blocked. The fl_or _as visible but did not move.
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Condit_gO_ Conditions are illustrated mchematically in figure 1.
The Full Room condition served a_ a baseline to establimh the

magnitude of the basic sway response. In the control condition
subjects stood as normal in the room, but kept their eyes closed
throughout the trial. In the four experimental conditions the
side and front walls of the room werP blocked off by the sta-
tionary cardboard screens_ leaving flow available to either the

_ retinal center or periphery. Each of 27 subjects participated
irJ the five experimental conditions_ and 12 of these also w_re
irJ the eyes closed control.

R_esu_l_ts The data shown in figure 2 are the mean correlations
(across subjects) between room motion an_ subject motion for
each condition.

1G
Experiment 1

(
.. N:27

r

Eyes Full F1 F2 $1 $2
Closed Room
IN,121

Figure 2. Mean correlations between r'oom movement and sub-
ject sway.

With their eyes closed subjects movements _re unrelated to
those of the rooQ. With eyes open and the entire room visible
there was a strong and consistent sway response. In the four
_xperimental conditions the greatest _verall sway came in re-
sponse to th_ larger periphrral expomure, such that for this
condition subjects swayed ntarly as much as _hen the whole room
was vl,;ible. By contrast, the larger front wall exposure pro-
duced only half as much sway as itm peripheral counterpart, and
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significantly lest than the full rQom. Neither of the _mallp-

e':posures produced any more sway than in the eyes closed
control.

Discussion Experiment I showed that by limiting optical flew to

th_ front wall of the experimental roum (and thereby blo,_kzng

off flow from the far retinal periphery), =ompensatory sway

: could be significantly reducedv though the lar_ r front wall

exposure still produced _ignificantly more sway than the eyes
• closed control. These results suggest a peripheral dominance

_or the pick-up of flow information for postural stability_ and ,_

are consistent with the findings of Brandt, Dichgans and Koening

(1973), _ho found a similar peripheral dominance for sensations

of egomotion indu _d by rotatory optical stimulation. With
respect to the goal_ _f _his projmctw the major result is the

finding that exposin_ the entirl front wall of the room results

in a significant but reduced sway response_ the difference
between Full Room and Front Wall conditions could be used in the _

next _xperiment. _

EXPERIMENT 2

: The second experiment combined the two levels of sway response ,

established in experimen_ 1 with two levels of diFficuity in a I

verbal addztlon tas_ as a preliminary tlst of the interactzon
between attention and flow pick-up. Subjects were presents j
_ith both the full room and with the room with the side wa_Is

completely occluded by the stationary screens. Each of these
exposures was paired with both the hard and easy verbai tasks.

c

In the easy task the subject was presented with a three digit

number at the beginning of a trial_ which they would increment !
by 2 co_:tinuously over the _ourse of the trial_ announcing the

sums in time with the beating of a metron_m_ (50 beat_/minut_..

The hard task _as identical, except that subjects added 3 in- i
stead of two. Nine subjects were run.

R_u_§ Since this was a preliminary study only sway _ata _ere

analyzed; task performance as a _unc'.ion _f fiow exposures w_ll
" be evaluated in future studies. Results are presented in fi-

gure 3. As can be seen from the figure, the additi=n of either

the hard or the easy task produced no decrement in sway in

either _ull room or front Nell conditions. On the contrary, the

presenc_ of e_t_er of the verbal tasks produced an _O_[_ in

induced sway. Multiplr comp_ _sons done with the Tuk_,y test
showed no signi¢ican_ differences between _he full room by

itself and in comblnttion with either of _he tasks, or between

the partially blocked room by itself and in combination with
either of the tasks.
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Experiment 2
• N9

r

r,NN
Eyes No Easy hard No Easy Hard
Closed Task Task l_ :( Task Task Task

I Full Room I t F2 :

_ Figure 3. Mean correlations between room movement and

' subject sway.

Discus_igo These results, though preliminary, indicate that in

the present experiment the _resence of an ongoing attention task
' die" not diminish adaptive responding to large scale optica| fl_

specifying egomotion. This is consistent with the notion that
i

optical information used for maintaining postural stability is (
picked up "automatically'. The suggestion in these data that a
concurrent verbal task may _crease sway would be more difficult i

to interpret.

!
Future studies in this series will again investigate the efCects i

of attention tasks on response to visual motion, but also the

, reverse; the effects, if any, of flow pick-up on performance of I
an attention task. They will also examine the interaction of I

:, flow pick-up with visual attention _asks (such as might be found
|

in flight situations), and will extend the requirements on flow !

pick-up by having subjects execute an active movement task which
is dependent on the pick-up of flow information. 1

I

t
1
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-- DEPARTMENTOF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
,

Delft University of Technology

Kluyverweg I - 2629 HS Delft
The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

The present experiment is an extension of _rk done in previous years, at
Delft University, on the accuracy and temporal properties of visual roll

attitude and roll rate perception.

In earlier perception tasks, discrete stimuli of roll attitude were presented
on a central artificial horizon type dlsplay. Roll rate tests were done wlth

the same dlsplay and with perlpheral vlsual fleld dlsplays showing moving
' checkerboard patterns.

From tracking tasks in a fllght slmulator it was found that cockpit motion

, improved tracking accuracy and the present experiment was designed to assess

r the improvements of perception due to cockpit motion.

As it is not possible to present and to manipulate discrete motion stimuli in
a moving cockpit Just as in the case of visual stimull alone, a different set-

up had to be chosen in which dynamic system step responses of roll angle were

the stimuli to be presented.

After the onset of the motion, subjects were to make accuracte and quick

estimates of the final magnitude of the roll angle step response by pressing

the appropriate button of a keyboard device. The differing tlme-hlstories of

roll angle, roll rate and roll acceleration caused by a step response will

stimulate the different perception processes related the central visual fleld,
peripheral visual field and vestibular c=gans in different, yet exactly known

ways.

Experiments with either of the visual dlsplays or cockpit motion and some com-

binations of these were run to asses the roles of the different perception
processes.

Results show that the differences in response time are much more pronounced

than the differences in perception accuracy,

I. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago a research program ou pilot's motion perception was started at
the Department of Aerospace Engineering of the Delft University of Technology.

; The aim is to investigate how the pilot perceives the state of the aircraft
i

i from the central visual field (artlflclal horizon), the perlpheral vlsual I
•; fleld (outside world) and motion cues (aircraft motions).

-r The motive for this program was the wellknown fact that perlpheral field I
I
I
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. displays and simulator motion improve pilot's tracking performance and dynamic
behaviour. See Refs I, 2, 3 and 4.
It was assigned that, due to the fact that these improvements in tracking per-

formance can be achieved only by changing the display configuration, the_e

improvements resulted from changes in the perception proces.
It was hypothesised that only two reasons could exist for changes in the

perception process. The first was that by adding peripheral visual cues and/or
motion cues redundant information becomes available and the subject ± able to

use this information to improve the perception of the motion variables.
The second reason could be that due to the different (dynamic) characteristics

of the neural processing of stimuli received by the central visual field, the
peripheral visual field and the vestibular system the duration of the percep-

tion and the information handling process is changed. The aim of the research

program was to test these hypotheses.

In Refs 5 and 6 experiments are described on the perception of roll attitude
and roll rate from central - and peripheral displays.

It was shown that roll attitude can be perceived faster and more accurate than

roll rate from the central display. In addition it turned out that roll rate

could be perceived faster from the perlpberal field dlsplay. After these facts

had been established an experiment Inclu,ing motion cues was prepared.

An important difference between visual displays on one hand and motion systems
on the other is, that motion systems have to move the simulator mass and have

dynamic characterlst_s. Thus the choice of input stimuli is limlted by the

_ characteristics of the simulator motion system. It is not possible for

instance to present or to manipulate pure attitude, rate or acceleration

stimuli separately, since a motion stimulus is now to be considered as a
mixture of these three variables.

After some evaluation, the step response of a dynamic system with rather low

natural frequency was shown as the input stimulus to the subject. All combina-

, tlons of the central and peripheral displays and motion were used in the
experiment. After stimulus onset the subject was asked to predict the final

magnitude of the step response and to answer by pressing the corresponding key

on a keyboard. This subject's response corrected the input to the dynamic

system and the resulting system output was displayed thus presenting a direct
feedback to the subject.

The main output variables of the experiment were perception accuracy and

response time. In the final experiment two dynamic systems (second order and
third order) were used.

2. TEST FACILITY

All measurements were performed in the research simulator of the Department of !
Aerospace Engineering. In front of the right hand seat a central (foveal) CRT

display (Tektronix 604 monitor), was mounted in the instrument panel.

Peripheral visual cues were provided by two _ monitors (Bosch Fernseh I

Monitor) placed on either side of the simulator cockpit. See Fig. I. Subjects i
gave their responses via a digital keyboard, see Fig. 2. The relative posi-

tions of the central and peripheral displays and the subject's eye reference !

• point are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 the image on _he central display, 1i
simulating the artificial horizon, is als shown. The repetition rate was 250

Hz. The peripheral displays showed a movable checkerboard pattern with squares
o.
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of 5x5 cm generated by a moving pattern generator (developed at Delft Univers-
ity) at a repetition rate of 30 frames per sec.

• The three degrees of freedom motion system of the flight simulator has high
fidelity motion characterls_ics,making the simulator a very suitable tool for
the present experiment. The application, in this motion system of so called
'hydrostatic'bearings in the electrohydraullcservo actuators, assures a very

:. , smooth and almost rumble free slmalator motion, see Ref. 7. The control of the
• motion system was compensated for its second order characteristics

i (_ _ 43 rad/sec, _ = 1.5) leading to a gain of unity and phase shift of
o

_' _ around zero up to 15 rad/sec. All experimental runs were controlled by a
hybrid computer (EAI Pacer 100).

. The step response stimulus was generated by either a second or third order
system simulated in the analog part of the computer installation. The maximum
step magnitude of 12 degrees was well within the limitations of the motion
system, see Table I. The sequence of one stimulus interval is presented in

Fig. 4. At the beginning of the rt-thinterval a new step input _i was given
to the system. This event was.marked by an audlotone, n
The system outputs _, _ and _ were used to control the central and peripheral
field displays and the motion system, thus presenting the system response to
the subject in a number of different ways. After observing the response onset,
the subject =as asked to respond by pressing the appropriate key of the
keyboard in order to return the system output to zero.

_ The response magnitude is designated by _. The keyboard response changed the

" input step magnitude of _i ol the system t_ the error value A_

_ A_n = __in _Pn

In order to inform the subject about the error value and next to bring the

simulator back to the zero roll angle, the system response to A_n is displayed
first. Next the system input is reset to zero and the displays blanked as the
simulator is being rolled back to the zero roll angle. The total interval

• length was approximately7 sec.

' During each run the variables _n' A_n' _Pn and the subjects response time

RTn were recorded and stored on disk for subsequent analysls.

3. EXPERIMENT

As already mentioned the aim of the experiment was to investigate the accuracy
wlth which subjects can perceive simulator motion by observing the central and

:. perlpheral dlsplays and cockpit motion,
In Refs 5 and 6 experiments are described where in the perception of roll
attitude and roll rate was investigatedby using discrete stlmull presented on
a central and perlpheral displays. In the present experiment, however, the
motion system of the simulator was Involved. Discrete stlmull were not longer

' possible due to the limitations of the simulator (see Table I) and for safety
of the subjects.

t

Therefore a motlon stlmulus had to be chosen which would be comparable to
normal aircraft motions and had characteristics from which the magnitude can
be perceived and quantified by subjects. It was decided to use the step re-

sponse of a second order system (_o = 2 rad/sec, _ = 0.7) as the roll stimulus

t
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for the experiment. ..

_ In Fig. 5a the roll angle _, the roll rate _ and the angular acceleration
are shown for such a step response.
The advantage of the step response as a stimulus is that after some time a

steady state roll attitude is reached. The task of the subject was to estimate
the final steady state value of the roll angle. As shown in Fig. 5a the
initial roll acceleration is rather sharp (4"/set 2 for a I degree step input).

This roll acceleration causes an initial lateral acceleration of the subjects

head of 0.056 m/sec 2 for a step input of 1 degree. The roll and lateral

: acceleration, due to the maximum step input of 12 degrees caused rather strong

proprioceptive cues. To prevent that these propriocepttve cues should have an

undesirable effect on the results of the experiment a more gradual input
stimulus was used for a limited number of display configurations. This

stimulus was the step response of a third order system (_ = 2 rad/sec,
= 0.7, z = 0.5 sec). In Fig. 5b the roll angle _, roll rate _ and accelera-

,,

tlon _ are shown. The maximum roll acceleration for a 1 degree step input
decreased to l'/sec2.

The motion perception was investigated with all seven combinations of the

central display C, the peripheral displays P and the cockpit motion M using

the second order step response stimulus. The third order stimulus was used

only for three display configurations (C, M and CM).
i The step magnitudes used in the experiment were 0, f2, ±4, f6, ±8, _I0 and ±12

degrees. During one run 5 replications of these 13 magnitudes were presented

_ in random order. F_ch subject replicated all I0 different runs 5 t_mes. _
!
i

4. SUBJECTS AND TEST PROCEDURE
7

Two subjects, University staff members and both qualified Jet transport
pilots, volunteered in the experiment. They were instructed to Lespond

• primarily as accurate as possible and secondly as quickly as possible to the

presented stimuli. They were not required to fixate their eyes continually on

the central display but were free to look at the keyboard when responding. If
the central display was not used, subjects were asked to fixate on the central

display Just before the next stimulus was presented. Apart from the feedback

of the error after each keyboard response, subjects were informed of the error
standard deviation and the mean response time after each run.

For preliminary evaluation and training a total of 150 runs were made. After a

steady level of performance was obtained the two parts of the experiment were

carried out during morning sessions. The number of runs for the first part was

7x5x2 = 70 runs. For the second part 3x5x2 - 30 runs were carried out.

5. RESULTS

In Table 2 the means and standard deviations of the step response perception

error and the response time are presented as a function of display configura-
tion and system step response stimulus.

The means and standard deviations of the error as a function of step magnitude

are shown in Fig. 6. There is a tendency to overestimate the step input for

steps of 4, 6 and 8 degrees, while the step of 12 degrees is underestimated.

This partly results from the limited range of stimuli of the experiment. The
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_ subjects were aware of the fact that the maximum step input was 12 degrees.

This made an overestimation of the maximum step vertually impossible, whereas

underestlmatlons still occured. However, overestimating small stimuli and
underestimating large stimuli is also present in a pure rate perception task,
see Ref. 8.

The error standard deviation is increasing as a function of step magnitude up

to a step of 8 degrees. For steps of 10 and 12 degrees, the error standard

deviation remains approximately constant. This is also found in the rate

perception experiment of Ref. 8, but it is assumed that this phenomenoni

_ depends among others on the stimulus range of the experiment.
In Fig. 6c the error mean and standard deviation of the third order step

, response stimulus is shown. It is clear that the standard deviation for the
step inputs of 0, 2 and 4 degrees increased relatlve to the case of the second

order response stimulus, see Fig. 6a. This increase is significant only for
the configuration including motion (M, CH) and is not surprising in view of

the low value of the maximum roll acceleration during the third order step

response, although this roll acceleration is well above threshold, see Ref. 9.
The differences in mean value and standard deviation of the error for each

configuration are in some cases significant (a < O.01). The error standard

deviation of display configurations including motion are in general smaller

than of those not including motion.

The differences between the response times are significant (a < 0.013 Notable

is the dlffecence in interference between the central display on one hand and

the perlpheral dlsplays and motion on the other. The response time with the
: central display C only is the longest. Peripheral displays P and motion M both

t

_ cause shorter response times. The response times for the co_blnatlons CP, CH i

and CPH are in between those for C and P, C and M and C and PM respectively.
For the combination PH however the effect is enhanced and the response time is
shorter than for P and M separately.

For the third order system longer response times are found, Just as could be

, expected, but the trend is the same as for the second order system. In Fig. 7

the response time is plotted as a function of stimulus magnitude. The change

due to the step magnitude is significant and is found for all display

conflguratio_s.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS i

As shown in the preceedlng chapter the perception accuracy as expressed in
error standard deviation is not essentially influenced by the dlsplay con-

figuration or sort of input stimulus (second or third order system response).

This is in agreement with an earller experiment on rate perception where

except for short exposure times no essential difference in perception accuracy
was found between the display configurations central display, peripheral

displays and central and peripheral displays. See Ref. 6.
Although the present experiment features notable differences in the time

course of the roll angle, roll rate and roll acceleration - the primary input
variables for the central visual field, the peripheral visual field and the

vestibular system - it turns out that the step magnitude can be perceived
equaJly well from the central display and the peripheral displays and slightly

• _ better with motion. Extension of the display configuration to CP, C_4etc. did
not influence the perception accuracy.

t
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, As explained in Chapter 4 the task of the subject was to respond primarily as
accurate as possible and secondly as quickly as possible, For each display

configuration and stimulus there should be an optimal response time, based on
the fact that especially the peripheral and motion cues will vanish with time

(see Figs 5a and b). Based on this notion it is next assumed that a change In

• subject's instruction (obtain maximum accurecy regardless of the response

time) should hardly influence the perception accuracy.
It has been suggested that man, as an observer, should be able to combine In

some optimal way, independent sources of Information on attitude and motion.

If in the present task perceptions from central and peripheral displays and

from cockpit motion were independent and if indeed some kind of optimal or

suboptimal combination were present, then greater accuracy of subjects

estimates would appear In, for instance the CPM configuration when compared to
the C, P and M configurations separately. Table 2 shows that this is not the
case.

Comparison of the estimation error of the present experiment with the attitude

perception experiment cf Ref. 5 shows a same order of _agnitude (oA___present

experiment configuration C = 1.393 degrees, oA_ attitude perception ffi1.543
degrees).

_- As already mentioned in Chapter 5 the differences in response time due to the
seven display configurations are significant. Part of these differences corre-

spond remarkably well with the corresponding differences from the rate percep-
tion experiment In Ref. 6, see Table 3.

From the response times resulting from the second order and third order step-

response stimuli It should be concluded that the trend of changes in response

time due to different display configurations Is independent of the stimulus
but the actual values are dependent on the _ort of stimulus, see Table 4.

From the data presented so far it may be concluded that addition of peripheral

' visual cues and motion cues to central vlsual cues does not essentially
Improve the perception accuracy but makes the perception process faster.

Going back to e_rlier experiments performed In Delft and by others (see Refs 1

to 4) It is well known that tracking performance can be improved by the

addition of peripheral visual cues and motion cues. The question arose whether

a connection can be established between the results of the present experiment
and these tracking tasks experiments.

In Ref. I0 Levlson and Junker describe an experiment investigating the
influence of simulator motion system time delays on a roll tracking task. From

thl, experiment data are plotted in F£g. 8 which clearly demonstrate the I

relation between time delay and tracking performance. This figure shows that I
" in the particular experimental configuration motion cues had to be delayed by l

0.26 sec to make tracking performance equal to that in the no motion _
configuration. !

It is shown In the present experiment that motion cues speed up the response i
times. If these motion cues are delayed, the advantages of the motion cues are I
nullified. If the differences in response times of the present experiment can I
be ascribed to the perception proces alone, then these differences can be

interpreted as differences In duration of the perception proces. 1
As described In the introduction this research program was started with a

tracking task experiment, see Refs 3 and 4, wherein the same display conflgur- I

atlons have been used as In the present experiment. With the tracking

Lt
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, performance of that experiment and the response times of the present
,. experiment a comparable figure as Figure 8 can be drawn, see Fig. 9.

The r_sults of three configurations (P, M, PH) however have to be excluded
• from this analysis due to the lack of accurate roll attitude information in

the tracking task which has influenced the tracking performance.

The evident relatlon between tracking performance and response time,

demonstrates that the improvements in tracking performance due to motion and

: perlpheral visual cues results only from the shorter duration of the

perception proces.
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TABLE I: Limits of the flight simulator motion system.

mode maximum maximum maximum

displacement rate acceleration

heave 0.3 m 0.65 mh 10 m/sec 2

pitch 16 degrees 44 deg/sec* 650 deg/sec 2.

_ roll 15 degrees 32 deg/sec* 340 deg/sec 2.
=

* computed values.

TABLE 2: Mean response time and perception error as a function if display con-
figuration and input stimulus.

display 2nd order step response 3rd order step response

, configuration -- I

' RT ORT A_ aA_ RT [aRT A_ OA_

sec sec degrees degrees sec [ sec degrees degrees

C 1.1631 0.162 0.148 1.343 1.563 0.251 0.332 1.439

P 1.098 0,174 0.317 1.388

H '3.948 0.191 -0.062 1.194 1.260 0.248 -0.071 1.414

CP 1.127 0.178 0.028 1.339

CM 0.992 0.231 0.018 1.216 1.353 0.282 0.148 1.267

PH 0.905 0.173 0.157 1.259

CPH 0.940 0.212 0.092 1.253
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,: TABLE 3: Comparison of re3ponse times from the rate perception experiment
(Ref. 6) and the present experiment.

Rate perception Present

experiment step response

Ref. 6 experiment

RT C 0.83 see 1.16 see

RTp 0.77 sec 1.10 sec

RTcp 0.80 sec 1.13 sec

_ RTc-RT P 0.06 sec 0.06 sec

. RTc-RTcp 0.03 sec 0.03 _ec

- RTcp-RT P 0.03 sec 0.03 sec
=.,

TABLE 4: Comparison of response times resulting from the second order and

third order step respons stimuli.

i

2nd order 3rd order
stimulus stimulus

RT C 1.15 sec 1.56 sec
!

RTH 0.95 sec 1.26 sec

ATcM 0.99 sec 1.35 sec

RTc-RTM 0,21 sec 0.30 sec !

RTc-RTcM 0.17 sec 0.21 sec

:_ RTcM-RT M 0.04 sec 0.09 sec

• ,! i
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. . Fig I. Overview of the simulator cockpit with central display

" " and the right hand peripheral display, i
n

i
x

|

'7

)

Fig. 2. DigiLal keyboard.
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: HITT$" LAt4? A TEST OF THE R_-LATZONSHZP BETWEEN

INFORMATION LOAD AND MOVEMENT PRECISION

- Mathew Zaleskl

Department of Industzlel Engineering

_i University of Toronto

Penny Sanderson

Department of Psgchclog_ £

Unzversit_ of Foronto

Abstract i

,_ An experlment was run to test the _ndependence of in-

formation load (Hick's Law} and movement precls_on (F1tts"
-
, : Law) using addztzve factors methodology, i

There were two elements to the subjects" task. Firstly, +

subjects were requlred to classify st_mull according to a

decision rule w_th a varlable entropy. The stlmuia were

-. presented in the centre of the CRT screen. In respons,e, sub- ;
_ects had to move a cursor from a starting polnt neac the {

stimulus to the approprlate target, l'he tel'gets were ar-

ranged in an annular pattern arounO the central polnt. The

preclsion of the response movement was varied by manlpulat-

Ing the ratio of the radlus of the annulus to, the wldth o£

._ the target area.

: The dependent measure was elapsed time between onset of : '

the stimulus and completion of the response movement, in.- _

dependence of the Hick's Law and Fitts" Law components of i .7
the reaction time was tested with an analysis of variance, i '_,
Presence of an interaction would suggest that a d_c_sion I :

stage end a response stage are dependent and cannot be con- _ )' i
sidered discrete steps in a serial process.

• • Zaleski, Mathew; Sanderson, Penny.

": • Annual Mental

• Informal paper

• Perceptual-motor performance
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' With the increaslng popularity of icon driven software

systems there has been a trend towards "polntlng" input dev-

ice_ such as the mouse, touch screen and ]oystack. These

devices help reduce the cognitlve and motor complexity

_ required to recode an antent_on as an action. Operators are

required to make a deciszon about a sltuataon OF an 1tern of

informatlon and act upon the decision by movang a cursor to

- a desagnated area on CRT screen• _hat factors Influence th_

efflclency and accuracy of such a task?

The operator's task can be divided znto two parts, a

decision part and a movement part, and there exl_t in_orma-

tlon theoretlc measures predlctang reactaon tlme for each oi

these parts. H:ck [1952] and llyman [15_53J proposed that

reactaon time ancreased with the number o£ bits pel decl--
sion:

RT=a+bH (I)
i

where

._ H=-'_p I log2(p z _
L

F1tts [1954] proposed that movement tlme increased w_th the

log 2 of the rated of movement ampi_tude to target width: t

MT=c+d Iog2(2A/W} (2l

Followlng Jagacanskz, the combined NT and MT w_ll' b_

: ca_led capture t_me (CF}. Reaction tame (R'F) wall refer to

the time between stlmulus onset and the start of the ]oys-
tick movement, while movement time will refer to the time

between the start of the joystack movement and target cap-

ture. O,peratlonal deflnltlons of the above events will be i

' given below, i

It is generally found that movement precislon has very
llttle effect on RT. This supports the notlon that percep- ,_

tual or cognltive processlng is independent of 'the process--

ing of motor movements. Fatts and Feterson [1964J £ound that

as movement amplitude (A; was Increased or target wadth (_)

decreased, RT ancreased consastently, but only very

slightly. However, manlpulatlons of stlmulus probablity did

have an effect on RT. RT was longer the more uncertainty

. there was as to which of two targets would be signalled

(Fitt$ and Paterson Practlce Session, Experxments I and l_l .

: They also found that by making ons of the two targets more

probable, thus increasing redundancy, RT decreased to the

more probable target (Experlment lll]. More recer, hly, Jaga-

cinskl, Hartzel, Hard and Bishop [1978]. tested the appllca-

; billty of Fitts" Law as system dynamics and target uncer-

tainty were varied. They found that movement precasion and

RT were independent. Finally, Gopher, Hartzell,Hart S. G. ,

Lee E. , and Dunbar S. [1983] have attempted a combinatlon of

Sternberg's memory scanning task wlth _'itts" Law and have on
the whole found independence of the two subtasks.

" Given these results, It could be hypothesized that

. overall capture time in an X-Y sortlng task should be an
.' I

_ ,
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additive combination of RT and MT. Combining Hick's and
Fitts" Laws:

CT=u + _H + _log2(2A/W). (31

: There appear to have been few explicit attempts to combine

Hick's and Fztts" Laws in this fashion, even though zt must

follow from the findings outlined .above. One attempt was_._
made by Beggs, Graham, Monk, Shaw and Howarth [19/2J. They

proposed the comblnatlon zn equation 3 and varied the accu-
L

racy of each movement and the number of possible movements

. _n a contlnuous task. Sub]ects held a pencil and moved

their hand between a home posztlon and any of several tar'-

gets, paced by a metronome. However, the combination of the
two laws was not possible as a negative minimum movement

time for the F1tts" law component made that Law inva._d.

Beggs et el. [1972] suggested that thelr rather unusuai .i
methodology may have been responsible for this.

., The _resent experiment tests equation 3 zn discrete tz.z
als and when movements are made with a joystick. 'Th_ joy_-

tlck _s used to control the posltlon of a cL,rsor on a C_T

screen. The dynamics are of order zero, with constant gain.

Response uncertainty was manipulated by rnaklng the number o£ i
equ_probable responses either 2,4 or 8, resultxng in 1,2 or ,

'. 3 bit decisions. Subjects viewed the stimulus in the cent, e !

"_ of the CRT screen, and made their response by moving the

cursor to the target indicated by the stlmulus. The mapping

from stimulus to target was one to one, targets were labeled {
A,B, . . ,H and the stlmull were identical to the labels.

Targets were arrayed in an annular fashion around the

stimulus posltion, in a radially symmetrical arrangement. '

Movement precision was manipulated by varyin 9 the Inner and
outer radzl of the targets. In th_s geometry the ratio ot

2A/W used in (3_ corresponds to the ratio of:

(IadlUSouter+radlUSinnez)/(radiUSouter-Z'adiuSinner}{4) ,_

In the present experiment, movement precislon was either 3,4

or 5 bits. Jagacinsl¢i and Monk [in Press] and Card, Engllsh

and Burr [1978] have found that with a joystlck, dlagonal

movements, lik& those required to reach half the targets in

thls experlment, take slightly longer than vertical or hor-.

Izontal movements. However, Oagaclnskl and Monk [in Press]
show that Fitts" law still holds.

Response uncertainty and movement precision were crossed

zn a factorial design. I¢ (3} Is correct then there should !

be independent effects of response uncertainty and movement I
precision, but no interaction. Analysls of va,'lance should

show only response uncertainty to have a slgnxficant effect

on Reaction Time (RT) and only movement preclslon to have a

significant affect on Movement Time (MT). Capture Time (CT)

should show significant effects of both response uncertainty

and movement praclslon, but no %ntaraction. Regression

0. , analysis ought to be able to fit a model akin to equation 3
_.. to the data obtained.

J

- i
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METHOD

Design
There were thr_ levels of response _nc_taznt.y (1,2,3 bzts

: } and three levels of movement precision _3,4,5 bits).

; These were crossed in a factorial desigr, and each subject
served under all 9 conditions. The trials were chosen such

: that the sub]act made movements in each ot the posslble

_'i orlentatlons an equal number of times at e_ch level of
response uncertainty.

= The subjects" task was to vlew a letter which appeared
in the centre of the CRT screen and move the cursor to the

target which r_FJtched the letter. In the 1,2,3 bit declslons,
subsets of #he letters A,B, . . ,H were used. Specifically, in

the i bit de.:zs.on, the subject had to choose between A and
E, B and F, C and G, and D and H. In the two bit decisions

the rub]ect had to choose from A,C,E and G or from B,D,F and _'

H In the three blt decisions the stimulus could be any one

of the eight let£ezs. In all cases, only targets correspond-

" ing to posslble stimuli were displayed. Movement preczslon :

was manlpulated wlthtn each response uncertainty block

according to a latin square. °

" Apparatus _
i

|

The experiment was run on an Apple lie micro computer.

Responses were made with a Measurement Systems joystick

without sprlng return to centre. The maximum _eflection ot i

the _oystlck was about 30_ The galn was approximately0.25 of visual angle for _ach 1° of 9oystlck deflection.

After presentation of the stlmulus the posltion ot the joys _

tick was sampled every IO mSec by znstalllng an interrupt

handler which trapped interrupts from a Mountain Equlpment

Inc. Clock card and read a Mountain Equipment inc. ai,.Jlog tu

digital converter (ADC_ . Reaction and capture times were
not calculated on line, and _;o were not fed back to the sub- .,:

ject after each trial. ADC samples were spooled onto Zloppy

disk, and analyzed off llne by another program. All

software, including the clock and AOC handler, was developed

under the Apple verslon of the UCSD Pascal operating system.

Procedure

Subjects were run in eight 20 minute blocks, each oL which

comprised either the flrst or second half of the experlmen- J
tel design. They took between 3 and 7 days to run through

-, the experimental design four tlmes.

The Instructions to the subjects asked them to be as

tlme-efflcient as possible while malnta_ning good accuracy.

If their results showed any systematlc inaccuracy, such as

moving away from the cross hairs less than 200 mSec after

stimulus onset, they were asked to : _id such errors when

they next performed the task. Reacti_ me was operation-

ally defined to be the time between the onset of the

stimulus and when the joystick was deflected 0.3 ° Capture
time was the time between the onset of the stimulus and the
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beginning of a 350 mSec capture of the target.

Sub_ects
L-

I Seven undergraduate and graduate students at the University

of Toronto served as subjects.

RESULTS

: Three analyses of variance and three multivariate

regressions will be _iscussed. The analysis of variance 1

took the within subjects experimental desSgn into account.
Much of the variation was found to stem from differences

between subjects. The regression analys is employed six

:" dummy vsriables in addition to response entropy and the

index of difficulty in order to take between subject I

: differences into account In th'_s way the regression

analysis was made more consistent with the ANOVAs.
[

_ Reaction time was found to vary signxf icantly with
response entropy (F(2,12}:41, _k=YL, p(_._1). There wa_ a sigr, ifl-

• .. cant interaction between response entropy (HI and Index of '

difficulty {ID} (F(4,24)=3,_=3, p=_._7} detected, but the amount

of variance actually Involved was negllble. The regression ,-

analysis showed an z 2 of 0.95.

Movement t£me vatted signlf icantly with both F| and ID,

but the ANOVA showed that by far the gxeatest part of the
variation can be attributed to the ID (F(2,12):87, M_£= 71, p(B._#l )

as opposed to the H (F(2,12):5.6, MS£= 17, p = @.819 ). There was no

significant interaction found between H and ID. The regres-

sion showed an z 2 of 0.90, but with a negative i_tercept #
(about -I00 mSec) .

!

Capture time showed a szgnificant effect of H (}(2,1_I=89, MS£= _ '_i

44, p(g.mi) and, ID (F(2,12}=91, _S_: 67, p(e.DD but no interaction 8t i
all. In fact, the F score of the interaction term was almost

precisely I. _'

The best fit of equation 3 (Hitts" Law) for this data is

, thus :

CT=344 + 137H • 1701og2(ID)

with an r2 of 0.96.
I

' _ DISCUSSION

It appears that the data supports a relation at the form

of equation 3. Both the ANOV_ and rsgrs.s£on analysls

1The joystick was sampled every 10 mSec, and so all the
&NOVAs are in terms of th_s unit of time.

.

[
b
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indlcate that most of the varlance in subject performance

can be accounted for by such an expression. As

hypothesized, response entropy and movement precision have

independent effects on capture time over a fairly broad

, range of uncertalntles.

The analysis of variance showeo a great amount of the

variation was due to dlfferences between subjects. Thus,

addln_ dummy varlables to the regre&slon analysis increased

the r 2 for CT from about .45 to about 0.96. Thls would

indlcate that the dlfference between sub]ects was in large

part due to different intercepts, and can probably be attri--

buted to thv relative lack of practice of the subjects , as

well as the lack of on llne performance feedback.

Movement tlme was found to vary not only with _D, but also

wlth H. Examlnation of Figure 3 wlll indlcate that thls

effect seems to occur in those trials with H=3. One possible '

explanatlon starts wlth the observation that only in the H=3

trlals does the sub]act have to deal with targets separated i

by 45". Thls could be tested by addxng such conflguratlons
into H=2 and H=I cells.

' A few sub]ects showed little difference In movement tlme :'

"; between ID=4 and ID=5. Thls Is posslbly due to the tact that ,t

the d_fference between these two movement preclslons was !

.. manipulated uslng wldth of the target rather than amplltude ;
J of the motlon.

, Within the conditions tested in this experiment I[Itts" |
L

law appears to hold. The next step mlght be to generalize

the manlpulatlon of H since response entropy was varled

here by controlllng the number of equiprobable targets, and

not by presenting targets with different probabilities. Thls

would have the aditional benef%t that a wider range of H
could be tested.

Finally, in the procedure descrlbeO here the task of the ,_

subject was a highly dlscrete one. The subject had several |
seconds to contemplate the targets before the onset of the

stimulus. It is posslble that the subject was ab!e to I

prepare himself for the upcomlng movement in a way whlch }

contributed to the high degree of independence between H and

ID. In contrast, in a setting in which each trial led into I

the next with no gaps Inbecween, and in which there may be _I
more Incentlve for the subject to overlap reaction and move-

ment times, the independence of H and ID might disappear. I
I
I
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A PRODUCTION SYSTEM MODEL OF

. CAPTURING REACTIVE MOVING TARGETS

Richard J. Jagacinsk_, Brian D. Plamondon, and Richard A. Miller

- The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

ABSTRACT

Subjects manipulated a control stick to position a cursor over a moving

target that reacted with a computer-generated escape strategy. The
cursor movements were described at two levels of abstraction. At the

3 upper level, a production system described transitions among four mod&s
of activity: rapid acquisition, close following, a predictive mode, and

herding. Within each mode, differential equations described trajectory

generating mechanisms. A simulation of this two-level model captures the

targets in a manner resembling the episodic time histories of human
subjects.

INTRODUCTION

There seems to be a growing consensus that complex motor behavior

must be described at multiple levels of abstraction. This notion is at

least as old as Bryan and Hatter's (1899) work on telegraph operators.

More recently Rasmussen (1983) has discussed skill-based, rule-based and
knowledge-based behaviors• The present experiment used two levels of

abstraction to describe the way people capture a moving target. The more

abstract level of description consisted of a production system which

exhibited discrete transitions among modes of capture behavior. The more

detailed level of description consisted of the trajectory generating
mechanisms that were active within each mode. The simulated time-histories

of this two level model contained sequences of episodes corresponding to
the activation of different tracking modes. The time histories of human

subjects were similarly episodic.

The episodic nature of manual tracking was emphasized by Craik (1947)

in his characterization of the human operator as an intermittent correction

servo. A number of subsequent sampled-data models exemplified this

approach (e.g., Lemay and Westcott, 1962; Bekey, 1962; see Pew, 1970
for additional discussion of this issue). In contrast, smooth continuous
descriptions of tracking such as the McRuer Crossover Model (McRuer and

I

Jex, 1968) and continuous optimal control models (e.g., Kleiuman, Baron, q
and Levison, 1971) have not emphasized episodic aspects of performance.

I

• I
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A somewhat intermediate class of models has described episodic aspects of

manual tracking as switching among a set of control modes, some or all of

which were smoothly continuous. For example, Costello (1968), Phatak

and Bekey (1969), and Burnham and Bekey (1976) partitioned the error
; phase plane into several regions, and associated a different tracking

mode with each region. The episodes in these latter models were thus

event-driven, rather than time-driven as in the sampled-data models. The

simulation used in the present study was a generalization of this event-
driven approach, in which the events that triggered the beginnings of

episodes included aspects of the target and cursor movement in addition
to error and error rate.

. METHOD

Four undergraduate students served as subjects for ten 45-minute

sessions. Subjects sat approximately 50 cm away from a lO-cm wide
oscilloscope display on which they saw a target and a cursor. The

target consisted of two vertical lines separated by 2 mm, and the cursor

.: was a single dot. Both target and cursor moved only in the horizontal

dimension. At the beginning of a trial the cursor was centered, and the

; target randomly appeared 2 cm to the right or left of center. The
subjects' task was to manipulate an isometric control stick (gain = .35 kg

¥

per i° of visual angle) so as to hold the cursor dot between the two

target lines for an uninterrupted period of 400 ms. When this criterion
was achieved, the target was considered "captured," and it disappeared

from the display. If the target was not captured within 15 seconds, or

if the target exceeded the display boundaries of 5 cm to the right and

left of center, the target was considered to have "escaped," and it
also disappeared from the display. The subjects' task was to capture
the target as quickly as possible.

The target reacted to the movement of the cursor with an escape
strategy represented in Figure i. A nonlinearity plus an integrator

made the target move away from the cursor with a velocity that increased
as the cursor came closer (a "panic" function). The resulting velocity

was then filtered through a second-order underdamped system that made

the target movement oscill_tory. There was a 15 cm/sec saturation on

, velocity and a 15_n cm/sec _ saturation on accelaration in this filter

that is not represented in Figure I. mn is the undamped natural frequency
., of the filter. The purpose of the filter was to have the target make

evasive side-to-side movements analogous to the Juking maneuvers performed
by footbal players attempting to elude a tackler.

_n was set at either 3 or 5 rad/s, and the per unit critical
damping, _, was set at either 0 or .25 . A factorial crossing of J
these values produced four targets of varying degrees of evasiveness. I

i
"
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IH HPURSUIT CONTROL +

,'_ DISPLAY PER80N
8TICK

Error

ESCAPE FUNCTION
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ii s: L&plAoe oper&tor

Figure i - Escape strategy for reactive targets.

For each of the four targets, subjects received two practice trials

followed by two 20-trlal blocks. Each session thus conslsted of 160 data

trials, 40 trials for each target. The order of presentation of targets '

was randomized within s session; however, subjects were informed as to

which target they would receive at the beginning of each block. Subjects

were instructed to capture the targets as quic;-Iv as possible, and were
given feedback after each block as to the sum of _;._i:capture times

over the twenty trials. Whenever the target escaped, a capture time of
15 s was recorded for that trial. There was thus a strong penalty for

an escape. Subjects were also given daily feedback on their total
capture time across all 160 trials, and a bonus of $5.00 was offered to
the subject with the lowest total capture times for Sessions 9 and 10.

RESULTS

State Definitions

Mean capture times on Sessions 9 and I0 ranged from 3.2 s for Subject 1

to 6.1 s for Subject 4. For all four subjects, mean capture times increased
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monotonically across targets in the following order: (_n = 3 rad/s,
_= .25), shortest capture time; (_n = 3 rad/s, _ = 0); (_n = 5 rad/s,

= .25); (_n = 5 rad/s, _ = 0), longest capture time. A single trial
: for Subject i capturing thc most difficult target is shown in Figure 2.

Qualitatively, this time history appears to contain a sequence of short
episodes of very different types of pursuit behavior. After a reaction

time interval of approximately 300 ms (RT segment, Figure 2), the cursor%,

moves very rapidly toward the target to reduce the initial large distance

from the target (first A segment, Figure 2). Once the cursor nears the

target, the cursor begins to follow the target closely and mimic the
target trajectory (first F segment, Figure 2). After several changes of

direction, the discrepancy between the target and cursor builds up, and

the cursor no longer mimics the target trajectory (segment P, Figure 2).

Rather, the cursor moves much more slowly than the target, coming close to

the target only at its upper turnaround points. The cursor then begins
to follow the target closely again (second F segment, Figure 2) until the

target approaches the 5-cm escape boundary. The curser then exhibits

a quick pulse that has the effect of reversing the target movement (second

A segment, Figure 2). Finally, the cursor again begins to follow the
' target closely, and the target is captured (third F segment, Figure 2).

The boundaries of the episodes indicated in Figure 2 were determined
by a computer program that was basically looking for three patterns:

i. A - "fast acquisition" Cursor velocity is much greater than

target velocity.

2. F - "close following" Cursor velocity is approximately equal

to target velocity,

$ 3. P - "predictive mode" Cursor velocity is much less than
target velocity.

b

The distinction between a fast acquisition as in the first A segment in
Figure 2 and close following is similar to the two modes in Costello's

(1968) surge model. Large errors _a_, corzec,_ed proportionately more ':

rapidly than small errors. The second A segment in Figure 2 keeps the

target in bounds rather than redueiA1g a large discrepancy. This type of

response might better be labelled "herding". More will be made of

: this distinction later in this paper. The predictive mode is also quite

different from close following. The subject seems to know that the

_ target is eventually going to turn around and oscillate back toward the
cursor. This behavior seems to _nvolve more long-range prediction of

.: target behavior.
I

The three patterns, A, F, and P were more quantitatively defined as

a trichotomy on the ratio of target velocity to cursor velocity. However,

such a definition is based on very local movement characteristics rather
than more global pattern recognition, and it ran into problems whon the

target paused or reversed direction, or when cursor and target had

approximately equal velocities of opposite sign. The computerized

/ pattern reuognition scheme was therefore supplemented with additional i
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° local tests of error magnitude and cursor velocity, as well as more

global tests of tracking mode continuity. The details of these pattern

recognition procedures are beyond the scope of the present summary (see

- t Plamondon, 1982).

; Markov Descriptions

Using the three state definitions A, F, and P, a computer program

segmented the continuous time history of each of the trlalb into a

sequence of discrete states. For each target, the pattern of state

transitions across trials was represented as a first order Markov prrcess.

Figure 3 shows the Markov representations for Subjects i and 4 rapt _g

the most difficult of the four targets (_n = 5 tad/s, _ = 0). For e....
subject, the representation is based on a total of 80 trials from Sessions

9 and i0. The number in each circle is the mean duration of that state

in seconds. The number on each arrow between states represents theZ

-- probability of going to a particular new state given that a transition
occurred from the old state. Transitions which occurred on less than

five percent of the trials are not shown in the figure.

i

!

Subject I Subject 4

1.0 RT 1 - F i
. _

i

- 4.97 _ - 8.69 t

J

Figure 3 - Markov representations of subjects'

strategies in capturing the most difficult target.

! J

At this very abstract level of representation, the subjects'

_" strategies for capture look quite similar. After an initial acquisition

mode, close following occurred, Transitions to the predictive mode and

r
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a return to close following might occur subsequently. Subject 4

occasionally transitioned from close following to the acquisition mode,

and the mean duration of Subject 4's following mode was about i second

i longer ti_anfor Subject i. On the other hand, mean capture time for
: Subject 4 (8.69 s) wasalmost four seconds longer than the mean capture

time for Subject i (4.97 s). Subject 4 captured only 47 of 80 targets,•
, _ while Subject i captured 76 out of 80. Given these large differences in

! overall performance, it is somewhat surprising that the Markov diagrams
_ are so similar.

One aspect of performance missing from these diagrams is the states

of the cursor and target when the mode transitions occurred. Phase plane

_ diagrams of cursor, target, and error revealed striking individual
differences between Subjects i and 4 when transitloni_,g into the P mode.

!, Subject i transitloned into the P mode primarily when the error was

increasing (a well defined linear locus in the first and third quadrants
of the error phase plane), and target velocity was greater than 5 cm/s.

Subject 4 had a more diffuse spread of points in the first and third I

quadrants of the error phase plane, and no well defined pattern in the L

target phase plane. Cursor velocity was less than i cm/s for 28% of i

.!-t Subject 4's entries into the P mode, indicating that some of the activity _
"_ classified as "predictive" may have simply been pausing. In contrast,

_'i Subject 1 tended to generate ramp-like cursor movements during the P mode, !
i and cursor velocity was never less than I cm/s at entry to the P mode.

- 2

Production System Model

i Based on the previous analysis, a two-level model of capture perfor-

mance was constructed. The upper level was a production system model that ;

generated transitions among four different modes of activity (Table i).

The fourth mode arose from treating herding and the reduction of the

initial large tracking error at the beginning of a trial as two separate
A modes. Each mode has an associated goal, and the productions are _.

" ordered to reflect the urgency of these goals. Preventing an escape '_

(herding) has the highest priority, and reducing large oscillations via

the predictive mode has second priority. Staying close to the target

to achieve capture (close following) cannot be successful if the target
is about to escape or if it is wildly oscillating. This goal was there-

fore given third priority. The fourth goal, reducing the large initial

error, applies only at the beginning of trials.
I

i The trigger conditions for entering the P and F modes were based on ,
the phase plane patterns for Subject i. Very few herding responses were !

detected by the computec pattern recognition scheme previously described,

so the entry conditions for the herding maneuver are not derlved from
subjects' data.

Once begun, a mode of tracking continues until it produces states

of target and cursor that _atch the entry condition for a different mode

to begin. If more than one entry condition is satisfied simultaneously,

i
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. the highest priority condition takes preccdence. This system is thus

; deterministic. The probabilistic nature of mode transitions in the

Markov description is resolved by the explicit entry conditions in the
production system.

The second level of the overall model is the trajectory generating

mechanism within each tracking mode. The initial acquisition response,

AI, was generated from the step response of a second-order underdamped
system. Low damping and a high undamped natural frequency generated a
fast rise time. The damping was then increased and the undamped natural r

frequency was decreased to shape the overshoot aspect of the response.

This preprogrammed response was protected from interruption by other

*racking modes for 450 ms. The herding maneuver, A_, was similarly
generated from the pulse response of a second-order-system with high i

undamped natural frequency and low damping. This preprogrammed response

was protected from interruption for 400 ms. '_

The trajectories for the predictive or P mode were generated from i

a combination of three mechanimsm: a predictive element, a closed-loop

error nulling element, and a velocity limiter. The predictive element used

a damped sinusoidal model of target motion. Target position and target

" velocity 150 ms and 300 ms into the past were used to estimate continuously

_ the target model parameters for amplitude, frequency, phase, and offset. !|
The damping constant was fixed as apriori knowledge of the target. In
the predictive mode the cursor does not keep up with the target. The

subject anticipates that the fleeing target is going to turn around and !

start coming back, and then turn around again in an oscillatory manner.

The predictive element therefore continuously predicted the position and

time of the nearer turnaround, and generated a cursor velocity sufficient
_ to intercept the target at turnaround (see the P segment in Figure 2).

This predictive behavior was combined with a closed-loop error nulling

e_ment in the form of a simplified HcRuer Crossover Model with low gain

and 150 ms time delay. _ velocity limiter approximated neuromuscular
smoothing.

The close follow_ng or F mode used the same three elements as the
predictive mode, but modified their interaction. The predictive element

used the damped sinusoidal model to predict present target position based

on target position and target velocity 150 ms and 300 ms into the past.

The change in cursor position necessary to match this predicted target

position was weighted by a factor reflecting how accurately the damped

sinusoidal model had recently predicted past target position. This
predictive element was combined with a high gain McRuer Crossover Model

and a less severe velocity 12miter than was used in P mode,

The production system is a deterministic model. Given the constant

initial condition st the beginnings of trials, only a single time history

would be generated for each of the 5our targets. Subject data, however,

exhibited considerable trial to trial variability even after ten days of
practice. To introduce trial to trial variability into the production
system, the initial acquisition response was stochastically varied as

4
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well as a 200 ms exponential blending function that was implemented to

:' avoid transients when mode switching occurred. Any of the other tracking
modes could also have been varied. However, the present stochastic

variations were sufficient to generate an interesting variety of time

histories. Three sample time histories of the model capturing the most

difficult target (_n = 5 rad/s, _ = 0) are shown in Figure 4.

The performance of this multi-level model has to be Judged at
x._

multiple levels of detail. At the gressest level, one can simply
count how often it captures targets. Be model captured the most
difficult target about sixty percent of the time. This level is

comparable to Subject 4 (59%), but not as good as Subject i (95%) on

Sessions 9 and I0. A slightly more detailed measure of model performance
is the mode transitions it exhibits. Like Subjects I and 4, the model

captured the most difficult target by primarily transitioning between
the P and F modes. At still a lower level of detail one can compare

the trajectory shapes in the different tracking modes with those •

exhibited by the subjects. At least qualitatively, there is strong i
_ similarity. Much work remains to be done in more formally evaluating

this production system model. However, even this cursory evaluation
does lend additional credence to the multi-level description of

target capture behavior.

DISCUSSION

The present study has demonstrated the usefulness of combining

production systems and trajectory generating mechanisms to describe the
episodic nature of target capture behavior. The present authors believe

these different levels of describing behavior are examples of what

Rasmussen (1983) has referred to as rule-based and skill-based behaviors.

In more complex environmental situations a third level of organization
corresponding to problem-solving aspects of knowledge-based manipulations f
might be added to the present model. _

The decomposition of behavior provided by the definitions of |
different tracking modes proved useful in developing a simulation to l
match human performance. An alternative would have been to work at

only one level of abstraction, and attempt to represent all of the varied ,

aspects of the target capture behavior in a single linear or non-llnear I
differential equation. This approach probably would have been
considerably more difficult given the nature of the time histories

exemplified by Figure 2. 1

I

The present simulation has also demonstrated the usefulness of a i
simplifled predictive element for successfully capturing a higher order I
non-linear target. Although th_ form of the simplified target model (a i
damped sinusoid) was not uniquely identified from the subjects' time i
histories, earlier versions of the simulation suggested that some kind I

of predictive mechanism was essential for achieving the tracking !
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accuracy required in this very demanding task. Closed-loop error nulling

did not appear to be sufficient. On the other hand, complete _eridical

knowledge of the target dynamics was not necessary for capture. The

damped sinusoidal predictive element in the P and F modes did not explicitly
"_ represent tilenonlinear velocity generating escape mechanism that preceded

the oscillatory filter, nor was the time history of past tracking error

modeled as an input to the damped sinusoidal approximation. The useful-

ness of approximate prediction has also been noted by other investigators
including Kelley (1962), Murril (1967), and Herzog (1968). Additional

work on incorporating more global pattern recognition capability might

improve the present model without resorting to full veridical knowledge
of the target.

The close following (F) and predictive (P) tracking modes utilized

the same basic elements of damped-sinusoidal prediction, closed-loop
error nulling, and velocity limiting, but the two modes differed in the

way these elements interacted (Table I). This recombination of the same

basic elements captures the spirit of what Greene (1972), Turvey (1977),

Galllstel (1980) and others have termed coordination. Although the present
L production system model has this property, there may be other ways of

representing the trajectory generating mechanisms for these two modes.

The present authors do not claim that the present representation is

unique.

The tracking modes used in the present production system model

appear to be closely related to distinct styles of t_ackir_ noted by

previous investigators. For example, Costello (1968) postulated a two-

mode model for nulling large and small errors that is similar to the

distinction between the fast acquisition (At) and close following (F)
modes in the present study. The subjects' 5ehavior in the predictive (P)
mode is somewhat analogous to crossover regression (McRuer and Jex, 1968)

in which subjects do not attempt to follow high frequency characteristics

of the input signal. Subjects' ability to predict sinusoidal patterns
in manual control tasks is also well documented (Magdaleno, Jex, and

Johnson, 1970; Pew, 1974). Parallels such as these increase the

credibility of the present mode definitions. Nevertheless, considerably

more work is necessary to establish their behavioral independence as

distinct modes of tracking. What is necessary is to find independent
variables that can alter each mode individually without altering the

other modes. For example, Subject i only used the P mode to any

appreciable degree for the most difficult target. If the other modes were

• i not altered in structurally significant ways by this manipulation of

_n and _, one would have greater confidence that the P mode was
behaviorally independent from the other tracking modes. Similarly, the

i addition of high frequency noise to the target might affect _he close

following (F) mode without significantly altering the fast acquisition

and predictive modes. Much more work needs =o be done on this important
issue.

," l
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In summary, the present work has argued for the usefulness of combining

production systems and differential equation descriptions of episodic

target capture behavlo_. In more complex tasks involving both supervisory
and active control, production systems may in turv be controlled by still

more abstract levels of behavioral organization. By explicitly representing

multiple levels of organization of tracklngbehavlor as in the present

study, it may be easier to incorporate tracking into more general

behavioral models involving problem solving and decision making. The
' authors hope that the present effort will contribute toward the development

' of behavioral models at multi_ levels of abstraction.
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: Experimentally obtained dynamics of time-optimal, horizontal head
rotations have previcusly been simulated by a sixth order, non-
linear model driven by rectangular control signals. EMG
recordings have aspects which differ in detail from the
theoretical rectangular pulsed control signal. We have obtained
control signals for time-optimal as well as sub-optimal
horizontal head rotations by means of a newly developed inverse

modelling proceedure. With experimentally measured dynamical
data serving as the input, this procedure inverts the model to
produce the neurological control signals driving muscles and

:_ plant. The relationships between these controller signals, and
EMG records should contribute to our understanding of the

: neurological control of movements.
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b

• INTRODUCTION

Head movements are similar to arm movements about the elbow in

dynamics and time scales (Lehman 1983) and are of interest
because of their interactions with eye movements, posture, and
perception. Zangemeister, et. al., 1981a-e, have studied head
movements and their involvement in shifts of gaze, the eye's
position in space. They have also quantified the dynamics of
time-optimal horizontal head rotations in terms of the peaks of
the dynamical variables position, velocity, and acceleration and

_, plotted them in the Main Sequence diagram to show the
relationship between dynamics and movement magnitude

i Interest in the control mechanisms involved in head movements has

lead to the study of the electromyographic activity of neck
'. muscles involved in these movements (Zangemeister, Stark,

Melenberg, & Waite & Stark, Hannaford et al. 1.o83) and to efforts
i to model the system.

I
* On Leave: Department of Electronics Fnglneering, Kwang WoonI

' I University, Seoul, Korea
!
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Zangemeister Lehman and Stark (81ab) simulated the muscles and
plant of" the head movement system with a 6th order non-linear

|

i model incorporating Hill's force-velocity relationship, two
antagonist muscles, and an overdamped second order plant (Figure
I). Their model matched experimentally measured Main Sequence
dynamic peaks when driven by heuristically derived control
signals. Versions of this model have had a fruitful history of

t application to many different physiological systems. Stark

I (1961) proposed and Atwood et. al. (1961) simulated a two-musclemodel for understanding neurological control mechanisms. Cook &
2 Stark (1968), and Clark & Stark (1975) used more detailed
! versions with appropriate parameter values to model saccadic and

I other movements, and it has been applied to the eyelid ineye
modeling the dynamics of the blink (Kim, et. al. 1984b).

In some cases, it is possible to invert a numerical model and
i obtain controller signals as a function of dynamics. Cook (1965) i
! linearized the model and obtained a closed form solution to the

inverse problem. Recently, Kim, et. al.(84a) has developed an

i iterative method which has been to the non-linear modelapplied
! of the eye-movement system. An adaptation of this technique was i

used in the present work.!

q

f

Exverlmental

Horizontal head position was measured by a precision
potentiometer attached to a bicycle helmet frame worn by the
subject. To allow for vertical head movement and subjects of

; differing heights, the potentiometer was coupled to the head
through a compliant fitting which unfortunately resulted in a ._

' delay of about 50 ms. between actual and recorded head position.

Electromyographic activity was measured differentially with two
S&W number 737 self-adhesive Ag-AgCI disposable electrodes placed
approximately 5cm apart on the skin along the major axes of the •
left and right splenius capitus muscles. EMG and position data
was digitized at 1000 Hz by an LSI 11-23 computer with 12 bit
analog to digital converters (Hannaford et.al. 1983).

The subject's head movements were made in response to light
emitting diode (LED) targets alternately flashing at points on a
curved screen I meter from the subject's head. The subject was
aware of the exact position of his head by a small spot of light
projected from his helmet onto the screen. When the target
illumination alternated between the two positions, (at intervals
of 4 seconds) the subject performed 20, 40, and 60 degree
horizontal head movements.

The subjects were instructed to move their heads "as fast as
possible" to produce an intent to respond to the target in a
time-optimal manner. This experiment resulted in stereotyped
movements which could be ensemble averaged along with their
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_ reatified EMGs.

In a separate experiment, the targets were set 40 degrees apart
• and the subject was given different instructions for movements in

the two different directions. For movements to the right, the
subject was asked to make time-optimal movements as in the first

, experiments. For the leftward movements, he was instructed to
: move "however you want." Of the many and varied leftward

movements that resulted from this paradigm, two leftward
movements occurring directly after each other (with one time-

_'. optimal rightward movement between them) were selected for
\

analysis.

For simulation of the horizontal head rotation system, we used
the sixth-order non-linear model developed by Zangemeister,
Lehman, and Stark (1981ab). This model consists of two
identical, antagonistic muscle elements driving a second order
plant (Figure I). The muscle elements have a force generator
driven through a first order low pass filter representing the
calcium activation process. The control signals, nl and nr,
range from zero to one to represent the possible range of
excitation from none to full excitation. _o help the reader's
intuition, we have plotted this signal in equivalent kilograms to
suggest the steady state force that would result from constant
excitation at a given level. In parallel with the force
generator is a non-linear viscous element representing the Hill's
force-velocity relationship (Hill, 1938). Force is transmitted
to the load through a series elastic element representing the

: properties of muscle tendon and attached cross-bridges.

• This system is modeled and simulated by a set of 6 state
equations and two ancillary equations (Table I). The values used
for the parameters (Table 2) are based on previous work
(Zangemeister, Lehman & Stark, 1981a) and recent, improved
estimates (J.M. Winters, private communication).
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: _ State Eouations

, 1 _ = v
' vl = (htl - ks(xl-x)) / bl

vr = (-htr- ks(xr-x)) / br
a = (-kp x - bp v + ks (xl - x) + ks(xr - x) ) / j
dhtl = (nl-htl)/ta
dhtr = (nr-htr)/ta

z /

bl = (1.25 htl) / (bh + vl) vl ) 0
1.25 htl / 900. vl • 0

br : (1.25 htr) / (bh + vr) vr ( 0

1.25 htr / 900. vl > 0

TABLE 1
Equations for the sixth order non-linear model

- of horizontal head rotation.

- Name Symbo i Value Un its
ii_Ii,.i

Parallel Viscosity bp 2.0 gr-f deg-lsec

Activation Time Const. ta 50.0 milli seconds i
Hill's Constant; b bh 350.0 deg sec- !
Rotational Inertia j 0.18 gr-f deg-lsec 2 !

"_ Series Elasticity ks 350.0 gr-f deg-!
Parallel Elasticity kp 2.0 gr-f deg -I

TABLE 2 _,
Model Parameter Values. _

Iaz_siloa b- _ of _ Sodel

'" The simulations typically undertaken with such a model involve I
applying various control signals at the model's inputs (the !

neurological force commands to the muscles, nl and nr, are 1
presumably a product of firing rate and recruitment) and j
observing the model's output; position, velocity, and

i acceleration time functions. In this study, we reversed the
process, obtaining the control signal as a function of
experimentally recorded movement dynamics. I

iI ,
To do this, we used an iterative method which, at each time ',
sample, involves finding the control signal values which result
in model output that exactly matches the experimentally recorded
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_, dynamics at that time (Figure 2). When these control signal
values are obtained, the state variables are updated and the
process is repeated for the next time sample. Several issues
arise which must be resolved before this computation can be
performed°

Because the system has only one measurable output, head position
only one independent variable can be obtained by inversion of the
model. In order to use an iterative method to minimize the

• difference between model output and experimental data, the two
model inputs, agonist and antagonist control signals must be
constrained to be a function of this single variable. In these
simulations, the independent variable was net force (fnet) and

° the constraint used was:

fagonist : fmin + fnet fnet _ 0
: _'antagonist : fmin

fagonist : fmin fnet•: 0
antagonist : fmin + fnet

where fnet: 80 grams-force (the small, minimal force level,
fmin in each muscle is necessary for stability of the

' _ simulation). Although this constraint does not allow co-
. contraction, that is simultaneous activation of both muscles,

other constraints are possible which do. This constraint was
suggested by the absence of co-contraction shown in the EMG
recordings we analyzed.

aethods

With net force driving the model through the constraints and
generating agonist and antagonist force commands, the problem
becomes to find the value of net force for which

E: 0

where

E = Vh(t) - Vm(t,fnet)

and Vh(t ) is head velocity as a function of time over (0 • t
tmax);" and Vm(t,fnet) is the model output as a a function of fnet
and its previous values. Solving this equation for each value of
t from 0 to tmax yields net foree as a function of time. By
applying the constraint, we then have agonist and antagonist
force control signal as a function of time.

The method initially used to solve this equation at each time
sample was an adaptation of the Newton-Raphson method in which
fnet was iterated until the value of E was less than a small

epsilon. After E was calculated for two values of fnet, the new i
estimate for fnet is

:i
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" _ fnetj+ 1 = Ej-lfJ - Ejfj_ I
, i| |

'_ Ej_ I - Ej

where j is the iteration number.

Although this method was effective, it occasionally failed to

r converge when Vm(t,fnet) was sufficiently non-linear as a
function of fnet. It was subsequently found that a binary search
method would guarantee convergence of the algorithm.

In this second method, an initial range of values is selected
between which it is assumed must lie the correct value of fnet.

This range can easily be determined by taking the maximum
expected force value and allowing fnet to vary between that value
both above _nd below zero. The first estimate in this procedure
is zero. Then each subsequent estimate is improved by an
increment equal to the maximum value divided by a larger and
larger power of two. If the value of F resulting from this new
estimate of fnet is negative, the next increment is subtracteo

:,' from fnet. If it is positive, it is added. Convergence relies
on the assumption that E crosses zero at least once at some value
of fnet between the initial guesses, an assumption which can

" ! always be made true by widening the initial range at a slight- I

"r expense in convergence time.

•mm temt

Compared to the eye movement system (Kim et al, 1984a), the head
movement system has very long time constants; a step change in
controller signal results in a very small instantaneous change in
head velocity. Also, small amounts of noi3e, including

, quantization noise, in the velocity signal will require large
changes in the control signal in order for the model output to
match this noise. Thus attention must be paid to numerical
precision and filtering if this calculation is to be successful.
In our computations, we used double precision arithmetic for all
calculations of state variables, ancillary equations, aD. system
error, E. Furthermore, we filtered the input data to Froduce a
double precision result with a sufficiently small amount of noise
and quantization error. Filtering did not result in appreciable
changes in movement dynamics.

andEffectsg£

Filtering of head movement trajectories was necessary to reduce
undesired measurement and quantization noise. For this smoothing
operation, a Hamming window, zero-phase-delay, low pass filter
was used (Rabiner & Gold, 1975). The frequency response of the
idea. low pass filter is

H(Jw) : I for -wc < w ( wc
" 0 elsewhere

where wc is the desired cutoff frequency. The filter we used is
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Smoothing o£ moveme_ _ Jynamios necessary for model invers4cn was
performed with a :, point Hamming window low pass filter.
Impulse response o. _,4is filter (top) is symmetrical about zero
to eliminate phase delay. Frequency response (bottom) shows
sharp cutoff at 20 Hz.
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: one which comes close to this ideal response. The impulse
2' response of the ideal low pass filter is
p

n we

sin --.--
WS

hen) : -- . L
pi n

,_ where ws is the sampling frequency. The ideal impulse response
extends to infinite values of n. The Hamming window is employed

• as a finite weighting sequence on the infinite ideal impulse
response to produce smooth truncation. The weighting function of
the Hamming window is

w(n) = 0.54 + 0.46 cos(2pi n/ N), -N ,= n <= N

where N is the number of data points for the truncation window.
_ne modified impulse response _eighted by the Hamming window is

hw(n) : h(n) w(n). i

The output sequence y(n) of the Hamming window low pass filter is i
given by the convclution of the input sequence with the modified :

impulse response hw(n). Note that hw(n) is symmetrical with
respect to hw(0). The filtered output sequence y(n) can thus be
described by a finite difference equation as;

y_n) : hw(O) x(n) * hw(1) (x(n-1)+x(n+i)) i
+ hw(2) (x(r-2)+x(n+2)) + ...

For smoothing the position and velocity trajectories, we used a
Hammin_ window low pass filter of 100 data point with _ cutoff
frequency of 20 Hz at a sampling rate of 1600 Hz (Figure 3).

?ESULTS

.Time f_ Hovements
{.

We prepared 3 ensemole averages of fast movements at amplitudes
of 20, 40 and 60 degrees (n = 5). Velocity and acceleration
traces show amplitude-dependent peak values characteristic of
time-optimal movements (Figure 4). Full-wave-rectified EMG
activity from agonist and antagonist muscles was also averaged
(Figure 5). The FMGs exhibit the tri-phasic burst pattern found
in fast movements about several different joints (Wachtolder,
Angel, Ghez & Martin, Litvintsev & Seropyan, Wadman, van de._ Gon,
& Derksen, Hannaford et. al., 83, Charon & Godaux). It is
difficult to quantify signals of this type in terms of height and
width. However, as a function of movement magnitude, they seem
to vary more in width than in amplitude although PA, the first
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agqnist EMG burst reaches a peak value about twice that of PB and
PC.

i The result of the inverse modelling process is a pair of control
E signals describing the excitation levels of the antagonistic

muscle pair for each of the three movement magnitudes. This
signal (Figure 6) also shows the tri-phasic pattern, having an
initial agonist burst followed by a burst of antagonist activity
and finally a second antagonist burst. PA, the first agonist

, pulse, increases from 75 to 100 ms in width and from 6 to 17
equivalent kilograms (kge) in amplitude as movement magnitude
increases from 20 to 60 degrees. PB ranges from 70 to 100 ms in

: width and has a relatively constant amplitude of about 6kge
except for a second peak of about 8 kge in the 60 degree case.
PC appears to be fairly constant at about 40 ms in width and

i about 2 kge in amplitude. The skew evident in PB and PC is due to
; the concatenation of the three pulses; as longer pulses are

concatenated, later pulses are delayed appropriately.

ii Comparison of the EMG records with controller signals resulting ;
from the inversion shows a delay of about 30 ms. between EMG and i
control signal resulting from delay in the head position

_I measurement apparatus not accounted for in the model. The width :
of PA, the first agonist EMG burst matches well with the first
agonist control signal pulse for all three magnitudes. The

_i antagonist excitation pulse shows the same increase in onset
L times (of roughly 10 ms./20deg) with movement magnitude as does

l PB, the antagonist EMG burst. But each antagonist control signal
pulse is longer than the corresponding EMG pulse. While the EMG

i. pulse, PA is of roughly constant amplitude, the first control
._ signal pulse amplitude varies over a three to one range with

movement magnitude.

PC, the second agonist EMG burst, is of roughly constant
amplitude but its width varies strongly with movement magnitude
from about 60 to 75 ms. Width of the third control signal pulse
is difficult to ascertain because of its approximately
exponential decay, but unlike the PC of the EMG, its amplitude is
quite small relative to the first pulse at all three magnitudes.
A hypothetical linear relationship between EMG magnitude and
control signal magnitude would suggest that the third control
signal pulse have an amplitude roughly half of that of PA but in
fact, it is much less. This may suggest that the model is

' too viscous during '' later phase of the movement, requiring
less active damping t. an does the real system.

!

A of Jlo_

Figure seven depicts two double movements. These single records
(not averages) were taken of the subject on successive leftward

• rotations under inJtructions to move "however you want to". Both
records begin with a movement of approximately 15 degrees to the
left which is of insufficient amplitude to reach the target. The

-, peak velocity of this movement was 210 deg/sec for the solid and '
220 deg/sec for the dashed record. A second deflection of the

i '
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position trace appears about 100 ms. later. About 220 ms after
the first movement, the subject made a second, corrective
movement to cover the remaining distance. The solid record makes
a discrete corrective movement of about 15 deg. with a velocity
peak of 135 deg/sec. In the dashed trace, there is instead a
drift at an approximately constant velocity of about 20 deg/sec.I
The first movement is nearly the same in both records while the

i second movement is of larger amplitude and velocity in the second
of the two records (solid trace).i

k

An initial burst of agonist EMG is seen in both records. These
bursts are similar in amplitude, duration, and number of spikes.
The antagonist channel shows a small amount of EMG activity due
to either cross-talk or a small amount of co-contraction. No

antagonist EMG activity appears after the initial agonist burst
(PA). The second EMG burst is much more prominent in the second
record (solid) and the corresponding second movement is greater.

Control signals were calculated using the inverse model on the
i

! velocity trajectories of the two records (Figure 8). The
calculated control signals consist of a series of rounded,
roughly triangular pulses, the first and largest ones resulting
from the initial movement in both records. These pulses have a
peak force value of about 5 kge. with the dashed pulse slightly
greater coresponding to the slightly greater peak velocity. Both
pulses are about 60 ms in duration. The slight difference in
peak force corresponds to the slightly f_ster time course of the
first movement in the first record (dashed lines). The control
signal obtained by the inversion contains 6 subsequent, smaller,
pulses of activity in the agonist and 6 in the antagonist.

!

!_ The second agonist pulse (about I kge peak force, and about 50 ms
! duration) corresponds to the slight increase in velocity seen

about 100 ms. before the start the second movement. 220 ms after
! the initial agonist burst, the second movement is initiated by

another burst of agonist activity. Here, as the dynamics diverge
between the two records, a larger agonist burst (3 kge vs less
than I kge peak force and 60 ms vs 50 ms pulse width) appears in
the later (solid) record corresponding to the larger movement.

Small pulses of antagonist force follow immediately after each
agonist pulse and immediately precede the next agonist pulse.
These pulses are not present in the EMG records and their
presence may be due to the fact that the filtering of the
dynamics results in slight dynamical changes requiring a smoothly
changing or "ringing" control signal. Another possibility is
that since no co-contraction is possible because of the
control signal constraint, active damping may be required of the
control signal to make up for lack of an active viscosity due to
co-contraction but no co-contraction is evident in the EMG.

_. Finally, it may be that other neck muscles such as the left and
right sterno cleido mastoid may be activated at these times.
Recording of additional EMG channels may clarify this possiblity.

I
I

.!
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Inversion of the head model is an interesting problem in
numerical analysis. Because of the long time lags involved, the
problem is near to being ill conditioned (Rice, 1984). Use of
FORTRAN's double precision arithmetic was required both for the
computation of state variables and for the results of the data
filtering against which model output was matched.

Algorithms for solving for a zero of the output error function F
must be sufficiently able to deal with the non-linear behavior of
the model to guarantee convergence in a reasonable amount of
time. A binary search algorithm was found to always converge but
to take more time, in many cases, than a successive approximation
method based on the Newton-Raphson algorithm. A suitable
improvement would be a successive approximation method generating
a rough estimated range, followed by a binary search to guarantee
convergence and ful] double precision accuracy.

Another area for further study is that of the controller signal

. constraints by which net force is converted to agonist and
antagonist contrsl signals. Tl.e constraint used in this study
was suggested by the fact that appreciable co-contraction was not
evident in the EMG records from time-optimal movements. Cook

• (1965) and Kim, et.al. (1984a) in inverting the eye movement
system have used another possible constraint, which specifies a
given amount of co-contraction in terms of a ratio of antagonist
to agonist excitation. For example, if the co-activation level
is set to 20%, and the excitation level required is I, then the

i agonist would be set to I and the antagonist to 0.2. It will be
interesting to recompute the above results with this type of
constraint and assess the effect of co-contraction level on

antagonist activity in the slow movements.

The inverse modeling process is an aid to understanding the
control of skeletal muscle in movements and helps create a
conceptual link between EMG and movement dynamics. Completion of
this link will yield the ability to predict movement dynamics
from a knowledge of the plant and of the FMT signal. The three

,, unresolved steps in this link are the calibration of EMG to
excitation; the improvement of experimental apparatus to reduce
delays, non-linearities, and frequency dependent effects; and the
further elaboration of the subtle non-linearities in the model.

The above process of "Dynamic Calibration" would be a step
toward an ideal EMG signal processor in the sense that the
response of the Hamming w_ndow low pass filter approaches that of
the idea] low pass filter. So far, the only signal processor to
adequately interpret the EMG is still the living muscle.
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A CONTROL MODEL; INTERPRETATION OF FITTS' LAW

Edward M. Connetly

Performance Measurement Associatesj ]no.
_.1 1909 Hull Road

Vienna, Virgb.ia 22180

A B STRAO T

Fi_s' law has been universally cited as an index of difficulty or"

predictor" of movement time (MT) for rapid aiming tasks since

it was first published in 1954 (Fills 1954). Many researchers i
• r,epoPt a r,emarkable correlation of FiLEs' law and the observed .

movement times in aiming tasks. Other, researchers report
discrepancies_ however, between observed movement time and

the taw, especially at low and high movement times, which
cor,r,espond, respectively, to short movements to a large target, ,

and long movements to a small target.

These discrepancies suggest that while the law predicts MT well
for some human mottons_ the true basis for the law may not be

known_ and_ as a consequence, that there may exist conditions
wher,e its application is appropriate and yet others whePe different
laws should be used.

i

Fills suggested the taw as a model of the Pate-limit of human
information processing and movements. According to that view,
the movement-problem is character,ized by one half the tar, get

: width (t.e., the target center-point is the aiming-point and

I/2 the target width is the error tolerance) and the movement

ampltt_Jde. Accor,ding to Fills, the total movement amplitude (A)

can h3 r,egarded as N units, where each unit consists of 1/2 the

target width, which are "processed" by the human at a maximum
: r`ate. Hence, as the target width (VV) is deer,eased or A is

fret,eased, the "difficulty" and MT of the task both tncr,ease

Fur,ther,, if A is increased and the target width is also tr_r,eased_
making their, Patio constant, the task difficulty and MT ar,e constant.
The remar,kable ability of the law to predict these r,esults suggests
tJ_tt its fLJncttona[ for,m is appropriate for` at least some movement

problems.
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But this rate-limit model is not the only interpretation possible.

; Rapid movement of the hand to a target can be modeled from a
different view-point: namely, as a control system. This paper

gives the analytical results for several models: a first order

_nodel where it is assumed that the hand velocity can be directly

, controlled, and a second order model where it is assumed that the

hand acceleration can be directly controlled. Two different types

of control-laws are investigated. One is a linear function of the

hand error and error rate; the other is the time-optimal control

law.

The results show that the first and second order, models with the

[{near control-law produce a MT function with the exact form of
the Fills' law. These models assume that the control-law aims for

the center of the target, but that the motion is actually stopped

when the edge of the target is reached. This corresponds to the
situation in which the lateral hand movement Is directed toward

the center of the target and in which, if it were not for the vertical

movement which causes the hand to hit the target at the target
edge, the lateral movement would asymp:otically approach the

: target center as time approaches infinity.

This control-law interpretation produces a formula for index of

difficulty identical to Fitts' law, and yet ithas nothing to do

with information theory. It says, for,instance, that the lateral

hand motion is not (necesarily) a function of target width, but is

instead a constant linear control 1_Jnctionindependent of target {

width. The control-law interpretation thus implies that the effect

of target width on MT must be a result of the vertical motion

which elevates the hand from the starting point and drops iton
the target at the target edge. The control law ineerpretatlon further,

• suggests that many movement time experiments may be ir_dequate
because the end point conditions, such as the vertical and horizontal

veloclties, ape not contr-olled but ape allowed to vary.

: The time optimal control law did not produce a movemerfl:-time
formula similar to Fttts' law. However, the formula may be

found to apply in yet other situatlons.
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!' INTRODUCTION

Fitts' law has been cited as a predictor of rr ovenlent time

or an index of difficulty for rapid aiming tasks _s well as other"
selected tasks. [,i 1954, FiLls .oub[ished a theory of ta.sk-difficu[tv

_ in which the movement time (MT; ?era hand-position task was
given as:

MT = K log (_.._) A _ W/2 (")

where the log is log base 2, A is the movement amplitude, and i

W is the target width. l

The rationale FrEts presenLed fop this formula developed I

_ an analogy between the rapiu positioning task and Shannonts infoP- ,
mation theory. According to that rationale_ one half the target width _

is the target error tolerance. The movement amplitude divided by :
tJ_,is error Eo[erance gives the number of "tolerance units" that must

" be considered fop the motion. The Da_se 2 logarithm of the number !

of to[erarlce units is the number of bits i.e., the amount of infoP-

mation to be processed. Fitts reported that the correlation between

the actual, m_.asured MT and the formula was .99. While these

, early results were obtained fop serial, self-paced tasks, Fills later, .-
" in 1964 (Fills and Peterson 1964), showed that the foPrnula also

aprlied to discrete tasks.

Welford (1968) found that Fills v law fit--, _xperimenta[ data

= well except fop neaP-zero movement t_.mes and except for the tendency ,-
of the data at the high end of the scale (i.e., for large movement
times), where Fills v law predicts a straight line function ([.e., a

straight line on a log. plot)_ to "curve gently upvards". Welford

presents a number of alterr_tive constructions of Fitts v law,
including

,.. MT = K tog [A +1'_, A > W (2)

T) 2

in or,der to better eft the data.

, DPury (!975), in studying foot pedal designs, found that
. both Fttts v law and the Welford formula pr, ovided a good fit to the

. data, with th3 col .,elation coefficient for either being of the order

' 623
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!
; of .98. Drury found that WeLford's formula provided a somewhat
: better fit to his data_ but also found a deviation f,r the higher move-

Pent ttmes_ where a "gentle upward curve" again appeared.

More recently, Buck (1988) proposed a modtficatLon of Fills'

taw to include the effect of target location in addition to movement.,
4 amplitude.

Wallace and Newel[ (1983) report results supporting the
.J notion, corollary to the division of the movement amplitude into

"to|erance units," that Fitts v law represents a discrete corrections

model. This mode[ assumes that the movement to the target con-
sists of a series of discrete submovements each involving a visual
error correction o

Jagacinski, Repperger, Ward_ and Moran (1980) attempted

to apply Fitts' law to the capture of moving targets. They found
that target velocity interacts, with the movement amplitude A andj

consequently, that the law should be modified to include tar-get
velocity.

i Sheridan and Ferret[ (1974) discuss the development of4
'. Fitl;s t law and its informal:ton-theoretic basis. They recognize

the empirical support for the law# but also state that the information-
theoretic argument is "not entirely satisfying."

The researchers cited above are but a few of those who have

systematically used Fitts _ law in their" work. Their" conclusions ape
cited to i:Lustrate a point. Although some resea.,'chers find Fitts' ':
law to be highly correlated with a prescribed task MT, others find

: that the formula must be revised or" that additional factors must be
.. introduced.

_ These inconsistencies suggest that the true basis for the

:i taw may not be known, and, further, that the,_e may exist conditions
.. under which the taw is valid and other conditions under" which the

law is simply not appropriate. Specification of the P_ppLication-Pu[es

for the Law would facilitate its correct use. Furtherj an tnvestLga-
[tort of the appropriate applications of the Law may guide us to new

laws or to a mope general task-difficulty measure_ representing
_' difficulty or MT in cases where Flits' Law does not apply.
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The Control-Law Derivation of F[+ts' Law

The remarkably high correlation with observed data in

some movement problems serves as a first clue. The log
furw:tion suggests that the movement is described by an exponential

solution i.e., by a function of time that e_xponential|y approaches

the steady state solution as time approaches infinity. Exponential
solutions typically result from control policies where the hand

velocity or acceleration is controlled as a smooLh function of hand

error (distance from the center of the target) and error rate.

In contrast, however, to rapid aiming tasks, in which finite

i movement times are observed, exponential solutions require an

: infinite time to reach steady state.
f

._ In actual situations there is always a finite target to_,erance:

the motion does not need to proceed to the target center. It may
f

! stop at the target edge or anywhere in between the target edge and

I the target center. Such a situation, translated into rnathematicatterms, provides a log-solution time-function combined with a

finite MT.

I As an aid in presenting the mathematical development given
t below, consider the following aiming task. The task is to move
t the hand rapidly from a starting position on a table to a target,

which is also on the table (see Fig. 1). The control strategy
I for the LATERAL portion of the hand movement can take several '
t forms, which are described subsequently, but is assumed, in all
! forms, to c¢ c linear function of error alone, or of error and! l

error rate E (,r is the instantaneous distance from the hand to l
[

! the center "f t _ larg_t. The target center is the "aiming '!
point of the lateral -notion i.e., the lateral hand motion is such

_h;_, if not disturbed by the vertical hand motion hitting the target,

the lateral hand motion would come to rest at the target center.

TY,_ vertical motion directs the hand upwards and then downw_mcLs

so that the hand or a hand-held pen actually hits the edge of the

target, c_laie_.gthe ' _nd to stop.

In order to illustrate the mathematical development for a

simple concro; law, assume that the lateral-movement control-law

is such that the er.v'orrate ('_) is a linear' function of the error _2_):
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X = -KX, K > 0 (8)

The solution to this equation is:

" X(t) = X(0)e -Kt (4)

Taking the tog (base 2) of both sides yields
4

log (xCt)/X(0)) = -Kt |ogCe) C5)

Solving for t gives

t = c log (X(0)/X(t)), where c = 1/K logCe) (6)
• :

-;; Now_ we recognize that X(0) is really the movement amnp|i-

bJde A and X(MT) is reail.y the "error" at movement time MT,-;
."_ when the hand is stopped at the edge of the target.

r; That is,

, X(0) = A

: X(MT) = W/2 (7)

Thus,

!

MT = c log (2A/W), (8)

which is the same equation as Fills law.

As shown in the Appendix B, the same equation is obtainedj

: except for an additive constant, when a second-order model is
used with a linear control law.

:! Appendix C gives the MT for a "time-optimal" control-

t law where maximum force is applied |ateratly until the hand is

stopped at the edge of the tar'get. The MT equation then has the
. _ form:

MT = 2 IA-W/ (e)
;I F

i1 where F is the maximum force that can be applied to the hand
and II indicates absolute value.

1
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Thus, even though the task is described as a "rapid" movement

task, the control strategy actually used is apparently not a time

optima[ (i.e., a minimum time) strategy.

Theoretical Consequences

Now considering that the first and second order models

' using linear control laws produce MT functions that ape similar or

identical to Fitts' law, there exists a control-law interpretation
of MT for rapid motions. There are, of course, numerous models

and control laws, both linear and non-linear, that can be formulated.

The key model and control-law feature may be tPat the lateral hand
movement is governed by a smooth function of error and error rate

i.e., by a control law that w[[[ tend to bring the hand error and
. error rate to zero simultaneously at the target center. This

; provides the log function for MT.

Evaluation of the control-law interpretation can be accom-
plished by examining data revealing the lateral and vertical position

• of the hand as a function of time and by computing the control-law

employed. If the control-law has constant coefficients (see equation

8), a simple control-law interpretation of hAT will then exist. If

the computed control-law has varying coefficients along the trajectory,
[

then another model -- perhaps a non-linear model accounting for
; a non-linear muscle function, or a higher order model -- must beI

investigated.

The control-law modu[ says that MT is determined by the

LATERAL hand motion, since it is the lateral motion that determines

where the hand wilt be as a function of time -- for instance, when

the hand will be at the target edge. The accuracy of the hand's

final resting position is governed by the VERTICAL motion, which

! might be a ballistic response for short MT, where ballistic papa-
meters are fixed early in the movement, or a scheduled response

;: for longer MT, in which vertical hand movement is coordinated with

lateral l_nd-pos ition error via feedback o

The conFrol-law model also says that the LATERAL hand

response path as a function of time (see equation 4) is actually

,- independent of the target width. Yet, for a fixed movement

_' amplitude A (i.e., a fixed distance from the initial hand position

to the center of the target), a smaller target width requires a

longer MT (see equation 8) because the hand has a greater actual
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traveling distarK:e. This suggests that the term "index of difficulty"

is misapplied since the same response path as a function of time

: is used for a constant amplitude Abut varying target width W. Since

the hand is moving with an ever decreas%ng velocity as the target
center is approached, the time per unit distance is increasing.

, \ Consequently, small changes in target width result in large changes
i in WiT.

Further, the control-law mode[ says that one system differential

equation explains the lateral hand movement for a[| amplitudes A.
Different initial positions, corresponding to various amp|itudes,
result in different paths as a function of time; but, once a differential

equation is accepted as a mode[ for the task, it represents the hand
movement for values of A and W.

]'he observations presented above lead naturally to the concept
T

; that the LATERAL-movement differential equation may be that i
suggested by spring-mass theory. As explained by spring-mass
theory, muscle parameters determining final hand position ape

- preset prior to actual movement. According to this theory, the

"springs" are set so that the target center is the "final position"
for lateral movement (i.e., the final position of the hand, if it

were not stopped at the target edge by the vertical hand motion).
Thus, there is a direct correspondence between spring-mass theory

and the control-law interpretation of MT for lateral hand motion.

A further observation resulting from the control-law is that
different constants are expected as multipliers of the log term as

different parts {systems) of the body are used to move the hand or" ,

hand-held pointer. Thus, for short A, when only the fingers are
used, One constant value is appropriate. When the wrist, _d/om

arm, and/or shoulder, and/or torso are used, other constants are

appropriate. When a consistent set of these systems is used an

• , appropriate set of representative constants can be determined.
T

: But how is the constant adjusted as various systems or, system
combinations are used to perform a. task? This problem may be

the reason that Flits' law often fails for" shor`t and long MT. For`

it would seem appropriate that the scaling of the amplitude factor` (
A would be a function of all the systems used to perfonrln the task, t

.. but that the scaling of the target width (W% would be a function of )
%-/

only the system (or systems) used during the terminal portion of

the task.

_ t
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-. In conclusionj an alternative interpretationof Fltts' law

has been identifiedin the control-law model. Its advantage over

the information theoretic approach to Fittst law is that its applica-

tion-rules can be easily established, and, furtherj that the forrv_la
arising from it can be easily modified'as different types of motions
or" combinations of types of motion are considered.

-'L
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APPENDIX A

1st Order Model: Linear Control Law

;,

°_ "i Assumption: Operator can control the lateral velocity of the hand
.' directly* and moves laterally toward the center of

the target, but stops when the edge of the target
is Peached. The hand is stopped instantaneously
because the hand or hand-held pen hits the target
edge.

|
i

*Direct control of the handts lateral velocity assumes
that any acceleration required (even an infinite '
acceleration) can be provided to _tablish the desired }"

b,

velocity. ;',
• =

Equation of Motion:

><1 t<><1 (11 '

. ' where X 1 is the lateral error, i.e., the distance of the
- hand from the target, and

. K is a constant.

I

Solution as a function of time: i

X l(t) = X(0)e -Kt (2) ,_

Taking log (base 2) yields: i

',, ,xp /
Solvir_j for t results in:

i
I
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X1CO) -- A
and

,, X I(MT) = W/2, (5)

+ substitutionyields

MT = ( 1 ) log (._.)K log(e) (6)
or

MT = C log (2A/W), (7)

where

c : 1/K tog(e).

+ _

°,

+
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APPENDIX B

:. 2nd Order Model: Linear Control Rule

• Assumptions:

1. Operator can control the acceleration of the
hand directly (i.e., can apply any force re- !

quired to establish the desired acceleration.) [

2. Operator uses a control rule which is a linear,
function of error and error rate.

8. Hand Is stopped instantaneously at edge of target

because hand or hand held pen hits the target i
, _ edge.

_ Second order equation

"" " N2X1 (1) '- X1 = -2ZNX1 - 'I
i"

or

X 1 -- X 2 (2)
a

X 2 = -2ZNX2-N2X1 (3)
r

where X 1 is the error (displacement from center of target)

X 1 = X 2 is the error rate _ 'i
Z is damping ratio i

' N is natural frequency t

There are _wo types of solutions to these equations: One

solution, represented by Z less than 1, corresponds to the
case where, tf the vertical hand motion did not hit the target edge
thus stopping the hand, the lateral hand motion would overshoot

the target center line before returning to oscillate about the target
center line with an asymptotically decreasing oscillation. This

• ' response Is shown In Figure B1. Assuming that the hand Is
i initially at Past I.e.,

,!
• _

f
• l

, 633 i
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X10)) = 0, (4)

t.le solution to equation 1 or 2 & 3 is

:" Xl(t) = X(0)e -zNt sin (N t t + _) (5)

where _ is a constant.

Since our interest is computing the time when X 1 is less than
the 1/2 the target width and r_mains within the target inspite of
overshoots, we can replace the sin function by its largest value
namely: a "1" which yields

-ZNt
•{ xl(t) = xl(ole (B)

r then taking the log of both sides

log{__X1(t)._ = -ZNt log(el (7)

J Since the initial position of the hand is A units from the target
2t center line and at t = MT, the hand is stopped at the edge of
l the target,

ii xl(o) = A

XI(MT) = W/2

thus with the substitutions. |

MT = C tog (._..ff_) (e) i
where

C = 1

| ZNlog(e)

L The second type of solution referred to above, r44ore=ented

by Z equal to or greater than 1, corresponds to the case where,
tf the vertical hand motion did not hit the target edge thus stopping
the hand, the lateral hand motion would asymptotically approach
the target center line without overahoote. This roep(_neo is also
shown in Figure B1.

635
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When Z _> 1, it Is convenient to transform the equations with
the following.

T 1 = 1/T2 N2 (,9)

T- <,o>
providing:

ee =

X1 -- -(-I'1+T2) '_1 / T1T2 - Xl'/-I'lT2 (11)

or

" i
X 1 -- X 2 i

i

• $

X2 = -CTI+T2) X2/T1T 2 - X1/T1T 2 (12)

Assuming that the hand is initially at rest i.e., !
•

x(o) = o 0a) i

Solving for Xl(t) yields:

Xl(t ) = XI(0 ) (Tl-a) e-k/T1 _.-i-2_a)

T 1('i" 1-T2) T2(T 1-T 2)

-.;t/-r
e cr 1+T2) (14)

where a ffi T1T2

T 1+T2

; The second order system has two functions of time as

indicated by the two exponential terms. Normally all terms il_
the equation would be used to calculate the value of X as a
function of time. it is posstbiej however', to calculate an upper
and a lower bound of X as follows: "

t

i

i

t
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' X 1(t) T 1+T2 T 1-a _ T 2-a e e -c I (15)

X 1(0) T 1-T2 T 1 T2

whe.'e

C 1 = 1/T 1

C 2 = 1/T 2

C 3 >. 0_ C 2 > C 1 (16)

Now e-C3 t has a maximum value of 1 and a mininum value of 0.

_- Thus an upper" bound for X is

: XI(0) T1--r" TI T22 J (17) 'L 2 t
_"

= Kle-Clt
..,

and a lower bound is

• Xl(t) _ TI+T 2 _Tl-a { e 1 (18)

: X1--'_0"_ - T1-T 2 ( t_ t -'}

'2

Xl(t ) -- K2e-C1 t (19) j

x i(°) i
, t

l
: Thu._i t_king the "Log (b_se 2) yi61ds:

: t - K 8 log(Xl(0) _ + Kal°g K (20):
1

- where K =

8 O.1 log(e)
tL-

.'_ K = K 1 or K 2 for upper, l_wer bound
'i
. i respectively.

I
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Substituting as before:

XI(O) = A

: X I (MT) = W/2

• Yields:

MT = K 3 log (__)+ K 3 log K (21)

&

I

b
I

l
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APPENDIX C
I

: Second Order: Time Optimal Control

_iI Assumptions:

1. Operator applies and maintains a constant

maximum lateral force to accelerate the

hand toward the target.

2. When the edge of the target is reached the

hand is instantaneously stopped because the

hand or hand he[d pen hits the edge of the

target, t

Note: A description of this response is plotted in a phase )

plane shown in the FLgure C1. Also shown in the _
i figure is an alternative trajectory resulting from an

alternative strategy. These trajectories show that
_-- considerab[e variation in the control strategy and_

consequently_ in response time is possible within the !
task sp_cification because both the lateral and veRical
terminal velocities ape not limited by the experiment

design, iI

t

'- EclUat£on of Motion:

co

x = +u (1) )

where ,i

X is the second derivative of X

and

u is the applied force

According to assumption 1_ u ts limited such that lul= F, where
) J tnoicates the absoi,:ce value and F is the maximum forcer

c_vat[ab:e.

E
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., According to optimal control theory (Hlgerd 1967) mostD

, rapid motion for the motion system given above• occurs when

u = + F_ (2)

: The solution for any trajectory where ._ is constant is•

" 2 "

x(t) = u t +x(o)+x(o)t (a)
2

Solving for t yields:

• 2t = -x(o) + o) - 2u (x(o)-x(t))
}

u

._ If the hand is initially at rest then:

: X(O) = o
I
t

and i

Xl ' !t = + -2U(Xl(0) - (t)) ,-- i
" U

where

u = -F sgn (X(O) - X(t)) !

But• as in the ,=.r_lyses given in Appendices A• B: !

x(o) = A"
×(MT) = W/2

Thus •

MT = 2 IA-w/2I
" F

J,
¢

w
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" THE IMPACT OF PICTORIAL DISPLAY ON

OPERATOR LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE

'. kl

: _ Richard A. Miller, Lisa J. Messing, Richard J. Jagacinski\

The Ohio State University :

. Columbus, Ohio 43210

ABSTRACT
¢

-' The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of I

pictorially displayed information on human learning and per- !
formance of a simple control task The controlled system was

J • b

a harmonic oscillator and the system response was displayed

to subjects as either an animated pendulum or a horizontally

moving dot. Results indicated that the pendulum display did it

not effect performance scores but did significantly effect

the learning processes of individual operators• The subjects

with the pendulum display demonstrated more verJdical inter- i
nal models early in the experiment and the manner in which

their internal models were tuned with practice showed incre-

ased variability between subjects.
INTRODUCTION

The power of the computer has opened up a wide range of

possibilities for displaying information to the human opera-
- tor and there has been a considerable amount of research on

the ergonomics of computer based displays. Intensity, color,
and relative size are some of the variables which have been

studied. Very little attention, however, has been paid to

the effects of the representational form. used to present in-
formation to the operator.

With the increased capabilities of computer graphics,

the options available for pictorial representations are num-

erous. The state of a chemical process, for example, could

be displayed by listing the information in alphanumeric form,
drawing pictures of gauges, using coded schematics of the

process, or using other pictorial animation.

:, _' The purpose of this research was to investigate the el-
" , fects of the display form on operator performance arid learn-

I Ing. A control task involving a simple undamped harmonic os-
cillator was used to compare _wo computer generated displays.

: j The system was presented to _ifferent subject groups using

either an abstract contexu-free display of a horizontally

" 643
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.'? moving dot, or a pictorial representation of an oscillating

'i pendulum, presumably a physicrl system with which most people
_ are familar. The optimal control strategy was identical in

each case. The fundamental question of interest was whether

, the pictorial representation of a system already familiar to

the operator would effect his/her performance or behavior.

= It is commonly accepted that humans form internal, cog-

nitive representations or models of the "real world" around
' them. There is no evidence to indicate that these internal

" models are structurally equivalent to the usual representa-

tions of physical systems. Behavioral (input/output) equiva-I

lence does no_ neccessarily indicate structural equivalence.

Rasmussen (1983), for example, explains the structures of
these internal models on three distinct levels of complexity

relating to skill, rule and knowledge based levels of perfor-

mance. Most theories not only support structural differences
but also contend that the human's internal model is often be-

haviorally non-veridical when compared to the physical sys-

tem. Larkin (1982) argues that the structure of this inter-

nal representation can vary drastically between individuals.

• In her analysis of expert and naive subject behavior in solv-

_ ing physics problems she describes the internal representa-

= tions of these two types of subjects as structually differ-

ent. The expert's "physical representation" is composed of
combinations of context-free entities such as forces and mo-

menta. The "naive representatiom" uses such physical struc-

tures as springs, pulleys and blocks as the basic entities
from which cognitive representations are formed. In this

type of representation the attributes of the entities are in-
fluenced by the context in which they appear.

The human operator is a_sumed to use an internal repre-

sentation of the system to choose the control actions exerted

- on a dynamic system. The operator is assumed to have a col-
: lection of cognitive representations for existing physical

systems which have been built up by experience (i.e., models

of pulleys, springs, pendulums, etc.). Therefore, one m_ght

expect that if the operator can use one of these existing mo-

_ dels, adjustments to a new system can be made quickly by sim-

i ply adjusting the parameters of this existing model.

Pictorial display is one methodology that can be used to

"lead" the operator to an existing internal model.

/ The task used in this study was the same for all sub-

jects but the system was represented as a pendulum to some

i subjects while for other subjects it was simply a horizontal-• k

1 ly moving dot. The objective was to determine if performance

I_ or learning speed were imprcved for those subjects given a
/_ representational context for which an existing cognitive

_ model ¢f the system dynamics might already exist.

644
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' METHOD

Two independent representation variables: (I) pictorial

; description variations (dot, pendulum), and (2) repeated mo-

tion cue variations (repeat, no repeat) were used in this ex-

periment. These _ndependen_ representational variables were
'_ combined in a 2 X 2 combinatorial design, resulting in four

pictorial displays: (i) dot display with no repeated motion

(DN), (2) dot display with repeated motion (DR), (3) pendulum

display with no repeated motion (PN), and (4) pendulum dis-

play with repeated motion (PR). Eleven subjects were run
under the DN and PR conditions. These were the conditions

which provided the ope£ator with the most (PR) and least (DN)
amount of information. Five subjects were run under condi-
tions DR and PN.

Experiments were conducted in groups of five or six sub-

jects. For each group, eight right-handed persons (four

male, four female, all college students) were screened via a

critical tracking task (Jex, McDonnell, and Phatak, 1966) and

the five best performers (six best in the two final groups)

were selected for the experiment. All subjects were paid I

$3.00 per day, and an incentive prize of $I0.00 was awarded
to the subject in each group with the best average score at
the end of the ten sessions.

{ I

A total of 32 subjects participated in the experiment;
two conditions with five subjects each and two conditions

with eleven subjects each. }
: #

'Fne controlled system was an undamped harmonic oscilla- _ !
tot. The equation of motion for this system was as follows:

" 4

d2x(t)/d: 2 = -0.16x(t) +0.7112 _ i

The variabl_: t denotes time in seconds and x(t) the position

of the system measured in centimeters. The natura _ frequency

of oscillation of this system is 0.4 radians per second. The

term +0.7112 defines th_ two control forces which the opera-

tor could use. By pushing a button the operator could switch
: from the +0.7112 force to the negative one.

The undamped harmonic oscillator system was simulated on

a DEC PDP 11/34 digital computer and displayed witl a Raster

Technology Model One 512 x 512 resolution rastez graphics
controller. Pixel images were displayed o:_ a Mitsubishi

Model C3419 color graphics monitor. The d_splay was viewed

i on a 29.3 cm x 29.3 cm area with a display grain of approxi-

mately 17.5 pixels (or points) per centimeter and was updated
: at a 30 hertz refresh rate. Subjects were seated 80 cm from

the screen and wore headphones over which background white

645 i
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' noise was transmitted. 'I"newhite noise was briefly inter-

, rupted prior to each trial with a 80 db tone for 200 millise-

conds to signal the beginning of the next trial.

The system was displayed as a yellow dot 0.69 cm in di-

ameter and the target was displayed as a 1.14 cm red vertical

line at the center of the screen. The pendulum display dif-

fered from the dot display by drawing a yellow line connect-

_ ing the center of the dot to an off-screen point 85 cm above
the target which represented the center of oscillation.

Motion was displayed on the arc formed from this 85 cm ra-

dius, causing a slight vertical displacement of the pendulum
which reached a maximum of 0.5cm at the extremes of the dot

path.

Each trial was initiated with a rightward force applied

to the yellow dot (pendulum), with the dot (pendulum) moving

to the left. The subject's task was to reverse the rightward

force to a leftward force at the point which caused thw dot
(pendulum) to reach zero velocity at the target. The task

was therefore equivalent to a time optimal control problem.L

The subjects could reverse the applied force by pressing a

button with their right index finger. The button was located

•' on an inclined board attached to the right arm of the sub-

jects' chair. A red arrow was _isplayed on the screen to in-

dicate the direction of the applied force. The magnitude of

the force was constant and uneffected by how hard or how long
the button was pressed.

, After the force was switched the dot (pendulum) contin-

ued its rightward motion until it reached zero velocity. At
t is point the absolute value of the distance from the dot to

the target was displayed to the subject as a score for that

trial. In cases where no repeated motion wa; displayed the
dot (pendulum) then disappeared from the screen. When repe-

ated motion was displayed the dot (pendulum) continued its

motion on the switched trajectory for another full cycle

(15.] seconds) and disappeared when it reached the rightmost

: position for the second time. If a subject used the well
known (Athans and Falb, 1966) time optimal control strategy

for this system, the score would be zero:

The subjects participated in one session per day for i0

days. Each session consisted of 84 trials_ preceded by 2 ad-

ditional practice trials. Subjects were given instructions

prior to the first session. The 84 trials corresponded to 84
distinct system initial conditions, 7 each on !2 distinct or-

bits in the phase plane. _%e initial conditions ere shown in
Figure I. The 84 initial conditions for the trials were ran-

domly orde.ed each day for each subject. Each trial com-

i menced with tLe word "ready" displayed fo:' 1.5 seconds. The
screen was then blanked, and 0.5 seconds later a tone was

transmitted over the headphones. At this instant the 0.69 cm

= i L,F
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diameter dot also appeared on the screen, and the trial

,_ began. There was a 5.0 second pause between trials and a two
minute rest break after the first 42 trials. Subjects were

given I0 seconds to make the force switch. If a subject did

not respond within that time limit he/she was alerted by the
appearance of the word "timeout" on the screen. The trial

was then terminated and a maximum score of 1400 (i.e., 14 cm)
was recorded for that subject during that trial.

,_ In addition to feedback scores on each trial, subjects
were shown their average score for that session at the end of

each session. A graph of these average scores over previous

sessions was displayed at the beginning and end of each ses-
sion. The data recorded for each trial included the initial

position and velocity, the position and velocity of the sys-
tem at the time of the switch, and the switch time measured
from the start of the trial.

RESULTS

An initial analysis of performance based on five sub-

jects per group showed that the largest differences occurred

between subjects given the most information (pendulum, repe-
at), and subjects given the least amount of information (dot,
no repeat). The sample _ize for these two conditions was in-

creased to eleven and the analysis was focused on these two
conditions. For the purpose the following discussion the

group exposed to the pendulum, repeat IPR) condition i_ re-

feted to as the "pendulum" group and the group exposed to the

dot, no repeat (DN) condition is refered to as the "dot"

. group.

. One subject dropped out after three days and was exclud-

ed from the analysis. Three subjects, one under the DN con-
dition and two under the PR condition, had an initial basic

misunderstanding of the task. This misunderstanding was com-

mon to all three subjects. In these three cases, subjects
switched the force very early in the trial, while the system

wds still moving in the leftward direction. These subjects

therefore did not have the opportunity to observe the basic

oscillatory characteristics of the system, and did not learn
for many trials that the direction of motion would reverse at

some point even if the leftward force was not applied. All

subjects eventually learned this and changed their strategy
to allow the system to continue its leftward motion to the

turnaround point prior to switching the force. _lis change

in strategy usually occurred several sessions into the exper-

iment, making the comparison of groups on a session by ses-

sion basis difficult since the impact on learning during
these early sessions is not known. Therefore, the data from

these subjects were not included in the _nalysis.,[

' The criterion used to reject a subject data set required
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the median locus of switch points to reside entirely in the

third quadrant of the phase plane fok at least one session.

If a subject's performance met this criterion for one session
all the data for that subject was omitted from the analysis.

Figure 2 contains a phase plane example which met the rejec-
tion criterian.

The most obvious evaluation o. the effect of the picto-

rial display on performance is through comparison of the op-

erator feedback scores. Each subject was given a session

r.:ore which corresponded to the mean of the 84 trial scores
for that session.

An analysis of variance was performed for each session

comparing the subject session scores of the different groups.

While no significant differences were found between the _n-

dulum and dot groups on any day of the I0 days, the mean

group score of the dot group was below that of the pendulum

group for all I0 days. The lack of statistical significance
can be primarily attzibuted to the high degree of variability

from subject to subject. A plot of the mean scores of the

groups for successive sessions is presented in Figure 3.

Although the above comparison of operator feedback

scores serves as an indication of overall performance in

achieving the goal of the task, it gives no insi ht into the

behavioral patterns of performance and how they are effected

by the pic orial display. To further investigate the behavi-

j orial differences between groups a more in depth phase plane
analysis of switching behavior was conducted.I

't Phase Plane _al_ysis of Performance
!
i _he _4 inltial conditions used during each session were

composed of seven points on each of 12 system trajectories or
i orbits. Since the seven initial conditions lying on a given

iI orbit have the same optimal switch point, the median switch- I!
,} ing point was calculated from the seven actual operator }
i switching points on each system orbit to obtain a total of 12

t median switching points for each d_y's performance fcr each i
subject This median switching behavior was compared with

! the optimal behavior on an orbit b)orbit basis. This is il-
lustrated in Figure 4 where the locus of median s_itch_ng po-

ints are depicted as data points on each orbit, and the opti-
mal switch curve is displayed as a dashed line.

_I Any non-optimal switch places the system on a trajectory

I that reaches zero velocity at some point other than the ori-

_i gin, i.e., the system either undershoots or overshoots the
target. In the phase p!ana, any such trajectory is repre-

iI sented by a circle with ceDter (-4.445,0.0) and a radius ei-

ther larger (overshoot) or smaller (undershoot) than the op-
timal 4.445. ._e difference between the radii of the switch-

i
4
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,_, ing trajectory and the optimal trajectory was used as a meas-

, ure of switching error for each orbit. Negative radial error
thus indicated an early switch and target undershoot, while

• positive radial error indicated a late switch and target

overshoot. The feedback score displayed after each trial was

the absolute value of this measure multiplied by one hundred.

• Typical operator behavior was characterized by early

switching on the inner orbits and late switching on the outer

orbits. An analysis of variance was performed on the inner
'_ orbits (1-5) and outer orbits (6-12), separately. Using ra-

\ dial error as the dependent variable and orbits as a within

subject variable, analyses of variance were performed compar-

ing the two groups on each day. These analyses showed no

significant difference between groups for the inner orbits on

any day. A marginally significant difference (p < 0.i0) was

found on the tenth day only for the outer orbits, i

J

As a measure of intraorbit variation the time spread

among the seven switches for each orbit was measured after I
:. the extreme high and low point were removed. The measure

used was the angle in the phase plane between the second and

_ sixth ordered switching point on each orbit, which is propor-

tional to the time between these switching points. This tem-
poral range was used as the dependent variable in comparing

" the two groups for the inner and outer orbits. Although the i

mean range for the pendulum group was consistently higher, no
significant difference was found between the two groups.

O_erato r Internal Model Development

In order to investigate the more subtle effects of pic-

torial display on operator behavior, the phase phase switch-

ing locus was used to infer an operator s internal model of
the system for each session. The change in these models was

i
used to analyze the effect of the pictorial display on the
orderly change of that model over time. The concept and de-

velopment of the internal model used here is discussed in de- Itall by Jagacinski and Miller (1978). A brief summary will

be provided below, i

Optimal performance requires switching the force when !

the system state lies on the trajectory which passes through 1

the origin. If one assumes that the subject switches when
he/she judges that the system state is on this trajectory, i

then the locus of operator switch points can be used to esti-
i

mate the subject's cognitive characterization of the dynamics I

of the system. Assuming that the operator Is behaving in ac-

cordance with some internal model he has developed of the )

system, the switching point locus could be described a a !
sampling from the trajectory of that model. The form of this

cognitive model is certainly not clear and so an assumed form ,
must be used. The form chosen by Jagaclnski and Miller '

: !

2:
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I

' _ (1978) and used in the present analysis is a second order

differential equation of the form

. a(t) = B0 + Blx(t) + B2v(t)

where a(t), v(t), and x(t) are respectively acceleration,

velocity and position as functions of time, t. B0, BI, and
B2 are constants.

Estimates of EO, BI, and B2 were obtained using an al-

'.\ gorithm which fit a curve of the above form to the locus of
' the subject's 12 switch points for that session. The result

was a parametrically determined description of the subject's

internal model of the system for that day.

This alogorithm searched through the eigenvalue space of
[

the system. The eigenvalues searches were conducted separ-
ately fgr zero (constant acceleration), real, and complex ei- .
genvalues. The measurement used for determining the best fit

was the sum of squared error between model and data. Error i

was defined as the Euclidean distance in the position, velo- i

city plane with position expressed in centimeters and veloci-
ty expressed in centimeters per second. With the exception

of Day I, the sum of squared error estimates were consistent-

ly under 1.0, and normally under 0.5. These low error meas-
ures indicated that the estimates obtained for the three par-

ameters B0, BI, and B2 reflected a reasonably accurate model-

ing of the 12 point switching loci.

The estimates of BO, B1 and B2 parameters can be used to
interpret an operator's behavior. For example, early in

practice the subjects exhibited low negative values of the B0

parameter. This trend indicates that the operator behaved as

if the external force was stronger than it actually was.

Similarly the positive B2 values which were found throughout

practice indicate that the operator behaved as if there were ";

a positive force proportional to velocity which caused a high

decceleration rate for high positive velocities with this
force decreasing as the velocities decreased. In other

words, the subjects behaved as if there were a force related

to velocity which caused the system to "slow down" faster at.

higher velocities than was actually the case.

To determine the change of the internal model for each

group with practice, a regression analysis was performed on

each parameter, fitting the parameter estimates to a quadrat- ,

ic function of days. The dot group showed a significant ef-

fect of days (p < 0.001) for all three parameter estimates,

while the pendulum group did not show a significant day ef-
fect for any of the three parameters.

While the group means of the three parameters were never

: veridical, the progression of the parameters in both groups i

654
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" moved toward their veridical values over time. Figure 5 is a/

, graph of group parameter means by day. For example, the dot
: group had a group mean value for B0 of -1.68 on Day 2 and
. -1.28 on Day i0, thus changing with practice toward the ver-

idical value of -0.7112. Similarly, the pendulum group went

from -1.51 on Day 2 to -1.25 on Day I0 for this same parame-

ter. For all three parameters the pendulum group began the

; sessions with mean parameter values which were closer to ver-

idical than were the corresponding values for the dot group.

This trend continued until Day 4 (Day 5 for the B1 parame-

' ter), when the difference between the two groups became ne-

• gligible. By Day i0 the mean position and velocity parameter" i
L

values for the dot group (BI = - 0.150, B2 = 0.42) were

slightly closer to veridical values than those for the pendu-
lum group (BI = - 0.146, B2 = 0.43). These differences are

small however and not statistically significant.

In an attempt to characterize this significant effect of

days on the DN group scatter plots of the parameter estimates I

were generated. Examination of these plots suggested a pos- i
sible dichotomy in the data. There appeared to be a bipolar i
grouping of the data which was particularly evident in the B1

parameter fits. For this parameter most of the data points

fell in the range from -0.i to -0.3. However, there was a

second significant clustering of data points about zero or
slightly positive (< 0.I). Nearly all the data points fell

into one of these two distinct groups. In an attempt to

classify this distinction the eigenvalues of the model fits
• were compared. The B1 parameter fits which clustered around

zero were characterized by model fits having two real eigen-

values with one of the eigenvalues either zero or very small
(less than 0.I). This type of model fit is characterized in

the phase plane as a trajectory which tends to "flatten out"

as distance from the target increases and will be refered to /

as the Type I model.

The second clustering of points was characterized by _!_

model fits with either I) complex eigenvalues or 2) positive

real eigenvalues with values nearly equal (within 0.i)- This i
type of model, which shall be refered to as the Type II

model, demonstrates a degree of curvature in the phase plane, i

Since the eignenvalues for the system dynamics are complex

(+0.4i, -0.4i) a Type II model fit is necessary to describe a

veridical internal model of the system. Using this eigenva-
! lue classification all the models derived fell into one of !

these two model catagories, i

q%

The "flat" characteristics of the Type I model, as men- I I

i_ tioned before, is an indication of the small B] parameter. _ _}

It is this parametric weight on position (often referred to _ Ias the spring constant) which provides the oscillatory or

i pendulumlike characteristics of the dynamics. An operator I t

r switch curve modeled with a Type I model can be interpreted I

I 655 1 {
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to indicate a failure on the part of the operator to recog-

' nize and interpret the oscillatory or pendulumlike charac-

:. teristics of the system correctly. Conversely, a Type II

model contains a much larger weighting on position and demon-

strates more curvature in the phase plane. This type of

model implies a more accurate interpretation of the system's

oscillatory characteristics. Typically, operator switch

curves were modeled with the Type I models early in practice
and Type II models later. With only two exceptions, once the

_.I Type II model was fit to a subject's switch curve on a par-k
ticular day all remaining days were also modeled with a Type
II model. The exceptions were two subjects in the pendulum

group which were modeled by Type II models one day early in

practice (Day 1 for one subject and Day 2 for the other) and
then not again until several days later in practice.

Transition from Type I model fits to Type II model fits
oecured at various stages in practice for different subjects.

For each day, the subjects of each group were catagorized by
the model type used to describe their internal representation

of the system. Figure 6 shows the proportion of subjects in

each group which kere modeled by the Type II model. As this

graph shows, a much higher percentage of subjects in the pen-

dulum group were modeled with the Type II model initially.

' The portion of subjects from the dot group with this model
while initially lower, increased over practice and was higher

than the pendulum group by the fourth day of practice. By

Day I0 all subjects were modeled with the Type II model. The

largest dichotomy between the groups was on Day 1 where 5 of

the 9 subjects from the pendulum group and only 2 of the I0

of the subjects from the dot group were modeled with the Type

II model. The probability of at least this degree of spread
between groups, assuming that the distribution of subjects in

the two model types was independent o_ the group, was calcu-

lated directly from the binomial marginal probabi lities.
Since the number of pendulum subjects with Type II model is

expected to be higher initially this can be considered a one

tailed test. This probability was found to be significantly

low (p < 0.05) indicating that the display type significantly

effected the type of model generated on the first day of

practice. There continued to be more subjects from the pen-

dulum group in this model catagory until Day 4, however, the

proportional differences between the groups were not signifi-

cant after Day i. These results suggest that the pendulum

display aided the subjects in initially interpreting the os-

cillatory chacteristics of the system. It appeared to take

the subjects given the dot display longer to recognize and

interpret these characteristics and demonstrate behavior cap-
tured by Type II models.

The next step was to then compare the progession of the

subject's internal model once it was modeled with a type II

,, model. Given that the subject's performance indicated that

_, 657
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' _ he/she was able to somewhat interpret the oscillatory charac-

_ teristics of the system, how did the subject "tune" his/her

. model over practice and did the type of display effect this

tuning process? A regression analysis was performed on the

three Type II model parameters for each group. The results

of this analysis showed significant subject differences _n

both groups in parameters B0 and B! (p < 0.001). A signifi-
cant subject effect was not found for the B2 parameter of the

dot group. The subjects by day interaction effect was signi-

_t ficant (p < 0.05) in all three parameters for the pendulum

_! group. No significant subject by day interaction was found

in the dot group. This indicates that for the pendulum group

the parameters of the different subjects did not change in a
uniform manner. This suggests that the manner in which sub-

jects in this group tuned their model varied greatly and sug-

gests that the use of the pendulum display resulted in gre-
ater individual differences in the way the subjects tuned

their internal representations of the system with practice.

The dot group, however, showed a sigDificant effect of

day (p < 0.001) in the B1 parameter and no significant effect

of subject by day interaction. This indicates that for the

_ subjects in this group this parameter changed in a simillar

_ manner with practice. Hence, one can conclude that once the

, subjects in the dot group begin to interpret the oscillatory

: chacteristics of the system (i.e., form a Type II model) it

is primarily the B1 parameter, or spring constant, that char-
acterizes the change in their model and that parameter

changes in a similar manner for different subjects.

DISCUSSION

Certain assumptions are made when using the approach

described in the previous section to describe the human oper-

ator's internal model of the system. The first assumption is

that the operator's prediction of the motion of the system

after the force is reversed can be described as a unique tra-

jectory which passes through the origin of the phase plane.
The concept of describing this trajectory with a differential

equation is not new and has been used by Jagacinski and Mill-

er (1978) with a similar contzol task a3 was used in the pre-

sent case, and by Jagacinski, Johnson, and Miller (1982) in

describing extrapolation performance. Through parameteric
adjustment these internal models exhibited orderly changes

with practice.

A second assumption of this approach is that the system

is assumed to be slow enough so that the subject's ability to

predict the motion after the force switch overshadows any

inability to extrapolate the present movement over his reac-
tion time. While this assumption seems appropriate for the I

speed of thl8 system it may not be a reasonable assumption

for faster systems. A third assum2tlon is that any error in II
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_ _ the subject's estimate of the state of the system is small

, enough to be neglected. There may be some indication that
under certain circumstances these errors should not be ig-

' , noted. For example, in the present study the optimal switch
point for the outer most orbit co lsidered was the state of

zero velocity and extreme poslton (-4.445 cm). In intervic, ws

following the experiment subjects often indicated th_ < _ir

" strategy for the "long oscillations", i.e. the ,,'.,_' t
orbit, was to switch the force "right when it turne¢

However, the average switch points for that orbit v _

"\ for both groups. This finding suggests LL.:_ the ;,_
I some difficulty in perceiving a zero inst-_-,taneous ve .... y ;

state that is preceeded by a high decele _,_ _c _ rate. In any

, case, such effects would be expected to _,fe¢ _ both groups
and therfore should not bias the comparison '__tween groups.

There are two primary findings of the analysis described

in the previous section. First, the pictorial display of the _

pendulum did not significantly aid the operator in achieving
a a low session score. Secondly, it was found that the pic- !

torial display did effect the behavioral characteristics and

learning process of the operator. Those subjects given the

pendulum display appeared to recognize the oscillatory char-

acteristics of the system earlier. However, the manner in

which their internal representations of the system changed

with practice was significantly different between individual
subjects. This suggests the pendulum display not only aided

the subject in forming his/her initial internal model of the

system, but that it also caused significant differences in

the way different subjects learned the task. This second

finding may mean that the pendulum display permitted the op-
erator to use a pre-existing internal model of the pendulum

dynamics improving the operator's understanding of the system

dynamics initially. Although these subjects demonstated more

veridical initial interpretations of the dynamics their task '

scores did not show an improvement over the dot subjects. J

- Those subjects given the abstract display of the system began [
with highly non-veridical _nternal models of the dynamics but

with practice these models improved substantially, i
[

The analysis performed on the type of model used to des-
crlbe the operator's internal representation has several pos-

sible implications. The probability that a subject would be

modelled by the more veridical type of model (Type II model) i
was significantly higher for the pendulum group on the first
day of practice. This suggests that the pictorial display

did aid the subjects Jnltlally in interpreting this oscilla-

tory characteristic of the system. The majority of subjects I

with the abstract display did not exhibit this type of beta- I

vior until later in practice. However, once the subjects en-

tered this category of performance the abstract display sub- '

jects showed significant improvement in the B1 parameter in-

dicatlng that their improvement in performance from th_s i
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point was directly related to the springlike or oscillatory

system characterist Jcs o

This analysis demonstrates the importance of the role of

the non-verdical internal human model in evaluating the human

operator in dynamic systems. Overall performance behavior
does not give information concerning the internal structure

of the human's interpletation of the system he is control-

ling. While improvement in performance can be detected, the

characteristics of that improvement are not at all evident

from gross overall performance measures. In this case, while

the subjects from both groups were generating similar perfor-

mance me_sures the type of behavior generating these perfor-

" mance measures was characteristically different. The inter-
nal model concept allows the analysis of some of these

changes that occur in the human operator's internal represen-
tation of the system over practice. In the present experi-

ment this concept is used to characterize the differences in

learning behavior for subjects seeing different displays.

Kieras and Bovair (1983) demonstated in their study that

t a mental model, or so called "device" model, can aid perfor-

mance if the model explains the mechanisms that are involved

in fulfilling the operator s goals. They contend t_at if the
_: model does not provide information explaining how or why theL

operator is to achieve a goal then it is not useful.

In their experiments they attempted to empirically as-
sure that the all the subjects had approximately the same

[ "internal or "device" model prior to beginning the experi-
{

ments. This was done by instructing the subjects on the

_ model and testing them on their knowledge of the information

povided to them. In the present experiments subjects were

given no special training relevant to the dynamics of a pen-

dulum. The subject was allowed to use the existing model

he/she had for the physical entity of a pendulum. There is

no evidence that this representation is the same for each

subject. In fact the results of this study, a,:ong others
: (Larkin, 1983), indicate that these internal representations

vary significantly from operator to operator. This suggests

the extent to which the pendulum display aided the operator

may have been dependent upon the nature of his/her existing

i model of a pendulum and whether that representation could

i provide the operator with information relevant to the goal of

the task.

The significant differences between the two groups early !

I in practice suggest that the pendulum subjects were using i

their internal representations of a pendulum. However, there I !

is no indication that this pendulum "_evics" model provided _ i

:[ the subjects with sufficiently relevant goal-seeking informa- i !t
I tlon to substantially improve their performance of the task.

4 This suggests that while the pendulum display did provide the ![
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operator with relevant informatien concerning the oscillatory

, characteristics of the system, the subjects, in general, were
• not able to ext_..ct the information neccessary to achieve a

low score.
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Some persons can control their pulse rate; rapidly Increasing or decreasing lC
_rlth the ald of a biofeedback display. If the btofeedbsckdtaplay is modified Co
show the error becveen a command pulse-race and the measured rate, a compensatory
(error correcting) heart race Cracking control loop can be created. An exploratory
experiment ts described Co measure the dynamic response characteristics o£ _hts con-
erol loop vhen su_ecced Co step and quasi-random dtoCurbances.

!
t

The control loop includes a beat-to-beat cardtotachmeCer differenced etch a l
k

forcing funcClon from a quasi-random lnpuC generator; the resulting "error" pulse-
race is displayed as feedback. The subject aces to null the d/splayed pulse-race

error, thereby closing a compensatory control loop. McRuer's Law should ho_d for
this case, as lC has for most ocher compensatory manual control situations, i

I

In Chls prellmlnary experlmenc, a few subjects already skilled In voluntary
pulse-raCe control are belng tested for heart-race control respon3e, using the STI
DescriblngFuncClon Analyzer. The DFAmeasures the response/input fourier coeffi-
cients ac five input frequencies from vhlch various closed-loop and opened-loop
transfer functions can be computed. In a method simllar Co past human-operator
tracklng research, controL-law properties are derived, such as: crossover fre-
quency, stability margins, and closed-loop bandvtdCh. These are evaluated for a
range of forcing functions and for step as well as random dlsCurbances.

i

HearC race variation has been proposed as one measure of Cask-induced mental
workload. In thac context, this research has application Co: '_

!• Developing the applied technology needed to properly evaluate heart-rate t
workload measures.

• Training subjects (drivers, pilots, N-plant operators) Co cope _rlth task-
induced workload via psychophyslologlcal feedback (e.g., anticipatory heart
race rise; £nclpient overload).

• Screening subjects as Co sensitivity to heart rate variations and heart rate
conCrol ability, as Chef affect the above applications. _ ,

!

This presentation constitutes an early status report on the results to dace.

I
*NcRuer's Law (sometimes called the Crossover Hodel for Operator Adaptation)

states Chat the opened-loop frequency-response of a random-forclng-_uactlon compen-
satory man-mach£ne control loop trill be adjusted by the operator to resemble that of
an tnte&rator with time-delay in the "gain crossover" frequency range near unity
_egni tude-rat£o.

I
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' _ New Uses for Sensitivity Analysis: How Different Movement

Tasks Effect Limb Model Parameter Sensitivity

_ t by

i Jack M. Winters and Lawrence Stark
I Dept. of Engineering Science, Bioengineering Group

i University of California, Berkeley

I

1

In general, sensitivity analysis Is a heuristic technique ;
. for systematically evaluating how output "behaviors" are i

Influencea by varying system "parameters*. The basic method can
play a major role not only directly by helplng tune existing
model parameters but also Indlrectly through the design of
experiments that may allow certain parameters to be isolated and
defined by certain behaviors.

The present work extends past eye and head model

_: sensitivity efforts in a number of significant ways. First,
origlnal results for the newly developed elghth-order nonlinear
llmb antagonistic muscle model of elbow flexion and extension are
presented. Second, a wider variety of sensitivity analysls

: ' techniques are used and a systematic protocol is established that
: shows how the different methods can be used.efficiently to !

compliment one another for maximum Insight into model
sensitivity. Third, it Is explicitly shown how the sensitivity
of output behaviors to model parameters Is a function of the
controller input sequence, i.e. of the movement task. When the
task is changed (for instance, from an input sequence that !
results in the usval "fast movement" task to a slower'movement

• that may also involve external loading, etc.) the set of I
parameters with high sensitivity will in general also change.
Such task-speclflc use of sensitivity analysis techniques

identifies the set of parameters most important for a given task, i

and even suggests task-specific model reduction possibilities, i b
I
i [

[
}
I
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; MEWUSES FOR SENSITIVITY t_IALTSISz HOWDIFFERENT MOVEMENT

TASKS EFFECT LIMB MOi_L PARAMETER SENSITIVITY

r

INTRODUCTION

Sensitivity analysis techniques have traditionally been used by the
systems engineer to help understand the behavior of complex systems.
Although the details of the techniques seen in practise differ, the basic
approach is the same: A system parameter is varied in a controlled,
systematic manner, and the subsequent variations in output are measured and
described quantitatively (Frank (1978), Tomovic and Vukobratovtc (1972),
Lehman and Stark (1982)). When the system is nonlinear, as is the usual
case, numerical techniques involving computer simulation typically need to !i

•/ be employed. Insights gained from such techniques are of value both for
systems analysis and design.

_ The methods presented here represent extensions of previous work (Clark ,
and Stark (1976), Hsu et al (1976), Lehman and Stark (1979), Bahtll (1980)
and Zangemeister et al (1981)), only with a wider range of sensitivity tools i

employed. Furthermore, the mode] considered here is for ltm% flexion-
extension movements, rather than for head or eye rotation. Th_ model
structure has also been expand_ and the constitutive equations representing

; basic muscle properties improved so as to more accurately characterize basic
neuromuscular system dynamics. Consequently, there are a larger number of
internal model l_rameters. A gre_ter number of u_tput behaviors are also
considered.

In addition to presenting this expansion of previous sensitivity
analysis tools and extending these methods to a larger number of model ,_
parameters, a major role of this presentation is to show how sensitivity
analysis results are a function of the model task. When the task under
consideration is changed (i.e. the model input controller signal sequence is
fundamentally different, resulting in a different type of output), the [

relative role of each parameter in affecting performance also changes. This [
fact, surprisingly neglected in the literature, is developed quantitatively ]
here. j

t
The result is one model that can adequately simulate any basic

physiologically realizable flexion-extension task and a set of sensitivity
tools that help explain the relative role of any specific parameter for any I
particular task - tools that can help make the goal these modeling efforts, ]
gaining insight into the role of biomechanical systems in neuromotor
control, a reality. !

i
Q

i

)
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NETltODS_

. _ Model Structure: Before pr_sentlng the sensitivity analyrLs
protocol employed here, it wlll first be advantagous to develope a basic
understanding of the blomechanlcal system being modelled. The first step to
any modeling effcrt is to assume a basic structure. Once chosen, this

structure will be the major constraint on the success of the model - toJ

simple a structure can result in a poor approximation of actt, ! behav!rr,
while too complex a structure reduces insight (or results in a model with

_it poorly defined parameters). The basic structure for the model, based on the
classical muscle work of Hill (1938) and elbow flexion-extenslon work of

Nilkle (1950)and supported by numerous more recent experimental work on

muscle mechanics, is presented in Figure i. The slxth-order stzucuture ha_

. been found to be the lowest order structure that is capable of approximating

all fundamental muscle properties needed for an antagonistic pair of lumped

"equivalent" muscle act_tors rotating a joint.

FizXlmll_ImALIllPlrr I_rI+EISORImEmLAL_

+i J ff(Ta) f(Ks) I f(Ks) iOTa) --- O :

• •

" ir//_..____,,f -- }(Bin) J _-flex°r I l_-extensor[__ [ f(Bm) _ ®I •OO :.

FIGURE !: Model of System Showing the Nonlinear Blocks.

Lumped Flexor Muscle is on the left, Extensor on rlgh*.

Experlmental work is often able to approximately isolate each of these

elemeuts in the model. Fundamental to such an approach is this idea of an

"equlvalent muscle". This concept of an "equivalent" muscle for the lumplrg

of a number of synergistic muscles has been previously developed, based on

expert.mental work, for both the flexor group (Boulsset et al (1973, 1976)

and the e+-_t_nsorgroup (Cnockaert and Pertouzon (1974)) and confirmed by

Cnockaerr (1978) and Le Bozec (1980), This idea is supported and expanded
on here in the following sense: not only is Jt a good representation for

the +.dealcase of elbow flexlon-extenslon but it also should be expected to
hold for more complex one degree of freedom movements such as t"+ist or head

rotation because two lumped antagonistic muscles with the blocks described

above should be st++ucturally capable of approximating all basic muscle
: properties for such movements whenever muscles contract approxlmately

synergistically. In these more involved movement systems, however, parameter
identification is more difficult.

+ A good summary of much of the work on the material properties of muscle

Is found in the review by Close (1972). Once fiber type _nd fiber +_

i
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_rJentatlon are determined, basic skeletal muscle material properties for a,2
• given muscle can be well estimated. Geometric data for the muscles around

the elbow joint also exists (An et al (1981), Amls et al (1979)). By

creating a_gorlthms that comblne material and geometrical information, first
generation parameter values for the torque-_elnclty and series elastic
elements cnn be established. These results are then combined with the

wealth of experimental work on controlled intact llmb movements, the best of
which include Dern et al (1947), Wilkle (1950), Pertuzon and Boulsset

(1973), Jorgensen et al (1971, 1976), Hatze (1981a,b) and Koml (1973) for

torque-veloclty information, Wilkle (1950), Goubel and Pertuzon (1973) and

Cnockaert et al (1978) for the series elastic relation, and Boon (1973) and
Hayes and Hatze (1977) for passive viscoelastic data. Limb Inertial data

exists in abundance. Insights from preliminary sensitivity analysis work
(not presented here) are also used for flne-tunlng parameters. The actual

protocol followed for parameter development is beyond the scope of the

present presentation and will not be described here. The resultlng model
parameter values for the elbow flexion / extension model, one of the five

models cdrrently under pursuit, are displayed in Table i.

i PARAHETER: VALUE: CONSTITUTIVE EQIJATION:
t
r

•_ Passive Plant:

•_ Jp: 0.06 Kg-m**2/rad (or N-m-sec**2/rad)
"_,_ Bp: 0.15 N-m-sec/rad

Kp: 1 • 4 N-m/tad )

Kpl: 0.0001 "'" 7 Fkp - [ptx �Epl*(exp(KP2*X)-I)I Kp2: IO.0

Series Elasticity:

Esl-f: 4.8 N-m/rad "_
Ls2-f: 7.u

Lsl-e: 4.5 N-m/rad Fks - ESl*(exp(Ks2_(xh-x))-I )
Ls2-e: 7.2

Torque-Veoclty: _- "-i
Af-f: 0.34

Bh- f: 8.0 rad / see _ ( I +__._+_._

_-e: 0.30 } -_-_W_--- vh < o i
Bh-e: 7.0 rad/sec Bm - _ j

! Fa-fv: 0.3 /(I + Af*Affv) * Fh * ,.J_ ,
J

Af-fv: 0.6 _ (Vh + Bhtbhfv) Vh > 0 i!
Bh-fv: 0.25

(where Fn - Fn - Bm_Vh)
q

_" Ae_vatlon Dymmics: !
Ta I: 40 t

I
T_-

• Ta2: 10 ms I
t

l_mx--f: 60 ]i-m I

IL_t_e: 50 tq-u li

TABLE I: Current Parameter Values for the Elbow Flexlon-Extenslon Model. i

Constitutive Equations are for: Parallel Elasticity (Fkp), i
Series Elasticity (Fks (-Fm)) and Torque-Veloclty (Bm). i !

• (Parameter values are for 70 Kg male of average strength.) I :

i
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; The passive plant values represent the inertia and viscoelastic

;' properties of the lumped Jolnt/muscle system, with all three elements in

. parallel as is usual. The exponential fit for the parallel and series
elasticities has become a standard representation for load-bearlng
collagen-elastln based soft tissue (Fung (1968), Glantz (1974) and Hatze

(1981)). The "Hill°s''parameter8 (Af and Bh) for shortening muscle are the

standard representation for the classic force-veloclty relation of muscle,

used constantly in the literature to document experimental results (see, for
instance, Close (1972)). The scaling of the instantaneous torque-veloclty

_._ relation by the activation level was suggested as early as 1956 by Wilkie,
\ and has been supported by the work of Pertuzon and Boulsset (1973). The
i relation used for l_ngthening muscle (an inverted, skewed Hill°s-type

equation) is a new method that appears to adequately approximate past data

(Joyce et al (1969a,b}, Komi (1971) and 4atze (1981)), plus numerous

observations that the peak eccentric torque is about 30Z above the peak

isometric force. Activation dynamics is simulated by two time constants,
compatible with the basic neuromuscular literature (see Close (1972) or

Bahler (1967) for reviews). This second-order form represents

simplifications s.,ggested by the more detailed work of Lehman (1983) and
Hatze (1981). There is also numerous isometric peak torque data available

in the physical education literature - the values presented here are for a
"-v " l"t. plca human male. For reasons of clarity, the static torque-angle
parameters (based on an abundance of literature) were not presented above.

As seen above, all indications are that all of these elemental building
blocks are nonlinear. The function of these nonlinear properties is still

poorly understood, and one of the main problems faced is to explore the
sensitivity of the system to these nonlinearities. There is ample evidence,

scpported here, that the relative importance of various parameters is a
function of the task in question. Consequently, it can be a major mistake

to over-slmpllfy this basic system if one is interested in a variety of
* movement tasks. _urthermore, since sensitivity methods provide Just the

information needed for task-speclflc model simpliflcatlon, it is suggested

that the more complex model be considered first - any model simplification
is then based on a solid foundation.

B. Computer Simulation Algorithm: The simulation algorithm is

contained within a more general set of modules that are linked to a main

routine, called "JAMM" (Julced-up Antagonistic Nuscle Model). This user-

friendly program will simulate second, sixth and eighth order models with
degrees of nonlinearity ranging from linear to highly nonlinear. Once the

blomechanlcal model of interest is chosen, a data base, complete with all

,. the current numerical values of parameters for any user-deslred combination

of linear/nonlinear parameter defaults, is read. The user is prompted for

: parameter modification, for various external loading options, for the type

.: of run (interactive, sensitivity analysis, optimization), and for the

controller signal input sequence for each equivalent muscle.

v

The options under sensitivity analysis include: determining the
parameters that are to be varied, one by one, for a given run and

determining the range of the parameter variation and the number of times

: varied. Parameter variation is by a reciprocal format (for example, 4/5 and
5/4 of nominal). Typically results for five reciprocal pairs are obtained.
Raw behavior data, behavior _nd parameter ratios, and linear and logarithmic

: sensitivity coefficients are stored for later plotting and/or printing.

_" u75
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,t

+ +s°.+c ....Iolnt+t+t
----_ Behaviors

_-- Parmeters to be Varied ---_ - Sij -, (dB/Bo)i/(dP/Po)j

' , Figure 2 Schematic of Sensitt_ity Analysis Dfethod.
Note that varied parameters can include system, Input or
disturbance values, and that input sequence depends on task.

Sensltlvty Analysis Protocol: P_st sensitivity analysis work on

eye and head systems concentrated on the development of a "sensitivity
matrix" (Hsu et al (1976), Lehman and Stark (1979), and Zangemelster et al
(1981)). A schematic of this basic method is presented in _igure 2. An
input sequence that will define a certain type of task is chozen, and
output traJecties are measured. In general, the input and output can be
scalar or vector quantities. Here, for the generalized equivalent flexor
and extensor muscles, there are two inputs, one to each of the lumped
equivalent muscles. The outputs of interest are the position, velocity and
acceleration of the llmb, plus the muscle torques. The "behaviors" of

interest are _ function of these output trajectories. The pcrameter varied
is typically an internal model parameter value, but may also be an input
signal parameter value, such as a pulse height or width, or an external

disturbance. Traditionally, each column would indicate the sensitivity of
all the different behaviors (each on a different row) to that column°s

parameter.

The actual value of each _atrlx element is called the "sensitivity

: coefficient", Sij , of the i-th behavior to the j-th parameter. This
coefficient represents the relative change in behavior divided by the

relative change in parameter (dB/Bo)i/(dP/P_)_, where Po and Bo are the
nominal parameter value and the result_n_ nominal behavior value,

respectively. The range of the change in p_rameter for the determination of
the matrix coefflclenta Is up to thc discretion of the user. Typically, the

range chosen for the sensitivity matrix coefficient computation was from one

half to twice the nominal parameter value. Another design consideration is
the equation used to determine the coefflcent. Two equations are used here:

+. "linear': ((B2-B1)/Bo)/((P2-P1 )/Po)

"logarithmic': (log(B 2 ISo)/los(e 2/Po))- (log(B I/Bo)/Iog(P I/Po) )
f

where P2 is the parameter value greater than nomlna! and B2 the resultlng
behavlor value; P! the reciprocal fraction of P_ and BI the resultlng

behavior due to PI7 Because the first method glves-a valu_proportlonal to
+ the relative difference in behavior without regard to one direction maybe

having a greater shift, it tends to weigh behavior changes greater than B°
disproportionally more than those below. The second method weighs ratios

i both below and above nominal equally. For this reason, the second methodis usually prefered. Notice that, if the behavior where to change in a

I manner proportional to th_ parameter change, the sensitivity coefficient for

t_

-e++- + + •
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'_ either method would be "1.0".

. Once thls "sensitivity matrix'* is completed, it gives a global vlew of
model behavlor for the task under question. Table 2 presents the results for

a slmple "generic" run. Here, an lnput 81gnal, about 30% of maxlmum, Is
applled to the flexor group for 200 ms. The extensor group Is about 3Z of
maximum. The model is run for each of the parameters chosen for variation at
values one half and twice nomlnal. The behaviors of interest are measured,
and the sensitivity coefficients determined, here by both methods.

_.l

Each of the resulting column gives one a feel for how a given parameter
effects the various behaviors, while a given row indicates what parameter(s)
most influence the particular behavior. For convenience In matrix
inspection, the followlng conventions are used: the highest value in each
column Is printed In italics; the highest in each row Is In boldface; and
the three three most Influenclal parameters are also printed in boldfaced
italics. For thls example coefficients for both the "linear" and
"logarithmic" decrlptlons are provided. Note the similarity In coefficient

values. All later work uses only the logarithmic method of determination, i

;/ |

TABLE 2 :

|

SIUISITIlrXTYNATRZXFORTASK: *Gener" =, Nsdllm--|l_ed I_w_mt':

MCI/ZIULL Jp |p l_p l{pl I_ I_l-f Ks2-! Lf-! mm--f lhrlaz _I

NaSa: 114 dq -0.012 --0.108 -0.026 -0.012 -0.289 -0.0vJ2 -0.004 -0.200 0.037 -0.101 -0.088
-0.013 -0,120 -0.0_9 -0.013 -.O.Mle -0.(,'12 -0.004 -0.223 0.055 -0.112 -0.050

Vm: $65 d/s -0.161 _.125 0.005 -0.000 _).367 -0.007 -0.019 -0.290 0.542 -0.059 -0.US
-0.162 -0.138 0.006 -0.000 4.$73 -0.070 -0.020 -0.333 0.593 -0.06A -0.111

_max: 5_,92 dle/s -0.510 -0.0.57 0.077 -O.002 1.732 -0.021 -0.039 -0.096 0.276 -0.057 -O.415
-0.556 -0.062 0.002 -0.002 0._14 -0.023 -0.043 -0.105 0.300 -0.063 -O.d_l

Amla: -48.58 d/o/8 "O.671 -0.131 0.150 -0.028 hNO -0.020 -0.0AI -1.1,18 5.573 -0.002 -0.190 4..
-0.?$7 "0.221 0.156 -0.030 l.OO0 -0.021 -0.044 4.800 1.749 -0.002 -0.6.54 ,,

" i "_'
hrf: 9.1 181 0.154 0.00.5 -0.01.5 -0.001 0.185 0.005 0.022 -0.063 0.18.5 0.033 -0.12.5

0.166 0.006 -0.017 -0.001 O.l_rA 0.006 0.060 -0.069 0.202 0.0SO -0.134 •

rb.-f: 14.6 I1'1 -0.100 -0.0.56 0,011 -0.000 -0.364 -0.001 -0.004 0.106 -0.170 -0.029 -0.138
-0,110 -0.061 0.012 -0,000 -0.569 -0,020 -0.005 0.116 -0,191 -0.0.52 "-0.160

i.
'JhJ_pJ: 363 -.. 0.250 0.097 -0.064 -0.061 0.000 -0.009 0.017 0.000 0.233 C.017 0.2.52

O.3QR 0.104 -..0.071 -0.G/_ 0.000 -0.010 0.080 0.001 0.241 0.018 0.2.52
Y

Tvuax: 209 .,,t 0.131 -0.01.3 .0.035 0.000 0.077 0.000 0.003 -0.061 0.0_2 -0.003 0.0.57 !
0.147 -0.016 -0.038 0.001 0.078 0.001 0.00.5 -0.068 0.0,.5 -'0.003 0.061 '#

i
Tamzs .59 us 0.260 -0.02.5 -0.011 -0.011 -0.15,8 -0.068 -0.192 -0.036 0.088 0.06.5 O.2qJ_ t

0.278 -0.026 -0.012 -0.012 -0.192 -0.073 0.207 -0.036 0.071 0.048 0.320 i

ITmJ.n: 278 us 0.103 -0.1.52 -0.007 -0.031 -0.5,10 -0.00.5 -0.017 -0.120 0.G_9 -0.134 0.089
O.lll -0.13.5 -0.000 "0,033 -l,l m -0.00.5 -0,018 '-0.125 0.032 -0,136 0.096

J
Ttrl# 54 us 0,218_ 0.02.5 -0.037 0.000 0,877 -@.006 -0.:887 -0.037 0.099 0.027 0.247

0.390 0.1_7 -0.0_0 0.010 0.805 "4.095 -0.3.60 -0.040 0.10.5 0.0_0 0.263 t

Tfb-,_: 273 us 0.023 0.000 -0.011 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.036 i
0.0.50 0.000 -0.012 0,010 0,011 0,010 0.001 0.000 0.000 0,001 0,040

'=' 677 1
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1 Use of a coefficient determined by two values only gives the linear
slope over the operating range of _he two parameters. For a nonlinear
system, this may give misleading information (discussed later). For this

reason, the parameter ratio range for a given sensitivity matrix is an

important design variable. Thus, if one is interested in a deeper

understanding of the role of a certain parameter, a simple column of i
_ coefficients is not enough.

The tools desrlbed here for a more In-depth examination of the role of

a specific parameter will be called "sensitivity graphs" and "sensitivity t

trajectories". They are best used as the next step after a prellmlnary i
&

sensitivity matrix has been developed for the task in question. The i
"sensitivity trajectory" is simply the set of output versus time plots that
result from a range of parameter variation, in superimposed plots (Figure 3,

left panel). Inspection of these output plots can be a surprisingly

effective way o_ coming to an understanding of the role of the parameter,
making use of human talents for vlsualizlng information, and putting the

column of sensitivity coefficients in proper perspective (these

coefficients can be occasionally misleading (discussed later). This simple

step should be used on all parameters with significant sensitivity columns.

• "Sensitivity graphs" further expand ones insight into model _ensitivity '
to a certain parameter of interest, and also bring together sensitivity

columns and trajectory information. This method consists of graphing '

! behavior ratlos versus parameter ratios for a wide range, as in Figure 3
(right panel). Notice that each "graph" is baslcally a graphlcal extension

of each coefficient, basically showing the five posslble coefficients

(slopes) that could be placed in the particular locatlon. Typically
1ogarlthmlc scales are employed. Visual inspection of thls graph provides

information on how linearly the behavior changes with parameter variation. ;

-: It also suggests the useful operating range of the parameter of interest. !
This Is possibly the most important sensitivity tool from a design i :

perspective.
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Figure _: Sensitivity Trajectories (left panel) and Sensitivity Graphs
(right panel) for the controller parameter PH-f, the pulse
height for the agonist pulse, Task #i. Large dash is for 4/5
and 5/4 times nominal. For Sensitivity Graphs, range is i/i0
to i0, on logarithmic scales, for both the parameter (abscissa) i

. and the behavior (ordinate).
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* I RESULTS:
Task #1: "Generic" Run: Some slmple results, for a "typical", moderate-

speed run, were displayed in Table 2 (sensitivity matrix) and Figure 3

(sensitivity trajectories and sensitivity graphs). From the sensitivity
matrix, it is seen that the most important system parameters are the plant

inertia (Jp), especially for peak acceleratlons and for the timing of all

peak values; Hil1°s parameter Bh-f, especlally for peak magnitudes; the

time constant of activation (Tal), and the parallel elastlc fit parameter
Kp2. From the nature of the equation for the parallel elasticity (Table 1)
we see that the location of the parallel elastlc concavity will

automatically define the position operating range. The model output is
also partlcularily sensitive to controller slgnal pulse parameters such as

PHI and PH2 - not an unexpected finding since a well-deslgned tracking
system is usually sensitive to its own input for tracking tasks.

Based on these sensitivity matrix results, the parameters mentioned

above appear to be of particular interest for this task. In Figure 3,

_ variation in the agonlst pulse height parameter (PHI) is displayed using
sensitivity trajectories and sensitivity graphs. These results show more

explicitly the effect of varying the agonlst pulse height. For reference,..

an average adult male can contract the flexor group to about 60 N-m.
_ Similar plots, not presented here, are then produced for the other highly

' sensitive parameters.
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Tlak _2: UDload_ Fast Volunta_ El_v Flexion: me effects of a 60 N-

m, 100 ms agonist pulse are displayed in Figure 4. The corresponding

antagonist pulse during this time is only 1N-m. Notice that the peak

angular velocity is a_ut 14 rad/sec. (For a longer pulse width, one finds

a peak velocity of about 19 rad/sec bo£h for the model and for the average

intact adult human (Dern (1947), Wtlkie (1950), Pertuzon and Bouisset
(1973)). Zero degrees is deflned here as the rest elbow position (where

_iI the lump_ parallel elasticity is zero), of foe degrees between the humerous

and the ulna. Notice that movements of about 80 deg are possible in each
} direction, with the nonlinear parallel elastic element automatically keeping

the joint position within this physiological operating range.

In Table 3 a more complete sensitivity matrix for internal system
parameters, including flexor and extensor parameters for both series

elastic and torque-veloclty (shortening and lengthening) properties, is
presented. Notice that, while the general trends in this table are similar

to those in the previous table, the details are quite different. Also

notice the general insensitivity of the "extensor" muscle parameters. This

shows that it is the flexor parameters that are of primary importance for

this particular task and furthermore shows the relative significance of the

_ various flexor parameters to each other for each behavior.

• In Figure 5 sensitivity trajectories and sensitivity graphs are

obtained for a few of the more important internal system parameters such as

Bh, Jp and Tal. Notice that, by combining all three techniques, a
remarkably clear picture of the role of each of these parameters emerges.

We see, by all three methods, that the inertial term affects mainly

acceleration information and the timing of peak values. The latter two
methods both show that the system is more sensitive to increases in inertia

- something common in everyday llfe and sporting events. All three methods i
also show that the torque-veloclty parameter Bh (Figure 5b) mainly
influences magnitude information, with less effect on timing. The I

acrtivation time constant parameter Tal, which basically filters the i
neuromuscular signal before "passing" it, effects system behavior as might
be expected. Notice that the sensitivity increases proportionally more when !

the parameter increases in value than when it decreases (best _een by the !

sensitivity graph).

TABLE 3:

NITZ'Ilmf _ IPall IMIIn "_I** hat, Imloilal m-_'i

i

IINJll lJ_,ld]d_8 lJ,_l) -O,OiS ,41,0.16 "0,015 -0,81i0 "4i*i "O*lt O*ODL O, il "0.i73 "_.i_ O*lt_ O,II "0,011 "@*t17 I._l *'0.001 "0,003
; vmu, _ .4.149 -4),000 0.ml -4.00di "4.110 -0.01¥ -0.0,%j "0.000 "O, ee| -0._l "4.NI qlJ,e O.10S 4.031 4.005 0.005 "0.IN "0.038

A--,-o iqJ60)dlo/o -4K,M1 -0.051 0.0.19 -0,001 ,-0,IN -0.015 .,0,_11 4.1M -0.MI -4i.IM 4.1Oi 0,M1 -0.IN -0,M6 =0,1i04 -0,0M "0,14; -0.1|]1
*-*-s IMI d/o/o 4 PM .,4) mS 0 MO -O.N 4 Oil 4.0|7 4.05S 0,C28 O CIO

' .... • 4.ill O Ill 1._ 4,M6 0,Ui7 O.Mi "O.M6 _,_t "_.051

lnqu; 310w 0.l$l 0JII 4.111 4,111 4.1_KS 0,M| O.M1 0.000 0.0M 0.M0 O,M0 O,M; O.M0 4,011 0.0D0 0.11e0 0.113 0.0_9
lhmansn 111 U 0.1M -0.0tl -0.0U O.M0 O.M6 "0.011 4.NO 0,0GI 0.ell -41.0111 0.MI 4.1:4 O.MI I,_N 0.111_ 0.M) 04:19 4,0_
fries# $1 m 0.Ill ,,0.Ml O.000 0.N0 I.i11 -0.0IS 4.8_ 0.iN 0,0M O.000 0.10 4._4 @.100 0.11| 0.110_ 0,000 0.ISI "@.11|
llntn# |lt u O.Di -0.111 0.NI O.M8O 0._l 4.Ni "4.011 O.lli0 0.N0 4.114 "4.Ml O.lll O,M0 6.0M -0.000 0.000 0,11_ -0.011

IPo-I# 15.61.5 0.181 0.001 -0,013 -0.001 -0.069 0.001 O.010 -0.01dl 4,1O 4441 O,M6 0,N -0.11_ 0._6 0.4106 -0,CJi; ,.0.|1:1 -0,010
IhPe_ 8,d&_ O,MI O,lll l,MI O.ell hll O.0M -0.0M 4.000 -0.010 0.Mi O.O/0 4.q_lt .4.011 0.1M O.03P -0.04] "0.0;O 0.00_t
_ll 17,6 h 4.119 4.MI O.i 4.il _._ 0.011 O._t O.il O,il I, II 4._ 4._ O,i 4._9 4._ O.G _._ 4.lN
_m L.tH 0.101 4.m_ 4,J I.i1 I._1 _ 4o011 I,i O._l 4.1 1.1,111 I.;IF 4.|_ _lTi _tM 4.i11 _.L18 _.O|O

_lo# 11,I M _i O,itl 4,1 _,_ 4.11@ _._ 4._1 4.111 4.{1 4.1 4.i l*#t 4.19 4.17 4._ 4.0 _.i -0.111

_ll II I l,l_ I,il 4.iS I,_ O,_ _,i _,_ O,i O.t I,i _i 1.014 O.i 0,_ i,i O,I 0,1# 0.1_|
_l I_ I " O.t - - O.# l.II O,l 4.M$ Ol I,l " _,l| - O,I _,Nl O,l_ O._

" _lt i_ I O.i_ 4,l_ I t I,m _ tl 4,i_ 4,il O,i O,i I,_ I,I i,I O,I O,l O.i O,l O._l O,_l
_N0 1_ m 0o111 4.1 4.Oil _l 41 O.l _._ t.l 4._ -t,lll 4._ O.B 4,MI 4_ _°_ 4._1 I.lil O.01P
_-Ill IS i I._tl 0.16 O,i I,M$ .4,NO _l O,_i @,i _,i6 |,i I.Itl _.015 O,_ O.i _,_) I.|l; _1_

I
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Figure 1,: Plots of input, output, and internal variables for the
"normal" run of Task #2. Lower left contains the model

input variables (FN-f & FN-e) and the resulting muscle

output torques (_-f & _,I-e). Upper and middle left contain

kinematic output information as well as the positions and

velocities of flexor and extensor internal nodes (dashed).

On the right, from top to bottom, are internal variable

plots for the series elastic element, the instantanous

: externs&ly seen torque-velocity behavior, the viscous

: muscle torque versus node velocity, and the torque propogatlon

_" for varous model elements. For the 3 top right plots, time

/ is an implicit parameter, with a point being produces every

i_ ii i,, _ , .
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Figure 5a: Sensitivity Tra_ectorles (left panel) and Sensitivity
Graphs (right panel) foe parameter Jp (plant inertia),

Task #2. Large dash Is for 4/5 and 5/4 times nomlnal, i

smaller dash is for 1/5 and 5 times nominal. For l

Sensitivity Graphs, range is 1/10 to 10, on logarithmic I
: scales, for both the parameter (abscissa) and behavior

(ordinate). i
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Figure 5b: Sensitivity Trajectories (left panel) and Sensitivity
Graphs (right panel) for parameter Bh (one of the
"HLllls '' constants for shortening muscle).

Large trajectory dashes: 4/5 and 5/4 of nominal_
snmller dashes: 1/5 to 5 times nominal.

Sensitivity Graph range: 1/lO to 10, logarithmic units,
for both parameter (abscissa) and behavior (ordlnate).
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Figure 5c: Sensitivity Trajectories (left panel) and Sensitivity !
Graphs (right panel) for parameter Tal (one of the !
two time constants representtng_scle activation). _

Large trajectory dashes: 4/5 and 5/4 times nominalp ls_ller dashes: 1/5 and 5 t_es nominal. Sensitivity

Graph range: 1/10 to 10, logarit_ic units, for both i t

parameter (abscissa) and behavior (ordinate). i
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Task #3: Maximum Voluntary Flexion with sn External Load: This taskt

' represents an extension of the previous task, only with the addition of an
: external "isotonic" load of 12 N-m and a 0.I kg-m**2 added inertia (a llght

bar being grasped). The task is based on some of the classical experimental
_- data of Dern et al (1947), and the results are consistent with this work.

The time of contraction is now 250 msec. Run dynamics are displayed in

Figure 6a. An inspection of Table 4 shows that, once again, while many of
the parameters are very similar, others differ sharply. Such observations

_.t guide further analysis of this task (not presented here).

In Figure 6b we see the sensitivity to a new type of parameter - a
disturbance (i.e. the external load). Here the "base" external load of 12

o

N-m is varied as any other parameter would be. The sensitivity of the

system to such an external load becomes well understood via inspection when

all three methods are used. Notice that the factor of ten parameter change

(to 120 N-m) is not attempted since it would injure a normal llmb.

In Figure 6c and 6d we see the sensitivity to another new type of

parameter: an initial condition. In this instance it is an initial against-
movement velocity of 2 and 2- rad/sec. Notice that, in the absence of any

initial inertial dynamics, the lengthening torque-veloclty properties are

able to easily compensate for the initial condition of Figure 6d, with the
_ effect being negligible by the time of peak velocity, position or negative

. acceleration- only the peak positive acceleratlon is significantly

affected, and then only for initial velocities of greater than 4 rad/sec.
The sensitivity for the "with" initial veloclty is also compensated for

fairly well. These findings are tn contrast to previous results for the

fast, low inertia eye movement system (Ninters et al (1983).

I

i

+

TABLE h:

,illllT|VlTl tlJ_tl% 108: Ile#hml Comtract_ts JwImgmo¢ktmr_l Id_d _+

INNUlIJ. JI Ip ILp I_1 Itll- f t_J-f &f-f ll-f lily Tit T83 Plk-| Plt-e _ _ Ye- re+ f

bill i14 de8 0.011 -0.03Z -0.013 4.311 -0.00| -0.006 0.0g_ -0.268 -0.031 -0.01| -0.003 0.135 -0.175 -0.365 -0.021 0.021
_i $65 d/J -0,131 '-0.031 ,-0,000 '-0.313 "4.003 -0.01; '-0.133 0./M -0,07,$ -0.0116 .-0.oli 0.$36 ..o,|$J -0,101 -0,007 0,004 i
M# _Jl dil_o -0.$7+k -0,024 0.002 0,Ill -0.006 -0.1309 ,-0,11l 0.361 -0.101 -'0.ill -0,NI I,]N -0.114 -0,173 1o316 -0,210

- , +
- o o • • . ° ,/mlmJ + dills 0,Ul -0,11] 0.011 1.000 4,1111 I 101 -'0.$I| 1,151 -41 Ill I 411 0,1H l,lli 4 _ l $17 -0 N • l

Trap# 363 u 0.2M 0.OM .4.140 0,0_I -0,003 0.019 0.000 -0.t_$ 0,01+ 0.114 0.023 0,MI 1,740 -0,106 0,031 -0,037 +
I'_I 10lm 1.11 -0,003 0.000 0,071 0.000 0.0+ll -.0.03| 0.01P -0.003 0.051 0.031 -0,0|I -0.010 -0,006 0,u03 -0,006 +
Tram 3In lhll_ -.0,010 +,0ll -0.I13 -0,057 _.:D74 +.011 0.02_+ 0._3 o.261 0,134 "4.113 -0.011 -0,060 "4.110 0,13_
lanlmt file I.IM 4.III 0,033 "4,0_0 "4.00; +,061 +.051 +,113 0.14ti 0.03| _.014 -0.1M -0,031 .-0.0l) -0,0_

l_l# I.I _ 0.131 0.002 -0.001 0.1M 0,003 0,023 .,O,0Q4 +.:_& 0.0|1 ,-0,I|3 ..o,0al I.$,116 0.036 0.110 0,133 ,-O,M6
+on +.I _ 0,8| 0,000 0,0|9 l.$ll 0.001 0,0QO 0.o06 t_ 060 0,0|% O,000 0,00_ -0.043 0,0M 0,0_ 0,000 0,III
+It 14,1 m -0,011 -O,M6 -0,01_ 4.561 -0,000 -0,004 0.066 -0.11o -0,+s"7 -0,1N +.N0 %l-_dl ,-0,Ill -0,317 O.001 0.000
Ib-om i.s H 0.1)1 4.01e -0.001 l.llO 4.0_ -0.Cll -0.051 0.831 0.311 -0.0M 0.0_ o._l -0.003 -0._06 o.0_0 0.31+

l_hl 3.0_ 0.111 II.M_ 4.011 ).MI_ 4.0_5 -0.0|l -0,073 0,31_ -0,a06 -0.U4 4,MI _,II0 ,4.131 o.144 0,16) -0,0_1

I_u-18 M u 0.301 0.000 0.000 1.103 "4.el0 -0.311 "4.011 I.IM 0.0_+ 0.||3 0.1M -0.)M O.Oll .-I.$U -0.113 O.IM
,. _ll'eJ " = 0.000 0,000 ..... 0,000 -0.015

_llPl# 101 8o •.•11 0.000 0.000 0.011 0,000 0,00e 0.000 "4.061 0.000 •.ld6 0._03 "4.033 0.000 0,01_ 0.M0 -0.017
• IIPll |l_ II 00011 "_l_J 0,00• -1J14 -0.|_3 "4,|_I ,4,I13 0.I_0 -0,301 0.136 0,013 0.011 4,141_ 0,1M "

+klll 13 III I•I_I l.llO I,IN 0,0_O ,4,111 0,011 I.II0 0,01| 0 |M II, III 0,018 4,011 I M| ,4 136 0,I$I
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Flgltre _a: Plots of input, output, and internal variables for the

"no_l" run of Task 03. Variables plotted are the same
as for Figure 4. The input signal is a 250 1_s pulse of
_gnitude 60 N-m for the flexor. An external load of 12 N-_
(not graphed) exists throughout the movement. _e steady-

state Input stgnels tak_ this fact, plus the static torque-
angle relations, into account. Notice the large torque lnst

i to muscle viscosity.
J
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Figure 6b: Sensitivity TraJectoriez (left panel) and

Sensitivity Graphs (right panel) for parameter
. "EXT LOA ", an external torque with a nominal

,. value of .," N-m. Variables plotted are the

same as in Figure 5.
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Figure 6d. Sensitivity Trajectories (left panel) and Sensitivity Graphs

(right panel) for an initial velocity of -2 rad/sec (nominal).

Axes ranges and behaviors plotted are the same as in Figure 5.
L
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,. Task 14: Maxisal Isometric Contraction: This is a fundamentally
different type of contraction tban those considered above. A maxlmal
contraction is resisted by an equal and opposite external force. An
interesting question is whether or not a different set of parameters become
most important. The sensitivity matrix of Tabl_ 5 shows some sharp
differences both in what parameters and in what behavlors are most
important. First of all, since there is no movement, there is no change in

_.. overall position, velocity or acceleration, leaving only force propogation.
_ As expected, the passive plant parameters Jp, Bp and Kp have no effect. We

now see that the series elasticity, as well as Hill°s constants and the time

_ constant of activation/deactivation, play a role. Also, because, for this
. task of contraction, the hypothetical internal muscle node is shortening,

the l_ngtho_ning muscle parameters like Fm-fv also do not play a role until
after 500 msec.

Inspection of the sensitivity matrix indicates that only the viscous
torque behavior seems to be effected. This result is mis)eading, as can be

seen from the sensitivity trajectory for Ks2-f (Figure 7). This example
shows one of the major limitations of sensitivity coefficients and graphs:
in the process of extracting useful information, other information is

invariably lost, and, furthermore, the information extracted can sometimes

be misleading. It turns out that these observations are particularily true

.or the series elastic parameters, which tend to primarily effect movement
with high frequency components, such as movement initiation or voluntary or

involuntary limb oscillation. Thus, subtle information on trajectory shapes
can be lost when sensitivity coefficients and graphs e.re restricted to

behaviors such as peak output values and the corresponding time of peak

values. Although such phenomena are difflcult to define by the "behaviors"

presented here, they are possibly discrlbable by other types of behavior
definitions, such as oscillation frequency. In any case, sensitivity

trajectories must be plotted.

TABLE 5:

SENSITIVITYMATBIXFOBTASK:"MaxJzs?, Voluntary Iso.petric CeEtrsetion':

Jp Bp Kp Ksl-f 1_2-f Af-f Bh-f Fzf_ Tel Y82 i

l_-f: 60.0 I-,, 0 0 0 0.000 0.O00 O.000 0.000 0 -O.O(_ 0.000
, Fb-f: 1_.2 ]1-.', 0 0 0 -0.184 .-O.T'Z/ O.EW8-0.72"/' 0 ...0.6'10 -0. I_5

Tf_-f: 500 ms 0 0 0 0.000 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 0 0.289 0.000
Yfb-f. 4'_ ,,,s 0 0 0 -0.017 ,-0._0 0.1_2 -0._160 0 0._'_4 0.292

Task #$: A Simple External Load, With No Neural Control: Here we
have a steady neural input signal of 6 N-m for both the flexor and extensor
groups. An external load of 12 N-m is applied for 200 msec, and no effort

is made to resist this disturbance via neural feedback. Inspection of the
resulting sensitivity matrix (Table 6) shows again that the relative
sensitivity of the various parameters and behaviors is a function of the
task.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity Trajectory for parameter Ks2, a series elastic fit
parameter (left panel). Small dashed is for 1/5 and 5 times
nominal - note lack of symmet_. Sensitivity Graphs (right
panel) are for the s_e parameter. _nges are from 1/10 to 10,
in logarit_tc units, for both the parameter (abscissa) and the
behaviors (ordinate). Note the lack of information for _-f.

TABLE 6: i

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR: External Load with no Active Resistance '

NONINAL JIP Bp Kp Kp2 Kel-f Ke2-f Af-f ll_-'f _ Tal

_, MaSh: 49.4 de8 -O.172 -O.154 -0.142 -0.093 -O.015 -0.032 -0.164 0.394 -0.375 -0.010
* Vmax: 267.5 dis -0.181 -O.176 -0.147 -0.024 -0.008 -0.018 -O.188 0.437 -0.405 -0.013

Amnx: 5730 _Is/s -I.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 O.OOl 0.000

Am:In: -5742 d/sis -l.lOI 0.018 0.078 0.816 -0.004 -0.010 0.018 -0.032 0.019 0.012

Tmagn: 266 me 0.277 -0.030 -0.I01 0.000 0.014 0.022 -0.049 0.I00 -0.095 -0.008
"rv_ax: 196 us 0.468 -0.131 -0.275 -0.223 0.033 0.076 -0.158 0.335 -0.264 -0.057
Tanax: 1 ,,- 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OOO 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 _"
T-.in: 200 ms 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.003 O.O0l 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ' ;

Fro-f: 6.00 N-n 0.001 0.000 0.030 0.115 0.000 0.000 0.005 -0.033 0.041 0.000
• l_-e: 7.47 N-- -0.018 -0,006 -0.030 -0.000 -0.001 -0.003 -0.006 0.017 0.183 0.003

Fb-f: 2.87 N'-m -0.135 -0.094 -0.062 -0.004 -0.003 -0.008 0.165 -0.402 -0.234 0.011 iFb-e: 1.51 N-m -0.064 -0.039 -0.023 0.385 -0.004 -0.009 -0.041 0.101 0.711 0.006

lqr-fe: 4.38 N.-I -0.110 -0.074 -0.048 -0.002 -0.003 -0.008 0.096 -0.227 0.173 0.009 iv

Tfnr-f: 2 Im - 0.000 - - 0.000 0.000 - - - 0.000 I
Tim-e: 101 ms O.$16 -0.014 -0.051 -0.007 0.029 0.065 -0.051 0.115 0.098 0.107

!
Tfb-f: 154 _ O.$18 =0.071 -0.182 -0.048 0.019 0.038 -0.087 0.226 -0.136 0.047
Tfb-e: 135 m 0.591 -0.043 -0.133 0.418 0.032 0.077 -0.072 0.165 -O.8541 0.069

Tfmr-fe: 150 m G.$30 -0.064 -0.169 -0.045 0.019 0.044 -0.074 0.196 -0.139 0.048

I

In Figure 8 the sensitivity trajectories and graphs are obtained for an !
interesting parameter that is not well understood. This is "Fm-fv", a [

torque-veloclty parameter, discussed earlier, that influences only I

lengthening muscle (by giving the lenthenlng muscle torque eccentric torque
saturation value, nominally 30% above isometric for any given activation i

level). The fact that this parameter is significant shows that, for this t
task, the constitutive relation used for the lengthening extensor muscle

,, group is important, i

#I i
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i Figure 8: Sensitivity Trajectories (left panel) and Sensitivity )

I Graphs (right panel) for parameter Fm-fv, a torque- Ivelocity parameter for lengthening muscle. This parameter t
gives the percentage above isometric that a muscle can
contract when lengthening at medium-to-high velocity,

i.e. the saturating torque for lengthening muscle, i

Trajectory raPges, axes labeltngp and axes ranges are
as in Figure 5.
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i_ DISCUSSION:_A

The five simple tasks considered above barely scratch the surface of
all the potential movements of the elbow Joint. These movements seemed
representative of the range of possibilities. Furthermore, the neural
inputs were purposely kept simple for the sake of clarity of presentation.

In reality, however, neural inputs - as well as system output, are more

complex. Over the last few decades a large amount of research has been
done on upper limb movement, including elbow movements performed both in
isolation and in conjunction with movements of other Joints. Much of this
data Is for atheletic performance. Components of such data can be simulated
using JAMM. This is possible because the model co,tains all of the
parameters that are needed to describe all basic nonlinear muscle

properities - the model is purposely constructed to be able to simulate a
the full range of types of tasks seen in the literature.

By using sensitivity analysis the parameters of primary Importance can
be determined for any particular task. This provides insight into the
movement task under analysis. It also suggests ways for task-specific model

, reduction, if desired.

Another area of interest is the sensitivity analysis protocol. Once a
" task for analysis is chosen, the following steps were found to be represent
_ an optimal protocol: First, a sensitivity matrix is constructed, the size

of which depends on the parameters and behaviors of interest. The

coefficients in the matrix are usually best found using the "logarithmic"

method. This gives one a global view of model performance and furthermore
guides one to the areas of interest for more detailed work. Second,

sensitivity trajectories are used to help visualize the effect of a given

parameter. Sensitivity Trajectories are also a good way to scan for
problems in coefficient values. Finally, sensitivity graphs are of

considerable use in getting a feel for the model behavior as the parameter

is varied over a wider operating range. Such information often desclbed the

potentYal tolerable range of the parameter and also the llnearlty of the

change in behavior with change in parameter. As such it also can show the

extent of the sensitivity matrlx°s sensitivity to range used for coefficient
determination.

There are a couple of observations worth noting: First, all three
methods have weaknesses. Second, one of the main advantages of using such a

variety of methods is that the weaknesses of any particular method are
exposed by the other methods. Consequently, each method gains strength when

_" combined with the others. Third, the work presented here was only for elbow

flexlon-extenslon. These methods are currently being found equally valuable

for knee flexlon-extenslon, wrist flexlon-extension, and eye, head and wrist
rotation.

I

I
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COWCLUSIO_

A number of sensitivity analysis tools have been used on a highly
developed model of elbow flexion-extenslon. It has been found that maximum

insight into both model performance and parameter sensitivity appears to

require a systemetlc protocol t_t employs a variety of sensitivity tools.
Each of the methods is strengthened when usedln conjunction with the other
sensitivity tools. Furthermore, it has been found that the relative

_it sensitivity of the model parameters is a function of the task bel_ studied. I

Finally, it is suggested that sensitivity analysls should be the cornerstone i
for task-speclflc model reduction, i
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ABSTRACT

A novel approach for suppressing biodynamic interference by means of
adaptive filtering, is described. Preliminary experimental results obtained

in moving base simulator tests are presented. Both for pursuit and compensatory

tracking tasks, a strong deterioration in tracking performance due to biodynamic

interference is found. The use of adaptive filtering is shown to substantially

alleviate these effects, resulting in a markedly improved tracking performance
and reduction in task difficulty. The effect of simulator motion and of

adaptive filtering on Human Operator describing functions is investigated.

Adaptive filtering is found to substantially increase pilot gain and cross-over

frequency, implying a more "tight" tracking behaviour. The adaptive filter is

found to be effective in particular for high-gain proportional dynamics, low

display forcing function power and for pursuit tracking task configurations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biodynamic interference is a bothersome problem in the man-machine systems

area. It occurs when a manual control task is performed on a platform, subjected
to translatory or angular external accelerations. Typical examples are: the

manual control of large flexible aircraft flying through strong convective
turbulence, the manoeuvering " fighters under transonic buffe_ing conditions,

tracking tasks performed on bovering rotorcraft, hlgh-speed vehicles travelling
over rough terrain or waves, etc. [I-3]. In such tasks the manual control

performance may be severely impaired by the resulting involuntary pilot control

com-mnds. These originate ':nthe biomechanical coupling between the vibrating
vehicle and the control manipulator ("stick feedthrough"), which may be either

,. manual or head mounted, such as in helmet sights. This coupling is due to the
dynamic response of various human body elements to external accelerations. In

addition to the direct additive stick feedthrough, the vibration of limbs and

head increases the pilot remnant noise level, either by interfering with

neuromuscular feedbacks needed for precise manual control, or by degrading the

visual acuity due to the relative motion between the eye point-of-regard and
' the display, causing image blurring, [4]

Although the severe effects o_ biodynamic interference on the pilot vehicle
system have been recognized [I-3], successful efforts to eliminate these

interferences have so far not been reported. The approach attempted has been
to mechanically isolate the pilot from the aircraft by passive means, such as
shock-absorbing seats, armrests, etc., [5p6] or by active isolation systems e.g.

" f 699
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Active Vibration Isolation Systems (AVIS), [7,8]. However, since these methods
_educe t--hepilot'_ inertial--accelerations, t:.eyactually increase his motion

relative to the display or manipulator. Consequently no significant performance

improvement was obtained [8]. Moreover, vibration isolatiGnmay be undesirable
since it may impair the pilot's "seat of the pants" motion cues•

In this paper an adaptive disturbance cancellation technique to eliminate

the involuntary pilot commands is described. A L__east_Mean S_quare (LMS) adaptive
filter [9] has been employed. Its main advantage is its inherent ability to

automatically adjust its parameters sn that its design requires little or no
a priori knowledge of input or human response characteristics. The adaptive

filter utilizes the measurements of a platform mounted accelerometer to generate

a signal which is a close estimate of the involuntary pilot con_and. This signal

is subtracted from the stick output, thus largely cancelling the biodynamic

interference. Since the adaptive algorithm requires little computational effort
and memory, it can be easily implemented by a low cost microprocessor.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION !,

The following two major cases are considered:

I. The "biodynamic open loop" case, in which the platform motions are
independent of the manipulator forcing function. Examples are: !

pointing of sights or weapons on a mo_ing ship deck o_ helicopter• i

2. The "biodynamic closed loop case" in which the platform motions partly

result from the control stick command itself, such as the piloting of
an aircraft. The resulting biodynamic stick feedthrough again causes a

platform motion, thus constituting a circulating signal.

A block diagram of the biodyna_ic "open loop" case is shown iv Fig. I. The

control error _ between the desired reference signal c and the actual response i
r is presented to the Human Operato_ (HO) on a display monitor af the displayed

error ed. This signal-is utTlized by the HO to generate the voluntary control '_

command Uc. On the other hand, the biodynamic interference due to :he platform

motions, generates an involuntary control command ub which is added to uc

resulting in a total control command ut. This command being either the control

stick force or displacement is translated into an analog or digital signal u. i
The platform motions are measured by a platform mounted accelerometer. Its

out,ut a is passed through a high-pass filter in order tJ b_ock 16w-freqvency Jmotlon component, which should not be subtracted. The filtered signal is

applied to the adaptive Jilter and causes it to generate the signal Ua, which is

a least squares estimate of the additive interference ub By subtracting ua from• |
I

u, the filtered control command uf is obtained.
I

The diagram of the biodynsmic "closed-loop" case is shown in Fig. 2. I

Unlike the biodynamic open loop case, the aircraft response constit_ites the I

motion disturbance. Thercfore, the input to the adaptive filter is now depcudent i
on the voluntary command Uc, which causes a bias in the estimation of Ub. This I

difficulty can largely be overcome by the use of the high-pass filter, which I

separates the aircraft response to desired control, which is basically of low

frequency, from the eircraft response to involuntary biodynamic disturbance, (
which is basically of high frequency. The feasibility of this approach has been
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demonstra _d by digital simulations in Ref. [10]. An example is given of a

• YF-12 aircraft, in which the stick feedthrough in the longitudinal axis of

control results in diverging pilot induced oscillations• The adaptive filter
_s able to suppress these rscillations effectively without affecting the

dynamic response of the aircraft.

In this paper only the biodynamic "open loop" case is evaluated

experimentally• The biodynamic "closcd loop" case is a subject for further
_.I study.

\

_ III. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM _

A. Objectives of the Experiments
i

The objectives of the experiments were: I) To investigate the effect of

motion on tracking performance in various task_ and 2) to evaluate the effective-
hess of the adaptive filter in reducing the effects of biodynamic interference.

• For this purpose the variances of tracking error and control command were

computed and separated into three components: I) A component correlated with

the tracking task forcing function, 2) a component correlated with the simulator

motions and 3) a residual uncorrelated component due to pilot remnant. Futher- !

more, in order to achieve better insights of cause and effect in the error and
control signals components, the visual motor dynamic response properties of !

the human operator were analyzed and computed. In these computations the auto i
and cross power spectral density functions were computed first and used to

determine pilot control and biodynamic transfer functions as well as tracking

error and control variance components•

B. Experimental Set-Up

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3. The dynamical tests were

carried out with a three-degree-of-freedom moving-base simulator, designed and

built at the Flight Control Laboratory at the Technion, Haifa, Israel. The

simulator cabin is suspended from three rods, each of which callbe moved up and _ ._

d_-m independently by separate DC torque motors. By moving the rods either !
collectively or differentially, heave, pitch and roll, or combinations thereof, _
can be generated. The total weight of the cabin and the subject is balanced by

a pneumatic system consisting of an air bellow connected to a large pressure i

tank. The platform motions are generated digitally in real-time by a DGC Nova 3 !

minicomputer. The computed motions are converted into analog signals which are I
fed into the controllers and power amplifiers which drive the torque motors to j

obtain the required motion. The cabin includes (I) an aircraft ejection seat i

with automobile type cushions and seat belt; (2) a two-axis isomorphic side stick I

of an F-16 aircraft; (3) a 9 inch TVmonitor on which the tracking task is i
displayed, and (4) a package of accelerometers and rate gyros, measuring the I
platform motions. The measured analog signals of the pilot's total control I

output consisting of voluntary and involuntary control commands as well as I

i platform accelerations, are converted into digital signals and fed into the Nova !

I computer. The computer implements the adaptive filter in real-time and simulates I

the motions of the controlled element as well as its forcing function These

computed motions are converted into analog signals, fed into a display generator i
and visualized on the TV monitor in the simulator cabin. During the test run I

'r_" i
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;_ control conmmnds,controlled element motions as well as platform motlons, are

recorde4 and stored on a 10 megabyte disk for further off-line processing.

• C. Description of the Experiments

Two tracking tasks were performed in the experiments: I) A compensatory
task, representing e.g. a missile, remotely guided by a vehicle mounted TV

" camera and 2) a pursuit task representing a teleoperated electro-optical device.

For each experimental configuration three cases were investigated. In the first

_. case the tracking task wan performed in the absence of motion (static case S),
in the second case motion was present but the adaptive filter was not activated

(case M) and in the third case motion was present and the adaptive filter was

activated (case A). The duration of each test run was 245 seconds during which

time histories of the various signals were recorded. For each experimental

configuration, each of the cases S,M and A were repeated at least three times

in a random sequence, unknown to the subject.

In the experimental program both the display forcing function power and

the dlmamics of the controlled element were parameters. Their effect on

performance and effectiveness of the adaptive filter was investigated.
h

D. Description of the Trackin_ Tasks

Both in the compensatory and in the pursuit tracking task the controlled

element dynamics included a pure integration combined with a proportional part.
' This choice was made in order to investigate the biodynamic effects and

effectiveness of the adaptive filter in the basic rate and position control tasks.

The transfer function of the controlled element is given by:
• _ 2

r(s) =K'{!+X.- o } (I)

(s_ + 2_oS +
S

2)
P

i' O

?

The second order filtering of the proportional part was included to avoid the

appearance of rapid, high frequency display motions. The filter natural frequency

Uo was set to 15 rad/sec and the damping ratio E was set to 0.707. The tracking

tasks were performed in two axes of control, where for each axis the dynamics of

Eq. (I) was employed. However, the adaptive filter was implemented in the lateral

axis of control only. On the display monitor a cross and a square were shown.
In the compensatory task the cross was kept fixed in the center of the screen

and symbolized the controlled element vehicle axis. The square symbolized the

target as seen through a vehicle mounted TV camera, and the target motions c

were generated for each axis of control independently by passing bandlimited

zoro-mean Gaussianwhite noise processes through second order filters with

_o = 0.7 rad/sec and _ = 0.3. Thus the deviations of the square from the cross

st the center of the screen represented the displayed tracking error Cd between

target motion c and controlled element response r. The objective of the task

was to minimize Cd by br{nging the square to the cross center. In the pursuit

task the cross symbolized the controlled element and the square the target, as
seen both through a platform mounted optical device. In contrast to the

compensatory task, the cross deviated from the screen center, where the deviations
corresponded to the controlled element response r. The motiona of the square

• symbolized the target motions c, which were generated by the same forcing functions
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; _ as for the compensatory task. Also in the pursuit task the objective was to

, _ reduce the error c d in the attempt to maintain coincidence of cross center
:" and square.
i

' The stick gearing was the same for both axis. For the compensatory task it

was set at 1.24 N/cm and for the pursuit task at 0.79 N/cm.
i

r E. Description of the Simulator Motions

The lateral accelerations were obtained by a roll-motion of the simulator.1

cabin. The simulator motions were generated by passing bandlimited zero-mean
, Gaussian white noise through a second-order filter with mo = 15 rad/sec and

= 0.707. This signal constituted the roll-angle commnd imparted to the

controllers of the simulator. The power spectrum of the actual measured lateral
accelerations is shown in Fig. 4. The notch at about 3 rad/sec is inherent to

, the pendulum type suspension of the simulator. The RMS value of the lateral
accelerations was measured to be 0.24g.

F. Subject Background and Trainin_
i

Four subjects participated in the experimental programs. Subject B was
- female. Only subject D had actual flight experience as a military helicopter

t pilot. Subjects B and D were Aeronautical Engineering students and A and C

-_ Aeronautical Engineers. Subjects A and B had extensive prior fixed base
simulator training.

"-° z

Each simulation session lasted one hour. An average of 5 training hours

was required for the subjects to reach a stable level of performance. Only the

results of subject A are presented in this paper. However, very similar trends

in the results of the other subjects were noticed.

G. Experimental Results i

The values of the display forcing function power _in and of the controlled element

proportional gain Kp, for the various configurations, are listed in Table I. The _

experimental results for subject A are summarized in Figs. 5-11. i

I

Configuration Tracking Task Display Forcing Proportional ! ,
C-compensatory Function Power Gain !

_ P-pursuit ain[_m] K _

I

_t I C 7.8 0.022 t
!

:| II C 15.5 0.022 !

III C 31 0.022 [

1

I

. t
IV C 15.5 0.2 !

I

V P 15.5 0.022 i
!

Vl P 15.5 0.2 I
f

Table I: Tracking Task Parameters.
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' I. Tracking Performance in the Presence of Motion
,#

The variance components of the error and of the stick output are shown in

Figs. 5-7. Fig. 5 shows that for ali compensatory tracking configurations the
rnr_l variance in the presence of motion (M) is markedly larger than the variance

component constitutes a considerable part of the total error variance. Fig. 6

shows components of the total stick output u, i.e, voluntary command uc plus

stick feedthrough ub. Also the total stick output in the presence of motion
(M) is markedly larger than in the static case (S). For all cases the vibration
correlated component of the stick output variance caused by stick feedthroughs

is dominant. The input correlated component is the second largest and the

remnant component is the smallest. Fig. 7 shows that for pursuit tracking, the
effect of the stick feedthrough on error and on stick output is even larser than
for compensatory control. Both for compensatory and for pursuit tracking a
marked increase in reumant between the static case (S) and the motion case (M) is

noticed. The subjects cousnented that tracking in the presence of motion was
considerably more straining and difficult to perform.

2. Tracking Performance with the Adaptive Filter

_ Fig. 5 shows for all configurations a substantial reduction in the total
error variance as a result of the incorporation of the adaptive filter, case A.
This improvement with respect to case M is mainly due to a marked reduction in
the vibration correlated component of the error variance and, to a lesser extent,
to a reduction in the input correlated components. This indicates that the
suppression of stick feedthrough also improves the ability to track the forcing
function. On the other hand the re_ant component generally increases slishtly.
Fig. 6 shows that also for the adaptive filter the vibration correlated componevt
of the total unfiltered stick output u is considerably large (case A) though
smaller than without the adaptive filter (case }0. However, for the filtered

• ovtput uf (case A) the vibration correlated component is very small. Fig. 7 shows

similar trends of the effect of the adaptive filter for pursuit tracking.

The effectiveness of the adaptive filter is demonstrated by tlme-histories
- shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 shows the stick output and adaptive filter

output in the presence of morionvhile the display forcing fun=tlon was set to

zero, i.e. Oin=0. In this case the c_ntrol output is almost entirely due to
stick feedthrough. Fig. 8 shows that the adaptive filter output signal closely

"copies" the Gtick feedthrough signaI and that the difference between them, being I
uf, is small.

Time histories for a second example with _in " 15.5 usa are shown in Fig. 9.
Ins cracking _or _ttLhe _ytta_ _e _) _S considerably larger than in the

static case (S), The trackinS error in the presence of the adaptive filter (A)
is much smaller than in the dynamic case (M) and only slightly larger than in the

static case (S).

The subjects commented that tracking in the presence of the adaptive filter

was considerably easier than without the filter, and that the filter enabled them

to improve their tracking accuracy.

, 3. The Effect of Display Forcing Function Power

" Fig. 5 shows, as can be expected, that for a small forcing function power

Oin, the vibration correlated component of the error is more dominant than for
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• high power. Hence, for low forcing function power, the adaptive noise
cancellation is more pronounced and therefore relatively more effective.

4. Effect of the C_ntrolled Element Proportional Gain

Fig. 5 shows that an increase in proportional gain has no significant effect

: on the error score in the static case, (see (S) of configurations II and IV).

However, in the presence of motion the total error for high-proportional gain

is markedly larger than for low-proportional gain (see case M of configurations

II and IV). This is mainly due to the larger effect of stick feedthrough. The
incorporation of the adaptive filter strongly reduced the stick feedthrough as

' , well as the input correlated component of the error .nd thus strongly improved

._ tracking accuracy, (see case A of configurations II and IV). Therefore, for tasks

with high proportional gain, it is indicated that the adaptive filter is

particularly effective. A similar, but even more pronounced trend was fouad for

pursuit tracking, see configurations V and VI in Fig. 7.

5. Effect of Motion and Adaptive Filtering on Human Operator Response

! _ Figs. 10 and 11 show the visual motor dynamic response properties,
characterized by open loop transfer function cross-over frequency and phase

• _ margin, and low-frequency pilot and biodynamic gains. For all configurations

" F it is shown that motion (M) strongly reduces the cross-over frequency and pilot

" _ gain and increases the phase margin as compared to the static case (S). This
indicates that in the presence of biodynamic interference the tracking response is

more inhibitive, a fact which is confirmed by the subjects. The adaptive filter

I causes an increase in cross-over frequency and pilot gain and a reduction in phase
margin, see (A) in Figs. 10 and 11. It should be noted that the cross-over

frequency and phase margin with the adaptive filter are close in value to those
of the static case. Inmost cases the cross-over frequency even exceeds the one
of the static case and the phase margin is correspondingly smaller. This indicates

that with the adaptive filter the tracking behaviour is more "tight". Consequently

the low-frequency gain of the biodynamic feedthrough is considerably larger for

the adaptive filter than without it, as can be seen from Figs. 10 and 11). This

implies that with the adaptive filter the subject allows himself a firmer grip

on the control stick, as compared to case M without the filter, in which

, he tends to release his grip in order to alleviate the stick feedthrough
, effects. This fact was also confirmed by the subjects.

6. Motion Cross-Talk

Finally it should be noted that the adaptive filter was employed in the
lateral axis of control only. However, due to cross-talk _ffects in the simulator

motion and biodynamic response, part of the interference appeared in the vertical
axis of control as well. Since these disturbances were not filtered the vertical

error was considerably larger than the lateral one. It is anticipated that a

reduction in the vertical error by employing an adaptive filter in both axes of
control, will improve the lateral tracking performance even more.

!
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', IV. CONCLUSIONS
]

t

. I. For the configurations considered, lateral accelerations seriously
impair tracking performance as a result of biodynamic interference.

2. Apart from the error component caused by stick feedthrough, the biodynamic
interference increases the input correlated and remnant components of the
error and strongly increases the task difficulty,

_.t 3. The biodynamic interference reduces the cross-over frequency and Io_ o

frequency pilot gain, implying a more inhibited tracking strategy.

4. Performance deterioration due to stick feedthrough is the strongest for

" high 2roportional gain dynamics and low tracking forcing function power.

5. The adaptive filter markedly reduces the total tracking error by reducing

the vibration and input correlated components of the error and thus

substantially reduces task difficulty.

6. The adaptive filter is effective in particular for high proportional gain

dynamics, low display forcing function power and in the pursuit tracking
configurations.

7. The adaptive filter causes a substantial increase in cross-over frequency
r and pilot gain and reduces the phase margin implying a more "tight" tracking

behaviour.

8. The adaptive filter yields an increased blodynamic low-frequency gain and

slightly increased remnant which indicates that the subject's grip of the
control stick is firmer.

9. It is anticipated that even for single-axis motion excitation it is q

desirable to employ an adaptive filter in both axes of control.

i
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) ACTIVE STICKS - A NEW DIMENSION IN CONTROLLER DESIGN _/////

. '_"

* Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory,

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, 45433

** Raytheon Service Company

,, Abstract

In the design of a hand controller, one approach involves a stick
with active characteristics. The term active used in this context

1_ refers to a control stick whicn actively exerts a force on the

subject's hand so that it may aid in the tracking. Presently, with

position type sticks, the human neuromotor bandwidth is limited to 10
radians/second as a consequence of the fact that two sets of muscles

(antagonist and angonist) are used to perform neuromotor tracking.

When a forearm movement is made in one direction (e.g. laterally) and
then reversed, it is necessary to change from one set of active

muscles to another set of muscle groups. The additional time to

_, reverse control movements contributes to low levels of neuromotor
bandwidth. One method to circumvent this problem and possibly aid in
tracking would be to design a stick controller that will perform,
partially, the function of some of the muscle groups during the
tracking task.

At the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright

Patterson Air Force Base, a smart stick controller has been built

which actively produces a force to interact with the subject's hand

and to aid in tracking. When the human tracks in this situation, the

man-machine system can be viewed as the combination of two closed loop
feedback paths. The inner loop occurs as a result of a tactile

information channel effecting the man-controller interaction through "
force movements of the stick on the human's hand. Ths outer feedback

loop is a result of the visual display and visual signals. This paper

reports the empirical results of tracking with this stick in the

active mode (the stick generate3 a force) and the passive mode (the i
stick not generating a force). The most noteworthy observation is a 'i

significant increase in apparent neuromotor bandwidth and consequently i

better tracking performance.

Introduction

Much interest has arisen on the comparison of the effects of force

versus displacement sticks on pilot tracking ability. Early F-16's
: were equipped with pure force sticks. Performance improvements

occurred when the present limited motion stick replaced the forc_
stick in the F-16. For this stick controller, approximately (I/4)

I displacement is allowed for a full commend input. In an effort to
better understand why this occurred and the interaction between force

and displacement feedback, a study was conducted a year ago [13 on the

performance enhancement of an F-16 style force stick with limited

I
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;_ motion.
?

In this paper we use a position stick for both the passive (no force _

, applied) and active (force applied to the pilot's hand from the stick)
mode of operation. The posit_an information from a stick displacement

is sent to a computer. Dynasic restoring forces are sent back from the
computer to the operator tkrou_h the stick via computer control. Our

observation that tracking performance improved with a lateral tracking

task during lateral accel,,ration [I] forms the empirical basis to

develop a position stick which moves giving force feedback to the
operator. We hypothesized that a performance advantage would exist for

a position stick which moves with force feedback to the operator in

non acceleration environments. To test this hypothesis in a static t
environment (1Gz), we require (by computer control) the stick to push
back on the wrist with a restoring force in a manner similar to the

inertial force that would occur in the lateral G environment [1]. From i
this study it is observed that the unique combination of a visual

feedback loop in parallel with a tactile (force feedback) loop figure i

(7) allows the human to operate the stick controller differently in
the active mode as contrasted to the passive mode which only contains

visual feedback. This paper reports some performance differences

• between the active and passive modes of operation. Finally, one
additional parameter that was allowed to vary in this study was the
electrical gain of the stick (volts output/degree of position of the

stick). This variable was allowed to change to see how stick
sensitivity effects the usefulness of the device.

The Electro-Mechanical Device

Figure (I) illustrates how the device is constructed. The mass,

dashpot, and spring constant were fixed in this study. In general, we

consider a device which may have the ability to change Ks, B_, or Ms
in figure (I) but, in addition, adds a biomechanical force d_rectly to

the pilot's hand through the control stick. In this sense the

controller acts like an active device rather than a passive device. /
Figure (2) illustrates a system description of the electromechanical

device which functions as the smart stick controller. Figure (12)

illustrates the actual setup. In figure (2), the output from the :
ai

computer algorithm _.ives two current sources 11 and 12. These current
sources are inputs into two current-pressure transducers to produce

pressures Pl and P2" The pressure difference Pl " P2 acting on the
area A of the piston produces a force F on the rack and pinion. This

force acts through the gear assembly deflecting the stick to the right
or the left. The voltage-force characteristics of both of the current

pressure transducers are illustrated in figure (3).

To understand the operation of the device, the electrical circuit

used to control one current pressure transducer valve is illustrated

in figure (4). In figure (4) the winding is inserted in the collector

part of the circuit of the transistor using the common emitter

configuration. This circuit design protects the windings of the
current pressure transducer to a maximum current of (15v-.I)/510 ohms
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• 29.2 ma under worst case conditions. The input signal Vin enters the
base circuit from the computer and on positive swings drives the

transistor from the active region into saturation. Vii ` max = 1Or. from
the computer, hence I b max = lOv/51K ohms = .2 ma worst case. A
clamping diode is inserted to cut off the transistor in the event Vin
should swing negative and in the cutoff mode of operation I c = O. Thus
the current-pressure transducer is protected by this current limited
circuit arrangement. The common emitter configuration in figure (4) is
actually operated in the active mode which is necessary as a result

of the non-linear force-voltage input curves illustrated in figure
(3). Since the left and right valve both have different

characteristics and exhibit hysteresis and dead zone non-linearities,

it was decided to bias the transducers about an operating point midway

in the linear characteristics curve and to limit the input swings to
only linear deviations on the curves in figure (3). To illustrate this

point, for the value vI (movement right), a bias voltage of 5.3 +
(I/2) (swing value) = 5.3 + (I/2)(3.2) = 6.9 volts was chosen as the
nominal operating point. The swing voltage about this nominal value

was chosen to be + 1.6 volts peak to peak (95% of the time), thus

ensuring linearity. For valve v2, the bias value was chosen as 4.3 +
(I/2) (1.2) = 4.9 volts with a swing voltage about the nominal of +

1.2 volts peak to peak (95% of the time). In this manner both valves

produce forces no greater than 3.5 pounds and appear linear within

their operating region. Figure (5) illustrates the analog computer

diagram relating the computer output of the biomechanical model to the
input of the current-pressure transducers. The voltage signal from the

computer (output of the biomechanical model) is put into amp-lfier AI.
The DC bias of 4.9 volts is added as an input to AI and goes to the

left valve (input to the base circuit in figure (4))

The Smart Al_orithm

In the design of a controller with intelligence, the ability of the

controller to perform is a function of the algorithm used in the
design of the controller. The smart algorithm could possibly consist .

of a mathematical representation of an interaction in which improved

biomechanical reactions would be obtained in the G acceleration i
fields. An alternative design would occur if some empirical evidence
would support a particular design. In this paper we consider a design

which produces inertial forces on the operator similar to those i
obtained in a previous experiment [1]. Figure (6) illustrates the
biomechanical model which represents human response to sidewards
accelerations (+Gy direction). The assumption is made that the human
arm remains stationary at the elbow. The Gy force acts at the center
of mass of the forearm and deflects the arm in the direction of the Gy
force which adds a force component at the wrist-stick interface. In
static equilibrium the sun of torques about point A in figure (6) is

zero. Let F- the forc _ required to compress the spring Ks and dashpot
Be:
Then F = Ks ea La + Bs La ea (I)

i

where the small angle assumption 8 a _ sin 9 a has been used, @a in

t

i
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figure (_) ro_resents the lateral angular movement of the forearm, and

L a is the ler_th of the forearm. The sum of torques about A - 0
requires:

maGy(La)/ 2 - F ('La)"0 (2)or combining equations and (2) we havez

; ms(l/2) Gy = Ks ea + Bsea (3)

The transfer function between ea(S) and Gy(s) is given by:

%(s) = (,12)
--_aGy-_ Ks + B. s (4)

Laplace transforming F from equation (1) yields:

F(s) = (Ks*B as) LaeaCs) (5)

or F(s) . __1 (6)
ma Gy(e) 2

"independent of La,Ks, and Bs". Thus the force necessary at the stick
to counteract the G field force is just a constrnt proportional to the

Gy acceierometer measurement. This simplification is derived here as a
result of the static equilibrium model considered in this paper.

"i To complete the design of the smart controller, it is necessary to
have some empirical basis by which the man-machine interaction can be
improved. From an empirical study run [1] under Gy exposures, two

types of biomechanical interaction were defined. Figure (8)
illv_trates these two types of interaction. Positive Biomechanical
Feedthrough is defined such that a stick movement to the right gives

rise to a G field in the same direction. This type of interaction
accentuates spurious movements and is similar to a closed loop circuit
with positive feedback and is undesireable or unstable. The second
definition of the biomechanical interactiov is what is termed

"Negative Biomechanical Feedthrough". In this case the force induced
by the G field is in a direction to oppose the original force. This is
analogous to negative feedback in an electrical circuit and provides a ,_
stablizing influence on the man-machine interaction • Figure (10)

illustrates results from [1] in which a comparison was made between
static tracking and tracking under the influence of Negative
Biomechanical Feedthrough. It was demonstrated that the influence of
Negative Biomec_al Feedthrough on tracking performance is

significant, especially for fas_ moving targets. This was the purpose
of the design of the smart algorithm considered in this paper.

Implementation of The Device

Figure (7) illustrates the implementation of the device. As the

subject makes a stick response (e.g. to the right), this position

change is sensed via a circular potentiometer at the base of the stick
! which generates a voltage signal proportional to the number of degrees

of deflection of the stick. This signal is added to a disturbance
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_' input forcing function, which is composed of a sum of sine wave

• signals to simulate wind buffeting or other types of disturbance
inputs into the system. The sum of the forcing function disturbance

• plus stick output becomes the input into an analog computer model of
the centrifuge at AFAMRL/ Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. In
this model, the roll dynamics of the cab of the centrifuge (located at
the end of a 19 foot radius arm) is given by:

@p (s) = 1.7

I(s) s + 1.7 (7)

where s=1.7 radians/second is the break frequency of the dynamics of

this electromechanical system, @n is the pointing vector of the cab,

and l(s) is the input electrical_signal into the cab circuit (output
of the amplxfier which sums the stick response with the disturbance

input forcing function). From this analog model of the centrifuge, _p
is determined which estimates the postion vector of the cab on th_

centrifuge. Once _p is determined, an estimate of Gykdenoted as Uy,
can be obtained frgm the equations of motion. Using _y, and the static
equilibrium model illustrated in figure (6), the force at the center
of gravity of the forearm can be determined. Translating this force to

the wrist produces the biodynamic interaction on the forearm that
would be similar to this G acceleration stress. The purpose of the

experiment considered in this paper was to run subjects in the static
mode of operation and to try to simulate forces similar to the
biodynamic forces that appear on the forearm of the subject for the
Negative Biomechanical Yeedthrough case illustrated in figure (8b). If

the simulation is accurate, then the performance scores when tracking
in the static mode of operation with an active s%lrk may improve
tracking just as tracking in the dynamic mode (under Gy stress) has
demonstrated for the Negative Biomechanical Feedthrough case in figure
(I0) with a passive stick.

Empirical Validation

A total of 6 subjects were run for the validation of this device. _

The subjects were all active duty USAF men between the ages of 23 to _ ,

35 years. They participated for two days of tracking. On day 1 they i
tracked for what was considered a training day which consisted of 6 i
runs with a passive stick (no force on the stick) and 6 runs with the
stick active ( a simulated Negative Biomechanlcal Feedthrough force

acting on the wrist). Since 4 of the 6 subjects had previous

experience with compensatory tracking tasks, the training level was
defined as asymptote if we observed less than 5% change in performance

scores between similar _;rials (replications). Three different

electrical gain settings of the control stick output were used to

assess if stick sensitivity could have had an influence on tracking

: performance. The choice of the electrical gains was determined [2]

: from the shape of the spectrum of the forcing function in the
frequency domain. Figure (11) illustrates the empirical scores

I determined across the subjects. For a given controller gain, and for

j ,
J i

I
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_ two out of these three gains, the smart stick improved tracking

' performance not only significantly, but substantially by a factor of 2
or 3.

Explanation on How The Smart Stick Hel_s Trackin 6 Performance

To investigate if perhaps some additional information may have been

avaiiable during the runs of the smart stick and thus provided more

information to a subject or perhaps investigate if the smart stick ma_
automatically track the target itself, several tests were made. In

Mode I, the autopilot (an analog simulation) performed the tracking

with a passive stick (no stick movement). Its nharacteristics were

specified by:
G(s) = (1.7) / (8-1.7) (8)

which replaces the human operator in the loop in figure (7). Mode 2 is

the autopilot tracking with the stick active. These results are

displayed in Table I. Obviously no difference appears between these

two cases. Mode 3 is the open loop mode (no hand on an active stick).

Obviously no benefit is derived from lack of human inputs. Mode 4

_ occurs when the active stick is held at postion zero. Modes 5 and 6,

respectively, are the eRMS scores for the passive and active stick
when averaged over the 6 subjects. From these ru_.s there appears to

be no advantage, information wise, in observing_pwhich is related

Table I Runs To Examine Information in the Loop

(Values of Root Mean Square Error Signal (eRMS))
Gain 1 Gain 2 Gain 3

Mode 1_Autopilot, .O19 .019 .019

Passive Stick ) .....
Mode 2(Autopilot, .019 .019 .0i9

Active Stick)
Mode 3(Open Loop) .164 .568 " _'_5
Mode 4(Active Stick .034 .115 .318

Held at Zero_
Mode 5 _mean-Humans, .02475 .02463 .0445

Passive Stick)

(s.d.) .00132 .....00423 .01783
Mode 6 (mean-Humans, .01725 .01075 .0325
Active Stick)

(e.d.) .00469 .00119 L .0139

. to the forcing function integrated through two simulations (figure

(7)) to appear as the output_y.

In summary, the subjects had no explicit knowledge of the forcing
function disturbance other than implicit information obtained by

observing@por
To better understand why a human tracks better with a smart stick _e

conjectured in figure (9). Using models akin to optimal control the, y

[3], typically neuromotor dynamics are modeled via a low _e ,_ _'_

with bandwidth I/tN and a noise _(t) characterized by E \_!_)! _ 0
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> i and -Q whereQisacovsri.nc,matri,! repre_l_ntatlon o_" human neuromotor noise or tremor. A Weber's law
, effect is known to occur in which Q scales with tension or force. For

_. _ example, for twice the force output of the forearm, the noise

covariance Q will scale proportionally.

Under the smart stick condition, however, an interesting

_, _lysiological effect occurs• For normal tracking it is observed _at
hand movements must be made inward and outward, thus activating both

.. antagonist and agonist muscles• With the smart stick, however, only

_ one type of movement seems to be required. This is b,cause the

_\ Negative Biomechanical Feedthrough like effect from our simulation

replaces the second group of muscle movements, thus precluding the
change in direction and delaying time in switching muscles.

Preliminary analysis of these data indicates human operator neuromotor
bandwidth increases a factor of 3 using a smart stick and lowers the

value of the covarianoe Q in figure (9) nf the noise output. This is
the impact on the man-machine system with the use of a smart stick.

Summar_ and Conclusions

A smart stick has been developed. In tests with a simple lateral

tracking task, subject scores were significantly better in the active
stick mode than in the passive mode. In both modes, stick position

_. provides the signal to the computer. In the active mode, the stick

applies forces at the stick-hand interface that are dynamically

-. similar to the inertial forces that would be generated by the inertia
of the forearm if the tracking task were mounted in the AFAMRL human

centrifuge. Thus, in the passive mode the subject receives visual
target information only. In the active mode there is tactile

information providing additional cues about vehicle motion•

Serendipitously, the forces generated by the smart stick in the active

mode tend to work against major muscle groups, allowing the subject to
modulate his muscle force for fine control without the need to reverse

direction. This contrasts with the need to continually shift muscle
groups and force direction for fine control with a simple position
stick in a passive mode of operation.
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' : List of Variables
',

II,12 - Electrical currents into windings (Fig 2)

'i Pj,P2-Pressures in gas cylinder (Fig 2)
• Vin- Voltage into transistor circuit (Fig 4)
: Ib - Base Current into transistor (Fig 4)

Ic - Collector Current into transistor (Fig 4)

AI - Summing amplifier - (Figure 5)
• ! Oy- Lateral G acceleration force (Fig 6)

F - Force (Fig 6)

; Ks - Spring Constant (Fig 6)

ea - Angular Deflection of Arm (Fig 6)

La Length of Forearm (Fig 6)

Bs - Dashpot constant (Fig 6)

t Ma - Mass of Forearm
s - Laplace Transform Variable

ep - Pointing vector of the cab =
Target position on display

A - estimate of a variable (e.g. _y)

G(s) - Autopilot Transfer function

eRMS - Root Mean Square error
A - Area of piston (Figure 2) t

- human neuromotor tremor

Q - Covariance of_ !
- Dirac delta function

'" T - a time _ t

i
!
!
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ABSTRACT

. Including whole-body motion in a flight simulator improves
performance for a variety of tasks requiring a pilot to
compensate for the effects of unexpected disturbances. A
possible mechanism for this improvement is that whole-body motion
provides high derivative vehicle state information which allows
the pilot to generate more lead in responding to the external
disturbances. In developing new motion simulation algorithms for
an advanced g-cuing system we were, therefore, surprised to
discover that an algorithm based on aircraft roll acceleration
produced little or no performance improvement. On the other
hand, algorithms based on roll position or roll velocity produced
performance equivalent to whole-body motion. This pdper
describes the analysis and modeling conducted at both the sensory
system and manual control performance levels to explain the above
results. !

INTRODUCT ION

The Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory and the
Aeronautical Systems Division are jointly investigating motion

" and force cuing alternatives to whole-body motion. This paper
sulmarizes the progress on an investigation of the capability of
an advanced g-cuing system to provide rotational motion
information to a pilot performing a flight control task. Human
performance modeling is being conducted to explore hypotheses
concerning the underlying sensory and performance mechanisms.
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, Motion Cuing Devices

Two motion cuing devices were used: (i) the Advanced Low

: Cost G-Cuing System (ALCOGS), and (2) the Roll-Axis Tracking

Simulator (RATS). The ALCOGS includes hydraulically-actuated
seat pan, backrest, and seat belt elements mounted in an aircraft

seat frame [i]. In the studies reported here, the one-piece seat

pan was the only active cuing element. The RATS is a whole-body,
roll-axis motion device. The axis of rotation is through the

i buttocks of the subject.

Drive Algorithm Development

Pressure Matching Algorithm. The initial approach was to
develop a means of driving the ALCOGS seat pan such that the
pressure produced on the human buttocks matched those one would

experience in the RATS. Using small force-sensing strain gauges

located under the ischial tuberosities of the buttocks, we ,i

measured the pressures produced by sinusoidal roll motion in the i
RATS. A multiple regression performed on data collected over a i

range of amplitudes and frequencies suggested that buttocks

pressures were a function of RATS roll angle and roll
acceleration:

•' |

PSIButtocks = -.864 @RATS + .8842 _RATS (i) !

!
where PSI pressure in Ibs/in_, _ roll angle in deg, and _
roll acceleration in deg/sec z. For data collected under a

' similar sinusoidal motion in the ALCOGS, buttocks pressures were
a simple function of seat pan roll angle:

PSIButtocks = .881 _ALCOGS (2)
I

Setting the e<[uations equal to one another and solving for the

ALCOGS seat pan angle (in deg) results in the following pressure
matching algorithm:

,t

= _9 + .852 ) (3)'_ALCOGS K (-'.. _RATS _RATS

K values only up to 8.4 (48% of RATS pressures) were used to

prevent the ;,LCOGS seat pan from striking its limits of travel.

The results obtained while testing this algorithm (see

Primary Data Reduction Section), suggested that drive algorithms
based on the separate derivatives of roll motion would be of •
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' interest. Therefore, the following algorithms were _Iso
• developed.

• Single Derivative Algorithms. Pure position (Equation 4)
and pure acceleration (Equation 5) algorithms were derived by

; setting either the acceleration or position coefficient of
Equation 3 to zero. Since matching buttocks pressure was not a
concern here, the equations are shown below in terms of the
simulated aircraft motion parameters:

%

@ALCOGS = ._2 @Simulated Aircraft (4)

_ALCOGS = ± .32 _Simulated Aircraft (5)

where _= roll angle in deg, and _= roll acceleration in deg/sec 2.
As shown in Equation 5, both sign relationships were investigated
with the position algorithm.

,i

A velocity algorithm was also developed in which ALCOGS seat i
pan angle was made proportional to simulated aircraft roll
velocity:

_ALCOGS = ± .23 _Simulated Aircraft (6) !

k

L

where _ = roll velocity in deg/sec. Both sign relationships were
investigated with this algorithm, as well.

Drive Algorithm 292J;JJlg

The utilit7 of the algorithms was evaluated by comparing
human performal.ce on a roll-axis tracking task under static )
(visual cue only) and g-seat motion conditions (visual and g-seat
cues}. The visual display consisted of an aircraft symbol and a
dotted reference line which subtended a 9 deg field-of-view. The !
task was to maintain zero roll angle (keep the symbol and

' reference aligned) in the presence of strong turbulence using a
side-mounted, force-sensing control stick.

The roll dynamics were represented by the transfe_ function: I

5 20 1 - 072 '
V(s) = 16 ' s+5 s+20.... Ee " (7) !

At very low frequencies, a control input of one pound produced a
bimulated roll rate of 16 deg/sec. The lag at 5 rad/sec

': represents the roll response of a fighter-type aircraft; the lag
at 2% rad/sec approximates the response of the moving-base
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_ simulator; and the delay of %.072 seconds represents the combined
i' effects of digital frame time, sample-and-hold, antialiasing

filters, plus the effective delay of the g-seat hydraulic and-%

: servo systems. (Regardless of whether a subject was performing
. the tracking task in the ALCOGS or RATS under static or visual

plus motion conditions, the dynamics and delays were identical).

The external forcing functi,,n was generated as a sum of
thirteen sine waves, with frequencies and amplitudes selected to
approximate a random disturbance process having a power spectral
density of the form:

K

ii - (s_2)2 (8)

and an rms value of .88 pounds equivalent control force. The
sinusoids were randomly phased with respect to each other, and
from trial-to-trial, to minimize the predictability of the
disturbance waveform. This forcing function added to the pilot's

control input and thus served as a direct disturbance to vehicle i
zoll angle, i

Under g-seat motion conditions the seat pan of the ALCOGS
was driven in roll using Equations 3-6. Because the research :
reported here consisted of a series of pilot studies, the
"experimental design" included both within and between subject
treatments and the number of subjects in each algorithm group was
not the same. {See Table i, below). With the exception of the
acceleration algorithm, the data for each group represents
asymptotic performance after 32 or more 3 minute training trials
conducted over several days. In all cases, mean-squared or root-
mean-squared (RMS) tracking error was provided to the subjects
after each trial.

The tracking performance data collected under whole-body
motion in the RATS also represented asymptotic performance. The
task dynamics, visual display, control stick, etc. were i_entical
to those used in the ALCOGS. The RATS drive algozithm, however,
matched the roll angle of the simulated aircraft in a i:i
fashion.

'_ PRIMARY DATA REDUCTION

Formal analysis was performed on data obtained under the
following cuing conditions:

a. "Static" (visual display of rcll angle error; no ALCOGS
motion)

b. "Position" (visual plus ALCOGS seat pan angle
proportional to simulated aircraft roll angle)
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: c. "Velocity" (visual plus ALCOGS seat pan angle '
' proportional to simulated ai. craft roll velocity)

d. "Acceleration" (visual plus AICOGS seat pan angle
proportional to simulated aircra£_ roll acceleration)

e. "Combined" (visual plus ALCOGS seat pan angle
proportional to a linear combination of simulated
aircraft roll angle and roll acceleration).

Error _tandard deviation (SD)scores were computed for each
data trial. These scores were averaged across trials for each
subject; the subject means were then averaged to yield group
means for each experimental condition. Table la shows, for each
cuing condition, the average tracking error SD score, the
standard deviation of the subject means, and the numbe_ of
subjects providing data. Note that the inter-subject variability
was less than 20% of the group mean, even for the conditions with
only two subjects.

J

_ The acceleration and combined algorithms yielded a modest {

, reduction in the tracking error score (about 15%) compared to [
static performance. On the other hand, the position and velocity i

algorithms yielded reductions of about 5_% and 65%, respectively,
and were essentially equivalent to performance in the RATS (mean
RMS error = 2.3 degrees).

i

Differences between pairs of group means were tested for
statistical significance by means of a t-test appropriate to I
unequal sample sizes. Differences significant at an alpha level '
greater than _.05 are considered "not significant" for this

. discussion. Table ib shows that the mean error SD scores

obtained for the position and ,elocity cuing conditions were
significantly different from edch other and from the scores
obtained for the re_ai_ing cuing conditions. Differences among
the static, acceleration, and combined conditions were gener_l!y
not significant. t_

Effects of g-seat cuing on operator frequency resporse are !
shown in Figure i; position and velocity cuing are compared with
static in Figure la, whereas acce]eratio_ and combined cuing
effects are shown in Figure lb. A value of zero dB for the
amplitude ratio ("gain") represents one peund of control force
per _egree of roll angle error; zero dB remnant signifies 1
pound _ of control power per raaian/second.

Because the forcing function was a zero-mean process, the
error SD score is approximately equal to the _MS tracking error.
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i! TABLE i. ANALYSIS OF THE TRACKING ERROR SD SCORES

/

a) Group Means

cuing Mean Std Dev Subjects

;_ Static 6.fl fl.51 6
Position 3.0 0.5fl 6

Velocity 2.1 0.20 6
Acceleration 5.2 fl.99 2t'

, Combined 4.8 fl.21 2

b) Alpha Level of ._ignjficance
?

I Posn. { Vel. : Accel. COal_ ':

Staticl .0fll I .fl01- -- .05 i
, Position .01 .01 .01 i

Velocity .f101 .001 ,%

Acceleration "- _

-- AiDha > 0.05. i
2 ct'ials/s bject.

a) Position and Velocity b) Acceleration and Combin'_l I

Algorithms Algorithms

z o. A iJ

o * B Q_II O_ ["_ o oo oO ° '"
-|o- -| i

_- I00, ^ 101]t' ' ' i ' '
" Cuing Cuing

:] 'o STATIC -to l o STAT|C

_o [ t/"°=l I
o. o POSITIG,_

o o • COMBINrd) _ LII

-,o- oO . , • _e O_

• _ :/! ' .-.o. , 8 -.o
ale 4 U

"'%V-.........i ........,_ .... '%.' ........_ ............
r_,,l:OU£NCV(rad/eea) IqlrQUESC¥(rod/ne) '"

_ Figure i. Effect of Cuing on Operator Frequency Response

i Average of 2-6 s,:oj=.cts, 2 trials/subject
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G-seat cuing with the position drive algorithm yielded
larger operator gain aL low frequencies, more phase lead at high

. frequencies, and less remnant at low frequencies. The velocity
drive law yielded even larger gain and phase lead, and a remnant
spectrum comparable to that of the position drive law. The
acceleration and combined drive algorithms had much smaller

_ effects on the frequency response. Overall, the frequency
response trends shown in Figure 1 are consistent with the trends

; of the tracking error scores.

A follow-up experiment indicated that the subjects could
perform the tracking task with positional ALCOGS cuing alone
(i.e., no visual cues), and that error scores were nearly as low
(mean RHS error = 3.7 degrees) as those obtained with concurrent
ALCOGS and visual cuing.

In s._mary, the followlng experimental trends were revealed
_y the st"_y on g-seat cuing:

v I. A modest reduction in tracking error score with either
the acceleration or the combined acceleration and

Position drive laws.

:_ : 2. Substanti_lly improved performance with the position
and velocity g-seat drive laws. f

3. Lower tracking error scores wiL_ lelocity than with
Position cuinq.

4. Ability to track almost as well w_L_ Position g-cuing
alone (i.e., no visual cuing) as with combined visual
and position g-cuing.

r

MODEL ANALYSIS l

Model analysis of the foregoing experimental results was ._

conducted as part of the overall goal of developing a theoretical i
framework for predicting the pilot's use of combined visual and I

non-visual cues. A concurrent and more specific goal was to
develop a model for the psycho-physiologlcal mechanisms
responsible for the observed relationship between g-seat cuing
algorithm and tracking performance. The optimal control model
(OCM) for pilot/vehicle systems was used for thi_ analysis.

Model DescriDtlon

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the general
structu_ of the OCM. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the task
environment as modeled for this analysis. The first block
contains the equations of motion of the simulated aircraft in the
roll axis, plus the flrst-orde_ approximation to the RATS
,_ynamlcs. Six "outputs", (perceptual quantlties) are considered.
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tracking error and error rate for visual perception, and tracking

| error,error rate, error acceleration, and error acceleration rate
• for haptic cuing. The visual outputs are delayed by _.#72 seconds

in the model formulation first-order Pade) to
(approximated by a

mimic the delays present in the laboratory simulation. The
' delayed outputs ev and ev represent the visual cues acted on by

ii the pilot model.
The remaining four outputs of the dynamics block are

i processed by the g-seat drive algorithm, a second-order model of
the g-seat dynamics, and a lead-lag model for mechanoreceptor
transduction. To be consistent with our treatment of visual-cue

processing, we assume that the pilot perceives both the primary
receptor ol_tput "m" and its first derivative "m". We shall refer
to these two cues as the "motion cues".

Relevant physiological and psychological literature was
reviewed in order to derive a math model for transduction of

haptic cues [2-19]. This literature covered a variety of
receptor types, biological species, and experimental
preparations. Consequently, the lead-lag model shown in Figure 2

" does not reflect a particular sensory mechanism, but rather an
average effect of (presumably) multiple mechanisms involved in

- the sensory process.
-t

_ On the basis of largely qualitative information, we derived
a lead-lag model for receptor response having a pole at 5 rad/sec
(based on the minimum #.2 second time constant found in the
literature search) and a zero at #.5 rad/sec (an educated guess
based on published time histories). Lacking any meaningful data
on bandwidth limitations, we did not associate any lnw-pass
characteristics with this receptor model.

There is some psychophysical evidence to indicate that the
human's reaction time to haptic stimuli are about 4# msec less
than the reaction time to visual _timuli [18,19]. The
formulation shown in Figure 2 accounted for this difference.

The only task-to-task variation relevant to '!_e model of
Figure 2 was the drive algorithm, which was changed to match the i

form of the experimental drive algorithm. The po3ition, velocity, i
and acceleration drive algorithms were modeled as unity gains on [
either error, error rate, or error acceleration; and the combined t

" algorithm was represented as an appropriately weighted sum of Ierror and error acceleration. Since the experimental drive
algorithms were considered sufficient to provide g-seat cuing
well above sensory threshold levels, perceptual thresholds were I
not considered in this modeling exercise, and "display" scaling I
was therefore unimportant. l

• I
*The OCH will scale its response strategy optimally with regard !i

i to display scaling.
II
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', Independent model parameters relating to inherent
: limitations of the human operator were selected in a manner
_' consistent with previous application of the OCM to laboratory

tracking tasks. The following "nominal values" were assigned:

o time delay for visual cues: 0.2 seconds

o motor time constant: 0.1 second

_i o observation noise/signal ratio for visual cues: -20 dB

o motor noise/signal ratio: -50 dB

In addition, observation noise/signal ratios of -22.7 dB were
assigned to the two motion cues to provide a good match to the
tracking error score obtained with the position drive algorithm;
this noise/signal ratio was maintained for analysis of the
remaining cuing algorithms.

While Figure 2 may reflect a new way of treating g-seat
cuing, it does not imply a change in the basic structure of the
human operator model. That is, the relationships shown in Figure
2 were implemented within the existing OCM by appropriate
definitions of systems dynamics and display variables -- no

; changes to the computer program were required.

We refer to the model of Figure 2 as the "receptor model" in
the sense that it includes an explicit submodel for
mechanoreceptor transduction. An alternative "noise model" was
explored in which the receptor submodel was omitted and, instead,
information provided by the g-seat was modeled diz=ctly. That

. is, the subject was assumed to perceive g-seat displacement and

g-seat rate with associated observation noise/signal ratios of
-15 dB and -25 dB, respectively. As was the case with the
receptor model, only the g-seat drive algorithm was changed from
task-to-task; other independent parameters of the pilot model
were held fixed for all experimental conditions.

The receptor and noise models are similar in that both
present high-quality rate information related to g-seat motion
and poor-quality displacement information. The receptor model
accomplishes this quality differential by the way in which it
linearly combines position and rate information. The noise model
accomplishes a similar effect by assigning different perceptual
noises to position and rate information. Because we assume that
the subject perceives the first derivative of the receptor

*These noises where selected to provide a good match to the
position-drive results, i

I
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output, the receptor model also provides g-seat acceleration
,. information -- a quantity we have not included in the noise

treatment.
)

Prin¢igal Model Results

Comparisons of model predictinns with expeEimentaA tracking-
error SD scores are shown in Figure3 3a and 3b for the "receptor"
and "noise" models, respectively. The solid symbols indicate the
group means, and the vertical bars indicate the standard

, deviations of the subject means.

: a) Receptor Model b) Noise Model
7 - -- I ] l I I 7 .... _-- --_ .... l-- ----1__. l

i

i i
• •

5, S.

I •

I I o _ o
1

O O
O 1 _ O I I

_'o" "i ° o'_' I ° "

2- Z

'l- • F..XPTL I. • EXPTL

o MODEL o MODrL

O- _ O- --- ,T v , • ,

CUING CUING

.! Figure 3. Effect of Cuing on Average Error SD Score [
i S = Static, P=Position, V=Velocity A=Accelerat_on, C=Comb_nedr

The two model treatments yielded similar results, with thenoise model providing slightly better matches to the position and

velocity drive conditions. The model reproduced the majorexperimental trends: namely, that (I) position and velocity
drive algorithms result in substantially improved performance

;] compared to static tracking, and (2) the acceleration and

J combined algorithms result in only marginally improvedperformance relative to static.

![' Although not shown in Figure 3, the model also predicted
that the subjects would be able to perform the task with position
g-seat cuing alone (no visual cues), and that RMS error would be
substantially lower than with visual cues only. This prediction
agreed with the follow-up study.
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_' There were some discrepancies between predicted and
experimental results, however. Although the model predicted that
the velocity algorithm would yield lower tracking errors than the

' position algorithm, the model underestimated the magnitude of
this performance difference. The model also predicted that the

i : acceleration algorithm would be superior to the combine_
I algorithm, whereas the reverse trend was found experimentally.

" _ Finally, the model underestimated tracking errors for the more
difficult configurations.

Predicted and measured operator frequency response are shown
in Figure 4. To minimize clutter, data from the position and
velocity conditions are shown in one graph, whereas acceleration
and combined conditions are represented in another. For
convenience, static response is plotted in all graphs.
Predictions obtained with the receptor model are shown in Figures
4a and 4b; results of the noise model are given in 4c and 4d.

The two models predicted the same overall performance
trends. They correctly predicted that the position and velocity

v cuing algorithms would have a greater influence on operator
:- frequency response, compared to visual-only cuing, than would the

acceleration and combined response. Furthermore, the effects of
position and velocity cuing on operator gain and phase shift were

_ matched in some detail. The rank ordering of the remnant
response across cuing conditions was also predicted.

DISCUSSION

Overall, the modeling philosophies explored here provided a
good match to the important trends of the experimental results.
Specifically, they accounted for the large effects of position
and velocity g-seat cuing, and the relatively small effects of

acceleration and combined g-seat cuing, with a consistent set of :
independent model parameters. Whether or not this modeling

• philosophy can be generalized to other cuing algorithms and other ':
1 types of motion (e.g., z-axls translational motion) remains to be

. determined. Of the various modeling philosophies explored in
this study, the approach described here seems to be the most
promising.

Additional analyses revealed appreciable performance
differences between groups trained with the plus and minus sign
on the position or velocity drive algorithms. (Tracking scores
were substantially lower than static cuing for either sign

*The acceleration group was not trained to asymptote. Training
curves indicate that this group, trained to asymptote, would have
performed about the same as the group trained with the pressure-

i matching algorithm.

f
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convention, however.) Preliminary modeling suggested that these
\ effects could be accounted for by appropriate modeling of

biomechanical coupling between seat pan and control stick.

: As we have noted, although gross trends were replicated,
some of the finer details were not mimicked. To some extent, the
performance compression seen in the model predictions may be due

• to the fact that, for this set of experiments, the model accounts
for performance differences solely through task-related
differences in perceptual cuing. Now, a recent review of a large
body of experimental and model results suggests that, for systems
having high-order response characteristics and/or significant
delays, motion cuing may provide a double benefit [2_]. First,
the subject may be able to construct a more accurate "internal
model" of system response dynamics than is possible with only
visual cuing; and, second, motion-related cues allow more
accurate state reconstruction because of high-derivative and/or
low-noise information. Only the second factor has been
considered in the model analysis presented here -- the current
model analysis assumes a perfect internal model for all cuing
conditions. Although the OCM is currently able to treat
deficient internal models, further model development will be
required if we are to _ how the operator's internal model

i is influenced by the cuing environment.
-t

!i As mentioned earlier, because of the desire to explore
J training issues, different subject groups were used for the

various experimental conditions. These groups did not all
receive the same amount of training, and, in the case of the

ii acceleration and combined-algorlt_ groups, there were only two
subjects per group. Given these factors, it is not surprising

+ that a precision match across all conditions cannot be obtained
with a single set of independent model parameters.

:_I_ The research reported here explored only the _ +
+I consequences of g-seat cuing and we have seen an approximate '_

performance equivalence between haptic cuing (given the !
appropriate drive scheme) and whole-body motion cuing). Of
considerable interest is the utility of the g-seat as a device i
for _ the pilot to use whole-body motion cues. Transfer-
of-trainlng studies regarding these sensory modalltles are being

i evaluated at ASD/AFANRL.

I SUMMARY

A study was performed to investigate the capability of an
advanced g-culng system to provide rotational cues in a
laboratory roll-axls tracking task. Six cuing algorithms were
explored:

I. "Static" (visual display of roll error, no g-seat
cuing)
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_ 2. "Position" (visual plus seat pan angle proportional to
. _ simulated aircraft roll angle)

3. "Velocity" (visual plus seat pan angle proportional to
simulated aircraft roll rate)

4. "Acceleration" (visual plus seat pan angle proportional
to simulated aircraft roll acceleration)

_ 5. "Combined" (visual plus seat pan angle proportional to
, a linear combination of simulated aircraft roll angle

and roll acceleration)

6. Visual plus whole-body roll-axis motion cues.

The combined algorithm was Oesigned to match the pressure pattern
that would be felt in the whole-body moving-base Roll Axis
Tracking Simulator (RATS).

_ Performance with either the position or velocity g-cuing ,
algorithm yielded tracking error _cores that compared favorably

. with performance in the RATS and were substantiallY lower than
; scores obtained in the static cuing conditions. To our initial !
, surprise, the combined algorithm provided only marginal
" improvemont in tracking performance relative to static cuing, as

did g-cuing with the pure acceleration drive law. A follow-up
study indicated that subjects could perform the task well in the
absence of visual cues when the g-seat was driven by the position
algorithm.

i A review of the literature suggested that the various haptic
sensor mechanisms could be represented mathematically by (I) a
lead-lag network with a zero at _.5 and a pole at 5 rad/sec, and
(2) an effective time delay 4_ msec less than that associated
with visual cues. When this receptor model was incorporated into
the framework of the optimal control pilot model, the model was
able to replicate the major experimental trends, in terms of
performance scores as well as operator frequency response, with a
fixed set of values for independent operator-related model
parameters. Similar results were obtained for a purel_
informational model receptor transduction.
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ABSIRACT

Studies evaluatingvariability of force as a function of absolute
: force generatedore mintheslzed.Inconsistenciesin reportedestimates
' of this relationship are viewed as a function of experimental

uonstraints imposed. Typically, wlthin-subject force variability
increasesat a negativelyacceleratingrate with equal incrementsin
force p_o4_ced.Currentpulse-stepand impulsevariabilitymodels are
unable to accomodate this description, although the notion of
efficiency is suggested as a useful construct to explain the

, _escription outlined.

IN_ItOmCTI_

Understandingthe natureof responsevariabilityhas Import_mtpracticaland
theoretical implications for manual control. In many movement tasks this
variabilityhas been recognizedas the major limitingfactorin perfozmanc_The
relative_mle of suchvariabilitym_/ be used as a tmslsto dlstingKsh between
skilledand unskilled individuals.Theoretically,variability expressed in
either kinetic or kinematic terms hss been viewed as a reflection of the
limitationsin t_e neuromuscularsystem._se have been identifiedwith time
oonstzalntsof ._ck in movement o_ntrol(Crossman& Goodeve, 1983; Ksele,
1968), noise in the neuromuscular system with respect to information
transmission (Fitts,1954) and inherent noise in the motor system itself
(Schmldt,Zela_nlk, Hawkins, Frank, & Qulnn, 1979).A detailed analysls of
kinetic responsecan consequentlycontributeinsightinto potentiel sourcesof
limitationin the nsurumuscularsystm_and currentmodelsof movementcontrol.

There have been a number of attempts to describethe relationshipbetween
: foroe production and outcrme wriability through the use _ a variety of motor

i'askL_he progressim of research has been sporadic in tams of chrmulo_tml
development, with each era of activity occuring in seeming isolation with
r_ to previouseffcrts.In the full_In9 sectionwe reviewa sel_ctim of

]- thmio studies that have p_ovld_dtrams for the pmpmed variabilityfunctions, '
with a view to reconciling various inconsistencies that have e_er_ed across

,_. experinental s_tustiom_ We begin b/ considering fo_oe produc_on in isometric .
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i_ tasks, which are generally considered sim_!er than isotonic tasks in that :_
, d_mges in llmb placement and resulting varJ ion in musc/e length do not occur.

Force production in isotonic tasks are subsequently examined to provide a
• foundationfor an overall force varlbility funcT/on.

IS_C _SKS

Perhaps the earliest and certainly one of the most comprehensive studies of
response variability is the treatise of Fullerton and Cattell (1892).

: Superficially, it appears to focus on the problems of perception in a
traditional psychophysical analysis of the spatial, temporal and force j
characteristics related to movement control. However, examination of their '
experiments indicates that a primary method of -easurement was through the use

, of average error. This procedure required participants to produce a number of
.esponses that were directed at the replication of a criterion target and in
essence represents the same procedure currently used to assess force !
variability. Fullerton and Cattell's results on force production indicated that
variable error increased across the force production co,,=inuum but that this
increase was not linear as would be predicted by a Weberian approach. They
suggested that a square-root func :ion was more appropriate in describing the

. function observed.

Although the work of Fullerton and Cattell represented an early step forward,
, analysis of the relation between force and force variability was not taken up
. again until the practical demands of the person-machine interface surface

following the Second World War (c_, Fitts, 1947; Hick & Bates, 1950). _he study
• of factors influencing the efficiency of machine controls helped promote an

interest in force production. The primary focus of this research was to
understand the relation of control @ynamics to the accuracy with which movements
could be generated particularly in the control of aircraft. In one study,
Jenkins (1947)examined the accuracy of force production for stick, wheel and

, rudder controls. The forces generated ranged from i to 601b and was in part
dapendent on the task in that less force was needed to move the stick compared
to the other controls._he coefficient of variation for the three tasks, that is
the standard deviation of force divided by the mean force decreased across the
force range selected in the form of a des_ndlng exponential. _he data for the ?
standard deviation of response followed the general Shape as observed earlier U]
Fullerton and C_ttell,that being a progressive increase in variability but with
the rate of gain in variability slowing with sequential increments in force
produm4, i

I
The force variability function obtained by Jenkins appears to be of an i

exponential morphology, with the change in variability being greatest at low I
force values. This is demonstrated in both the coefficient of variation and |

standard deviation functions. _e nonproport/onal relation between force level }
and force variability was subsequently found by Noble and Bahrick (1956) and i
Provins (1957),using comparable isometric force generation tasks. COllectively,
the data of the immediate post-war period indicate that force variability 1
increases at a _Mcreasing rate with equal increments of force and affirms the
general function originally observed U/ Fullerton and Cattell (1892). , l

Recently, Schmidt and his colleagues have regenerated interest in the ;

description of force variability and in support of their motor-output !
variability model presented data indicating a linear relation between j

: variability and absolute level of various movement parameters. In their l
. experiments, subjects were asked to exert isometric forcas to _oot a _t on an _ :

oscLlloscopescreen toa height proportionalto the criterion peak force. The 1
results exhibited a strong linear relation between the within-subJeot !!
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:; | variability in force and the amount of force produced. These data are
inconsistent with a cuzvillnear relation that earlier studies might have led us
to anticipate, given that the force range use by Schmidt and his co-workers
ccwers the strong curvilinear o0mponent of the variability function as reported
by Jenkins (1947).

_. As our synthesis has indicated, e/lemajority of data sets are inconsistent
: with the finding of a linear and proportional relation between force and force

varlability. Sherwood and Schmidt (1980) subeequen:-ly modified the linear

: ,Z_ prediction derived from the motor-ouput variability model not on the basis of
} pre_ious work, but in response to results from their additional experiment in

_ which variability increased up co approximately 65% of maximum. However, at
force levels above this value, variability decreased. The motor-output

. variabillty predictions were modified to account for the inverted-U shaped
function that SQhmiat and Sherwood also then found for movement accuracy.

_us, the variability of force as a function of force has been claimed to be
a square root function (Fullerton & Cartel1, 1892), a nonproportional but

• increasing function (Jenkins, 1947), a linear function (Schmidt et al., 1979)
and an Inwerted-U _hape.dfunction (Sherwood & Schmid_, 1980). There are a number

v of experimental factors that could influence estimates of force variability as s
functio of force produced. Among these may be transfer effects _oulton, 1973),

_ insufficient force Izwels to adequately describe the function and insufficient
• data points at each force level to obtain a veridical estimate of variability
_- (Fisher,1915). One potential reason for the discrepancies reported may be that

individual subjects varied the time with which the] generated the force in a
systematic manner. To test this assumption, Newel1 and Carlton (1984) tested
subjects using an elbow flexlon task. In absolute terms, forue variability
increased but at a decreasing rate in a manner similar to that reported by
Fullerton and Cattell. However, it appeared that this was accomplished by
increasing time to peak force as the required force level increased. This

, suggests that subjects are able to change rate of force production according to
the criterion force required. _herefore future investigationsof isometric force
production tasks need to consider the individual freely chosen rate of
product/on as an important variant.

4

_IC _8_S

In isotonic tasks the goal of the act is often based on spat/aLland temporal
criteria. Investigations of isotonic contractions have focused on control i
parameters such as spring stiffness, viscous damping and inertia which affect [
the work required by the task and as has been presumed the kinasthet/c feedback iassociated with response _3ahrick,195_. In this work emphasis has been lald on
the use oZ spring centered controls which allow for the simultaneous 1

: presentation of both distance and force cues. As force production is i
proportional to movement distance in these systems, force variability may be i
measured by distance variability and thls has generally been the experlmental Jtactic adopted. Although this confounding of distance and force parameters
produces several interpretational problems, thes studles do provide useful

J

insights into factors affecting output variability. I

Although the early studles of Weiss (1954)suggested that force cues were not '
beneficial in dynamlc responses, possibly as they pzovlded only redundant I
irfomation, a number of submRusnt wcrks have Indlceted the efficacy of such !
cues in improtlng spatial acoaracy in posit/onlng responses (Bshrick,Bennett, &
Fltts, 19551 Gibbs, 19541 Howland & Noble, 1953). Bahrick, Bennett and Fitts i
(1955) is representativeof this work. _hay mmmlned the accuracy of posit/c_tng I
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re_o_es under constant spring tension, where tension increased with d_ange in
:_ position of the control stick. It was proposed that this protocol allowed for an
'r: evaluation of cues associated with amplitude, terminal torque and rate of change
•i of torque with amplitude. _he authors ooncluded that indeed each of these

factors were important in governing positioning errors but that error was
minimized when the ratio of relative torque change to displacement was

i maxlmized, particularly if this coincided with a large al_olute _ange in torque. with displacanent. However, as Bahrlck and his colleagues used absolute rather
than variable error it is difficult to contrast their results directly with

_ii those for isunetric force production.

i With the advent of the motor-output variability model, there have been a ;
variety of contemporary studies which have examined the force variability •

' function in isotonic tasks. The basic tenet of the model is that there is a
proportional relationship between the size of the impulse produced an it's
variability. As support for this proposal, Schmidt and his colleagues produced I
data upon both discrete and reciprocal aiming movements and rapid timing
responses. Their results indicated that the within-subject variability of
impulse duration increased linearly with movement tim_ Also, there were no
interactlonaleffects between movement time and amplitude for the variability of
impulse duratiom As was indicated this affirmation leads to estimates of
proportional relations between movement error and movement speed.Although
Schmidt et al presented some data in support of such a position there is a :

- substantial body of research that variable error increases at a negatively :"
accelerating rate for constant increments of movement speed with a given

:i movement amplit_e (e._, Fltts, 1954; Woo_orth, 1899) and that variable timing,!

:_ error decreases at a negatively accelerating rate with omstant increments of '
amplitude within a given movement time _well, 1980).The above represents only

' a short preci_ of a rather more complex plcuure of which much fuller details

t

The prediction of the motor-output variability model that spatial errors l,:
increase Proportionallywith movement distance whereas movement timing error :
remains unaffected is based upon the assumption that abeolute impulse varies4

,! with amplitude. FOE the case where double the amplitude is covere_ double +.he
- impulse is required which doubles spatial error. However, because in this

situation the movement is being generated twice as fast timing error is _ .il
unaffe.ted. Also, a proportional relation would require that the addition of
mass to the movement system have no effect on spatial or temporal accuracy. This
is because the addition of mass has two equal and opposing effects. First, it
increases the variability of the motor system due to a larger impulse being
produced but second, it increases the inertia of the system which provides i
resistence to variability in the movement. _herefore, if the relation between I

impulse and impulse variability were proportional, there should be no effect on I
timing accuracy when movement distance or when movement mass is varie& Recent
studies by Newell and his colleagues have indicated that nelther of these ..
observations is born out in experimental data and therefore suggest that the J
force/foroe variability function is not a simple proportional relationship. !

l

9akan collective/y, the studies for isotonic tasks do not present as ccherent !

!

a picture as those for isometric performance and this may be due to the variety
of manipulations, e._, spring centered controls, employed. However, in
conditions which do not change throughout the force production continuum, a !;

curvillnear function oompatible with that observed in isometric tasks has been I
reported (e._, Newell, Carlton, & Carlton, 1982). This overall function is also I
compatible with previous descriptions of kinematic variation _anoock & Newsll,
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: H)RC8 VARIABILITY AND MDIELS OF RESR3NSE PRO_CTIDN /

_e present synthesis of the relation between force and force variability in
_oth isomteric and isotonic tasks suggests that a negatively accelerating rate
of force variability is produced when equal increments of force are manipulated
across the continuum available to the performer. _is function is consistent

: with our space-time analysis of the movement speed accuracy relationship
• although we have yet to formalize a link between the kinematic and kinetic

,:_ components of response variability (Kancock & Newell, 1984). Schmidt et al.
(1979) made explicit and presented an attem_t toward this link which has been

: implicit in movement studies since the earliest investigations (Fullerton &
Cattell, 1892). However, certain predictions _rived f_c_ the model of Sdlmidt

I

: and his colleagues have not been affirmed iy emge:imental data and a full
_s_iption of the kinematic-kinetlcllnk awaits further develo@ment, i

_he current kinetic analysis of response variability reveals several I
limitations to extant models of force Pro_ctiom Subjects apparently minimize
response variability _ modulating the rate of force Ixo_ction for a given set
of isometric or isotonic task constraints. In isometric tasks, subjects do not

5 scale-up peak force by holding time tc peak force constant as postulated
-, i. explicitly by pulse-step (Ghez & Vicario, 1978) and implicitly b_ motor-output

! variability (Sc_m,idt et aL, 1979) models. Rather, the/ systematically vary the

; time to peak force accordingto task constraints _anoff, 1978; Nm_ell et al., I
. _ 1982). _he basis for this variation is at p_esent unclear, however, it appears i

' consistent with principles of efficiency in muscular contraction, where
efficiency is defined as the ratio of the work cbne to the enerqf expended.

|

In pioneering work, Hill (1922) investigated the speed of muscular

contractionwith respect to it's relationship to mechanical efficiency in human _
skmletal muscle. He suggested that the rate of contraction is the key parameter .
in determining this mechanical efficiency. Further, he observed a nonlinear : ....
relation between efficiency losses in muscular contractionand the deviation
from the optimal contraction duratlom Efficiency has since been invoked as an
emergent Property of the optimizlr4 motor system (e.g.,Sparrow, 1983). However,
a formal link between notions of variability and efficiency has not yet been
realised. It is conjectured that following Practice, an individuals freely
chosen rate of force production is optimal for the efficiency of muscular _:
contraction.

Efficiency is an attractive avenue to pursue, not only because of it's
theoretical appeal but because it can encapsulate arguments that may be advanced iJ
concerning the role of specific physiological mechanisms, such as motor unit i

• recruitment, within the variability function (Hatze & Buys, 1977). Efficiency I
principles also suggest that the coordination and control of human movement

I

cannot be understood from purely mechancical principles alone. Although this }
position has gained acceptance in research on blomed%anical optimisati_ this

,, perspective has yet to be fully developed by those seeking to understand ,
Processes of movement Promotion. Efficlen&y of muscle mechanics is consistent (
with a peripheral hypothesis regarding response variability but central

I

mechanisms may also affect force production. One premise cf the motor-output I
variability mo_al is that repeated responses enable the 'same" motor pro_am and i

thus minimises centrally mediated response veriabillty. However, and in accord I
with Schmldt and his colleagues, we would not suggest that this means no effect ,.

.- for supposed central processes. Indeed, our synthesis suggests that central J
,- mechanisms may well contribute to the force variability function. Whether i

_ central mechanisms can also be related to efficency in dlsczete res[mnaes as it I
can in gait (e._, Bolls, Sd_midt_Neilson, & Madrell, 1973) awaits development.

Sgl
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Efficiency could be a principle that specifies a priori a particular
i biokinematic organization of the organism and constrains the interaction of

' _ central and peripheral oontributions in the coordinationand control of movement
(e.g.,Sparrow, 1983). _he implication of an efficiency orientation to motor

, • control is that response variability will reflect the degree to which task and
environmental constraints demand deviation from organismically optimal

_.t kinematics and kinetics.
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